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HISTORY

OF

CIVILIZATION IN ENGLAND.

GENEEAL INTRODUCTION.

CHAPTER I.

STATEMENT OF THE RESOURCES FOR INVESTIGATING HI8TOUT, AJJD

PliOOFS OF THE REGUI.ARITY OF HUMAN ACTIONS. THESE ACTIONS

ARE GOVERNED BY MENTAi AND PHYSICAL LAWS : THEREFORE
HOTH SETS OK LAWS MUST BE STUDIED, AND THEKE CAN BF NO

HISTORY WITHOUT THE NATURAL SCIENCES.

OF all the great branches of human knowledge, his-

tory is that upon which most has been written, and
which has always been most popular. And it seems
to be the general opinion that the success of histo-

rians has, on the whole, been equal to their industry;
and that if on this subject much has been studied,
much also is understood.

This confidence in the value of history is very

widely diffused, as we see in the extent to which it

is read, and in the share it occupies in all plans of

education. Nor can it be denied that, in a certain point,
of view, such confidence is perfectly justifiable. It

cannot be denied that materials have been collected

which, when looked at in the aggregate, have a rich

and imposing appearance. The political and military
annals of all the great countries in Europe, and of

most of those out of Europe, have been carefully

compiled, put together in a convenient form, and
the evidence on which they rest has been tolerably
well sifted. Great attention has been paid to the
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history of legislation, also to that of religion : while

considerable, though inferior, labour has been employed
in tracing the progress of science, of literature, of the
fine arts, of useful inventions, and, latterly, of the man-
ners and comforts of the people. In order to increase

our knowledge of the past, antiquities of every kind
have been examined

;
the sites of ancient cities have

been laid bare, coins dug up and deciphered, inscrip-
tions copied, alphabets restored, hieroglyphics inter-

preted, and, in some instances, long-forgotten languages
reconstructed and re-arranged. Several of the laws
which, regulate the changes of human speech have been

discovered, and, in the hands of philologists, have been
made to elucidate even the most obscure periods in the

early migration of nations. Political economy has been
raised to a science, and by it much light has been
thrown on the causes of tha4._UJaeotaal_d!stribuiion__Q.

wealth_vvhich is the most fertile source of social disz
tiirbmice. Statistics have been so sedulously cultivated.

that we have the most extensive information, not only

respecting the material interests of men, but also re-

specting their moral peculiarities ;
such as, the amount

of different crimes, the proportion they bear to each

other, and the influence exercised over them by age,

sex, education, and the like. With this great move-
ment physical geography has kept pace : the pheno-
mena of climate have been registered, mountains

measured, rivers surveyed and tracked to their source,
natural productions of all kinds carefully studied, and
their hidden properties unfolded : while every food

which sustains life has been chemically analysed, its

constituents numbered and weighed, and the nature of

the connexion between them and the human frame has,
in many cases, been satisfactorily ascertained. At the

same time, and that nothing should be left undone
which might enlarge our knowledge of the events by
which man is affected, there have been instituted cir-

cumstantial researches in many other departments ;
so

that in regard to the most civilized people, sve are now

acquainted with the rate of their mortality, of their

marriages, the proportion of their births, the character
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of their employments, and the fluctuations both in their

wacrcs and in the prices of the commodities necessary
to their existence. These and similar facts have been

collected, methodized, and are ripe for use. Such

results, which form, as it were, the anatomy of a

nation, are remarkable for their minuteness
;
and to

them there have been joined other results less minute,
but more extensive. Not only have the actions and
characteristics of the great nations been recorded, but

a prodigious number of different tribes in all the parts
of the known world have been visited and described by
travellers, thus enabling us to compare the condition of

mankind in every stage of civilization, and under every

variety of circumstance. When we moreover add, that

this curiosity respecting our fellow-creatures is appa-

rently insatiable
;
that it is constantly increasing ;

that

the means of gratifying it are also increasing, and that

most of the observations which have been made are

still preserved ;
when we put all these things toge-

ther, we may form a faint idea of the immense value of

that vast body of facts which we now possess, and by
the aid of which the progress of mankind is to be

investigated.
But if, on the other hand, we are to describe the use

that has been made of these materials, we must draw a

very different picture. The unfortunate peculiarity of

the history of man is, that although its separate parts
have been examined with considerable ability, hardly

any one has attempted to combine them into ct whole,
and ascertain the way in which they are connected with
each other. In all the other great fields of inquiry, the

necessity of generalization is universally admitted, and
noble efforts are being made to rise from particular
facts in order to discover the laws by which those facts

are governed. So far, however., is this from being the

usual course of historians, that among thorn a strange
idea prevails, that their business is merely to relate

events, which they may occasionally enliven by such
moral and political reflections as seem likely to be

useful. According to this scheme, any author who
from indolence of thought, or from natural incapacity,

B 2
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is unfit to deal with the highest branches of knowledge^
has only to pass some years in reading a certain number
of books, and then he is qualified to be an historian

;

he is able to write the history of a great people, and his

work becomes an authority ou the subject which it

professes to treat.

The establishment of this narrow standard has led to

results very prejudicial to the progress of our know-

ledge. Owing to it, historians, taken as a body, have
never recognized the necessity of such a wide and pre-

liminary study as would enable them to grasp their

subject in the whole of its natural relations. Hence
the singular spectacle of one historian being ignorant
of political economy ;

another knowing nothing of law
;

another nothing of ecclesiastical affairs and changes of

opinion ;
another neglecting the philosophy of statistics,

and another physical science : although these topics are

the most essential of all, inasmuch as they comprise the

principal circumstances by which the temper and cha-

racter of mankind have been affected, and in which they
are displayed. These important pursuits being, how-

ever, cultivated, some by one man, and some by another,
have been isolated rather than united : the aid which

might be derived from analogy and from mutual illus-

tration has been lost
;
and no disposition has been

shown to concentrate them upon history, of which they
are, properly speaking, the necessary components.

Since the early part of the eighteenth century, a few

great thinkers have indeed arisen, who have deplored
the backwardness of history, and have done everything
in their power to remedy it. But these instances have
been extremely rare : so rare, that in the whole litera-

ture of Europe there are not more than three or four

really original works which contain a systematic attempt
to investigate the history of man according to those

exhaustive methods which in other branches of know-

ledge have proved successful, and by which alone em-

pirical observations can be raised to scientific truths.

Among historians in general, we find, after the six-

teenth century, and especially during the last hundred

years, several indications of an increasing coruprehen-
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divoness of view, and of a willingness to incorporate
into their works subjects which they would formerly
have excluded. By this means their assemblage of

topics has become more diversified, and the mere collec-

tion and relative position of parallel facts has occasion-

ally suggested generalizations no traces of which can

be found in the earlier literature of Europe. This has

been a great gain, in so far as it has familiarized histo-

rians with a wider range of thought, and encouraged
those habits of speculation, which, though liable to

abuse, are the essential condition of all real knowledge,
because without them no science can be constructed.

But, notwithstanding that the prospects of historical

literature are certainly more cheering now than in any
former age, it must be allowed that, with extremely
few exceptions, they are only prospects, and that as yet

scarcely anything has been done towards discovering
the principles which govern the character and destiny
of nations. What has been actually effected I shall

endeavour to estimate in another part of this introduc-

tion : at present it is enough to say, that for all the

higher purposes of human thought history is still

miserably deficient, and presents that confused and
anarchical appearance natural to a subject of which
the laws are unknown, and even the foundation un-

settled. !

Our acquaintance with history being so imperfect,
while our materials are so numerous, it seems desirable

that something should be done on a scale far larger
than has hitherto been attempted, and that a strenuous

effort should be made to bring up this great depart-
ment of inquiry to a level with other departments, in

order that we may maintain the balance and harmony
of our knowledge. It is in this spirit that the present

' A living- writer, who has tive, vol. v. p. IS. There is

done more than any other to much in the method and in the

raise the standard of history, conclusions of this great work

contemptuously notices 'jTincQj- with which I cannot agree ; bui

herente compilation de faits dej4 it would be unjust to deny it?

improprement qualified cThis- extraordinary merits

jtirf^ Comte, Philosophic Pofi
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work has been conceived. To make the execution of it

folly equal to the conception is impossible : still I hope
to accomplish for the history of man something equiva-

lent, or at all events analogous, to what has been

effected by other inquirers for the different branches of

natural science. In regard to nature, events apparently I

the most irregular and capricious have been explained,/
and have been shown to be in accordance with certain/

fixed and universal laws. This has been done because

men of ability, and, above all, men of patient, untiring

thought, have studied natural events with the view of

discovering their regularity : and if human events were

subjected to a similar treatment, we have every right
to expect similar results. For it is clear that they who
affirm that the facts of history are incapable of being

generalized, take for granted the very question at issue.

Indeed they do more than this. They not only assume
what they cannot prove, but they assume what in the

present state of knowledge is highly improbable. Who-
ever is at all acquainted with what has been done

during the last two centuries, must be aware that every

generation demonstrates some events to be regular
and predictable, which the preceding generation had
declared to be irregular and unpredictable : so that

the marked tendency of advancing civilization is to

strengthen our belief in the universality of order, of

method, and of law. This being the case, it follows

that if any facts, or class of facts, have not yet been
reduced to order, we, so far from pronouncing them to

be irreducible, should rather be guided by our expe-
rience of the past, and should admit the probability
that what we now call inexplicable will at some future

time be explained. This expectation of discovering

regularity in the midst of confusion is so familiar to

scientific men, that among the most eminent of them it

becomes an article of faith : and if the same expectation
is not generally found among historians, it must be

ascribed partly to their being of inferior ability to the

investigators of nature, and partly to the greater com-

plexity of those social phenomena with which their

btudies are concerned.
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Both these causes have retarded the creation of the

science of history. The most celebrated historians are

manifestly inferior to the most successful cultivators of

physical science: no one having devoted himself to

history who in point of intellect is at all to be compared
with Kepler, Newton, or many others that might be

named. 2 And as to the greater complexity of the

phenomena, the philosophic historian is opposed by
difficulties far more formidable than is the student of

nature ; since, while on the one hand, his observations

are more liable to those causes of error which arise

from prejudice and passion, he, on the other hand, is

unable to employ the great physical resource of ex-

periment, by which we can often simplify even the

most intricate problems in the external world.

It is not, therefore, surprising that the study of the

movements of Man should he still in its infancy, as

compared with the advanced state of the study of the

movements of Nature. Indeed the difference hetween
the progress of the two pursuits is so great, that while!

in physics the regularity of events, and the power of

predicting them, are often taken for granted even in
|

cases still unproved, a similar regularity is in history
not only not taken for granted, but is actually denied.

Hence it is that whoever wishes to raise history to a

level with other branches of knowledge, is met by a

preliminary obstacle; since he is told that in the ail'airs
j

of men there is something mysterious and providential, I

which makes them impervious to our investigations,
and which will always hide from us their future course.

To this it might be sufficient to reply, that such an
assertion is gratuitous ;

that it is by its nature incapable
of proof ;

and that it is moreover opposed by the no-

torious fact that everywhere else increasing knowledge
is accompanied by an increasing confidence in the

uniformity with which, under the same circumstances,

2 I speak merely of those, who and it evidently cost hi:u uo-

have made history their main thing like the thought vt inch he

pursuit. Bacon wrote on it, but devoted to other bubjeets.

.inly a* a subordinate object :
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the same events must succeed each, other. 1+ will,

however, be more satisfactory to probe the difficulty

deeper, and inquire at once into the foundation of the

common opinion that history must always remain in ita

present empirical state, and can never be raised to the

rank of a science. We shall thus be led to one vast

question, which indeed lies at the root of the whole

subject, and is simply this : Are the actions of men,
and therefore of societies, governed by fixed laws, or

are they the result either of chance or of supernatural
interference ? The discussion of these alternatives

will suggest some speculations of considerable interest.

For, in reference to this matter, there a,re two doc-

trines, which appear to represent diiferent stages of

civilization. According to the first doctrine, every
event is single^ and isolated,, and is merely considered_
as the result of a blind chanee._ This opinion, which
is most natural to a perfectly ignorant people, would
soon be weakened by that extension of experience
which supplies a knowledge of those uniformities of

succession and of co-existence that nature constantly

presents. If, for example, wandering tribes, without

the least tincture of civilization, lived entirely by hunt-

ing and fishing, they might well suppose that the

appearance of their necessary food was the result of

some accident which admitted of no explanation. The

irregularity of the supply, and the apparent caprice
with which it was sometimes abundant and sometimes

scanty, would prevent them from suspecting anything
like method in the arrangements of nature

;
nor could

their minds even conceive the existence of those general

principles which govern the order of events, and by a

knowledge of which we are often able to predict their

future course. But when such tribes advance into the

agricultural state, they, for the first time, use a food of

which not only the appearance, but the very existence,
seems to be the result of their own act. What they
sow, that likewise do they reap. The pi'ovision neces-

sary for their wants is brought more immediately under
their own control, and is more palpably the consequence
of their own labour. They perceive a distinct plan,
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and a regular uniformity of soqnonce, in the relation

which the seed they put into the ground bears to the

com when arrived at maturity. They are now able to

look to the future, not indeed with certainty, but with

a confidence infinitely greater than they could have felt

in their former and more precarious pin-suits.
3 Hence

there__arise_s__a_dim idea of the jstability of events; and
for the first time there begins to dawn upon the mind a

faint conception of what at a later period are called the

Laws of Nature. Every step in the great progress will

make their view of this more clear. As their observa-

tions accumulate, and as their experience extends over

a wider surface, they meet with uniformities that they
had never suspected to exist, and the discovery of which
weakens that doctrine of chance with which they had

originally set out. Yet a little further, and a taste for

abstract reasoning springs up ;
and then some among

them generalize the observations that have been made,
and despising the old popular opinion, believe that

every event is linked to its antecedent by an inevitable

connexion, that such antecedent is connected with a

preceding fact
;
and that thus the whole world forms

a necessary chain, in which indeed each man may play
his part, but can by no means determine what that part
shall be.

Thus it is that, in the ordinary march of society, an

increasing perception of the regularity of nature de-

stroys the doctrine of Chance, and replaces it by that

of Necessary Connexion. And it is, I think, highly

probable that out of these two doctrines of Chance and

Necessity there have respectively arisen the subsequent

dogmas of Free Will and Predestination. Nor is it

difficult to understand the manner in which, in a more
advanced state of society, this metamorphosis would
occur. In every country, as soon as the accumulation

8 Some of the moral conse- History of India, vol. i. pp.

quences of thus diminishing the 180-181. But both these able

precariousness of food are 110- writers have omitted to observe

ticed by M. Charles Comte in that the change facilitates a per-

his Traite dc Legislation, vol. ii. eeption of the regularity of

pp. 273-275. Compare MilC? phonojn-na.
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of wealth has reached a certain point, the produce of

each man's labour becomes more than sufficient for his

own support : it is therefore no longer necessary that

all should work
;
and there is formed a separate class,

the members of which pass their lives for the most

part in the pursuit of pleasure ;
a very few, however,

in the acquisition and diffusion of knowledge. Among
these last there are always found some who, neglecting
external events, turn their attention to the study of

their own minds
;

4 and such men, when possessed of

great abilities, become the founders of new philosophies

4 On the relation between this

and the previous creation of

wealth, see Tcnnemann, Ge-

schichte der Philosophic, vol. i.

p. 30
;

'

P^in gewisser Grad von
Gultur und Wohlstand ist eine

nothwendige iiussere Bedingung
der Entwickelung des philoso-

phischen Geistes. So lango der

Mensch noch ruit den Mitteln

seiner Existenz uud der Be-

friedigung seiner thierischen Be-

diirfnis.se beschaftiget ist, so

lange gehet die Entwickelung
und Bildung seiner G-eisteskrafte

nur langsam von statten, und
cr nahert sich nur Schritt vor

Schritt einer freiern Veruunft-

thatigkeit.'
' Daher

finden wir, dass man nur in

denen Nationen anting zu philo-

sophiren, welche sich zu einer

betrachtlichen Stufe des Wohl-
staudes und der Cultnr empor-
gehoben batten.' Hence, as I

shall endeavour to prove in the

next chapter, the immense im-

portance of the physical pheno-
mena which precede and often

control tlu- metaphysical. In

the history of the Greek mind
we can distinctly trace the pas-
sage from physical to metaphysi-
cal inquiries. See Gratd* History

of Greece, vol. iv. p. 519, edit.

1847. That the atomic doctrine,
in its relation to chance, was a

natural precursor of Platonism,
is remarked hi Broussais, Ex-
amen des Doctrines Medicales,
vol. i. pp. 53, 54, an able though
one-sided work. Compare, re-

specting the Chance of the ato-

mists, Bitter s History of Ancient

Philosophy, vol. i. p. 553
;

an

hypothesis, as Eitter says,
' de-

structive of all inner energy ;

'

consequently antagonistic to the

psychological hypothesis -which

subsequently sprang up and con-

quered it. That physical re-

searches came first, is moreovei

attested by Diogenes Laertius :

Mf'pT? 5f <pi\"cro(pla.s rpia, (pvffiKbv,

riQiKov, SiaAe/cTiKdv tbvffiKbv fj.fv,

rb Trtpl K6fffj.ov. Kal TcO>v eV aura!

rjQLKOv 8e, rl> TTfpi &tov Kal TCOC

irpbs rjfj.as' SiaAc/cTiK^ 8f, rb

a/AfyoTeptav TOU? \6yovs irptcrfievoi''

Kal/j-f-pi juev'Apx 6^011 T^ <pvffutbv

rmti Pro fni. segm.

p. 12: compare lib.

vol i. p. 89.

u, rb 8o-

PhiJofopho-
18, vol. i.

i. segm. 16.
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aud new religions, which often exercise immense in-

fluence over the people who receive them. But the

authors of these systems are themselves .affected by the

character of the age in which they live. It is impos-
sible for any man to escape the pressure of surrounding
opinions; and what is called a new philosophy or a new

religion is generally not so much a creation of fresh

ideas, but rather a new direction given to ideas already
current among contemporary thinkers. '

Thus, in the

case now before us, the doctrine of Chance in the

externn' world corresponds to that of Free Will in the

internal: while the other doctrine of Necessary Con-
nexion is equally analogous to that of Predestination

;

the only difference being that the first is a development
by the metaphysician, the second by the theologian. In

the first instance, the metaphysician setting out with
the doctrine of Chance, carries into the study of the

mind this arbitrary and irresponsible principle, which
in its new field becomes Free Will

;
an expression by

which all difficulties seem to be removed, since perfect

freedom, itself the cause of all actions, is caused by none,
but, like the doctrine of Chance, is an ultimate fact

admitting of no further explanation.'' In the second

instance, the theologian taking up the doctrine of

Necessary Connexion recasts it into a religious shape ;

and his mind being already full of conceptions of order

and ofuniformity, he naturally ascribes such undeviating

* Beausobre has some good die blose gesetzgebendv' Form
remarks on this in his learned der Maxim? allein zum Gesetze

work Histoire Critiqw de 3fani- dienen kann, pin freier Will.\'

chef, vol. i. p. 179, where he says Kritik der praktisehtn Vernunft
that the great religious heresies in Kant's H'crkt, vol. iv. p. 128.

have been founded on previous
' Hat selber fiir sich eigt-nt-

philosophies. Certainly no one lieu, keinen Bestimmungsgrund.'
acquainted with the history of Metaphysik dcr Sitten in \l\rke,

opinions will admit the sweeping vol. v. p. 12. 'Die unbedingti-
assertion of M. Stahl that '

la Causal i tat der Ursache.' Kritik

philosophie d'un peuple a sa ra- der nirit/i Vernunft in Wirke,
cine dans sa theologie.' K'tim- vol. ii. p. 339. Si->- also Prolf-

rath, Travaii-x, vol. ii. p. 4o4, qomfvn ~i/
jedi'-r friinftJffen Huta-

Paris, IS-i,?. ph/.'/rik in vol. iii. p. 26*.
" ' Also ist ein Wille, d^m
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regularity to the prescience of Supreme Power
;
and

thus to the magnificent notion of One God there is

added the dogma that by Him all things have from
the beginning been absolutely pre-determined and pre-
ordained.

These opposite doctrines of free will and predestina-
tion7 do, no doubt, supply a safe and simple solution of

the obscurities of our being ;
and as they are easily

understood, they are so suited to the average capacity
of the human mind, that even at the present day an

immense majority of men are divided between them
;

and they have not only corrupted the sources of our

knowledge, but have given rise to religious sects, whose
mutual animosities have disturbed society, and too often

embittered the relations of private life. Among the

more advanced European thinkers there is, however, a

growing opinion that both doctrines are wrong or, at

all events, that we have no sufficient evidence of their

truth. And as this is a matter of great moment, it is

important, before we proceed further, to clear up as

much of it as the difficulties inherent in these subjects
will enable us to do.

Whatever doubts may be thrown on the account
which I have given of the probable origin of the ideas

That these doctrines, when neux (Locke's Works, vol. viii.

treated according to the ordinary p. 305\ with the argument in one

methods of reasoning, not only of Bentley's Sermons (Monk's

oppose but exclude each other, Life of Bentley, vol. ii. pp. 7,8);
would be, universally admitted if also Bitter's Hist, of Ancient

it were not for a desire generally Philosophy, vol. iv. pp. 143, 144;
felt to save certain parts of each : Tennemann. Gisch. dcr Philoso-

it being thought _dangerous_Jp phie, vol. iv. pp. 301-304; Cojde-

give up free will fm_ account of ston's Inquiry into th< Doctrines

"weakening "moral responsibility, of Necessity and Pr< distillation,

andjguallv_ dj3Lr^^ou~t<rj?'fe pp. 6, 7, 46, 69, 70, 85, 92, 108,

up predestination qn._acc<Mint of- 136
;

Mosheim's Ecclesiastical

Impugning the pjjwej pf_ Goi Hist., vol. i. p. 207, vol. ii. p. 96 ;

Various aHi-mpts have therefore Nianders Hist, of the Church,
been made to reconcile liberty vol. iv. pp. 29-J, 389-391 ; Bishop
with necessity, and make the of Lincoln on Tertullian, 1845,
freedom of man harmonize with p. 323; Hodgson on Buddhism, in

the foreknowledge of the Deity. Tranyac. cf Asiatic Society, vol.

Compare on t.his point a n-mark- ii. p. 232.

able letti-r from Lock* to Moiv-
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of free will and predestination, there can, at all events,
be no dispute as to the foundation on which those ideas

are now actually based. The theory of predestination
is founded on a theological hypothesis ;

that of free will

on a metaphysical hypothesis. The advocates of the

first proceed on a supposition for which, to say the least

of it, they have as yet brought forward no good
evidence. They require us to believe that the Author
af Creation, whose beneficence they at the same time

willingly allow, has, notwithstanding His supreme e-ood-

iiess, made an arbitrary distinction between the elect

and the non-elect
;
that He has from all eternity doomed

to perdition millions of creatures yet unborn, and whom
His act alone can call into existence : and that He has
done this, not in virtue of any principle of justice, but

by a mere stretch of despotic power.
8 This doctrine

owes its authority among Protestants to the dark though
powerful mind of Calvin

;
but in the early Church it

was first systematically ruethodi/.ed by Augustin, who

appears to have borrowed it from the Manicheans.9 At
all events, and putting aside its incompatibility with
other notions which are supposed to be fundamental,

10

* Even Ambrose, who never pp. 571-576; Southed s Loi'k <-j

went BO far as Augustin, states the Church, 1S24, vol. i. pp. 801,

this principle in its repulsive 302; Mutter, Hist. duGnoaticismi
,

nakedness: 'Deus quos dignat 1828, vol. i. p. 325. However,
vocjit, quos vult religiosos facit.' Beausobre (Histoire de Manichee,

Ncander, vol. iv. p. 287. Calvin vol. ii. pp. 33-40) seems to have

declares ' that God, in predesti- proved a difference between the

natina from all eternity one, part election of Augustin and that of

of mankind to everlasting happi- Basilides.

ness, and another to endless ' On the absurdity of an

misery, was led to make this dis- omnipotent arbitrary Deity,' and
tinction bv no other motive than on rho incongruity of such a

His own good pleasure and free combination with vvaet KaAov ai

will.' Muthtim's Ecdt*. Hist., SIKCUOV, s. C'udwi/rtk's lniell.it.

vol. ii. p. 103, see also p. 100; Si/si., vol. i. pp. 45, 419, vol. ii;.

and Curu'itken's Hist, of th p. 241, vol. iv. p. 160. See al.-:c

Church af England, vol.i. p. 55'.!. ThnH-n- in Kant's Werk>\\^\.
9 On the Manichutan origin of vi. pp. 1(1, 142, and JLtaphi/s-ik

Augustin's opinions, compare Ji > Sittui in vol. v. p. 332, upon
Potter, fcprit dc I' l\glise, vol. ii. 'den gottlichen /week in A T;so-

p. 171, Paris, 1821
;

Tomlint's hung des menschlichen Gesch
Refutation of Calvinism, 1817, lechts.'
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it must, in a scientific investigation, be regarded as a

barren hypothesis, because, being beyond the province
of our knowledge, we have no means of ascertaining
either its truth or its falsehood.

The other doctrine, which has long been celebrated

under the name of Free Will, is connected with Armi-
nianism

;
but it in reality rests on the metaphysical

dogma of the supremacy of human consciousness.

Every man, it is alleged, feels and knows that he is a

free agent : nor can any subtleties of argument do away
with our consciousness of possessing a freewill. 11 Now
the existence of this supreme jurisdiction, which is thus

to set at defiance all the ordinary methods of reasoning,
involves two assumptions : of which the first, though
possibly true, has never been proved ;

and the other is

unquestionably false. These assumptions are, that there

is an independent faculty called consciousness, and that

the dictates of that faculty are infallible. But, in the

first place, it is by no means certain that consciousness

is a faculty ;
and some of the ablest thinkers have been

of opinion that it is merely a state or condition of the

mind. 12 Should this turn out to be the case, the argu-

11 Johnson said to BosweU, need not notice the mystical

'Sir, wewow>our will is free, and proof of Philo (Sitters Ancient

there's an end on't.' Boswell's Philosophy, vol. iv. p. 447) ;
nor

Life of Johnson, edit. Croker, the physical one, of the Basilidian

i848, p. 203. 'La question: monads (Beausobre, Hist, dc

Sorames-nous Hbres? me parait Manich&e, vol. ii. p. 23); still

au-dessous de la discussion. Elle less the argument of Bardesanes,
est resolue pa.j ie te'moignage do who thought to demonstrate
la conscience attestant quo dans freedom by the variety of human
certains cas nous pourrions i'aire customs ! Matter, Hist, du Gno.-:-

le contraire de ce que nous ticisnte, vol. i. p. 323, which
faisons.' Cousin, Hifit. de la should be compared with Bur-

t'hilosophie, I. Serie, vol. i. pp. dach's Phi/siologie com in f Sricncr

190, 191. 'Die Freiheit des cfOfim-rvation, vol. v. p. 50, Paris,

Menscheu, als moralischen We- 1839.

sens, griindet sich auf das sitt-
' 2 Mr. James Mill (Anal i/sis t>J

licho BewuBstseyn.' Tcnncniann, the Mind, vol. i. pp. 171, 172)
Gesch. der Philoxiiphie, vol. v.

;>. says that consciousness and belie/

161. That this is the only ground are the same, and that great
for believing in th<- freedom of error has arisen from willing

the will is HO evident, that wo ' consciousness a feelhig distinct
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merit falls to the ground ; since, even if we admit that

all the faculties of the mind, when completely exercised,
.are equally accurate, no one will make the same claim

for every condition into which the mind itself may be

casually thrown. However, waiving this objection, we

may, in the second place, reply, that even if conscious-

ness is a faculty, AVC have the testimony of all history
to prove its extreme fallibility.

13 All the great stages

from all other feelings.' Ac-

cording to Locke (fosay concem-

iwj Human Understanding, book
ii. chap, i., Works, vol. i. p. 89),
' consciousness is the perception
of what passes in a man's own
mind.' Brown (Philosophy of the

Mind, pp. 67, 68) denies that

consciousness is a faculty : and
Sir "W. Hamilton complains of

'Reid's degradation of conscious-

ness into a special faculty.' Rotes

to ReiJs Works, pp. 223, 297,

373. M. Cousin (Hist, de la

Philosophic, II. Serie, vol. i. p.

131) pronounces consciousness

to be '

phenomene complexe ;

'

and at p. 94,
'

la condition. neces-

saire de 1'intolligeuce c'est la

conscience :

'

while a still later

writer (Joberfs N>:v Syste7n of

Philosophy, vol. i. p 25) declares

that '

-we have the consciousness

of our consciousness this is

certain.' The statement in

Alciphron, Dialogue vii. (Berke-

ley's Works, vol. i. pp. 505, 506)
is equally unsatisfactory : and
what still further perplexes the

question is the existence of what
is now recognised as ' double

consciousness.' See on this ex-

traordinary phenomenon Elliot-

son's Physiology, pp. 367-369,
1165: ^fayo'g Physiology, pp.
195, 196; Prichard's Tnatist on

In-sanity, pp. 450. 451
; Carpen-

ter's flu man Physiology, p. 370,

13 This requires explanation.
Consciousness is infallible as to

the fact of its testimony ;
but

fallible as to the truth. That we
are conscious of certain pheno-
mena, is a proof that those

phenomena exist in the mind, or

nre presented to it
;
but to say

that this demonstrates the truth

of the phenomena is to go a step

further, and not only offer a

testimony, but also pass a judg-
ment. The moment we do this,

we introduce the element of

fallibility ;
because conscious-

ness and judgment put together
eannot be always right, inas-

much as judgment is often

wrong.
The late Blanco White, a

thinker of considerable subtlety,

says :

' The important distinc-

tion between iibcrtas a necessitate

and libertas a coactione, is seldom
attended to. Nothing whatever

am force my will: every man is

more or lesa conscious of that

fact : but at the same time we
are, or maybe, equally conscious

that we are never decided with-

out a motive.' Life of ~B. White,

by Himself. 1845, vol. iii. p. 90.

But how can a man be conscious

'that nothing whatever can force

his will'? This is not con-

sciuusuess, but judgment : it is a

judgment of what may be, not

;i consciousness of whnt i>. I'
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through which, in the progress of civilization, the

human race has successively passed, have been charac-

terized by certain mental peculiarities or convictions

which have left their impress upon the religion, the

philosophy, and the morals of the age. Each of these

convictions has been to one period a matter of faith, to

another a matter for derision
;

14 and each of them has,
in its own epoch, been as intimately bound up with the

minds of men, and become as much a part of their

consciousness, as is that opinion which we now term
freedom of the will. Yet it is impossible that all these

products of consciousness can be true, because many of

them contradict each other. Unless, therefore, in dif-

ferent ages there are different standards of truth, it is

clear that the testimony of a man's consciousness is no

proof of an opinion being true : for if it were so, then

two propositions diametrically opposed to each other

might both be equally accurate. Besides this, another

view may be drawn from the common operations of

ordinary life. Are we not in certain circumstances

conscious of the existence of spectres and phantoms ;

and yet is it not generally admitted that such beings
have no existence at all ? Should it be attempted to

refute this argument by saying that such consciousness

is apparent and not real, then I ask, W hat is it that

judges between the consciousness which is genuine and
that which is spurious ? 15 If this boasted faculty

there is any meaning in the whereby \v-' may test the truth

word 'consciousness,' it must or falsehood of spectral phe-
refer solely to the present, noruena and dreams. And the

and can never include future only conclusion to which this

contingencies as to what may be consummate thinker could ar-

or can be. rive, was that whatever appears
11 As Herder says, 'Wasdiese true to the individual mind is

Nation ihrcia Gedankenkreise true for him: which, however, is

urn ntbehrlioh hah. daran hat an evasion of the problem, not

jene nie gedarht oder halt cs gar a solution of it. See the The.se-

fiir schadlich.' Ideen, zur Gesch, tutus, where Plato, as usual,
dcr Aft>,.<i-},/',n'. vol. ii. p. 1"(). puts his own speculations into

15 Plato w.i.s struck by the the mouth of Socrates. He
estreme difficulty of finding a opens the question at the begin-
=tndard in the human miud n'ng of sec. 39 (P'atonis Opera.
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deceives us in some things, what security havo we that

it will not deceive us in others ? If there is no security,
the faculty is not trustworthy. If there is a security,

then, whatever it may be, its existence; shows the neces-

sity for some authority to which consciousness is sub-

ordinate, and thus does away with that doctrine of the

supremacy of consciousness, on which the advocates of

free will are compelled to construct the whole of their

theory. Indeed, the uncertainty as to the existence of

consciousness as an independent faculty, and the manner
in which that faculty, if it exists, has contradicted its

own suggestions, are two of the many reasons which
have long since convinced me that metaphysics will

never be raised to a science by the ordinary method of

observing individual minds
;
but that its study can only

be successfully prosecuted by the deductive application

vol. iii. p. 426, edit. Bekker,
Loud. 1826), Mrj rolvvv ano\t-

voifj.ev ciffov e\\f'iTrov auroC. \e/7r-

rai 6c tvuirviujv Tf irtpi KO.I v6<T<av,

TWV re &.\\tai> teal /j.ai>ias, &C.

These are the supposed sources

of error ;
but Socrates, after dis-

cussing them, and entangling
Thesetetus in a maze, stuns up
at the end of sec. 45, p. 434,

See further, p. 515, on the for-

mation of erroneous judgments ;

and respecting the assertions

made by many of the Greeks

that iraffa (pavrcuria o\r)07jj and
n-acra 5u'|a a\r)6T]s, compare Cud-

worth, vol. iii. p. 379, vol. iv.

p. 118. For physiological con-

siderations concerning the pre-
servation of consciousness in

dreams and in insanity, see

Broussais, Examcn des Doctr'mes

Medicate*, vol. i. p. 406 ;
his Coura

de Phrenologif, p. 49 : Esguirol,
Maladus Mentales, vol. i. p. 97,

vol. ii. p. 790 ; Simoris Patko-

'ciyj/, p. 204
; Holland's Mtdiciu'

VOL. 1.

Notes, p. 434
; Henle, Anatundc

Generale, vol. ii. p. 287 ;
Bur-

dock, Traite de Physiologic, vol.

v. p. 223. See, too, the passages
in Teuueinann which connect

this difficulty with the theory of

representation (Gcachickte der

Philosophic, vol. i. p. 357, vol. ii.

pp. 119, 159, vol. iii. p. 40C, vol.

iv. p. 418); and the attempt of

Berkeley ( Works, vol. i. pp. 93,

101, 176) to turn it inro a de-

fence of his own system, on the

ground that our belief respecting
the external world may be as

false when we are awake as

when we dream. The solution

offered by the Stoics is merely a

verbal and unproved distinction:

Sicwptpci 5e (pavTCuria KO! cbifTo^uc.

<pa.vraff}J*a fJ-fv yo.p fc/Ti 5-.J/C7ji;is

Siacoi'aj ola. 7116x01 Kara rovs

uirvovs' fyavraffiu. 5f eVri rrifuiffis

^V tyv\f) "TOVTtffTlV aAAoiWCTiJ, i'S

6 XpLHTiTTTTOJ ei> rfj SvaStKcry wtfx

ibvxfts iKpiaraTcu. Diog. .La- rt.

di' \>~itis Philos. lib. vii. st-^in.

oi). vol. i. p. 395.

C
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of laws which must be discovered historically, that is

to say, which must be evolved by an examination of the

whole of those vast phenomena which the long course

of human affairs presents to our view.

Fortunately, however, for the object of this work,
the believer in the possibility of a science of history is

not called upon to hold either the doctrine of pre-
destined events, or that of freedom of the will

;

16 and
the only positions which, in this stage of the inquiry,
I shall expect him to concede are the following : That
when we perform an action, we perform it in con-

sequence of some motive or motives; that those motives
are the results of some antecedents

;
and that, therefore,

if we were acquainted with the whole of the antecedents,
and with all the laws of their movements, we could

with unerring certainty predict the whole of their

immediate results. This, unless I am greatly mistaken,
is the view which must be held by every man whose
mind is unbiased by system, and who forms his opinions

according to the evidence actually before him. 17
If, for

example, I am intimately acquainted with the character

of any person, I can frequently tell how he will act

16
Meaning by free will, a conversant. But Kant has made

cause of action residing in the a most remarkable attempt to

mind, and exerting itself inde- avoid the practical consequences

pendently of motives. If any of this, by asserting that free-

one says that we have this dom, being an idea produced by
power of acting without motives, the reason, must be referred to

but that in the practical exercise transcendental laws of the reason;
of the power we are always that is, to laws which are re-

guided by motives either con- moved from the domain of expe-
Bcious or unconscious if any rience, and cannot be verified by
one says this, he asserts a barren observation. In regard, how-

proposition, which does not in- ever, to the scientific coticep-
terfere with my views, and which tions of the understanding (as

may or may not be true, but distinguished from the Keason)
v.-hich most assuredly no one has he fully admits the existence

ever yet succeeded in proving. of a Ner.-sMty destructive of
" That is, according to the Liberty. In Note A, at the end

phenomenal evidence presented of this chapter, I shall put to-

to the understanding, and esti- gether the most important pas
mated by tin 1

ordinary logic sageH it which Kant unfolds thip

with which the understanding is view.
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under some pivon circumstances. Should I fail in this

prediction, 1 must ascribe my error riot to the arbitrary
and capricious freedom of his will, nor to any super-
natural pre-arrangement, for of neither of these things
have we the slightest proof; but I must be content to

suppose either that 1 had been misinformed as to some
of the circumstances in which he was placed, or else

that 1 had not sufficiently studied the ordinary opera-
tions of his mind. If, however, I were capable of

correct reasoning, and if, at the same time, 1 had a

complete knowledge both of his disposition and of all

the events by which he was surrounded, I should be
able to foresee the line of conduct which, in consequence
of those events, he would adopt."*

Rejecting, then, the metaphysical dogma of free will,

and the theological dogma of predestined events,
19 we

lh This is, of course, an hypo-
thetical case, merely given as

an illustration. We never can

know the whole of any man's

antecedents, or even the whole
of our own; but it is certain

that the nearer we approach to

a complete knowledge of the an-

tecedent, the more likely we
shall be to predict the conse-

quent.
16 The doctrine of providential

interference is bound up with

that of predestination, because

the Deity, foreseeing all things,
must have foreseen His own in-

tention to interfere. To deny
this foresight, is to limit the

omniscience of God. Those,

therefore, who hold that, in par-
ticular cases, a special providence

interrupts the ordinary course of

events, must also hold that in

each case the interruption had
been predestined ;

otherwise they

impeach one of the Divine attri-

butes. For, as Thomas Aquinas
puts it (Jicander's History of the

Cfturcfi. viil. riii.p. 176\ 'know-

ledge, as knowledge, does not

imply, indeed, causality; but in

so far as it is a knowledge be-

longing to the artist who forms,

it stands in the relation of causa-

lity to that which is produced by
his art.'

The same argument is stated

by Alciphron, though not quite
so conclusively ; Dialogue vii.

sec. 20 in Berkeley's Works, vol.

i. p. 515 : and as to the impos-

sibility of Omniscience having
new knowledge or an after-

thought, see Hitchcock's Rdigion
of Geology, 1851, pp. 267, 328

;

an ingenious work, but one which
leaves all the real difficulties

untouched. Compare Rittcr'i

Hist, of Ancient Philos. vol. iv.

pp. 326, 327, with Tcnnemann,
Gesch. der Philos. vol. vi. pp. 151,

342-345. vol. ix. pp. 81-94, vol.

xi. p. 178 ;
and in particular, the

question raised (vol. viii. p. 242),
' Ob das Vorherwissen Gottes die

Ursache der kiinftigen Dinge
sey. oder nicht.' It WHK to meet
all this, that some asserted th>>
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are driven to the conclusion that the actions of men,

being determined solely by their antecedents, must have
a character of uniformity, thai is to say, must, under

precisely the same circumstances, always issue in pre-

cisely the same results. And as all antecedents are

either in the mind or out of it, we clearly see that all

the variations in the results, in other words, all the

changes of which history is full, all the vicissitudes of

the human race, their progress or their decay, their hap-

piness or their misery, must be the fruit of a double

action
;
an action of external phenomena upon the mind,

and another action of the mind upon the phenomena.
These are the materials out of which a philosophic

history can alone be constructed. On the one hand, we
have the human mind obeying the laws of its own
existence, and, when uncontrolled by external agents,

developing itself according to the conditions of its

organization. On the other hand, we have what is

called Nature, obeying likewise its laws
;
but incessantly

coming into contact with the minds of men, exciting
their passions, stimulating their intellect, and therefore

giving to their actions a direction which they would
not have taken without such disturbance. Thus we
have man modifying nature, and nature modifying
man

,
while out of this reciprocal modification all

events must necessarily spring.
The problem immediately before us, is to ascertain

the method of discovering the laws of this double
modification : and this, as we shall presently see, leads

us into a preliminary inquiry as to which of the two
modifications is the more important ;

that is to say,
whether the thoughts and desires of men are more
influenced by physical phenomena, or whether the

physical phenomena are more influenced by them. For
it is evident that whichever ciass is the more active,
should if possible bo studied before the other ;

and

this, partly because its results will be more prominent,

eternity of mutter, and others liiausolrc, Histoire de Manichee.
the cxistonc. of two original vol. ii. yip. n/i, 14P, 252, 33f..

principle, OPP ;jood aud OEP evil.
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and therefore more easy to observe
;
and partly because

by first generalizing the laws of the greater power we
shall leave a smaller residue of unexplained facts than

if wo had beerun bv generalizing: the laws of the lesser
/ O

t m
<J

power. But, before entering into this examination, it

will be convenient to state some of the most decisive

proofs we now possess of the regularity with which

mental phenomena succeed each other. By this means
the preceding views will be considerably strengthened ;

and we shall, at the same time, be able to see what
those resources are which have been already employed
in elucidating this great subject.
That the results actually effected are extremely

valuable is evident, not only from the wide surface

which the generalizations cover, but also from the

extraordinary precautions with which they have been

made. For while most moral inquiries have depended
on some theological or metaphysical hypothesis, the in-

vestigations to which I allude are exclusively inductive
;

they are based on collections of almost innumerable

facts, extending over many countries, thrown into the

clearest of all forms, the form of arithmetical tables
;

and finally, they have been put together by men who

being for the most part mere government officials,
20

had no particular theory to maintain, and no interest

in distorting the truth of the reports they were directed

to make.
The most comprehensive inferences respecting the

actions of men, which are admitted by all parties as

incontestable truths, are derived from this or from

analogous souites ; they rest on statistical evidence,
and are expressed in mathematical language. And
whoever is aware of how much has been discovered by
this single method, must not only recognize the uni-

formity with which mental phenomena succeed each

other, bufc must, I think, feel sanguine that still more

important discoveries will be marie, so soon as there

are brought into play those other powerful resources
which even the present state of knowledge will abnn-

Dufau, Traite de Staizstitrtie, pp. 75, 148.
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dantly supply. Without, however, anticipating future

inquiries, we are, for the moment, only concerned with
those proofs of the existence of a uniformity in human
affairs which statisticians have been the first to bring
forward.

The actions of men are by an easy and obvious

division separated into two classes, the virtuous and
the vicious ;

and as these classes are correlative, and
when put together compose the total of our moral

conduct, it follows that whatever increases the one, will

in a relative point of view diminish the other
;
so that if

we can in any period detect a uniformity and a method
in the vices of a people, there must be a corresponding
regularity in their virtues

;
or if we could prove a

regularity in their virtues, we should necessarily infer

an equal regularity in their vices; the two sets of

actions being, according to the terms of the division,

merely supplementary to each other. 21
Or, to express

this proposition in another way, it is evident that if it

can be demonstrated that the bad actions of men vary
in obedience to the changes in the surrounding society,
we shall be obliged to infer that their good actions,
which are, as it were, the residue of their bad ones,

vary in the same manner
;
and we shall be forced to

the further conclusion, that such variations are the

result of large and general causes, which, working upon
the aggregate of society, must produce certain con-

21 Some moralists have also may therefore he referred to the

if.stitblished a third class of category to which it inclines : and

actions, which they call indif- certainly every increase of vice

ferent, as belonging neither to diminishes virtue relatively,

virtue nor to vice; and hence though not always absolutely,
there arose the famous doctrine Among the Or^ek philosophers
of probability, set up by several the-v \vas t; schism on this point:
;minent .Romish casuists, and 'AoeVKei 8f atroh( i.e. t ho Stoics)

notly attacked by Pascal. But /j.ii$tv u.i<rnv c-iVai autrris al

this, if we put aside its worst Kaxias TUV iripnra.TTiriKu>v fitra^b

feature, ;ianu-ly its practical <x;jeT7;j
KO.I KOHIUS elvai \ey6i.'Tii;i>

bearings, is merely a question of rV irpoKt>-ir-i;i'. Dioij. Laert. de

definition ;
inasmuch as every I'itix Philosophorum, lib vii.

indifferent act must lean on th' 1

segm. l'-!7, vol. i. p. 415.

side either of evil or of good, and
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sequences, without regard to the volition of those

particular men of whom the society is composed.
Such is the regularity wo expect to find, if the

actions of men are governed by the state of the society
in which they occur

; while, on the other hand, if we
can tind no such regularity, we may believe that their

actions depend on some capricious and personal prin-

ciple peculiar to each man, as free will or the like. It

becomes, therefore, in the highest degree important to

ascertain whether or not there exists a regularity in the

entire moral conduct of a given society ;
and this is

precisely one of those questions for the decision of

which statistics supply us with materials of immense
value.

For the main object of legislation being to protect
the innocent against the guilty, it naturally followed

that European governments, so soon as they became
aware of the importance of statistics, should begin
to collect evidence respecting the crimes they were

expected to punish. This evidence has gone on accu-

mulating, until it now forms of itself a large body of

literature, containing, with the commentaries connected
with it, an immense array of facts, so carefully compiled,
and so well and clearly digested, that more may be

learned from it respecting the moral nature of Man
than can be gathered from all the accumulated expe-
rience of preceding ages.

22 But as it will be impossible

-'-' I say this advisedly : and and Shakespeare ;
but these

whoever has examined these sub- extraordinary observers mainly
jects must be aware of the way occupied themselves with the
in which writers on morals re- concrete phenomena of life

;
and

peat the commonplace and hack- if they analyzed, as they pro-

neyed notions of their predeces- bably did, they have concealed

sors
;
so that a man, after reading the steps of the process, so that

everything that has been written now we ran only verify their

on moral conduct and moral phi- conclusions empirically. The

losophy, will find himself nearly great advance made by the sta-

:is much in the dark as when his tistioians consists in applying to

studies first began. The most these inquiries the doctrine of

accurate investigators of the averages, which no one thought
human mind have hitherto been of doing before the eighteenth
tlio poets, particularly Homer ci'iitiiry.
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in this Introduction to give anything like a complete
statement of those inferences which, in the actual state

of statistics, we are authorized to draw, I shall content

myself with examining two or three of the most

important, and pointing out the connexion between
them.

Of all offences, it might well be supposed that the

crime of murder is one of the most arbitrary and

irregular. For when we consider that this, though
generally the crowning act of a long career of vice, is

often the immediate result of what seems a sudden

impulse ;
that when premeditated, its committal, even

with the least chance of impunity, requires a rare

combination of favourable circumstances for which the

criminal will frequently wait
;
that he has thus to bide

his time, and look for opportunities he cannot control
;

that when the time has come his heart may fail him
;

that the question whether or not he shall commit the

crime may depend on a balance of conflicting motives,
such as fear of the law, a dread of the penalties held

out by religion, the prickings of his own conscience,
the apprehension of future remorse, the love of gain,

jealousy, revenge, desperation ;
when we put all these

things together, there arises such a complication of

causes, that we might reasonably despair of detecting

any order or method in the result of those .subtle and

shifting agencies by which murder is either caused or

prevented. But now, how stands the fact ? The fact

is, that murder is committed with as much regularity,
and bears as uniform a relation to certain known cir-

cumstances, as do the movements of the tides, and the

rotations of the seasons. M. Quetelet, who has spent
his life in collecting and methodizing the statistics of

different countries, states, as the result of his laborious

researches, that ' in everything which concerns crime,
the same numbers re-occur with a constancy which
cannot be mistaken

;
and that this is the case even

with those crimes which seem quite independent of

human foresight, such, for instance, as murders, which
are generally committed after quarrels arising from

circumstances apparently casual. Nevertheless. we
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know from experience that every year there not only
take place nearly the same number of murders, but that

even the instruments by which they are committed are

employed in the same proportion.'
'-'' This was the

language used in 1835 by confessedly the first statis-

tician in Europe, and every subsequent investigation
has confirmed its accuracy. For later inquiries have
ascertained the extraordinary fact that the uniform

reproduction of crime is more clearly marked, and
more capable of being predicted, than are the physical
laws connected with the disease and destruction of our
bodies. Thus, for instance, the number of persons
accused of crime in France between 1826 and 1844

was, by a singular coincidence, about equal to the male
deaths which took place in Paris during the same

period, the difference being that the fluctuations in the

amount of crime were actually smaller than the fluc-

tuations in the mortality ;
while a similar regularity

was observed in each separate offence, all ofwhich obeyed
the same law of uniform and periodical repetition.

24

'-'* ' Dans tout ce qui se rap-

porte aux crimes, les mt-mes

nombres se reproduisent avec

line Constance telle, qu'il serait

impossible de la meconnaitre,
meme pour ceux des crimes qui
sembleraient devoir dchapper le

plus a toute prevision huiuaine,
tels que les meurtres, puisqu'ils
se commettent, en general, a la

suite de rises qui naissent sans

motifs, et dans les circonstanees,
en apparence, les plus fortuites.

Cependant I'experienee prouve
que non-seulement les meurtres
sont anuuellement a peu pres en

meme nombre, mais encore que
les instrumens qui st-i-vent a ies

eommettre sont employes dans
IPS memes proportions.' Quct'lct
fur CHomme. Paris, lS3o, vol. i.

p. 7 ;
see also vol. ii. pp. 164,

2-17.
4 ' Thus in twenty years' ob

starvations, the number of persons
accused of various crimes in

France, and registered under
their respective ages, scarcely
varies at any age from year to

year, comparing the proportion

per cent, under each age with

t'ae totals. The numb.T of per-
sons accused in all France, in

the years 1826 to 1844, was
about equal to the deaths of

males registered in Paris
;
but

singularly enough, the former
results are more regular than

the latter, notwithstanding the

accidental causes which mitrht

affect them : notwithstanding
even a revolution in Paris, which
convulsed society and brought in

a new dynasty.' Brown an .'/<;

U:/>for;n Action of the Hi'man
H'i/'l, in 'lh>: Assurance Magn-
cijie, no. viii., July 1852, pp.

349, 3.50. That the variation?
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This, indeed, will appear strange to those who believe

that human actions depend more upon the peculiarities
of each individual than on the general state of society.
But another circumstance remains behind still more

striking. Among public and registered crimes there

is none which seems so completely dependent on the

individual as suicide. Attempts to murder or to rob

may be, and constantly are, successfully resisted
;
baffled

sometimes by the party attacked, sometimes by the

officers of justice. But an attempt to commit suicide

is much less liable to interruption. The man who is

determined to kill himself is not prevented at the last

moment by the struggles of an enemy ; and, as he

can easily guard against the interference of the civil

power,'
25 his act becomes as it were isolated

;
it is cut

off from foreign disturbances, and seems more clearly
the product of his own volition than any other offence

could possibly be. We may also add that, unlike

crimes in general, it is rarely caused by the instigation
of confederates ;

so that men, not being goaded into it

by their companions, are uninfluenced by one great

in crimp are less than those of

mortality, is also noticed in Sta-

tistique Morale, pp. 18, 34, in

Memoires de I'Academic, de Bel-

gique, vol. xxi., Bruxelles, 1848,

4to.
24 The folly of lawgivers

thinking that by their enact-

ments they can diminish suicide,

is exposed by M. C. Comte in

bib Tr/i/te dc Legislation, vol. i.

p.
4 SO. See nl.so some good

remarks by Jefferson, in his

observations on criminal law in

Appendix to Jefferson's Memoir,;,

by Randolph, vol. i. pp. 126,

127. Heber (Journey thrvw/h
India, vol. i. pp. 389, \VM\

found that, the English Govern-

ment had vainly attempted to

check the suicides frequently
committed at Benares by drown

ing: and in our country the

interference of legislators is met

by the perjury of jurors, since,

as Bentham says, English juries
do not hesitate to violate their

Oiiths by declaring the suicide to

be non compos. Principles of
!' iial Lin/', in Bentham's Works,
edit. Bowring, 1843, vol. i. pp.

479, 480. ]ii regard to the de-

termination of the individual,
and the impossibility of battling
his intention, there are cases

recorded of persons who, being

deprived of the ordinary means
of de.st ruction, put an end to hfo

by holding their breath
;
while

others effected their purpose by
turning back the tongue so as to

exclude air from the larynx.
KlliotsoiCs Human Physiology,

pp. 491, -192
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class of external associations which might hamper what
is termed the freedom of their will. It may, therefore,

very naturally bo thought impracticable to refer suicide

to general principles, or to detect anything like regu-

larity in an offence which is so eccentric, so solitary,
so impossible to control by legislation, and which the

most vigilant police can do nothing to diminish. There
is also another obstacle that impedes our view : this is,

that even the best evidence; respecting suicide must

always be very imperfect. In cases of drowning, for

example, deaths are liable to be returned as suicides

which ave accidental
; while, on the other hand, some

are called accidental which are voluntary.
26 Thus it is,

that self-murder seems to be not only capricious and

uncontrollable, but also very obscure in regard to proof;
so that on all these grounds it might be reasonable to

despair of ever tracing it to those general causes by
which it is produced.
These being the peculiarities of this singular crime,

it is surely an astonishing fact, that all the evidence we

possess respecting it points to one great conclusion, and

can leave no doubt on our minds that suicide is merely
the product of the general condition of society, and
that the individual felon only carries into effect what is

a necessary consequence of preceding circumstances. 57

28 This also applies to other during which it is possible to

eases besides those of drowning, remain under water. firodie's

See Taylor's Medical Jurispru- Surgery, 1846, pp. 89-92.

deuce, 1846, pp. 587, 597 ;
"and - 7 ' Tout sernble dependre c.e

on the difficulty of always dis- causes determines. Ainsi, nous

tinguishing a real suicide from trouvons annuellement a peu
an apparent one, see Kxquirol, pres le menu: nombre do suicides,

Maladies Mentales,\o\. i. p. f>~5. non-seulement <-n general, inrvis

From a third to a half of all encore en t'uisant la distinction

suicides are by drowning. Com- des soxrs, colle des ages, ou

paieDufau, Trait? de Statistiqw, menu' celle de.s instruments PBI-

p. 304
; Winston's Anatomy of ployes pour so detruire. Hue

Suicide, 1840, p. 277 ; QuetcJi-t, aimee ivpruduit si fidelemont les

Statistique Moral', p. 66. But ehifFres de 1'annee qui a precede,
among those, many are no doubt qu'on peut prevoir ce qui dolt

involuntary; and it is certain ar.iver dans Fanner q;ii
. ;i -

.

that popular opinion grossly vre.' Quetelet, Statistique Mvrti'<:

fcx'tggeratea the length of time 1S-1S, p. 36 : S>H> also 'p. '"
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In a given state of society, a certain number of persons
must put an end to their own life. This is the general
law

;
and the special question as to who shall commit

the crime depends, of course, upon special laws
; which,

however, in their total action, must obey the large social

law to which they are all subordinate. And the power
of the larger law is so irresistible, that neither the love

of life nor the fear of another world can avail anything
towards even checking its operation. The causes of

this remarkable regularity I shall hereafter examine
;

but the existence of the regularity is familiar to who-
ever is conversant with moral statistics. In the different

countries for which we have returns, we find year by
year the same proportion of persons putting an end to

their own existence
;
so that, after making allowance

for the impossibility of collecting complete evidence, we
are able to predict, within a very small limit of error,
the number of voluntary deaths for each ensuing period ;

supposing, of course, that the social circumstances do
not undergo any marked change. Even in London, not-

withstanding the vicissitudes incidental to the largest
and most luxurious capital in the world, we find a

regularity greater than could be expected by the most

sanguine believer in social laws
;
since political excite-

ment, mercantile excitement, ;md the misery produced
by the dearness of food, are all causes of suicide, and
are all constantly varying.

28
Nevertheless, in this vast

metropolis, about 240 persons every year make away
with themselves

;
the annual suicides oscillating, from

the pressure of temporary causes, between 266, the

highest, and '213, the lowest. In 1846, which was the

groat year of excitement caused by the railway panic,
the suicides in London were 266

;
in 1847 began a slight

improvement, and they fell to 256; in 1848 they were

the statement if earlier statisti-

cians, that suicide is Tiiore t're-

qucnt among Protestants than

of M. C?.t>. T confirm Statistik, Berliu, 1846, p. 139.
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247; in 1819 they were 21:*: and in 18-
r
,0 they were

ooi) ay

Sucl) is some, and only some, of the evidence we nov,

possess respecting the regularity with which, in the

same state of society, the same crimes are necessarily

reproduced. To appreciate the full force of this evidence,
we must remember that it is not an arbitrary selection

of particular facts, but tbat it is generalized from an
exhaustive statement of criminal statistics, consisting
of many millions of observations, extending over

countries in different grades of civilization, with dif-

ferent laws, different opinions, diil'erent morals, different

habits. If we add to this, tbat these statistics have
been collected by persons specially employed for that

purpose, with every means of arriving at the truth,
;md with no interest to deceive, it surely must be

admitted that the existence of crime according to a

fixed and uniform scheme, is a fact more clearly attested

than any other in the moral history of man. We have
here parallel chains of evidence formed with extreme

care, under the most different circumstances, and all

pointing in the same direction
;

all of them forcing us

to the conclusion, that the offences of men are the

result not so much of the vices of the individual offender

as of the state of society into which that individual is

thrown. 30 This is an inference resting on broad and

tangible proofs accessible to all the world
;
and as

such cannot be overturned, or even impeached, by any
of those hypotheses with which metaphysicians and

-9 See the tables in the Assu- tion of completing the yearly
ranee Magazine, no. iv. p. 309, returns, but I do not know if

no. v. p. 34, no. viii. p. 350. this has since been done.

These are the only complete
w '

L'experience demontre ec

consecutive returns of London i-ft'rt, avee toute I'evidence pos-
euicides yet published; those sible. cotte opinion, qui pourra
issued by the police being im- >embler paradoxale au premier
perfect. Assurance Magazine, abord. que c't-st la soriete qui
no. v. p. 63. From inquiries prepare l>> crime, et que Ic cu-
niade for me at the General palih ritst que Pinstrument qui
Register Office, in January 1856, /V.nY?r.' Qitettletsur THnmnie,
I learnt, that there \vas an iuten- vol. ii. p. 326.
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theologians have hitherto perplexed the study of past
events.

Those readers who are acquainted with the manner
in which in the physical world the operations of the

laws of nature are constantly disturbed, will expect to

find in the moral world disturbances equally active.

Such aberrations proceed, in both instances, from minor

laws, which at particular points meet the larger laws,
and thus alter their normal action. Of this, the science

of mechanics affords a good example in the instance of

that beautiful theory called the parallelogram offerees
;

according to which the forces are to each other in the

same proportion as is the diagonal of their respective

parallelograms.
31 This is a law pregnant with great

results
;

it is connected with those important mechanical

resources, the composition and resolution of forces
;

and no one acquainted with the evidence on which it

stands, ever thought of questioning its truth. But the

moment we avail ourselves of it for practical purposes,
we find that in its action it is warped by other laws,
such as those concerning the friction of air, and the

different density of the bodies on which we operate,

arising" from their chemical composition, or, as some

suppose, from their atomic arrangement. Perturbations

being thus let in, the pure and simple action of the

mechanical law disappears. Still, and although the

results of the law are incessantly disturbed, the law
itself remains intact. 38 Just in the same way, the great

31 The diagonal always giving its operation may admit of in-

the resultant when each side re- numerable exceptions. Hence,
present;- a force

;
and if we look as Dugald Stewart (Philosophy

on the resultant as a compound of the Mind, vol. ii. p. 211)
forer. A comparison of diagonals rightly Bays, we can only refer

becomes comparison of com- to the laws of nature '

by a sort

pounds. of figure or metaphor.' This is
*- A law of nature being mere- constantly lost sight of even by

ly a generalization of relations, authors of repute ;
some of whom

and having no existence except speak of laws as if they were
in the mind, is essentially in- causes, and therefore liable to in-

tangible; and therefore, however terniption by larger causes;
Tnn11 the law may be. it can while other writers pronounce
never u'Jmit of exceptions, though them to be '

deleg-itod mjoncipp
'
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social law, that the moral actions of men are the pro-
duct, not of their volition, but of their antecedents, is

itself liable to disturbances which trouble its operation
without affecting its truth. And this is quite sufficient

to explain those slight variations which we find from

year to year in the total amount of crime produced by
the same country. Indeed, looking at the fact, that the

moral world is far more abundant in materials than the

physical world, the only ground for astonishment is

that these valuations should not be greater ;
and from

the circumstance that the discrepancies are so trifling,
we may form some idea of the prodigious energy of

those vast social laws, which, though constantly inter-

rupted, seem to triumph over every obstacle, and which,
when examined by the aid of large numbers, scarcely

undergo any sensible perturbation.
33

from the Deity. Compare
Proufs Bridgcwater Treatise, pp.

318, 43,
r

>, 4'Jo; Sadlrs Law of

Population, vol. ii. p. 67; Bur-
i/ach's Physiologie, vol. i. p. 100.

Mr. Paget, in his able work,
Lecture.* on Pathology, vol. i.

p. 481, vol. ii. p. 542, with much

greater accuracy calls such cases

'apparent exceptions' to laws;
but it would be better to say,
'

exceptions to the operations of

laws.' The context clearly

proves that Mr. I'aget distinctly

apprehends the difference; but
a slight alteration of this kind
would prevent confusion in the

minds of ordinary readers.
13 Mr. Rawson, in his Inquiry

into the Statistics of Crime in

England and Wales (published
in the Journal of the Statistical

Society, vol. ii. pp. 316-344),
says, p. 327, 'No greater proof
can be given of the possibility of

arriving at certain constants
with regard to crime, than the
fact which appears in the follow-

ing table, that the greatest varia-

tion which has taken place durrng
the last three years, in the pro-

portion of any class of criminals

at the same period of life, has

not, exceeded a half per cent.'

See also I'eport of British

Association f<r 1839', Transm:

of Sec., p.' 118. Indeed, all

writers who have examined the

evidence are forced to admit, this

regularity, however they may
wish to explain it. M. Pufau

(Traite dc Statist
/(JHF, p. 141)

says,
'

Ties fait.s de 1'ordre moral

sont, aussi bien qu-- ceux de
1'ordre nature!, le produit de

causes constantes et regulieres/
&c. ;

and at p. 367,
'

C'est ainsi

quo le inonde moral se pr^sente
a in. us, de cr point de vue, comme
offrant, de menu- que le rnonde

physique, nn ensemble continu

d'offets dus a des causes con-

suuites et r6gulieres, dont il ap-

partieut surtout a la statistique
de constater 1'action.

'

See to

the bame effect Moreau-Chris-

taphe des Prisons en Fr/ivce. Paris,

ISoh, pp. 63, Ibii.
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is it merely the crimes of men which are marked

by this uniformity of sequence. Even the number of

marriages annually contracted, is determined, not by
the temper and wishes of individuals, but by large

general facts, over which individuals can exercise no

authority. It is now known that marriages bear a

fixed and definite relation to the price of corn;
34 and

in England the experience of a century has proved
that, instead of having any connexion with personal

feelings, they are simply regulated by the average

earnings of the great mass of the people :
35 so that

this immense social and religious institution is not

only swayed, but is completely controlled, by the price
of food and by the rate of wages. In other cases,

uniformity has been detected, though the causes of

the uniformity are still unknown. Thus, to give a

curious instance, we are now able to prove that even

the aberrations of memory are marked by this general
character of necessary and invariable order. The post-
offices of London and of Paris have latterly published
returns of the number of letters which the writers,

through forgetfulness, omitted to direct; and, making
allowance for the difference of circumstances, the re-

turns are year after year copies of each other. Year
after year the same proportion of letter-writers forget
this simple act

;
so that for each successive period

we can actually foretell the number of persons whose

14 '

Tt is curious to observe returns from France ; and these

how intimate a relation exists fully bear out the view that has
between the price of food arid been given.' Porter's Prvgrcsf
the number of marriages.' .... of the Ration, vol. ii. pp. 244,
'The relation that subsists be- 245, London, 1838.

twt-nn tlii- price of food and the Si 'The marriage returns of

number of marriages is not con- 1850 and 1851 exhibit the excess
fined to on 1* osvu country; and which since 1750 has been in-

it is not improbable that, had we variably observed when the
the mean< of ascertaining the substantial earnings of the people
facts, \ve should see the like are above the average.' Journal
result ii. every civilized commu- of Ktatiatical Scciety, vol. XT. p.

nity. We pu.-Hi-ss the necessary 185.
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memory will fail them in regard to this trifling and, as

it might appear, accidental occurrence. "*

To those who have a steady conception of the regu-

larity of events, and have firmly seized the great truth

that the actions of men, being guided by their antece-

dents, are in reality never inconsistent, but, however

capricious they may appear, only form part of one vast

scheme of universal order, of which we in the present
state of knowledge can barely see the outline to those

who understand this, which is at once the key and the

basis of history, the facts just adduced, so far from

being strange, will be precisely what would have been

expected and ought long since to have been known.

Indeed, the progress of inquiry is becoming so rapid
and so earnest, that 1 entertain little doubt that befort>

another century has elapsed, the chain of evidence will

be complete, and it will be as rare to find an historian

who denies the undeviatirig regularity of the morul

world, as it now is to find a philosopher who denies

the regularity of the material world.

It will be observed, that the preceding proofs of our

actions being regulated by law, have been derived from
statistics

;
a branch of knowledge which, though still

in its infancy,'
57 has already thrown more light on

86 See Someri'illcs Physical p. 140
; Ditfau, Traite dc Stati-i-

Geography, vol. ii. pp. 409-411, tique, pp. 9, 10. Even so late

which, says this able writer, as 1800, the Bishop of Llan-

provesthat
'

forgett'ulness as well daff wrote to Sir John Sinclair,

as free will is under constant ' I must think the kingdom is

laws.' But this is using the highly indebted to you for bring-
word '

free will
'

in a sense dif- ing forward a species of know-
ferent from that commonly em- ledge (statistics! wholly new in

ployed. this country, though not new in
37

Achenwall, in the middle of other parts of Europe.' Sinclair's

the eighteenth century, is usually Correspondence, vol. i. p. 230.
considered to be the first syste- Sim-lair, notwithstanding his in-

mat^ writer on statistics, and is dustry, w:..s a man of s'l'ii.;. ;

said to hsve given them their powers, and did not at all under-

present name. See Lncif, Me- stand the real importance of

thods of Observation and Reason- statistics, of which, indeed, he

ing in Politics, 1852, vol. i. p. 72 ;
took a mere practical view.

"Biographie UnivirscUe. vol. i. Since then statistics have beer

VOL. i. n
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the study of human nature than all the sciences put

together. But although the statisticians have been
the first to investigate this great subject by treating
it according to those methods of reasoning which in

other fields have been found successful
;
and although

they have, by the application of numbers, brought to

bear upon it a very powerful engine for eliciting truth

we must not, on that account, suppose that there are

no other resources remaining by which it may likewise

be cultivated : nor should we infer that because the

physical sciences have not yet been applied to history,

they are therefore inapplicable to it. Indeed, when we
consider the incessant contact between man and the

external world, it is certain that there must be an in-

timate connexion between human actions and physical
laws

;
so that if physical science had not hitherto been

brought to bear upon history, the reason is, either that

historians have not perceived the connexion, or else

that, having perceived it, they have been destitute of

the knowledge by which its workings can be traced.

Hence there has arisen an unnatural separation of the

two great departments of inquiry, the study of the

internal and that of the external : and although, in

the present state of European literature, there are

some unmistakable symptoms of a desire to break
down this artificial barrier, still it must be admitted
that as yet nothing has been actually accomplished
towards effecting so great an end. The moralists, the

theologians, and the metaphysicians, continue to pro-
secute their studies without much respect for what they
doom the inferior labours of scientific men

;
whose in-

quiries, indeed, they frequently attack, as dangerous' to

tho interests of religion, and as inspiring us with an

applied extensively to medicine; ii. pp. GGo (if>7 ; Hollands Mcdi-

und still more recently, and on a cat, Nnt's, pp. 6, 472; VogiFti
smaller sc;do, to philology and to Pathological Anatomi/, pp. 1 5-17 ;

jurisprudence. Compare Jiouil- Simon's Pathology, y.lSQ; Phil-

luuil, Phttosophte Medical/', pp. lips OH Scrofula, pp. 70, 118,&c. ;

96, 180; Rnnniard, Hist, dc Prichardts Physical. Hist, ofMan-
la Midecine, vol. ii. pp. 474, 475 ; kind, vol. iv. p. 414 ; Rschbach.

F'squirul, Maladies Mentales, vol. Kiudc du JJroit, pp. 392-394.
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undue confidence in the resources of the human un-

derstanding. On the other hand, the cultivators of

physical science, conscious that they are an advancing

body, are naturally proud of their own success ; and,

contrasting their discoveries with the more stationary

position of their opponents, are led to despise pursuits
the barrenness of which has now become notorious.

It is the business of the historian to mediate between

these two parties, and reconcile their hostile pretensions

by showing the point at which their respective studies

ought to coalesce. To settle the terms of this coalition,

will be to fix the basis of all history. For since history
deals with the actions of men, and since their actions

are merely the product of a collision between internal

and external phenomena, it becomes necessary to exa-

mine the relative importance of those phenomena ;
to

inquire into the extent to which their laws are known
;

and to ascertain the resources for future discovery

possessed by these two great classes, the students of

the mind and the students of nature. This task I

shall endeavour to accomplish in the next two chap-
ters : and if I do so with anything approaching to

success, the present work will at least have the merit

of contributing something towards filling up that

wide and dreary chasm, which, to the hindrance of

our knowledge, separates subjects that are intimately

related, and should never be disunited.

NOTE A.

'Der Bfgriff der Fiviheit ist em reiner Vernunftbfgriff, der ebon

darumfiir die theoretische Philosophic transcendent, d. i. ein solcher

ist, dem kein angemessenes Beispiel in irgend einer moglichen
Erfahnmg gegeben werden kann, welcher also keinen Gegenstand
einer uns moglichen theoreti seller; Erkenntniss ausmacht, und

schlechterdings nicht fiir ein constitutives, sondern lediglich als

rcgulatives, und zwar nur bloss negatives Princip der speculativen
Vernunft g.-lten kann, im praktischen Gebrauche der selben aber
seine Kealitat durch praktisehe Grandsatze beweist, die, als Gesetze,
eineCausalit at ilerreinenVernunft, unabhiingig von alien empirischeD
Bedingungen (duin Sinnlichen iiberhaupt), die "Willkuhr zu bestim-

mnn, und einen reinen \Villen in uns beweisen, in welchem di.r

T> 2
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sittlichen Btgriffe und Gesetze ihren Unsprung haben.' Metaphysik
der Sittcn, in Ka7it's Werke, vol. v. pp. 2U, 21. ' Wiirden dip Gegeu-
stande der Sinnenwelt fur Dinge an sich selbst genommen, und die

oben angefuhrten Naturgesetze fur Gesetze der Dinge an sich selbst.

30 ware der Widerspruch
'

(i. e. between Liberty and Necessity)
'

unvermeidlich. Ebenso, wenn das Subject der Freiheit gleich det

"ubrigen Gegenstanden als blose Erscheinung vorgestellt wiirde, so

konnte ebensowohl der Widerspruch nicht vermieden werden ; denn
es wiirde ebendasselbe von einerlei Gegenstanden in derselben

Bedeutung zugleich bejaht und verneint werden. 1st aber Natur-

nothwendigkeit bloss auf Erscheinungen bezogen, und Freiheit. bloss

auf Dinge an sich selbst, so entspringt keiu Widerspruch. weun man
gleich beide Arten von Causalitat annimmt oder zugibt, so schwer
oder unmoglich es :iuch sein mochte, die von der letzteren Art

begreiflicb. zu machen.' .... ' Natur also und Freiheit eben
deinselben Dinge, aber in verschiedener Beziehung, einraal als

Erscheinung, das andre Mai als einem Dinge an sich selbst ohne

Widerspruch beigelegt werden konnen.' . . . .
' Nun kann ieh

ohne Widerspruch sagen : alle Handlungen vernuni'tiger Vv'eseu,

sofern sie Erscheinungen bind (in irgend einer Erfahrung angetroffen

werden), stehen unter der Naturnothwendigkcit ; ebeu dieselben

Haudlungen aber, bloss respective auf das verniinftige Subject und
dessen Vermogen, nach blosser Vernunft zu handeln, sind frei.'

Prolegomena zujeder kunftigen Mitaphysik, in Kant's Werkc, vol.

iii. pp. 268-270. ' Denn eiu Geschopf x.u we in und als Naturwo.sen

bloss dem Willen seines Urhebers zu folgen ; dennoch aber als frei-

handulndi's Wesen (welches soinen vom ausscren Einfluss unab-

hangigen Willon hat, der dem ersteren vielfaltig zuwider spin kann),
der Zurechnung fahig zu sein, und seine eigene That doch auch

zugleich als die Wirkung eines hohereii Wesens anzusehen : ist eine

Vereinbarung von Begriffen, die wir zwar in der Idee erne* Welt,
als des hochsten Gutes, zusammen denken miisscn

;
die aber nur der

einselien kann, welcher bis zur Kenntniss der iibersinnlichen (inrel-

ligiblen) Welt durcbdjingt und die Art einsieht, wie sie der Sinnen-

wclt zum Grunde liegt.' Thcodicif, in Ka/.-t'x Wi.-rke, vol. vi. p. 1-1'j.

Xun wollen wir annehmen, die durch unsere Tvritik nothwendig
gfjinachtoUntersclieiiliingder Dinge, als Gegenstande der Hrfain-ur.fi,

von <-beu denselben, als Dingen an sich selbst, wiiiv smr nii-ht

L'emacht, so miisste der Grundsatz der Causalitat und miihin der

Naturmeehanismus in Bestimmung derselben durcliaub von alien

Dingen iib.-rhaupt als wirkenden Ursaohen gelten. Vun eben
demsftlbi-n \Vesen also, z. B. dprmonschlichen S'-olo, wiirde ichnichr.

f-agfn konii-'U, ihr ^"ille sei frei, und er sel dneh xng!ei,.]i der

Naturnothwcndigkeit nnterworfen, d. i. nicht froi, ohno in eineii

off'eiibaren Widerspruch zugeratl)en; weil icli die Seele in beiden
Siitzen in t-ben derselben Bedeutunp, niimlich als Dint,' iiberhaupt
'als Saclie an sic!; selbst), genoiuiiien habe und, oline vorhergehende
Kritik, auch nicht anders nehrnnn konnte. W, n;i abei- die Kritik
nicht geirrt hat. da .sie das Object in zwcierk-i I'edeunuig nohia.er
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iehrt, niimlich alH Erseheinung, uder als Dins an sich selbst
;
wnn

die Deduction ihrer Verstandesbegrift'e richfig ist, mithin auch der

Grundsatz der Causalitat nnruuf Dinge im orston Sinnegenommeri,
namlich so fern sie, (jouenstando der Erfahrnng sind, geht, eben

diesolben aber nach der zweiten Bedeutung ihm nicht unterworfen

sind, so wind eben derselbe Wille in der Krscheinung (den sieht-

bareu Handlungen) als deiu Naturgesetze notlnvonditr getnasB uud
so fern nieht frei, und doeh andererseits, als einem Dinge an sich

selhst angehorig, jenein nicht untemrorfen, mithin ;ils frei godacht,
olmo dass hiebei ein Widerspruch vorgeht.' Kritik tier return

Vernunft, in Kanf's Wtrkr, vol. ii. p. 24. 'Und hierzcirrtdip ^war

fremcine, aber bctruglicho Voraussetzung dor absoluten Realitatder

lirschoiuungen sogleich ihren naclitheiligon Einfltiss, die \'ernunftzu

varwirron. Denn sind Erscheinungen Dinge an sich selbst, so ist

Freihoit nicht zu retten. Alsdann ist Natur die vollstandige und
an sich hinreicheud bestimmende Ursache jeder Begebenheit, und
die Bedingung derselben ist jederzeit nur in der Reihf dcr Er-

schcinungen cnthalten. die samnit Hirer Wirkunc; unter dcm Natur-

gesctze nothvendig sind. Wenn darregen Erscheinungen fur Xichts

mehr gt-lten, als sio in der That sind, namlich nicht fiir Dinge an

sich, sondern blosse Vorstellungen, die nach empirischen Gesetzen

zusammenhiingen, so miissen sie selbst noch Griinde haben. die nicht

Erscheiuungen sind.' .... 'Hier habe ich nur die Anmer-

kung machcn wollen, dass, da dor durcherangige Zusammenhang
aller Erscheinungen in einem Context dor Naturoinunnachlasslicb.es

Gesetz ist. dieses alle Freiheit nothwendig umstiirzen miisste, wenn
man der Ivcalittit der Erscheinungen hartniickig anhiingen wollte.

Daher auoh diejenigen, welche hierin der gemeinen Meinung folgen,
uiemals dahin haben gelangen konnen, Natur und Freiheit mit

einander zu vereini<rer>.' Kritik, in Werk>
,

vol. ii. pp. 419, 420.

Finally, at p. 433, ' Man muss wohl bemerken, dass wir hiedurch
nicht die AVirklichkeit der Freiln-it, aN eines der Vermogen, welche
die Ursache von den Erscheinungen uuserer Sinuenwelt enthalten,
haben darthun wollen. Denn ausser dass dieses gar keine transceu-

dentale IJetrachtung, dieblossmit Begriffen zu thun hat, gewesen
sein wiirJr, so konnte es auch nicht gelingen. indera wir aus der

Erfahi-ungniemalsauf Etwas, was gar nichtnach Erfahrungsgesetzen
gedacht werden muss, schliesson konnen. Ferner huben \vir auch

gar nicht einmal die Moglichkeit der Freiheit beweisen wolleu
;

denn dieses ware auch nicht gelungen. weil wir iiberhaupt von
keinem Realerande und keiner Oausalitat aus !M-SSL".I Begriffen a

priori die Moglichkeit erkennen konnen. Die Freiheit wird hier

nur als transcendentale Idee behandolt, wodurch die Vernunft die

Keihe der Bediugungeu in der Erscheinuna durch das sinnlich

Unbedingte schlechthiu aufzuhebeu ileukr. dni.iei sich in eine Anti-
nomic mit ihren eigenen Geset/en, welche sie dem empirischen
Gebrauche des Verstandes vorschreibt, verwickelt. Dass nun diess

Antinomic auf einem blossen Scheine beruhe. und dass Natur der
Causalitat aus Freiheit wenigstt-ns nicht widerstreite, das \var da.
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Einzige, was wir leisten konnten, und woran es uns auch einzig und
allein gelegen war.'

These passages prove that Kant saw that the phenomenal reality

of Free Will is an indefensible doctrine : and as the present work is

an investigation of the laws of phenomena, his transcendental phi-

losophy does not affect my conclusions. According to Kant's view

(and with which I am inclined to agree) the ordinary metaphysical
and theological treatment of this dark problem is purely empirical,
and therefore has no value. The denial of the supremacy of con-

sciousness follows as a natural consequence, and is the result of the

Kantian philosophy, and not, as is often B&id, the base of it.



1NVLUKNCE KXERCISED BY PHYSICAL LAWS OVER TUB OBIfANIZiTION

OF SOCIKTY AXI) OVER THE CHARACTER OF INDIVIDUALS.

IF we inquire what those physical agents are by which
the human race is most powerfully influenced, wo shall

find that they may be classed under four heads : namely,
Climate, Food, Soil, and the General Aspect of Nature

;

by which last, I mean those appearances Avhich, though
presented chiefly to the sight, have, through the me-
dium of that or other senses, directed the association of

ideas, and heiice in different countries have given rise

to different habits of national thought. To one of these

four classes, may be referred all the external phenomena
by which Man has been permanently affected. The
last of these classes, or what I call the General Aspect
of Nature, produces its principal results by exciting the

imagination, and by suggesting those innumerable

superstitions which are the great obstacles to advancing
knowledge. And as, in the infancy of a people, the

power of such superstitions is supreme, it has happened
that the various Aspects of Nature have caused corre-

sponding varieties in the popular character, and have

imparted to the national religion peculiarities which,
under certain circumstances, it is impossible to efface.

The other three agents, namely, Climate, Food, and

Soil, have, so far as we are aware, had no direct in-

fluence of this sort
;
but they have, as I am about to

prove, originated the most important consequences in

regard to the general organization of society, and from
them there have followed many of those large and con-

spicuous differences between nations, which are often

ascribed to some fundamental difference in the various

races into which mankind is divided. But while such
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original distinctions of race are altogether hypothetical,
1

the discrepancies which are caused by difference of

climate, food, and soil, are capable of a satisfactory

explanation, and, when understood, will be found to

clear up many of the difficulties which still obscure the

study of history. I purpose, therefore, in the first

place, to examine the laws of these three vast agents
in so far as they are connected with Man in his social

condition
;
and having traced the working of those

laws with as much precision as the present state oi

physical knowledge will allow. I shall then examine
the remaining agent, namely, the General Aspect of

Nature, and shall endeavour to point out the most im-

portant divergencies to which its variations have, in

different countries, naturally given rise.

Beginning, then, with climate, foou, and soil, it is

evident that these three physical powers are in no
small degree dependent on each other : that is to say,
there is a very close connexion between the climate of

a country and the food which will ordinarily be grown
in that country ;

while at the same time the food is

itself influenced by the soil which produces it, as also

by the elevation or depression of the laud, by the state

of the atmosphere, and, in a word, by all those condi-

tions to the assemblage of which the name of Physical

Geography is, in its largest sense, commonly given.
2

1 I cordially subscribe to the which most assuredly ha.s never

remark of one of the greatest been proved. Some singular
thinkers of our time, who says of instances of this will be found in

the supposed differences of race, Alison's Histnrtf of Europe,
'

of all vulgar modes of escaping vol. ii. p. 336, vol. vi. p. 136.

friiin the. consideration of the vol. viii. pp. .525, 526, vol.

effect of social and moral in- xiii. p. 347 ;
where the historian

fiuencrs on the human mind, the thinks that by a few strokes of

most vulgar is that of attribut- his pen he can settle a question
inir the diversities of conduct of the greatest difficulty, con-

ami character to inherent natural nected with some of the most
differences.' Mill's Principles of intricate problems in physiology.
Political F^onmny, vol. i. p. 390. On the supposed relation between

Ordinary writers are constantly race and temperament, gee Comtf,
falling into the error of assuming Phuosoj}hicl'usitive,'vol.in.'p.355.
the existence of this difference,

" As to the proper limits of

which may or niav not exist bin physical <ji
<><_'"'"![ liy,

v-o }'riclmrd
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The union between these physical agents being thus

intimate, it seems advisable to consider them not under
their own separate heads, but rather under the separate
heads of the efl'ects produced by their united action.

In this way we shall rise at once to a more compre-
hensive view of the whole question ; we shall avoid the

confusion that would be caused by artificially separating

phenomena which are in themselves inseparable ;
and

we shall be able to see more clearly the extent of that

remarkable influence, which, in an early stage of

society, the powers of Nature exercise over the fortunes

of Man.
Of all the results which are produced among a people

by their climate, food, and soil, the accumulation of

wealth is the earliest, and in many respects the most

important. For although the progress of knowledge
eventually accelerates the increase of wealth, it is

nevertheless certain that, in the first formation of

society, the wealth must accumulate before the know-

ledge can begin. As loig as every man is engaged in

collecting the materials necessary for his own subsist-

ence, there will be neither leisure nor taste for higher
pursuits ;

no science can possibly be created, and the

utmost that can be effected will he an attempt to

economise labour by the contrivance of such rude and

imperfect instruments as even the most barbarous

people are able to invent.

In a state of society like this, the accumulation of

wealth is the first great step that can be taken, because
without wealth there can bo no leisure, and without
leisure there can be no knowledge. If what a people
consume is always exactly equal to what they possess,
there will be 110 residue, and therefore, no capital being

Ethnology, in Report of the the Hiicrregatoof all the external

for !8-i", physical eircumstiinct-'S apper-

taining to each locality in its

ni;>T;c>n ru organic nature.'

Forrifs Cli/nate of the United

Siafts and its Endemic Influences,

nearly coincide \vith 'physical Xvr York, 1842, p. 127.

geography:' 'Climate constitxitrs

popular sense. Dr. Forrv and
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accumulated, there will be no means by which the

unemployed classes may be maintained. 3 But if the

produce is greater than the consumption, an overplus
arises, which, according to well-known principles, in-

creases itself, and eventually becomes a fond out of

which, immediately or remotely, every one is supported
who does not create the wealth upon which he lives.

And now it is that the existence of an intellectual class

first becomes possible, because for the first time there

exists a previous accumulation, by means of which men
can use what they did not produce, and are thus en-

abled to devote themselves to subjects for which at an
earlier period the pressure of their daily wants would
have left them no time.

Thus it is that of all the great social improvements
the accumulation of wealth must be the first, because

without it there can be neither taste nor leisure for that

acquisition of knowledge 011 which, as I shall hereafter

prove, the progress of civilization depends. Now, it is

evident that among an entirely ignorant people, the

rapidity with which wealth is created will be solely

regulated by the physical peculiarities of their country.
At a later period, and when the wealth has been

capitalized, other causes come into play ;
but until this

occurs, the progress can only depend on two circum-

stances : first on the energy and regularity with which
labour is conducted, and secondly on the returns made
to that labour by the bounty of nature. And these two
causes are themselves the result of physical antecedents.

The returns made to labour are governed by the fer-

tility of the soil, which is itself regulated partly by the

admixture of its chemical components, partly by the

extent to which, from rivers or from other natural

causes, the soil is irrigated, and partly by the heat and

humidity of the atmosphere. On the other hand, the

energy and regularity with which labour is conducted,

*

By unemployed classes, I strictly speaking inaccurate, the

mean what Adam >Smith calls word '

unemployed' seems to

the unproductive classes ; and convey more clearly than any
thougli bcth expressions are other the idea in the text.
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will bo entirely dependent on the influence of climate.

This will display itself in two different ways. The
iirst, which is a very obvious consideration, is, that if

the heat :s intense, men will be indisposed, and in sonic

decree unfitted, for that active industry which in a

milder climate they might willingly have exerted. The
other consideration, which lias been less noticed, but is

equally important, is, that climate influences labour not

only by enervating the labourer or by invigorating him,
but also by the effect it produces on the regularity of

his habits. 4 Thus we find that no people living in a

very northern latitude have ever possessed that steady
and unflinching industry for which the inhabitants of

temperate regions are remarkable. The reason of this

becomes clear, when we remember that in the more
northern countries the severity of the weather, and, at

some seasons, the deficiency of light, render it impos-
sible for the people to continue their usual out-of-door

employments. The result is, that the working classes

being compelled to cease from their ordinary pursuits,
are rendered more prone to desultory habits; the

chain of their industry is as it were broken, and they
lose that impetus which long-continued and uninter-

rupted practice never fails to give. Hence there arises

a national character more fitful and capricious than
that possessed by a people whose climate permits the

regular exercise of their ordinary industry. Indeed, so

powerful is this principle, that we may perceive its

operation even under the most opposite circumstances.

It would be difficult to conceive a greater difference in

government, laws, religion, and manners, than that

which distinguishes Sweden and Norway on the one

hand, from Spain and Portugal on the other. But
these four countries have one great point in common.
In all of them, continued agricultural industry is im-

practicable. In the two southern countries, labour is

4 This has been entirely Legislation. It is also omitted

neglected by the three most in the remarks of M. Guizot on

philosophical writers on climate : the influence of climate, Ciri/i-

Montesquieu, HVno, and M. xativti t Europe, p. 97.

Charles Coat<; in his 'L'raitc de
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interrupted by the heat, by the dryness of the weather,
and by the consequent state of the soil. In the two
northern countries, the same effect is produced by the

severity of the winter and the shortness of the days.
The consequence is, that these four nations, though so

different in other respects, are all remarkable for a

certain instability and fickleness of character
; pre-

senting a striking contrast to the more regular and
settled habits which are established in countries

whose climate subjects the working classes to fewer

interruptions, and imposes on them the necessity of n

more constant and unremitting employment.
5

These are the great physical causes by whicli the

creation of wealth is governed. There are, no doubt,
other circumstances which operate with considerable

force, and which, in a more advanced state of society,

possess an equal, and sometimes a superior, influence.

J3ut this is at a later period ;
and looking at the history

of wealth in its earliest stage, it will be found to depend
entirely on soil and climate: the soil regulating the

returns made to any given amount of labour
;

the

climate regulating the energy and constancy of the

labour itself. It requires but a hasty glance at past

events, to prove the immense power of these two great

physical conditions. For there is no instance in history
of any country being civilized by its own efforts, unless

it has possessed one of these conditions in a very
favourable form. In Asia, civilization has always been
confined to that vast tract where a rich and alluvial

soil has secured to man that wealth without some share
of which no intellectual progress can begin. This great

region extends, with a few interruptions, from the east

of Southern China to the western coasts of Asia Minor,
of Phoenicia, and of Palestine. To the north of this

5 See the admirable remarks respecting the average loss to

in Lainys Driimark, 1852, pp. atrri cultural indu.-trv caused by
'204, 3fJ6, 3f>7 ; though Norway chant's in the weather; but no

appears to he a better illustra- notice is taken of the connexion
tion than l)i;nmark. In Rey's between these changes, when
Science Sociale. vol. i. pp. 195, abrupt, and the tone of the

196, thcr>- are > rue calt illations national character.
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immense belt, there is a long line of barren country
which has invariably been peopled by rude and

wandering tribes, who are kept in poverty by the un-

genial nature of the soil, and whu, as long as they
remained on it, have never emerged from their un-

civilized state. How entirely this depends on physica
1

causes, is evident from the fact that these same Mon-

golian and Tartarian hordes have, at different periods,
founded great monarchies in China, in India, and in

Persia, and have, on all snrh occasions, attained a

civilization nowise inferior to that possessed by the

most flourishing of the ancient kingdoms. For in the

fertile plains of Southern Asia,
6 nature has supplied all

the materials of wealth
;
and there it was that these

barbarous tribes acquired for the first time some degree
of refinement, produced a national literature, and or-

ganized a national polity; none of which tilings they,
in their native land, had been able to effect." In the

same way, the Arabs in their own country have, owing
to the extreme aridity of their soil,

8
always beon a rude

and uncultivated people ;
for in their case, as in all

This expression has been

used by different geographers in

different senses
;
but I take it in

its common acceptation, without

reference to the more strictly

physical view of Ixittsr and his

followers in regard to Central

Asia. SOP Prichard'ti Physical

History of Mankind, vol. iv.

p. 278, edit. IS44. At p. 92,

Priehard makes the Himalaya
the southern boundary of Central

Asia
7 Then- is reason to believe

that the Tartars of Thibet

received even their alphabet
from India. See the interesting

Essay on Tartarian Coins in

Journal of Asiatic Society, vol.

ir. pp. 276, 277 ;
and on the

Soythian Alphabet, bee vol. xii.

p. 336.
* Jn S<smerri!tj Physical Gcv~

graph;/, vol. i. p. 132, it, is said

that iii Arabia there are ' no
rivers ;

'

but Mr. "\Vellsted

(Travels in Arabia, vol. ii. p.

409) mentions one which empties
itself into the sea five miles west
of Aden. On the streams in

Arabia, see Mt-iucrt-- ii'i-.r die

Fruchtbarkrit dt-r Lii/uur, vol. i.

pp. 149, 150. That the sole

deficiency is 'vunt of irrigation

appears from Jiiuv khurdt, who
savs i Travel* in Arn-i:', vol. i.

p. 2-iO
,

' [n Arabia, wherever
the LU'"inid can be irrigated bv
wells, the sands may be soon

made prod'.ietivt-.' And for a

striking description of one of the

oaS' s (../I Oman, which show::

what Arabia might have be;1

:;

with a good river system, &ee

Journal of (ri;ogra]>hiad &'dttu,
VM'. vii. pp. 106, 107-
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others, great ignorance is the fruit of great poverty.
But in the seventh century they conquered Persia

;

9

in the eighth century they conquered the best part of

Spain ;

10 in the ninth century they conquered the

Punjaub, and eventually nearly the whole of India. 11

Scarcely were they established in their fresh settlements,

when their character seemed to undergo a great change.
They, who in their original land were little else than

roving savages, were now for the first time able to ac-

cumulate wealth, and, therefore, for the first time did

they make some progress in the arts of civilization. In
Arabia they had been a mere race of wandering shep-
herds

;

12 in their new abodes they became the founders
of mighty empires they built cities, endowed schools,

8 Mr. Morier (Journal r*f Geog.
Soc. vol. vii. p. 230) says,

' the

conquest of Persia by the Sara-

cens A.D. 651.' However, the

fate of Persia was decided by the

battles of Kudseah and Naha-

vund, which were fought in 638
and 641 : see Malcolm's History
of Persia, vol. i. pp. xvi. 139,
142.

10 In 712. Hallam's Middle

Ages, vol. i. p. 369.
11

They were established in

the Punjaub early in the ninth

century, but did not conqiier
Guzerat and Malwa until five

hundred years later. Compare
Wilson's note in the Vishnu

Parana, pp. 481, 482, with

Asiatic lies/ arches, vol. ix. pp.
187, 188, 203. On their progress
in the mure southern part of the

Peninsula, xw.Jouriial of Asiatir

Society, vol. iii. pp. 222, 223,

vol. iv. pp. 28-30.
12 'A race of pastoral barba-

rians.' l)i L\ii.-on on t/,e Arabic

lM)ir/uag> ,
in Journal of Af'tat.

Society, vol. v. p. 323. Compare
Reynii-r, l\c<>iwnii' </> x Arabcs,

pp. 27, 28
; There, however, a

very simple question is needlessly

complicated. The old Persian
writers bestowed on them the

courteous appellation of ' a band
of naked lizard -eaters.' Malcolm's

Hist, of Persia, vol. i. p. 133.

Indeed, there are few things in

history better proved than the

barbarism of a people whom
some writers wish to invest with

a romantic interest. The eulogy

passed on them by Meiners is

rather suspicious, for he con-

cludes by saying,
' die Erober-

ungen der Araber waren hochst

selten so blutig und zerstorend,
als die Eroberungen der Tataren,

Persen, Tiirken, u. s. w. in iil-

tern und neueru Xeitcn waren.'
FrucJitbarkdt dtr Lander, vol. i.

p. 153. If this is the best that

can be said, the comparison with
Tartars and Turks does not

prove much
;
but it is singular

that this learned author should

have forgotten a passage in

Diodorus Siculus which gives a

pleasant description of them
nineteen centuries ago on the

eastern side : Biblithcc. Hist.

lib. li. vol. ii. p. 137. txovff
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collected libraries
;
and the traces of their power are

still to be seen at Cordova, at Bagdad, and at Delhi. 13

Precisely in the same manner, there is adjoining Arabia

at the north, and only separated from it elsewhere by
the narrow waters of the lied Sea, an immense sandy
plain, which, covering the whole of Africa in the same

latitude, extends -westward until it reaches the shores

of the Atlantic. 14 This enormous tract is, like Arabia,

$t fiiov Arj

TTJJ 6/j.6pov

KttJ

&c
13 The only branch of know-

ledge which the Arabians over

raised to a science was astronomy,
which began to be cultivated

under the caliphs about the

middle of the eighth century,
and went on improving until

'

Ja

ville do Bagdad fut, pendant Ic

dixieme siecle, le theatre prin-

cipal de 1'astronomie chez les

orientaux.' Montitvla, Hlstoire

des MatMmatigites, vol. i. pp.

355, 364. The old Pagan Arabs,
like most barbarous people living
in a clear atmosphere, had such

an empirical acquaintance with

the celestial phenomena as was
used for practical purposes ;

but

there is no evidence to justify
the common opinion that they
studied tin's subject as a science.

Dr. Dorn (Transactions of the

Asiatic Society, vol. ii. p. 371)

says,
' of a scientific knowledge

of astronomy among them no
traces can be discovered.' Eeau-
sobre (Histoirc dc Manichee, vol.

i. p. 20) is quite enthusiastic

about the philosophy of the

Arabs in the time of Pythagoras!
;md he tells us. that ' ces peuples
out toujours cultive les sciences.'

To establish this fact, he quotes
a long passage from a life of

Mohammed written early in the

eighteenth century by Boulaia-

villiers, whom he calls,
'

tin det

plus beaux genies de France.' If

this is an accurate description,
those who have read the works
of Boulainvilliers will think that

France was badly off for men of

genius ; and as to his life of

Mohammed, it is little better

than a romance : the author was

ignorant of Arabic, and knew

nothing which had not been

already communicated by Maracci
and Pocoeke. See liiographif
Univcrsellc, vol. v. p. 321.

In regard to the later Arabian

astronomers, one of their great
merits was to approximate to the

value of the annual precession
much closer than Ptolemy had
done. See Grant's History of
Phi/sical Astronomi/, 1852, p.
319.

" Indeed it goes beyond it:
' the trackless sands of the

Sahara desert, which is even pro-

longed for miles into the Atlantic

Ocean in the form of sandbanks.'

Somervilli's Phi/nk-al (.icograplt/; ,

vol. i. p. 149. For a singular
instance of one of these sand-
banks being formed into an

island, see Journal of Gcograph.
Socidi/, vol. ii. p. 284. The
Sahara desert, exclusive uf

TSornou and Darfour, covers an

area of 194,000 square leagues :

that is, nearly thre" times tb.*
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a barren waste ;

15 and therefore, as in Arabia, the in-

habitants havo always been entirely uncivilized,

acquiring no knowledge, simply because they have
accumulated no wealth. 16 But this great desert is, in

its eastern part, irrigated by the waters of the Nile, the

overflowing of which covers the sand with a rich

alluvial deposit, that yields to labour the most abun-

dant, and indeed the most extraordinary, returns. 17

The consequence is, that in that spot, wealth was

size of .France, or twice the size

of the Mediterranean. Compare
LyelFs Geology, p. 694, with

Somervilh's Connexion of the

Sciences, p. 294. As to the pro-
bable southern limits of the

plateau of the Sahara, see Rich-

ardson's Mission to Central

Africa, 1853, vol. ii. pp. 146,

156 ; and as to the part of it

adjoining the Mandingo country,

seeMungn Park's Travels, vol. i.

pp. 237, 238. Respecting the

country south of Mandara, some

scanty information was collected

by Dcnham in the neighbour-
hood of Lake Tchurl. Denham a

Northern and C'i/ifral Africa,

pp. 121, 122. 144-146.
15

Richardson, who travelled

through it south of Tripoli,
notices its 'features of sterility,

of unconquerable barrenness.'

Llkhardbon's Sahara, 1848, vol.

i. p. 86 ; and see the striking

picture at p. 409. The long and

dreary route from Mourzouk to

Yeou, on Lake Tchad, is de-

scribed by Denham, one of the

extremely few Europeans who
have peribniied that hazard-

ous journey. Dcnham's Central

Africa, pp. 2-00. Even on the

shore of the Tchad there is

hardly any v> -.relation,
' a coarse

grass and a Final! bell-flower

l>eing the only plants that 1

could discover,' p. 90. Compare
his remark on Boruou, p. 31".

The condition of part of the

desert in the fourteenth century
is described in the Travels

of Ibn Batuta, p. 233, which
should be compared with the ac-

count given by Diodorus Siculu.-,

of the journey of Alexander
to the temple of Ammon. Bib-

liothec. Historic, lib. xvii. vol. vii.

p. 348.
16

Richardson, who travelled

in 1850 from Tripoli to within

a few days of Lake Tchad, was
struck by the stationary charac-

ter of the people. He says,
' neither in the desert nor in the

kingdoms of Central Africa is

there any march of civilization.

All goes on according to a cer-

tain routine established for ages

past.' Mission to Central Africa,
vol. i. pp. 304, 305. See similar

remarks in Pallme's Travels in

Kord,,fa,>,-pi\ 108, 109.
17

Abd-Allatif, who was in

Egypt early in the thirteenth

century, gives an interesting ac-

count of the rising of the Nile,

to which Egypt owes its ferti-

lity. Abd-Allatif, Rdation dt

I'Eg'ip'c, pp. 329-340, 374-376,
and Appendix, p. 504. See also

on these periodical inundations.

}VilJrin*</n'x Ancient F.gi/ptiavs,

vol. iv. pp. 101-104 ; and on the
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rapidly accumulated, the cultivation of knowledge
quickly followed, and this narrow Htrip of land 18 became
tiie seat of Egyptian civilization

;
a civilization which,

though grossly exaggerated,
19 forms a striking contrast

to the barbarism of the other nations of Africa, none of

which have been able to work out their own progress,
or emerge, in any degree, from the ignorance to which
the penury of nature has doomed them.

half-astronomical half theologi-
cal notions connected with them,

pp. 372-377, vol. v. pp. 291, 292.

Compare on the religious impor-
tance of the Nile Bunsen's Egypt.
vol. i. p. 409. Tile expression,
therefore, of Herodotus (book ii.

chap. v. vol. i. p. 484), 5wt>ov -rot)

irorajuoD is true in a much larger
sense than he intended; since to

the Nile Egypt owes all the phy-
sical peculiarities which distin-

guish it from Arabia and the

great African desert. Compare
Hec nil's African Nations, vol. ii.

p. 58 ; Reynitr, Keonomie des

Arabes, p. 3 ; Postan's on the Rile

and Indus, in Journal of Asiatic

Society, vol. vii. p. 275 ; and on
the difference between the soil of

the Nile and that of the surround-

ing desert, see Volncy, Voyage en

Syrie et en Egypte, vol. i. p. 14.
18 ' The average breadth of the

valley from one mountain-range
to the other, between Cairo in

Lower, and Edfoo in Upper
Egypt, is only about seven miles;
and that of the cultivable land,
whose limits depend on the inun-

dation, scarcely exceeds five and a
half.' Wilkinson's Ancient Egyp-
tians, vol. i. p. 216. According
to Gerard,

' the mean width of

the valley between Syene and
Cairo is about nine miles." Note
in Heeren's African Rations, vol.

ii. p. 8-2.

VOL. I.

ls I will give one insiance of

this from an otherwise sensible

writer, and a mau too of consi-

derable learning: 'As to the

physical knowledge of the Eiryp-
tians, their cotemporaries gave
them credit for the astonishing

power of their magic ; and as we
cannot suppose that the instances

recorded in Scripture were to be

attributed U> the exertion of su-

pernatural powers, we must con-

clude that they were in possession
of a more intimate knowledge of

the laws and combinations ot'

nature than what is professed by
the most learned men of the pre-
sent age.' Hamilton's JEgup-
tiaca, pp. 61, 62. It is a shame
that such nonsense should be

written in the nineteenth cen-

tury : and yet a still more recent

author
( Vyse on the Pyramids,

vol. i. p. 28) assures us that ' the

]gyptians, for especial purposes,
were endowed with great wisdom
and science.' Science properly
so called, the Egyptians had none;
and as to their wisdom, it was
considerable' enough to distin-

guish them from barbarous na-

tions like the old Hebrews, but
it was inferior to that of the

Greeks, and it was of course im-

measurably below that of modern

Europe.
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These considerations clearly prove that of the two

primary causes of civilization, the fertility of the soil

is the one which in the ancient world exercised most
influence. But in European ci vilization, the other

great cause, that is to say, climate, has been the most

powerful ;
and this, as we have seen, produces an effect

partly on the capacity of the labourer for work, partly
on the regularity or irregularity of his habits. The
difference in the result has curiously corresponded with
the difference in the cause. For, although all civili-

zation must have for its antecedent the accumulation of

wealth, still what subsequently occurs will be in no
small degree determined by the conditions under which
the accumulation took place. In Asia, and in Africa,
the condition was a fertile soil, causing an abundant
return

;
in Europe, it was a happier climate, causing

more successful labour. In the former case, the effect

depends on the relation between the soil and its

produce ;
in other words, the mere operation of one

part of external nature upon another. In the latter

case, the effect depends on the relation between the

climate and the labourer
;

that is, the operation of

external nature not upon itself, but upon man. Of
these two classes of relations, the first, being the less

complicated, is the less liable to disturbance, and there-

fore came sooner into play. Hence it is, that, in the

march of civilization, the priority is unquestionably due
to the most fertile parts of Asia and Africa. But

although their civilization was the earliest, it was very
f:ir, indeed, from being the best or most permanent.

Owing to circumstances which I shall presently state,

the only progress which is really effective depends, not

upon the bounty of nature, but upon the energy of

man. Therefore it is, that the civilization uf Europe,
which, in its earliest stage, was governed by climate,
has shown a capacity of development unknown to

those civilizations which were originated by soil. For
the powers of nature, notwithstanding their apparent
magnitude, are limited and stationary ;

at all events

ue have IK/I the slightest proof that they have ever
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increased, or that they will ever be able to increase.

But the powers of man, so far as experience and

analogy can guide us, are unlimited
;
nor are we pos-

sessed of any evidence which authorizes us to assign
even an imaginary boundary at which the human in-

tellect will, of necessity, be brought to a stand. And
as this power which the mind possesses of increasing
its own resources, is a peculiarity confined to man, and
one eminently distinguishing him from what is com-

monly called external nature, it becomes evident that

the agency of climate, which gives him wealth by
stimulating his labour, is more favourable to his

ultimate progress than the agency of soil, which like-

wise gives him wealth, but which does so, not by
exciting his energies, but by virtue of a mere phy-
sical relation between the character of the soil and
the quantity or value of the produce that it almost

spontaneously affords.

Thus far as to the different ways in which climate

and soil affect the creation of wealth. But another

point of equal, or perhaps of superior, importance
remains behind. After the wealth has been created, a

question arises as to how it is to be distributed
;
that

is to say, what proportion is to go to the upper classes,

and what to the lower. In an advanced stage of

society, this depends upon several circumstances of

great complexity, and which it is not necessary here to

examine. Xl> But in a very early stage of society, and

:* Indeed many of them are mentsthatit is not yet generally
still unknown; for, as M. Rev adopted; and even some of its

justly observes, most writers pay advocates have shown themselves

too exclusive an attention to the unequal to defending their own

production of wealth, and neglect cause. The gruat law of the ratio

the laws of its distribution. Key, between thi- cost of labour and
Science Socialc, vol. iii. p. 271. the protits of stock, is the highest
In confirmation of this, I may generalization w* have reached

mention the theory of rent, which respecting the distribution of

was only discovered about half a wealth : but it cannot be con-

century ago, and which is con- sistently admitted by any one who
with so many subtle argu- holds that rent enters into price.
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before its later and refined complications have begun,
it may, I think, be proved that the distribution of

wealth is, like its creation, governed entirely by
physical laws

; and that those laws are moreover so

active as to have invariably kept a vast majority of the

inhabitants of the fairest portion of the globe in a con-

dition of constant and inextricable poverty. If this

can be demonstrated, the immense importance of such
laws is manifest. For since wealth is an undoubted
source of power, it is evident that, supposing other

things equal, an inquiry into the distribution of wealth
is an inquiry into the distribution of power, and, as

such, will throw great light on the origin of those

social and political inequalities, the play and opposition
of which form a considerable part of the history of

every civilized country.
If we take a general view of this subject, we may say

that after the creation and accumulation of wealth have
once fairly begun, it will be distributed among two

classes, those who labour, and those who do not labour
;

the latter being, as a class, the more able, the former
the more numerous. The fund by which both classes

are supported is immediately created by the lower

class, whose physical energies are directed, combined,
and as it were economized, by the superior skill of the

upper class. The reward of the workmen is called

their Avages ;
the reward of the contrivers is called

their profits. At a later period, there will arise what

may be called the saving class
;
that is, a body of men

who neither contrive nor work, but lend their accumu-
lations to those who contrive, and in return for the

loan, receive a part of that reward which belongs to

the contriving class. In this case, the members of the

saving class are rewarded for their abstinence in

refraining from spending their accumulations, and this

reward is termed the interest of their money ;
so that

there is made a threefold division Interest, Profits,

and Wages. But this is a subsequent arrangement,
which can only take place to any extent when wealth

has been considerably accumulated
;
and in the stage

of society we are now considering, this third, or saving
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class, can hardly bo said to have a separate existence. 21

For our present purpose, therefore, it is enough to

ascertain what those natural laws are, which, as soon as

wealth is accumulated, regulate the proportion in

which it is distributed to the two classes of labourers

and employers.
Now, it is evident that wages being the price paid

for labour, the rate of wages must, like the price of all

other commodities, vary according to the changes in

the market. If the supply of labourers outstrips the

demand, wages will fall
;

if the demand exceeds the

supply, they will rise. Supposing, therefore, that in

any country there is a given amount of wealth to be

divided between employers and workmen, every increase

in the number of the workmen will tend to lessen the

average reward each can receive. And if we set aside

those disturbing causes by which all general views are

affected, it will be found that, in the long-run, the

question of wages is a question of population ;
for

although the total sum of the wages actually paid

depends upon the largeness of the fund from which

they are drawn, still the amount of wages received by
each man must diminish as the claimants increase,

unless, owing to other circumstances, the fund itself

should so advance as to keep pace with the greater
demands made upon it.

22

21 In a still more advanced the opponents of Ricardo hay*

stage, there is a fourth division placed the beginning of rent too

of wealth, and part of the pro- early, by overlooking the fact

duce of labour is absorbed by that apparent rent is very often

rent. This, however, is not an profits disguised.
element of price, but a conse- M '

Wages depend, then, on the

quence of it; and in the ordinary proportion between the number
march of affairs, considerable of the labouring population, and
time must elapse before it can the capital or other funds de-

begin. Rent, in the proper sense voted to the purchase of labour;

of the word, is the price paid for we will say, for shortness, the

using the natural and indestruc- capital. If wages are higher at

tible powers of the soil, and must one time or place than at another,

not bo confused with rent com- if the subsistence and comfort of

monly so called
;

for this last the class of hired labourers are

also includes the protits of stock, more ample, it is, and can be,

I notice this, because several of for no other reason than becp.usr
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To know the circumstances most favourable to the

increase of what may be termed the "wages-fund is a

matter of great moment, but is one with which we are

not immediately concerned. The question we have
now before us, regards not the accumulation of wealth,
but its distribution

;
and the object is, to ascertain

what those physical conditions are, which, by encou-

raging a rapid growth of population, over-supply the

labour market, and thus keep the average rate of wages
at a very low point.
Of all the physical agents by which the increase of

the labouring classes is affected, that of food is the most
active and universal. If two countries, equal in all

other respects, differ solely in this that in one the

national food is cheap and abundant, and in the other

scarce and dear, the population of the former country
will inevitably increase more rapidly than thp popu-
lation of the latter.*3 And, by a parity of reasoning,
the average rate of wages will be lower in the former
than in the latter, simply because the labour-market
will be more amply stocked. 34 An inquiry, therefore,

capital bears a greater proper- in his Essay on the Influence <>t

tion to population. It is not a Low Price of Corn, has stated.

the absolute amount of accumu- with his usual terseness, the

lation or of production that is three possible forms of this ques-
of importance to the labouring tion: ' The rise or fall of wages
class; it is not the amount even is common to all states of society,
of the funds destined for dis- whether it be the stationary, the

tribution among the labourers; advancing, or the retrograde state,

it is the proportion between In the stationary state, it is regu-
those fui.ds and the numbers Lit d wholly by the. increase or

among whom they are shared, falling-off of the population. In

The condition of the class can be the advancing state, it depends
bettered in no other way than by on whether the capital or the

altering that proportion to their population advance at the more

advantage: and every scheme for rapid course. In the retrograde
their benefit which does not pro- state, it depends n whether

ceed on this as its foundation, is, population or capital decrease

for all permanent purposes, a with the greater rapidity. Ri-

delusion.' Milt's Principles of carrlo's Works, p. 37!'.

Political l-'.ru/iomi/, 1849, vol. i.
'-''' The standard of comfort be-

p. 425. See also vol. ii. pp. 2G4, ing of course supposed the same.

265, and Af'Culloctis Political 24 ' No point is better esta-

Kcont'inv, pp. 379. 380. Ric.rrdo, blished, th.m that the supply of
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into the physical laws on which the food of different,

countries depends, is, for our present purpose, of the

greatest importance ;
and fortunately it is one respect-

ing which we are able, in the- present state of che-

mistry and physiology, to arrive at some precise and
definite conclusions.

The food consumed by man produces two, and only
two, effects necessary to his existence. These are, first

to supply him witli that animal heat without which the

functions of life would stop ;
and secondly, to repair

the waste constantly taking place in his tissues, that is,

in the mechanism of his frame. For each of these

separate purposes there is a separate food. The tem-

perature of our body is kept up by substances which
contain no nitrogen, and are called non-azotized

;
the

incessant decay in our organism is repaired by what
are known as azotized substances, in which nitrogen is

always found.* 5 In the former case, the carbon of non-
azotized food combines with the oxygen we take in,

and gives rise to that internal combustion by which
our animal heat is renewed. In the latter case, nitrogen
having little affinity for oxygen,

26 the nitrogenous or

labourers will always ultimately according to it were by lioussin-

bo in proportion to the means of gault; see an elaborate essay by

supporting them.' Principles of Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert on
Political Economy, chap. xxi. in The Composition of Foods, in

Ricardo's Works, p. 176. Com- Rrport of British Association for

pare Smith's Wealth of Rations, 1852. p. 323: but the experi-
book i. chap. xi. p. 86, and ments made by these gentlemen
M'Culloch'a Political Ei-onoin!/, are neither numerous nor diver-

p. 222. sifted enough to establish a gene-
" The division of fbod into ral law

;
still less c;m we accept

azotized and nou-azotized is said their singular assertion, p. 346,
to have been first pointed out by that the comparative prices of

Magendie. See Mii'l, r's Phijcio- different foods are a test of the

logy, vol. i. p. .V25. It is now nutriment they comparatively
recognised by most of the best contain.

authorities. See, for instance,
' Of all the elements of the

Lie'tiigs Animal Chc/idftry, p. animal body, nitrogen has the

134; Carpenter's Human Physio- feeblest attraction for oxygen;
Ivy if, p. 685

;
Brandes Chtmi*- and, what is still more rtmark-

try, vol. ii. pp. 12 IS, 1870. Th. able, it deprives all combustible

first tables of food constructed elements with which it combines
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azotized food is, as it were, guarded against corn-

bastion ;

*7 and being thus preserved, is able to perform
its duty of repairing the tissues, and supplying those

losses which the human organism constantly suffers in

the wear and tear of daily life.

These are the two great divisions of food
;

28 and if

we inquire into the laws which regulate the relation

they bear to man, we shall find that in each division

the most important agent is climate. When men live

in a hot country, their animal heat is more easily kept

up than when they live in a cold one
;
therefore they

require a smaller amount of that non-azotized food, the

sole business of which is to maintain at a certain point
the temperature of the body. In the same way, they,
in the hot country, require a smaller amount of azotized

food, because on the whole their bodily exertions are

less frequent, and on that account the decay of their

tissues is less rapid.
29

to a greater or less extent, of

the power of combining with

oxygen, that is, of undergoing
combustion.' Liebig's Letters on

Chemistry, p. 372.
27 The doctrine of what may

be called the protecting power of

some substances is still imper-

fectly understood, and until late

in the eighteenth century, its

existence was hardly suspected.
It is now known to be connected
with the general theory of poi-
sons. See Turners Chemistry,
vol. i. p. 516. To this we must

probably ascribe the fact that

several poisons which are fatal

whin applied to a wounded sur-

t'iiee, may be taken into tile-

stomach with impunity. Tlrodi/'s

Physiological, Ri-xearchcs, 1851,

pp. 137, 138. It seems more
reasonable to refer this to che-

mical laws than to hold, with
Sir Benjamin lirodie, that some

poisons
'

destroy life by para-

lysing the muscles of respiration
without immediate;}' affecting the

action of the heart.'
21 Front's well-known division

into saccharine, oily, and albu-

minous, appears to me of much
inferior value, though I observe
that it is adopted in the last

edition of Elliotson's Human
Phynt>Ugy, pp. Go, 160. The
division by M. Lepelletier into
'
les alimens solides et les bois-

sons
'

is of course purely empi-
rical. Lepelletier, Physiologie
Medical'-, vol. ii. p. 100, Paris,

1832. In regard to Prout's clas-

sification, compare Burdock's
Traite dc Physiologie, vol. ix. p.

240, with War/ncr's Phyniol-oq-i/,

p. 452.
29 The evidence of an univer-

sal connexion in the animal
frame between exertion and

decay, is now almost complete.
In regard to the muscular sys-

tem, see Carpenter's Hunuir
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Since, therefore, the inhabitants of hot climates do,
in their natural and ordinary state, consume less food

than the inhabitants of cold ones, it inevitably follows

that, provided other things remain equal, the growth
of population will be more rapid in countries which are

hot than in those which are cold. For practical pur-

poses, it is immaterial whether the greater plenty of a

substance by which the people are fed arises from a

larger supply, or whether it arises from a smaller con-

sumption. When men eat less, the result will be just
the same as if they had more

;
because the same amount

of nutriment will go further, and thus population will

gain a power of increasing more quickly than it could

do iu a colder country, where, even if provisions were

equally abundant, they, owing to the climate, would be

sooner exhausted.

This is the first point of view in which the laws of

climate are, through the medium of food, connected
with the laws of population, and therefore with the

laws of the distribution of wealth. But there is also

another point of view, which follows the same line of

thought, and will be found to strengthen the argument
just stated. This is, that in cold countries, not only
are men compelled to eat more than in hot ones, but

Physiology, pp. 440, 441, 581, brain their excretion (by the

edit. 1846 :

' there is strong kidneys) is very considerable,

reason to believe the waste or See Paget's Lectures on Surgical

decomposition of the muscular Pathology, 1853, vol. i. pp. 6, 7,

tissue to be in exact proportion 434
; Carpenter's Human Physio-

to the degree in which it is l<*gy, pp. 192, 193, 222
; Simon's

exerted.' This perhaps would Animal Chemistry, vol. ii. p.

be generally anticipated even in 426; Henle, Anatomie Generale,
the absence of direct proof; but vol. ii. p. 172. The reader may
what is more interesting, is that also consult respecting the phos-
the same principle holds good of phorus of the brain the recent

the nervous system. The human very able work of MM. Robin
brain of an adult contains about, et Verdeil, Chimie Anatomique,
one and a half per cent, of phos- vol. i. p. 215, vol. ii. p. IJ48.

phcrus ; and it has been ascer- Paris, 1853. According to these

tained, that after tho mind has writers (vol. iii. p. 445\ its

been much exercised, phosphates existence in the brain was first

are excreted, and that in the announced by Hensing, in 1779
case of inflammation of the
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cheir food is dearer, that is to say, to get it is more
difficult, and requires a greater expenditure of labour.

The reason of this I will state as briefly as possible,
without entering into any details beyond those which
are absolutely necessary for a right understanding of

this interesting subject.
The objects of food are, as we have seen, only two :

namely, to keep up the warmth of the body, and repair
the waste in the tissues. 30 Of these two objects, the

former is effected by the oxygen of the air entering our

lungs, and, as it travels through the system, combining
with the carbon which we take in our food. 31 This

3u
Though both objects are

equally essential, the former is

usually the more pressing ; and
it has been ascertained by expe-
riment, what we should expect
from theory, that when animals
are starved to death, there is a

progressive decline in the tem-

perature of their bodies ; so that

the proximate cause of death by
starvation is not weakness, but

cold. See ll'tlHon^',* Privciplx

of Medicine, p. 36
;
and on the

connexion between the loss of

animal heat and the appearance
of rigor mortis in the contractile

parts of the body, see Vogcfs

Pathological Anatomy of the

Human Body, p. 532. Compare
the important and thoughtful
\vork of Inirdach, Physiologic
Cfjin/ne Scienri <!' Observation, vol.

v. pp. 144, 436, vol. ix. p. 231.
al Until the last twenty or

five.-and-tw"nt v years, it used

to be supposed that this combi-

nation took place in the lungs :

but mo.e eiireful expeiimeuts
have madi- it probable that the

oxygen uniti-s wirh the carbon

in the circulation, and that the

blood-eorpu-riii. ;- are the car-

riers of rh<> oxv:.r '-r Compare

Liibig's Animal Chemistry, p. 78 ;

Letters on Chemistry, pp. 335,
336 ;

Turner's Chemistry, vol. ii.

p. 1 319 ; Mutter's Physiology, vol.

i. pp. 92, 159. That the com-
bination does not take place in

the air-cells is moreover proved
by the fact that the lungs are

not hotter than other parts of

the body. See Miillcr, vol. i. p
348; Th't/nson's Animal Chemis-

try, p. 633; and Brodie's Physiol.

Researches, p. 3M. Another argu-
ment in favour of the red corpus-
cules beiu_;the carriers of oxygen,
is t:iat they are most abundant
in those classes of the vertebrata

which maintain the highest tem-

perature; while tli>- blood of

invertebrata contains very few of

them ; and it nas been doubted if

they even < xist in the lower
articulata and mollusca. Sit

Carjn:/it: /s Huiiniii Physicl. pp.

109, 532; Grant's Comparative
A/:(iti')n>i, p. 472 ;

K/liotiiOit'x

I/u/iian /V///.-W. -i. l.'iii. In re-card

to the different dimensions of

corpuscles, see lien't, Aiiatomie

<;'..;/'>. vol. i. pp. 457-407,494,
495

, Ijtt.iini'ille, Physiolugie Com-

/wr.V, vol. i. pp. 298, 299, 301-

Zvof<nji.c.
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combination of oxygon and carbon never can occur

without producing a considerable amount of heat, and
it is in this way that the human frame is maintained at

its necessary temperature.
32 By virtue of a law fami-

liar to chemists, carbon and oxygen, like all other

elements, will only unite in certain definite propor-
tions;

33 so that to keep up a healthy balance, it is

part i. pp. 54-56 ; Fourth Report

of British Association, pp. 117,

118; Simon's Animal Chemistry,
vol. i. pp. 103, 104; and, above

all, the important observations

of Air. Gulliver (Carpenter, pp.

105, 106). These additions to

our knowledge, besides being
connected with the laws of ani-

mal heat and of nutrition, will,

when generalized, assist specula-
tive minds in raising pathology to

a science. In the mean time I

may mention the relation between
an examination of the corpus-
cules and the theory of inflamma-

tion which Hunter and Broussais

were unable to settle : this is,

that the proximate cause of in-

flammation is the obstruction of

the vessels by the. adhesion of

the pale corpuscules. Respecting
this striking generalization,
which is still on its trial, com-

pare Wdliaiiis's Principles of
Midicine, 1848, pp. 258-265,
with Paget's Surgical Pathology,
1853, vol. i. pp. 313-317; Jones
and Siii'/'king's Pathological

Anatomy, 1854, pp. 28, 10,5, 106.

The difficulties connected with
the scientific study of inflamma-
tion are evaded in VogeFs Pa-

thological Anatomy, p. 418
;

a

work which appears to me to

have been greatly overrated.
32 On the amount of heat

disengaged by the union of car-

bon and oxygen, see the experi-
ments of Dillons, in Lidng's-'

Animal Chemistry, p. 44; and
those of Despretz, in Thomson's
Animal Chemistry, p. 631. Just
in the same way, we find that

the temperature of plants is

maintained by the combination
of oxygen with carbon : see Hal-

four s Botany, pp. 231, 232, 322,
323. As to the amount of heat

caused generally by chemical

combination, there is an essay
well worth reading by Dr.

Thomas Andrews in Report oj
British Association for 1849, pp.

63-78. See also Report for 1852,
Transac. of Sec, p. 40, and Liehig
and Kopp's Reports on the Pro-

gress of Ch- mistry, vol. i. p. 34,

vol. iii. p. 16, vol. iv. p. 20; also

Pouillet, F.'imens d>' Fhj/'iqH*,

Paris, 1832, vol. i. parti, p. 411.
53 The >.w of definite propor-

tions, which, since the brilliant

discoveries by Dalton, is the

corner-stone of chemical know-

ledge, is laid down with admira-

ble clearness in Turner's F.'emints

of Chemistry, vol. i. pp. 146-151.

Compare Brandes Chemistry,
vol. i. pp. 139-144; Cui'icr, Pro-

gres des Set'. /;civ, vol. ii. p. 255 ;

S'Wierville's Co/rinxion of the

S :

enccs, pp. 120, 121. But none
of thoe writers have considered

th" law so philosophically as M.
A. Comte, Philosophic Positii'i ,

vol. iii. pp. 133-176, one of the

brst chapters in his very profound,
but ill-understood work.
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needful that the food which contains the carbon should

vary according to the amount of oxygen taken in :

while it is equally needful that we should increase the

quantity of both of these constituents whenever a

greater external cold lowers the temperature of the

body. ISTow it is obvious that in a very cold climate,
this necessity of providing a nutriment more highly
carbonized will arise in two distinct ways. In the first

place, the air being denser, men imbibe at each inspi-
ration a greater volume of oxygen than they would do
in a climate where the air is rarefied by heat. 34 In the

second place, cold accelerates their respiration, and thus

obliging them to inhale more frequently than the inha-

bitants of hot countries, increases the amount of oxygen
which they on an average take in. 39 On both these

34 '

Ainsi, dans des temps
egaux, la quantite d'oxygene
consommee par le meme animal
est d'autant plus grando que la

temperature, ambiante est moins
elevee.' Robin ct Verdeil, Chimie

Anatomique, vol. ii. p. 44. Com-

pare Simon's Lectures on Patho-

logy, 1850, p. 188, for the

diminished quantity of respi-
ration in a high temperature ;

though one may question Mr.
Simon's inference that therefore
the blood is more venous in hot

countries than in cold ones. This

is not making allowance for the

difference of diet, -which corrects

the difference of temperature.
Si 'The consumption of oxygen

in a given time may be expressed

by the number of respirations.'

Livings Letters on Chemistry, p.

314; and see Thomson's Animal

Chemistry, p. Gil. It is also

certain that exercise increases

the number of respirations ;
and

birds, which are the most active

of all animals, consume more

oxygen than any others. Milne

Edwards, Zoologic, part i. p. 88,

part iL p. 371 ; Flourens, Tra-

vauj: de Cui-iw,pp. 153, 154, 265,
2G6. Compare, on the connexion

between respiration and the

locomotive organs, Beclard, Ana-
tomie Generate, pp. 39, 44

;
Bur-

dach, Traite de Physiologic, vol.

ix. pp. 485, 556-559
;

Cants
1

Comparative Anatomy, vol. i. pp.

99, 164, 358, vol. ii.pp. 142, i60;
Grant's Comparative Anatomy,
pp. 455, 495, 522, 529, 537;

Ri/iiier Jones'
'

s Animal Kingdom,
pp. 369, 440, 692, 714, 720;
Owens Innrtelrata, pp. 322, 345,

386, 505. Thus too it has been

experimentally ascertained, that

in human beings exercise .n-

creases the amount of carbonic-

acid gas. Mayti s Human Phy-
siology, p. 64 ; Licliig and K<'pp'&

Riports, vol. iii. p. 359.

If we now put these facts

together, their bearing on tlve

propositions in the text will

become evident
; because, on the

whole, there is more exercise

taken in cold climates than in

liot ones, and there must therefore

be an increased respi ratory action
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grounds the coTisunij)tion of oxygen becomes greater :

it is therefore requisite that the consumption of carbon

should also be greater ;
since by the union of these two

olemonts in certain definite proportions, the tempera-
ture of the body and the balance of the human frame
can alone be maintained. 36

Proceeding from these chemical and physiological

principles, we arrive at the conclusion, that the colder

the country is in which a people live, the more highly
carbonized will be their food. And this, which is a

purely scientific inference, has been verified by actual

vixperiment. The inhabitants of the polar regions con-

sume largo quantities of whale-oil and blubber
;
while

within the tropics such food would soon put an end to

life, and therefore the ordinary diet consists almost

entirely of fruit, rice, and other vegetables. Now it

has been ascertained by careful analysis, that in the

polar food there is an excess of carbon
;
in the tropical

food an excess of oxygen. Without entering into de-

tails, which to the majority of readers would be dis-

tasteful, it may be said generally, that the oils contain

about six times as much carbon as the fruits, and that

they have in them very little oxygen;
37 while starch,

For proof that greater exercise inhabitants of southern clinics

is both taken and required, com- do not contain, in a fresh state,

pare Wrangel's Polar Expedition, more than 12 per cent, of carbon
;

pp. 79, 102
;
Richardson s Arctic while the blubber and train-oil

Expedition, vol. i. p. 385 ; Simp- which fe*d tie inhabitants of

son's North Coast of America, pp. polar regions contain 66 to 80

49,88, which should be contrasted per cent, of that element.' Lubiffs
with the contempt for such Letters on Chemistry, p. 320

;
see

amusements in hot countries, also p. 375, and Turner's Che-

Indeed, in polar regions all this mistry,\o\. ii. p. 1315. According
is so essential to preserve a nor- toProut (Mai/u's Human Physiol.
mal state, that scurvy can only p. 136), 'the proportion of carbon
be kept off in the northern part in oily bodies varies from about
of the American continent by 60 to 80 per cent.' The quantity

taking considerable exercise : see of oil and fat habitually con-

Crantz, History of Greenland, sumed in cold countries is

vol. i. pp. 46, 62, 338. remarkable. Wrangel (Polar" See the note at the end of Expedition, p. 21) says of the

this chapter. tribes in the north-east of Siberia.
57 ' The fruits u<;e<l by the ' fat is their greatest delicacy.
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wnich is the most universal, and, in reference to nutri-

tion, the most important constituent in the vegetable
world,

38 is nearly half oxygen.
39

The connexion between this circumstance and the

subject before us is highly curious : for it is a most
remarkable fact, and one to which I would call par-
ticular attention, that owing to some more general law,
of which we are ignorant, highly carbonized food is

more costly than food in which comparatively little

carbon is found. The fruits of the earth, of which

oxygen is the most active; principle, are very abundant ;

they may be obtained without danger, and almost
without trouble. But that highly carbonized food,
which in a very cold climate is absolutely necessary to

life, is not produced in so facile and spontaneous a

manner. It is not, like vegetables, thrown up by the

soil
;
but it consists of the fat, the blubber, and the oil <0

of powerful and ferocious animals. To procure it, man
must incur great risk and expend great labour. And
although this is undoubtedly a contrast of extreme

cases, still it is evident that the nearer a people approach

They eat it in every possible ii. p. 1236; lAebig and Kopjis
shape; raw, melted, fresh, or Reports, vol. ii. pp. 97, 98, 122.

spoilt.' See also Simpson's Dis- ss The oxygen is 49'39 out of

coveries on the North Coast of 100. See the table in Lie.uiy's

America, pp. 147, 404. Letters on Chemistry, p. 379.
3b ' So common, that no plant Amidin, which is the soluble

is destitute of it.' Lindleifs part of starch, contains />3'33

JSotany, vol. i. p. Ill ; and at p. per cent, of oxygen. See TJusm-

121,
' starch is the most common son's Chemistry of Vegetables,

of all vegetable productions.' p. 654, on the authority of Prout,
Dr. Lindley adds (vol. i. p. 292), who has the reputation of being
that it is difficult to distinguish an accurate experimenter,
the grains of starch secreted by

40 Of which a single whale

plants from cytoblasts. See also will yield
' cent vingt tonneaux.'

on the starch-granules, first no- Cuvier, L'e(/n/ Animal, vol. i. p.

ticed by M. Link, Reports on 297. In regard to the solid food,

Botany by the Hay Society, pp. Sir J. Richardson (Arctic Kvpe-
223, 370; and respecting its dition, 1851, vol. i. p. 243) says

predominance in the vegetable that the inhabitants of the Arc-

world, compare Thomson's Che- tic regions only maintain them-

mistry of Vegetables, pp. 650-652, selves by chasing whales and

875; firande's Otcm'tstry, vol. ii. 'consuming blubber.'

p. 1160; Turner'* Chemistry, vol.
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to either yxtreniity, the more subject will they bo to

the conditions by which that extremity i.s governed. It

IH evident that, as a general rule, the colder a country is,

the more its food will ho carbonized
;
the warmer it is,

the more its food will be oxidized. 41 At the same time,
carbonized food, being chiefly drawn from the animal

world, is more difficult to obtain than oxidized food,

which is drawn from the vegetable world.'-' The result

has been that among nations where the, coldness of

the climate renders a highly carbonized diet essential,

there is for the most part displayed, even in the infancy
of society, a bolder and more adventurous character,
than we lind among those other nations whose ordinary
nutriment, being highly oxidized, is easily obtained,
and indeed is supplied to them, by the bounty of nature,

gratuitously and without a struggle,
** From this

41
It is said, rh.v. to keep ;\

person in health, his food, even
in the temperate parts of Europe,
should contain -a full eighth
more carbon in winter than in

summer.' Liebig's Animal Chr-

mistry, p. 1G.
4 - The most highly carbonized

of all foods arc undoubtedly
yielded by animals; the most

highly oxidized by vegetables.
In the vegetable kingdom ihere

is, however, so much carbon, that
its predominance, accompanied
with the rarity of nitrogen, has
induced chemical botanists to

characterize plants as carbonized,
and animals as azotized. But
we have here to attend to a dou-
ble antithesis. Vegetables are

carbonized in so far as -they are

non-azotized
;

but tiny are oxi-

dized in opposition to the highly
carbonized animal food of cold

countries. Besides this, it is

important to observe thai the
carbon of vegetables is most
tbundant in the woody and un-

nutritious part, which is not

aten: while the carbon of ani-

mals is found in the fatty and

oily parts, which are not only

eaten, but are, in cold countries,

greedily devoured.
43 Sir J. Malcolm (History oj

Prraia, vol. ii. p. 380), speaking
of the cheapness of vegetables
in the East, says,

'

in som<- parts
of Persia fruit has hardiy any
value.' Cuvier, in a striking

passage (Rec/nc Anitna', vol. i.

pp. 73, 74), has contrasted vege-
table vrith animal food, and
thinks that the former, being so

easily obtained, is the more natu-

ral. But the truth is that both

are equally natural: though when
Cuvier wrote scarcely anything
was known of the laws which

govern the relation between cli-

mate and food. On the skill

and enenry required to obtain

food in cold countries, see Wran-

$?:!'*
Pilar Expedition, pp. 70,

71, 191, 192; Simpson's IHscovc-

rit A on the Sorth Con ft n/'A,n . A'ca
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original divergence there follow many other conse-

quences, which, however, I am not now concerned to

trace
; my present object being merely to point out how

this difference of food affects the proportion in which
wealth is distributed to the different classes.

The way in which this proportion is actually altered

has, I hope, been made clear by the preceding argu-
ment

;
but it may be useful to recapitulate the facts on

which the argument is based. The facts, then, are

simply these. The rate of wages fluctuates with the

population ; increasing when the labour-market is

under-supplied, diminishing when it is over-supplied
The population itself, though affected by many other

circumstances, does undoubtedly fluctuate with the

supply of food
; advancing when the supply is plentiful,

halting or receding when the supply is scanty. The
food essential to life is scarcer in cold countries than in

hot ones
;
and not only is it scarcer, but more of it is

required ;

44 so that on both grounds smaller encourage-
ment is given to the growth of that population from

whose ranks the labour-market is stocked. To express,

therefore, the conclusion in its simplest form, we may
say, that there is a strong and constant tendency in hot

countries for wages to be low, in cold countries for

them to be high.

p. 249 ; Crantz, History of Green- Richardson's Central Africa, vol

land, vol. i. pp. 22, 32, 105, 131, ii. p. 46; Richardson's Sahara,

154, 155, Tol. ii.pp. 203, 265, 324. vol. i. p. 137; Denham's Africa, p.
44 ' Cabanis (Rapports du Phy- 37; Journal of Asiatic Society,

nique et du Moral, p. 313) says, vol. v. p. 144, vol. viii. p. 188;
' Dans les temps et dans les pays Burckhardt's Travels in Araliia

froids on mange et Ton agit da- vol. ii. p. 265; Nif'mhr, Descri-

vautage.' That much food is tion de I'Arabic, p. 45; Ulloa'

eaten in cold countries, and little Voyage to South America, vol. i.

in hot ones, is mentioned by pp. Q3, 40S; Journal ofGeograph.
numerous travellers, none of Society, Vol. iii. p. 283, vol. vi. p.

whom are aware of the cause. 85, vol. xix. p. 121
; Spix and

See Simpson's Uiscov. cm North Martins' s Travels in Brazil, vol.

Coast of America, p. 218; Cus- i. p. 164; Southri/s History of
tine's Jiussie, vol. iv. p. 66

; Brazil, vol. iii. p. 848
; Volney,

WrangeF s Expedition, pp. 21, Voyage en Syrie et en Egypte,
327; Crantz, History of Green- vol. i. pp. 379, 380. 460: Low'*

land, vol. i. pp. 145, 360; Sarawak, p. 140.
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Applying now this great, principle, to the general
course of hi.storv, \ve shall find pr. .nfs of its accuracy in

every direction. Indeed, there: is uot a .single instance

to the contrary. In A.sii. ni Africa, and in America,
all the ancient civilizations wore seated in hot climates;

and in ;:1! of them the rate of wages was very low, and

therefore the condition of the labour! ii'/ classes very

depressed. In Europe, tor tin; iirst time, civilization

aroso in a colder climate: hence the reward of labour

was increased, arid the dish-illation of wealth rendered

more equal than was possible I:: countries where an

excessive abundance of food stimulated the growth of

population. This difference p;<i'!uced, as we shall

presently see, many social and p msequences o!

immense importance. Hut hcfnrp discussing them, it

may he remarked that tiie only apparent exception t

what has been stated is one which strikingly verities

the general law. There is one instance, and only one,

of a great European people possessing a very cheap
national food. This people, I need hardly say, are

the Irish. In Ireland the labouring classes have for

more than two hundred years been principally fed bv

potatoes, which were introduced into their country lat;

in the sixteenth, or early in the seventeenth century
4

'

Xow, the peculiarity of the potato is, that until the,

appearance of the late disease, it was and perhaps still

is, cheaper than any other food equally wholesome. If

we compare its reproductive power with the amount of

nutriment contained in it, we find that one acre of

average land sown with potatoes will support twice

as many persons as the same quantity o
c land sown

with wheat. 4 '' The consequence is, that in a country

**
3S.ejeu( Geography ofPlants, sent [- Sir 'V:i't. r .Raleigh to

1846, p. 313) says that the potato he plaia d in ;. .-arden on his

was introduced into Ireland in ratal inity ofYemghall.'
1586; but Recording to Mr. Corapr.rc L"iidfr.t's Encyclop. of
M'Culloch (Dictinnary of Com- Ayri'.-uliitr--. p. S4o: 'first planted
merct, IS 19, p. 1048), 'potatoes, Ly ;r \V:u ter Ealeigh on his

it is commonly thought, were f-r-tate of Vou^ha!!, near Cork.'

not introduced into Ireland till
'" Avlr.ta Smith

(
W'-tilth j

1610, when a m:>.ll i]U;-.:itity '.v;\> bi,/ k ;
. rhap. :::. '.

J '^'

VOL. 1.
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where men live on potatoes, the population will, if othei

things are tolerably equal, increase twice as fast as in

a country where they live on wheat. And so it has

actually occurred. Until a very few years ago, when
the face of affairs was entirely altered by pestilence and

emigration, the population of Ireland was, in round

numbers, increasing annually three per cent.
;

the

population of England during the same period increas-

ing one and a half per cent.47 The result was, that in

these two countries the distribution of wealth was alto-

gether different. Even in England the growth of popu-
lation is somewhat too rapid ;

and the labour-market

being overstocked, the working classes are not suffi-

ciently paid for their labour.* 8 But their condition is

one of sumptuous splendour, compared to that in which

only a few years ago the Irish were forced to live.

The misery in which they were plunged has no doubt

always been aggravated by the ignorance of their

rulers, and by that scandalous misgovernment which,
until very recently, formed one of the darkest blots on

supposes that it will support
47

^Jalthus, Exsay on Popu-
three times as many; but the lation, vol. i. pp. 424, 425,

statistics of this great writer are 431, 435, 441, 442; M'Cu/-
the weakest part of his work, Inch'a Political Economy, pp.
and the more careful calculations 381. 3S2.

made since he wrote boar out the 4S The lowest agricultural
statement in the text. 'It admits wages in our time have been in

of demonstration that an acre of England about Is. a day; while

potatoes will feed double the from the evidence collected by
number of people that can be fed Mr. Thornton in 1845. the high-
from an acre of wheat.' Loudori* est wages then paid were in

Encydop. of Agriculture, 5th Lincolnshire, and were rather

edit. 1844, p. 815. So, too, in more than 13-s. a week; those in

M'Cutloch's Diet. p. 1048, 'an Yorkshire and Northumberland
acre of potatoes will feed double being nearly as high. 'Ilmr/iton

the number of individuals that on Over-Population, pp. 12-15,
can be fed from an acre of wheat.' i!4, 25. Godwin, writing in 1 820,
The daily average consumption i-stimates the average at l.s. 6rf.

of an able-bodied labourer in a day. Godwin on Population,
Ireland is estimated at nine ami p. 574. Mr. Phillips, in his

a half pounds of potatoes for work On Scrofula, !S16,p. 345,

men, and seven and a half for says, -at present the ratio of

women. &_> Phillip's on Scro- wages is from 9,v. t\j 10.?.'

fyfa, Ib-Jti, p. 177
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tlio glory of England. The most active cause, however,
was, that their wages were so low as to debar them,
not only from the comforts, buc from the common
decencies of civilized life

;
and this evil condition was

the natural result of that cheap and abundant food,
which encouraged the people to so rapid an increase,
that the labour-market was constantly trorged.*

9 So
/ . o

far was this carried, that an intelligent observer who
travelled through Ireland twenty years ago, mentioned
that at that time the average wages were fourpence a

day, and that even this wretched pittance could not

always be relied upon for regular employment.
50

Such have been the consequences of cheap food in a

country which, on the whole, possesses greater natural

resources thaii any other in Europe.
51 And if we inves-

49 The most miserable part,

namely Ccmnaught, in 1733,
contained '242,160 inhabitants;

and in 1821, 1,110,229. See

Sadltr's Law of Population, vol.

ii. p. 490.
*> Mr. Inglis, who in 1S34

travelled through Ireland with a

particular view to its economical

state, says, as the result of very
careful inquiries, 'I am quite

confident, that if the whole yearly

earnings of the labourers of Ire-

land were divided by the whole
number of labourers, the result

would be under this sum

Fourpence a day for the la-

bourers of Ireland.' Inglis, Jour-

ney throughout Irtland in 1S34,
Lond. 1835, 2nd edit. vol. ii.

p. 300. At Balinasloe, in the

county of Gal way, A gentleman
v.-ith whom I was accidentally in

company offered to procure, on
an hour's warning, a couple of

hundred labourers at fourpence
even for temporary employment.'
Inglis, vol. ii. p. 17. The same
writer says (vol. i.

;>.
2i>'\ that

at Tralt-e 'it often happens that

the labourers, after working in

the canal from five in the morn-

ing until eleven in the forenoon,
are discharged for the day with

the pittance of twopence.' Com-

pare, iu. Cloncurry's Recollections,

Dublin, 1849, p. 310, a letter

from Dr. Doyle written in 1829,

describing Ireland as 'a country
where the market is always over-

stocked with labour, and in

which a man's labour is not

worth, at an average, more than

threepence a day.'
51 It is singular that so acute

a thinker as Mr. Kay should, in

his otherwise just remarks on

the Irish, entirely overlook the

effect produced on their wages
by the increase of population.

Kay's Social Condition of the

I\',ipl<, vol. i. pp. 8, 9, 92, 223,
306-324. This is the more ob-

servaLile, because the disadvan-

tages of cheap food have been

noticed nor only by several com-

mon writers, but by the higher
of all authorities on population,
Mr. Malthas-: see the sLxtii eda-

tion of his l^ssai/ on Population.
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tigate on a larger scale the social and economical con-

dition of nations, we shall see the same principle

everywhere at work. We shall see that, other things

remaining equal, the food of a people determines the

increase of their numbers, and the increase of their

numbers determines the rate of their wages. We shall

moreover find, that when the wages are invariably
low,

52 the distribution of wealth being thus very
unequal, the distribution of political power and social

influence will also be very unequal ;
in other words, it

will appear that the normal and average relation be-

tween the upper and lower classes will, in its origin,

depend upon those peculiarities of nature, the operations
of which I have endeavoured to indicate. 5:i After

vol. i. p. 489, vol. ii. pp. 123.

124, 383, 384. If these things
were oftener considered, we should

not hear so much about the idle-

ness and levity of the Celtic race;

the simple fact being, that the

Irish are unwilling to work, not

because they are Celts, but be-

cause their work is badly paid.
When they go abroad, they get

good wages, and therefore they
become as industrious as any
other people. Compare Journal

of Statistical Society, vol. vii. p.

24, with Thornton on Ovr-Pojju-
lation, p. 425

;
a very valuable

work. Even in 1799, it was

observed that the Irish as soon

as thoy left their own country
became industrious and ener-

getic. See Parliamentary His-

tory, vol. xxxiv. p. 222. So too.

in North America,
'

they arc

most willing to work hard.'

LyelCs Second Visit totk Unitl

States, 1849, vol. i. p. 187.
*2 By low wages, I mean lou

reward of labour, which is of

course independent both of the

cost of labour and of the money -

ra.te of v/ages.

i3 In a recent work of con-

siderable ingenuity (Doubleday's
True Law of Population, 1847,

pp. 25-29, 69, 78, 123, 124, &c.)
it is noticed that countries are

more populous when the ordi-

nary food is vegetable than when
it is animal; and an attempt is

made to explain this on the

ground that a poor diet is more
favourable to fecundity than a

rich one. But though the fact

of the greater increase of popu-
lation is indisputable, there are

several reasons for being dis-

satisfied with Mr. Doubleday's
explanation.

1st. That the power of pro-

pagation is heightened by poor
living, is a proposition which has

never been established physiolo-

gically ;
while t!ie observations

of travellers and of governments
are not sufficiently numerous to

establish it statistically.

2nd. Vegetable diet is as

generous for a hot country as

animal diet is for a cold country ;

and sinee we know that, not-

withstanding the difference of

food ;:n<: climate, MU- tempera
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putting all these things together, we shall, i trust, be

able to discern, with a clearness hitherto unknown, the

intimate connexion between the physical and moral

world
;
the laws by which that connexion is governed;

and the reasons why so many ancient civilizations

reached a certain stage of development, and then fell

away, unable to resist the pressure of nature, or make
head against those external obstacles by which their

progress was effectually retarded.

If, in ihe tirst place, we turn to Asia, we shall see an

admirable illustration of what may be called the collision

between internal and external phenomena. Owing to

circumstances already stated, Asiatic civilization has

always been confined to that rich tract where alone

wealth could be easily obtained. This immense zone

comprises some of the most fertile parts of the globe ;

and of all its provinces, Hindostan is certainly the one

which for the longest period has possessed the greatest
civilization. 54 And as the materials for forming an

furo of the body varies little

between the equator and the

poles (compare Liebig's Animal

Chemistry, p. 19
; Holland's Mfdi-

cal Xotts, p. 473; Pouillet, KH--

viens de Physique, vol. i. part i.

p. 414; Burdock's 7 rait i' de

Physiologic, vol. ix. p. 663), -we

have no reason to believe that

there. is any other normal varia-

tion, but should rather suppose
that, in regard to all essential

functions, vegetable diet and ex-

ternal heat are equivalent to

animal diet and external cold.

3rd. Even conceding, for the
sake of argument, that vegetable
food increases the procreative
;>ower, this would only afTVi-t

the numbe-r of births, aud not

the density of population ; for a

greater number of births may
be, and often are, remedied by a

greater mortality ;
a point in

rpgiird to which Godwin, in

trying to refute Malthus. tails

into serious error. Godwin mi

Population, p. 317.

Since writing the above, I

have found that these views of

Mr. Doubleday's were iu a great
measure anticipated by Fourier.

See Rei/. Science. Sucii/fe, vol. i.

p. I So.'
61 I use the word Hindustan'

in the popular sense, as extend-

ing south to Cape Comorin;

fhough,properly speaking, it only

includes the ountry north of tin

Ncrbudda. Compare MiiTs His-

tory of India, vol. ii. p. 178 ;

Bohlen, das afte Indira., vol. i.

p. 11; Meim rf ii/ier die Lander
in Asioi, vol. i. p. 224. The word
itself is not found in the old

Sanscrit, and is of Persian origin.
Halheds Preface to the Gcntoo

Laws. pp. xx. xxi.; AxiaHc Re-

.<rar<*J/rs, vol. iii. pp. 368, 369.
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opinion respecting India are more ample than those

respecting any other part of Asia,
55 I purpose to select

it as an example, and use it to illustrate those laws

which, though generalized from political economy,
chemistry, and physiology, may be verified by that

more extensive survey, the means of which history
alone can supply.

In India, the great heat of the climate brings into

play that law already pointed out, by virtue of which
the ordinary food is of an oxygenous rather than of a

carbonaceous character. This, according to another

law, obliges the people to derive their usual diet not

from the animal, but from the vegetable world, of which
starch is the most important constituent. At the same
time the high temperature, incapacitating men for

arduous labour, makes necessary a food of which the

returns will be abundant, and which will contain much
nutriment in a comparatively small space. Here, then,
we have some characteristics, which, if the preceding
views are correct, ought to be found in the ordinary
food of the Indian nations. So they all are. From
the earliest period the most general food in India has

been rice,
56 which is the most nutritive of all the

'* So that, in addition to 'works aus denselben als Quellen.'

published on their philosophy, Rhode, Religiose Bitching dcr

religion, and jurisprudence, a Hindus, vol. i. p. 43.

learned geographer stated several 56 This is evident from thf

years ago, that ' kcin and'Tes frequent and familiar mention of

Asiatisch'es Keichist in den letz- it in that remarkable relic of

ton drey Jahrhunderten von so antiquity, the Institutes ofMenu,
vielen und so einsichtsvollen See the Institutes, i;i Works of

Kuropaern durehreist und be- Kir W. Jonet, vol. iii. pp. 87,

schrieben -warden, alsHindostan.' 132, 156, 200, '215, 36(i, 100,

Mei?urs Lander in Aaicn, vol. i. 403, 43-i. Thus too, in the enu-

p. 22."). Since the time of Mei- meration of Foods in Vishnu
ncrs. such evidence has become Pn.rann, pp. 4fi, 47, rice is the

still more precise and extensive; tirst, mentioned. See further

and is, I think, too rnueh neg- evidence in llohhn, dat alte Ln-

lected by M. Rhodf in his valu- r'/cn, vol. i. p. 22, vol. ii. pp. 159,

able work on India: 'Dem 160; Wilson!s Theatre of tlie

Zwecke dieser Arbeit gemiiss, Indus, vol. i. part ii. pp. 15, 16,

betrachten wir hier riur Werke 37, 92, 9.0, vol. ii. part, ii. p. 35,

'l*r Hindus flb;-", ocli-r A.usziige ji<irt
iii. p. G4 ; ?\(>in* on 'lie 3fa
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^omtlia ;

S7 which contains an enormous proportion of

starch ;

SH and which yields to the labourer an average
return of at least sixty tbld.

v '

Thus possible is it, by the application of a few physical
laws, to anticipate what the national food of a country
will be, and therefore to anticipate a long train of

ulterior consequences. Whist 111 this case is no less

remarkable, is that though in the south of the peninsula,
rice is not so much used as formerly, it has been re-

placed, not by animal food, but by another grain called

ragi.'' 'I
1

he original rice, however, is so suited to the

circumstances T have described, that it is still the most

general food of nearly all the hottest countries of Asia,
61

habharuta, in Journal of Asiatic

Society, vol. vii. p. 141 ; Travels

i

if I'm Ilatuta in Fourteenth Cen-

tury, p. 104; Cohbrookes Diytxt

of Hindu Law, vol. i. p. 499, vol.

ii. pp. 44, 48, 436, 569, vol. iii.

pp. 11, 148, 20.'., 206, 207, 266,

364, 030; Asiatic 7iV.-;?< 7,,,,-,

vol. vii. pp. 299, 302; H'urd on

the Hindoo*?, vol. i. p. 2o*J, vol.

iii. p. 105.
s: '

It contains a greater pro-

portion of nutritious matter than

any of the cerealia.' Soweri'tHe's

Physical Geography, vol. ii. p.

220.
5S It contains from 83'8 to

8.TO" percent, ofstarch. />V<7''<7cV

Chemistry, voL ii. p. 1624
;
Thom-

son's Chemistry of Organic Bo-

dies, p. 88.3.
19 It is difficult to collect suf-

ficient evidence to strike an ave-

rage ; but in Etrypt, according
to Savary, rice '

produces eighty
bushels for one.' London's i-lncy-

clop. of Affriculturt, p. 173. In

Tennasserim, the yield is from So

to 100. Lov's History of Ten-

nasserim, in Journal of Asiatic

Society, vol. iii. p. 29. In South

America, 250 fold, according; to

Spix and Martins (Travels in

Brazil, vol. ii. p. 79) : or from
200 to 300, according to Southey
(Hiftori/ of Brazil, vol. iii. pp.

658, 806).' The lowest estimate

tjiven by M. Meyen is forty fold ;

the highest, which is marsh rice

in the Philippine Islands, 400
fold. Meycn's Geography of
Plants, 1846, p. 301.

60
ElpMnstone's History of In-

dia, p. 7. T?agi is the Cynosurus
Corocamis of Linna-us; and, con-

sidering its importance, it has

been strangely neglected by bo-

tanical -writers. The best account

I have seen of it is in Buchanan'*

Journey through the Covntriea of

Mysore, Canara, and Malabar,
vo'l. i. pp. 100-101, 28o, 286,

375, 37 r>, 403, vol. ii. pp. 103,

104, vol. iii. pp. 239, 240, 296,
29". In the lar^e cities, millet is

generally used ; of which ' a

quantity sufficient for two meals

may be purchased for about a

halfpenny.' (ribson on Indian

Agriculture, in Journal of Asiatic

N-"' '?/ '. vol. viii. p. 100.
*' Marsdcri's History of Suma-

tra, pp. 56, 59; Baffles' Hi*tory
of Java. vol. i. pp. 39. 106, 119.
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from which m different times it has been transplanted
to other parts of the world. 62

In consequence of these peculiarities of climate, and
of food, there has arisen in India that unequal distri-

bution of wealth which we must expect to find in

countries where the labour-market is always redun-

dant/'^ If we examine the earliest Indian records

which have been preserved records between two and
three thousand years old we find evidence of a state

of things similar to that which now exists, and which,
we may rely upon it, always has existed ever since the

129, 240; PeravaVs G-.ylon, pp.

337,364; Transac. of Society of

Bombay, vol. ii. p. 155; Transac.

of Asiatic Society, vol. i. p. ftlO;

Journal of Asiatic Society, vol. i.

pp. 228, 247, vol. ii. pp. 44, 64,

251, 257, 262, 336, 344, vol. iii.

pp. 8, 25, 300, 340. vol. iv. pp.

82, 83, 104, vol. v. pp. 241, 246;
AsiaticResearches, vol.v. pp. 124,

229, vol. xii. p. 148, vol. xvi.pp.
171, 172 ; Journal of Geograph.
Society, vol. ii. p. 86, vol. iii. pp.

124, 295, 300, vol. v. p. 263, vol.

viii. pp. 341, 359, vol. xix. pp.

132, 137.
62

Rice, so far as I have been
able to tract- it, h.i.s travelled

~est.wa.rd. Besides the historic-ill

evidence, there are philological

probabilities in favour of its

being indigenous to Asi-a. and
the Sanscrit namf- for it tins been

*-pry widely diffused. Compare
tinii'iiotflt^s Cosmo?, vol. ii. p.

472, with Craufurd's llt.-t^rt; <<J

the Indian Archipelago, vol. i. p.

358. In th- fourteenth century,
it vas the iMrnmon food on the

Zangueb;'r ''cast; and is now
universal in Madagascar. Tra-

vels of If'-' Dntuta hi Fourteenth

Century, p. 56
;

Mlis's History
~f '\fadafjfixi-o.r vol i. pp. V.i,

297-304, rol. ii. p. 292
;
Journal

of Gcograpk. Society, vol iii. p.
212. From Madagascar its seeds

were, according to M'CuilocKs

Dictionary of Commerce, p. 1105,
carried to Carolina late in the

seventeenth century. It is now
cultivated in Nicaragua (Syuiert
C ntral America, vol. i. p. 38,i

and in South America \ILndcr-
.swz'fi Plifi. of Brazil, pp. 292.

307, 39,5, 440. 488), where it is

-H
;

d to grow wild. Compare
Meyats Geography of Pin.nts,

pp.' 291, 297, with Azara, Voy-
nfjfs dans I'AmeriqueMeridicnal.e,
vol. i. p. 100, vol. ii. p. 80.

The ancient Greeks, though ac-

quainted with rice, did not cul-

tivate it : arid its cultivation was
i'irst introduced into Europe by
the Ari'.bs. &ci'Hinnholrlt,Souvelle

Espagnf, vol. ii. pp. 409. 410.
sa So far a^ food is eoncorned,

Diodorus SionhiH notici > the' re-

markable fi-rtility of Ii;d:a. and
the consequent accumulation of

wealth. See two interesting pas-
sai" "^ in J'i'.'iothcc. Hitt. lib. ii.

vol. ii. pp. 49, 50, 10S, 109. But
of tlii- economical laws of distri-

bution he. like all the ancient

writers, was perfectly iguoniut.
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accumulation of capital oner fairly bewail. We iind

the tipper classes enormously rich, and the lower classes

miserably poor. We find those Ity \vhose labour tbo

wealth is created, receiving the smallest possible share

of it; the remainder being absorbed by the higher
ranks in the form eitiier of rent or of profit. And as

wealth is, after intellect, the most permanent source of

[tower, it has naturally happened that a great inequality
of wealth has been accompanied by a corresponding in-

equality of social and politic;)! power. It is not, there-

fore, surprising that from the earliest period to which
our knowledge of India extends, an immense majority
of the people, pinched by the most, irallhi^ poverty, and

just living from hand to mouth, should always have
remained in a state of stupid debasement, broken by
incessant misfortune, crouching before their superiors
in abject submission, and only fit either to be slaves

themselves or to be led to buttle to make slaves of

others.64

To ascertain the precise value of the average rate of

wages in India for any long period, is impossible ;
be-

cause, although the amount might be expressed in

money, still the valiie of money, that is, its purchasing
power, is subject to incalculable fluctuations, arising
from changes in the cost of production.

64
But, for our

present purpose, there is a method of investigation
which will lead to results far more accurate than any
statement could be that depended merely on a collection

*' An able and very ieurued Compare the observations of

apologist for this miserable peo- Charts Hamilton in Asiatic R(-

ple ^ays, 'The servility so gene- -^ari-hes, vol. i. p. 30;j.

rally ascribed to the Hindu is
6i The impossibility of having

never more conspicuous than a standard of value, is clearly
when he is examined as an evi- pointed out in 'J'. ryot's fiiji'.j;-

dence. But if it be admitted //;.- sur lc Formation et fa

that he acts as a slave, why Distribution '..- Rickesses, in

blame him for not possessing the (Eurrt*. vol. v. pp. 51, o2. Corn-

virtues of a free mnn ? T/ic op- pare /iV'v.'rc'o'.v }\ork.~, pp. 11,

prcfsion of ages has taught Jiim liS-St.1

, 4(5. ioo. 253, 270, 401,

implicit sulmissio:).' "fins K>'n- w ; ;h N-<'i.!l<>ch'f. Prin<-ipl>. o/

nedy, in Transactions of th? So- Pcilificai i'.<:onomy, pp. 298, 290-,

rifiu "f Bonihfiy. vol. iii. p. 14-t. ^O".
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of evidence respecting the wages themselves. The
method is simply this : that inasmuch as the wealth of

a country can only be divided into wages, rent, profits,
and interest, and inasmuch as interest is on an average
an exact measure of profits,

60 it follows that if among
any people rent and interest are both high, wages must
be low. 67

If, therefore, we can ascertain the current

interest of money, and the proportion of the produce of

tho soil which is absorbed by rent, we shall get a per-

fectly accurate idea of the wages ;
because wages are

the residue, that is, they are what is left to the labour-

ers after rent, profits, and interest have been paid.
Now it is remarkable, that in India both interest and

rent have always been very high. In the Institutes oj

Menu, which were drawn up about B.C. 900,
68 the lowest

66 Smith's Wealth, of Nations,
book i. chap. ix. p. 37 ; where,

however, the proposition is stat <xl

rather too absolutely, since the

risks arising from an insecure

state of society must be taken

into consideration. But that

there is an average ratio between
interest and profits is obvious.

and is distinctly laid down by
the Sanscrit jurists. See Col<-

brookds Digest of Hindu Lau\
vol. i. pp. 72, 81.

67 Ricardo (Principles of Poli-

t teal Economy, chap. vi. in Works,

p. 60) says,
' whatever increases

wages, necessarily reduces pro-
fits.' And in chap. xv. p. 122,
' whatever raises the wages of

labour, lowers the profits of

stock.' In several other places
he makes the same assertion,

very much to the discomfort of

the ordinary reader, who knows
that in tho United States, for

instance, wages and profits are

both high. But the ambiguity
is in the language, not in the

thought ;
And in the*" and

similar paHsagi-h iiicardu by

wages meant cost of labour, in

which sense the proposition is

quite accurate. If by wages we
mean the reward of labour, then

there is no relation between

wages and profits ;
for when rent

is low, both of them may be

high, as is the case in the United
States. That this was t'te view

of Ricardo is evident from the

following passage :

'

Profits, it

Cannot be too often repeated,

depend on wages ;
not on nominal

but real wages; not on the

number of pounds that may be

annually paid to tho labourer,

but on tho number of days' work

necessary to obtain those pounds.'
Political Economy, chap, vii.,

Ricardcis Works, p. 82. Compare
MilCs Principles of Political

Economy, vol. i. p. 500, vol. ii.

p. 22o.
'

68 I take the estimate of Mr.

Elphinstone (History cf India,

pp. 22jj~228)as midway between

Sir "William Jones ( Works, voL
iii. p. 56) and Mr. Wilson (Rig
Veda San/dta, vol. i. p. zlvii.).
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legal interest tor money is tixed ut fifteen per cent., the

highest at sixty per cent. 69 Nor is tliis to ho considered
as a mere ancient law now fallen into disuse. So far

from that, the Institutes of Menu are still the basis of

Indian jurisprudence;
70 and we know on very good

authority, that in 1810 the interest paid for the use of

money varied from thirty-six to sixty per cent. 71

Tims much as to one of the elements of our present
calculation. As to the other element, namely, the rent,
we have information eqxially precise and trustworthy.
In England and Scotland, the rent paid by the cultivator

for the use of land is estimated in round numbers,
taking one farm with another, at a fourth of the gross

produce.
72 In France, the average proportion is about

a third
;

"
3 while in the United States of North America

" Institutes of Menu, chap.
viii. sec. 140142, in Works of
Sir W. Jones, vol. iii. p. 29.).

The subsequent Sanscrit com-

mentators recognize nearly the

same rate of interest, the mi-

nimum being fifteen per cent.

See Colebrooke's Digest of Hi/iJx

Law, vol. i. pp. 2!'. 3fi, 43. 98, 99,

237, vol. ii. p. 70.
70 In Colebrooke's Digest, vol. i.

p. 454, and vol. iii. p. 229, Menu
is called 'the highest authority
of memorial law,' and ' the

founder of memorial law.' The
most recent historian of India,

Mr. Elphinstone, says (IIi.*t. of

Irdia, p. 83)
' the code of }i.-nu

is still the basis of the Hindu

jurisprudence ; and the principal
features remain unaltered to the

present day.' This remarkable

code is also the basis of the laws

of the Bitrme.se, and even of

ihose of the Laos. Journal of
the Asiatic Society, vol. ii. p. 271,

vol. iii. pp. 28, 296, 332, vol. v.

p. 252.
71

See, in Miiia History of

India, voL i. p. 317, the Tvport of

a committee of the House of

Commons in 1810, in which it is

stated that the ryots paid
' the

heavy interest of three, four,

and five per cent, per month.'

Ward, writing about the samt

time, mentions as much as

seventy-five per cent, being

given, and this apparently with-

out the lender incurring any
extraordinary risk. Ward on the

Hindoos, vol. ii. p. 190.
72

Compare the table in Lou-
don's Encyclopedia of Agricul-

ture, p. 778, with Mayor's note in

Tusstr's Five Hundred Points of

ILutliandry. p. 195, Lond. 1812,
and M'Cul'orh'a Statistical Ac-
count of the L'ritish Empire,
1847, vol. i. p. ;>60.

73 This is the estimate I have
received from persons well ac-

quainted with French agriculture.
The rent, of course, varies in

each separate instance, according
to the natural powers of the soil,

according to the extent to which
those powers have been improved,
and according to the facilities

*>-r bringing the produce to in.-vr-
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it is well known to be much less, and, indeed, in some

parts, to be merely nominal. 74 But in India the legal

rent, that is, the lowest rate recognized by the law and

usage of the country, is one-half of the produce ;
and

even this cruel regulation is not strictly enforced, since

in many cases rents are raised so high, that the culti-

vator not only receives less than half the produce, but
receives so little as to have scarcely the means of

providing seed to sow the ground for the next harvest.75

The conclusion to be drawn from these facts is mani-
fest. Bent and interest being always very high, and
interest varying, as it must do, according to the rate of

profits, it is evident that wages must have been very
low

;
for since there was in India a specific amount of

wealth to be divided into rent, interest, profits, and

wages, it is clear that the first three could only have
been increased at the exponse of the fourth ; which is

saying, in other words, that the reward of the labourers
was very small in proportion to the reward received by
the upper classes. And though this, being an inevitable

inference, does not require extraneous support, it may
be mentioned that in modern times, for which alone we
have direct evidence, wages have in India always been

excessively low, and the people have been, and still are,

ket. But, notwithstanding these Judicial and Revenue Systems of

variations, there must be in every India, 1832, pp. 59-61, 63, 69,

country an average rent, depend- 9 94. At p. (i9, this high

ing upon the operation of gencra-1 authority says uf the agricultural
causes. peasantry of Bengal :

' In an
71

Owing to the immense sup- abundant season, when tin- price

ply of land prevent! :g the of corn is low. the sale of their

necessity of cultivating thosr whole crops is required to meet
inferior soils which older coun- the demands of the landholder,
tries are glad to use, and are leaving little or nothing for seed

therefore willing to pay a rent for or subsistence to the labourer or

the right of using. In th a United his family.' In Cashmere, the

States, profits and wages (i.e. the sovereign received l.alf the pro-
reward of the labourer, 1:01 the < luce of the rice-crop, leaving the

co.^t of labour; are both high, other half to the cultivator,

which would be impossible if Moorcroffs Xoticr* of Cashmere,
rent were iilsohich. in Jtniriwl of Geoa. Society, vol.

75 Sf-e Ramriiohun Roy on tie ii. p. 266.
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obliged to work for a sum barely sufficient to meet the

exigencies of lite. 76

This was the tirst great consequence induced in Iiidia

by the cheapness and abundance ol' tlu; national food. 77

70 lleber (Jour/tsy through
India, vol. i. pp. 20y, 356, 357,

359j gives some curious instances

gf the extremely low rate at

which the, natives are glad u
work. As to the ordinary wages
iu India in the present century,
see Journal of Asiatic Society,

voL i. p. 255, vol. v. p. 17! :

Rammohun R<>y on tin JmlicuJ
and Revenue Systtnn--, pp, 10;"),

100; Sykcs's Statistics* of the,

Dcccan Report* >>f the British

Association, vol. vi. p. 321 ;

IVurd's Vitfuofthe Hi;. duos, vol.

iii. p. 207 ;
Colcbrooke ,- Dt'fjt'-t o/

Hindu Law, vol. ii. p. 184. On

wages in the south of India, the

fullest information will be found
in Buchanan's valuable work,

Journey through the Mysore,
Canara, and Ma/abar, vol. i. pp.

124, 125, 133, 171, 175, 216,

217, 298. 390, 415, vol. ii. pp.
12, 19, 22, 37, 90, 10S, 132, 217,

218, 315, 481, .523, 525, 562.

vol. iii. pp. 35, 181, 226. 298,
321, 349, 363, 398, 428, 555. I

wish that all travellers were

equally minute in recording the

wages of labour
;
a subject of

far greater importance than those

with which tlu-y usually fill their

books.

On the other hand, the riches

possessed by the upper classes

have, owing to this mal-disiribu-

tion of wealth, been always
enorox>us, and sometimes in-

credible. See Forb-.s's Oriental

Memoirs, vol. ii. p. 297 ;
Bolden,

das tdte indien, vol. ii. p. 119 ;

Travels of /'>< ftttvt-i. p. 41 :

Vt'ard's Hindoo.'-, vol. iii. p.

178. The autobiography of the

Emperor Jehaugueir contains

such extraordinary statements of

his immense wealth, that the

Editor, Major Price, thinks that

some error must have been made

by the copyist ; but the reader
will find in trrotts Histon/ of
Greece (vol. xii. pp. 229, 245)
evidence of the treasures which
it was possible for Asiatic rulers

to collect in that state of society.
The working of this unequal
distribution is thus stated by Mr.

Glyn (Tran site, of Asiatic Society,
vol. i. p. 482):

' The nations of

Europe have very little idea of

the actual condition of the in-

habitants of Hindustan
; they

are more wretchedly poor than
we have any notion of. European.-
have hitherto been too apt to

draw their opinions of the w ralth

of Hindustan from the gorgeous
pomp of a few emperors, sultans,

nawabs, and rajahs; whereas a

more intimate and accurate view
of the real state of so^i.'ty would
have si:own that these princes
and nobles were engrossing all

the wealth of the country, whilst
the great boiiy of the people
were earning but a bare subsist-

ence, groaninr under intolerable

burdens, and hardly able to

supply themselves with the

necessaries of life, much lew
u':' !i its iuxuri.'S.'

:7

Turner, who travelled iri

17^3 through the north-east ot

Bridal, says: 'Indeed, the ex-

treme poverty ar.d wretch nlnc-^
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But the evil by no means stopped there. In India, as

in every other country, poverty provokes contempt, and
wealth produces power. When other things are equal,
it must be with classes of men as with individuals, that

the richer they are, the greater the influence they will

possess. It was therefore to be expected, that the

unequal distribution of wealth should cause an unequal
distribution of power ;

and as there is no instance on
record of any class possessing power without abusing
it, we may easily understand how it was that the people
of India, condemned to poverty by the physical laws of

their climate, should have fallen into a degradation from
which they have never been able to escape. A few
instances may be given to illustrate, rather than to

prove, a principle which the preceding arguments have,
I trust, placed beyond the possibility of dispute.
To the great body of the Indian people the name of

Sudras is given ;

78 and the native laws respecting them
contain some minute and curious provisions. If a

member of this despised class presumed to occupy the

of these people will forcibly beiug husbandmen, as they aiv

appear, when we recollect how often called, but landlords, own-
little is necessary for the subsist- ers of cattle, and traders. Coru-

ence of a peasant in these pare Institutes of Menu, chap. ix.

regions. The value of this can sec. 326-333. in Works of Sir }V.

seldom amount to more than Jones, vol. iii. pp. 380, 381, with
one penny per day, even allowing Colebrooke's Digest, vol. i. p. 15,
him to make his meal of two from which it appears that the

pounds of boiled rice, with a due Yaisyas were always the mas-

proportion of salt, oil, vegetables, ters, and that the Sudra was to

fish, and chili.' Turner 'a Em- '

rely on agriculture for his Bub-

bassy to Tibet, p. 11. IbnBatuta, sistence." The division, there-

who travelled in Hindostan in fore, between 'the industrious

the fourteenth century, says : 'I and the servile' (Elphi itatone
1

s

nevrr saw a country in which Hiaturt/ of India, p. 12) is too

provisions were so cheap.' Tra- broadly stated, ami wo must 1

vela of Ibn Batuta, p. ly-1. think, take the definition of M.
78 The Siuh-as are estimated Rhode: 'Die Kaste der Sudras

by \Vard (I'tnn of the, Hindoo*, umfasst die ganxo arbeitende,

vol. iii. p. 281) at ' three-fourths oder inn Lohn dienende Classa

of the Hindoos.' At all eveuis, des Yolks.' St/ig. ttildung & '

they comprise the whole of the Hinduf, vol. ii. p. ofil.

working classc &
,
:!u ^'^xyas i-.ut
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same seat as his superiors, lie was either to be exiled

or to suffer a painful and ignominious punishment.
79

If he spoke of them with contempt, his mouth was to

be burned
;

80 if he actually insulted them, his tongue
was to be slit;

81 if he molested a Brahmin, he was to

be put to death
;

82 if he sat on the same carpet with a

Brahmin, he was to be maimed for life
;

83
if, moved

by the desire of instruction, he even listened to the

reading of the sacred books, burning oil was to be

poured into his ears;
84

if, however, he committed them
to memory, he was to be killed

;

85 if he were guilty of

a crime, the punishment for it was greater than that

inflicted on his superiors;
86 but if he himself were

murdered, the penalty was the same as for killing a

dog, a cat, or a crow. 87 Should he marry his daughter
to a Brahmin, no retribution that could be exacted in

this world was sufficient
;

it was therefore announced
that the Brahmin must go to hell, for having suffered

contamination from a woman immeasurably his iu-

79 ' Either be banished with a

mark on his hinder parts, or the

king shall cause a gash to be

made on his buttock.' Institutes

of Menu, chap. viii. see. 281, in

Works of Sir W. Jones, vol. iii.

p. 315. See also Ward's View of
the Hindoos, vol. iii. p. 67.

80 Menu, chap. viii. sec. 271,
in Jones's Works, vol. iii. p. 314.

"' Menu, chap. viii. sec. 270.
K ' If a Sudra gives much and

frequent molestation to a Brah-

min, the magistrate shall put
him to death.' HaDud's Code of
Gintoo Laws, p. 262.

83 Halhed's Code of Gentoo

Laws, p. 207. As to the case of

striking a Brahmin, see Rammo-
hunlioy on the Feds, p. 227, 2nd
edit. 1832.

* 4 ' And if a Soodc-r listens to

the Beids of the Shaster, then

the oil, heated as before, shall be

poured into his ears
;
and arzoo/.

and wax shall be melted together,
and the orifice of his ears shall

be stopped up therewith." Hal-

hcd, p. 262. Compare the pro-
hibition in Menu, chap. iv. sec.

99, chap. x. sec. 109-111, in

Jones's Works, vol. iii. pp. 171
398.
M

Halted, p. 262 :
' the ma-

gistrate shall put him to death.'

In Mrichehakati, the judge says to

a Sudra,
' If you expound the Ve-

das. will not your tongue be cut

out ?
'

Wilson's Theatre of the

Hindus, vol. i. part ii. p. 170.
86 Ward's I "lew of the Hindoos,

vol. iv. p. 308. To this the only

exception was in the case of theft.

Mill's lllstori/ ofIndia, vol. i. pp.

193, 260. A Brahmin could 'on

no account be capitally punished.'
Asiatic Researches, vol. xv. p. 44

87
Mcii'i, chrip. xi. sec. 132. in

Works of Sir W. Jones, vol. iii

P . 422.
"
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ferior." 8
Indeed, it was ordered that the mere name

of a labourer should be expressive of contempt, so that

his proper standing might be immediately known. 83

And lest this should not be enough to maintain the

subordination of society, a law was actually made for-

bidding any labourer to accumulate wealth
;

* while

another clause declared, that even though his master
should give him freedom, he would in reality still bo a

slave
;

'

for,' says the lawgiver
'

for of a state which
is natural to him, by whom can he be divested ? 9l

By whom, indeed, could he be divested ? I ween
not where that power was by which so vast a miracle

could be worked. For in India, slavery, abject, eternal

slavery, was the natural state of the great body of the

people ;
it was the state to which they were doomed

by physical laws utterly impossible to resist. The

energy of those laws is, in truth, so invincible, that

wherever they have come into play, they have kept
the productive classes in perpetual subjection. There
is no instance on record of any tropical country, in

*""
A. Brahmin, if he take a

Sudra to his bed as las first wife,

sinks to the regions of torment.'

Institutes of Menu, chap. iii. sec.

17, in Jones, vol. iii. p. 121.

Compare the denial of funeral

rites, in Co'tlrookes Iligcst of
Hindu Law, vol. iii. p. 328. And
on the different hells invented by
the Hindu clergy, see Vishnu

Pit.ra.Ku, p. 207 ;
Ward's Vim'

of the Hindoos, vol. ii. pp. 182,

183; ColemaiiS Mi/thoioyy of the

Hindus, p. 113. The curious

details in Rftode, die Se'igiGs'-
lj'dt.<<:

if
der Hindus, vol. i. pp.

3'J2, 'jO'.'j. rather refer to Budd-
iiit-m, .ind should be compared
with Joi'na! Asiatiijuc, I. serie,

vol. viii. pp. 80, 81, Paris. 1826.
*" MI/HI. ,-i.ap. ii. see. 31, iu

font: . vol. iii.
i

. S~
;

illso i.'iticed

m Wi('d'\ Uf ;/. Kitdung. vol. ii.

p. 561 :

'

si '-I, Nun. -oil <clion

Verachtung ausdriicken.' So, too,

Mr. Elphinstone (History ol

India, p. 17) :

' the proper name
of a Sudra is direct, d to be ex-

pressive of contempt.' Compare
Originvs du Ilroit, in CKvr>s df

Mich' lit, vol. ii. p. 387, Enix-

alles, 1840.
90 Menu, chap. x. see. 1L"J, ii:

Jone-s, vol. iii. p. 401. This lu\v

is pointed out by Mill (History

of India, vol. i. p. 195) as an evi-

dence of the miserable state of

the people, which, Mr. Wilson

(note in p. '_13) vainly attempts
to rvade.

'" ; A Sudi't, though emanci-

pated by his master, is not re-

leased from a ^ratc of servitude;
tor o 1

.' .. slate which is natural to

him. by whom can he be divested?'

Lnftituir* df Menu, chap. viii. sec.

41 1. iij Works of Sir II'. Jonex

vol. iii. p. 333.
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which wealth having been extensively accumulated,
the people have escaped their late; no instance in

which the heat of the climate has not caused an abun-
dance of food, and the abundance of food caused an

unequal distribution, first of wealth, and then of poli-
tical and social power. Among nations subjected to

these conditions, the people have counted for nothing;
they have had no voice in the management of the

state, no control over the wealth their own industry
created. Their only business has been to labour;
their only duty to obey. Thus there has been gene-
rated among them, those habits of tame and servile

submission, by which, as we know from history, they
have always been characterized. For it is an un-

doubted fact, that their annals furnish no instance

of their Slaving turned upon their rulers, no war of

classes, no popular insurrections, not even one great

popular conspiracy. In those rich and fertile countries

there have been many changes, but all of them have
been from above, not from below. The democratic
element has been altogether wanting. There have
been in abundance, wars of kings, and wars of dynas-
ties. There have been revolutions in the government,
revolutions in the palace, revolutions on the throne

;

but no revolutions among the people ;

2 no mitigation
of that hard lot which nature, rather than man, as-

signed to them. Nor wr
a.s it until civilization arose in

Europe, that other physical laws came into operation,
and therefore other results were produced. In Europe,
for the first time, there was some approach to equality,
some tendency to correct that enormous dispropor-
tion of wealth and power, which formed the essential

9 - An intelligent observer says, country aud their own prospe
'

It is also remarkable how little rity.' M'Murdo on the. Country
the people of Asiatic countries of Sindh, in Journal of Asiatic

have to do in the revolutions of Society, vol. i. p. 250. Compare
their governments. They are simihir remarks in Herder's Ideen

never syuided by any great and zur (r/ ,<chichtc, vol. iii. p. 114;
common impulse of feeling, and aud even in Alison's History of
take 110 part in ^vents the most l-'uri^i; vol. i.. pp. 419, 420.

interesting and impormr.t to their

VOL. 1.
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weakness of the greatest of the nnn-e ancient countries.

As a i:atiiral consequence, it is in Europe that everything

worthy of the name of civilisation has originated ;
be-

cause there alone have attempts been made to preserve
the balance of its relative parts. There alone has

society been organized according to u scheme, not

indeed sufficiently large, but still wide enough to in-

clude all the different classes of which it is composed,
and thus, by leaving room for the progress of each, to

secure; the permanence and advancement of the whole.

The way in which certain other physical peculiarities
confined to Europe, have also accelerated the progress
of Man by diminishing his superstition, will be indi-

cated towards the end of this chapter; but as that will

involve an examination of some laws which I have not

yet noticed, it seems advisable, in the first place, to

complete the inquiry now before us : and I therefore

purpose proving that the line of argument which has

been just applied to India, is likewise applicable to

Egvpt, to Mexico, and to Peru. For by thus including
in a -ingle survey, the most conspicuous civilizations

of Asia, Africa, and America, we shall be able to see

how the preceding principles hold good of different

and distant countries : and we shall be possessed of

evidence sufficiently comprehensive to test the accu-

racy of those groat laws which, without such precau-

tion, 1 might be supposed to have generalized from

scanty and imperfect materials.

The reasons why. <,f --ill the African nations, the

Kgvptians alone were civilized, have been already
stated, and have been shown to depend on those phy-
sic;'.! peculiarities whi'-h distinguish them from the

surrounding countries, and which, by facilitating the

acquisition of wealth, not only supplied them with

material resources that otherwise they could never

have obtained, bin also secured to their intellectual

classes the leisure and the opportunity of extending
r.h;- boundaries of knowledge. It is, indeed, true that,

notwithstanding these advantages, they cllected no-

thing of much moment; but "his was owine to cir-

cumstance 1
, which wil 1 be hereafter explained: and it
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miiHt. at all events, he admitted that they raised them-

selves far above every other people by whom Africa

was inhabited.

The civilization of Egypt being, like that of India,

caused by the fertility of the soil, and the climate

being also very hot, 93 there were in both countries

brought into play the same laws
;
and there naturally

followed the same results. In both countries we find

the national food cheap and abundant : hence the

labour-market over-supplied; hence a, very unequal
division of wealth and power ; and hence all the con-

sequences which such inequality will inevitably pro-
duce. How this system worked in India, I have just

attempted to examine
;
and although the materials for

studying the former condition of Egypt are much less

ample, they are still sulHciently numerous to prove the

striking analogy between the two civilizations, and the

identity of those great pi'ineiples which regulated the

order of their social and political development.
If we inquire into the most important circumstances

which concerned the people of ancient Egypt, we shall

see that they are exactly the counterpart of those that

have been noticed in India. For, in the first place, as

regards their ordinary food, what rice is to the most
fertile parts of Asia, that are dates to Africa. The

palm-tree is found in every country from the Tigris
to the Atlantic

;

94 and it supplies millions of human

beings with their daily food in Arabic,
85 and in nearly

"**

Volney iJ'ot/age en Egijptc, dance in the -west of Arabia, vol.

vol. i. pp. 58-63') has a good i. pp. 103. lf>7. -38, vol. ii. pp.

chapter on the climate of Egypt.
(

J1, 100, loo, 118, 209, 210, 214,
9< It is, however, unknown in 253, 300, ool. And on rhe dates

South Africa. See the account of Oman and the east of Arabia,
of the Palmacete in Lindlei/'s see Wills!id* Trur-.ls in Arabia,

1'egetable Kingdom, lS47,p. 136, vol. i. pp. 188, 189, 236, 276,
and Meyens Gcog. of Plants, p. 290, 349. Compare Niebuhr,
337. Descriptiu/i Je 1~Arabic, pp. 142,

9i ' Of all eatableo used by 296. Indeed, they are so im-

ihe Arabs, dates are the most portant, thai the Arabs hav
favourite.' Burckhardt's Travels different names for them accord-

in Arabia, vol. i. p. 56. See ing to tiu- stages of their growth,
also, for proof of their ..bun- Djt-whari s.ivs, 'La denomina-
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the whole of Africa north of the equator.
96 In many

parts of the great African desert it is indeed unable

to bear fruit
;
but naturally it is a very hardy plant,

and produces dates in such profusion, that towards the

north of the Sahara they are eaten not only by man,
but also by domestic animals. 97 And in Egypt, where
the palm is said to be of spontaneous growth,

9 "
dates,

tion balah precede le nombosr;
car la datte se nomine d'abord

tola, en suite khalal, puis balah,

puis bosr, puis rotab, et enfin

tamr.' De Saci/s note to Abd-

Allatif, Relation, de rEgypte, p.

74, and see p. 118. Other notices

of the dates of Arabia will be

found in Travels of Ibn Batuta

in Fourteenth Century, p. 66;

Journal of Asiatic Soc. vol. viii.

p. 286 ; Journal of Geograph.
Soc. vol. iv. p. 201, vol. vi. pp.
r
)3, 55, 58, 66, 68, 74, vol. vii.

p. 32, vol. ix. pp. 147, 151.
06 Heeren

(
Trade of the Afri-

can Nations, vol. i. p. 182) sup-

poses that in Africa, dates are

'-omparatively little known south

"f 26 north lat. But this

learned writer is certainly mis-

taken
;
and a reference to the

following passages will show that

they are common as far down as

the parallel of Lake Tchad,
which is nearly the southern

limit of our knowledge of Cen-
tral Africa

;
Denhams Central

Africa, p. 295 ; Clappertoris

Journal, in Appendix to Denham,

pp. 34, 59; Clapperton's Second.

Expedition, p. 159. Further
east they are somewhat scarcer,

but are found much more to the

south than is supposed by
Heeren : see Pallmes Kordofan,

p. 220.
" 'Dates ;ir" not only the

principal growth ol' th>' L-'ezzan

oases, but the main subsistence

of their inhabitants. All live

on dates
; men, women, and

children, horses, asses, and

camels, and sheep, fowls, ami

dogs.' Richardson's Travels -i?>

the Sahara, vol. ii. p. 323, and
see vol. i. p. 343 : as to those

parts of the desert where the

palm will not bear, see vol. i. pp.

387, 405, vol. ii. pp. 291, 363.

Respecting the date* of western

Africa, see Journal of Geograph.
Society, vol. xii. p. 204.

98 ' It flourished spontaneously
in the valley of thu Nile.' \Yil-

kinson's Ancient Egyptians, vol.

ii. p. 372. As further illus-

tration of the importance to

Africa of this beautiful plant, it

may be mentioned, that from thn

high-palm there is prepared a

peculiar beverage, which in some

parts is in great request. On
this, which is called palm-wine,
see M' William's Medical Expe-
dition to the Niger, pp. 71, 116;
Meredith's Gold Coast of Africa,

1812, pp. 55, 56; Laird and

Oldjield's Expedition into the

Int'~rior of Africa, 1837, vol. ii.

pp. 170, 213;' Bowditrh, Mission

to Ashantee, pp. 69, 100, 152,

293, 386, 392. But I doubt if

this is the same as the palm-
wine mentioned in Balfour's

Botany, 1849, p. 532. Compare
Turkey's Expedition to the Zaire,

pp. 15.',, 216, 224, 350.
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besides being the chief sustenance of the people, are so

plentiful, that from a very early period they have been

given commonly to camels, the only beasts of burden

generally used in that country."
From these facts, it is evident that, taking Egypt as

the highest type of African civilization, and India as

the highest type of Asiatic civilization, it may be said

that dates are to the first civilization what rice is to the

second. Now it is observable, that all the most im-

portant physical peculiarities i'ound in rice are also

found in dates. In regard to their chemistry, it is well

known that the chief principle of the nutriment they
contain is the same in both

;
the starch of the Indian

vegetable being merely turned into the sugar of the

Egyptian. In regard to the laws of climate, their

affinity is equally obvious
;
since dates, like rice, belong

to hot countries, and flourish most in or near the

tropics.
100 In regard to their increase, and the laws of

their connexion with the soil, the analogy is also exact
;

for dates, just the same as rice, require little labour, and

yield abundant returns, while they occupy so small a

space of land in comparison with the nutriment they

afford, that upwards of two hundred palm-trees are

sometimes planted on a single acre. 101

Thus striking are the similarities to which, in different

countries, the same physical conditions naturally give
rise. At the same time, in Egypt, as in India, the

attainment of civilization was preceded by the possession
of a highly fertile soil

;
so that, while the exuberance

of the land regulated the speed with which wealth was

s9 Wilkinson's Ancient Eyyp- Jussuus Botany, edit. Wilson.

tians, vol. ii. pp. 175-178. See 1849, p. 734.

also oil the abundance of dates, 101 ' In the valley of the Nile,
the extracts from an Arabian a feddan ' If acre) is sometimes

geographer in Quatrrmere, PC- planted \vith 400 trees.' Wilkin-

chcrches m>r fEgypte, pp. 220. son'x Ancient I-'.fiyptiavs, vol. ii.

221. p. 17S. A r Moorznk an entire
100 On their relation to th- dat.--pn:m ;s only worth nbout a

laws of climate, see the remarks -hilling. Richnrdfon's Central

respecting thegeographical limits Afrl-n, vo] i. p. 111.

of their power of ripening, in
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created, the abundance of the food regulated the pro-

portions into which the wealth was divided. The motst

fertile part of Egypt is the Said
;

10S and it is precisely
there that we find the greatest display of skill and

knowledge, the splendid remains of Thebes, Carnac,

Luxor, Dendera, and Edfou. 103 It is also in the Said,
or as it is often called the Thebaid, that a food is used

which multiplies itself even more rapidly than either

dates or rice. This is the dhourra, which until recently
was confined to Upper Egypt,

104 and of which the

reproductive power is so remarkable, that it yields to

the labourer a return of two hundred and forty for

one l06 In Lower Egypt the dhourra was formerly

102 On the remarkable fertility

of the Said, see Abd-Allatif,
Relation de VEgypte, p. 3.

103 The superiority of the

ruins in Southern Egypt over

those in the northern part is

noticed by Heeren (African

Nations, vol. ii. p. 69), and must,
indeed, be obvious to whoever
has studied the monuments. In

the Said the Coptic was preserved

longer than in Lower Egypt, and
is known to philologists by the

name of Misr. See Quatrvntirr ,

Bei:herche.s sur la Langue du

FF.rjypte, pp. 20, 41, 42. See

also on the Saidic, pp. 134-140,
and some good remarks by Dr.

Prichard (Physical Ui.it. vol. ii.

p. 202); who, however, adopts
the paradoxical opinion of Georgi

respecting the origin of the

language of the Thebaid.
104 Abd-Allatif (Erlation de

TEgyptc, p. 32) says, that in his

time it was only cultivated in the

Said. This curious work by Abd-
Allati! was written in A.D. 1203.

Belnf.ion, p. 423. Meiners thinks

that Herodotus and other ancient

writers refer to the dhourra

wif'mii' mentioning it: 'diesr-

Durra muss daher im Herodot
wiein andernaltenSchriftstellern

vorziiglich verstanden werden,
wenn von hundert, zwey hundert,
und mehrfaltigen Friichten,

welche die Erde trage, die Rede
1st.' Meiners, Fruchtharkeit der

Lander, vol. i. p. 139. Accord-

ing to VoLney, it is the Holcus
Arundinaceus of Linuaus, and

appears to be similar to millet
;

and though that accurate traveller

distinguishes between them, I

observe that Captain Haines, in

a recent mi-moir, s; eaks of them
as being the satiie. Compare
Haines in Journal of (rtog. Soc.

vol. xv. p. 113, with Volney,

Voyage ? Egypte, vol. i. p. 195.
105 ' The return is in general

not less than 240 for one : and
the average prio-

; s about 3.-
1

. 0^
the ardeb, which is scarcely 3</.

p<-r bushel.' Hamilton' a Aigyp-
tiaca, p. 420. In Upper Egypt,
' the doura constitutes almost the

whole subsist enct 1 of the pea-

santry,
1

p. 410. At p. Pfi. Hamilton

says. 'I have frequently counted

3,000 grains :n one p;ir of doura,

and each st;ilk basin General four

or five ear.s.' For an account, of
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unknown, but, in addition to dale.-,, the people made
sort of bread from the lotos, which sprang spontaneously
out of the rich soil of the Nile. 10 *' This must have

been a very cheap and accessible food
; while to it there

was joined a profusion of other plants and herbs, on

which the Egyptians chiefly lived. 107 indeed so inex-

haustible was the supply, that at the time of the

Mohammedan invasion there were, in the single city o!

Alexandria, no less than four thousand persons occupied
in selling vegetables to the people.

108

From this abundance of the national food, there re-

sulted a train of events strictly analogous to those which
took place in India. In Africa generally, the growth
of population, though on the one hand stimulated by
the heat of the climate, was on the other hand checked

by the poverty of the soil. But on the banks of the

Nile this restraint no longer existed,"19 and therefore

the dhourra, bread, see Vo'my,

Voyage ert Egypte, vol. i. p. 161.
I0* 'Eireay irA/rjp77S '/evT]rai 6

Troraf^bs. Kal TO. TTf^.'a ir(\ayio"r].

rpvfTCu v TO! vSan Kptvta iroAA.ck.

rek AlyirirTini KaXfOVffi \iar6v

roOro (Veetj' 5pe'4>a!<n, avaivovffi

trpls T?i\ioif Kal tTreiTci Tib fK -rov

ue'rroii rof \VTOV TT; fj.r,K<ai'i ibv

f/j.(pfpts, ir-riffaires TroitvvTOi e

ailTOli apTW! OTTTOVS TTVpi Herodot .

ii. 92. vol. i. p. 688.
107 Wilkinson's Ancii:nt Eot/ji-

titnig, vol. ii. pp. 370-372/400,
vol. iv. p. 59. Abd-Allatif 'j;iveb

a curious account of the different

vegetables grown in Kjiypt early
in the thirteenth centurv. liela-

tion, pp. 16-36, and the notes of

De Sacy, pp. 37-13-1. On die

Ki'ufios of Hi-nxlotus diere, are

.some botanical remarks worrh

reading in the Correspondence o r

Sir J. /;. Sivith, vol. ii. p:.. 224-

2o2 ;
but I doubt the as --rti';ii.

p. 227. that Herodotus ' knew
nothing of anv other kind of

KVO./J.OS in E:rypt than that i

the ordinary beau.'
IDS . \Vhen Alexandria war-

taken by Anier, t!ie lieutenant

of the Caliph Omtr, no less than
4.000 pei-sons were f-n<r,'ii;ed ii:

selling vegetables in that city.'

Wilkinson's A/iwrit Kgyptiuii.-
vol. ii. p. 372, and see vol. i.

;

277, vol. iv. p. 60. Xiebuhr

(Description de fArcJw. p. 136 V

,

s;;\> that the iieitr'hbourho'd of

Alexundriit is so fertile, that '

le

l'ronit-nt y rend le ceu ;

;;j'il-.'
See

also on its rich v. oblation.

Mztti r, ir>$ti'ii- ili

'

K vie a . i
'-

aiitiri' . vol. i. p. '!-

11)9 The encourag: mei,r -iv.'n

to the increase o; population l.'V

thefrrtili-y . -.-.::i: r:-oi:i the in-

undation of the Nile, is observed

bymariv write:--, bur b\ none so

as Malthas ; /? n
or, fin- ntion, vol. i.pn. 161-1 S;'>

T a 'ork, th^
].v;n.-iple-,

.:' \vhicii have bee:: irrnssh mi
' 'i-i! is :

; t;'! he- !
-

'.
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the laws already noticed came into uncontrolled opera-
tion. By virtue of those laws, the Egyptians were not

only satisfied with a cheap food, but they required that

food in comparatively small quantities; thus by a double

process, increasing the limit to which their numbers
could extend. At the same time the lower orders were
able to rear their offspring with the greater ease, be-

cause, owing to the high rate of temperature, another
considerable source of expense was avoided

;
the heat

being euch that, even for adults, the necessary clothes

were few and slight, while the children of the working
classes were entirely 7iaked

; affording a striking con-

trast to those colder countries where, to preserve ordi-

nary health, a supply of warmer and more costly

covering is essential. Diodorus Siculus, who travelled

in Egypt nineteen centuries ago, says, that to bring up
a child to manhood did not cost more than twenty
drachmas, scarcely thirteen shillings English money ;

a circumstance which he justly notices as a cause of

the populousness of the country.
110

To compress into a single sentence the preceding
remarks, it may be said that in Egypt the people mul-

tiplied rapidly, because while the soil increased their

supplies, the climate lessened their wants. The result

was, that Egypt was not only far more thickly peopled
than any other country in Africa, but probably more so

than any in the ancient world. Our information upon
this point is indeed somewhat scanty, but it is derived

from sources of unquestioned credibility. Herodotus,
who the more he is understood the more accurate ho i.s

which has been written on the Kal Traj'TcAis airta-rov. . . . vw-

important subject of population, -nuStTuiv 5 TWV u-Ae/orcof Kal

though the author, from a want yvfj.vlav rpf<t>o/j.vci)v Sia -rrjv

of sufficient reading, often errs in fvupcurlcaf TUV T6iru>i>, Tr/v iraaav

his illustrations; whih- he, un- Savdv-nv ol '/oi^Is, &xpis &" '*

fortunately, had no acquaintance ri^iKiav fAOjj rt> TIKVOV, <>u irAei'u:

with those branches ot' physical iroiovffi Spaxiiuvfticuffi. 5('&sarrfas

knowledge which are intimately u.d\una T^V fiiyvn-rov <ru^/3atrei

connected with economical in- iro^uavOptaTriq, Siai^c'^eiv, Kal 5ia

quiries. TUVTH TrVfurras fXflv nfyd\i*ii
110

TpiipaiKTi 5t ra TraiOia ^xf- fyr. a;: /cara.aKtvds. Bibliothic. Hist,

rd Tij/nj tL'x^'fi'as aSairdvov. liook i. ch;ip. Lxxx. vol. i. p. 238.
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found to L>e,
lu slates that in the 7'ci<rn of Amasis there

were said to have been twenty thousand inhabited
cities. 112 This may, perhaps, be considered an exagge-
ration

;
but what is very observable is, that Diodorus

Siculus, who travelled in Egypt lour centuries after

Herodotus, and whose jealousy of the reputation of his

great predecessor made him anxious to discredit his

statements,
113 does nevertheless, on this important

point, confirm them. For he not only remarks that

Egypt was at that time as densely inhabited as any
existing country, but he adds, on the authority of

records which were then extant, that it was formerly
the most populous in the world, having contained, he

says, upwards of eighteen thousand cities. 114

These were the only two ancient writers who, from

personal knowledge, were well acquainted with the
state of Egypt :

' ' 5 and their testimony is the more

111 Frederick Schlegel (PMos.
(,f Hist. p. 247, London, 1846)

truly says,
' The deeper and

more comprehensive the re-

searches of the moderns have

been on ancient history, the more

have their regard and esteem for

Herodotus increased.' His minute

information respecting Egypt
and Asia Minor is now admitted

by all competent geographers ;

and I may add, that a recent and

very able traveller has given
some curious proofs of his know-

ledge even of the western parts
of Siberia. See Ermau's valuable

work, Travels in Sil-ria, vol. i.

pp. 211. 297-301.
"

'ETT' 'A/.;dcnos 5e /3a<ri\<FOS

\eyercu AZyvitTos fj.d\
:

.ff~ti. 8?j T<5rt

fv8a.iuoi>riffa.i, Kal ra curb TOP

TTorOjUoO TT) x^P?' y<-v6^ifva. Kal -ra

OTrJ) T7JS XO>p7)S TOldi avdptoTTOiffl.

Kal 7r,-!A.ii (V avrfj yei'tcrBai ras

aracras Tfire Sitr^vpias TO? oi/ctc

/jfVas. Hi-rodot. book ii. chap,

clxxvii. vol. i. pp. SSI. SS2.

111 Diodorus, wbo. though an

honest and painstaking man, was
in HVt-ry respect inferior to Hero-
dotus. says, impertinently enough,
8<ra fj.tv ovv 'Hp6SoTOs Kai rices

rtiiv rets filyinrrlcai' irpdeis ffvv-

Ta|au6j/cor eV^eSidKatriv, ereouer/ctv

TrpoKptvavrfS TTJS a\iidfias rb

Traa5ooA.o-}'f?!', Kal pvBovs ir\d.T-

Ttw u^aYaryas fj/f/co, irapr](TofJ.fV.

BilUoth. Hist, book i. chap.
Ixix. vol. i. p. 207. In other

places he alludes to Herodotus
in the same tone, without actu-

ally mentioning him.
114

TloKvavOponria 5t rb /j.fv

vroAoib^ TTO\V Trpueff\c Travruf

TCUV yv(Mipio[j.tv<av roirciiv /card

TTji' oiKov^ifi nv. Kal Kad' 77/uas Sf

ouSecJis riav &\\uv 5oKf? \eiTTfff6cu.

tTrl u.fi> ya.fi rtav a.p^altav ^p&vuiv

f(rx e K(ap.a.s aio\6yovs, ical ir6\(ts

ir\f'. -us rwv uupl'aii' Kal OKTaKia"xi-

AiaT, cl>s iv Tais avaypaftxus Apav
effi. Ko.ra.^i-^wpiffijifi'ov. Dioil.

Sic. ]{i'>':"'l:. Ht'xt. book i. chap.
xxxi. vol. i. p. 89.

Mi
Notwithstanding the posi-

tive insertions of ."M. .Matter
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valuable because it wab evidently drawn from different

sources
;
the information of Herodotus being chiefly

collected at Memphis, that of Diodorus at Thebes. 116

And whatever discrepancies there may be between
these two accounts, they are both agreed respecting the

rapid increase of the people, and the servile condition

into which they had fallen. Indeed, the mere appear-
ance of those huge and costly buildings, which are still

standing, are a proof of the state of the nation that

erected them. To raise structures so stupendous,
117

and yet so useless,
118 there must have been tyranny OH

the part of the rulers, and slavery on the part of the

(Hist. deTEcolc dAlexandria, vol.

ii. p. 285 ; compare Hist, du frnog-

tirisme, vol. i.p. 48), there is no

good evidence for the supposed
travels in Egypt of the earlier

Greeks, and it is even questionable
if Plato ever visited that country.

('Whether he ever was in Egypt
is doubtful.' Bun-sens Egypt,
vol. i. p. 60.) The Romans
took little interest in the subject

(Bunsen, vol. i. pp. 152-158);
and, says M. Bunsen, p. 152,
'with Diodorus all systematic

inquiry into the history of Egypt
ceases, not only on the part of

the Greeks, but of the ancients

in general.' Mr. Leake, in an

essay on the Quorra, arrives at

the conclusion, that after the time

of Ptolemy, the ancient" made no

additions to their knowledge of

African geography. Journal of

Geographical Society, vol. ii. p.
116 See on this some good r>'-

marks in Hetrcn's African Jv

tic/is, vol. ii. pp. 202-207 ;
and

as to the difference between
the i radii ions of Thebes and

Memph';-,
-

>e Muit'r, Ili^'oirt-

d( T I'lco/i d' Aii.rimd'rii-. vol. i. p.

7. Th(. j<o\\.r nijd importance
of th" two cities fineUiatfd '>otl

being at different periods the

capital. Jiunstii't Egypt, vol.

ii. pp. 54, 55, 244, 445, 446;

Vyse on the Pyramids, vol. iii.

pp. 27, 100
; Sharpens History of

Egypt, vol. i. pp. 9. 19. 24. 34.

167. 185.
117 Sir John Herschel (Disc,

on Natural Philosophy, p. 60*

calculates that the great pyra-
mid weighs twelve thousand
seven hundred and sixty million

pounds. Compare IjyelFs Prin-

ciple!? of Geology, p. 459, where
the still larger estimate of six

million tons is given. But ac-

cording to Perring. the presen*

quantity of masonry is 6,316,000

tons, or 82.110,000 cubic feet.

See Bunsm's Egypt, vol. ii. p.

155, London, 1854, aud Vyse t>n

the Pyramids, 1840, vol. ii. p.

113.
' is

Many fanciful hypotheses
have been put forward as to thr

purpose for which the pyramids
were built; but it is rvnv ad-

mitted that they werv neither

more nor less than tombs for

the Egyptian kings! See Biin-

.<//'.<
l:/r'/]/f, vol. ii. pi', xvii. SS,

105. 372. 38'.': and S/iarpSf

History of Krji/i't, vol. i. p. 21.
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people. No wealth, however great, no expenditure,
however lavish, could meet the expense which would
have been incurred, if they had been the work of free

men, who received for their labour a fair and honest

reward. 119 But in Kgypt, as in India, such considera-

tions were disregarded, because everything tended to

favour the upper ranks of society and depress the lower

I '.etween the two there was an immense and impassable

gap.
120 If a member of the industrious classes changed

his usual employment, or was known to pay attention

to political matters, he was severely punished ;

l21 and
under no circumstances was the possession of land

allowed to an agricultural labourer, to a mechanic, or

indeed to any one except the king, the clergy, and the

army.
122 The people at large were little better than

beasts of burden
;
and all that was expected from them

was an unremitting and unrequited labour. If they

neglected their work, they were flogged ;
and the same

punishment was frequently inflicted upon domestic

servants, and even upon women. 123 These and similar

regulations were well conceived
; they were admirably

suited to that vast social system, which, because it was
based on despotism, could only be upheld by cruelh .

Hence it was that, the industry of the whole nation

Ua For an estimate of the ' If any arti/.an meddled with

expense at which one of the political affairs, or engaged in

pyramids could be built, in our atsy other employment than the

time by European workmen, t;ee u:ie to which lie had been

Vy&e on the Pyramids, vol. ii. brought up. a severe punishment
p. 268. On account, however, was instantly inflicted upon
of the number of disturbing him.' Compare DLnJ. Si<\ liih-

causes, such calculations have 'liothec. Hi<l. book i. chap,
little value. Ixxiv, vol. i. p. 22,'i.

'- Those who complain that '-- Wilkinson's Ancitnt Egyp-
in Europe this interval is still tian-s, vol. i. p. 2G3. vol. ii. p. 2;
too great, may derive a species S/iarpe'x Hiffu;-// ,>f i\gypt, vol.

of satisfaction from studying the ii. p. 21.

old extra-European civilizations. ''-' 3 If Ukuifon's Ancient Eftyp-
'"' Wilkinson's Ancitnt Egy,j-

tianf, vol. ii. pp. 8. 9. 'Nor
was any one permitted to meddle
with political affairs, or to hold milton',* JEgyptiaca, p. 30P.

am civil office in the stat*.' .
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being at the absolute command of a small part of it,

there arose the possibility of rearing those vast edifices,

which inconsiderate observers admire as a proof of

civilization. 194 but which, in reality, are evidence of a

state of things altogether depraved and unhealthy ;
a

state in which the skill and the arts of an imperfect
refinement injured those whom they ought to have
benefited

;
so that the very resources which the people

had created were turned against the people themselves.

That in such a society as this, much regard should

be paid to human suffering, it would indeed be idle to

expect.
125

Still, we are startled by the reckless prodi-

gality with which, iu Egypt, the upper classes squan-
dered away the labour and the lives of the people. In

this respect, as the monuments yet remaining abun-

dantly prove, they stand alone and without a rival. We
may form some idea of the almost incredible waste,

when we hear that two thousand men were occupied
for three years in carrying a single stone from Elephan-
tine to Sais ;

12G that the Canal of the Bed Sea alone,

'-*
Vyse on the Pyramids, vol.

i. p. 61, vol. ii. p. 92.
125 ' Ein Konig ahmte den

andern nach, oder suchte ihn

zu iibertreffen
;
indess das gut-

miithige Volk seine Lebenstage
am Baue dieser Monumeute ver-

zehren musste. So entstanden

wahrscheinLich die Pyramiden
und Obeli sken Aegyptens. Nur
in den altesten Zeiten warden

me gebauet : denn die spatere
Zeit uud jede Nation, dio ein

niitzlichesGewerbetreibenlernte.

bauete keine Pyramidm melir.

Weit gofehlt also, dass Pyra-
miden ein Kennzeicben von der

(Tliickseligkeit und Aufkliirunir

des alteu Aegyptens seyn soil-

ten, sind sie ein unwidersprech-
liches Denkmal von dein Aber-

glauben und der Gedankenlosig-
keit sowobl der Arm en, die da

baueten, als der Khr<r<-iy.igen, die

den Bau befahlen.' Herder*
Ideen eur Geschichte, vol. iii. pp.

103, 104: see also p. 293, and
some admirable remarks in Vol-

ney's Voyage en Egypte, vol. i.

pp. 240, 241. Even'M. Bunsen,

notwithstanding his admiration,

says of one of the pyramids,
' the

misery of the people, already

grievously oppressed, was aggra-
vated by the construction of this

gigantic building The
bones of the oppressors of the

people who for two whole gene-
rations harassed hundreds of

thousands from day to day,'
&c. IJunsen's Eoj/pt, vol. ii.

p. 176, a learned and enthusias-

tic work.
''' Kal TUVTO (K6u.if.ov /j.tv fir'

(rfa rpia Ji.irx'^ 10 ' ^' "' 7rP<rTf -

Tax^-To ii/5pes a.")a>yffs. Herodot.

book ii. chap, elxxv. vol. i. p.

897. On the enoi-mons weiglit of
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cost the lives of a hundred and twenty thousand

Egyptians;
l27 and that to build one of the pyramids

required the labour of three hundred and sixty thousand
men for twenty years.

128

If, passing from the history of Asia and Africa, we
now turn to the New World, we shall meet with fresh

proof of the accuracy of the preceding views. The

only parts of America which before the arrival of the

Europeans were in some degree civilized, were Mexico
and Peru; 179 to which may probably be added that

long and narrow tract which stretches from the south
of Mexico to the Isthmus of Panama. In tliis latter

country, which is now known as Central America, the

inhabitants, aided by the fertility of the soil,
130 seem to

have worked out for themselves a certain amount of

knowledge ;
since the ruins still extant, prove the pos-

session, of a mechanical and architectural skill too

considerable to be acquired by any nation entirely
barbarous. 131

Beyond this, nothing is known of their

the stones which the Egyptians
sometimes carried, see Bunsen's

Egypt, vol. i. p. 37^ ; and as to

the machines employed, and the

use of inclined roads for the

transit, see Vyse on the Pyra-
mids, vol. i. p. 197, vol. iii. pp.

14, 38.
127 Wilkinson's Anmnt Kg>/p-

tians, vol. i. p. 70: but this

learned writer is unwilling to

believe a statement so adverse

to his favourite Egyptians. It

is likely enough that there is

some exaggeration ;
still no one

can dispute the fact of an enor-

mous and unprincipled waste of

human life.

128
Tpia-KovTa fj.ev yap Kal e

uvpidfies avSpuiv, Sis <paai, roly

Taav fpyoiy \tiTovp"/iais irpocr^-

Sif\Q6vTiai>. Diud. Sic. Bitiiiothi c.

Hist, booki. ch. Ixiii. vol. i. p. 1 y S.

'-* ' When compared with

other parts of the New World,
Mexico and Peru may he con-

sidered as polished states.' His-

tory of Anurica, book vii. in

Robertson's Works, p. 904. See,

to the same effect, Journal oj

Geograph. Society, vol. v. p. 355.
130

Compare Squitr's Central

America, vol. i. pp. 34, 244, 358,

421, vol. ii. p. 307, with Journal

<>f (.rcugraph. Society, vol. iii. p.

59, vol. viii. pp. 319, 323.
131 Mr. Squier ^Central Ame-

rica, vol. ii. p. 68 i. who explored

Nicaragua, says of the statues,
' the material, in every case, is a

black basalt, of great hardness,
which, with the best of modern
tools, can only be cut with diffi-

culty.' Mr. Stephens (Central
Am<nca, vol. ii. p. 355) found

at Palenque
'

cleg-ant specimens
of art and models for study.'
See also vol. iii. pp. '-~(>, 389.
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history ;
but the accounts we have of such buildings an

Copau, Palenque. and Uxmal, make it highly probable
that Central America was the ancient seat of a civili-

zation, in all essential points similar to those of India

and Egypt ;
that is to say, similar to them in respect to

the unequal distribution of wealth and power, and the

thraldom in which the great body of the people conse-

quently remained. ' 3 -

But although the evidence from which we might
estimate the former condition of Central America is

almost entirely lost,
133 we are more fortunate in regard

406, vol. iv. p. 293. Of the.

paintings at Chichen he says

(vol. iv. p. 311),
'

they exhibit a

freedom of touch which could

only be the result of discipline
and training under masters.'

At Copan (vol. i. p. 151), 'it

would be impossible, with the

best instruments of modern times,

to cut stones more perfectly.'

And at Uxmal (,vol. ii. p. 431),

throughout, the laying and

polishing of the stones are as

perfect as under the rules of the

best modern masonry.' Our

knowledge of Central America
is almost entirely derived from

these two writers
;

and al-

though the work of Mr. Stephens
is much the more minute, Mr.

Squier says (vol. ii. p. 306),

what I believe is quite true, that

until the appearance of his own
book in 1853, the monuments in

Nicaragua were entirely un-

known. Short descriptions of the

remains in Guatemala and Yu-
catan will be found in Lan-
naudierJs Mexique et Guatemala,

pp. 308-327 ;
and in Journal of

Geograph. Society, vol. iii. prv
60-63.

112 Ser- the remarks on Yuca-
tan in Privhard s Physical His-

tory 'jf Manki'ti'J, vol. v. p. 348 .

' a great and industrious, though
perhaps, as the writer above
cited (Gallatin) observes, an
enslaved population. Splendid

temples and palaces attest the

power of the priests and nobles,
while as usual no trace remains

of the huts in which dwelt the

mass of the nation.'
133 Dr. M'Culloh (Research^

concerning the Aboriginal History

of America, pp. 272-340) has

collected from the Spanish wri-

ters some meagre statements

respecting the early condition

of Central America
;
but of its

social state and history, properly
so called, nothing is known ;

nor is it even certain to what

family of nations the inhabitants

belonged, though a recent author

can find
'

la civilisation guate-
malienne ou misteco-zapoteque
i-t mayaquichc vivante pour nous

>ncore dans les mines de Mitla

et de Palenque.' Mexique et

Guatemala, -pur Lurenaudiere, p.

S, Paris, 1843. Dr. Prichard.

too, refers the ruins in Central

America to 'the Mayan race:'

see Prif.hard on Ethnn
<jyy,

in

Report vf British Associationfor
18-47, ('.

;'..)2. But the evidence

for these and frimi'ar statements

:'' VI-T-V u_n.atisf,icU>r}
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to iho histories of Mexico ami Peru. Thorp arc still

existing considerable and authentic materials, from
which we may form an opinion mi the a.ncient state of

those two countries, and on the nature and extent of

their civilization. .Before, however, entering upon this

subject, it will be convenient to point out what those

physical laws were which determined the localities of

American civilization; or, in other words, why it was
that in these countries alone, society should have been

organized into a fixed and settled svstem, while the

rest of the Xew World was peopled by wild and igno-
rant barbarians. Such an inquiry will be found highly
interesting, as affording further proof of the extraor-

dinary, and indeed irresistible, force with .vhich the

powers of nature have controlled the fortunes of map.
The tirst circumstance by Avhieh we must be struck,

is that in America, as in Asia and Africa, all the ori-

ginal civilizations were seated in hot countries ;
tin-

whole of Peru proper being within the southern tropic.
the whole of Central America and Mexico within the

northern tropic. How the heat of the climate operated
on the social atid political arrangements of India and

Egypt, 1 have attempted to examine
;
and it hat>, 1

trust, been proved that the result was brought about

by diminishing the wants and requirements of the

people, and thus producing a very unequal distribution

of wealth and power. But, besides this, there is another

way in which the average temperature of a, country
affects its civilization, and the discussion of which 1

have reserved for the present moment, because it may
be more clearly illustrated in America than elsewhere.

Indeed, in the New World, the scale on which Nature

works, being much larger than in the Old, and her

forces being more overpowering, it is evident that her

operations on mankind may be studied with greater
advantage than in countries where ~he is weaker, and

where, therefore, the consequences of her movements
are less conspicuous.

If the reader will bear in mind the immense influence

which an abundant national fond has been shown u>

exercise, he wil! easily understand how, owim? to the
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pressure of physical phenomena, the civilization of

America was, of necessity, confined to those parts where
alone it was found by the discoverers of the New
World. For, setting aside the chemical and geognostic
varieties of soil, it may be said that the two causes

which regulate the fertility of every country are heat

and moisture. 134 Where these are abundant, the land

will be exuberant
;
where they are deficient, it will be

sterile. This rule is, of course, in its application sub-

ject to exceptions, arising from physical conditions

which are independent of it
;
but if other things are

equal, the rule is invariable. And the vast additions

which, since the construction of isothermal lines, have
been made to our knowledge of geographical botany,
enable us to lay this down as a law of nature, proved
not only by arguments drawn from vegetable physio-

logy, but also by a careful study of the proportions in

which plants are actually distributed in different coun-

tries. 135

134
Respecting the connection

between the vegetable produc-
tions of a country and its geog-
nostic peculiarities, little is yet
known

;
but the reader may

compare Meyi-n's Geography of

Plants, p. 64, with Reports on

Botany by the Ray Society, 1846,

pp. 70, 71. The chemical laws

of soil are much better under-

stood, and have a direct practi-
cal bearing on the use of ma-
nures. See Turner's Chemistry,
vol. ii. pp. 1310-1314; Brandos

Chemistry, vol. i. p. 691, vol. ii.

pp. 1867-1869; Balfour's Bo-

tany, pp. 116-122; Liebig and

Ko'pps Reports, vol. ii. pp. 315,

328, vol. iii. p. 463, vol. iv. pp.

438, 442, 446.
135 As to the influence of heat

and moisture on the geographical
distribution of plants, set' Hen-
slow's Botany, pp. 295-300, and

Ba/fourn Botany, pp. 560-563.

Meyen (Gcog. of Plants, p. 263)

says.
'

I, therefore, after allowing
for local circumstances, bring the

vegetation of islands also under

the law of nature, according to

which the number of specie?

constantly increases with in-

creasing heat and corresponding

humidity.' On the effect of

temperature alone, compare a

note in Ermaris Siberia, vol. i.

pp. 64, 65, with Reports on

Botany by the Ray Society, pp.

339, 340. In the latter work, i',

is supposed that heat is the most

important of all single agents ;

and though this is probably
true, still the influence of hu-

midity is immense. I may
mention a* an instance of this,

that it has be^n recently ascer-

tained that the oxygen used by
seeds 'luring germination, is not

always taken from the air. but

is obtained b\ decomposing
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A general survey of the continent of America will

illustrate the connexion between this law and the sub-

ject now before us. In the first place, as regards
moisture, all the great rivers in the New World are on

the eastern coast, none of them on the western. The
causes of this remarkable fact are unknown

;

13C but it

is certain that neither in North, nor in South America,
does one considerable river empty itself into the Pacific;
while on the opposite side there are numerous rivers,
some of enormous magnitude, all of great importance,
as the Negro, the La Plata, the San Francisco, the

Amazon, the Orinoco, the Mississippi, the Alabama, the

Saint John, the Potomac, the Susquehannah, the Dela-

ware, the Hudson, and the Saint Lawrence. By this

vast water-system the soil is towards the east constantly

irrigated:
137 but towards the west there is in North

America only one river of value, the Oregon ;

138 while

water. See the curious experi-
ments of Edwards and Colin in

Lindlet/s Botany, vol. ii. pp.

261, 262, London, 1848
;
and

on the direct nourishment which
water supplies to vegetables, see

Burdache's great work, Traite Je

Physiologic, vol. ix. pp. 254, 398.
136 There is a difference be-

tween the watersheds of the

eastern and western ranges,
which explains this in part, but

not entirely ;
and even if the

explanation were more satisfac-

tory than it is, it is too proxi-
mate to the phenomenon to have
much scientific value, and must
itself be referred to higher geo-

logical consid. 'rations.
137 Of this irrigation some idea

may be formed from an estimate

that the Amazon drains an art-a

of 2,500,000 square miles; that

its mouth is 96 miles wide
;
and

that it is navigable 2,200 miles

from its mouth. Somervillus

Physira! Geography, vol. i. p.

VOL. i.

423. Indeed, it is said in an

essay on the Hydrography of

South America (Journal of Geu-

graph. Society, vol. ii. p. 250),
that ' with the exception of one

short portage of three miles,
water flows, and is for the most

part navigable, between Buenos

Ayres, in 35^ south latitude, to

the mouth of the Orinoco, in

nearly 9 north. See also on this

river-system, vol. v. p. 93, vol. x.

p. 267. In regard to North Ame-
rica, 3Ir. Rogers ^ Geology oj
Sorth America, p. 8, Brit. Assoc.

for 1834") says, 'the area drained

by the Mississippi and all its

tributaries is computed at

1,099,000 square miles.' Com-

pare Richard-tor's Arctic Expedi-
tion, vol. ii. p. 164.

138 The Oregon, or Columbia
as it is sometimes called, forms

a remarkable botanical line,

whichis the boundary of the Cali-

fornian flora. See Reports (>n

Botany by the Kay Society, p. II 3.
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in South America, from the Isthmus of Panama to the

Straits of Magellan, there is no great river at all.

But as to the other main cause of fertility, namely
heat, we find in North America a state of things pre-

cisely the reverse. There we find that while the irri-

gation is on the east, the heat is on the west. 139 This
difference of temperature between the two coasts is

probably connected with some great meteorological
law

;
for in the whole of the northern hemisphere, the

eastern part of continents and of islands is colder than
the western. 140 Whether, however, this is owing to

some large and comprehensive cause, or whether each
instance has a cause peculiar to itself, is an alternative,
in the present state of knowledge, impossible to decide

;

but the fact is unquestionable, and its influence upon
the eai-ly history of America is extremely curious. In

consequence of it, the two great conditions of fertility
have not been united in any part of the continent north

of Mexico. The countries on the one side have wanted
heat

;
those on the other tdde have wanted irrigation.

The accumulation of wealth being thus impeded, the

progress of society was stopped ;
and until, in the six-

teenth century, the knowledge of Europe was brought
to bear upon America, there is no instance of any people
north of the twentieth parallel, reaching even that

139 For proof that the mean
l,y the Ita;/ Society, p. 8, which

temperature of the. -western coast should be compared with Forry
of North America is higher than on the Climate of thr Unittd

that of the eastern coast, see Statesand its Endemic Influences,
Journal of Geograph. Socidy, New York, 18-12, p. 89.

vol. ix. p. 380, vol. xi. pp. 168,
'"' ' Writ UPS on climate have

216; Ihiniboldt, la Nouvdlc remarked that the eastern coasts

K.</wgnf, vol. i. pp. 42, 33C
;

of continents in the northern

lik-hardsorfs Arctic Expedition, hemisphere have a lower mean
vol. ii. pp. 214, 218, 219, 2,)9, temperature than the western

260. This is well illustrated by coasts.' RicJuirdfon on North
the b'/tauical fact, that, on the Aiinriain Zoology, p. 129, lirit.

west coast the Conifene grow as Asaoc.fur 1836: see also Report

high as GS or 70 north lati- for 1841, Xe<-ti,,nt, p. 28; Davits

tude ;
while on the east their Chlnn. vol. iii. pp. 140, 141;

northern limit is 60. See an Journal of Geograph. Society.

Essay on the Morphology of the vol. xxii. p. 17C.

ConifWi'-. in Reports on Mo/any
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imperfect civilization to which the inhabitants of India
and of Egypt easily attained. 141 On the other hand,
south of the twentieth parallel, the continent suddenly
changes its form, and, rapidly contracting, becomes a

small strip of land, until it reaches the Isthmus of

Panama. This narrow tract was the centre of Mexican
civilization

;
and a comparison of the preceding argu-

ments will easily show why such was the case
;
for the

peculiar configuration of the land secured a very largo
amount of coast, and thus gave to the southern part of

North America the character of an island. Hence there

arose one of the characteristics of an insular climate,

namely, an increase of moisture caused by the watery
vapour which springs from the sea. 142

While, therefore,
the position of Mexico near the equator gave it heat,

141 The little that is known of

the early state of the North-
American tribes has been brought
together by Dr. M'Culloh in his

learned work, Researches con-

cerning America, pp. 119-146.

He says, p. 121, that they
' lived

together without laws and civil

regulations.' In that part of

the world, the population has

probably never been fixed
;
and

we now know that, the inhabi-

tants of the north-east of Asia
have at different times passed
over to the north -west of

America, as in the case of the

Tschuktsehi, who are found in

both continents. Indeed, Dobell

was so struck by the similarity
between the North-American
tribes and some he met with

nearly as far west as Tomsk,
that he believed their origin to

be the same. See DobelFs Travels

in Kamtschatka and Siberia,

1830, vol. ii. p. 112. And on this

question of intercourse between
the two continents, compare
Grant~s Hi-story of Greenland,
vol. i.pp. 259, 2^0. with Richard-

son's Arctic Expedition, vol. i. pp.

362, 363, and Pilchard's Physical

History of Mankind, vol. iv. pp.
458, 463,' vol. v. pp. 371, 378.

142 From general physical
considerations, we should suppose
a relation between amount of

ruin and extent of coast
;
and in

Europe, where alone we have
extensive meteorological records,
the connexion has been proved
statistically.

' If the quantity
of rain that falls in different

parts of Europe is measured, it

is found to be less, other things

being equal, as we recede from
the sea-shore.' Kacmtzs Meteoro-

logy, 1845, p. 139. Compare pp.
91, 94. Hence, no doubt, the

greater rarity of rain as we
advance north from Mexico. ' Au
nord du 20, surtout depuia lea

22 au 30 de latitude, les pluies,

que ne clurent que pendant les

mois de juin. de juillet, d'aou:

et de septembre. sont peu fre-

quentes dans 1'interieur du pays
Hinit !

>ohlt, la Nouvelle Erpagn;
vol. i. p. 46.
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the shape of the land gave it humidity ;
and this being

the only part of North America in which these two
conditions were united, it was likewise the only part
which was at all civilized. There can be no doubt that

if the sandy plains of California and southern Columbia,
instead of being scorched into sterility, had been irri-

gated by the rivers of the east, or if the rivers of the

east had been accompanied by the heat of the west, the

result of either combination would have been that

exuberance of soil by which, as the history of the world

decisively proves, every early civilization was preceded.
But inasmuch as, of the two elements of fertility, one
was deficient in every part of America north of the

twentieth parallel, it followed that, until that line was

passed, civilization could gain no resting-place ;
and

there never has been found, and we may confidently
assert never will be found, any evidence that even a

single ancient nation, in the whole of that enormous

continent, was able to make much progress in the arts

of life, or organize itself into a fixed and permanent
society.
Thus far as to the physical agents which controlled

the early destinies of North America. But in refe-

rence to South America, a different train of circum-

stances came into play ;
for the law by virtue of which

the eastern coasts are colder than the western, is not

only inapplicable to the southern hemisphere, but is

replaced by another law precisely the reverse. North
of the equator, the east is colder than the west

;
south

of thy equator, the east is hotter than the west. 143 If

now, we connect this fact with what has been noticed

respecting the vast river-system which distinguishes
the east of America from the west, it becomes evident

that in South America there exists that cooperation of

heat and humidity in which North America is deficient.

M3 ' The difference between here the west coasts ;ire colder

the climates of the east, and than the east, while in t he-

west coasts of continents and northern hemisphere the east

islands, has also been observed coasts are the colder/ Mcyen's
in the southern hemisphere but Geography of Plants, 1816, p. 21.
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The result is, that the soil in the eastern part of South
Ainorica is remarkable for its exuberance, not only
within the tropic, but considerably beyond it; the

south of Brazil, and even part of Uruguay, possessing
u fertility not to be found in any country of North
America situated under a corresponding latitude.

On a hasty view of the preceding generalizations,
it niiyht be expected that the eastern side of South

America, being thus richly endowed by nature,
144 would

have been the seat of one of those civilizations, which,
in other parts of the world, similar causes produced.
But if we look a little further, we shall find that what
has just been pointed out, by no means exhausts even

the physical bearings of this subject, and that we must
take into consideration a third great agent, which has

sufficed to neutralize the natural results of the other

two, and to retain in barbarism the inhabitants of what
otherwise would have been the most flourishing of all

the countries of the New World.
The agent to which 1 allude is the trade-wind

;
a

striking phenomenon, by which, as we shall hereafter

see, all the civilizations anterior to those of Europe
were greatly and injuriously influenced. This wind
covers no less than 56 of latitude

;
28 north of the

equator, and 28 south of it.
145 In this large tract,

which comprises some of the most fertile countries in

141 Mr. Darwin, who has writ- sec. xiv.) is expressed loo

ten one of the most valuable general!}', and should be confined

works ever published on South to continents north of the equ;i-

America, was struck by this tor.

superiority of the eastern coast;
l45 The trade-winds sometimes

and he mentions that 'fruits reach the thirtieth parallel. See

which ripen well and are very Danicll's M> tcorological Essays,

abundant, such as the grape and p. 46'J. Dr. Traill (Physical

tig, in latitude 41 on the east GeograpJn/, Edin. 1838, p/200),
coast, succeed very poorly in a says, 'they extend to about 30

lower latitude on the opposite on each side of the equator:' but

sidi- of the continent.' Darwin's I believe they are rarely found

Journal of NiseurcJus, Lond. so hit^h ; though Robertson is

1840, p. 268. Compare Miyen's certainly wrong in supposing

Gtog. of Plants, pp. 25, 188. that they are peculiar to tiie

So that the proposition of Daniell tropics; History of America ,

(Meteorological F.^says, p. 104, iv. in h'u/'Crtson'f Warks, p.
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the world, the trade-wind blows, during the whole

year, either from the north-east or from the south-

east. 146 The causes of this regularity are now well

understood, and are known to depend partly on the

displacement of air at the equator, and partly on the

motion of the earth
; for the cold air from the poles is

constantly flowing towards the equator, and thus pro-

ducing northerly winds in the northern hemisphere,
and southerly winds in the southern. These winds

are, however, deflected from their natural course by
the movement of the earth, as it revolves on its axis

from west to east. And as the rotation of the earth

is, of course, more rapid at the equator than elsewhere,
it happens that in the neighbourhood of the equator
the speed is so great as to outstrip the movements of

the atmosphere from the poles, and forcing them into

another direction, gives rise to those easterly currents

which are called trade-winds. 147 What, however, we

146 ' In the northern hemi-

sphere the trade-wind blows from
the north-east, and in tht-

southern from the south-east.'

Mi-yen's Geog. of Plants, p. 42.

Compare Walsh's Brazil, vol. i.

p. 112, vol. ii. p. 494; and on

the '

tropical east-wind
'

of the

Gulf of Mexico, see Forty's
Climate of the United Status, p.

206. Dr. Forry says that it has

given to the growth of the trees

an inclination from the sea.'
U7

Respecting the causes of

the trade-winds, see SomervUle's

Con n ex-ion ofthe Physical Sciences,

pp. 136, 137; Leslie's Natural

Philosophy, p. 518; Danic/l's

Meteorological Essays, pp. 44,

102, 47G-481; Kaeintits Meteo-

rology, pp. 37-39 ;
Provt's Bridge-

water Treatise, pp. 254-256. The

discovery of the true theory is

often ascribed to Mr. Daniell ;

but Hadley was the real dis-

coverer. Soti in Prout, p. 257.

The monsoons, which popular
writers frequently confuse with
the trade-winds, are said to be

caused by the predominance of

land, and by the difference

between its temperature and that

of the sea : see Kaemt?,pp. 42-45.

On what may be called the

conversion of the trades into

monsoons, according to the laws

very recently promulgated by
M. Dove, see Report of British

Association for 1847 (Transae. of

Sections, p. 30) and Report for
1848, p. 94. Tlie, monsoons are

noticed in Humboldt's Cosmos,
vol. ii. p. 485 ;

Asiatic Researches,
vol. xviii. part i. p. 261

;
Thirl-

walFs History of Greece, vol. vii.

pp. 13, 55
;
Journal of Gcograph.

Society, vol. ii. p. 90, vol. iv. pp.
8, 9, 148, 149, 169, vol. xi. p.

162, vol. xv. pp. 1 4(1- 149, vol.

xvi. p. 185, vol. xviii. pp. 67, 68,

voi. xxiii. p. 112: Lows Sarawak

p. 30.
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are now rather concerned with, is not so much an ex-

planation of the trade-winds, as an account of the way
in which this great physical phenomenon is connected

with the history of South America.

The trade-wind, blowing on the eastern coast of

South America, and proceeding from the east, crosses

the Atlantic Ocean, and therefore reaches the land sur-

charged with the vapours accumulated in its passage.
These vapours, on touching the shore, are, at periodical

intervals, condensed into rain
;
and as their progress

westward is checked by that gigantic chain of the

Andes, which they are unable to pass,
148

they pour
the whole of their moisture on Brazil, which, in

consequence, is often deluged by the most destructive

torrents. 149 This abundant supply, being aided by
that vast river-system peculiar to the eastern part of

America, and being also accompanied by heat, has
stimulated the soil into an activity unequalled in any
other part of the world. 150

Brazil, which is nearly us

large as the whole of Europe, is covered with a vege-

u*
Lyell's Principles of Gco- are sufficient to compensate even

logy, pp. 201, 714, 715 ;
see also the poorest soil

;
so that

'

rocks,

Somervilh'ts Physical Geography, on which scarcely a tract- of earth

vol. ii. p. 71. And on this con- is to be observed, are covered

fining power of the Cordillera of with vellozias, tillandsias, me-
the, Andes, see A~ara, Voyay* s lastomace*, cacti, orchiden-, a:;d

dans I'Amerique Meridionals, ferns, and all in the vigour of

vol. i. p. 33. According to L>r. life.' Gardners Travels in Bra-

Tschudi, the eastern chain is zil, p. 9. See also on this com-

properly the Andes, and the biuation, Walsh's Brazil, vol. ii.

western the Cordillera; but this pp. 297, 298, acurious description
distinction is rarely made, of the rainy season :

' For eight
Tschv.dts Travels in Peru, p. 290. or nine hours a day, durii:^ some

HB On the rain of Brazil, see weeks, I never had a dry shirt

Daniel I' s Mtteorological Essays, on me; and the clothes 1 divested

p. 335
;
Darwin's Journal, pp. myself of at night, I put on

11, 33; Spix and Martins's quite wet in the morning. Yt'heu

Travels in Brazil, vol. ii. p. 113, it did not rain, which was very
Gardner's Travels in Brazil, pp. rare, there shone out in s. me
53, 99, 114, 175, 233, 39-i. places a burning sun; and we

ls* Dr. Gardner, who looked at went smoking along, the wet
these things with the eye of a exhaling by the heat, as ii we

botanist, says that near "Rio de were dissolving into vat>o;ir
'

Janeiro the heat u. id moisture
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tation of incredible profusion. Indeed, so rank and
luxuriant is the growth, that Nature seems to riot in

the very wantonness of power. A great part of this

immense country is filled with dense and tangled
forests, whose noble trees, blossoming in unrivalled

beauty, and exquisite with a thousand hues, throw out

their produce in endless prodigality. On their summit
are perched birds of gorgeous plumage, which nestle

in their dark and lofty recesses. Below, their base

and trunks are crowded with brushwood, creeping
plants, innumerable parasites, all swarming with life.

There, too, are myriads of insects of every variety ;

reptiles of strange and singular form
; serpents and

lizards, spotted with deadly beauty : all of which find

means of existence in this vast workshop and reposi-

tory of Nature. And that nothing may be wanting to

this land of marvels, the forests are skirted by enor-

mous meadows, which, reeking -with heat and moisture,

supply nourishment to countless herds of wild cattle,

that browse and fatten on their herbage ;
while the

adjoining plains, rich in another form of life, are the

chosen abode of the subtlest and most ferocious ani-

mals, which prey on each other, but which it might
almost seem no human power can hope to extirpate.

151

Such is the flow and abundance of life by which
Brazil is marked above all the other countries of

the earth. 152
But, amid this pomp and splendour of

151 On the natural history of Gardner's Brazil, pp. 18, 32-34,

Iii-axil, I have compared a few 41-44, 131, 330; Spix and 3far-

notices in Sicainson's Geography iius's Brazil, vol. i. pp. 2U7-2U9,

'/ Animals, pp. 75-87, with 238-248, vol. ii. pp. 131, 160-163.

Cuvier, Rkyne Animal, vol. i. p. And us to the forests, which are

460, vol. ii. pp.28, 65, 66, 89, among the wonders of the world,
vol. iv. pp. 51, 75,258, 320,394, Somervilh'a Physical Gcog. vol.

485, 5G1, vol. v. pp. 40, 195, ii. pp. 204-206
;
Prichard's Phy-

272, 334, 553; Azara, Ameriquc sical History, vol. v. p. 497;
^fer,:

'?io;'l'f, vol. i. pp. 244-388, Darwin's Journal, pp. 11, 24;
and the greater part of vols. iii. Walsh's Brazil, vol. i. p. 145,

andiv.; Wincklvr, Geschichte dcr vol. ii. pp. 29, 30, 253.

Botanik, pp. 378, 576-578 ;
Sou- 15- This extraordinary richneeh

they
1

a Ilixi'jry of Brazil, vol. i. has exi-iti-d the astonishment ol

p. 27, vol. iii. pp. 315, 823; all who have seen it. Mr. Walsh,
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Nature, no place is left for Man. Ho is reduced to

insignificance by the majesty with which he is sur-

rounded. The forces that oppose him are so formid-

able that he has never been able to make head against

them, never able to rally against their accumulated

pressure. The whole of Brazil, notwithstanding its

immense apparent advantages, has always remained

entirely uncivilized ;
its inhabitants wandering savages,

incompetent to resist those obstacles which the very

bounty of Nature had put in their way. For the natives,
like every people in the infancy of society, are averse

to enterprise ;
and being unacquainted with the arts by

which physical impediments are removed, they have
never attempted to grapple with the difficulties that

stopped their social progress. Indeed, those difficulties

are so serious, that during more than three hundred

years the resources of European knowledge have been

vainly employed in endeavouring to get rid of them.

Along the coast of Brazil, there has been introduced

from Europe a certain amount of that civilization,

which the natives by their own efforts could never

have reached. But such civilization, in itself very
imperfect, has never penetrated the recesses of the

country ;
and in the interior there is still found a state

of things similar to that which has always existed.

The people, ignorant, and therefore brutal, practising
no restraint, and recognizing no law, continue to live

on in their old and inveterate barbarism. 153 In their

who had travelled in some very that he is scarcely able to walk
fertile countries, mentions ' the at all.'

exceeding fecundity of nature l;' :l Azara (A.icn^uf Afm-
whieh characterizes Brazil.' dioaule, vul.ii. pp. 1-1GS) gives a

Walsh's Brazil, vol. ii. p. 19. curious, but occasionally a dis-

And a very eminent naturalist, mistine luvount of the savage
Mr. Darwin, says (Journal, p. 29), natives in that part of Brazil
' In England, any person fond of south of 1<>, to which his obser-

natural history enjoys in his vations wore limited. And as to

walks a great advantage, by the inhabitants of other parts,

always having something to see. Hindcrsons History ofBrazil,
attract his attention ; but in these pp. 28,29, 107, 173, 248, 315,
fertile climates, teeming with life, 473; M'Cidloh's Researches con-

the attractions are so numerous cerninq An-.crica, p. 77; and the
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country, the physical causes are so active, and do their

work on a scale of such unrivalled magnitude, that it

has hitherto been found impossible to escape from the

effects of their united action. The progress of agri-
culture is stopped by impassable forests, and the har-

vests are destroyed by inmmierable insects. 154 The
mountains are too high to scale, the rivers are too

wide to bridge ; every thing is contrived to keep back
the human mind, and repress its rising ambition. It

is thus that the energies of Nature have hampered the

spirit of Man. Nowhere else is there so painful a con-

trast between the grandeur of the external world and
the littleness of the internal. And the mind, cowed by
this unequal struggle, has not only been unable to

advance, but without foreign aid it would undoubtedly
have receded. For even at present, with all the im-

provements constantly introduced from Europe, there

are no signs of real progress ; while, notwithstanding the

frequency of colonial settlements, less than one-fiftieth

of the land is cultivated. 155 The habits of the people
are as barbarous as ever

;
and as to their numbers, it

is well worthy of remark, that Brazil, the country

more recent account of Dr. Mar- time so prolific, that they fre-

tius, in Journal <>
f

Geograpk. quent'y dispute possession of the

Society, vol. ii. pp. 191-199. ground with the husbandman.
Even in IS 17, it was rare to see defy all his skill to extirpate
a native in Rio de Janeiro (Spix their colonies, and fairly compel
and Sfurtiits's Travels in Brazil, him to leave his fields unculti-

vol. i. p. 142) ;
and Dr. Gardner vated.' Svjaiiison on tin- Geog-

(Travels in Brazil, pp. 61, 62) raphy and Classification of

says, that 'more than one nation Aiiimdls, p. 87. See more about

of Indians in Brazil' have re- these insects in Darwin & Journal,
turned to that savage life from pp. 37-43; Kouthcifs Hintury of

which they had apparently been Brazil, vol. i. pp. 144, 256, 333-

reclaimed. 335, 343, vol. ii. pp. 365, 642,
1M Sir C. Lyeli (Principle* of vol. iii. p. 876 : S/jt..

and Mar-

Geology, p. 682) notices ' the tin** Travel* in Brazil, vol. i. p.

incredible number of insects 259, vol. ii. p. 117 ; Cuvicr, Liegnc
which lay waste the crops in Animal, vol. iv. p. 3^!u.

lii-azil;' and Mr. Swainson, who '" The cultivated laud is

had travelled in that country, estimated at from l to 2 per

says
' The red ante of Brazil are cent. .See M'Ct'.l.\K-/i* Geoff.

EC destructive, and a: the same Diet. 1849, vol. i. p. 43u.
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where, of all others, physical resources an: most power-
ful, where both vegetable* and animals are most abun-

dant, where the soil is watered by the noblest rivers,
and the coast studded by the finest, harbours this

immense territory, which is more tluui twelve times

the size of France, contains a population not exceeding
six millions of people.

156

These considerations sufficiently explain why it is,

that in the whole of Brazil there are no monuments even
of the most imperfect civilization

;
no evidence that the

people had, at any period, raised themselves above the

state in which they were found when their country was
first discovered. But immediately opposite to Brazil

there is another country, which, though situated in the

same continent, and lying under the same latitude, is

subjected to different physical conditions, and therefore

was the scene of different social results. This is the cele-

brated kingdom of Pern, which included the whole of the

southern tropic, and wliich, from the circumstances just

stated, was naturally the only part of South America
when. 1 any thing approaching to civilization could be

attained. In Brazil, the heat of the climate was accom-

panied by a twofold irrigation, arising first from the im-

mense river-system incidental to the eastern coast; and

secondly, from the abundant moisture deposited by the

trade-winds. From this combination there resulted that

unequalled fertility, which, so far as Man was concerned,
defeated its own ends, stopping his progress by an exu-

berance, which, had it been less excessive, it would have
aided. For, as we have clearly seen, when the productive

li6
During the present century, nearly destitute uf inhabitants.'

the population of Brazil has been Walsh < Bfazil, vol. i. p. 248.

differently stated at different This was in 1828 and 1829,

times; the highest computation since -which the European popu-

K'ing 7,000,000, and the lowest lation has increased
; but, on the

4.000,000. Comp. Hinn>,olJ.t, whole, 6.0uO,OiK> -eenis to be a

Souv. Espagnc, vol. ii. p. S5-">
;

fair estimate of what can only
Gardner's Brazil, p. 12; M'C'u/- be known approximatively. In

loch's Gtog.Dict. 1849, vol. i. pp. Alien's Hisiorij. vol. x. p. 229,

430,434. Mr. AValsh describes the number given is 5,OUO,OOU :

Braxil as '

abour.dii'ir in lauds of but the area also is rather under-

the most fiiiberaii' tertilr.Y, but stated.
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powers of Nature arc carried beyond a certain point, the

imperfect knowledge of uncivilized men is unable to cope
with them, or in any way turn them to their own advan-

tage. If, however, those powers, being very active, are

nevertheless confined within manageable limits, there

arises a state of things similar to that noticed in Asia and

Africa; where the profusion of Nature, instead of hinder-

ing social progress, favoured it, by encouraging that

accumulation of wealth, without some share of which

progress is impossible.
In estimating, therefore, the physical conditions by

which civilization was originally determined, we have to

look, not merely at the exuberance, but also at what may
be called the manageability of Nature

;
that is, we have

to consider the ease with which the resources may be

used, as well as the number of the resources themselves.

Applying this to Mexico and Peru, we find that they
were the countries of America where this combination

most happily occurred. For though their resources were
much less numerous than those of Brazil, they were far

more easy to control ; while at the same time the heat

of the climate brought into play those other laws by
which, as I have attempted to show, all the early civili-

zations were greatly influenced. It is a very remarkable

i'act, which, I believe, has never been observed, that even

in reference to latitude, the present limit of Peru to the

south corresponds with the ancient limit of Mexico to the

north
; while, by a striking, but to me perfectly natural

coincidence, both these boundaries are reached before the

tropical line is passed ;
the boundarv of Mexico being

21 N. lat., that of Peru 2H S. lat. 157

Such is the wonderful regularity which history, when

comprehensively studied, presents to our view. And if

we compare Mexico and Peru with those countries of the

Old Worldwhich have been already noticed, we shall find,

157 Viduca being the most greet, of Patagonia. In regard

southerly point of the present to Mexico, the northern limit of

Peruvian coast
; though the con- the empire; w.os 21 on the At-

quests of Peru, incorporated lautic coast, and 19 on the

with the empire, extended Car Pacific. Prescott's History of
inro Chili, and within a few de- M'XiC", vol. i. p. 2.
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as in all the civilizations anterior to those ofEurope, that

their social phenomenawere subordinate to their physical
laws. In the first place, the characteristics of their na-

tional food were precisely those met with in the most

flourishing parts of Asia and Africa. For although few

of the nutritious vegetables belonging to the Old World
were found in the New, their place was supplied by
others exactly analogous to rice and dates

;
that is to

say, marked by the same abundance, by the same facility
of growth, and by the same exuberant returns; there-

fore, followed by the same social results. In Mexico and

Peru, one of the most important articles of food has

always been maize, which, wehave every reason to believe,
was peculiar to the American continent. 158

This, like rice

and dates, is eminently the product of a hot climate
;
and

although it is said to grow at an elevation of upwards of

7,000 feet,
159 it is rarely seen beyond the fortieth pa-

rallel,
160 and its exuberance rapidly diminishes with the

158 A question has been raised

as to the Asiatic origin of maize:

Riynicr, Economic desArabes, pp.
94, 95. But later and more
careful researches seem to have

ascertained beyond much doubt

that it was unknown beforf-

America was discovered. Com-

pare Meyer's Geography of

Plants, pp. 44, 303, 304 ; Walcke-

natr's note in Azara, Amerique
Meridionale, vol. i. p. 149 ;

Cuvur, Progres dis Sciences

Xaturelles, vol. ii. p. 354 ; Cuvitr,

Eloges Historiqius, vol. ii. p. 178 ;

London's Enct/clopcedia of Agri-
culture, p. '829; M'Culloch's

Diet, of Commerce, 1849, p. 831.

The casual notices of maize by
Ixtliixochitl. the native Mexican

historian, show its general use

as an article of food before the

arrival of the Spaniards : SOP

IxtlUxochitl, Histoirt des Chichi-

?nequts, vol. i.
[>]'. 53, 64, 240,

vol. ii. p. 19.

159 '

Maize, indeed, grows t

the height of 7,200 feet abo'-

the level of the sea, but only

predominates between 3,000 and

6,000 of elevation. Lindley's

Vegetable Kingdom, 1847, p. 112.

This refers to the tropical parts
of South America; but the Zea
Mais is said to have been raised

on the slopes of the Pvrenees
'at an elevation of 3,000 to

4,000 feet.' See Autlcn on the

Forty Days' Mai~,, in jK-jmrt of
Brit. Assoc. for 1S49, Trans, of
Sec. p. 68.

160 M. Meyen (
G-

off. of Plant*,

p. 302
s

) and Mr. 15alfour (Botany,

p. 567) suppose that- in America
40 is about its limit

;
and this

is the case in regard to its exten-

sive cultivation; but it is grown
certainly as high as 52, perhaps
as high as 51, north latitude:

set- liicJtardson's Arctic />/.<-

di:i'-'H, 1851, vol. ii. pp. 49. '23-;
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diminution of temperature. Thus, for example, in New
California, its average yield is seventy or eighty fold

;

161

but in Mexico Proper the same grain yields three or four

hundred fold, and, under very favourable circumstances,
even eight hundred fold.""'

2

A people who derived their sustenance from a plant
of such extraordinary fecundity, had little need to exer-

cise their industrious energies ;
while at the same time

they had every opportunity of increasing their numbers,
and thus producing a train of social and political conse-

quences similar to those which I have noticed in India

and in Egypt. Besides this, there were, in addition to

maize, other kinds of food to which the same remarks are

applicable. The potato, which, in Ireland, has brought
about such injurious effects by stimulating the growth
of population, is said to be indigenous to Peru

;
and

although this is denied by a very high authority,
163 there

is, at all events, no doubt that it was found there in great
abundance when the country was first discovered by the

Europeans.
164 In Mexico, potatoes were unknown till the

161 ' Sous la xone temperee, cents.' HunAoldt, Xouv. En-

entre les 33 et 38 degres de pagnc, vol. ii. p. 374. Nearly
latitude, pur exemple dans la th/1 same estimate is *iven by
Nouvelle Californie, le mai's ne Mr. Ward: see Ward's Mexico,

pruduit, en general, annee com- vol. i. p. 32, vol. ii. p. 230. In

mune, que 70 a 80 grains pour Central America
( Guatemala),

un.' Humlohlt, la Nouvdlc Es- maize returns three hundrsd for

pagnr, vol. ii. p. 375. one. Mcorique et Guatemala, par
l6 - ' La fecondite du Tlaolii, Lnrcnaudierc, p. 257.

ou muVs rnexioain, r-st au-dela l63 ' La pomme de terre n'est

de tout ee que Ton peut imaginer pas indigene au Perou.' Hum-
en Europe. La plaatc, favorisee boldt, Nouv. Espagne, vol. ii. p.

par de fortes clialf-urs >-t par 400. On the other hand, Cuvier

beaucoup d'humiditd, acquiert (
Histoirc des Sciences Naturelles,

unc hauteur de deux a trois mo- part ii. p. 185) peremptorily
trrs. Dans les Ix-llo jilaines says,

'

il est impossible de douter

qui s'i-l<-))ilent depuis San Juan qu'ello ne soit orighiaire du Pe-
d<-l Rio a Queretaro, par exemple rou :

'

s.-e also his Kiogcs Hia-

dan.s Ics terres de la grande tori//>>cs, vol. ii. p. 171. Compare
metairie d" 1'E.speranza, uue Wii.i\'Ier, (leach. c/< r Botanik, p.

fanegue de mai's en produit 92: ' Von einem gowiesen Carate

quelquefois huit i.'ents. DCS uur.-i- den Gewachsen Peru's mil

terrains fertilew en donnent, an- dem Nairn n paj>as aiitVetuhrt.'

r.ie commune, irois a quatre
;ij| And has been usi-d ever
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arrival of the Spaniards; hut botli Mexicans and Peru-

vians lived to a great extent on the produce of the

banana ; a vegetable whose reproductive powers are so

extraordinary, that nothing but the precise and unim-

peachable testimony of which we are possessed could

make them at all credible. This remarkable plant is, in

America, intimately connected with the physical laws of

climate
;
since it is an article of primary importance for

the subsistence of man whenever the temperature passes
a certain point.

165 Of its nutritive powers, it is enough
to say, that an acre sown with it will support more than

fifty persons; whereas the same amount of land sown
with wheat in Europe will only support two persons.

166

As to the exuberance of its growth, it is calculated that,

other circumstances remaining the same, its produce is

forty-four times greater than that of potatoes, and a hun-

dred and thirty-three times greater than that of wheat. 167

It will now be easily understood why it was that, in

all important respects, the civilizations of Mexico and
Peru were strictly analogous to those of India and Egypt.
In these four countries, as well as in a few others in

since for food. Oil the Peruvian

potato compare Tfchudt'n Tr,ir.L<

in Ptr.v, pp. 178, 308, 386:

Ulloa'f; Voi/wi' to Soi/tn Amfr><; :
,

vol. i. pp. 287, 288. In Southern

Peru, at the height of 13,000
or H,000 feet, a curious process
takes place, the starch of the

potato being frozen into sac-

charine. See a valuable paper

by ilr. Bollaert in Journal of

(ftograph. Sociitt/, vol. xxi. p.

119.
"'' Humboldt (Soitv. Etp'inrn\

vol. ii.p.359") says, 'partout ou la

-haleur moyenne del'annee excede

vingt-quatre degree centigrades,
le fruit du bananier est un objet
le culture du plus grand inteivt

pour hi subsi.-iaiice da riionmic.'

Compare I'-c.Ho* k's M<xi'-o, p.

281.

; " !

^ft''.l'
c/i.-',,.,ffniph.J)ict.,

IS li), vol. ii. p. 315.
167 '

.Te doute qu'il existe uiie

autr. plaiite sur le globe, qui.
sur un petit espace de terrain,

puisse produire une massede sub-
stance nourrissante aussi consi-

derable.' . . . .

' Le prrduit des
bananes est. par consequent A
calui ciu I'roment comme 133 : 1

A celui des pommes de terre

comme 44 : \'Eu,;i'" l.
:
t, Souvelk

F..<iigi(e, vol. ii. pp. 362, 363.
See also I'ront'.< Jjr'uTgcwat T

Treatise, p. 333, edit. lS4.
r

)
;

Pr<seott'g Mtjrico, vol. i. p. 114.

Ivirlior notices, but very imper-
fect ones, of tliis remarkable veg.

-

table may be found in Ullvas
Sontli America, \o\.i. p. 7-t; an.

1
.

\\\ B' >:' '* Workf, vol. iii. i\ ')!?..)
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Southern Asia and Central America, there existed an
amount of knowledge, despicable indeed if tried by an

European standard, but most remarkable if contrasted

with the gross ignorance which prevailed among the

adjoining and cotemporary nations. But in all of them
there was the same inability to diffuse even that scanty
civilization which they really possessed ;

there was the

same utter absence of any thing approaching to the de-

mocratic spirit; there was the same despotic power on
the part of the upper classes, and the same contemp-
tible subservience on the part of the lower. For, as we
have clearly seen, all these civilizations were affected

by certain physical causes, which, though favourable to

the accurmilation of wealth, were unfavourable to a just
subdivision of it. And as the knowledge of men was still

in its infancy,
168 it was found impossible to struggle

against these physical agents, or prevent them from pro-

ducing those effects on the social organization which I

have attempted to trace. Both in Mexico and in Peru,
the arts, and particularly those branches of them which
minister to the luxury of the wealthy classes, were cul-

tivated with great success. The houses of the higher
ranks were filled with ornaments and utensils of ad-

mirable workmanship ;
their chambers were hung with

splendid tapestries ;
their dresses and their personal de-

corations betrayed an almost incredible expense ;
their

jewels of exquisite and varied form
;
their rich and flow-

ing robes embroidered with the rarest feathers, collected

from the most distant parts of the empire : all supplying
evidence of the possession of unlimited wealth, and of

the ostentatious prodigality with which that wealth was

llis The only science with which Larcnaudi&rc'a Mexiquc, pp.51,
they had much acquaintance was 52

;
Humlioldfs Cosmos, vol. iv.

astronomy, which the Mexicans p. 456; Journal of Geoff. Society,

appear to have cultivated with vol.vii.p. 3. However, their as-

cunsiderable success. Compare tronomy, as might be expected,
the remark of La Place, in Hum- was accompanied by astrology :

boldt, Nouvclle Etpagne, vol. i. p. see IxtlUxvchitl, Hisioirc des

92, with Prichard's Physical His- Chichimbques, vol. i. p.168, vol. ii

iary, vol. v. pp. 323, 329
;
M'Cal- pp. 94, 111.

loch's Researchvs, \<\>. ^Ol-'J^/);
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wasted. 169
Immediately below this class came the people;

aud what their condition was, may he easily imagined.
In Pern the whole of the taxes were paid by them

;
the

nobles and the clergy being altogether exempt.
170 But as,

in such a state of society, it was impossible for the people
to accumulate property, they were obliged to defray the

expenses of government by their personal labour, which
was placed under the entire command of the state. 171 At
the same time, the rulers of the country were well aware

that, with a system like this, feelings of personal indepen-
dence were incompatible ; they therefore contrived laws

by which, even in the most minute matters, freedom of

action was controlled. The people were so shackled, that

they could neither change their residence, nor alter their

clothes, without permission from the governing powers

lt!1 The works of art produced
by the Mexicans and Peruvians

are under-rated by Robertson :

who, however, admits that lie

had never seen them. History of
America, book vii., in Robertson's

Works, pp. 909, 920. But during
fhe present century considerable

attention has been paid to this

subject : and in addition to the

evidence of skill and costly ex-

travagance collected by Mr. Pres-

cott, History of Peru, vol. i. pp.
28, 142; Hi-story ofMexico, vol. i.

pp. 27, 28, 122/256, 270, 307,
vol. ii. pp. 115, 116), I may re-

fer to the testimony of M. liuni-

boldt, the only traveller in the

New World who has possessed a

competent amount of physical as

well as historical knowledge.
Humholdt, Kbuvellc Espagne,
vol. ii. p. 483, and elsewhere.

Compare Mr. Pentland's obser-

vations on the tombs in the

neighbourhood of Titicaca (Jour.

;f Geog. Soc. vol. x. p. 554)
with M'Culloh's Researches.

pp. 364-366; Mexique par Lare-

naudiere, pp. 41. 42, 66; Ulloa
:

*

VOL. I.

South America, vol. i. pp. 465.

466.
170 'The members of the royal

house, the great nobles, even the

public functionaries, and the nu-

merous body of the priesthood,
were all exempt from taxation.

The whole duty of defraying the

expenses of the government be-

longed to the people. Prescotfs

History of Peru, vol. i. p. 56
171

Ondegardo emphatically
says,

' Solo el trabajo do las per-
sonas era el tribute que se dava,

porque ellos no poseian otra eusa.'

Prescotfs Peru, vol. i. p. 57.

Compare M'Culloh's Researches,

p. 359. In Mexico the state of

things was just the same :

' Le

petit peuple, qui ne possedait

point de biens-fonds, et qui ne

taisait point de commerce, payait
sa part des taxes en travaux; de
differente genres ; c'etait par lui

que les terres de la couronne

etaient cultivees, les ouvrage.>

publics executes, et les diverse.-

maisons appartonantes a 1'empe-
reur constrtdtes ou entretenues,

1

T^arenaudiert's Mtxi^ue, \
. 39
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To each man the law prescribed the trade he was to

follow, the dress he was to wear, the wife he was to

marry, and the amusements he was to enjoy.
178

Among
the Mexicans the course of affairs was similar

;
the same

physical conditions being followed by iihe same social

results. In the most essential particular forwhich history
can be studied, namely, the state of the people, Mexico
and Peru are the counterpart of each other. For though
there were many minor points of difference,

173 both were

agreed in this, that there were only two classes the

upper class being tyrants, and the lower class being
slaves. This was the state in which Mexico was found
when it was discovered by the Europeans,

174 and towards
which it must have been tending from the earliest period.
And so insupportable had all this become, that we know,
from the most decisive evidence, that the general dis-

affection it produced among the peop]e was one of the

causes which, by facilitating the progress of the Spanish
invaders, hastened the downfall of the Mexican em-
n'vr. 175

17 - Mr. Prescott notices this

with surprise, though, under the

circumstances, it was in truth

perfectly natural. Ho says (Hist,

of Pirn, vol. i. p. 159),
' Under

this extraordinary polity, a peo-

ple, advanced in many of the

social refinements, well skilled in

manufactures and agriculture,
were unacquainted, as we have

seen, with money. They had no-

thing that deserved to be called

property. They could follow no

craft., could engage in no labour,

no amusement, but such as was

specially provided by law. They
could not change their residence

or their dress without a licence

from the government. They could

not even exercise the freedom

which is conceded to the most

abject in other countries that

of selecting their own wives.'
113 The Mexicans beine;. as

Pricliard says (Physical History,
vol. v. p. 467), of a more cruel

disposition than the Peruvians;
but our information is too limited

to enable us to determine whether
this Avas mainly owing to physical
causes or to social ones. Herder

preferred the Peruvian civiliza-

tion: 'dergebildetsteStaat dieses

Welttheils, Peru.' Idcen zur GL-

schichteder Menschheit,vo\.i.f, 33.m See in Humboldts Kouvclle

i'^]>agite, vol. i. p. 101, a striking

summary of the state of the
Mexican people at the time of

the Spanish Conquest : see also

History of America, book vii., in

IM rfsmi's Works, p. 907.
175 Prefect's Hi*;<,n/ of the

Conquest of Mexico, vol. i. p. 34.

Compare a similar remark on the

invasion of Egypt in Bunseri*

Egypt, vol. ii. p. 414.
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The further this examination is carried, the more

striking becomes the similarity between those civiliza-

tions which flourished anterior to what may be called the

European epoch of the human mind. The division of

a nation into castes would be impossible in the great

European countries ;
but it existed from a remote an-

tiquity in Egypt, in India, and apparently in Persia. 176

The very same institution was rigidly enforced in

Peru
;

177 and what proves how consonant it was to that

stage of society, is, that in Mexico, where castes were
not established by law, it was nevertheless a recognised
custom that the son should follow the occupation of his

father. 1
"
8 This was the political symptom of that sta-

tionary and conservative spirit, which, as AVC shall

hereafter see, has marked every country in which the

upper classes have monopolized power. The religious

symptom of the same spii'it was displayed in that in-

ordinate reverence for antiquity, and in that hatred of

change, which the greatest of all the writers on Ame-
rica has well pointed out as an analogy between the

natives of Mexico and those of Hindostan. 179 To this

176 That there \\vre c;istos in 177 Prcscott's History of Peru,
Persia is stated by Firdousi; and vol. i. pp. 143, 156.

his assertion, putting aside its l78 Prescotfs HistoryofMexico,
general probability, ought to out- vol. i. p. 124.

weigh the silence of the Greek 178 'Les Americuins, comme
historians, who, forthe most part, les habitans de 1'Indoustan. et

knew little of any country ex- comme tous les peuples qui out

eept their own. According to gemi long-temps sous le despo-
Malcolm, the existence of caste tisme civil et religieux, tiennent

in the time of Jemsheed, is con- avec une opiniatrrte extraor-

tirmed by some ' Mahomedan dinaire a leurs habitudes, a leurs

authors ;' but he does not say mceurs, a leurs opinions
who they were. Malcolm's His- Au Mexiqtie, eomme dans 1'In-

t*' ry ofPersia, vol. i. pp. 505, 506. doustan, il n'etoit pas permis aux
Several attempts have been made, fideles de changer la moindre
but very unsuccessfully, to ascer- chose aux ligures des idoles.

tain the period in which castes Tout ce qui appartenoit au rite

were first instituted. Compare des Azteques et des Hiudous etoit

AsiaticResearches,vol. vi.
-p. 251; assujeti a des lois immuables.'

Hccren's African Nations, vol. ii. Humboldt, JVowi1
. Efpagnc, vol. i.

p. 121
;
Bunsen's Egypt, vol. ii. pp. 95, 97. Turgot (GBuvres, voL

p. 410; Bammohun Roy on th? ii. pp. 226, 313, 314) has some
Vedf. p. 269. admirable remarks on this fixity
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may be added, that those who have studied the history
of the ancient Egyptians, have observed among that

people a similar tendency. Wilkinson, who is well

known to have paid great attention to their monuments,
says that they were more unwilling than any other

nation to alter their religious worship ;

180 and Hero-

dotus, who travelled in their country two thousand
three hundred years ago, assures us that, while they

preserved old customs, they never acquired new ones. 181

In another point of view, the similarity between these

distant countries is equally interesting, since it evi-

dently arises from the causes already noticed as com-
mon to both. In Mexico and Peru, the lower classes

being at the disposal of the upper, there followed that

frivolous waste of labour which we have observed in

Egypt, and evidence of which may also be seen in the re-

of opinion natural to certain

states of society. See also

Herder sldecnzur Geschichte, vol.

iii. pp. 34, 35
;
and for other illus-

trations of this nnpliancy of

thought, and adherence to old

customs, which many writers

suppose to be an eastern peculi-

arity but which is far more widely
spread,and is, as Humboldt clear-

ly saw, the result of an unequal
distribution of power, compare
Turner's Embassy to Tibet, p. 41

;

Forbes 's Oriental Mtmoirs, vol. i.

pp. 15, 164, vol. ii. p. 236; Mill's

History of India, vol. ii. p. 214
;

Elphinstone's History of India, p.
48

;
Otter's Life of Clarke, vol.

ii. p. 109; Transac. of Asiatic

Society, vol. ii. p. 64 ; Journal of
Asiat. Society, vol. viii. p. 116.

180 ' How scrupulous the Egyp-
tians were, above all people, in

permitting the introduction of

new customs in matters relating
to the gods.' Wilkinson's Ancient

Egyptians, vol. iii. p. 262. Com-

pare p. 275. Thus, too, M. "Runsen
notice* the '

tenacity witl "vhich

the Egyptians adhered to old

manners and customs.' Sunsen's

Egypt, vol. ii. p. 64. See also

some remarks on the difference

between this spirit and the love

of novelty among the Greeks, in

Hitter's History ofAncient Philo-

sophy, vol. iv. pp. 625, 626.
181 Herodot. book ii. chap. 79 :

Trarpiotffi Se xP e{*'Mei
'01 v6fjLOtcri,

&AAoi/ ovtieva eviK-rfuvrai : and
see the note in Baehr, vol. i. p.

660 :
'

venous priores interpretes

explicarunt cantilenas, hymnos ;

Rchweighaeuserus rectius intel-

lexit instituta ac mores' In the

same way, in Timseus, Plato re-

presents an Egyptian priest say-

ing to Solon, "EAA.i7^ey at} iraTSt'i

tffTt, yepiav 8e "EAATjf OIIK tcrnv.

And when Solon asked what he

meant, Ne'oi tarf, was the reply,
ras <J/t>x" s irdvTfS' ov5efj.ia.ir yctp -v

ai/rcus *X(Tf ^'* -pXa"av o.ifo^ti'

Tra\a.iav 56av ovtit /a07)/ua xP^ v<f

TfoKibv ouSsV. Chap. v. in Platonu

Opera, vol. vii. p. 242, edit.

Bekkcr. Tx>nd. 1826.
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mains of those temples and palaces which are still found
in several parts of Asia. Both Mexicans and Peruvians
erected immense buildings, which were as useless as

those of Egypt, and which no country could produce,
unless the labour of the people were ill-paid and ill

directed. 193 The cost of these monuments of vanity is

unknown
;
but it must have been enormous ; since the

Americans, being ignorant of the use of iron,
183 were

unable to employ a resource by which, in the con-

struction of large works, labour is greatly abridged.
Some particulars, however, have been preserved, from
which an idea may be formed on this subject. To
take, for instance, the palaces of their kings : we find

that in Peru, the erection of the royal residence occu-

pied, d^^ring fifty years, 20,000 men
;

184 while that of

Mexico cost the labour of no less than 200,000 :

striking facts, which, if all other testimonies had

perished, would enable us to appreciate the condition

of countries in which, for such insignificant purposes,
such vast power was expended.

1SR

The preceding evidence, collected from sources of

192 The Mexicans appear to cupied in building this palace ;

have been even more wantonly but 200,000 workmen, it is said,

prodigal than the Peruvians, were employed on it. Howt-ver

See, respecting their immense this may be, it is certain that the

pyramids, one of which, Cholula. Tezcucan monarchs, like those of

had a base ' twice as broad &* Asia and ancient Egypt, had the

the largest Egyptian pyramid,' control of immense masses of

M'CidloKs Researches, pp. 252- men, and would bometimes turn

256; Bullock's Mexico, pp. Ill- the whole population of a con-

115, 414; Humboldfs Xouvelle quered city, including the women,

IZspagne,vo\. i. pp. 240, 241. into the public works. The most
us Prcscott's History ofMexico, gigantic monuments of archi-

vol. i. p. 117| vol. iii. p. 341 ; and 'a'cture which the world has

Prfscott's History of Peru, vol. i. witnessed would never have been

p. 145. See also Haiiy, Traite de reared by the hands of free-

Mineralogie, Paris, 1801, vol. iv. men.' The Mexican historian,

p. 372. Lxtlilxochitl, gives a curious ac-
ls4 Prescotfs History of Peru, count of one of the royal palaces.

vol. i. p. 18. See his Histoire de ChichimeqU'S,
1S1 Mr. Pn scott ( History of translated by Ternaux-Compans,

Mexico, vol. i. p. 163) says, ''We Paris, 1840, vol. i. pp. 257-262,

if not informed of the time oc- chap, xxxvii.
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unquestioned credibility, proves the force of those greal

physical laws, which, in the most flourishing countries

out of Europe, encouraged the accumulation of wealth,
but prevented its dispersion ;

and thus secured to the

upper classes a monopoly of one of the most important
elements of social and political power. The result was,
that in all those civilizations the great body of the

people derived no benefit from the national improve-
ments

; hence, the basis of the progress being very
narrow, the progress itself was very insecure. 186 When,
therefore, unfavourable circumstances arose from with-

out, it was but natural that the whole system should

fall to the ground. In such countries, society, being
divided against itself, was unable to stand. And there

can be no doubt that long before the crisis of their actual

destruction, these one-sided and irregular civilizations

had begun to decay ;
so that their own degeneracy

aided the progress of foreign invaders, and secured the

overthrow of those ancient kingdoms, which, under a

sounder system, might have been easily saved.

Thus far as to the way in which the great civiliza-

tions exterior to Europe have been affected by the

peculiarities of their food, climate, and soil. It now
remains for me to examine the effect of those other

physical agents to which I have given the collective

name ofAspects of Nature, and which will be found sug-

gestive of some very wide and comprehensive inquiries
into the influence exercised by the external world in

predisposing men to certain habits of thought, and thus

giving a particular tone to religion, arts, literature,

and, in a word, to all the principal manifestations of

the human mind. To ascertain how this is brought

186 This may be illustrated Persia, again, when the feeling

by a good remark of M. Matter, of loyalty deeayrd, so also did

to the effect that when the the feeling of national power.

Egyptians had once lost their MakoJ/n's Histor-/ of Persia, vol.

race of kings, it was found im- ii. p. 130. The history of the

possible for the nation to recon- most civilized parts of Europe
struct itself. Matter, Histoire presents .1 picture exactly the

de fEcole (FAlexandric, vol. i. reverse of this,

p. 68 ; a striking passage. ID
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about, forms a necessary supplement to the investiga-
tions just concluded. For, as we have seen that

climate, food, and soil mainly concern the accumu-
lation and distribution of wealth, so also shall wo see

that the Aspects of Nature concern the accumulation

and distribution of thought. In the first case, we have

to do with the material interests of Man
;

in the other

case with his intellectual interests. The former I have

analyzed as far as I am able, and perhaps as far as the

existing state of knowledge will allow. 187 But the

other, namely, the relation between the Aspects of

Nature and the mind of Man, involves speculations of

such magnitude, and requires such a mass of materials

drawn from every quarter, that I feel very apprehen-
si ve as to the result

;
and I need hardly say, that I

make no pretensions to anything approaching an ex-

haustive analysis, nor can I hope to do more than

generalize a few of the laws of that complicated, but

as yet unexplored, process by which the external world

has affected the human mind, has warped its natural

movements, and too often checked its natural progress
The Aspects of Nature, when considered from this

point of view, are divisible into two classes : the first

class being those which are most likely to excite the

imagination ;
and the other class being those which

address themselves to the understanding commonly so

called, that is, to the mere logical operations of the

intellect. For although it is true that, in a complete
and well-balanced mind, the imagination and the under-

standing each play their respective parts, and are

auxiliary to each other, it is also true that, in a

majority of instances, the understanding is too weak
to curb the imagination and restrain its dangerous
licence. The tendency of advancing civilization is to

remedy this disproportion, and invest the reasoning
powers svith that authority, which, in an early stage of

1ST
I mean in rv<_rard to the many deficiencies, particularly

physical and economical gene- in respect to the Mexican aic!

ralizations. As to the literature Peruvian histories,

of the subject. I am conscious of
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society, the imagination exclusively possesses. Whether
or not there is ground for fearing that the reaction will

eventually proceed too far, and that the reasoning
faculties will in their turn tyrannize over the imagina-
tive ones, is a question of the deepest interest

; but, in

the present condition of our knowledge, it is probably an

insoluble one. At all events, it is certain that nothing
like such a state has yet been seen

; since, even in this

age, when the imagination is more under control than

in any preceding one, it has far too much power ;
as

might be easily proved, not only from the superstitions
which in every country still prevail among the vulgar,
but also from that poetic reverence for antiquity, which,

though it has been long diminishing, still hampers the

independence, blinds the judgment, and circumscribes

the originality of the educated classes.

Now, so far as natural phenomena are concerned, ii

is evident, that whatever inspires feelings of terror, or

of great wonder, and whatever excites in the mind
an idea of the vague and uncontrollable, has a special

tendency to inflame the imagination, and bring under

its dominion the slower and more deliberate operations
of the understanding. In such cases, Man, contrasting
himself with the force and majesty of Nature, becomes

painfully conscious of his own insignificance. A sense

of inferiority steals over him. From every quarter
innumerable obstacles hem him in, and limit his in-

dividual will. His mind, appalled by the indefined and

indefinable, hardly cares to scrutinize the details of

which such imposing grandeur consists. 188 On the

lS Th? sensation of fear, even The depth of the valley below,

when there is no danger, becomes the progressive elevation of the

strong enough to destroy the intermediate hills, and the ma-

pleasure that would otherwise jestic splendour of the cloud-

be felt. See, for instance, a capped Himalaya, formed PO

description of the great moun- grand a picture, that the mind
tain boundary of Hindostan, was impressed with a, sensation

in Asiatic Researches, vol. xi. of dread rather than of pleasure.'

p. 469 : 'It is necessary for a Compare vol. xiv. p. 116, Gal-

person to place himself in our cutta, 1822. In the Tyrol, it

situation before he can form a has been observed, that the

just conception of the scene, grandeur of thf mountain
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other hand, where the works of Nature are small and

feeble, Man regains confidence
;
he seems more able to

rely on his own power ;
he can, as it were, pass through

and exercise authority in every direction. And as the

phenomena are more accessible, it becomes easier for

him to experiment on them, or to observe them with
minuteness ;

an inquisitive and analytic spirit is en-

couraged, and he is tempted to generalize the appear-
ances of Nature, and refer them to the laws by which

they are governed.

Looking in this way at the human mind as affected

by the Aspects of Nature, it is surely a remarkable

fact, that all the great early civilizations were situated

within and immediately adjoining the tropics, where
those aspects are most sublime, most terrible, and
where Nature is, in every respect, most dangerous to

Man. Indeed, generally, in Asia, Africa, and America,
the external world is more formidable than in Europe.
This holds good not only of the fixed and permanent
phenomena, such as mountains, and other great natural

barriers, but also of occasional phenomena, such as

earthquakes, tempests, hurricanes, pestilences ;
all of

which are in those regions very frequent and very
disastrous. These constant and serious dangers pro-
duce effects analogous to those caused by the sublimity
of Nature, in so far, that in both cases there is a ten-

dency to increase the activity of the imagination. For
the peculiar province of the imagination being to deal

with the unknown, every event which is unexplained,
as well as important, is a direct stimulus to our imagi-
native faculties. In the tropics, events of this kind are

more numerous than elsewhere
;

it therefore follows

that in the tropics the imagination is most likely to

triumph. A few illustrations of the working of this

principle will place it in a clearer light, and will prepare
the reader for the arguments based upon it.

Of those physical events which increase the insecurity

scenery 'imbues the minds of superstitious legends.
the natives -with fear, and has Europe, vol. ix. pp. 79, 80.

caused the invention ot' muiiv
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of Man, earthquakes are certainly among the most

striking, in regard to the loss of life which they cause,
as also in regard to their sudden and unexpected occur-

rence. There is reason to believe that they are always

preceded by atmospheric changes which strike immedi-

ately at the nervous system, and thus have a direct

physical tendency to impair the intellectual powers.
189

However this may be, there can be no doubt as to the

effect they produce in encouraging particular associa-

tions and habits of thought. The terror which they
inspire excites the imagination even to a painful extent,

and, overbalancing the judgment, predisposes men to

superstitious fancies. And what is highly curious, is,

that repetition, so far from blunting such feelings,

strengthens them. In Peru, where earthquakes appear
to be more common than in any other country,

190
every

succeeding visitation increases the general dismay ;
so

that, in some cases, the fear becomes almost insupport-
able. 191 The mind is thus constantly thrown into a

189 ' Uiu- augmentation d'elec-

tricite s'y manifest e aussi presque

tonjours, et ils sont generalement
annonces par le mugissement
des bestiaux, par 1'inquietude
des animaux domestiques, ct

dans les hommes par cette sorte

de malaise qui, en Europe,

precede les orages dans les

personnes nerveuses.' Cuvur,

Prog, des Sciences, vol. i. p. 26f).

See also, on this
'

Vorgetuhl,' the

observation of Von Hoff, in Mr.
Mallet's valuable essay on earth-

quakes (1'rit. Assoc.for 1850, p.

68
;
and the '

foreboding
'

in

Tfchudi'a Peru, p. 165
;
and a

letter in Nichols's Illustrations of
the FAyhtic.iith C\ittury,\o\. iv.

p. 504. The probable connexion

between earthquakes and elec-

tricity is noticed in BakewelFs

Geolugy, p. 43 1.

IM i p^ru is more subject

perhaps than any other country

to the tremendous visitation of

earthquakes.' M'Culloch's Gcog.
Diet. 1849. vol. ii. p. 499. Dr.

Tschudi (
Travels in Peru, p.

102) says of Lima, 'at an

average forty-five shocks may
be counted on in the year.' See
also on the Peruvian earth-

quakes, pp. 43, 75, 87, 90.
191 A curious instance of

association of ideas conquering
the deadening effect of habit.

Dr. Tschudi (Pi-ru, p. 170),

describing the panic, says,
' no

familiarity with the phenomenon
can blunt this feeling.' Beale

( Smith-Sea Whaliiig ]>'oyay' ,

Lund. 1S.'59, p. 205'; writes, 'it

is said at Peru, that the oftcner

the natives ct' the place feel

those vibrations of the earth,
ins't-ad of becoming habituated

to them, as persons do who
are constantly exposed to other

dangers, they become more filled
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fcimid and anxious state : and men witnessing the moat
serious dangers, which they can neither avoid nor un-

derstand, become impressed with a conviction of their

own inability, and of the poverty of their own re-

sources. 192 in exactly the same proportion, the imagi-
nation is aroused, and a belief in supernatural inter-

ference actively encouraged. Human power failing,

superhuman power is called in
;
the mysterious and

the invisible are believed to be present ;
and there

grow up among the people those feelings of awe and of

helplessness, on which all superstition is based, and
without which no superstition can exist. 193

Further illustration of this may be found even in

Europe, where such phenomena are, comparatively

speaking, extremely rare. Earthquakes and volcanic

eruptions are more frequent and more destructive in

Italy, and in the Spanish and Portuguese peninsula,
than in any other of the great countries

;
and it is pre-

with dismay every time the shock
is repeated, so that aged people
often find the terror a slight
shock will produce almost in-

supportable.' Compare Darwin's

Journal, pp. 422, 423. So, too,

in regard to Mexican earth-

quakes, Mr. Ward observes,

that ' the natives are both
more sensible than strangers of

the smaller shocks, and more
alarmed by them.' Ward's

Mexico, vol. ii. p. 55. On the

physiological effects of the fear

caused by earthquakes, see the

remarkable statement by Osi-

ander in Burdock's Physiologic
comme Science cf Observation,
vol. ii. pp. 223, 224. That the

fear should be not deadened by
familiarity, but increased by it,

would hardly be expected by
speculative reasoners unac-

quainted with the evidence
;

and we find, in fact, that

the Pyrrhonists averted that

01 yovv fffiff^a. Trap ois avv(xw ^

O7TOT6\OVVTCU, 0V OdV[l.doV7CU' Ou5'

6 rj\ios, 2rt Ka.ff yijitpav dpcnai.

Diog. Lacrt. de Vitis Philus. lib,

ix. segm. 87, vol. i. p. o91.
192 Mr. Stephens, who gives

a striking description of an

earthquake in Central America,

emphatically says,
' I never felt

myself so feeble a thing before.'

Stephens's Central America, vol.

i. p. 383. See also the account

of the effects produced on the

mind by an earthquake, in

Transac. of Soc. <>f Bombay,
vol. iii. p. 98, and the note at p.
105.

193 The effect of earthquakes
in encouraging superstition, is

noticed in Ly ell's admirable

work, 1'rinciples of Geology, p.

492. Compare a myth on the

origin of earthquakes in Beau-

sotrrc, Histoire Critique de Mani
chic, vol. i. p. 243.
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cisely there that superstition is most rife, and the

superstitious classes most powerful. Those were the

countries where the clergy first established their

authority, where the worst corruptions of Christianity
took place, and where superstition has during the

longest period retained the firmest hold. To this may
be added another circumstance, indicative of the con-

nexion between these physical phenomena and the

predominance of the imagination. Speaking generally,
the fine arts are addressed more to the imagination ;

the sciences to the intellect. 194 Now it is remarkable,
that all the greatest painters, and nearly all the greatest

sculptors, modern Europe has possessed, have been

produced by the Italian and Spanish peninsulas. In

regard to science, Italy has no doubt had several men
of conspicuous ability ;

but their numbers are out of

all proportion small when compared with her artists

and poets. As to Spain and Portugal, the literature of

those two countries is eminently poetic, and from their

schools have proceeded some of the greatest painters
the Avorld has ever seen. On the other hand, the

purely reasoning faculties have been neglected, and the

whole Peninsula, from the earliest period to the present

time, does not supply to the history of the natural

sciences a single name of the highest merit
;
not one

man whose works form an epoch in the progress of

European knowledge.
195

194 The greatest men in It is impossible to discus so

science, and in fact all very great large a question in a note
;
but

men, have no doubt been re- to my apprehension, no poet,
markable for the powers of their except Dante and Shakespeare,

imagination. But in art the ever had an imagination more
ima-i.iation ['lays a far more soaring and more audacious than

con>picuous part than in science; that possessed by Sir Isaac

and this is what I mean to Newton.

express by the proposition in 19S The remarks made by Mr.
the text. Sir David En-water, Ticknor on the absence ofscience

indeed, thinks that Newton was in Spain, might be extended
deficient in imagination: 'the even further than he has done,

weakness of his imaginative See Ticknor's History of Spanish
powers.' Jlrnrstern Life of JAteratun- , vol. iii. pp. 222. 223.

Xewton, is 5.0, vol. ii. p. 133. Ho says. p. 237. that in 1771-
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The manner in which the Aspects of Nature, when

they are very threatening, stimulate tlie imagination,
196

and by encouraging superstition discourage knowledge,
may be made still more apparent by one or two addi-

tional facts. Among an ignorant people, there is a direct

tendency to ascribe all serious dangers to supernatural
intervention: and a strong religious sentiment bcingthus
aroused,

197 it constantlyhappens,not only that the danger
is submitted to, but that it is actually worshipped. This

is the case with some of the Hindus in the forest of Ma-

labar;
198 and manysimilar instances will occur to whoever

has studied the condition of barbarous tribes. 199
Indeed,

so far is this carried, that in some countries the inhabit-

ants, from feelings of reverential fear, refuse to destroy

the University of Salamanca

being urged to Teach tht> phy-
sical sciences, replied,

' Newton
teaches nothing that would
make a good logician or meta-

physician, and Gassendi and
Descartes do not agree so well

with revealed truth as Aristotle

does.'
196 In Asiatic Re-searches, vol.

vi. pp. 35, 36, there is a good
instance of *\n earthquake giving
rise to a theological fiction. See

also vol. i. pp. 154-157; and

compare Coleman's Mythology of
the Hindus, p. 17.

187 See for example, Asiatic

Kescarchf-s, vol. iv. pp. 56, 5",

vol. vii. p. 94
;
and the effect

produced by a volcano, in

Journal of Gcc>graph. Soeiity,
vol. v. p. 388. See also vol. xx.

p. 8, and a practical recognition
of the principle by Sextus

Empiricus, in Tennemanti s Ge-
schichte far Philosophic, vol. i.

p. 292. Compare the use the

clergy made of a volcanic erup-
tion in Iceland (IVTi-eatun't

History of tht> Northmen, p. 42) ;

ind -e-e further Jtajjir*
1

History of

Ji7.'r;,vol. i. pp. 1:9, 274. and Tschu-

die Peru, pp. 04, 107. 171.
19S The Hindus in the Iruari

forests, says Mr. Edye, 'wor.-hip
and respect everything from

which they apprehend danger.

Edye on tht Coast of Malai>ar,
in Journal of Asiatic Society,
vol. ii. p. 337!

199 Dr. Prk-hard (Physical

History, vol. iv. p. 501) says
' The

tiger is worshipped by the llajin
tribe in the vicinity of the

Garrows or Garrudus. Compare
Trajitactions of Asiatic Society,
vol. iii. p. 66. Auioi

y,
the

Garrows themselves, this feeling
is so strong, that ' the tiger's nose

strung round a v oinan's neck

is considered as a great preser-
vative iu childbirth.' Coleman's

Mythology of the Hindus, p. 321.

The Seiks ha'e a curions super-
stition respecting wounds in-

flicted by tigers (Burnc's
Bokhara, 1834, vol. iii. p. 140) ;

and tlie Malasir believe that

these animals are sent a*

ft punishment for irreligion.
Buchanan's Journey through t.ht

.!/<><), vol. ii. p. 385.
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mid-beasts and noxious reptiles ;
the mischief these ani-

mals inflict being the cause of the impunitythey enjoy.
200

It is in this way, that the old tropical civilizations had
to struggle with innumerable difficulties unknown to the

temperate zone, whereEuropean civilization has long flou-

rished. The devastations of animals hostile to man, the

ravages of hurricanes, tempests, earthquakes,
201 and

similar perils, constantly pressed upon them, and affected

the tone of their national character. For the mere loss

of life was the smallest part of the inconvenience. The
real mischief was, that there were engendered in the

mind, associations which made the imagination predo-
minate over the understanding ;

which infused into the

people a spirit of reverence instead of a spirit of inquiry ;

and which encouraged a disposition to neglect the inves-

tigation of natural causes, and ascribe events to the

operation of supernatural ones.

Everything we know of those countries proves how
active this tendencymust have been. Withextremely few

exceptions, health is more precarious, and disease more

'

:i' The inhabitants of Sumatra worship of the serpent, whose

are, for superstitious reasons, wily movements are well calcu-

most unwilling to destroy tigers, lated to inspire fear, and there-

though they commit frightful fore rouse the religious feelings,

ravages. Marsdcn's History of The danger apprehended from

Sumatra, pp. 149, 254. The noxious reptiles is connected

Russian account of the Kamts- with the Dews oftheZondavesta.

chatkans says,
' besides the See Matter's Hisioire du Gnosti-

above-mentioned gods, they pay cisme, vol. i. p. 380, Paris, 1828.

a religious regard to several -ol To give one instance of

animals from which they appre- the extent to which these operate,
hend danger.' Grieve s History it may be mentioned, that in

of Kaintschatka, p. 205. Bruce 1815 an earthquake and volcanic

mentions that in Abyssinia, eruption broke forth in Sumbawa,
hyaenas are considered 'en- which shook the ground 'through
chanters;' and the inhabitants an area of 1,000 miles in circum-
1 will not touch the skin of a ference,' and the detonations of

hyana till it has been prayed which were heard at, a distance

over and exorcised by a priest.' of 970 geographical miles.

Murra/t's Life of llrucc, p. 472. Somervttles Connexion of the

Allied to this, is the respect paid Physical Sciences, p. 283;
to bears (Krman's Siberia, vol. i. HitchcocA s Religion of Geology,

p. 492, vol. ii. pp. 42, 43); p. 190; TWs Sarawak, p. 10;
nlso the extensively-diffused Hakcwell't Geology, p. 438.
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Common, in tropical climates than in temperate ones.

Now, it has been often observed, and indeed is very
obvious, that the fear of death makes men more prone
to seek supernatural aid than they would otherwise be.

So complete is our ignorance respecting another life, that

it is no wonder if even the stoutest heart should quail
at the sudden approach of that dark and untried future.

On this subject the reason is perfectly silent; the imagina-
tion, therefore, is uncontrolled. The operation of natural

causes being brought to an end, supernatural causes are

supposed to begin. Hence it is, that whatever increases

in any country the amount of dangerous disease, has an
immediate tendency to strengthen superstition, and

aggrandize the imagination at the expense of the under-

standing. This principle is so universal, that, in every

part of the world, the vulgar ascribe to the intervention

of the Deity those diseases which are peculiarly fatal, and

especially those which have a sudden and mysterious
appearance. In Europe it used to be believed that every

pestilencewas a manifestation of the divine anger ;

20J and
this opinion, though it has long been dying away, is by
no means extinct, even in the most civilized countries. 203

-- In the sixteenth century, d'uno mauiere immediate par
' Les differentes sectes s'accor- Dieu.' See also pp. 14o, 3-16,

dereut neanmoins ;'i regardt-r les 431. Bishop Hcber says that

maladies graves et danaereuses the Hindus deprive lepers of

comme uu effet immedial do la caste and of the right of possess-

puissance divine; ide^e que For- ing property, because they are

ne.1 coutribua encore a repandre objects of ' Heaven's wrath.
'

davantage. On trouve dans Pare Heber's Journey through India,

plusieurs passages de la Bible, vol. ii. p. 330. On the Jewish
cites pour prouver que la cole.ro opinion, see L> Cierc, Ribliotheque
de Dieu eat la seule cause de la I'nivcrseHe, vol. iv. p. 402, Am-
peste, qu'elle suffit puur pro- sterdam. 1702. And as to the

voquer ce fleau, et que sans elie early Christians, see Mauri;,
les causes eloigne.es ne sauraient Lcgcndes Pieutit, p. 68, Paris,

airir.' Sprengel, Hiatoir< dc la 1 843 : though M. ilaury ascribes

Medecine, vol. iii. p. 112. The to
'

Its idees orientales revues
same learned writer says of the par le christianisme,' what is due
Middle Ages (vol. ii. p. 372), to the opt-ration of a much wider
'

D'apres 1'esprit genei-alenu-ut principle.

repandu dans ces siecles de bar- -'" Under the influence of the

:iarie, oncroyait la lepre envoyee ind\ictive philosophy, the thfv:-
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Superstition of this kind will of course be strongest,
either where medical knowledge is most backward, or

logical theory of disease was

seriously weakened before the

middle of the seventeenth cen-

tury; and by the middle, or at

all events tha latter half, of the

eighteenth century, it had lost all

its partisans among scientific

men. At present it still lingers
on among the vulgar ; and traces

of it may be found in the writ-

ings of the clergy, arid in the

works of other persons little ac-

quainted with physical know-

ledge. When the cholera broke

out in England, attempts were
made to revive the old notion ;

but the spirit of the age was too

strong for such effort* to suc-

ceed
;
and it may be safely pre-

dicted that men will never re-

turn to their former opinions,
unless they first return to their

former ignorance. As a speci-
men of the ideas which the

cholera tended to excite, and of

their antagonism to all scientific

investigation, 1 may refer to a

letter written in 1832 by Mrs.

Grant, a woman of some accom-

plishments, and not devoid of

influence (Correspondence ofMrs.

Grant, London, 184-1, vol. iii.

pp. 216, 217), where she states

that '

it appears to me great pre-

sumption to indulge so much as

people do in speculation and

conjecture about a disease so

evidently a peculiar infliction,

and different from all other

modes of suffering hitherto

known.' This desire to limit

human speculation is precisely
the feeling which long retained

Europe in darkness
; since it

ett'ectually prevented those free-

inquiries to which we are in-

debted for all the real knowledge
we possess. The doubts of Boyle
upon this subject supply a cu-

rious instance of the transitory
state through vhich the mind
was passing in the seventeenth

century, and by which the way
was prepared for the great libe-

rating movement of the next

age. Boyle, after stating both

sides of the question, namely, the

theological and the scientific,

adds,
' and it is the less likely

that these sweeping and conta-

gious maladies should be always
sent for the punishment of im-

pious men, because I remember
to have read in good authors,
that as some plagues destroyed
both men and beasts, so some
other did peculiarly destroy
brute animals of very little con-

sideration or use to men, as cats,'

&c.
'

Upon these and the like rea-

sons, I have sometimes suspected
that in the controversy about the

origin of the plague, namely,
whether it be natural or super-
natural, neither of the contend-

ing parties is altogether in the

ric;ht ;
since it, is very possible

that some pestilences may not

break forth without an extra-

ordinary, though perhaps not

immediate, interposition of Al-

mighty God, provoked by the

sins of men ;
and yet other

plagues may be produced by a

tragical concourse of merely na-

tural causes.' Discourse on the

Air, in RoyUs Works, vol. iv. pp.

288, 289. '
.ZV'cither of the con-

tending 'parties in altogether tr
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whore disease is most abundant. In countries where
both these conditions are fulfilled, the superstition is

supreme; and even where only one of the conditions

exists, the tendency is so irresistible, that, I believe, there

are no barbarous people who do not ascribe to their good
or evil deities, not only extraordinary diseases, but even

many of the ordinary ones to which they are liable. 204

Here, then, we have another specimen of the unfavour-

able influence, which, in the old civilizations, external

phenomena exercised over the human mind. For those

parts of Asia where the highest refinement was reached,

are, from various physical causes, much more unhealthy

the right .'

'

an instructive pas-

sage towards understanding the

compromising spirit of the seven-

teenth century : standing mid-

way, as it did, between the cre-

dulity of the sixteenth, and the

scepticism of the eighteenth.
204 To the historian of the

numaii mind, the whole question
is so full of interest, that I shall

refer in this note to all the evi-

dence I have been able to collect :

and whoever will compare the

following passages may satisfy
himself that there is in every

part of the world an intimate

relation between ignorance re-

specting the nature and proper
treatment of a disease, and the

belief that such disease is caused

by supernatural power, and is to

be cured by it. Burton's Sindh,

p. 146, London, 1851
;

Kilts' s

Polynesian Btscarches, vol. i. p.

395, vol. iii. pp. 36, 41, vol. iv.

pp. 293, 334, 375
;

Cn/lcn's

H'orfo, Edinb. 1827, vol. ii. pp.
414, 434; Etgttirol, Maladies

Mental"S, vol. i. pp. 274, 482 ;

Calianis, Rapports du Physique et

du M-'ral, p. 277 : 1'olney, Voy-

age en S>.
:

rif, vol. i. p. 42C
;

Turner's Embassy to Tibet, p.

VOL, I

1 04
; Syme's Embassy to A va,

vol. ii. p. 211; Ellis s Tour

through Hawaii, pp. 282, 283,

332, 333
; Eenouard, Histoire de

la Mededne, voL i. p. 398
;

Broussais, Examen des Doctrines

Medicates, vol. i. pp. 261, 262;
Grote's History of Greece, vol. i.

p. 485 (compare p. 251, and vol.

vi. p. 213); Grieves History of

Kamtschatka, p. 21"; Journal

of Statist. Soc. vol. x. p. 10
;

Buchana7i's North American In-

dians, pp. 256, 257 : Halketfs
North American Indians, pp. 36,

37, 388, 393,394; Catlin's North
American Indians, vol. i. pp. 35-
41

; Briggs on the Aboriginal
Tribes of India, in Rtpurt oj
Brit. Assoc. for 1850, p. 172;
Transactions of Soc. of Bombay,
vol. ii. p. 30

;
PcrcivaTs Ceylon,

p. 201
;

Buchanan's Journey
through the Mysore, vol. ii. pp.

27, 152, 286, 528, vol. iii. pp. 23,

188, 253 1^0, too, M. Geoffroy
Saint Hilaire, Anomalies del* Or-

ganization, vol. iii. p 380, says
that when we were quite ignorant
of the cause of monstrous births,

the phenomenon was ascribed to

the Deity, de la aussi 1'inter-

vention supposeo de la divinite
;
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than the most civilized parts of Europe.
uoi> This fact

alone must have produced a considerable effect on the

national character,
206 and the more so, as it was aided by

those other circumstances which I have pointed out, all

tending in the same direction. To this may be added,
that the great plagues by which Europe has at different

periods been scourged, have, for the most part, proceeded
from the East, which is their natural birthplace, and
where they are most fatal. Indeed, of those cruel diseases

now existing in Europe, scarcely one is indigenous ;
and

the worst of them were imported from tropical countries

in and after the first century of the Christian era. 207

Summing up these facts, it may be stated, that in the

and for an exact verification of

this, compare Burdach, Traite de

Physiologic, vol. ii. p. 247, with

Journal of Geog. Soc. vol. xvi.

p. 1 13) ;
Ellis' s History ofMada-

gascar, vol. i. pp. 224, 225 ;
Pri-

charifs Physical History, vol. i.

p. 207, vol. v. p. 492 ;
rournal of

Asiatic Society, vol. iii. p. 230,
vol. iv. p. 158; Asiatic Researches,

vol. iii. pp. 29, 156, vol. iv. pp.

56, 58, 74, vol. xvi. pp. 215,

280
;

Meanders History of the

Church, vol. iii. p. 119
;
Craw-

furtfs History of the Indian Ar-

chipelayo, vol. i. p. 328
;
Low's

Sarawak, pp. 174, 261; Cook's

Voi/aycs, voL i. p. 229
;
Mari-

ner's Tonga Islands, vol. i. pp.

194, I-S50-360, 374, 438, vol. ii.

pp. 172, 230; Hue's Travels in

Tartary and Thibet, vol. i. pp.

7-1--77; Richardson's Travels in

tin. Sahara, vol. i. p. 27 ;
M'CuJ-

loh's Researches, p. 105
;
Jour-

nal
i.-j Geog. Sue. vol. i. p. 41;

vol. iv. p. 260, vol. xiv. p. 37.

And in regard to Europe, com-

pare Sj>' nee, Origin of the Laws

of Europ< , p. 322
;
Turner's Hist,

oj England, vol. iii. p. 443;

Phillips on Scrofula, p. 255 :

Otter a Life of Clarke, vol. i. pp.

265, 266, which may be illus-

trated by the ' sacred
'

disease of

Cambyses, no doubt epilepsy ;

see Rerodot. lib. iii. chap, xxxiv.

vol. ii. p. 63.
-05

Heat, moisture, and conse-

quent rapid decomposition of

vegetable matter, are certainly

among the causes of this ;
and

to them may perhaps be added
tho electrical state of the atmo-

sphere iii the tropics. Compare
Ho/land's Medical Xuies, p. 477 ;

M' William's Medical Expedition
to the Niger, pp. 157, 185

;

Simon's Pathology, p. 269
;

Parry's Climate and its Endemic

Influences, p. 158. M. Lepelle-
tier says, rather vaguely (Phy-

siologic Medicate, vol. iv. p. 527),
that the temperate zones are
' favorables a 1'exercice complet
et regulier des phenomenes vi-

taux.'
"'' And must have strength-

ened tho power of the clergy;

for, as Charlevoix says with

groat frankness,
'

pestilences are

tho harvests of the ministers of

God.' Southey's History of Bra-

zil, vol. ii. p. 254.
-07 For evidence of tho extra-

European origin of European
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civilizations exterior to Europe, all nature conspired to

increase the authority of the imaginative faculties, and
weaken the authority of the reasoning ones. With the

materials now existing, it would bo possible to follow this

vast law to its remotest consequences, and show how in

Europe it is opposed by another law diametrically op-

posite, and by virtue of which the tendency of natural

phenomena is, on the whole, to limit the imagination, and
embolden the understanding : thus inspiring Man with

confidence in his own resources, and facilitating the

increase ofhis knowledge, by encouraging that bold, inqui-
sitive,and scientific spirit, which is constantly advancing,
and on which all future progress must depend.

It is not to be supposed that I can trace in detail the

way in which, owing to these peculiarities, the civiliza-

tion of Europe has diverged from all others that pre-
ceded it. To do this, would require a learning and a

reach of thought to which hardly any single man ought
to pretend ;

since it is one thing to have a perception
of a large and general truth, and it is another thing to

follow out that truth in all its ramifications, and prove
it by such evidence as will satisfy ordinary readers.

Those, indeed, who are accustomed to speculations of

this character, and are able to discern in the history of

man something more than a mere relation of events,
will at once understand that in these complicated sub-

jects, the wider any generalization is, the greater will

be the chance of apparent exceptions ;
and that when

the theory covers a very large space, the exceptions

may be innumerable, and yet the theory remain per-

fectly accurate. The two fundamental propositions

diseases, some of which, sucli as Wallace's Dissertation on the

the small-pox, have passed from Kumbers of Mankind, pp. 81,

epidemics into endemics, com- 82; Huetiana, Amst. 17^3, pp.

pare Encyclop. of the Medical 132-135; Sanders on the Small

Sciences, 4to, 1847, p. 728; Pox, Edinb. 1813, pp. 3-4;
Transactions of Asiatic Society, Wilkss Hist, of the South 0}
vol. ii. pp. 54, 55

;
Michadis on India, vol. Hi. pp. 16-21; Clot-

the Laws of Moses, vol. Hi. p. Bty de la Pcste, Paris, 1840, p.

313; Sprengel, Histoire de la 2 '11.

Midemne, vol. ii. pp. 38, 195;
K 2
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which I hope to have demonstrated, are, 1st, That there

are certain natural phenomena which act on the human
mind by exciting the imagination ;

and 2dly, That
those phenomena are much more numerous out of

Europe than in it. If these two propositions are ad-

mitted, it inevitably follows, that in those countries

where the imagination has received the stimulus, some

specific effects must have been produced ; unless, in-

deed, the effects have been neutralized by other causes.

Whether or not there have been antagonistic causes, is

immaterial to the truth of the theory, which is based

on the two propositions just stated. In a scientific

point of view, therefore, the generalization is complete ;

and it would perhaps be prudent to leave it as it now
stands, rather than attempt to confirm it by further

illustrations, since all particular facts are liable to be

erroneously stated, and are sure to be contradicted by
those who dislike the conclusions they corroborate.

But in order to familiarize the reader with the prin-

ciples I have put forward, it does seem advisable that a

few instances should be given of their actual working :

and I will, therefore, briefly notice the effects they have

produced in the three great divisions of Literature,

Religion, and Art. In each of these departments, I

will endeavour to indicate how the leading features

have been affected by the Aspects of Nature
;
and with

a view of simplifying the inquiry, I will take the two
most conspicuous instances on each side, and compare
the manifestations of the intellect of Greece with those

of the intellect of India : these being the two countries

respecting which the materials are most ample, and in

which the physical contrasts are most striking.

If, then, we look at the ancient literature of India,
even during its best period, we shall find the most re-

markable evidence of the uncontrolled ascendency of

the imagination. In the first place, we have the striking
fact that scarcely any attention has been paid to prose

composition ;
all the best writers haviiig devoted them-

selves to poetry, as being most congenial to the national

habits of thought. Their works on grammar, on law,
on history, ou medicine, on mathematics, on geogra-
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phy, and on metaphysics, arc; nearly all ])oems, and are

put together according to a regular system of versifica-

tion. 2"8 The consequence is, that while prose writing
is utterly despised, the art of poetry lias been cultivated

so assiduously, that the Sanscrit can boast of metres

more numerous and more complicated than have ever

been possessed by any of the European languages.
209

"" ' So v. Twande.lt dae geistige
Lebrn des Hindu sicli in \vahre

.Poesie, und das bezeichnende

Merkmal seiner ganzen Bildung
1st : Herrschaft der Einbildung-
skraft iiber den Verstand

;
im

rreraderi Gegensatz mil der Bil-

dung ties Eurupaers, dereu all-

gemeiner Charaktpr in der Herr-

schaft des Verstandes iiber die

Einbildungskraft besteht. Es
wird dadurch begreiflich, dass

dip Literatur dor Hindus nur

eine poetisehe ist ; dass sie iiber-

:vieh an IHohtfTwerken. abcr

arm am wiasenschattlichen Schrif-

ten sind
;

Jass ihre heiligeu

Schriften, ilire Gesi'tze undSagen
poetisch. uud grosstentheils in

Versen geschrieben sind; ja dass

Lehrliiicher der Grammatik, der

Heilkunde, der Mathematik und

Erdbeschreibung in Versen ver-

fasst siud.' Rhode, Ri-Hgwtv

Bilduiig drr Hindus, vol ii. p.

626. Thus, too, \ve are told

respecting one of their most
celebrated metaphysical systems,
that ' the best text of the Sanchya
is a short treatise i:i verse.'

Cohbrooke on the Philosophy of
tJi' Hindu*, in Trintsnctio^s of
Asiatic Society, vol. i. p. 23. And
in another phioe the same high

authority says (Asiatic Researches,
vol. x. p. 439), 'the metrical

treatises on law and other sciences

are almost entirely composed in

this -a^y \vrse.' M. Kiaproth,

in an analysis of a Sanscrit his-

tory of Cashmere, says,
' comme

presque toutes les compositions
hindoues, il est ecrit en vers.'

Journal Asialiqw,. I. serie, voL
vii. p. 8, Paris, 1825. See also

in vol. vi. pp. 17 ;
">, 176, the

remarks of M. Burnouf :

' Les

philosophes indiens, comme s'il,-:

ne pouvaient echapper aux in-

fluences po^tiques de leur climat,

traitent les questions de la meta-

physique le ]>lus abstraite par
similitudes et met.iphores.' Com-

pare vol. vi. p. 4, 'le cenie indien

si poe,tique et si religieux ;

'

and
see Cousin. Hint. de la

Philosophic, II. serie, vol. i.

p. 27.
co9 Mr. Yates says of the

Hindus., that, no other people
have ever '

presented an equal

variety of poetic compositions.
The various metres of Greece and

Rome have filled Europe with

astonishment ; but what are

these, compared with the ex-

tensive range of Sanscrit metres
under its three closes of r>oetical

writiiiii?' Yatca > Sanscrit

Alliteration, in Asiatic Researches,
vol. xx. p. 159, Calcutta, 1836.

See a!s<> m the Sanscrit metres,

p. 321, and an Essay by Cole-

brooke, vol. x. pp. 389-474. On
lie metrical system of the Vedas,
eee Mr. Wilson's note in the

Rio Veda Sankita, vol. ii. p.
136.
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This peculiarity in the form of Indian literature is

accompanied by a corresponding peculiarity in its spirit.

For it is no exaggeration to say, that in that literature

every thing is calculated to set the reason of man at

open defiance. An imagination, luxuriant even to

disease, runs riot on every occasion. This is particu-

larly seen in those productions which are most emi-

nently national, such as the Ramayana, the Mahabharat,
and the Puranas in general. But we also find it even
in their geographical and chronological systems, which
of all others might be supposed least liable to ima-

ginative flights. A few examples of the statements

put forward in the most authoritative books, will supply
the means of instituting a comparison with the totally

opposite condition of the European intellect, and will

give the reader some idea of the extent to which cre-

dulity can proceed, even among a civilized people.
210

Of all the various ways in which the imagination has

distorted truth, there is none that has worked so much
harm as an exaggerated respect for past ages. This

reverence for antiquity is repugnant to every maxim of

reason, and is merely the indulgence of a poetic senti-

ment in favour of the remote and unknown. It is,

therefore, natural that, in periods when the intellect

was comparatively speaking inert, this sentiment should

have been far stronger than it now is
;
and there can

be little doubt that it will continue to grow weaker,
and that in the same proportion the feeling of progress
will gain ground ;

so that veneration for the past will

be succeeded by hope for the future. But formerly the

veneration was supreme, and innumerable traces of it

may be found in the literature and popular creed of

every country. It is this, for instance, which inspired

710 In Europe, us we shall see will be taken from the works of

in the sixth chapter of this a lettered people, written in a

volume, the credulity was at one language extremely rich, and so

time extraordinary ;
but the age highly polished, that some corn-

was then barbarous, and bar- petent judges have declared it

barism is always credulous. On equal, if not superior, to the

the other hand, the examples Greek,

gathered from Indian literature
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the poets with their notion of a guidon ago, iu which
the world was filled with peace, in which evil passions
were stilled, and crimes wen; unknown. It is this,

again, which gave to theologians their idea of the pri-

mitive virtue and simplicity of man, and of his subse-

quent fall from that high estate. And it is this same

principle which diffused a belief that in the olden

times, men were not only more virtuous and happy,
but also physically superior in the structure of their

bodies
;

and that by this means they attained to a

larger stature, and lived to a greater age, than is pos-
sible for us, their feeble and degenerate descendants.

Opinions of this kind, being adopted by the imagi-
nation in spite of the understanding, it follows that the

strength of such opinions becomes, in any country, one

of the standards by which we may estimate the pre-
dominance of the imaginative faculties. Applying this

test to the literature of India, we shall find a striking
confirmation of the conclusions already drawn. The
marvellous feats of antiquity with which the Sanscrit

books abound, are so long and so complicated, that it

would occupy too much space to give even an outline

of them
;
but there is one class of these singular fictions

which is well worth attention, and admits of being

briefly stated. I allude to the extraordinary age which
man was supposed to have attained in former times.

A belief in the longevity of the human race, at an early

period of the world, was the natural product of those

feelings which ascribed to the ancients an universal

superiority over the moderns
;
and this we see exempli-

fied in some of the Christian, and in many of the

Hebrew writings. But the statements in these works
are tamo and insignificant when compared with what is

preserved in the literature of India. On this, as on

every subject, the imagination of the Hindus distanced
all competition. Thus, among an immense number of

similar facts, we find it recorded that in ancient times
the duration of the life of common men was 80,000

years,
211 and that holy men lived to be upwards of

'"'The limit of life wns vol. xvi. p. 456, Calouth

80,000 vears.' Asiatic Researches This \\;ia likewise thu f
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100,000.
212 Some died a little sooner, others a little

later
;
but in the most flourishing period of antiquity,

if we take all classes together, 100,000 years was the

average.
213 Of one king, whose name was Yudhishthir,

it is casually mentioned that he reigned 27,000

years ;

214 while another, called Alarka, reigned
66,000.

215
They were cut off in their prime, since

there are several instances of the early poets living to

be about half-a-million. 216 But the most remarkable
case is that of a very shining character in Indian his-

tory, who united in his single person the functions of a

king and a saint. This eminent man lived in a

pure and virtuous age, and his days were, indeed, long
in the land; since, when he was made king, he was two
million years old : he then reigned 6,300,000 years ;

having done which, he resigned his empire, and lingered
on for 100,000 years more. 217

of the Tibetan divines, according
to whom men formerly 'par-
venaient a 1'age de 80,000 ans.'

Journal Asiatique, I. serie, vol. iii.

p. 199, Paris, 1823.
212 'Den Hindu macht dieser

Widerspruch nicht verlegen, da
er seine Heiligen 100,000 Jahre
und langer leben lasst.' Rhridi

,

Eelig. Bildung der Hindus, vol.

i. p. 175.
213 In the Dabistan, vol. ii. p.

47, it is stated of the earliest

inhabitants of the world, that

'the duration of human life in

this age extended to one hundred
thousand common years.'

514 Wilford (Asiatic Researclus,
vol. v. p. 242) says, 'When
the Puranics speak of the

kings of ancient times, they
are equally extravagant. Ac-

cording to them, King Yudhish-
thir reigned seven-and-twenty
thousand years.'

au 'For sixty thousand and

sixty huTidre.i years no other

youthful monarch oxcept Alarka

reigned over the earth.' Vishnu

Purava, p. 408.
218 And sometimes more. In

the Essay on Indian Chronology
in Works of Sir W. Jones, vol. i.

p. 32.5, we hear of 'a con-

versation between Valmic and

Vyasa, two bards whose

ages were separated by a period
of 864,000 years.' This passage
is also in Asiatic Researches,
vol. ii. p. 399.

217 'He was the first king, first

anchoret, and first saint; ;ind is

therefore entitled Prathama-

Raja, Prathama Bhicshacara,
Prathama Jina, and Prathama
Tirthanoara. At tln> time of his

inauguration as king, his age was

2,000,000 years. He reigned
6,300,000 years, and then re-

signed his empire to his sons:

and having employed 100,000

years in passing through the

several faes of austerity and

sanctity, departed from thi
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The name boundless reverence ft if antiquity made
the Hindus refer every thing important to the most
distant periods ;

and they frequently assign a date which
i.s absolutely bewildering.

218 Their great collection of

laws, called the fiinfituf^ of Menu, is certainly less than

3,000 years old
;
but the Indian chronologists, so far

from being satisfied with this, ascribe to them an age
that the sober European mind finds a difficulty even in

conceiving. According to the best native authorities,
these Institutes were revealed to man about two thou-

sand million years before the present er;).- !<-

All this is but a part of that love of the remote, that

straining after the infinite, and that indifference to the

present, which characterizes every branch of the Indian

intellect. Not only in literature, but also in religion
and in art, this tendency is supreme. To subjugate the

understanding, and exalt the imagination, is the uni-

versal principle. In the dogmas of their theology, in

the character of their gods, and even in the forms of

their temples, we see how the sublime and threatening

aspects of the external world have filled the mind of

the people with those images of the grand and the

terrible, which they strive to reproduce in a visible

form, and to which they owe the leading peculiarities
of their national culture.

Our view of this vast process may be made clearer

by comparing it with the opposite condition of Greece.

In Greece, we see a country altogether the reverse of

India. The works of nature, which in India are of

startling magnitude, are in Greece far smaller, feebler,
and in every way less threatening to man. In the

world on the summit of a eiufachen 12,OOOJahre schienen

mountain named Ashtapada.' einem Voike, welches so perne
Asiatic Refi'archcf, vol. ix. p. 3u5. die }u;chst7'i'">ghche Potenz auf

216
Speeulationen iiber Zahlen seine Goftheit iibertragen mogte,

sind dem Inder so geliiufig. dass viel zu eeriiure zu seyn.' Hohlen,
selbst die Sprache einen Aus- das alti Iniiien, vol. ii. p. 298.

druck hat fur eine Unitiit mit 63 :l

Elphiiistones History of
Nullen. iiamlich Asanke, eben India, p. 1"C>. 'a period exceeding
weil die Berechnung der Welt- 4,o2'),oOO multiplied by SIT

perioden diose eaorme Grossen times revwity-one.'
nofhwMiidiir mr.chte, d^nn iene
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great centre of Asiatic civilization, the energies of the

human race are confined, and as it were intimidated, by
the surrounding phenomena. Besides the dangers in-

cidental to tropical climates, there are those noble

mountains, which seem to touch the sky, and from
whose sides are discharged mighty rivers, which no
art can divert from their course^ and which no bridge
has ever been able to span. There, too, are impassable
forests, whole countries lined with interminable jungle,
and beyond them, again, dreary and boundless deserts

;

all teaching Man his own feebleness, and his inability
to cope with natural forces. Without, and on either

side, there are great seas, ravaged by tempests far

more destructive than any known in Europe, and of

such sudden violence, that it is impossible to guard
against their effects. And, as if in those regions every

thing combined to cramp the activity of Man, the whole
line of coast, from the mouth of the Ganges to the ex-

treme south of the peninsula, does not contain a single
safe and capacious harbour, not one port that affords a

refuge, which is perhaps more necessary there than in

any other part of the world. 230

But in Greece, the aspects of nature are so entirely

different, that the very conditions of existence are

changed. Greece, like India, forms a peninsula ;
but

while in the Asiatic country every thing is great and

terrible, in the European country every thing is small

and feeble. The whole of Greece occupies a space
somewhat less than the kingdom of Portugal.

221 that is

-"
Symes (Embassy to Ava, in which ships can moor in

vol. iii. p. 278) Bays: 'From the safety at all seasons of the year.'

mouth of the Ganges to Cape PercivuCs Account of Ceylon,

(Jomorin, the whole range of our pp. 2, 15, 66.

continental territory, there is
M1 '

Altogether its area is

not a single harbour capable somewhat less than that of Por-

of affording shelter to a vessel tugal.' Grott;s History of Greece,

of 500 tons burden.' Indeed, vol. ii. p. 302
;

and the same

according to Percival, there is remark in Thirlwall's History of

with the exception of Bombay, Gruce, vol. i. p. 2, and in

uo harbour,
' either on the Herrf"'.* Ancient Greece, 1845,

Corymandel or Malabar L-oaMs. p. 16. M. Ueeren ays, 'But
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about a fortieth part of what is now called Hindostari. 222

Situated in the most accessible part of a narrow sea, it

had easy contact on the east with Asia Minor, on the

west with Italy, on the south with Kgypt. Dangers of

all kinds were far less numerous than in the tropical
civilizations. The climate was more healthy ;

223 earth-

quakes were less frequent ;
hurricanes were less disas-

trous
;
wild-beasts and noxious animals less abundant.

In regard to the other great features, the same law

prevails. The highest mountains in Greece are less

than one-third of the Himalaya, BO that nowhere do

they reach the limit of perpetual snow. 284 As to rivers,

not only is there nothing approaching those imposing
volumes which are poured down from the mountains of

Asia, but nature is so singularly sluggish, that neither

in Northern nor in Southern Greece do we find any
thing beyond a few streams, which are easily forded,
and which, indeed, in the summer season, are frequently
dried up.

SS5

These striking differences in the material phenomena

even if we add all the islands,

its square contents are a third

less than those of Portugal.'
222 The area of Hindostan

being, according to Mr. M'Cul-
loch (Geoff. Diet. 1849, vol. i. p.

993),
' between 1,200,000 and

1,300,000 square miles.'
'f-3 In the best days of Greece,

those alarming epidemics, by
which the count 17 was subse-

quently ravaged, were compara-
tively little known : see Thirl-

walCs History of Greece, vol. iii.

p. 134, vol. vii'i. p. 471. This

may be owing to large cosmical

causes, or to the simple fact,

that the different forms of pesti-
lence had not yet been imported
from the East by actual contact.

On the vague accounts we pos-
sess of the earlier plagues, see

Clot-fry Je la Pt\*t-, Paris. 1840.

pp. 21,' 46, 184. Th* rel

even of Thucydides is more

satisfactory to scholars than to

pathologists.
2-< 'Mount Guino, the highest

point in Greece, and near its

northern boundary, is 8,239 feet

high No mountain in

Greece reaches the limit of per-

petual snow.' M'Culloch's Geog.
Diet. 1849, vol. i. p. 924. Com-

pare the table of mountains in

Baker's Memoir on North Greece,
in Journal of Geographical So-

ciety, vol. vii. p. 94, with Bake-

well's Geology, pp. 621, 622.
225 ' Greece has nu navigable

river.' M'Ci'.Voch's Geoff. Diet.

vol. i. p. 924. ' Most of the

rivers of Greece are torrents in

early spring, and dry before the

end of the summer.' Grote't

IRstori of Greece, vol. ii. p.

286.
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of the two countries gave rise to corresponding differ-

ences in their mental associations. For as all ideas

must arise partly from what are called spontaneous
operations in the mind, and partly from what is sug-

gested to the mind by the external world, it was natural

that so great an alteration in one of the causes should

produce an alteration in the effects. The tendency of

the surrounding phenomena was in India to inspire
fear

;
in Greece to give confidence. In India Man

was intimidated
;

in Greece he was encouraged. In

India obstacles of every sort were so numerous, so

alarming, and apparently so inexplicable, that the

difficulties of life could only be solved by constantly

appealing to the direct agency of supernatural causes.

Those causes being beyond the province of the under-

standing, the resources of the imagination were inces-

san tly occupied in studying them
;

the imagination
itself was overworked, its activity became dangerous,
it encroached on the understanding, and the equilibrium
of the whole was destroyed. In Greece opposite cir-

cumstances were followed by opposite results. In Greece

Nature was less dangerous, less intrusive, and less

mysterious than in India. In Greece, therefore, the

human mind was less appalled, and less superstitious ;

natural causes began to be studied
; physical science

first became possible ;
and Man, gradually waking to a

sense of his own power, sought to investigate events

with a boldness not to be expected in those other

countries, where the pressure of Nature troubled his

independence, and suggested ideas with which know-

ledge is incompatible.
The effect of these habits of thought on the national

religion must be very obvious to whoever has compared
the popular creed of India with that of Greece. The

mythology of India, like that of every tropical country,
is based upon terror, and upon terror, too, of the most

extravagant kind. Evidence of the universality of this

feeling abounds in the sacred books of the Hindus, in

their traditions, and even in the very form and appear-
ance of their gods. And so deeply is all this impressed
on the mind, that the most popular deities are invariably
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those with whom images of fear are most intimately
associated. Thus, for example, the worship of Siva is

more general than any other; and as to its antiquity,
there is reason to believe that it was borrowed by the

Brahmins from the original Indians. aa6 At all events,
it is very ancient, and very popular; and Siva himself

forms, with Brahma and Vishnu, the celebrated Hindu
Triad. We need not, therefore, be surprised that with
this god are connected images of terror, such as nothing
but a tropical imagination could conceive. Siva is re-

presented to the Indian mind as a hideous being,
encircled by a girdle of snakes, with a human skull in

his hand, and wearing a necklace composed of human
bones. He has three eyes; the ferocity of his temper
is marked by his being clothed in a tiger's skin

;
ho is

represented as wandering about like a madman, and
over his left shoulder the deadly cobra di capella rears

its head. This monstrous creation of an awe-struck

fancy has a wife Doorga, called sometimes Kali, and
sometimes by other names. 227 She has a body of dark

blue : while the palms of her hands are red, to indicate

her insatiate appetite for blood. She has four arms.

'' See Stevenson on The Vishnu, see Hitter's Hist. o f

Anti-JJrahmanical Jicliffioii of Ancient Philosophy, vol. iv. pp.
the Hindus, in Journal of Asiatic 334, 335; and the noticeable

Society, vol. viii. pp. 331, 332, fact (Buchanan's Mysore, vol. ii.

336, 338. Mr. "Wilson (Journal, p. 410), that even the Xaimar
vol. iii. p. 204) says. 'The pre- caste, whose 'proper deity' is

vailing form of the Hindu re- Vishnu,
' wear on their foreheads

ligion in the south of the penin- the mark of Siva.' As to the wor-

sula was, at the commencement ship of Siva in the time of Alex-

of the Christian era, and some ander the Great, see ThlrlwalFs

time before it most probably, History of Grtcc-', vol. vii. p. 36
;

that of Siva.' See also vol. v. and for further evidence cf its

p. So, where it is stated that extent, Buh!t >i, das a!f>' Inditn.

Siva '

is the only Hindu god to vol. i. pp. -9, 117. 2<')6, and
whom honour is done at Ellora.' Transac.of Asiatic Xocicti/, VL 1.

Compare Transac. of Soc. of ii. pp. oO. 29-1.

Bombay, vol. iii. p. 521 ; Inert it's
--' S.-v it is generally stat.-d

As-iatic Satif/'/i.*, 1846. vol. ii. by the Hindu theologians; 'MI',

pp. 62. 6G. On the philosophi- accordir.ir to Rammchun K-.-y

eal relations between the fol- Siva had two wives. See Br^
f Siva and those of moh A'-

ij
mi ike ZWi, ;

., ,
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with one of which she carries the skull of a giant ;
her

tongue protrudes, and hangs lollingly from, her mouth
;

round her waist are the hands of her victims
;
and her

neck is adorned with human heads strung together in

a ghastly row. 228

If we now turn to Greece, we find, even in the in-

fancy of its religion, not the faintest trace of any thing

approaching to this. For, in Greece, the causes of fear

being less abundant, the expression of terror was less

common. The Greeks, therefore, were by no means

disposed to incorporate into their religion those feelings
of dread natural to the Hindus. The tendency of

Asiatic civilization was to widen the distance between
men and their deities

;
the tendency of Greek civiliza-

tion was to diminish it. Thus it is, that in Hindostan
all the gods had something monstrous about them

;
as

Vishnu with four hands, Brahma with five heads, and
the like. 229 But the gods of Greece were always re-

presented in forms entirely human. 230 In that country,
no artist would have gained attention, if he had pre-
sumed to portray them in any other shape. He mighi

228 On these attributes and creased powers and faculties, and

representations of Siva and acted as men would do if so cir-

Doorga, see Hfiode, Religiose cumstanced, but -with a dignity

Bildung der Hindus, vol. ii. p. and energy suited to their nearer

241; Coleman's Mythology of the approach to perfection. The

Hindus, pp. 63, 92 : Bnhlen, das Hindu gods, on the other hand,
alte Indicn, vol. i. p. 207; Ward' a though endued with human pas-

Rdigion of the Hindoos, vol. i. sions, have always something

pp. xxxvii. 27, 145; Transac. of monstrous in their appearance,

Society of Bombay, vol. i. pp. aud wild and capricious in their

215, 221. Compare the curious conduct. They are of various

account of an image supposed colours, red, yellow, and blue;
to represent Mahadeo, \T\Journal some have twelve hea 'is, and

Asiatique, I. serie, vol. i. p. 351, most have four hands. They are

Paris, 1822. often enraged without a cause,
'-"-9 Ward on the Religion of and reconciled without a motive.'

the Hindoos, vol. i. p. 35 ; FJlphiitatonc's Hittorn of India,

Transar. *f Su<:'uuy of Jioinbay, pp. 96, 07. See also rlrtkine on

vol. i. p. 22.'i. Compare the gloss the Temple of Kli-phanta, in

in the Daltintan, vol. ii. p. 202. Transac. <f Society of lio-mbay
-30 ' The Gn-'-k irods were vol. i. p. 216; and 1 he l^abistan

formed like men, with greatly in- vol. i. p. cxi.
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make thorn stronger than men, lie might make them
more beautiful

;
but still they must be men. The

analogy between God and Man, which excited the

religious feelings of the Greeks, would have been fatal

to those of the Hindus.

This difference between the artistic expressions of

the two religions was accompanied by an exactly similar

difference between their theological traditions. In the

Indian books, the imagination is exhausted in relating
the feats of the gods ;

and the more obviously impossible

any achievement is, the greater the pleasure with which

it was ascribed to them. But the Greek gods had not

only human forms, but also human attributes, human

pursuits, and human tastes. 231 The men of Asia, to

whom every object of nature was a source of awe, ac-

quired such habits of reverence, that they never dared

to assimilate their own actions with the actions of their

deities. The men of Europe, encouraged by the safety
and inertness of the material world, did not fear to strike

a parallel, from which they would have shrunk had they
lived amid the dangers of a tropical country. It is thus

231 In the material polytheism haben Menschengestalt. .

of other leading ancient nations, Haben die Gotter aber nicht nur

tiie Egyptians, for example, the menschlicheGestalt,sondernauch
incarnation of the Deity was einen menschlichen Korper, so

chiefly, or exclusively, confined siiid sie als Menschen auch

to animals, monsters, or other denselben Unvollkommenheiten,
fanciful emblems lu Krankheitea und dem Tode un-

Greece, on the other hand, it terworfen
;

dieses streitet mit

was au almost necessary result dem Begriffe,' i.e. of Epicurus.
of the spirit and grace with Compare Grate's History of

which the deities were embodied Greece, vol. i. p. ol'O :

' The myth-
inhuman forms, that they should ical age was peopled with a

also be burdened with human mingled aggregate of gods, he-

interests and passions. Heaven, roes, and men, so confounded to-

like earth, had its courts and gether, that it was often impos-

palaces, its trades and profes- sible to distinguish to which

sions, ite marriages, intrigues, class any individual name be-

divorces.' Mures History of tli*: longed.' See also the complaint
Literature of Ancient Greece, vol. of Xeuophanes, in MiiUer's Hitt

i. pp. 471, 472. So, too, Tenne- of Lit. of Greece, London, 1856

maon (
Geschichtc d<. r Philosophie, p. 251.

voL iii. p. 419 j:
' Diese Goiter
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that the Greek divinities are so different from those of

the Hindus, that in comparing them we seem to pass
from one creation into another. The Greeks generalized
their observations upon the human mind, and then ap-

plied them to the gods.
232 The coldness of women was

figured in Diana
;
their beauty and sensuality in Venus

;

their pride in Juno
;
their accomplishments in Minerva.

To the ordinary avocations of the gods the same prin-

ciple was applied. Neptune was a sailor
;
Vulcan was

a smith
; Apollo was sometimes a fiddler, sometimes a

poet, sometimes a keeper of oxen. As to Cupid, he was
a wanton boy, who played with his bow and arrows

;

Jupiter was an amorous and good-natured king ;
while

Mercury was indifferently represented either as a trust-

worthy messenger, or else as a common and notorious

thief.

Precisely the same tendency to approximate human
forces towards superhuman ones, is displayed in another

peculiarity of the Greek religion. I mean, that in Greece
we for the first time meet with hero- worship, that is, the

deification of mortals. Accordingto the principles already
laid down, this could not be expected in a tropical civi-

lization, where the Aspects of Nature filled Man with a

constant sense of his own incapacity. It is, therefore,
natural that it should form no part of the ancient Indian

religion;
233 neither was it known to the Egyptians,

2
'

54 nor

to the Persians,
235

nor, so i'ar as I am aware, to the Ara-

- s - The same remark applies Egyptians, vol. iv. pp. 148, 318;
to beauty of form, which they and ^fatter, Hiatoirt de I' Eculc

first aimed at in the statues of dAlexandria, vol. i. p. 2
;

the

men, and then brought to bear '

cult^-des grands homines,' which

upon the statues of the gods, afterwards arose in Alexandria
This is well put in Mr. Grote's (Matter, vol. i. p. 54), must have

important work, History of been owing to Greek influence.

Gri'i.i.'/.
1

, vol. iv. pp. 133, 134, edit. '-''' There are no indications of

1847. it in the /eudavesta
;
and llero-

-'''' ' But the worship of deified dotus says, that the Persians
heroes is no part )f that system.' were unlike the Greeks, in so

far as they disbelieved in a god
having a human form; book i.

chap. /Axxi. vol. i. p. 308: OVK

avOpwoqivias tv6fj.L/rai' rovs 8tvvs,
'

Colelrrookc on the Vtdas,\n Asiatic

writ, vol. ii. p.
.

r
)3, Lond. 1850.
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bians. 236 But in Greece, Man being less humbled, arid,
as it were, less eclipsed, by the external world, thought
more of his own [towers, and human nature did not fall

into that discredit in which it elsewhere sank. The con-

sequence was, that the deification of mortals was a recog-
nized part of the national religion at a very early period
in the history of Greece

;

237 and this has been found so

natural to Europeans, that the same custom was after-

wards renewed with eminent success by the Jlornish

Church. Other circumstances, of a very different cha-

racter, are gradually eradicating this form of idolatry;
but its existence is worth observing, as one of the innu-

merable illustrations of the "way in which European civi-

lization has diverged from all those that precede;! it.
233

It is thus, that in Greece every thing tended to exalt

the dignity of man, while in India every thing tended to

depress it.
239 To sum up the whole, it maybe said that

:(d I am not acquainted with

any evidence connecting this

worship with the old Arabian

religion ;
and it was certainly

most alien to the spirit of Mo-
hammedanism.

237 Murc's History of the Lite-

rature of Greece, vol. i. pp. 28,

000, vol. ii. p. 402 : very good
remarks on a subject handled

unsatisfactorily by Coleridge :

Literary Remains, vol. i. p. 185.

Thirlwall (History of Greece, vol.

1. p. 207) admits that 'the views

and feelings out of which it (the

worship of heroes) arose, seem
to be clearly discernible in the

Homeric poems.' Compare Cud-
worth's Intellectual System, vol. ii.

pp. 226, 3"2. In the Cratylus,

chap, xxxiii., Socrates is repre-
sented as asking, OVK olcrda 'on

TjuldeoL ol ripuet ;
Platonis Opera,

vol. iv. p. 22", edit. Bekker,
Lend. 1S2G. And in the next

century, Alexander obtained for

his friend, Hephsestion, the right
of being

'

worshipped as a hero
'

VOL. I.

Grote' s History of Greece, vol. xii.

p. 339.
-3J The adoration of the dead,

and particularly the udoratioa of

martyrs, was one great point of

opposition between the orthodox

church and the Manichieans

(Beausobre, Histoirc Critique de

Manichee, vol. i. p. 316, vol. ii

pp. 651, 669); and it is easy to

understand how abhorrent such

a practice must have been to

the Persian heretics.
239 M. Cousin, in his eloquent

and ingenious work (Hli-toi-c. de

la Philosophic, 3e serie, vol. i.

pp. 183, 18"). has sumo judi-
cious observations on what he

calls
'

1'epoque de Tiiifini' of

the East, contrasted with that
'

dufini,' which began in Europe.
But as to the physical causes of

this, he only admits the grandeur
of nature, overlooking those na-

tural elements of mystery and
of danger by which religious
sentiments were constantly ex-

cited.
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the Greeks had more respect for human powers ;
the

Hindus for superhuman. The first dealt more with the
known and available

;
the other with the unknown and

mysterious.
240 And by a parity of reasoning, the

imagination, which the Hindus, being oppressed by the

pomp and majesty of nature, never sought to control,
lost its supremacy in the little peninsula of ancient

Greece. In Greece, for the first time in the history of the

world, the imagination was, in some degree, tempered
and confined by the understanding. Not that its strength
was impaired, or its vitality diminished. It was broken-
in and tamed; its exuberance was checked, its follies were
chastised. But that its energy remained, we have ample
proof in those productions of the Greek mind which have
survived to our own time. The gain, therefore, was com-

plete ;
since the inquiring and sceptical faculties of the

human understanding were cultivated, without destroy-
ing the reverential'and poetic instincts of theiniagination.
Whether or not the balance was accurately adjusted, is

another question ;
bat it is certain that the adjustment

was more nearly arrived at in Greece than in any pre-
vious civilization. 241 There can, 1 think, be little doubt

210 A learned orientalist says.
that no people have made such

efforts as the Hindus '

to solve,

exhaust, comprehend, what is

insolvable, inexhaustible, incom-

prehensible.' Troyer's Prelimi-

nary Discourse on the Dahistan,
vol. i. p. cviii.

- 41 This is noticed by Tenne-

mann, who, however, has not

attempted to ascertain the cause:
' Die Einbildungskraft des Grie-

chea war schopferisch, sie schuf

in sc-inom Innern neue Ideen-

welten ; aber er wurde doch nie

vcrleiiet, die idcalische Welt mit

der wirklichen zu verwechseln,
weil sie inuiier mit einem rich-

tigen Wrstand" und gesunder

Beurtheilungskraft verbuuden
war.' G<.s?hii'hte dfr Philosophic,

vol. i. p. 8; and vol. vi. p. 41K.,

he says,
' Bei alien dies> r. Miin-

geln und Fehlern siucl doch die

Griechea die eiuzige Nation der

alten Welt, welche Sinn fiir

Wissenschafthatte, undzu diesem

Behufe forschte. Sie habeii doch
die Bahn gebrochen, uncl den

Weg zur Wissenschaft geebnet.'
To the same effect, Sprengcl,
Histoirc dc la Mcdcci/ie, vol. i. p.
215. And on this difference

between the Eastern and the

European mind, see Matter, Hit-

toire du (inoKtiiisnic, vol. i. pp.

IS, 233, 234. So, too, Kant

(Lunik, in Kant's Wi-rke, vol. i.

p. O'jO),
' Unter alien Yolkern

lialjen also die Griechen erst

augcfangcn zu philosophiren.
I)enu sie haben zncrst versucht.
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that, notwithstandingwhat was effected, too much autho-

rity was left to the imaginative faculties, and that the

purely reasoning ones did not receive, and never have

received, sufficient attention. Still, this does not affect

the great fact, that the Greek literature is the first in

which this deficiency was somewhat remedied, and in

which there was a deliberate and systematic attempt to

test all opinions hy their consonance with human reason,
and thus vindicate the right of Man to judge for him-

self on matters which are of supreme and incalculable

importance.
1 have selected India and Greece as fhe two terms of

the preceding comparison, because our information re-

specting those countries is most extensive, and has been

most carefully arranged. But every thing we know of

the other tropical civilizations confirms the views I have

advocated respecting the effects produced by the Aspects
of Nature. In Central America extensive excavations

have been made
;
and what has been brought to light

proves that the national religion was, like that of India,

a system of complete and unmitigated terror.*42 Neither

there nor in Mexico, nor in Peru, nor in Egypt, did the

people desire to represent their deities in human forms,
or ascribe to them human attributes. Even their temples
are huge buildings, often constructed with great skill,

but showing an evident wish to impress the mind with

fear, and offering a striking contrast to the lighter and
smaller structures which the Greeks employed for reli-

gious purposes. Thus, even in the style of architecture

do we see the same principle at work
;
the dangers of the

nicht an dem Leitfaden der Bil- America, vol. i.p. Io2; at p. 159,

dcr die Vernunfterkenntnisse zu ' The form of sculpture most
eultiviren. .sondern in abstracto ; generally used was a death's

statt dass die anderen Volker head.' At IMayapan (vol. iii. p.

eich die Begriffe irnmer nur durch 138),
'

representations of human
Bilder in concrete verstandlieh figures or animals with hideous

zu machen suchten.' features and expressions, in pro-
242

Thus, of one of the idols ducing which the skill of the

at Copan,
' The intention of the artist seems to have been ex-

sculptor set-iiis to have been to pended ;

'

and again, p. 412,

cite terror.' StcpJun's Centra/ unnatural and orotesqup face*.'

L 2
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tropical civilization being more suggestive of the infinite,
while the safety of the European civilization was more

suggestive of the finite. To follow out the consequences
of this great antagonism, itwould be necessary to indicate

how the infinite, the imaginative, the synthetic, and the

deductive, are all connected
;
and are opposed, on the

other hand, by the finite, the sceptical, the analytic, and
the inductive. A complete illustration of this would

carry me beyond the plan of this Introduction and would

perhaps exceed the resources ofmy own knowledge : and
I must now leave to the candour of the reader what I

am conscious is but an imperfect sketch, but what may,
nevertheless, suggest to him materials for futurethought,
and, if I might indulge the hope, may open to historians

a new field, by reminding them that every where the

hand of Nature is upon us. and that the history of the

human mind can only be understood by connecting with
it the history and the aspects of the material universe.

NOTE 30 to p. 61.

AS these views have a social and economical importance quite

independent of their physiological value, I will endeavour, in this

note, to fortify them still further, by showing that the connexion

between carbonized food and the respiratory functions may be

illustrated by a wider survey of the animal kingdom.
The gland most universal among the different classes of animals

is the liver ;* and its principal business is to relieve the system of

its superfluous carbon, which it accomplishes by secreting bile, a

highly carbonized fluid.
b Now, the connexion between this process

and the respiratory functions is highly curious. For, if we take a

general view of animal life, we shall find that the liver and lungs
are nearly always compensatory ;

that is to say, when one organ is

" ' The most constant gland in the animal kingdom is the liver.' ilrni.d

Camp. Anat. p. 670. See also Eiclcird. Aunt. Hen. p. IS, and JSnnlach, TraitJ <lt

Miysii.l. vol. ix. p. 58i>. Bimlach saya,
'

]1 cxisto dans presque tout le regne
animal ;

' and the latest researches have detected the rudiments of a liver even
in Hie Kntozoa and Hotifera. liymer Janet's Animal Kimjduin, ISO/), p. iSo,

and inreris Inverte/irata, 1SSS. p. 104.
b Until the analysis made by Demarcay in IKS", hardly any thing was known

of the composition of bile; but this accomplished chemist ascertained that itn

essential constituent is cholnate of sor'n. and that, the chu'.eic acid contains

nearly fixty-thre'
j

per cent, of cnrbon. Compim; T/tomson't Animal e'//r/mi(/7,

pp. .

r
>9. W, 4 !_', O'i'J, with .S/'mow'* (J/u:niiKtry, vol. ii. pp. 17-lil.
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small and inert, the other is large and aetiv. Thus, reptiles have

feeble, lungs, but a considerable liver;' and thus, too, in fishes,

which have no lungs, in the ordinary sense of the word, the size of

the liver is often enormous.* On the other hand, insects have a

VTV large and complicated system of air tubes ; but their liver is

minute, and its functions are habitually sluggish.' If, instead ot

comparing the different classes of animals, we compare the different

stages through which the same animal passes, we shall find fur; her

confirmation of this wide and striking principle. For the law holds

good even before birth; since in the unborn infant the lungs have

scarcely any activity, but there is an immense liver, which is frill

of energy and pours out bile in profusion/ And so invariable is

this relation, that in man the liver is the first organ which is

formed : it is preponderant during the whole period of fcetal life
;

but it rapidly diminishes when, after birth, the lungs come iuto

play, and a new scheme of compensation is established in the

system.
*

c ' The size of the liver and the quantity of the bile are not proportionate to

the quantity of the food and frequency of eating ;
but inversely to the size and

perfection of the lung.^ The liver is proportionately larger in

reptiles, which have lungs with large cells incapable of rapidly decarbonizing
the blood.' Good' t Study of Medicine, 182'J, vol. i. pp. 32, 33. See Cucitr,

R&gne Animal, vol. ii. p. 2, on '

la petitesse des vaisseaux pulmonaires
'

of

reptiles.
d Citrus's Comparative Anatomy, vol. ii. p. 230 ; Grand Comp. Anal. pp. 385,

59C
; liymer Jones's Animal Kingdom, p. 640.

Indeed it has been supposed by M. Gae'de that the ' vaisseaux biliares" of

some insects were, not secreteurs ;

'

but this opinion appears to be erroneous.
See r.atreille. in Cuvitr, Rtyne Animal, vol. iv. pp. 297, 298.

' ' La predominance du foie avant la naissance
'

is noticed by r.ichat

(Anatomie (Itndrale, vol. ii. p. 272), and by many other physiologists ; but L)r.

Elliotson appears to have been one of the first to understand a face, the ex-

planation of which we might vainly seek for in the earlier writers.
' The

hypothesis, that one great use of the liver was. like that of the lun<rs. to remove
c.arl>on from the system, with this difference, that the alteration 01 tl:e capacity
of the air caused a reception of caloric into the blood, in the case of the lung: .

while the hepatic excretion takes pla.ce without introduction of ca'.oric, w;is, '.

recollect, a great favourite with me when a student. . . . The Heidelberg

professors have adduced many arguments to the same effect. In the fceti>,
for whose temperature the mother's heat must be sufficient, the IUML-S perform
no function ; but the liver is of great sizo, and bile is secreted abundantly, so
that the meconium accumulates considerably during the latter months of

pregnancy.' Emotion's llu:nan i'hyfioloffu, 18-10, p. 102. In J.ef>elletier's

I'hysiologie J/A/ica/e, vol. i. ;. -loij, vol. ii. pp. M, 5-16, iii
.',

all :his is sadly
confused.

c ' The liver is the first-formed organ in the embryo. It is d'-veloped fror*.

t,u> alimentary canal, and at about the third week fills the whole abdomen,
and is one-half the weight of the entire embryo At birth it is of

very large size, and occupies the whole upper part of the abdomen. . . .

T!.e liver diminish.es rapidly a;'
1
: 'birth, :rom obliteration of the

.nnbilieal vein.' \Yilton* Human A mt'onij, IS-'.! . p. CCS. Compare liurduch's

i'tiUftolo'jie, vol. iv. p. ', l", where it i~ said of the liver in childhood,
' Get organe

croit avec lenteur. si-.rtout comparativem :.' a.-.x I'O.-.nijus; ie rappjrt de
ceux-ci au foie eta:;- a : ;u pres de ! :

:; avant ia respiration, ii etait de 1 : '.->

apres 1'etablisseinent de cette dernK'ro i.i;n.'tiuii.' See also p. 91, and vol. iii.

p. 48:', ; and on the predominance of the liver in fa-ral life, see the remarks of

Serres (Geofniy $an,<-llilaire, Anouuuias d'. f urbanisation ,
vol. v. p. 11), wliose

cr^nerali.-atinn Is perhaps a little ;:rc:r'"tur^.
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These facts, interesting to the philosophic physiologist, are of

great moment in reference to the doctrines advocated in this

chapter. Inasmuch as the liver and lungs are compensatory in the

history of their organization, it is highly probable that they are

also compensatory in the functions they perform ;
and that what is

left undone by one will have to be accomplished by the other.

The liver, therefore, fulfilling the duty, as chemistry teaches us, of

decarbonizing the system by secreting a carbonized fluid, we should

expect, even in the absence of any further evidence, that the lungs
would be likewise decarbonizing ;

in other words, we should expect
that if, from any cause, we are surcharged with carbon, our lungs
must assist in remedying the evil. This brings us, by another road,
to the conclusion that highly carbonized food has a tendency to tax

the lungs ;
so that the connexion between a carbonized diet and

the respiratory functions, instead of being, a,s some assert, a

crude hypothesis, is an eminently scientific theory, and is corrobo-

rated not only by chemistry, but by the general scheme of the

animal kingdom, and even by the observation of embryological

phenomena. The views of Liebeg, and of his followers, are indeed

supported by so many analogies, and harmonize so well with other

parts of our knowledge, that nothing but a perverse hatred of

generalization, or an incapacity for dealing with large speculative

truths, can explain the hostility directed against conclusions which
have been gradually forcing themselves upon us since Lavoisier,

seventy years ago, attempted to explain the respiratory functions by
subjecting them to the laws of chemical combination.

In this, and previous notes (see in particular notes 30, 31, 35), I

have considered the connexion between food respiration, and ani-

mal heat, at a length which will appear tedious to readers uninte-

rested in physiological pursuits ; but the investigation has become

necessary, on account of the difficulties rained by experimenters,
who, not having studied the subject comprehensively, object to cer-

tain parts of it. To mention what, from the ability and reputation
of the author, is a conspicuous instance of this, Sir Benjamin
Brodie has recently published a volume (Physiological Iv search/:*,

18.01) containing some ingeniously contrived experiments on dogs
and rabbits, to prove that heat is generated rather by the nervous

system than by the respiratory organs. Without following this

(mini-lit surgeon into all its details, I may be permitted to observe,

l>t, That, as a mere matter of history, no great physiological truth

has ever yet been discovered, nor has any ureat physiological fal-

lacy been destroyed, by such limited experiments on a single class

of animals
;
and this is partly because in physiology a crucial in-

stance is impracticable, owing to the fact that we deal with resist-

ing and living bodies, and partly because every experiment produces
an abnormal condition, and thus lets in fresh causes, the operation
of which is incalculable; unless, as often happens in the inorganic
world, we can control the whole phenomenon. 2nd, That the other

department of the organic world, namely, the vegetable kingdom,
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has, so far ;is wt> arc aware, no nervous system, but nevertheless

possesses heat ;
and wo moreover know that the heat is a product

of oxygen and carbon (_see noto )>2 to chapter ii.). 3d, That the

evidence of travellers respecting the different sorts of food, and the

different quantities of food, used in hot countries and in cold ones,

is explicable by the respiratory and chemical theories of the origin
of animal heat, but is inexplicable by the theory of the nervous

origin of heat.
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CHAPTER m.

EXAMINATION OF T11K .UETHOD EMPLOYED BY METAPHYSICIANS FOE

DISCOVERING JIEXTAI. LAWS.

THE evidence that I have collected seems to establish

two leading facts, which, unless they can be impugned,
are the necessary basis of universal history. The first

fact is, that in the civilizations out of Europe, the

powers of nature have been far greater than in those in

Europe. The second fact is, that those powers have
worked immense mischief; and that while one division

of them has caused an unequal distribution of wealth,
another division of them has caused an unequal distri-

bution of thought, by concentrating attention upon
subjects which inflame the imagination. So far as the

experience of the past can guide us, we may say, that

in all the extra European civilizations, those obstacles

are insuperable : certainly no nation has ever yet over-

come them. But Europe, being constructed upon a

smaller plan than the other quarters of the world

being also in a colder region, having a less exuberant

soil, a less imposing aspect, and displaying in all her

physical phenomena much greater feebleness it was
easier for Man to discard the superstitions which
Nature suggested to his imagination ;

and it was also

easier for him to effect, not, indeed, a just division of

wealth, but something nearer to it, than was practicable
in the older countries.

Hence it is that, looking at the history of the world
as a whole, the tendency has been, in Europe, to sub-

ordinate nature to man
;
out of Europe, to subordinate

man to nature. To this there are, in barbarous

countries, several exceptions ;
but in civilized countries

H'o rule has been universal. The groat division, there*
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fore, between .European civilization and non-European
civilization, is the basis of the philosophy of history,

since it suggests the important consideration, that if

we would understand, for instance, the history of India,
we must make the external world our first study,
because it has influenced man more than man has

influenced it. If, on the other hand, we would under-

stand the history of a country like France or England,
we must make man our principal study, because nature

being comparatively weak, every step in the great pro-

gress has increased the dominion of the human mind
over the agencies of the external world. Even in those

countries where the power of man has reached the

highest point, the pressure of nature is still immense
;

but it diminishes in each succeeding generation, because

our increasing knowledge enables us not so much to

control nature as to foretell her movements, and thus

obviate many of the evils she would otherwise occasion.

How successful our efforts have been, is evident from
the fact, that the average duration of life constantly
becomes longer, and the number of inevitable clangers
fewer

;
and what makes this the more remarkable is,

that the curiosity of men is keener, and their contact

with each other closer, than in any former period ;
so

that while apparent hazards are multiplied, we find

from experience that real hazards are, on the whole,
diminished. 1

If, therefore, we take the largest possible view of

the history of Europe, and confine ourselves entirely
to the primary cause of its superiority over other

parts of the world, we must resolve it into the encroach-

1 This diminution of casual- see Quetelet, niir t'Hommc, vol. ii.

ties is undoubtedly one cause, pp. 67, 27- ;
Lnu-re/ice's Lectures

though a slight one, of the in- on Mini, pp. -~,j, 276; Ellis' s

creased duration of life
;

but Po/yinsian Hencarckes, vol. i.

the most active cause is a general p. 'JS; W>ii::'?''<< Lectures on

improvement in the physical Political /.',
-oitor/ij/, Svo. 1831,

condition of man: see Sir II. p. 5(1; Journal vf the Statistical

Bmlie's Lectures on Patho'oi/t/ St>ci-ty, vol. xvii. pp. 32, 33;
a/til Surgery, p. 212; and t'ur Dtifu!(, Truite de Statinii ;<.?.

proof that civilized men arc p. 1<>7; Hawkins's Jfidical ?

stronger than uncivilized ones, tittiff. r>. 232.
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ment of the mind of man upon the organic and inorganic
forces of nature. To this all other causes are sub-

ordinate. 2 For we have seen that wherever the powers
of nature reached a certain height, the national civiliza-

tion was irregularly developed, and the advance of the

civilization stopped. The first essential was, to limit

the interference of these physical phenomena ;
and that

was most likely to be accomplished where the pheno-
mena were feeblest and least imposing. This was the

case with Europe ; it is accordingly in Europe alone,
that man has really succeeded in taming the energies
of nature, bending them to his own will, turning them
aside from their ordinary course, and compelling them
to minister to his happiness, and subserve the general

purposes of human life.

All around us are the traces of this glorious and suc-

cessful struggle. Indeed, it seems as if in Europe there

was nothing man feared to attempt. The invasions of

the sea repelled, and whole provinces, as in the case of

Holland, rescued from its grasp ,
mountains cut through

and turned into level roads
;

soils of the most obstinate

sterility becoming exuberant, from, the mere advance
of chemical knowledge ; while, in regard to electric

phenomena, we see the subtlest, the most rapid, and
the most mysterious of all forces, made the medium of

thought, and obeying even the mosi capricious behests of

the human mind.

'-' The general social couse- knowledge of the properties and

quences of this I shall hereafter laws of physical objects shows

consider ;
but the mere wo- no sign of approaching its ulti-

nomical consequences are well mate boundaries : it is advancing

expressed by .Mr. Mill: ' Of rhe more rapidly, and in a greater
features which characterize thi> number or' directions at once,

progressive economical move- than in any previous age or gene-
merit of civilized nations, that ration, and ai'ording such fre-

\vhich (irst excites attention, qucnt glimpses of unexplored

through its intimate connexion fields beyond, as to justify the

with the phenomena of Pro- belief that our acquaintance with

luction, is the perpetual, and, so i>.:'tnrc- is still almost in its in-

far as human foresight can ex- fancy.' Milis Principles of Polit

tend, the unlimited, growth of K<:OII-,IIIIJ, vol. ii. :
p. 2-46-7-

tr.,"\n' ; power over nature. OUT
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In other instances, whore the products of the external

world have been refractory, man has succeeded in de-

stroying what ho could hardly hope to subjugate. The
most cruel diseases, such as the plague, properly so

called, and the leprosy of the Middle Ages,
3 have en-

tirely disappeared from the civilized parts of Europe;
and it is scarcely possible that they should ever again
be seen there. Wild beasts and birds of prey have
been extirpated, and are no longer allowed to infest the

haunts of civilised men. Those frightful famines, by
which Europe used to be ravaged several times in

every century,
4 have ceased

;
and so successfully have

we grappled with them, that there is not the slightest
fear of their ever returning with any thing like their

former severity. Indeed, our resources are now so

great, that we could at worst, only suffer from a slight
and temporary scarcity : since, in the present state of

knowledge, the evil would be met at the outset by
remedies which chemical science could easily suggest.

5

It is hardly necessary to notice how, in numerous
other instances, the progress of European civilization has

3 What tliis horrible disease highest living authorities, famine

once was, may be estimated from is, even in the present state of

the fact,
'

qu'au treiziemo siecle chemistry, 'next to impossible.'
on comptait en France seuleinent, Herscluts Discourse o/i Natural

deux mille leproseries, et que Philosophy, p. 65. Curler (Re-

1'Europe entiere renfermait en- ctit-il dts Eloges, vol. i. p. 10)
viron dix-neuf mille etablisse- says that we have succeeded ' a

mens semblables.' Sprengd, rendro toute famine impossible.'
Histoire de la Medecine, vol. ii. See also Godwin, uii Population,

p. 37-t. As to the mortality p. 500
;
and for a purely eco-

caused by the plague, see Clot- nomical argument to prove the

Hey, de la Peste, Paris, 18-10, impossibilirv 01' famine, ^e>'

pp 62, 63, 185, 292. Mill' a Principle* of Political
4 For a curious list of famines, Keunomy, \\A. ii. p. 2oS

;
and

see an essay by Mr. Farr, in compare a note in Ricardo's

Journal of the Statistical Society, ll'orkt. p. 191. Tan Irish

vol. ix. pp. 159-163. lie says, famine may soem an exception:
that in the eleventh, twplff

:i. but, it could have been easih

and thirteenth centuries, the baffled xe.ept for the vuvi-rtv

average was, in England, one of the people, which fmstratvil

famine every fourteen years. our efforts to reduce it to a
5 In the opinion of one of th- dearth
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been marked by the diminished influence of the external

world : I mean, of course, those peculiarities of the ex-

ternal world which have an existence independent of the

wishes of man, and were not created by him. The most
advanced nations do, in their present state, owe com-

paratively little to those original features ofnaturewhich,
in every civilization out of Europe, exercised unlimited

power. Thus, in Asia and elsewhere, the course of trade,
the extent of commerce, and many similar circumstances,
were determined by the existence of rivers, by the facility
with which they could be navigated, and by the number
and goodness of the adjoining harbours. But, in Europe,
the determining cause is, not so much these physical pe-

culiarities, as the skill and energy of man. Formerly the

richest countries were those in which nature was most
bountiful

;
now the richest countries are those in which

man is most active. For, in our age of the world, if nature

is parsimonious, we know how to compensate her defi-

ciencies. If a river is difficult to navigate, or a country
difficult to traverse, our engineers can correct the error,

and remedy the evil. If we have no rivers, we make

canals; if we have no natural harbours,we make artificial

ones. And so marked is this tendency to impair the au-

thority of natural phenomena, that it is seen even in the

distribution of the people, since, in the most civilized

parts of Europe, the population of the towns is every-
where outstripping that of the country ;

and it is evident

that the more men congregate in great cities, the more

they will become accustomed to draw their materials of

thought from the business of human life, and the less

attention they will pay to those peculiarities of nature,
which are the fertile source of superstition, and by
which, in every civilization out of Europe, the progress
of man was arrested.

From these facts it may be fairly inferred, that the

advance of European civilization is characterized by a

diminishing influence of physical laws, and an increasing
influence of mental laws. The complete proof of this

gcnerali/ation can be collected only from history ;
and

therefore I must reserve a large share of the evidence on

which it is founded for the future volumes of this work.
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But that the proposition is fundamentally true THUS! br

admitted by whoever, in addition to the arguments just

adduced, will eoncede two premisses, neither of which
Hcem susceptible of much dispute. The first premiss is,

that \ve are in possession of no evidence that the powers
ofnature have ever been permanently increased; and that

we have no reason to expect that any such increase can

take place. The other premiss is. that we have abundant
evidence that the resources of the human mind have

become more powerful, more numerous, and more able to

grapple with the difficulties of the external world
;
be-

cause every fresh accession to our knowledge supplies
fresh means with which we can either control the opera-
tions of nature, or, failing in that, can foresee the conse-

quences, and thus avoid what it is impossible to prevent ;

in both instances, diminishing the pressure exercised on

us by external agents.
If these premisses are admitted, we are led to a con-

clusion which is of great value for the purpose of this

Introduction. For, if the measure of civilization is the

triumph of the mind over external agents, it becomes

clear, that of the two classes of laws which regulate the

progress of mankind, the mental class is more important
than the physical. This, indeed, is assumed by one

school of thinkers as a matter of course, though I am not

aware that its demonstration has been hitherto attempted
by any thing even approaching an exhaustive analysis.
The question, however, as to the originality of my argu-
ments, is one of very trifling moment ;

but what we have
to notice is, that in the present stage of our inquiry, the

problem with which we started has become simplified,
and a discovery of the laws of European history is

resolved, in the first instance, into a discovery of the

laws of the human mind. These mental laws, when

ascertained, will be the ultimate basis of the history
of Europe ;

the physical laws will be treated as of minor

importance, and as merely giving rise to disturbances,
the force and the frequency of which have, during
several centuries, perceptibly diminished.

If we now inquire into the means of discovering the

laws of the human mind, the metaphysicians are ready
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with an ans\ver
;
and they refer ns to their own labours

as supplying a satisfactory solution . It therefore becomes

necessary to ascertain the value of their researches, to

measure the extent of their resources, and, above all, to

test the validity of that method which they always follow,
and by which alone, as they assert, great truths can be

elicited.

The metaphysical method, though necessarily branch-

ing into two divisions, is, in its origin, always the same,
and consists in each observer studying the operations of

his own mind. 6 This is the direct opposite of the his-

torical method
;
the metaphysician studying one mind,

the historian studying many minds. Now, the first

remark to make on this is, that the metaphysical method
is one by which no discovery has ever yet been made in

any branch of knowledge. Every thing we at present
know has been ascertained by studying phenomena, from
which all casual disturbances having been removed, the

law remains as a conspicuous residue. 7 And this can

only be done by observations so numerous as to eliminate

the disturbances, or else by experiments so delicate as

to isolate the phenomena. One of these conditions is

essential to all inductive science
;
but neither of them

does the metaphysician obey. To isolate the phenomenon
is for him an impossibility ;

since no man, into whatever
state of reverie he may be thrown, can entirely cut

himself off from, the influence of external events, which
must produce an effect on his mind, even when he is

unconscious of their presence. As to the other condi-

6 ' As the metaphysician car- Human Understanding, ml.coke's
ries within himself the materials Works, vol. i, pp. 18, 76, 79,
of his reasoning, lie is not under 121, 14G, 1;>2, 287. vol. ii. pp.
a necessity of lookinir abroad for 141, 243.

subjects of speculation or amuse- ' The deductive sciences form,
ment.' Stewart's Philosophy of of course, an exception to this;

the Mind. vol. i. p. 4G2; and the but the whole theory of meta-

eanie remark, almost literally physics is founded on its indue-

repeated, at vol. iii. p. 2GO. tive character, and on the sup-
Locke makes what passes in each position that it consists of

man's mind the sole source of generalized observations, and

nietaphysicH, and the sole test of that from them alone the science

their truth. Essay concerning of mind can be raised
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lion, it is by the metaphysician set at open defiance
;
for

his whole system is based on the supposition that, by
studying a single mind, he can get the laws of all minds

;

so that while he, on the one hand, is nr.able to isolate his

observations from disturbances, lie. on the other hand,
refuses to adopt the only remaining precaution he re-

fuses so to enlarge his survey as to eliminate the dis-

turbances by which his observations are troubled. 8

This is the first and fundamental objection to which

metaphysicians are exposed, even on ilu- threshold of

their science. 13ut if we penetrate a little deeper, we
shall meet with another circumstance, which, though
less obvious, is equally decisive. Aftcj-yt.hi.. metaphysician
has taken for granted that, by studying one mind, he can
discover the laws of all minds, he finds himself involved
in a singular difficulty as soon as he begins to apply even
this imperfect method. The difficulty to which I allude

is one which, not being met with in any other pursuit,
seems to have escaped the attention of those who are

unacquainted with metaphysical controversies. To un-

derstand, therefore, its nature, it is requisite to give a

short account of those two great schools, to one of which
all metaphysicians must necessarily belong.

In investigating the nature of the human mind,

according to the metaphysical scheme, there are two
methods of proceeding,both of which are equally obvious,

8 These remarks are only ap- regarded as hypothes:.-. which

plicable to those who follow the require verification to raise them

purely metaphysical method of to theories. But, instead of this

investigation. There is, how- cautious proceeding, the almost

ever, a very small number of invariable plan is, to treat the

metaphysicians, among whom M. hypothesis as if it were a theory
Cousin is the most eminent in already proved, and. as if there

France, in whoso works we find remained nothing to do but to

larger views, and an attempt to give historical illustrations of

connect historical inquiries with truths e.-;al>lished by the psy-

metaphysical ouet
;
thus recog- choh'gist- This confusion ! e-

nizing the necessity of verifying twei n illustration and verifra-

their original speculations. To tion appears to bo the universal

this method there can le no failing
'

*'

thos* who, like Vice

objection, provided the ineta- and l-'ichte, speculate upon hi*-

physical conclusions are merely '.".;.': i-; L-noniena a prwri.
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and yet both of which lead to entirely different results

According to the first method, the inquirer begins by
examining his sensations. According to the other me-

thod, he begins by examining his ideas. These two
methods always have led, and always must lead, to con-

clusions diametrically opposed to each other. Nor are

the reasons of this difficult tounderstand. Inmetaphysics,
the mind is the instrument as well as the material on
which the instrument is employed. The means by which
the science must be worked out, being; thus the same as

the object upon which it worlds, tnere arises a difficulty
of a very peculiar kind. This difficulty is, the impossi-

bility of taking a comprehensive view of the whole of

the mental phenomena; because, however extensive such

a view may be, it must exclude the state of the mind by
which, or in which, the view itself is taken. Hence we

may perceive what, I think, is a fundamental difference

between physical and metaphysical inquiries. In physics,
there are several methods of proceeding, all ofwThich lead

to the same results. But in metaphysics, it will invariably
be found, that if two men of equal ability, and equal

honesty, employ different methods in the study of the

mind, the conclusions which they obtain will also be

different. To those who are unversed in these matters, a

few illustrations will set this in a clearer light. Meta-

physicians who begin by the study of ideas observe in

their own minds an idea of space. Whence, they ask,
can this arise ? It cannot, they say, owe its origin to

the senses, because the senses only supply what is finite

and contingent ;
whereas the idea of space is infinite

and necessary.
9 It is infinite, since we cannot conceive

9
Compare Stewarf s Philosophy however, was contrary to the

'if the Mind. vol. ii. p. 194, with Yedas. Eam.nt.ohun Hoy on the

Cousin, Hist, de la Philosophic, Veds. 1S32, pp. 8, 1 11. In Spain,
IT. eerie, vol. ii. p. 92. Among the doctrine of the infinity of

the Indian metaphysicians, there space is heretical. Dobludo's

was a fcei't which declared space Letters, p. 96
;
which should be

to bo the cause of all things, compared with the objection of

Journal of Asiatic Soc. vol. vi. Irenstus against the Valeiitinians,

pp. 268, 290. See also the in licaum/ort, Histoire de Mani-
vol. ii. p. 40 which, cliee, vol. 11. p. '270. For die
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that space has an end ;
and it is necessary, since wo can-

not conceive the possibility of its non-existence. Thus
tar the idealist. But the sensualist, as he is called,

10-

he who begins, not with ideas, but with sensations,
arrives at a very different conclusion. He remarks that

we can have no idea of space until we have first had an
idea of objects ; and that the ideas of objects can only be

the results of the sensations which those objects excite.

As to the idea of space being necessary, this, he says,

only results from the circumstance that we never can

perceive an object which does not bear a certain position
to some other object. This forms an indissoluble asso-

ciation between the idea of position and the idea of an

object ;
and as this association is constantly repeated

before us, we at length find ourselves unable to conceive

an object without position, or, in other words, without

space.
l ' As to space being infinite, this, he says, is a

different theories of space, I may,
moreover, refer to Bitter's Hist,

of Ancient Philosophy, vol. i. pp.
461, 473, 477, vol. ii. p. 314,
vol. iii. pp. 195-204

; Cudworth's

Intellectual System, vol. i. p. 191,

vol. iii. pp. 230, 472 ;
Kritik der

reinen Vernunft, iuKant's Werke,
vol. ii. pp. 23, 62, 81, 120, 139,

147, 256, 334,347; Tenmmann,
Geschichte der Philosophic, vol. i.

p. 109, vol. ii. p. 303, vol. iii.

pp. 130-137, vol. iv. p. 284,
vol. v. pp. 384-387, vol. vi. p.

99, vol. viii. pp. 87, 88, 683,
vol. ix. pp. 257, 355, 410, vol. x.

p. 79, vol. xi. pp. 195, 385-389.
10 This is the title conferred

by M. Cousin upon nearly all

the greatest English metaphy-
sicians, and upon Condiliac and
all his .disciples in France, their

system having
'

lo noni merite de

=eusualisme.' Cousiii, Histaire

lie t\i Philosophic, II. serie, vol. ii.

p. 88. The same name is given
to the same school, in Feuchters-

YOL. I.

leberis Medical Psychology, p. 52,

and in Renouard's Histuire de It

Medecinc, vol. i. p. 346, vol. ii.

p. 368. In Jobert's Kew System
of Philosaphy, vol. ii. p. 334, 8vo.

1849, it is called 'sensationalism,'
which seems a preferable ex-

pression.
11 This is very ably argued

by Mr. James Mill in his

Analysis of the Phenomena of

the Human Mind, vol. ii. pp. 32,

93-95, and elsewhere. Compare
Essay concerning Human Under-

standing, in Locke's Works, vol. i.

pp. 147, 148, 154, 157, and the

ingenious distinction, p. 198,
' between the idea of the infinity

of space, and the idea of a space
infinite.' At p. '208, Locke sar-

castically says,
' But yet, after

all this, there being men who

persuade themselves that they
have clear, positive, comprehen-
sive ideas of infinity, it is tit

they ?ujoy their privilege ;
and

I should be very glad ''with
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notion we get by conceiving a continual addition to lines.

or to surfaces, or to bulk, which are the three modifica-

tions of extension. 12 On innumerable other points we
find the same discrepancy between the two schools. The
idealist,

13 for example, asserts that our notions of cause,
of time, of personal identity, and of substance, are uni-

versal and necessary ;
that they are simple ;

and that not

being susceptible of analysis, they must be referred to

the original constitution of the mind. 14 On the other

hand, the sensationalist, so far from recognizing the sim-

plicity of these ideas, considers them to be extremely

complex, and looks upon their universality and neces-

sity as merely the result of a frequent and intimate

association. 16

some others that I know, who

acknowledge they have none

uch) to be better informed by
their communication.'

12 Mill's Analysis of the Mind,
vol. ii. pp. 96, 97. See also the

Examination of Male/tranche, in

Locke's Works, vol. viii. pp. 248,
249 ;

and MiiUer's Elements of

Physiology, vol. ii. p. 1081,
which should be compared with

Comtc, Philosophic Positive, vol. i.

p. 354.
13 I speak of idealists in oppo-

sition to
sensationalists ; though

the word idealist is often used

by metaphysicians in a very dif-

ferent sense. On the different

kinds of idealism, see Kritik dcr

reinen Vernunft, and Prole-

gomena sujedtr kiinftigen Meta-

phi/sik, in Kanfs Werke, vol. ii.

pp. 223, 389, vol. iii. pp. 204,

210, 306, 307. According to

him, the Cartesian idealism is

empirical.
14
Thus, Dugald Stewart (Philo-

sophical Kssays, Edin. 1 8 1 0, p. 33)
tells us of ' the simple idea of

personal identity.' And Reid

( Essays on the Powers of the

Mind, vol. i. p. 354) says,
' I

know of no ideas or notions that

have a better claim to be ac-

counted simple and original
than those of space and time.

In the Sanscrit metaphysics,
time is

' an independent cause.'

See the Vishnu Purana, pp. 10,

216.
15 'As Space is a comprehen-

sive word, including all positions,
or the whole of synchronous
order, so Time is a comprehen-
sive word, including all succes-

sions, or the whole of successive

order.' Mill's Analysis of the

Mind, vol. ii. p. 100; and on
the relation of time to memory,
vol. i. p. 252. In Jobvrfs NITJU

System of Philosophy, vol. i.

p. 33, it is said that ' time is

nothing but the succession of

events, and we know events by
experience only.' See also

p. 133, and compare respecting
time Condillac, Traite drs Sen-

sations, pp. 104-114, 222, 223,
331-333. To the same effect is

Essay concerning Human Under-

standing, book ii. chap, xiv., in

Locke's Works, vol. i. p. 163 ;
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This is the lirst important difference which is inevit-

ably consequent on the adoption of different methods.

The idealist is compelled to assert, that necessary truths

and contingent truths have a different origin.
16 The sen-

sationalist is bound to affirm that they have the same

origin.
17 The further these two great schools advance,

the more marked does their divergence become. They
are at open war in every department of morals, of philo-

sophy, and of art. The idealists say that all men have

essentially the same notion of the good, the true, and
the beautiful. The sensationalists affirm that there is no

such standard, because ideas depend upon sensations,

and because the sensations of men depend upon the

changes in their bodies, and upon the external events

by which their bodies are affected.

Such is a short specimen of the opposite conclusions

to which the ablest metaphysicians have been driven,

by the simple circumstance that they have pursued

opposite methods of investigation. And this is the more

important to observe, because, after these two methods
have been employed, the resources of metaphysics

and see hie second reply to the non-contingent truths ' have

Bishop of Worcester, iu Work*, their convers aLsolutely in-

vol. iii. pp. 414-416
;
and as to cogitable.' But this learned

the idea of substance, see vol. i. writer does not mention how we

pp. 285-290, 292, 308, vol. iii. are to k:iow when anytl.in.t: is

pp. 5, 10, 17. 'absolutely incogitable.' That
16 Reid (Essays on th>.' Powers we cannot cogitate an idea, is

of the Mind, vol. i. p. 281) says, certainly no proof of its being
that necessary truths 'cannot be incogitable; for it may be cogi-
the conclusions of the senses

;
tated at some later period, when

for our senses testify only what knowledge is more advanced,

is, and not what must neces- l7 This is asserted by all the

sarily be.' See also vol. ii. followers of Locke
; and one of

pp. 53. 204. 239, 2-10, 281. The the latest productions of that

same distinction is peremptorily school declares, that 'to say
asserted in Whi-weiCs Philosophy that necessary truths cannot be

of the Inductive Sciences, Svo, acquired by experience, is to

1S47, vol. i. pp. 60-73, 140
;
and deny the most clear evidence of

see Dxgald St-.wart's Philo- our senses and reason.' JonerCs

sophical Essays, pp. 123, 124. Rev.' System of Philosophy, vol. \.

Sir W. Hamilton (Additions to p. 58.

Reid's Works, p. 7-54) says, that

M '>
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are evidently exhausted. 1 * Both parties agree that

mental laws can only be discovered by studying indi-

vidual minds, and that there is nothing in the mind
;vhich is not the result either of reflection or of

sensation. The only choice, therefore, they have
to make, is between subordinating the results of

sensation to the laws of reflection, or else subordi-

nating the results of reflection to the laws of sensa-

tion. Every system of metaphysics has been constructed

according to one of these schemes
;
and this must

always continue to be the caae, because, when the two
schemes are added together, they include the totaiuy
of metaphysical phenomena. Each process is equally

plausible ;

I9 the supporters of each are equally confi-

dent
; and, by the very nature of the dispute, it is

impossible that any middle term should be found
;
nor

can there ever be an umpire because no one can
mediate between metaphysical controversies without

being a metaphysician, and no one can be a meta-

physician without being either a sensationalist or an

18 To avoid misapprehension,
I may repeat, that, here and else-

where, I mean by metaphysics,
that vast body of literature which
is constructed on the supposition
that the laws of the human mind
can be generalized solely from
from the facts of individual con-

sciousness. For this scheme, the

word 'metaphysics' is rather in-

convenient, but it will cause no
confusion if this definition of it

is kept in view by the reader.
19 What a celebrated historian

of philosophy says of Platonism,
is equally true of all the great

metaphysical .systems :
' Dass sie

ein zusammenhangendes harmo-
nisches Ganzes ausmachen

(i.e.

the leading propositions of it)

fiillt in die Augen.' Tcnwmann,
freschichte tier Philosophic, vol. ii.

p. 627. And yet he confesses

(vol. iii. p. 52) of it and the op-

posite system: 'und wenn man
auf die Beweise siehet, so ist der

Empirismus des Aristoteles nicht

besserbegriindetalsderRational-
ismus des Plato.' Kant admits

that there can be only one true

system, but is confident that he

has discovered what all his pre-
decessors have missed, DieMeta-

physikdcr Sittm,'n\Kant'sWerkc,
vol. v. p. 5, where he raises the

question, 'ob cs wohl mehr, als

erne Philosophic geben ki'mne.'

In the Kritik, and in the Pro-

legomena zujt dcr kuiiftiqcn Mtta-

phi/sik, he says that metaphysics
have made no progress, and
that the study can hardly be

said to exist. Werkr, vol. ii. pp.

49, 50, vol. iii. pp. 1(56, 246.
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idealist
;

in other words, without belonging to one of

those very parties whose claims lie professes to judge.
10

On these grounds, we must, I think, arrive at the

conclusion, that as metaphysicians are unavoidably, and

by the very nature of their inquiry, broken up into

two completely antagonistic schools, the relative truth

of which there are no means of ascertaining ;
as they,

moreover, have but few resources, and as they use

those resources according to a method by which no
other science has ever been developed, we, looking at

these things, ought not to expect that they can supply
us with sufficient data for solving those great problems
which the history of the human mind presents to our

view. And whoever will take the pains fairly to esti-

mate the present condition of mental philosophy, must
admit that, notwithstanding the influence it has always
exercised over some of the most powerful minds, and

through them over society at large, there is, neverthe-

less, no other study which has been so zealously prose-

cuted, so long continued, and yet remains so barren of

20 We find a curious instance thinker ; while he does not even
of this, in the attempt made by state the arguments of James
M. Cousin to found an eclectic Mill, who, as a metaphysician, is

school ; for this very able and the greatest of our modern sen-

learned man has been quite un- sationalists, and whose views,
able to avoid the one-sided view whether right or wrong, certainly
which is to every metaphysician deserve notice from an eclectic

an essential preliminary ;
and he historian of philosophy,

adopts that fundamental dis- Another eclectic. Sir W.Hamil-
tinction between necessary ideas ton, announces (Discussions on
and contingent ideas, by which Philosophy, p. 597) 'an mide-
the idealist is separated from veloped philosophy, which, I am
the sensationalist :

' la grande confident, is founded upon truth,

division des id^es aujourd'hui To this confidence I have come,
tablie est la division des idees not merely through the convic-

contingentea et des idees neces- tions of my own consciousness,
saires.

1

Cousin, Hist, de la Philo- but by finding in this system a

sophie, II. s^rie, vol. i. p. 82 : see centre and conciliation for the
also vol. ii. p. 92, and the same most opposite of philosophical
work, I. serie, vol. i. pp. 249, 267, opinions.' But, at p. 589, he

268, 311, vol. iii. pp. 51-54. summarily disposes of one of

M. Cousin constantly contradicts the most important of these

Locke, and then says he has re- philosophical opinions as ' thf
futed that profound and vigorous superficial edifice of Lock?.'
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results. In no other department has there been so

much movement, and so little progress. Men of

eminent abilities, and of the greatest integrity of pur-

pose, have in every civilized country, for many cen-

turies, been engaged in metaphysical inquiries ;
and yet

at the present moment their systems, so far from ap-

proximating towards truth, are diverging from each

other with a velocity which seems to be accelerated by
the progress of knowledge. The incessant rivalry of

the hostile schools, the violence with which they have

been supported, and the exclusive and unphilosophic
confidence with which each has advocated its own
method, all these things have thrown the study of

the mind into a confusion only to be compared to that

in which the study of religion has been thrown by the

controversies of the theologians.
21 The consequence is,

that if we except a very few of the laws of association,
and perhaps I may add the modern theories of vision

and of touch,
22 there is not to be found in the whole

compass of metaphysics a single principle of import-
ance, and at the same time of incontestable truth.

Under these circumstances, it is impossible to avoid a

suspicion that there is some fundamental error in the

manner in which these inquiries have been prosecuted.
For my own part, I believe that, by mere observation

of our own minds, and even by such rude experiments

71

Berkeley, in a moment of logian should get this sentence

candour, inadvertently coni'esses by heart :

' That we have firs,

what is very damaging to the re- raised a dust, and then complain

putation of his own pursuits : we cannot see.'
'

Upon the whole, I am inclined -- Some of the laws of associ-

to think that the far greater part, ation, as stated Ly Hume and
if not all, of those difficulties Hartley, are capable of historical

which have hitherto amused phi- verification, which would change
losophers, and blocked up the the metaphysical hypothesis into

way to knowledge, are entirely a scientific theory. Berkeley's
owing to ourselves. That, we theory of vision, and Brown's
have first raised a dust, and then theory of touch, have, in the

complain we cannot see.' Prin- same way, been verified physio-

cipli's of Human Knowledge, in logically ; so that we now know

Berkeley's Works, vol. i. p. 74. what otherwise we could only

Kvery metaphysician and theo- have suspected.
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as wo are able to make upon tlioin, it will bo impossible
io raise psychology to a scienco

;
and I entertain very

little doubt that metaphysics can only be successfully
studied by an investigation of history so comprehensive
as to enable us to understand the conditions which

govern the movements of the human race. 23

M In regard to one of the diffi-

culties stated in this chapter as

impeding metaphysician!:, it is

only just to quote the remarks of

Kant: 'Wie aberdas Ich, derich

donke, vondem Ich, das sich selbst

anschaut, uuterschieden (indem
ich mir noch and ere Anschau-

ungsart wenigstens als moglich
vorstellen kann), und doch mit
diesem letzteren als dasselbe

Subject einerlei sei, wie ich also

sagen konne : Ich als Intelligenz
und denkend Subject, erkeune
taich selbst als gedachtes Object,
BO fern ich mir noch iiber das in

der Aiischauung gegeben biz,

nur, gleich anderen Phamaienen,
nicht wie ich vor dem V7erstande

bin, sondern wie iehmirerscheiue,
hat niclit me.hr auch nicht wenigei
Schwierigkeit bei sich, als wie

ich mir selbst iiberhaupt ein

Object und zwar der Anschauung
und innerer Wahrnehmungen
sein konne.' Kritik der reinen

Vcrnunft, in KantsWerkc, vol. ii.

p. 144. I am very willing to let

the question rest on this : for

to me it appears that both cases

are not only equally difficult,

but, in the present state of OUT

knowledge, are equnlly impos
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CHAPTER IV.

MENTAL LAWS ARE EITHER MORAX OR I>TTELLECTUAL. COMPARISON
OF MORAL AND INTELLECTUAL LAWS, AND INQUIRY INTO THE
EFFECT PRODUCED BY EACH ON THE PROGRESS OF SOCIETY.

IN the preceding chapter, it has, I trust, been made

apparent, that, whatever may hereafter be the case, we,

looking merely at the present state of our knowledge,
mtfst pronounce the metaphysical method to be unequal
to the task, often imposed upon it, of discovering the

laws which regulate the movements of the human mind.
We are, therefore, driven to the only remaining method,

according to which mental phenomena are to be studied,

Hot simply as they appear in the mind of the individual

observer, but as they appear in the actions of mankind at

large. The essential opposition between these two plans
is very obvious : but it may perhaps be well to bring
forward further illustration of the resources possessed

by each for the investigation of truth
;
and for this

purpose, I will select a subject which, though still im-

perfectly understood, supplies a beautiful instance of

the regularity with which, under the most conflicting

circumstances, the great Laws of Nature are able to

hold their course.

The case to which I refer, is that of the proportion

kept up in the births of the sexes
;
a proportion which

if it were to be greatly disturbed in any country, even
for a single generation, would throw society into the

most serious confusion, and would infallibly cause a

great increase in the vices of the people.
1 Now, it has

1 Thus we find that the Europe, increased licentious-

Crusades, by diminishing the ness. Kee a curious passage in

proportion of men to women in Sprengel, Histoire de la Mfdcciiif,
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always been suspected that, on an average, the male
and female births are tolerably equal ; but, until very
recently, no one could tell whether or not they are

precisely equal, or, if unequal, on which side there is an
excess. 2 The births being the physical result of phy-
sical antecedents, it was clearly seen that the laws of

the births must be in those antecedents
;
that is to say,

that the causes of the proportion of the sexes must
reside in the parents themselves.3 Under these cir-

cumstances, the question arose, if it was not possible to

elucidate this difficulty by our knowledge of animal

physiology ;
for it was plausibly said,

' Since physiology
is a study of the laws of the body,

4 and since all births

vol. ii. p. 376. In Yucatan,
there is generally a consider-

able excess of women, and the

result is prejudicial to morals.

Stephen's Central America, vol.

fli. pp. 380, 429. On the other

hand, respecting the state of

society produced by an excess

of males, see Mallet's Northern

Antiquities, p. 259 ; Journal

of Geographical Society, vol. xv.

p. 46, vol. xvi. p. 307 ; Southcy's

Commonplace Book, third series,

p. 579.
2 On this question a variety

of conflicting statements may be
seen in the old writers. Good-

man, early in the seventeenth

century, supposed that more
females were born than males.

Southey's Commonplace Book,
third series, p. 696. Turgot
((Ettvres, vol. ii. p. 247) rightly

says,
'

il nait un pen plus
d'hommes quo de femmes;' bnt
the evidence was too incomplete
to make this more than a lucky
guess; and I find that even

Herder, writing in 1785, takes

for granted that the proportion
was about equal :

'

ein ziemliches

Gieichmass in den Geburten

beider Geschlechter
'

(Ideen zur

Geschichte, vol. ii. p. 149), and
was sometimes in favour of

girls, 'ja, die Nachrichten

mehrcrer Reisenden machen es

wahrscheinlich, dass in manchen
dieser Gegenden wirklich mehr
Tochter als Soline geboren
werden.'

3 A question, indeed, has been
raised as to the influence exer-

cised by the state of the mind

during the period of orgasm. Hut
whatever this influence may be,

it can only affect the subsequent
birth through and by physical

antecedents, which in every case

must be regarded as the proxi-
mate cause. If, therefore, the

influence were proved to exist,

we should still have to search

for physical laws : though such

laws would of course be con-

sidered merely as secondary ones,

resolvable into some higher

generalix-fition.
4 Some writers treat physi-

ology as a study of the laws of

life. But this, looking at the

subject as it now stands, is fat

too bold a step, and several

branches of knowledge will have
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are products resulting from the body, it follows that ii

we know the laws of the body, we shall know the laws

of the birth.' This was the view taken by physiologists
of our origin ;

5 and this is precisely the view taken by
metaphysicians of our history. Both parties believed

that it was possible at once to rise to the cause of the

phenomenon, and by studying its laws predict the phe-
nomenon itself. The physiologist said,

'

By studying
individual bodies, and thus ascertaining the laws which

regulate the union of the parents, I will discover the

proportion of the sexes, because the proportion is

merely the result to which the union gives rise.' Just

in the same way, the metaphysician says,
'

By studying
individual minds, I will ascertain the laws which govern
their movements

;
and in that way I will predict the

movements of mankind, which are obviously com-

pounded of the individual movements.' 6 These are the

to be raised from their present

empirical state, before the phe-
nomena of life can be scientifi-

cally investigated. The more
rational mode seems to be, to

consider physiology and ana-

tomy as correlative
;

the first

forming the dynamical, and
the second forming the statical

part of the study of organic
structure.

5 ' Voulez-vous savoir de quoi

depend le sexe des enfants ?

Fernel vous repond, sur la foi

des anciens, qu'il depend des

qualit^s de la semence du pere
et de la mere.' Eenouard,
Histoire de Ja Medecine, Paris,

1816, vol. ii. p. 106; see also,

at p. 186, the opinion of Hip-
pocrates, adopted by Galen; and

similar views in Lepelleticr,

Physiologie Medicate, vol. iv. p.

332, and Sprmgd, Hist, de la

Medecine, vol. i. pp. 252, 10,

vol. ii. p. 115, vol. iv. p. 62. For
further information an to thu

opinions which have been held

respecting the origin of sexes,

see Beausobre, Histoire de Mani-

chee, vol. ii. p. 417; Asiatic

Researches, vol. iii, pp. 358, 361
;

Vishnu Purana, p. 349 ;
Works

of Sir William Jones, vol. iii.

p. 126
;

Hitter's History of
Ancient Philosophy, vol. iii. p.

191
;
Denham and Clapperton's

Africa, pp. 323, 324 ; Maintenon,
Lettres Incditi.s, vol. ii. p. 62

;

and the view of Hohl (Burdock's

Physiologic, vol. ii. p. 472),
'

que
les femmes chez lesquelles pre-
domino le systeme arteriel pro-
creent des garc;ons, au lieu que
celles dont le systeme veineux
a la predominance mettent au

monde des filles.' According
to Anaxaguras the question was

extremely simple : KO.\ &fijxi>a

fj.fv airb Ttav Se^iciv, 0-f]\fct 8e OTT&

TUV aptrTrepSiv. Diog. Lacrt. ii.

9, vol. i. p. 85.
6 'L<> metaphysicien so voit

comnif- la source de 1'evidcncc ct
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expectations which have been confidently held out, }>y

physiologists respecting the laws of the sexes, and by
metaphysicians respecting the laws of history. To-
wards the fulfilment, however, of these promises the

metphysicians have done absolutely nothing ;
nor have

the physiologists been more successful, although their

views have the support of anatomy, which admits of

the employment of direct experiment, a resource un-

known to metaphysics. But towards settling the pre-
sent question, all this availed them nothing ;

and phy-
siologists are not yet possessed of a single fact which
throws any light on this problem : Is the number of

male births equal to female births is it greater, or is it

less ?

These are questions to which all the resources of

physiologists, from Aristotle down to our own time,
afford no means of reply.

7 And yet at the present day

le confident de la nature: Moi

seul, dit-il, je puis generaliser
les idees, et decouvnr IP germe
des eVenements qui se develop-

pentjournellement dans le monde

physique et moral
;

et c'est par
moi seul que 1'homme peut etre

eclaire.' Helvetius, de I'Esprit,

vol. i. p. 86. Compare Herder,
Ideen zur Geschickte der Meiisch-

heit, vol. ii. p. 105. Thus, too,

M. Cousin (Hist, de la Phi-

losophie. II. serie, vol. i. p.

131) says,
' Le fait de la con-

science transporte de 1'individu

dans 1'espece et dans I'histoire.

est la clef de tous les developpe-
meuts de 1'humanite.'

7
Considering the very long

period during which physiology
has been studied.it is remarkable
how little the physiologists have
contributed towards the great
and final object of all science,

namely, the power of predicting
events. To me it appears that

ihe twu principal <-ausns of this

are, the backwardness of che-

mistry, and the still extremely

imperfect state of the microscope,
which even now is so inaccurate

an instrument, that when a hierh

power is employed, little con-

fidence can l>e placed in it
;
and

the examination, for instance, of

the spermatozoa has led to the

most contradictory results. In

regard to chemistry, MM. Eobin
and Verdeil, in their recent great

work, have ably proved what
manifold relations there are

between it and the further pro-
gress of our knowledge of the ani-

mal frame; though I venture to

think that these eminent writers

have shown occasionally an undue

disposition to limit the applica-
tion of chemical laws to physio-

logical phenomena. See Robin et

Verdei', Chi?nie Anatomiqiif et

Fhysiolo(jiqu>',Pa.Tis, 1853. vol. i.

pp." 20/34, 167, 337, 338. 437
:

661, vol. ii. pp. 136, 137. 508.

vol. iii. pp. 13.">, 144. 183, 2S1,
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we, by the employment of what now seems a -very

natural method, are possessed of a truth which the

united abilities of a long series of eminent men failed to

discover. By the simple experiment of registering the

number of births and their sexes
; by extending this

registration over several years, in different countries,
we have been able to eliminate all casual disturbances,
and ascertain the existence of a law which, expressed
in round numbers, is, that for every twenty girls there

are born twenty-one boys : and we may confidently

say, that although the operations of this law are of

course liable to constant aberrations, the law itself is so

powerful, that we know of no country in which during
a single year the male births have not been greater
than the female ones. 8

The importance and the beautiful regularity of this

law make us regret that it still remains an empirical

truth, not having yet been connected with the physical

?83, 351, 547. The increasing

tendency of chemistry to bring
under its control what are often

supposed to be purely organic

phenomena, is noticed cautiously
in Turner's Chemistry, vol. ii. p.

1308, London, 184? ;
and boldly

in Liebig's Letters on Chemistry,
1851, pp. 250, 251. The con-

nexion between chemistry and

physiology is touched on rather

too hastily in Bouilland, Philo-

sophic Medicale, pp. 160, 257 ;

Broussais, Examcn dcs Doc-

trines Medicates, vol. iii. p.

166
;

Brodie's lectures on

Pathology, p. 48
; Henle, Traite

d'Anatomie, vol. i. pp. 25,

26
;

Feuchtersleben's Medical

Psychology, p. 88
;

but better in

Hollands Medical Notes, 1839,

p. 270, a thoughtful and sug-

gestive work. On the necessity
of chemistry for increasing our

knowledge of embryology, com-

pare Wagner's Physiology, pp.

131, 132 note, with Burdach,
Traite de Physiologie, vol. iv. pp.
59, 168.

8 It used to be supposed that

some of the eastern countries

formed an exception to this
;
but

more precise observations have
contradicted the loose statements
of the earlier travellers, and in

no part of the world, so far as

our knowledge extends, are more

girls born than boys ;
while in

every part of the world for

which we have statistical returns,
there is a slight excess on the,

side of male births. Compare
Marsden's History of Sumatra,

p. 234
; Raffles' History of Java,

vol. i. pp. 81, 82; Sykes on the

Statistics of the Dcccan, in Ec-

ports of British Association, vol.

vi. pp. 246, 261, 262; Niebuhr,

Description de FArabic, p. 63 ;

Humbuldt, Nouv. Espagne, voL i.

p. 139; M' William, Medical

History of Expedition to the
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phenomena by which its operations are caused. 9 But
this is immaterial to my present purpose, which is only
to notice the method by which the discovery has been
made. For this method is obviously analogous to that

by which I propose to investigate the operations of the

human mind
;
while the old and unsuccessful method

is analogous to that employed by the metaphysicians.
As long as physiologists attempted to ascertain the

laws of the pi'oportion of sexes by individual experi-

ments, they effected absolutely nothing towards the end

Xiger, p. 113; EHiatson'* H 'man

Physiology, p. 795 ;
Thomson's

Hist, of Royal Society, p. 531 ;

Sadler's Law ofPopulation, vol. i.

t-p. 507, 511, vol. ii. pp. 321,

335; Paris and Fonhlanque' s

Medical Jurisprudence, vol. i.

p. 259
;
Journal if Statist. Soc.

vol. iii. pp. 263, 264, vol. xvii.

pp. 46, 123 ; Journal of Geo-

graphical Soc. vol. xx. p. 17;
Fourth Report of British Associa-

tion, pp. "687, 689, Report for
1842, pp. 144, 145; Transac. of
Sections for 1840, p. 174, for
1847, p. 96, for 1849, p. 87 ;

Dufau, Traite de Statistiqv.c, pp.

24,' 209, 210; Burdach, Traite

de Physiologic, vol. ii. pp. 56,

57, 273, 274. 281, vol. v. p. 373 ;

Hawkins's Medical Statistics, pp.

221, 222.
8 In Mulhr's Physiology, vol.

ii. p. 1657, a work of great au-

thority, it is said, that 'the

causes which determine the sex

of the embryo art- unknown,

although it appears that the

relative age of the parents has

some influence over the sex of

the offspring.' That the relative

age of the parents does affect

the sex of their children, may,
from the immense amount of

evidence now collected, be con-

sidered almost certain; but M.

Miiller, instead of referring to

physiological writers, ought to

have mentioned that the statis-

ticians, and not the physiologists,
were the first to make this dis-

covery. On this curious ques-

tion, see Carpenter's Hu>nan

Physiology, p. 746 ; Sadler's

Law of Population, vol. ii. pp.

333, 336, 342; Journal of Sta-

tistical Society, vol. iii. pp. 263

264. In regard to animals

below man, we find from nume-
rous experiments, that among
sheep and horses the age of t he

parents
' has a very great iyne-

ral influence upon the sex* "t" the

offspring. Elliotson's Physiology,

pp. 70S, 709 ;
and see Cu>.-ier,

Progres dis Sciences SuturcUcs,
vol. ii. p. 406. As to the rela-

tion between the origin of sex

and the laws of arrested develop-
ment, compare G'.ojfro;; Saint-

Hiluir?. Hist, des A^omali's de

F Organisation, vol. ii. pp. 33,

34, "73, vol. iii. p. 278, with
/ -

li-jiau'/, vol. ii. p. 81.

In I-'.squirol, Maladies Ment :/es,

vol. i. p. 302, there is a singular
case recorded by Lamotte. which
would seem to connect this ques-
tion with pathological pheno-
mena, though it ie uncertain

whether, the epilepsy was an '-fleet

or a cognate symptom.
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they hoped to achieve. But when men became dissatis-

fied with these individual experiments, and instead of

them, began to collect observations less minute, but
more comprehensive, then it was that the great law of

nature, for which during many centuries they had

vainly searched, first became unfolded to their view.

Precisely in the same way, as long as the human mind
is only studied according to the narrow and contracted

method of metaphysicians, we have every reason for

thinking that the laws which regulate its movements
will remain unknown. If, therefore, we wish to effect

anything of real moment, it becomes necessary that we
should discard those old schemes, the insufficiency of

which is demonstrated by experience as well as by
reason ;

and that we should substitute in their place !

such a comprehensive survey of facts as will enable us

to eliminate those disturbances which, owing to the

impossibility of experiment, we shall never be able to

isolate.

The desire that I feel to make the preliminary views
of this Introduction perfectly clear, is my sole apology
for having introduced a digression which, though add-

ing nothing to the strength of the argument, may be

found useful as illustrating it, and will at all events

enable ordinary readers to appreciate the value of the

proposed method. It now remains for us to ascer-

tain the manner in which, by the application of this

method, the laws of mental progress may be most easily
discovered.

If, in the first place, we ask what this progress is,

the answer seems very simple : that it is a two-fold

progress, Moral and Intellectual
; thjjjirst havingjooxe

immediate relation to our duties, the_ secprU^to .out

Tmbwledger" This is~ a classification which has been

frequently laid down, and with which most persons are

familiar. And so far as history is a narration of re-

sults, there can be no doubt that the division is per-

fectly accurate. There can be no doubt that a people
are not really advancing, if, on the one hand, their in-

creasing ability is accompanied by increasing vice, or

if, on the other hand, while they are becoming more
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virtuous, they likewise become more ignorant. This

double movement, moral and intellectual, is essential to

the very idea of civilization, and includes the entire

theory of mental progress. To be willing to perform
our duty is the moral part. ;

to know how to perform it

is the intellectual part : while the closer these two

parts are knit together, the greater the harmony with

which they work
;
and the more accurately the means

are adapted to the end, the more completely will the

scheme of our life be accomplished, and the more

securely shall we lay a foundation for the further

advancement of mankind.
A question, therefore, now arises of great moment :

namely, which of these two parts or elements of mental

progress is the most important. For the progress itself

being the result of their united action, it becomes

necessary to ascertain which of them works more

powerfully, in order that Ave may subordinate the

inferior element to the laws of the superior one. It'

the advance of civilization, and the genei-al happiness
of mankind, depend more on their moral feelings than

on thoir intellectual knowledge, we must of course

measure the progress of society by those feelings ;

while if, on the other hand, it depends principally on

their knowledge, we must take as our standard the

amount and success of their intellectual activity. As
soon as we know the relative energy of these two com-

ponents, we shall treat them according to the usual

plan for investigating truth
;
that is to say, we shall

look at the product of their joint action as obeying the

laws of the more powerful agent, whose operations are

casually disturbed by the inferior laws of the minor

agent.
In entering into this inquiry, we are met by a pre-

liminary difficulty, arising from the louse and careless

manner in which ordinary language is employed on

subjects that require the greatest nicety and precision.
For the expression, Moral and Intellectual Progress, is

suggestive of a serious fallacy. In the manner in

which it is generally used, it conveys an idea that the

moral and intellectual faculties of men are. in the
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advance of civilization, naturally more acute and more

trustworthy than they were formerly. But this, though
it may possibly be true, has never been proved. It may
be that, owing to some physical causes still unknown,
the average capacity of the brain is, if we compare long

periods of time, becoming gradually greater ;
and that

therefore the mind, which acts through the brain, is,

even independently of education, increasing in aptitude
and in the general competence of its views. 10

Such,

however, is still our ignorance of physical laws, and so

completely are wo in the dark as to the circumstances

which regulate the hereditary transmission of character,

temperament,
11 and other personal peculiarities, that

10 That the natural powers of

the human brain are improving
because they are capable of trans-

mission, is a favourite doctrine

with the followers of Gall, and
is adopted by M. A. Comte

(Philosophic Positive, vol. iv. pp.

384, 385); who, whoever, admits

that it has never been sufficiently
verified: 'sans que toutei'ois 1' ex-

perience ait encore suffisamment

prononce.' Dr. Prichard, whose
habits of thought were very
different, seems, nevertheless,

inclined to lean in this direction ;

for his comparison of skulls led

him to the conclusion, that the

present inhabitants of Britain,
' either as the result of many
agt's of greater intelltctual cul-

tivation, or from some other

cause, have, as I am persuaded,
much more capacious brain-

cases than rheir fort-fathers.'

PricharcFs Physical History of

Mankind, vol. i. p. 305. Even
if this were certain, it would not

prove that the contents of the

crania were altered, though it

might create a presumption; and

.he general question must, I

'Jiiiik, remain unsettled until the

researches begun by Blumen-
bach, and recently continued by
Morton, are carried out upon H

scale far more comprehensm
than has hitherto been attempted.

Compare Burdach, Traite de

Physiologic, vol. ii. p. 253; where,
however, the question is not

stated with sufficient caution.
11 None of the laws of here-

ditary descent connected with
the formation of character, have

yet been generalized; nor is oul

knowledge much more advanced

respecting the theory of tem-

peraments, which still remains
the principal obstacle in the

way of the phrenologists. The
difficulties attending the study
of temperaments, and the ob-

scurity in which this important

subject, is shrouded, may be
estimated by whoever will com-

pare what has boeu said upon it

by the following writers: Mullcrs

Physiology, vol. ii. pp. 1406-1410;
Elliotso'ii s Human Physiology,

pp. 105'J-1062; tilainville, Phy-
sioloyit Giiierale et Comparer,
vol. i. pp. HJ8, 264, 26,0, vol. ii.

pp.43, 130, 214, 328, 329, vol. iii.

pp. :>4. 74. 11H, 148 149. 284
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we must consider this alleged progress as a very doubt-

ful point ; and, in the present state of our knowledge,
we cannot safely assume that there lias been any per-
manent improvement in the moral or intellectual

faculties of man, nor have we any decisive ground for

saying that those faculties are likely to be greater in

an infant born in the most civilized part of Europe,
than in one born in the wildest region of a barbarous

country. 18

'285; Williams's Principles of

Medicine, pp. 16, 17, 112, 113;

(ieoffroy Saint Hilaire, Anomalies

de I Orgcmisation, vol. i. pp. 186,

190; Broussais, Examvn des

Doctrines Medicates, vol. i. pp.

204, 205, vol. iii. p. 276;
Kenouard, Hist, de la Medecine,
Tol. i. p. 326 ; Sprengel, Hist, de

la Medecine, vol. i. p. 380
;
vol.

ii. p. 408, vol. iii. p. 21, vol. v.

p. 325, vol. vi. p. 492 ; Esquirol,
Maladies Men tales, vol. i. pp. 39,

226, 429, 594, vol. ii. p. 29;

LepeUetier, Physiol. Mi-dicalv, vol.

i. pp. 139. 281, vol. iii. pp. 372-

429, vol. iv. pp. 93, 123, 133,

143, 148, 177; Hmh, Anatomic

Generate, vol. i. p. 47 t, vol. ii.

pp. 288, 289, 316
; Bichat,

Anatomie General/', vol. i. p. 207,
vol. ii. p. 444, vol. iii. pp. 310,

507, vol. iv. pp. 281, 399, 400,
504

;
Bichat sur la Vie, pp. 80,

81,234,235; Phillips on &-rofu!a,

p. 9 ;
Feuchtersleben's Medical

Psychology, pp. 143-145; GEuvres

de FonteneUe, Paris, 1766, vol. v.

p. 110; Cidlen's Works, Edinb.

1827, vol. i. pp. 214-221
;

Cuban is, Eapports du Physique
d du Moral, pp. 76-83, 229-261,
520-533; Koble on the Bran,
pp. 370-376; Combe's North

America, vol. i. pp. 126-128.

Latterly, attention has been paid
to the chemistry of the blood as

VOL. I.

it varies in the various tem-

peraments ;
and this seems a

more satisfactory method than

the old plan of merely describing
the obvious symptoms of the

temperament. Clark on Animal

Physiology, in Fourth Report of
th' British Association, p. 126

;

Simons Ani?na/ Chemistry, vol.

i. p. 236
; Wagner's Physiology,

p. 262.
'- We often hear of hereditary

talents, hereditary vices, and

hereditary virtues
;
but whoever

will critically examine the evi-

dence will find that wo have no

proof of their existence. The

way in which they are commonly
proved is in the highest degree

illogical; the usual course bi;ing

for writers to collect instances

of some mental peculiarity
found in a parent and in his

child, and then to infer that the

peculiarity was bequeathed. By
this mode of reasoning wo might
demonstrate any proposition ;

since in all large fields of inquiry
there are a suih'cient number of

empirical coincidences to make
a plausible case in favour of

whatever view a man chooses to

advocate. But this is not the

way in which truth is discovered ;

and we ought to inquire not

only how many instances there

are of hereditary talents, &c,

N
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Whatever, therefore, the moral and intellectual pro-

gress of men may be, it resolves itself not into a pro-

gress of natural capacity,
13 but into a progress, if I

may so say, of opportunity ;
that is, an improvement in

the circumstances under which that capacity after

birth comes into play. Here, then, lies the gist of the
whole matter. The progress is one, not of internal

power, but of external advantage. The child bora in a
civilized land is not likely, as such, to be superior to

one born among barbarians
;
and the difference which

ensues between the acts of the two children will be

caused, so far as we know, solely by the pressure of

external circumstances
; by which I mean the surround-

ing opinions, knowledge, associations
;

in a word, the

entire mental atmosphere in which the two children

are respectively nurtured.

but how many instances there are

of such qualities not being here-

ditary. Until something of this

sort is attempted, we can know

nothing about the matter in-

ductively : -while, until physio-
logy and chemistry are much
more advanced, we can know

nothing about it deductively.
These considerations ought to

prevent us from receiving state-

ments (Taylor's Medical Juris-

prudence, pp. 644, 678, and

many other books) which posi-

tively affirm the existence of

hereditary madness and here-

ditary suicide; and the same
remark applies to hereditary dis-

ease (on which see some admi-
rable observations in Phillips on

Scrofula, pp. 101-120, London,

1846); and with still greater
force does it apply to hereditary
vices and hereditary virtues ;

in-

asmuch as ethical phenomena
have not been registered as care-

fully as physiological ones, and
LQorefore our conclusions respect-

ing them are even more pre-
carious.

13 To what has been already
stated, I will add the opinions
of two of the most profound
among modern thinkers. '

Men,
I think, have been much the

same for natural endowments in

all times.' Conduct of the Un-

derstanding, in Locke's Works,
vol. ii. p. 361. ' Les dispositions

primitives agissent egalement
chez les peuples barbares et chez

les peuples polices ; ils sont

vraisemblablement les memes
dans tous les lieux et dans tous les

terns. . . Plus il y aura d'hommes,
et plus vous aurez de grands
hommos ou d'hommes propres a de-

venir grands.' J'rogres de I'Esprit
Humain, in (Emres de Turgot,
vol. ii. p. 264. The remarks of

Dr. Brown (Lectures on the

Mind, p. ,0"), if I rightly un-
derstand his rhetorical language,

apply not to natural capacity,
but to that which ib acquired :

see the end of his ninth Lecture
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On this account it is evident, that if we look at man-
kind in the aggregate, their moral and intellectual con-

duct is regulated by the moral and intellectual notions

prevalent in their own time. There are, of course, many
persons who will rise above those notions, and many
others who will sink below them. But such cases are

exceptional, and form a very small proportion of the

total amount of those who are nowise remarkable either

for good or for evil. An immense majority of men must

always remain in a middle state, neither very foolish

nor very able, neither very virtuous nor very vicious,
but slumbering on in a peaceful and decent mediocrity,

adopting without much difficulty the current opinions of

the day, making no inquiry, exciting no scandal, causing
no wonder, just holding themselves on a level with their

generation, and noiselessly conforming to the standard

of morals and of knowledge common to the age and

country in which they live.

Now, it requires but a superficial acquaintance with

history to be aware that this standard is constantly

changing, and that it is never precisely the same even
in the most similar countries, or in two successive

generations in the same country. The opinions which
are popular in any nation vary in many respects almost

from year to year ;
and what in one period is attacked

as a paradox or a heresy, is in another period wel-

comed as a sober truth
; which, however, in its turn is

replaced by some subsequent novelty. This extreme

mutability in the ordinary standard of human actions

shows that the conditions on which the standard de-

pends must themselves be very mutable
;
and those

conditions, whatever they may be, are evidently the

originators of the moral and intellectual conduct of the

great average of mankind.

Here, then, we have a basis on which we can safely

proceed. We know that the main cause of human actions

is extremely variable
;
we have only, therefore, to

apply this test to any set of circumstances which are

supposed to be the cause, and if we find that such cir-

cumstances are not very variable, we must infer that

they are not the cause we are attempting to discover.

N 2
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Applying this test to moral motives, or to the dic-

tates of what is called moral instinct, we shall at once

see how extremely small is the influence those motives
have exercised over the progress of civilization. For
there is, unquestionably, nothing to be found in the

world which has undergone so little change as those

great dogmas of which moral systems are composed.
To do good to others ;

to sacrifice for their benefit your
own wishes

;
to love your neighbour as yourself ;

to

forgive your enemies
;

to restrain your passions ;
to

honour your parents ;
to respect those who are set over

you : these, and a few others, are the sole essentials of

morale
;
but they have been known for thousands of

years, and not one jot or tittle has been added to them

by all the sermons, homilies, and text-books which
moralists and theologians have been able to produce.

14

14 That the system of morals

propounded in the New Testa-

ment contained no maxim which
had not been previously enun-

ciated, and that some of the

most beautiful passages in the

Apostolic writings are quota-
tions from pagan authors, is well

known to every scholar
;
and so

far from supplying, as some sup-

pose, an objection against Chris-

tianity, it is a strong recom-

mendation of it, as indicating
the intimate relation between
the doctrines of Christ and the

moral sympathies of mankind
in different ages. But to assert

that Christianity communicated
to man moral truths previously
unknown, argues, on the part of

the assertor, either gross igno-
rance or else wilful fraud. For
evidence of the knowledge of

moral truths possessed by bar-

barous nations, independently
of Christianity, and for the most

part previous to its promulga-
tion, compare Mackai/s Religious

Development, vol. ii. pp. 376-

380; Mlire's Hist, of Greek

Literature, vol. ii. p. 398, voL
iii. p. 380

;
Prcscott's History of

Mexico, vol. i. p. 31
; Elphin-

stone's History of India, p. 47 ;

Works of Sir W. Jones, vol. i.

pp. 87, 168, vol. iii. pp. 105,

114; MUFs History of India,
vol. i. p. 419

; Bohlen, das alte

Indien, vol. i. pp. 364-366;

Scausobre, Histoire de Manichet,
vol. i. pp. 318, 319; Colemarit

Mythology of the Hi7idu-s, p. 193 ;

Transac. of Soc. of Bombay, vol.

iii. p. 198; Transac. of Asiatic

Society, vol. i. p. 5, vol. iii. pp.

283, 284
;

Asiatic Researches,
vol. vi. p. 271, vol. vii. p. 40,

vol. xvi. pp. 130, 277, vol. xx.

pp. 460, 461; The Dabistan, vol. i.

pp. 328, 338; Catliris Xorth-

American Indians, vol. ii. p. 243
;

Syme's Embassy to Ava, vol. ii.

p. 389
;
Davis's Chinese, vol. i. p.

196, vol. ii. pp. 136, 233 ; Jour-

nal Asiatique, I. serie, vol. iv.

p. 77, Paris, 1824.
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But, if wo contrast this stationary aspect of moral

truths with the progressive aspect of intellectual truths,

the difference is indeed startling.
15 All the great moral

systems which have exercised much influence have been

fundamentally the same ;
all the great intellectual sys-

tems have been fundamentally different. In reference

to our moral conduct, there is not a single principle
now known to the most cultivated Europeans, which was
not likewise known to the ancients. In reference to

the conduct of our intellect, the moderns have not only
made the most important additions to every department
of knowledge that the ancients ever attempted to study,
but besides this, they have upset and revolutionized the

old methods of inquiry ; they have consolidated into one

great scheme all those resources of induction which
Aristotle alone dimly perceived ;

and they have created

sciences, the faintest idea of which never entered the

mind of the boldest thinker antiquity produced.

15 Sir Jamas Mackintosh was

>o struck by the stationary cha-

racter of moral principles, that

he denies the possibility of their

advance, and boldly affirms that

no further discoveries can be

made in morals :

'

Morality ad-

mits no discoveries. . . . More
than three thousand years have

elapsed since the composition of

the Pentateuch
;

and let any
man, if he is able, tell me in

what important respect the rule

of life has varied since tha,
v

distant period. Let the Insti-

tutes of Menu be explored with

the same view; we shall arrive

at the same conclusion. Let the

books of false religion be opened :

it will be found that their moral

systom is, in all its grand fea-

tures, the same. . . . The fact is

evident that no improvements
have been made in practical

r.orality. . . . The facts which

lead to the formation of moral

rules are as accessible, and must
be as obvious, to the simplest
barbarian as to the most en-

lightened philosopher. . . . Th?
case of the physical and specu-
lative sciences is directly oppo-
site. There the facts are remote
and scarcely accessible

From the countless variety of

the facts with which they are

conversant, it is impossible to

prescribe any bounds to their

future improvement. It is other-

wise with morals. They have

hitherto been stationary; and,
in my opinion, they are likely
I'or over to continue so.' Life of
Mackintosh, edited by his Son,

London, 1835, vol. i. pp. 119-
122. Condorcet

(
Vie de Turgot,

p. 180) says,
' La morale de

routes les nations a ete la meme ;

'

and Kan*' ( Logik, in Kant' A

H~crk<, vol. i. p. 356), 'In der

Moral-philosophiesind wir nicht

weiter gekommen, als die Alton.
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These are, to every educated man, recognized and
notorious facts

;
and the inference to be drawn from

them is immediately obvious. Since civilization is the

product of moral and intellectual agencies, and since

that product is constantly changing, it evidently cannot
be regulated by the stationary agent ; because, when

surrounding circumstances are unchanged, a stationary

agent can only produce a stationary effect. The only
other agent is the intellectual one

;
and that this is the

real mover may be proved in two distinct ways : first,

because being, as we have already seen, either moral
or intellectual, and being, as we have also seen, not

moral, it must be intellectual
; and, secondly, because

the intellectual principle has an activity and a capacity
for adaptation, which, as I undertake to show, is quite
sufficient to account for the extraordinary progress
that, during several centuries, Europe has continued

to make.
Such are the main arguments by which my view is

supported ;
but there are also other and collateral

circumstances which are well worthy of consideration.

The first is, that the intellectual principle is not only
far more progressive than the moral principle, but is

also far more permanent in its results. The acquisitions
made by the intellect are, in every civilized country,

carefully preserved, registered in certain well-under-

stood formulas, and protected by the use of technical

and scientific language ; they are easily handed down
from one generation to another, and thus assuming an

accessible, or, as it were, a tangible form, they often

influence the most distant posterity, they become the

heirlooms of mankind, the immortal bequest of the

genius to which they owe their birth. But the good
deeds effected by our moral faculties are less capable of

transmission
; they are of a more private and retiring

character
; while, as the motives to which they owe

their origin are generally the result of self-discipline
and of self-sacrifice, they have to be worked out by
every man for himself; and thus, begun by each anew,

they derive little benefit from the maxims of preceding

experience, nor can they well be stored up for the use
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of future moralists. The consequence is, that although
moral excellence is more amiable, and to most persons
more attractive, than intellectual excellence, still, it

must bo confessed that, looking at ulterior results, it is

far less active, less permanent, and, as I shall presently

prove, less productive of real good. Indeed, if we
examine the effects of the most active philanthropy, and

of the largest and most disinterested kindness, we shall

find that those eifects are, comparatively speaking, short-

lived ;
that there is only a small number of individuals

they come in contact with and benefit
;
that they rarely

survive the generation which witnessed their commence-
ment

;
and that, when they take the more durable form

of founding great public charities, such institutions

invariably fall, first into abuse, then into decay, and
after a time are either destroyed, or perverted from

their original intention, mocking the effort by which
it is vainly attempted to perpetuate the memory even

of the purest and most energetic benevolence.

These conclusions are no doubt very unpalatable ;

and what makes them peculiarly offensive is, that it ia

impossible to refute them. For the deeper we pene-
trate into this question, the more clearly shall we see

the superiority of intellectual acquisitions over moral

feeling.
16 There is no instance on record of an ignorant

man who, having good intentions, and supreme power
to enforce them, has not done far more evil than good.
And whenever the intentions have been very eager,
and the power very extensive, the evil has been enor-

mous. But if you can diminish the sincerity of that

man, if you can mix some alloy with his motives, you
will likewise diminish the evil which he works. If he
is selfish as well as ignorant, it will often happen that

you may play otf his vice against liis ignorance, and by
exciting his fears restrain his mischief. If, however,
he has uo fear, if he is entirely unselfish, if his sole

object is the good of others, if he pursues that object

" Oue part of the argument is est toujours passager; les verites

well stated by Cuvier, who says, qu'on lour laisse sont eteruelles.'

'Le bien que I'oii fait aux Cui'iir, LX^gcs Hu'.oriques, vol. ii.

uoinmes, quelquo grand qu'il soil, p. 304
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with enthusiasm, upon a large scale, and with dis-

interested zeal, then it is that you have no check upon
him, you have no means of preventing the calamities

which, in an ignorant age, an ignorant man will be

sure to inflict. How entirely this is verified by ex-

perience, we may see in studying the history of religious

persecution. To punish even a single man for his

religious tenets, is assuredly a crime of the deepest

dye ;
but to punish a large body of men, to persecute

an entire sect, to attempt to extirpate opinions, which,

growing out of the state of society in which they arise,

are themselves a manifestation of the marvellous and
luxuriant fertility of the human mind, to do this is

not only one of the most pernicious, but one of the

most foolish acts that can possibly be conceived.

Nevertheless, it is an undoubted fact that an over-

whelming majority of religious persecutors have been
men of the purest intentions, of the most admirable
and unsullied morals. It is impossible that this should

be otherwise. For they are not bad-intentioned men,
who seek to enforce opinions which they believe to be

good. Still less are they bad men, who are so regard-
less of temporal considerations as to employ all the

resources of their power, not for their own benefit, but
for the purpose of propagating a religion which they
think necessary to the future happiness of mankind.
Such men as these are not bad, they are only ignorant ;

ignorant of the nature of truth, ignorant of the con-

sequences of their own acts. But, in a moral point of

view, their motives are unimpeachable. Indeed, it is

the very ardour of their sincerity which warms them
into persecution. It is the holy zeal by which they
are fired that quickens their fanaticism into a deadly

activity. If you can impress any man with an absorb-

ing conviction of the supreme importance of some
moral or religious doctrine

;
if you can make him

believe that those who reject that doctrine are doomed
to eternal perdition ;

if you then give that man power,
and by means of his ignorance blind him to the ulterior

consequences of his own act, he will infallibly perse-
cute those who deny his doctrine

;
and the extent of
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hia persecution will be regulated by the extent of his

sincerity. Diminish the sincerity, and you will dimi-

nish the persecution : in other words, by weakening
the virtue you may check the evil. This is a truth of

which history furnishes such innumerable examples,
that to deny it would be not only to reject the plainest
and most conclusive arguments, but to refuse the con-

current testimony of every age. I will merely select

two cases, which, from the entire difference in their

circumstances, are very apposite as illustrations: the

first being from the history of Paganism, the other

from the history of Christianity ;
and both proving the

inability of moral feelings to control religious per-
secution.

I. The Roman emperors, as is well known, subjected
the early Christians to persecutions, which, though
they have been exaggerated, were frequent and very

grievous. But what to some persons must appear
extremely strange, is, that among the active authors of

these cruelties, we find the names of the best men who
ever sat on the throne

;
while the worst and most in-

famous princes were precisely those who spared the

Christians, and took no heed of their increase. The
two most thoroughly depraved of all the emperors were

certainly Comniodus and Elagabalus ;
neither of whom

persecuted the new religion, or indeed adopted auy
measures against it. They were too reckless of the

future, too selfish, too absorbed in their own infamous

pleasures, to mind whether truth or error prevailed ;

and being thus indifferent to the welfare of their sub-

jects, they cared nothing about the progress of a creed,
which they, as Pagan emperors, were bound to regard
as a fatal and impious delusion. They, therefore,
allowed Christianity to run its course, unchecked by
those penal laws which more honest, but more mis-

taken, rulers would assuredly have enacted.' 7 We find,

" ' The first year of Com- stop to the persecution in the

modus must be the epocha of the first year of his reign
toleration. From all these au- Not one writer, either heathen

Lhorities, it appears beyond or Christian, makes Comniodus

exception, that Commodus put a a persecutor.' Letters concerning
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accordingly, that the great enemy of Christianity was
Marcus Aurelius : a man of kindly temper, and of fear-

less, unflinching honesty, but whose reign was charac-

terized by a persecution from which he would have
refrained had he been less in earnest about the religion
of his fathers. 18 And to complete the argument, it

may be added, that the last and one of the most
strenuous of the opponents of Christianity, who oc-

cupied the throne of the Caesars, was Julian : a prince
of eminent probity, whose opinions are often attacked,
but against whose moral conduct even calumny itself

has hardly breathed a suspicion.
19

the Thundering Legion, in Moyle's
Works, vol. ii. p. 266, London,
1726.

'

Heliogabalus also,though
in other respects the most
infamous of all princes, and

perhaps the most odious of all

mortals, showed no marks of

bitterness or aversion to the

disciples of Jesus.' Mosheim's

Eccl. History, vol. i. p. 66 : see

also Milman's Hist, of Christi-

anity, London, 1810, vol. ii.

p. 225.
18 Dr. Milman (History of

Christianity, 1840, vol. ii. p. 159)

says, 'A blameless disciple in

the severest school of philosophic

morality, the austerity of Mar-
cus rivalled that of the Chris-

tians in its contempt of the follies

and diversions of life ; yet his

native kindliness of disposition
wa.s not hardened or embittered

by the severity or the pride of

his philosophy. With Aurelius,

nevertheless, Christianity found
not only a f;iir and high-minded
competitor tor the command of

the human mind
;

not only a

rival in the exaltation of the

soul of man to higher views and
more dignified motives; but a

violent and intolerant persecu-

tor/ M. Guizot compares him
with Louis IX. of France

;
and

certainly there was in both an

evident connexion between sin-

cerity and persecution :

' Marc
Aurele et saint Louis sont peut-
etre les deux seuls princes qui,
en toute occasion, aient fait de

leurs croyances morales la

premiere regie de leur conduite :

Marc Aurele, stoicien
;

saint

Louis, chretien.' Guizot, Civili-

sation en France, vol. iv. p. 142.

Even Duplessis Mornay (Mem.
vol. iv. p. 374) calls him 'le

meilleur des empereurs payens ;'

and Hitter (Hist, of PhUos.

vol. iv. p. 222), 'the virtuous

and noble emperor.'
19 Neander (History of the

Church, vol. i. p. 122) observes,
that the best emperors opposed
Christianity, and that the worst

ones were indifferent to its en-

croachments. The same remark,
in regard to Marcus and Corn-

modus, i.-) made by Gibbon

(Decline imd fall, chap. xvi.

p. 220, Loud. 1836). Another

writer, of a very different cha-

racter, ascribes this peculiarity
to the wiles of the devil: 'In

the primitive times, it is ob-
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II. The second illustration is supplied by Spain ;
a

country of which it must be confessed, that in no other

have religious feelings exercised such sway over the

affairs of men. No other European nation has pro-
duced so many ardent and disinterested missionaries,
zealous self-denying martyrs, who have cheerfully
sacrificed their lives in order to propagate truths

which they thought necessary to be known. Nowhere
else have the spiritual classes been so long in the

ascendant ;
nowhere else are the people so devout, the

churches so crowded, the clergy so numerous. But
the sincerity and the honesty of purpose by which the

Spanish people, taken as a whole, have always been

marked, have not only been unable to prevent religious

persecution, but have proved the means of encouraging
it. If the nation had been more lukewarm, it would
have been more tolerant. As it was, the preservation
of the faith became the first consideration

;
and every-

thing being sacrificed to this one object, it naturally

happened that zeal begat cruelty, and the soil was pre-

pared in which the Inquisition took root and flourished.

The supporters of that barbarous institution were not

hypocrites, but enthusiasts. Hypocrites are for the

most part too supple to be cruel. For cruelty is a stern

and unbending passion ;
while hypocrisy is a fawning

and flexible art, which accommodates itself to human

feelings, and flatters the weakness of men in order that

it may gain its own ends. In Spain, the earnestness

of the nation, being concentrated on a single topic,
carried everything before it

;
and hatred of heresy be-

coming a habit, persecution ofheresywas thought a duty.
The conscientious energy with which that duty was ful-

filled is seen in the history of the Spanish Church.

Indeed, that the inquisitors were remarkable for an

undeviatmg and incorruptible integrity, may be proved
in a variety of ways, and from different and independ-
ent sources of evidence. This is a question to which

served that the best emperors eutors of the Church.' Memoirt
were some of them stirred up by of Colonel Hutchinson, p. 85.

Satan to be the bitterest perse-
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I shall hereafter return
;
but there are two testimonies

which I cannot omit, because, from the circumstances

attending them, they are peculiarly unimpeachable.
Llorente, the great historian of the Inquisition, and its

bitter enemy, had access to its private papers ;
and yet,

with the fullest means of information, he does not even
insinuate a charge against the moral character of the

inquisitors ;
but while execrating the cruelty of their

conduct, he cannot deny the purity of their inten-

tions.20 Thirty years earlier, Townsend, a clergyman of

the Chttrch of England, published his valuable work
on Spain ;

81 and though, as a Protestant and an Eng-
lishman, he had every reason to be prejudiced against the

infamous system which he describes, he also can bring
no charge against those who upheld it

;
but having

occasion to mention its establishment at Barcelona,
one of its most important branches, he makes the

remarkable admission, that all its members are men of

worth, and that most of them are of distinguished

humanity.
22

These facts, startling as they are, form a very small

part of that vast mass of evidence which history con-

tains, and which decisively proves the utter inability of

moral feelings to diminish religious persecution. The

way in which the diminution has been really effected

by the mere progress of intellectual acquirements, will

be pointed out in another part of this volume
;
w^hen

we shall see that the great antagonist of intolerance is

'-'

By which, indeed, he is p. xxiii.: compare vol. ii. pp.

sorely puzzled.
' On recou- 267, 268, vol. iv. p. lf>3.

naitra mon impartialite dans -'

Highly spoken of by the

quelques circonstances oujefais late Elarico White. a most com-

remarquer chez les inquisiteurs potent .judge. See Doblado's

des dispositions gent-reuses ;
ce Letters from Spain, p. ,5.

qui mo porto a croire quo les
'-" '

It is, however, universally
atroces sentences rendues par le acknowledged, for the credit of

Saint-Office, sont plutot une the corps at Barcelona, that all its

consequence de ses !<>is organ- members are men of worth, and

iques, qu'un offet du caractere most of them distinguished for

particulier do ses membres.' humanity.' Townsend!s Journey
Llorente, Histnire Critique de throiujh H/min, in 1786 and 1?87 (

fInquisition dF^pac/ne, vol. i. vol. i. p. 122, Lond. 1792.
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iidt humanity, but knowledge. It is to the diflusiou of

knowledge, and to that alone, that we owe the com-

parative cessation of what is unquestionably the greatest
evil men have ever inflicted on their own species. For
that religious persecution is a greater evil than any
other, is apparent, not so much from 1 he enormous and
almost incredible number of its known victims,

23 as from
the fact that the unknown must be far more numerous,
and that history gives no account of those who have
been spared in the body, in order that they might
suffer in. the mind. We hear much of martyrs and con-

fessors of those who were slain by the sword, or

consumed in the fire
;
but we know little of that still

larger number who, by the mere threat of persecution,
have been driven into an outward abandonment of

their real opinions ;
arid who, thus forced into an

apostasy the heart abhors, have passed the remainder of

their life in the practice of a constant and humiliating

hypocrisy. It is this which is the real curse of religious

persecution. For in this way, men being constrained

to mask their thoughts, there arises a habit of securing

safety by i'alsehood, and of purchasing impunity with

deceit. In this way fraud becomes a necessary of life
;

insincerity is made a daily custom
;

the whole tone of

public feeling is vitiated, and the gross amount of vice

M In 1546, the Venetian am- burned. Prescott's History oj
bassador at the court of the Ferdinand and Isabella, vol. i.

Emperor Charles V. stated, in an p. 265. In Andalusia alone,

official report to his own govern- during a single year, the Inqui-
ment on his return home,

' that sition put to death 2,000 Jews,
in Holland and in Friesland, 'besides 17,000 who underwent
more than 30,000 persons have some form of punishment less

suffered death at the hands of severe than that of the stake.'

justice for Anabaptist errors.' Ticknor's Hi-story of Spanish

Correspondence of Charles V. Littraturc, vol. i. p. 410. For
and his Ambassadors, edited by other statistical evidence on this

William Bradford, Lond. 8vo, horrible subject, see Llorente,

1S50, p. 471. In Spain, the Hl^toire dc tInquisition, vol. i.

Inquisition, during the eighteen pp. 160, 229, 238, 239, 279, 280,

years of Torquemada's ministry, 40G, 407, 455, vol. ii. pp. 77, 116,

punished, according to the lowest 376, vol. iv. p. 31; and, above

estimate, upwards of 105,000 all, the summary at pp. 242-

persons, of whom 8,800 were 273.
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and of error fearfully increased. Surely, then, we have

reason to say, that, compared to this, all other crimes

are of small account
;
and we may well be grateful for

that increase of intellectual pursuits which has de-

stroyed an evil that some among us would even now

willingly restore.

The principle I am advocating is of such immense

importance in practice as well as in theory, that I will

give yet another instance of the energy with which it

works. The second greatest evil known to mankind
the one by which, with the exception of religious perse-

cution, most suffering has been caused is, unquestion-

ably, the practice of war. That this barbarous pursuit

is, in the progress of society, steadily declining, must
be evident, even to the most hasty reader of European
history.

34 If we compare one country with another, we
shall find that for a very long period wars have been

becoming less frequent : and now so clearly is the move-
ment marked, that, until the late commencement of hos-

tilities, we had remained at peace for nearly forty years :

a circumstance unparalleled, not only in ourown country,
but also in the annals of every other country which has

been important enough to play a leading part in the

affairs of the world. 25 The question arises, as to what
share our moral feelings have had in bringing about this

great improvement. And if this question is answered,
not according to preconceived opinions, but according
to the evidence we possess, the answer will certainly

be, that those feelings have had no share at all. For it

24 On the diminished love of the attention of this eminent

war, which is even more marked philosopher, from his want of

than the actual diminution of acquaintance with the history

war, see some interesting re- and present state of political
marks in Comte, Philosophie economy.
Positive, vol. iv. pp. 488, 713,

" In Pellew's Life of Sid-

vol. vi. pp. 68, 424-436, where tnouth, 1847, vol. iii. p. 137, this

the antagonism between the prolonged peace is gravely as-

military spirit and the indus- cribed to
' the wisdom of the

trial spirit is, on the whole, well adjustment of 1815 ;

'

in other

worked out
; though some of the words, to the proceedings of the

leading phenomena have escaped Congress of Vienna !
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surely will not bo pretended that the moderns have
made any discoveries respecting the moral evils of war.

On this head nothing is now known that has not
been known for many centuries. That defensive wars
are just, and that offensive wars are unjust, are the

only two principles which, on this subject, moralists

are able to teach. These two principles were as clearly
laid down, as well understood, and as universally ad-

mitted, in the Middle Ages, when there was never a

week without war, as they are at the present moment,
when Avar is deemed a rare and singular occurrence.

Since, then, the actions of men respecting war have
been gradually changing, while their moral knowledge
respecting it has not been changing, it is palpably evi-

dent that the changeable effect has not been produced
by the unchangeable cause. It is impossible to con-

ceive an argument more decisive than this. If it can
be proved that, during the last thousand years, moralists

or theologians have pointed out a single evil caused by
tfar, the existence of which was unknown to their pre-

decessors, if this can be proved, I will abandon the

view for which I am contending. But if, as I most

confidently assert, this cannot be proved, then it must
be conceded that, no additions having been made on
this subject to the stock of morals, no additions can
have been made to the result which the morals pro-
duce. 26

26 Unless more zeal has been inferences from encroaching on

displayed in the diffusion of ethical ones. Indeed, during the

moral and religious principles ;
Middle Ages, the moral and

in which case it would be possi- religious literature outweighed
ble for the principles to be sta- all the profane literature put

tionary, and yet their effects be together ;
and surpassed it, not

progressive. But so far from only in bulk, but also in the

this, it is certain that in the ability of its cultivators. Now,
Middle Ages there were, rela- however, the generalizations of

lively to the population, more moralists have ceased to control

churches than there are now; the affairs of men, and have
the spiritual classes were far made- way for the larger doctrine

more numerous, the proselyting of expediency, which include*

spirit far more eager, and there all interests and all classes.

*-a* a much stronger detennina- Systematic writers on moral?
Uou to prevent purely scientific reached their zenith in the ttur
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Thus far as to the influence exercised by moral feel-

ings in increasing our distaste for war. But if, on the

other hand, we turn to the human intellect, in the nar-

rowest sense of the term, we shall find that every great
increase in its activity Jias been a heavy blow to the war-

like spirit. The full evidence for this I shall hereafter

detail at considerable length ;
and in this Introduction I

can only pretend to bring forward a few of those promi-
nent points, which, being on the surface of history, will

be at once understood.

Of these points, one of the most obvious is, that every

important addition made to knowledge increases the

authority of the intellectual classes, by increasing the

resources which they have to wield. Now, the anta-

gonism between these classes and the military class is

evident : it is the antagonism between thought and

action, between the internal and the external, between

argument and violence, between persuasion and force
;

or, to sum up the whole, between men who live by the

pursuits of peace and those who live by the practice of

war. Whatever, therefore, is favourable to one class, if

manifestly unfavourable to the other. Supposing the

remaining circumstances to be the same, it must hap-

pen, that as the intellectual acquisitions of a people

increase, their love of war will diminish
;
and if their

intellectual acquisitions are very small, their love of war
will be very great.

27 In perfectly barbarous countries,

teenth century, fell off rapidly and Coleridge's Friend, TO!, iii.

after that period, were, as Cole- p. 104.

ridge well says, opposed by
' the 2? Herder boldly asserts that

genius of Protestantism :

'

and, man originally, and by virtue of

by the end of the seventeenth his organization, is peaceably

century, became extinct in the disposed; but this opinion is de-

most civilized countries
;

the cisively refuted by the immense
Ductor Dubitantium of Jeremy additions which, since the time

Taylor being the last compre- of Herder, have been made to

hensive attempt of a man of our knowledge of the feelings

genius to mould society solely and habits of savages. 'Indessen

according to the maxims of ist's wahr, daes der Bau des

moralists. Compare two iute- Mensnhen vorzuglich auf die

resting passages in Mosheim's Vertheidigung, nicht auf den
Eccleeiast. Hist., vol. i. p. 338, Angriff gerichtet ist : in di?oTr.
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there are no intellectual acquisitions ;
and the mind

being a blank and dreary waste, the only resource is

external activity,
88 the only merit personal courage.

No account is made of any man, unless he has killed

an enemy ;
and the more he has killed, the greater the

reputation he enjoys.
29 This is the purely savage state

;

and it is the state in which military glory is most

esteemed, and military men most respected.
30 From

muss ihm die Kunst zu ITiilfe

kommen, in joner aber ist or von

Natur das kriiftigste Geschopf
dor Erdo. Seine Gestalt selbst

lohret ihn also Friedlichkeit,
nicht rauberische Mordverwiis-

tung, der Humanitat erstes

Merkmal.' Idecn sur Gcsckichtc,

vol. i. p. 185.
-s
Hence, no doubt, that acute-

ness of the senses, natural, and
indeed necessary, to an early
state of society, and which, being
at the expense of the reflecting

faculties, assimilates man to the

lower animals. See Carpenter's
Ih/man Physiology, p. 404

;
and

a tine passage in Herder's Ideen

:ur Geschichte, vol. ii. p. 12:
'
Das abstehende thierische Ohr,

das gloichsam immer lauscht und
horchet, das kleine scharfe Auge,
das in der weitesten Feme den
kleinsten Rauch oder Staub

gewahr wird, der weisse her-

vorbleckende, knochenbenagende
Zahn, der dicke Hals und die

zuriickgebogene Stollung ihres

Kopfes auf demselben.' Com-
pare Prichard's Physical Hist, of
Mankind, vol. i. pp. 292, 293

;

Azara, Amerique Meridionalc,
vol. ii. p. 18; WrangeTs Polar

Expedition, p. 384
;

Pallmes
Travels in Kordofan, pp. 132,
133.

''* '

Among some Macedonian

tribes, the man who had never

vor,. r. o

slain an enemy was marked by a

degrading badge.' Groin's His-

tory of Grace, vol. xi. p. 397.

Among the Dyaks of Borneo,
' a man cannot, marry until ho

has procured a human head; and
he that has several may bo dis-

tinguished by his proud and

lofty bearing, for it constitutes

his patent of nobility.' Earl's

Account of Borneo, in Journal of

Asiatic Society, vol. iv. p. 181.

See also Crawfurd on Borneo, in

Journal of Geoff. Soc., vol. xxiii.

pp. 77, 80. And for similar

instances of this absorption of

all other ideas into warlike ones,

compare Journal of Geoff. Sue.,

vol. x. p. 357; Malleus Northern

Antiquities, pp. 158, 159, 195;
ThirlwaWs Hist, of Greece, vol. i.

pp. 226, 284, vol. viii. p. 209;
Henderson's History of Brazil,

p. 475 ; Southey's History of

Brazil, vol. i. pp. 126, 248;
Asiatic Researches, vol. ii. p.

188, vol. rii. p. 193; Trans-

actions of Bombay Sociity, vol.

ii. pp. 51, 52; Hoskins's Travels

in Ethiopia, p. 163
; Origines du

Droit, in CEuvres deM'ichelet,\Q\.
ii. pp. 333, 334 note. So also

the Thvaciaus : yr\s 8e fpy<irrjv
ar IJJ.&Tarov. rb (jjf a.vli iro\i^.o\,

Ka\ \T)tffTuos K.6.\\i.ffToi'. Htro-

d-otus, book v. chap. 6, vol. iii.

p. 10, edit. Baehr.

Malcolm (History of Persia.
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this frightful debasement, even up to the summit of

civilization, there is a long series of consecutive steps ;

gradations, at each of which something is taken from
the dominion of force, and something given to the

authority of thought. Slowly, and one by one, the in-

tellectual and pacific classes begin to arise
;

at first

held in great contempt by warriors, but nevertheless

gradually gaining ground, increasing in number and in

power, and at each increase weakening that old mili-

tary spirit, in which all other tendencies had formerly
been absorbed. Trade, commerce, manufactures, law,

diplomacy, literature, science, philosophy, all these

things, originally unknown, became organized into sepa-
rate studies, each study having a separate class, and
each class insisting on the importance of its own pur-
suit. Of these classes, some are, no doubt, less pacific
than others

;
but even those which are the least pacific,

are, of course, more so than men whose associations are

entirely military, and who see in every fresh war that

chance of personal distinction, from which, during

peace, they are altogether debarred. 31

vol. i. p. 204) says of the Tartars,
31 To the prospect of personal

' There is only one path to emi- distinction there was formerly
nenee, that of military renown.' added that of wealth; and in

Thus, too, in the Institutes of Europe, during the Middle Ages,

Timour, p. 269: 'He only is war was a very lucrative pro-

equal to stations of power and fessiou. owing to the custom

dieuiiy, who is well acquainted of exacting heavy ransom for

with the military art, aad with the liberty of prisoners. Sen

the various modes of breaking Harrington's learned work, 01-

and defeating hostile armies.' serrations on the Staiuttx, pp.
The same turn of niind i:- shown 390-393. In the reigu of Richard

ii> the frequency and evident II. 'a war with France was

delight with which Homer relates esteemed as almost the only
battles- a peculiarity noticed in method by which an English
AT".<-. V < i >" k Literature, vol. ii. gentleman could become rich.'

pp. <):!, 01. where an attempt is Compare t'urner* Hist, of Etiff-

made to turn it into an argument land, vol. vi. p. 21. .Saiute Palaye
to prove that the Homeric poems (Mcmoins sur fa/'cictme Cheva-

art a!i by the same author; leric, vol. i. p. 311) says, 'La

th'jiiL'!, 'lie moiv k'trhiniate in- guerre enrichissoit alors par le

fe;v:;ee would be that the poems butin, et par les raucous, celui

were :ii: composed in a barbarous qui la faisoit avec le plus de

ajje, vaieur, de vigilance et d'activite
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Thus it is that, as civilization advances, an equipoise
is established, and military ardour is balanced by mo-
tives which none but a cultivated people can feel. But

among a people whose intellect is not cultivated, such a

balance can never exist. Of this we see a good illustration

in the history of the present war. 32 For the peculiarity
of the great contest in which we are engaged is, that it

was produced, not by the conflicting interests of civilized

countries, but by a rupture between Russia and Turkey,
the two most barbarous monarchies now remaining in

Europe. This is a very significant fact. It is highly
characteristic of the actual condition of society, that a

peace of unexampled length should have been broken,

not, as former peaces were broken, by a quarrel between
two civilized nations, but by the encroachments of

the uncivilized Russians on the still more uncivilized

Turks. At an earlier period, the influence of intellectual,
and therefore pacific, habits was indeed constantly in-

creasing, but was still too weak, even in the most
advanced countries, to control the old warlike habits :

hence there arose a desire for conquest, which often

outweighed all other feelings, and induced great nations

like France and England to attack each other on the

slightest pretence, and seek every opportunity of grati-

fying the vindictive hatred withwhich both contemplated
the prosperity of their neighbour. Such, however, is

now the progress of affairs, that these two nations, laying
aside the peevish and irritable jealousy they once enter-

tained, are united in a common cause, and have drawn
the sword, not for selfish purposes, but to protect the

civilized world against the incursions of a barbarous foe.

This is the leading feature which distinguishes the

present war from its predecessors. That a peace should

La rartc/m etoit, ce semble, pour Middle Ages, and was only put
1'ordinaire, une annee des revenus an end to by the peace of

du prisonnier.' For an analogy Minister, m 1648. Manning's
with this, see Riff Vida Sanhita, Commentaries on the Law of

vol. i. p. 208. sec. 3, and vol. ii. Nations. 1839, p. 162; and on

p. 265, isec. 13. In Europe, the the profits formerly made, pp
custom of paying a ransom for 157, 158.

prisoners-of-war survived the * T wrote this in 1855.
o 2
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last for nearly fortyyears, and should then be interrupted,

not, as heretofore, by hostilities between civilized states,

but by the ambition of the only empire which is at once

powerful and uncivilized is one of many proofs that a

dislike to war is a cultivated taste peculiar to an intellec-

tual people. For no one will pretend that the military

predilections of Russia are caused by a low state of

morals, or by a disregard of religious duties. So far

from this, all the evidence we have shows that vicious

habits are not more common in Russia than in France
or England ;

33 and it is certain that the Russians submit
to the teachings of the church with a docility greater
than that displayed by their civilized opponents.

34 It

is, therefore, clear that Russia is a warlike country, not

because the inhabitants are immoral, but because they
are unintellectual. The fault is in the head, not in the

heart. In Russia, the national intellect being little cul-

tivated, the intellectual classes lack influence ;
the mili-

tary class, therefore, is supreme. In this early stage of

society, there is as yet no middle rank,
35 and consequently

the thoughtful and pacific habits which spring from the

middle ranks have no existence. The minds of men,

deprived of mental pursuits,
36

naturally turn to warlike

33 Indeed some have supposed observers, and is, indeed, too

that there is less immorality in notorious to require proof.
Russia than in Western Europe;

3i A very observing and in-

but this idea is probably er- telligent writer says. 'Russia

roneous. See Stirling's Russia, has only two ranks the highest
Lond. 1841, pp. 59, 60. The and the lowest.' Letters from
benevolence and charitable dis- the Baltic, Lond. 1841, vol. ii.

position of the Russians are p. 185. ' Les mareliauds, qui
attested by Pinkerton, who had formeraient une classe moyonnt',

good means of information, arid sont en si petit nombre qu'ils ne

was by no means prejudiced in peuvent marquer dans 1'etat:

their favour. See Pinkerton's d'ailleurs presque tons sont

Ru.tifia, Lond. 1833, pp. 335, 336. etrangers; . . . . ou done trouver

Sir John Sinclair also says they cette classe moyeniio qui fait la

are 'prone to acts of kindness force des etats ?' Cufitine'sRussie,

and charity.' Sinclair's Corrc- vol. ii. pp. 125, 126: see also

spondcnce, vol. ii. p. 241. vol. i\~. p. 74.
34 The reverence of the Russian 3<i A recent authoress, who had

people for their clergy lias at- admirable opportunities of study-
tracted the attention of many ing the society of St. Petersburg,
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ones, as the only resource remaining to them. Hence it

is that, in Russia, all ability is estimated by a military
standard. The army is considered to be the greatest

glory of the country : to win a battle, or outwit an enemy,
is valued as one of the noblest achievements of life

;
and

civilians, whatever their merits may be, are despised by
this barbarous people, as beings of an altogether inferior

and subordinate character.37

which sne estimated with that

fine tact peculiar to an accom-

plished woman, was amaxed at

this state of things among classes

surrounded with every form of

luxury and wealth :

' a total ab-

sence of all rational tastes or

literary topics Here ir is

absolutely mauvais genre to dis-

cuss a rational subject mere

pi'danterie to be caught upon any
topics beyond dressing, dancing,
and a jolie tourmtre.' Letters

from the Baltic., 1841, vol. ii. p.

233. M. Custine (La Russie en

1839, vol. i. p. 321) says 'Regie
generale, personne ne profere

jamais un mot qui pourrait
interesser vivement quelqu'un.'
At vol. ii. p. 195, 'De toutes les

facultes de 1'intelligence, la seule

q'uon estime ici c'est le tact.'

Another writer of repute, M.
Kohl, contemptuously observes,
that in Russia,

' the depths of

science are not even guessed
at.' Kohl's Russia, 1 842, Lond.

p. 142.
"

According to Schnitzler,
'Precedence is determined, in

Russia, by military rank
;
and an

ensign would take the pas of a

nobleman not enrolled in the

army, or occupying some situa-

tion giving military rank.'

M'Cullock's Geog. Diet. 1849,
vol. ii. p. 614. The same thing
is stated in Pinkerton's Russia,

1833, p. 321. M. Krman, who
travelled through great part of

the Russian empire, says,
' In the

modern language of St. Peters-

burg, one constantly hears a

distinction of the greatest im-

portance, conveyed in the inquiry
which is habitually made respect-

ing individuals of the educated

class: Is he a plain-coat or a

uniform ?
'

Erman's Siberia, vol. i.

p. 45. See also on this prepon-
derance of the military classes,

which is the inevitable fruit of

the national ignorance, Kohl's

Russia, pp. 28, 194; Stirling's
Russia under Nicholas the First,

p. 7-; Custine s Riissie, vol. i. pp.

147, 152, 252, 266, vol. ii. pp. 71,

128, 309, vol. iii. p. 328, vol. iv.

p. 284. Sir A. Alison (History

of Europe, vol. ii. pp. 391, 392)

says, 'The whole energies of the

nation are turned towards the

army. Commerce, the law, and
al] civil employments, are held

in no esteem; the whole youth of

any consideration betake them-
selves to the profession of arms.'

The same writer (vol. x. p. 56G)
quotes the remark of Bremner,
that '

nothing astonishes the

Russian or Polish noblemen se

mui'h as seeing the estimation in

which the civil professions, and

especially the bar, are held in

Great Britain.'
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In England, on the other hand, opposite causes have

produced opposite results. With us intellectual progress
is so rapid, and the authority of the middle class so great,
that not only have military men no influence in the go-
vernment of the state, but there seemed at one time even
a danger lest we should push this feeling to an extreme

;

and lest, from our detestation of war, we should neglect
those defensive precautions which the enmity of other
nations makes it advisable to adopt. But this at least

we may safely say, that, in our country, a love of war

is, as a national taste, utterly extinct. And this vast

result has been effected, not by moral teachings, nor by
the dictates of moral instinct

;
but by the simple fact,

that in the progress of civilization there have been formed
certain classes of society which have an interest in the

preservation of peace, and whose united authority is

sufficient to control those other classes whose interest

lies in the prosecution of war.
It would be easy to conduct this argument further,

and to prove how, by an increasing love of intellectual

pursuits, the military service necessarily declines, not

only in reputation, but likeAvise in ability. In a backward
state of society men of distinguished talents crowd to

the army, and are proud to enrol themselves in its

ranks. But, as society advances, new sources of activity
are opened, and new professions arise, which, being essen-

tially mental, offer to genius opportunities for success

more rapid than any formerly known. The consequence
is, that in England, where these opportunities are more
numerous than elsewhere, it nearly always happens that

if a father has a son whose faculties are remarkable, he

brings him up to one of the lay professions, where intel-

lect, when accompaniedby industry, is sni-ctobe rewarded.

If, however, the inferiority of the boy is obvious, a suit-

able remedy is at hand : he is made either a soldier or

a clergyman ;
he is sent into the army, or hidden in the

church. And this, as we shall hereafter see, is one of

the reasons why, as society advances, the ecclesiastical

spirit and the military spirit never fail to decline. As
soon as eminent men grow unwilling to enter any pro-

fession, the lustre of that profession will be tarnished :
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first its reputation will bo lessened, and then its power
will bo abridged. This is the process tlirough which

Europe is actually passing, in regard both to the church

and to the army. The evidence, so far as the ecclesias-

tical profession is concerned, will be found in another

part of this work. The evidence respecting the military

profession is equally decisive. For although that profes-
sion has in modern Europe produced a few men of un-

doubted genius, their number is so extremely small, as

to amaze us at the dearth of original ability. That the

military class, taken as a whole, has a tendency to de-

generate, will become still more obvious if we compare
long periods of time. In the ancient world, the leading
warriors were not only possessed of considerable accom-

plisluuents, but were comprehensive thinkers in politics
as well as in war, and were in every respect the first

characters of their age. Thus to give only a few speci-
mens from a single people we find that the three most
successful statesmen Greece ever produced were Solon,

Themistocles, and Fpaminondas, all of whom were dis-

tinguished mih'tar) commanders. Socrates, supposed by
some to be the wisest of the ancients, was a soldier

;
and

so was Plato
;
and so was Antisthenes, the celebrated

founder of the Cynics. Archytas, who gave a new direc-

tion to the Pythagorean philosophy ; andMelissus, who

developed the Eleatic philosophy were both of them
well-known generals, famous alike in literature and in

war. Among the most eminent orators, Pericles, Alci-

biades, Audocides, Demosthenes, and ^Eschines were all

members of the military profession ;
as also were the

two greatest tragic writers, ./Eschylus and Sophocles.
Archilochus, who is said to have invented iambic verses,
and whom Horace took as a model, was a soldier

;
and

the same profession could likewise boast of Tyrtceus, one
of the founders of elegiac poetry, and of Alcaous, one of

the best composers of lyric poetry. The most philosophic
of all the Greek historians was certainly Thucydides ;

but he, as well as Xenophon and Polybius, held high
military appointments, and on more than one occasion

succeeded in changing the fortunes of war. In the midst
of the hurry and turmoil of camps, these eminent men
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cultivated their minds to the highest pointthat the know-

ledge of that age would allow : and so wide is the range
of their thoughts, and such the beauty and dignity of

their style, that their works are read by thousands who
care nothing about the sieges and battles in which they
were engaged.

These were among the ornaments of the military pro-
fession in the ancient world

;
and all of them wrote in

the same language, and were read by the same people.
Bat in the modern world this identical profession, includ-

ing many millions of men, and covering the whole of

Europe, has never been able, since the sixteenth century,
to produce ten authors who have reached the first class

either as writers or as thinkers. Descartes is an instance

of an European soldier combining the two qualities ;
he

being as remarkable for the exquisite beauty of his style
as for the depth and originality of his inquiries. This,

however, is a solitary case ;
and there is, I believe, no

second one of a modern military writer thus excelling in

both departments. Certainly, the English army, during
the last two hundred and fifty years, affords no example
of it, and has, in fact, only possessed two authors,

Raleigh and Napier, whose works are recognized as

models, and are studied merely for their intrinsic merit.

Still, this is simply in reference to style ;
and these two

historians, notwithstanding their skill in composition,
have never been reputed profound thinkers on difficult

subjects, nor have they added anything of moment to

the stock of our knowledge. In the same way, among
the ancients, the most eminent soldiers were likewise

the most eminent politicians, and the best leaders of the

army were generally the best governors of the state.

But here, again, the progress of society has wrought so

great a change, that for a long period instances of this

have been excessively rare. Even Grustavus Adolphus
and Frederick the Great failed ignominiously in their

domestic policy, and showed themselves as short-sighted
in the arts of peace as they wepe sagacious in the arts

of war. Cromwell, Washington, and Napoleon are, per-

haps, the only first-rate modern warriors of whom it can

bo fairly said, that they were equally competent to govern
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a kingdom and command an army. And, if we look at

England as furnishing a familiar illustration, wo see this

remark exemplified in our two greatest generals, Marl-

borough and Wellington. Marl borough was a man not

only of the most idle and frivolous pursuits, but was so

miserably ignorant, that his deficiencies made him the

ridicule of his contemporaries ;
and of politics he had no

other idea but to gain the favour of the sovereign by
flattering his mistress, to desert the brother of that sove-

reign at his utmost need, and afterwards, by a double

treachery, turn against his next benefactor, and engage
in a criminal, as well as a foolish, correspondence with

the very man whom a few years before he had infamously
abandoned. These were the characteristics of the great-
est conqueror of his age, the hero of a hundred tights,
the victor of Blenheim and of Ramilies. As to our other

great warrior, it is indeed true that the name of Welling-
ton should never be pronounced by an Englishman with-

out gratitude and respect : these feelings are, however,
due solely to his vast military services, the importance
of which it would ill become us to forget. But whoever
has studied the civil history of England during the pre-
sent century knows full well that this military chief,

who in the field shone without a rival, and who, to his

still greater glory be it said, possessed an integrity of pur-

pose, an unflinching honesty, and a high moral feeling,
which could not be surpassed, was nevertheless utterly

unequal to the complicated exigencies of political life. It

is notorious, that in his views of the most important legis-
lative measures he was always in the wrong. It is noto-

rious, and the evidence of it stands recorded in our Par-

liamentary Debates, that every great measure which was

carried, every great improvement, every great step in

reform, every concession to the popular wishes, was

strenuously opposed by the Duke of Wellington, became
law in spite of his opposition, and after his mournful
declarations that by such means the security of England
would be seriously imperilled. Yet there is now hardly a

forward schoolboy who does not know that to these very
measures the present stability of our country is mainly
owing. Experience, the great test of wisdom, has amply
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proved, that those vast schemes of reform, which the

Duke of Wellington spent his political life in opposing,
were, I will not say expedient or advisable, but were

indispensably necessary. That policy of resisting the

popular will which he constantly advised is precisely the

policy which has been pursued, since the Congress of

Vienna, in every monarchy except our own. The result

of that policy is written for our instruction : it is written

in that great explosion of popular passion, which in the

momentof its wrath upset the proudestthrones, destroyed

princely families, ruined noble houses, desolated beautiful

cities. And if the counsel of our great general had been

followed, if the just demands of the people had been re-

fused this same lesson would have been written in the

annals of our own land
;
and we should most assuredly

have been unable to escape the consequence of that ter-

rible catastrophe, in which the ignorance and selfishness

of rulers did, only a few years ago, involve a large part
of the civilized world.

Thus striking is the contrast between the military

genius of ancient times, and the military genius ofmodern

Europe. The causes of this decay are clearly traceable

to the circumstance that, owing to the immense increase

of intellectual employments, few men of ability will now
enter a profession into which, in antiquity, men of ability

eagerly crowded, as supplying the best means of exercis-

ing those faculties which, in more civilized countries,
are turned to a better account. This, indeed, is a very
important change ;

and thus to transfer the most power-
ful intellects from the arts of war to the arts of peace,
has been the slow work of many centuries, the gradual,
but constant, encroachments of advancing knowledge.
To write the history of those enci-oachrnents would be

to write the history of the human intellect a i;isk im-

possible for any single man adequately to perform. But
the subject is one of such interest, and has been so little

studied, that though I have already carried this analysis
farther than I had intended, I cannot refrain from noti-

cing what appear to me to be the three leading ways in

which the- warlike spirit of the ancient world has been

weakened by the progress of Euroj>eaTi knowledge.
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The first of these arose out of the invention of Gun-

powdor ; which, though a warlike contrivance, has in

its results been eminently serviceable to the interests

of peace.
38 This important invention is said to have

been made in the thirteenth century ;

39 but was not in

common use until the fourteenth, or even the begin-

ning of the fifteenth, century. Scarcely had it come
into operation, when it worked a great change in the

whole scheme and practice of war. Before this time,
it was considered the duty of nearly every citi/.eu to be

prepared to enter the military service, for the purpose
either of defending his own country, or of attacking
others. 40

Standing armies were entirely unknown
;

and in their place there existed a rude and barbarous

militia, always ready for battle, and always unwilling
to engage in those peaceful pursuits which were then

universally despised. Nearly every man being a

'" The consequences of the in-

rention of gunpowder are consi-

dered very superficially by Fre-

derick Schlegel (Lectures <- the

Hittvry of Literature, vol. ii. pp.

37, 38^1, and by DugaM Stewart

(Philosophy of the Mind, vol. i.

p. 262 1. They are examined
with much greater ability, though
by no means exhaustively, in

Smith's Wealth of Nations, book
v. chap. i. pp. 292. 296, 297;
Hird>r's Idten :ur Geschivhte

der Menschheit, vol. iv. p. 301 ;

Hdtlams MidiUe Agis. vol. ii.

p. 4"l>.
3 ' From the following autho-

rities, it appears impossible to

trace it further back than the

thirteenth century ;
and it is

loubtful whether the Arabs
were, as is commonly supposed,
tile inventors : Hmniioldfs Cos-

mui-, vol. ii. p. 690 ; Koch. Ta-

bleaux des Revolutions, vol. i.

p. 242; l>eck-7n(i>;>i,< History of
/>m? rfc<'/,\ 1840, vol. ii. p. 60o

;

Histoirr Lit. dc la France, vol.

xx. p. 236
;
Thomson's Hi-story

nf Chemistry, vol. i. p. 36
;

ndllamst Middle Ages, vol. i. p.

341. The statements in Erina* .'.>

Xiljiria, vol. i. pp. 370, 371, iirit

more positive than the evidence

\vc ar<- possessed of will justify ;

but them- can lie no doubt that a

sort of gunpowder was at an

early period used in China, and
in other parts of Asia.

40
I'dtii', 1 l>roi? dcs G' ns,

vol. ii.p. 129
;
Lit.yard ,- Hi-Xury

of England, vol.ii. jip. 306, 357.

Among the Anglo-Saxons, 'all

f:'(-ci men and proprietors of

land, except the ministers of

religion, were trained to the use

of arms, and always held ready
to take the tieid at a moment's
warnintr.' fcc'ettor,'s Knglish
A'nti(juituf, p. 62. 'There was
no distinction between the sol-

dier and the citizen.' Polar,
'

Anglo-Saxon Commonwealth, vol.

i. p. 2<>o
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soldier, the military profession, as such, had no

separate existence
; or, to speak more properly, the

whole of Europe composed one great army, in which
all other professions were merged. To this the only

exception was the ecclesiastical profession ;
but even

that was afi'ected by the general tendency, and it was
not at all uncommon to see large bodies of troops led

to the field by bishops and abbots, to most of whom
the arts of war were in those days perfectly familiar. 41

At all events, between these two professions men were

necessarily divided : the only avocations were war and

theology ;
and if you refused to enter the church, you

were bound to serve in the army. As a natural conse-

quence, everything of real importance was altogether

neglected. There were, indeed, many priests and many
warriors, many sermons and many battles. 42

But, on
the other hand, there was neither trade, nor commerce,
nor manufactures

;
there was no science, no literature :

the useful arts were entirely unknown ;
and even the

highest ranks of society were unacquainted, not onlywith

the most ordinary comforts, but with the commonest
decencies of civilized life.

* On these warlike ecclesi- would follow that a man became

astics, compare Groti's Military spiritually outlawed if he, even

Antiq. vol. i. pp. 67-8 ;
Lin- in self-defence, took a bishop

yard's Hist, of England, vol. ii. prisoner.

pp. 26, 183, vol. iii. p. 14; Tur- 4 - As Sharon Turner observes

ncr'n Hist, of England, vol. iv. of England under the Anglo-

p. 458, voL v. pp. 92, 402, 406
;

Saxon government,
' war and re-

Mosheim's Eccl. History, vol. i. ligion were the absorbing sub-

pp. 173, 193, 241; Crichtons jects of this period.' Turner's

Scandinavia, Edinb. 1838, vol. i. Hilton/ of England, vol. iii. p.

p. 220. Such opponents were 263. And a recent scientific his-

the more formidable, because in torian says of Europe generally:
those happy days it was sacri- ' alle KiinsU- und Kenntnisse,

lege for a layman to lay hands die sich nioht auf das edle

on a bishop. In 109o his Holi- Kriegs-, Kauf- und .Raubhand-

nees the Pope caused a council werk bezogen, waren iibornussig
to declare,

' Quod qui appro- und echadlich. Nur otwas The-

henderit episcopumomnino oxlex ologie war vonnothen, um die

fiat.' Matthai Paris Historia Erde mit dem Himmel zu ver-

Major, p. 18. As the context binden.' Wim-Mer, G>schiehte der

contains no limitation of this, it Jiotanik, 18r>4, p. 56.
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.But so soon as gunpowder came into use, there wa
laid the foundation of a great change. According to

the old system, a man had only to possess, what he

generally inherited from his father, either a sword or

a how, and he was ready equipped for the field. 43 Ac-

cording to the new system, new means were required,
and the equipment became more costly and more
diilicult. First, there was the supply of gunpowder ;

44

4J In 1181, Henry 11. of K up-

land ordered that every man
should have either a sword or

bow; which he was not to sell, but

leave to his heir :

'

carter! auten;

omnes haberont wanbasiam, ca-

pellum ferreum, lanceam et gla-

diuru, vel arcum et sagittas : et

prohibuit ne aliquis arma eua

venderet vel invadiaret ;
sed

ci'im moreretur, daret ilia pro-

pi nquiori hseredi suo.' Rog. de

Hov. Annul, in Scriptores pout

Bedam, p. 348 rev. In the reign
of Edward I., it was ordered

that every man possessing land

to the value of forty shillings

should keep
' a sword, bow and

arrows, and a dagger . . . Those
who were to keep bows and

arrows might have them out of

the forest.' Grose's Military

Antiquities, vol. ii. pp. 301, 302.

Compare Geijcrs History of the

Swedes, part i. p. 94. Ever, late

in the fifteenth century, there

were at the Universities of Oxford

and Cambridge,
' in each from

four to five thousand scholars,

all grown up, carrying swords

and bows, and in great part

gentry.' Sir William Hamilton
on the History of Universities, in

Hamilton's Philosopk. Discus-

sions, p. 414. One of the latest

attempts made to revive archery
was a warrant issued by Eliza-

beth in 1596, and printed by

.Air. Collier in the F.ijirttin Pa-

pers, pp. 217-220, edit. Camdm
Soc,. 1S4U. In the south-west of

England, bows and arrows did
not finally disappear from the

muster-rolls till I'/i'.i ; and
in the meantime the musket

gained ground. See Yvnpe's

Diary, edit. Camden Soc. 1848,

p. xvii.
41 It is stated by many writers

that no gunpowder was manu-
factured in England until '!:>

reign of Elizabeth. Cat/idea.'*

Elizabeth, in Kmnetfs History,
vol. ii. p. 388, London, 1719;
Strickland's Queens of /?./<;',.>/<',

vol. vi. p. 223, Loud. 'l843
;

Grose's Military Antiquities, vol.

i. p. 378. But Sharon Turne'

(History of England, vol. vi. pp.

490, 491, Lond. 1839) has shown,
from an order of Kiehard III.

in the Harleiau manuscripts,
that it was made in England in

1483; and Mr. Ecclestou i '/</-

lish Antiquities, p. 182, Lond.

1847) states, that the English
both made and exported it as

early as 1411 : compare p. 202.

At all events, it long remained
a costly article

; and even in the

reimi of Charles I., I find a

complaint of its dearuess,
'

whereby the train-bands are

much discouraged in their ex-

ercising.' Parliament. Hist. vol.

ii. p. G5o. In 1686, it appears
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then there was the possession of muskets, which were

expensive weapons, and considered difficult to manage.
48

Then, too, there were other contrivances to which gun-

powder naturally gave rise, such as pistols, bombs,
mortars, shells, mines, and the like. 46 All these things,

by increasing the complication of the military art, in-

creased the necessity of discipline and practice ; while,

at the same time, the change that was being effected

in the ordinary weapons deprived the great majority of

men of the possibility of procuring them. To suit these

altered circumstances, a new system was organized :

and it was found advisable to train up bodies of men

from the Clarendon Correspond-
ence, vol. i. p. 413, that the

wholesale price ranged from
about 21. 10s. to SI. per barrel.

On the expense of making it in

the present century, see L it-bit;

and Kopp's Reports on Chemistry,
vol. iii. p. 325, Lond. 1852.

45 The muskets were such mi-

serable machines, that, in the

middle of the fifteenth century,
it took 11 quarter of an hour to

charge and fire one. Hallam's

Middle Ages, vol. i. p. 342.

Grose (Military Antiquities, vol.

i. p. 146, vol. ii. pp. 292, 337)

says, that the first mention of

muskets in England is in 1471 ;

and that rests for them did

not become obsolete mril the

reign of Charles I. In tho recent

edition of Bcckmann's History of
Inventions, Lond. 1846, vol. ii.

p. 535, it is strangely supposed
that muskets were '

first used at

the battle of Pavia.' Compare
Da?iiel, Histoiredv fa MUicr, vol.

i. p. 464, with Smythe's Military
Discourses, in Ellin's Original
Letters, p. 53, edit. Carnden

Society.
44 Pistols are said to have

ben iuvent.od early in the six-

teenth century. Grose's Military
Antiq. vol. i. pp. 102, 146. Gun-

powder was first employed in

mining towns in 1487. Prts-

cotfs Hist, of Ferdinand and

Isabella, vol. ii. p. 32
; Koch,

Tableaux des Revolutions, vol. i.

p. 243
; Daniel, Histoire de hi

Milice Francaise, vol. i. p. 574.
Daniel (Milice Francaise, vol. i.

pp. 5^0, 581) says that bombs
were not invented till 1588

;
nud

the same thing is asserted in

Biographic Universellc, vol. xv.

p. 248 : but, according to Grose

(Military An
fig. vol. i. p. 387),

they are mentioned by Valturi-

nus in 1472. On the general
condition of the French artillery
in the sixteenth century, set

Relations des Ambassadeurs 7V-

nitieiis, vol. i. pp. 94, 476, 478,

Paris, 1838, 4to : a curious and
valuable publication. There i&

some doubt as to the exnct pe-
riod in which cannons weru first

known
;
but they wore Certainly

used in war before the middle of

the fourteenth century. See

Uohlcn. dtt.-i ti/tt- Indian, vol. ii.

p. 63
; Daniel, Histoire de la,

ilu'i, vol. i. pp. 441, 442,
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for the solo purpose of war, and to separate them as

much as possible from those other employments in

which formerly all soldiers were occasionally engaged.
Thus it was that there arose standing armies; the first

of which were formed in the middle of the fifteenth

century,
47 almost immediately after gunpowder was

gene-rally known. Thus, too, there arose the custom of

employing mercenary troops ;
of which we find a few

earlier instances, though the practice was not fully
established until the latter part of the fourteenth

century
48

The importance of this movement was soon seen, by
the change it effected in the classification of European
society. The regular troops being, from their disciplinf,
more serviceable against the enemy, and also more im-

mediately under the control of the government, it natu-

rally followed that, as their merits became understood,
the old militia should fall, first into disrepute, then be

neglected, and then sensibly diminish. At the same

time, this diminution in the number of undisciplined
soldiers deprived the country of a part of its warlike

resources, and therefore made it necessary to pay more
attention to the disciplined ones, and to confine them
more exclusively to their military duties. Thus it was
that a division was first broadly established between the

soldier and the civilian
;
and there arose a separate mili-

tary profession,
49

which, consisting of a comparatively

47 Black&tontfs Commentaries, by badges of their leaders' xj-uis,

vol. i. p. 413; Daniel, Hist, de similar to those now worn by
la Mtiict!, vol. i. p. 210, vol. ii. waterv.en.' It was also early in

pp. 491, 493; (Euvres de Turgot, the sixteenth Century that theiv

vol. viii. p. 228. first arose a separate military
4(1 The leading facts respecting literature. I>a:iiu, I!i*t. dc la

the employment of mercenary Mili-e, vol. i. p. 380 :

' Les

troops are indicated with great auteurs, qui out ecrit on derail

judgment by Mr. Ilallam, in his sur la discipline militaire: or c

Middle Agt3, vol. i. p. 328-33". n'est gueres que sous Francois I,
'" Grose (Military Antiquities, et sous 1'Eiiipereur Charles V,

vol. i. pp. 310, 311) says, that qiie its Ituiiens, les Francois,
until the sixteenth century, Hug- les Espagnols et les Allemans
lish soldiers had no professional oia commence a ecrire ur CP

dress, but were distinguished sujet.
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small number of the total amount of citizens, left the

remainder to settle in some other pursuit.
50 In this way

immense bodies of men were gradually weaned from
their old warlike habits; and being, as it were, forced

into civil life, their energies became available for the

general purposes of society, and for the cultivation of

those arts of peace which had formerly been neglected.
The result was, that the European mind, instead of

being, as heretofore, solely occupied either with war or

with theology, now struck out into a middle path, and
created those great branches of knowledge to which
modern civilization owes its origin. In each successive

generation this tendency towards a separate organiza-
tion was more marked

;
the utility of a division ot

labour became clearly recognied ;
and by this means

knowledge itself advanced, the authority of this middle
or intellectual class correspondingly increased. Each
addition to its power lessened the weight of the other

two classes, and checked those superstitious feelings
and that love of war, on wliich, in an early state of

society, all enthusiasm is concentrated. The evidence
of the growth and diffusion of this intellectual principle
is so full and decisive, chat it would be possible, by
combining all the branches of knowledge, to trace

nearly the whole of its consecutive steps. At present.
it is enough to say, that, taking a general view, this

third, or intellectual, class, first displayed an indepen-
dent, though still a vague, activity in the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries
;
that in the sixteenth century,

this activity, assuming a distinct form, showed itself in

'" The change from the time ruin to the country which payh
when every layman was a soldier, the expense of their service.'

is very remarkable. Adam The same proportion is given in

t-iaith (ll'/aii/i of Satij/m, book Kudlers Law of Population, vol. i.

v. chap. i. p. 291) says,
' Among p. 292; and in Grandeur et Deca-

the civilized nations of modern de/ict- dcs Homains, chap. iii.

Europe, it is commonly com- Gtuvrixdr Monti xqitifu, p. 130:

pute<l,that not more than the one- also in Sharpen Histon/oJ Egypt,
hundredth part of the iiihabi- vol. i. p. 105; and in Alisons
tants of any country can be History <>f i'.urojie, vol. xii.

employed as soldiers, without p. 218.
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religious outbreaks
;
that in the seventeenth century,

its energy, becoming more practical, was tumed again.si

the abuses of government, and caused a series of

rebellions, from which hardly any part of Europe
escaped ; and finally, that in the eighteenth and nine-

teenth centuries, it has extended its aim to every
department of public and private life, diffusing educa-

tion, teaching legislators, controlling kings, and, above

all, settling on a sure foundation that supremacy of

Public Opinion, to which not only constitutional

princes, but even the most despotic sovereigns, are

now rendered strictly amenable.

These, indeed, are vast questions ; and, without some

knowledge of them, no one can understand the present
condition of European society, or form the least idea of

its future prospects. It is, however, sufficient that the

reader can now perceive the way in which so slight a

matter as the invention of gunpowder diminished the

warlike spirit, by diminishing the number of persons to

whom the practice of war was habitual. There were, no

doubt, other and collateral circumstances which tended
in the same direction

;
but the use of gunpowder was the

most effectual, because, by increasing the difficulty and

expense of war, it made a separate military profession

indispensable ;
and thus, curtailing the action of the

military spirit, left an overplus, an unemployed energy,
which soon found its way to the pursuits of peace,
infused into them a new life, and began to control that

lust of conquest, which, though natural to a barbarous

people, is the great enemy of knowledge, and is the

most fatal of those diseased appetites by which even
civilized countries are too often afflicted.

The second intellectual movement, by which the love

of war has been lessened, is much more recent, and has
not yet produced the whole of its natural effects. I

allude to the discoveries made by Political Economy :

a branch of knowledge with which even the wisest of

the ancients had not the least acquaintance, but which

possesses an importance it would be difficult to ex-

aggerate, and is, moreover, remarkable, as being the

only subject immediately connected with the arv. of

VOL. i. p
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government that has yet been raised to a science. The

practical value of this noble study, though perhaps only

fully known to the more advanced thinkers, is gra-

dually becoming recognized by men of ordinary educa-

tion : but even those by whom it is understood seem
to have paid little attention to the way in which, by
its influence, the interests of peace, and therefore of

civilization, have been directly promoted.
51 The man-

ner in which this has been brought about, I will endea-

vour to explain, as it will furnish another argument
in support of that great principle which 1 wish to

establish.

It is well known, that, among the different causes of

war, commercial jealousy was formerly one of the most

conspicuous ;
and there are numerous instances of quar-

rels respecting the promulgation of some particular

tariff, or the protection of some favourite manufacture.

Disputes of this kind were founded upon the very
ignorant, but the very natural notion, that the advan-

tages of commerce depend upon the balance of trade,
and that whatever is gained by one country must be

lost by another. It was believed that wealth is com-

posed entirely of money ;
and that it is, therefore, the

essential interest of every people to import few com-
modities and much gold. Whenever this was done,
affairs were said to be in a sound and healthy state

;

but, if this was not done, it was declared that we were

being drained of our resources, and that some other

country was getting the better of us, and was enrich-

ing itself at our expense.
5S For this the only remedy

41 The pacific tendencies of which it is laid down, that if

political economy are touched our exports exceed our imports,
on very briefly in E'amjui, His- we gain by the trade; but that,

toin: lit rEconomic Politlqw, if they are less, we lose. Stows

vol. ii. p. 207; and in Twists London, edit. ThoTns, 1842, p.

I'r^arnti of Political Economy, 20.0. Whenever this balance

p. 24'i. was disturbed, politicians were
*' This favourite doctrine is thrown into an a^ony of fear.

illustrated in a curious 'Dis- Jn 1620, James I. said, ill one

course,' written in 1/J78, and of his long speeches,
'

It's strange

printed in Stow'* London, in that my Mint hath noi gone this.
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was to negotiate a commercial treaty, which should

oblige the offending nation to take more of our com-

modities, and give us more of their gold : if, however,

they refused to sign the treaty, it became necessary to

bring them to reason ;
and for this purpose an arma-

ment was fitted out to attack a people who, by lessen-

ing our wealth, had deprived us of that money by which
alone trade could be extended in foreign markets. 63

This misconception of the time nature of barter was

eight or nine years ;
but I think

the fault of the want of money
is the uneven balancing of trade.

Part. Hi.--tort/, vol. i. p. 1179;
see also the debate 'On the

Scarcity of Money,' pp. 1194-

1196. 'in 1620, the House of

Commons, in a state of great

alarm, passed a resolution,
' That

the importation of tobacco out

of Spain is one reason of the

scarcity of money in this king-
dom: Purl. Hist. vol. i. p. 1198.

In 1627, it was actually argued
in the House of Commons that

the Netherlands were being
weakened by their trade with the

East Indies, because it carried

money out of the country ! Par/.

Hist.' vol. ii. p. 220. Half a

century later, the same principle
was advocated by Sir William

Temple in his Letters, and also

in his Observations upon the

United Provinces. Temple's

Works, vol. i. p. 175, vol. ii. pp.

117, 118.
" In 1672, the celebrated Earl

of Shaftesbury, then Lord Chan-

cellor, announced that the time

had come when the English must

go to war with the Dutch ;
for that

it was '

impossible both should

stand upon a balance
;
and that,

if we do not master their trade,

they will ours. They or we
mu^t truckle. One must and

will give the law to tho other.

There is no compounding, where
the contest is for the i rude of

tho whole world.' Somcr/i Tracts,

vol. viii. p. 39. A few months

later, still insisting on the pro-

priety of the war, he gave as

one of his reasons that it 'was

necessary to the trade of Eng-
land that there should be a fair

adjustment of commerce in the

East Indies.' Part. Hint. vol. iv.

p. ")87. In 1701, Stepney, a

diplomatist and one of the lords

of trade, published an essay,

strongly insisting on the bene-

fits which would accrue to Eng-
lish commerce by a war with

France. Sowers' Tracts, vol. xi.

pp. 199, 217 ;
and he says, p.

205, that one of the consequences
of peace with France would be
' the utter ruin and destruction

of our trade.' See also, in vol.

xiii. p. 688, the remarks on the

policy of William III. In 1743,
Lord Hardwicke, one of the

most eminent men of his time,

said, in the House of Lords,
' If

our wealth is diminished, it is

time to ruin the commerce of

that nation which has driven us

from the markets of the Conti-

nent by sweeping the seas of

their ships, and by blockading
their ports.' Campbell's Lives

of the Chancellors, vol. v. p. 89.

2
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formerly universal
j

64 and being adopted even by the

ablest politicians, was not only an immediate cause of

war, but increased those feelings of natural hatred by
which war is encouraged ;

each country thinking that

it had a direct interest in diminishing the wealth of its

neighbours.
55 In the seventeenth, or even late in the

sixteenth century, there were, indeed, one or two eminent
thinkers who exposed some of the fallacies upon which
this opinion was based. 56 But their arguments found

* In regard to the seventeenth

century, see Mill's History of
India, vol i. pp. -11, 42. To this

I may add. that, even Locke had

very confused notions respecting
the use of money in trade. See

Essay on Money, \n Locke's Works,
vol. iv.

;
and in particular pp. 9,

10, 12, 20, 21, 49-52. Berkeley,

profound thinker as he was. fell

into the same errors, and assumes

the necessity of maintaining the

balance of trade, and lessening
our imports in proportion as we
lessen our exports. See the

Querist, Nos. xcix. cbci., in

Berkeley's Works, vol ii. pp.

246, 250 : see also his proposal
for a sumptuary law, in Essay
towards Preventing the Ruin of

Great Britain, in Works, vol. ii.

p. 190. The economical views of

-Montesquieu (F.sprit des Lois,

livre xx. chap. xii. in (Euvref,

p. 353) are as hopelessly wrong ;

while Vattel (JJroit des Gens,

vol. i. pp. Ill, 117, 118, 206)

goes out of his way to praise the

mischievous interference of the

English government, which he

recommends as a pattern to other

states.
" The Earl of Bristol, a man

of some ability, told the House
of Lords, in 1642, that it was a

great advantage to England for

other countries to go to war with

each other
;

because by that

means we should get their money,
or, as he called it, their 'wealth.'

See his speech, in Parl. History,
vol. ii. pp. 1274-1279.
"

Serra, who wrote in 1013,
is said to have been the first

to prove the absurdity of dis-

couraging the exportation of

the precious metals. See Twiss
on the Progress of Political

Economy, pp. 8, 12, 13. But I

believe that the earliest approach
towards modern economical dis-

coveries is a striking essay pub-
lished in 1681, and ascribed to

William Stafford. It will bo

found in the Harhian Mis-

cellany, vol. ix. pp. 139-192,
edit. Park, 1812 ; and the title,

Brief Conceipt of English Policy,

gives an inadequate idea of what

is, on the whole, the most im-

portant work on the theory of

polit ies which had then appeared :

since the author not only dis-

plays an insight into the nature
of price and value, such as no

previous thinker possessed, but

ho points out clearly the causes

of that system of enclosures

which is the leading economical
fact in the reign of Elizabeth,

and is intimately connected

with the rise of the poor-
laws. Some account of this

essay is given by Dr. Trriss ;
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no favour with those politicians by whom European
affairs wore then administered. It is doubtful if they
were known ;

and it is certain that, if known, they
were despised by statesmen and legislators, who, from
the constancy of their practical occupations, cannot be

supposed to have sufficient leisure to master each new

discovery that is successively made ;
and who in con-

sequence are, as a body, always in the rear of their

age. The result was, that they went blundering on in

the old track, believing that no commerce could nourish

without their interference, troubling that commerce by
repeated and harassing regulations, and taking for

granted that it was the duty of every government to

benefit the trade of their own people by injuring the

trade of others. 87

But in the eighteenth century, a long course of

events, which I shall hereafter trace, prepared the way
for a spirit of improvement, and a desire for reform, of

which the world had then seen no example. This great
movement displayed its energy in every department of

knowledge ;
and now it was that a successful attempt

bat the original is easily accesw-

ible, ami should bo read by every
student of English history.

Among other heretical proposi-

tions, it recommends free trade

in corn.
57 In regard to the interference

of the English legislature, it is

stated by Mr. M'Culloch (Polit.

Ki-on. p. 269), on the authority
of a committee of the House of

Commons, that before the year
Kv2o, 'no fewer than two thou-

sand laws with respect, to com-
merce had been passed at

different periods.' It may Le

confidently asserted, that every
one of those laws was an un-

mitigated evil, since no trade,

and indeed no interest of any
kind, can l>e protected by govern-
ment without inflicting immea-

surably greater loss upon the

unprotected interests and trades;

while, if the protection is uni-

versal, the loss will be universal.

Some striking instances of the

absurd laws which have been

passed respecting trade, are col-

lected in Harrington's Obfer ca-
tions on ttie Statutes, pp. 279-
'235. Indeed, it was considered

necessary that every parliament
should do something in this

way; and Charles II., in one of

his speeches, says, I pray, con-

trive any good short bills which

may improve the industry of the

nation .... and so God
bles your councils.' Parl. His-

tory, vol. iv. p. 291. Compare
the remarks on the fishers-

trade, in Sorters' Tracts, vol xii.

p. 33.
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was first made to raise Political Economy to a science,

by discovering the laws which regulate the creation

and diffusion of wealth. In the year 1776, Adam
Smith published his Wealth of Nations ; which, looking
at its ultimate results, is probably the most important
book that has ever been written, and is certainly the

most valuable contribution ever made by a single man
towards establishing the principles on which govern-
ment should be based. In this great work, the old

theory of protection as applied to commerce was de-

stroyed in nearly all its parts ;

58 the doctrine of the

balance of trade was not only attacked, but its false-

hood was demonstrated ;
and innumerable absurdities,

which had been accumulating for ages, were suddenly
swept away.

s9

If the Wealth of Nations had appeared in any pre-

ceding century, it would have shared the fate of the

great works of Stafford and Serra
;
and although the

principles which it advocated would, no doubt, have

excited the attention of speculative thinkers, they
would, in all probability, have produced no effect on

practical politicians, or, at all events, would only have

exercised an indirect and precarious influence. But
the diffusion of knowledge had now become so general,
that even our ordinary legislators were, in some de-

gree, prepared for these great truths, which, in a

former period, they would have despised as idle

novelties. The result was, that the doctrines of Adam
Smith soon found their way into the House of Com-
mons

;

60
and, being adopted by a few of the leading

is To this the only exception powers, was inferior to Smith in

of any moment is the view taken comprehensiveness as well as in

of the usury-laws, which Jeremy industry.
Bontham has the honour of 60 The first notice I have

demolishing. observed of tho Wealth oj
59 Before Adam Smith, tho Nations in Parliament is in

principal merit is due to Hume
; 1783; and between then and

but tho works of that profound the end of the century it is

thinker were too fragmentary to referred to several times, and

produce much effect. Indeed, latterly with increasing fre-

Hume, notwithstanding his vast quoncy. See Parliamentary
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mmbera. were listened to with astonishment by that

great assembly, whose opinions were mainly regulated

by the wisdom of their ancestors, and who were loth to

believe that anything could bo discovered by the moderns
which was not already known to the ancients. But it

is in vain that such men as these always set themselves

up to resist the pressure of advancing knowledge. No
great truth which has once been found has ever after-

wards been lost
;
nor has any important discoveiy yet

been made which has not eventually carried everything
before it. Even so, the principles of Free Trade, as

demonstrated by Adam Smith, and all the consequences
which flow from them, were vainly struggled against by
the most overwhelming majorities of both Houses of

Parliament. Year by year the great truth made its

way ; always advancing, never receding.
61 The

majority was at first deserted by a few men of

ability, then by ordinary men, then it became a

minority, then even the minority began to dwindle
;

History, vol. xxiii. p. 1152, vol.

xxvi. pp. 481, 1035, vol. xxvii.

p. 386, vol. xxix. pp. 834, 905

982, 1065, vol. xxs. pp. 330,

333, vol. xxxii. p. 2, vol. xxxiii.

pp. 353, 386, 522, 548, 549, 563,

774, 777, 778, 822, 823, 824,

825, 827, 1249, vol. xxxiv. pp.
11, 97, 98, 141, 142, 304, 473,

850, 901, 902, 903. It is pos-
sible that one or two passages
may have been overlooked

;
but

I believe that those are the

only instances of Adam Smith

being referred to during seven-

teen years. From a passage in

Pelltw's Lift
1

of Sidmouth, vol. i.

p. 51, it appears that even

Addiugton was studying Adam
Smith in 1787.

61 In 1797, Pultenoy, in one

ofhis financial speeches, appealed
fn 'the authority of Dr. Smith,

who, it was well said, would

persuade the present generation
and govern the next.' Parl. Hist.

vol. xxxiii. p. 778. In 1813,

Dugald Stewart (Philosophy of
the Human Mind, vol. ii. p. 472)
announced that the doctrine of

free trade ' has now, I believe,

become the prevailing creed of

thinking men all over Europe.'
And in 1816, Ricardo said, 'The

reasoning by which the liberty
of trade is ^supported is so

powerful, that it is daily obtain-

ing converts. It is with pleasure
that I SIT the progress which
this great principle is making
amongst those whom we should

have expected tc cling the longest
to old prejudices.' Proposals
f<>r an Eco-nrtmical Currency, in

Rirardo's IVorks, p. 407-
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and at ihe present day, eighty years after the publica
tion of Smith's Wealth of Nations, there is not to be

found any one of tolerable education who is not ashamed
of holding opinions which, before the time of Adam
Smith, were universally received.

Such is the way in which great thinkers control the

affairs of men, and by their discoveries regulate the

march of nations. And truly the history of this one

triumph alone should be enough to repress the pre-

sumption of statesmen and legislators, who so exagge-
rate the importance of their craft as to ascribe great
results to their own shifting and temporary contri-

vances. For, whence did they derive that knowledge,
of which they are always ready to assume the merit ?

How did they obtain their opinions ? How did they
get at their principles ? These are the elements of

their success
;
and these they can only learn from their

masters from those great teachers, who, moved by the

inspiration of genius, fertilize the world with their dis-

coveries. Well may it be said of Adam Smith, and

said, too, without fear of contradiction, that this solitary
Scotchman has, by the publication of one single work,
contributed more towards the happiness of man, than
has been effected by the united abilities of all the

statesmen and legislators of whom history has pre-
served an authentic account.

The result of these great discoveries I am not here

concerned to examine, except so far as they aided in

diminishing the energy of the warlike spirit. And theway
in which they effected this may be easily stated. As long
as it was generally believed that the wealth of a country
consists of its gold, it was of course also believed that

the sole object of trade is to increase the influx of the

precious metals
; it, therefore, became natural that

Government should be expected to take measures by
which such influx could be secured. This, however,
could only be done by draining other countries of their

gold ;
a result which they, for precisely the same

reasons, strenuously resisted. The consequence was,
tli ut any idea of real reciprocity was impossible : every
commercial treaty was an attempt made by one nation
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to outwit another ;

6S
every new tariff was a declara-

tion of hostility ;
and that which ought to be the most

peaceable of all pursuits became one of the causes of

those national jealousies and national animosities, by
which war is mainly promoted.

63 But when it was
once clearly understood that gold and silver are not

wealth, but are merely the representatives of wealth
;

when men began to see that wealth itself solely consists

of the value which skill and labour can add to the raw

material, and that money is of no possible use to a nation

except to measure and circulate their riches
;
when these

great truths were recognized,
64 all the old notions re-

spectiugthe balance of trade, and the supreme importance
of the precious metals, at once fell to the ground. These
enormous errors being dispersed, the true theory of

Darter was easily worked out. It was perceived, that

if commerce is allowed to be free, its advantages will

be shared by every country which engages in it
; that,

in the absence of monopoly, the benefits of trade are of

*'' Sir Theodore Janson, in his

General Maxims of Trade, pub-
lished in 1713, lays it down as a

principle universally recognized,
that ' All the nations of Europe
seem to strive who shall outwit

one another in point of trade ;

and they concur in this maxim,
that the less they consume of

foreign commodities, the better

it is for them.' Somtrs Tracts,
vol. xiii. p. 292. Thus, too, in

a Dialogue between an English-
man and a Dutchman, published
in 1700, the Dutchman is repre-
sented as boasting that his

government had ' forced treaties

of commerce exclusive to all

other nations.' Somers' Tracts,

vol. xi. p. 376. This is the sys-
tem of

' narrow selfishness
'

de-

nounced by Dr. Story, in his

noble work, Conflict <// Law*;
1841. P . 32.
" '

It cannot, indeed, be denied

that mistaken views of com-

merce, like those so frequently
entertained of religion, have been

the cause of many wars and of

much bloodshed.' M'CullocKs

Principles of Political Economy,
p. HO. See also pp. 37, 38:
'It has made each nation regard
the welfare of its neighbours as

incompatible wiih its own :

hence the reciprocal des-ira of

injuring and impoverishing each

other
;
and hence that spirit of

commercial rivalry, which has

been the immediate or remote
cause of the greater number of

modern wars.'
*'' On the rapid diffusion

during the present century of

the principles worked out by the

economists, compare Lai.igr'.*

Swtdcn, pp. 366-358, with j.

note to the last edition of .'/<;'-

MKS on Population, 1826, vc I. n

pp. 3oi, 3r>.">.
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necessity reciprocal ;
and that, so far from depending

on the amount of gold received, they simply arise from
the facility with which a nation gets rid of those com-
modities which it can produce most cheaply, and re-

ceives in return those commodities which it could only

produce at a great expense, but which the other nation

can, from the skill of its workmen, or from the bounty
of nature, afford to supply at a lower rate. From this

it followed, that, in a mercantile point of view, it would
be as absurd to attempt to impoverish a people with
whom we trade, as it would be in a tradesman to wish
for the insolvency of a rich and frequent customer.

The result is, that the commercial spirit, which for-

merly was often warlike, is now invariably pacific.
65

And although it is perfectly true that not one merchant
out of a hundred is familiar with the arguments on

which these economical discoveries are founded, that

does not prevent the effect which the discoveries them-
selves produce on his own mind. The mercantile class is,

like every other, acted upon by causes which only a few
members of that class are able to perceive. Thus, for

instance, of all the innumerable opponents of protection,
there are very few indeed who can give valid reasons

to justify their opposition. But this does not prevent
the opposition from taking place. For an immense

majority of men always follow with implicit submission

the spirit of their own time
;

and the spirit of the

time is merely its knowledge, and the direction that

knowledge takes. As, in the ordinary avocations of

daily life, everyone is benefited, in the increase of his

si 'The feelings of rival Mi' ''a Political Econoiny, 1849,

tradesmen, prevailing among vol. ii. p. 221. This great change
Draions, overruled for centuries in the feelings of the commercial
all sense of the general com- classes did not begin before the

munity of advantage which com- present century, and has not

mercial countries derive from been visible to ordinary ob-

the prosperity of one another
;

servers until the last five-and-

and that commercial spirit, which t\ven;y or thirty years; but it

is now one of the strongest was foretold in a ivmarkablo
obstacles to wars, was during passage written by Harder in

a certain period of European 1787 ;
sec his Ldccn zur Ges-

history their principal cause.' chichte, vol. iii. pp. '292, 29.'i.
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comforts, and of his general security, by the progress
of many arts and sciences, of which perhaps he does
not even know the name, just so is the mercantile class

benefited by those great economical discoveries which,
in the course of two generations, have already effected

a complete change in the commercial legislation of this

country, and which are now operating slowly, but

steadily, upon those other European states where,

public opinion being less powerful, it is more difficult

to establish great truths and extirpate old abuses.

While, therefore, it is perfectly true, that among
merchants, a comparatively small number are ac-

quainted with political economy, it is not the less true

that they owe a large part of their wealth to the

political economists
; who, by removing the obstacles

with which the ignorance of successive governments
had impeded trade, have now settled on a solid foun-

dation that commercial prosperity wliich is by no means
the least of our national glories. Most assuredly is it

also true, that this same intellectual movement has

lessened the chance of war, by ascertaining the prin-

ciples which ought to regulate our commercial relations

with foreign countries
; by proving, not only the inu-

tility, but the positive mischief, caused by interfering
with them : and finally, by exploding those long-estab-
lished errors, which, inducing men to believe that

nations are the natural enemies of each other, en-

couraged those evil feelings, and fostered those national

jealousies, to the strength of which the military spirit
owed no small share of its former influence.

The third great cause by which the love of war has

been weakened, is the way in which discoveries re-

specting the application of Steam to the purposes of

travelling have facilitated the intercourse between dif-

ferent countries, and thus aided in destroying that

ignorant contempt which one nation is too apt to feel

for another. Thus, for instance, the miserable aml

impudent falsehoods which a large class of English
writers formerly directed against the morals and

private character of the French, and, to their shame
be it said, even agait.^t the chastity of French women,
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tended not a little to embitter the angry feelings then

existing between the two first countries of Europe ;

irritating the English against French vices, irritating
the French against English calumnies. In the same

way, there was a time when every honest Englishman
firmly believed that he could beat ten Frenchmen

;
a

class of beings whom he held in sovereign contempt, as

a lean and stunted race, who drank claret instead of

brandy, who lived entirely off frogs : miserable Infidels,

who heard mass every Sunday, who bowed down before

idols, and who even worshipped the Pope. On the

other hand, the French were taught to despise us, as

rude unlettered barbarians, without either taste or

humanity ; surly, ill-conditioned men, living in an

unhappy climate, where a perpetual fog, only varied

by rain, prevented the sun from ever being seen
;
suf-

fering from so deep and inveterate a melancholy, that

physicians had called it the English spleen ;
and under

the influence of this cruel malady constantly commit-

ting suicide, particularly in November, when we were
well known to hang and shoot ourselves by thousands. 66

Whoever has looked much into the older literature

of France and England, knows that these were the

opinions which the two first nations of Europe, in the

ignorance and simplicity of their hearts, held respecting
each other. But the progress of improvement, by
bringing the two countries into close and intimate

contact, has dissipated these foolish prejudices, and

taught each people to admire, and, what is still more

important, to respect each other. And the greater the

86 That there are more suicides have decisive evidence that there

in gloomy weather than in fine are more suicides in summer
weather used always to be taken than in winter. See Quetelct sur

for granted, and was a favourite FHom>n<, vol. ii. pp. 152, 158;

topic with the French wits, who Tinsot de, la Manie du Suicide,

were never weary of expatiating Paris, 1840, pp. 50, 149, 150;
on our love of self-murder, and Journal of Statistical Society,

on the relation between it and vol. i. p. 102; Winslows Ana-
our murky climate. Unfortu- tomy of Suicide, 1840, pp. 131,

nately for such speculations, the 132; Hawkins's Medical Sta-

fact is exactly opposite to what tistirs, p. 170.

is generally supposed, and w
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contact, the greater the respect. For, whatever theo-

logians may choose to assert, it is certain that mankind
at largo has far more virtue than vice, and that in

every country good actions are more frequent than bad

ones. Indeed, if this were otherwise, the preponderance
of evil would long since have destroyed the human
race, and not even have left a single man to lament the

degeneracy of his species. An additional proof of this

is the fact, that the more nations associate with each

other, and the more they see and know of their fellow-

creatures, the more quickly do ancient enmities dis-

appear. This is because an enlarged experience proves
that mankind is not so radically bad as we from our

infancy are taught to believe. But if vices were really
more frequent than virtues, the result would be, that

the increasing amalgamation of society would increase

our bad opinion of others
; because, though we may

love our own vices, we do not generally love the vices

of our neighbours. So far, however, is this from being
the actual consequence, that it has always been found

that those whose extensive knowledge makes them best

acquainted with the general course of human actions,
are precisely those who take the most favourable view
of them. The greatest observer and the most profound
thinker is invariably the most lenient judge. It is the

solitary misanthrope, brooding over his fancied wrongs,
who is most prone to depreciate the good qualities of

our nature, and exaggerate its bad ones. Or else it is

some foolish and ignorant monk, who, dreaming away
his existence in an idle solitude, flatters his own vanity
by denouncing the vices of others

;
and thus declaiming

against the enjoyments of life, revenues himself on
that society from which by his own superstition he is

excluded. These are the sort of men who insist most

strongly on the corruption of our nature, and on the

degeneracy into which we have fallen. The enormous
evil which such opinions have brought about, is well

understood by those who have studied the history of

countries in which they are, and have been, most preva-
lent. Hence it is that, among the innumerable beneihs
derived from advancing knowledge, there are few more
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important than those improved facilities of commtmi-

cation,
67

which, by increasing the frequency with which
nations and individuals are brought into contact, have,
to an extraordinary extent, corrected their prejudices,
raised the opinion which each forms of the other,
diminished their mutual hostility, and thus diffusing a

more favourable view of our common nature, have
stimulated us to develop those boundless resources of

the human understanding, the very existence of which
it was once considered almost a heresy to assert.

This is precisely what has occurred in modern

Europe. The French and English people have, by the

mere force of increased contact, learned to think more

favourably of each other, and to discard that foolish

contempt in which both nations formerly indulged.
In this, as in all cases, the better one civilized country
is acquainted with another, the more it will find to

respect and to imitate. For of all the causes of national

hatred, ignorance is the most powerful. When you
increase the contact, you remove the ignorance, and
thus you diminish the hatred.68 This is the true bond
of charity ;

and it is worth all the lessons which mor-
alists and divines are able to teach. They have pursued
their vocation for centuries, without producing the least

effect in lessening the frequency of war. But it may

67
Respecting which I will opinion of foreigners ;

a happy
only mention one fact, in regard illustration of the effect of per-
to our own country. By the re- sonal intercourse in breaking
turns of the Board of Trade, it down prejudices against indivi-

appears that the passengers duals or classes.' Mr. Elphiustone

annually travelling by railway (History of India, p. 195) says,
amounted in 1842 to nineteen 'Those who have known the

millions
;
but in 1 852 they had Indians longest have always the

increased to more than eighty- best opinion of them : but this

six millions. Journal of Statis- is rather a compliment to human
tical Society, vol. xvi. p. 292. nature than to thtm, since it i*

68 Of this, Mr. Stephens (in true of ever;/ other people.' Com-
his valuable work, Central pare an instructive passage in

Amcrif-a, vol. i. pp. 247-8) re- Danuiris Journal of Researches,
lates an interesting ius.tauce in p. 421, with Burdwh, 'Iraite de

the case of t].;^ ?viiiiirkablf man Physiologic comme Science

Carrera,: 'Indeed, in no particular servation, vol. ii. p. 61.

had he changed more than in his
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bo said without, the slightest exaggeration, that every
new railroad which is laid down, and every fresh

steamer which crosses the Channel, are additional

guarantees for the preservation of that long and un-

broken peace which, during forty years, has knit to-

gether the fortunes and the interests of (he two most
civilized nations of the earth.

I have thus, so far as my knowledge will permit, en-

deavoured to indicate the causes which have diminished

religious persecution and war : the two greatest evils

with which men have yet contrived to afflict their

fellow-creatures. The question of the decline of reli-

gious persecution I have only briefly noticed, because
it will be more fully handled in a subsequent part of

this volume. Enough, however, has been advanced to

prove how essentially it is an intellectual process, and
how little good can lie effected on this subject by the

operation of moral feelings. The causes of the decline

of the Avarlike spirit I have examined at considerable,
and, perhaps, to some readers, at tedious length, and
the result of that examination has been, that the de-

cline is owing to the increase of the intellectual classes,
to whom the military classes are necessarily antago-
nistic. In pushing the inquiry a little deeper, we
have, by still further analysis, ascertained the existence

of three vast thoiigh subsidiary causes, by which the

general movement has been accelerated. These 4 are-
the invention of Gunpowder, the discoveries of Political

Economy, and the discovery of improved means of

Locomotion. Such are the three great modes or chan-

nels by which the progress of knowledge lias weakened
the old warlike spirit ;

and the way in which they have
effected this has, I trust, been clearly pointed out.

The facts and arguments which I have brought forward,
have, I can conscientiously say, been subjected to care-

ful and repeated scrutiny ;
and I am quite unable to

Bee on what possible ground their accuracy is to be

impugned. That they will be disagreeable to certain

classes, I am well aware
;
but the unpleasantness of a

statement is hardly to be considered a proof of its

falsehood. The sources from which the evidence hap
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been derived are fully indicated
;
and the arguments, I

hope, fairly stated. And from them there results a most

important conclusion. From them we are bound to

infer, that the two oldest, greatest, most inveterate,
and most widely-spread evils which have ever been

known, are constantly, though, on the whole, slowly,

diminishing ;
and that their diminution has been

effected, not at all by moral feelings, nor by moral teach-

ings, but solely by the activity of the human intellect,
and by the inventions and discoveries which, in a long
course of successive ages, man has been able to make.

Since, then, in the two most important phenomena
which the progress of society presents, the moral laws
have been steadily and invariably subordinate to the

intellectual laws, there arises a strong presumption that

in inferior matters the same process has been followed.

To prove this in its full extent, and thus raise the pre-

sumption to an absolute certainty, would be to write,
not an Introduction to history, but the History itself.

The reader must, therefore, be satisfied for the present
with what, I am conscious, is merely an approach
towards demonstration

;
and the complete demon-

stration must necessarily be reserved for the future

volumes of this work : in which I pledge myself
to show that the progress Europe has made from
barbarism to civilization is entirely due to its in-

tellectual activity ;
that the leading countries have

now, for some centuries, advanced sufficiently far to

shake off the influence of those physical agencies by
which in an earlier state their career might have been
troubled

;
and that although the moral agencies are

still powerful, and still cause occasional disturbances,
these are but aberrations, which, if we compare long
periods of time, balance each other, and thus in the

total amount entirely disappear. So that, in a great
and comprehensive view, the changes in every civilized

people are, in their aggregate, dependent solely on
three things : first, on the amount of knowledge pos-
sessed by their ablest men ; secondly, on the direction

which that knowledge takes, that is to say, the sort of

subjects to wliick it refers : thirdly, and above all, or
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the extent to which the knowledge is diffused, and the

freedom with which it pervades all classes of society.
These are the three great movers of every civilized

country; and although, their operation is frequently dis-

turbed by the vices or the virtues of powerful individuals,
such moral feelings correct each other, and the average
of long periods remains unaffected. Owing to causes of

which we are ignorant, the moral qualities do, no doubt,

constantly vary ;
so that in one man, or perhaps even

in one generation, there will be an excess of good in-

tentions; in another an excess of bad ones. But we
have no reason to think that any permanent change
has been effected in the proportion which those who

naturally possess good intentions bear to those in whom
bad ones seem to. be inherent. In what may be called

the innate and original morals of mankind, there is, so

far as we are aware, no progress. Of the different

passions with which we are born, some are more pre-
valent at one time, some at another

;
but experience

teaches us that, as they are always antagonistic,

they are held in balance by the force of their own

opposition. The activity of one motive is corrected

by the activity of another. For to every vice thera

is a corresponding virtue. Cruelty is counteracted

by benevolence
; sympathy is excited by suffering ;

the injustice of some provokes the charity of others;
new evils are met by new remedies, and even the most
enormous offences that have ever been known have
left behind them 110 permanent impression. The
desolation of countries and the slaughter of men are

losses which never fail to be repaired, and at the dis-

tance of a few centuries every vestige of them is effaced.

The gigantic crimes of Alexander or Napoleon become
after a time void of elfect, and the affairs of the world
return to their former level. This is the ebb and floAv

of history, the perpetual flux to which by the laws of

our nature we are subject. Above all this, there is a

far higher movement
;
and as the tide rolls on, now

advancing, now receding, there is, amid its endless fluc-

tuations, one thing, and one alone, which endures fur

ever. The actions of bad mon produce only temporary
VOL. I
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evil, the actions of good men only temporary good ;

and eventually the good and the evil altogether subside,
are neutralized by subsequent generations, absorbed

by the incessant movements of future ages. But the

discoveries of great men never leave us
; they are im-

mortal, they contain those eternal truths which survive

the shock of empires, outlive the struggles of rival

creeds, and witness the decay of successive religions.
All these have their different measures and their dif-

ferent standards
;
one set of opinions for one age,

another set for another. They pass away like a dream
;

they are as the fabric of a vision, which leaves not a

rack behind. The discoveries of genius alone remain :

it is to them we owe all that we now have, they
are for all ages and all times

;
never yqung, and never

old, they bear the seeds of their own life
; they flow

on in a perennial and undying stream
; they are essen-

tially cumulative, and. giving birth to the additions

which they subsequently receive, they thus influence

the most distant posterity, and after the lapse of cen-

turies produce more effect than they were able to dc

even at the moment of their prornnlgutinn
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CHAPTER V.

INQVIRT INTO THE INFI.UKNCK EXKKCISKI) HY KKI.KJIUX, UTKKAT1 KK
AND GOVKKN.MKNT.

BT applying to the history of Man those methods of

investigation which have been found successful in other

branches of knowledge, and by rejecting all preconceived
notions which would not bear the test of those methods,
we have arrived at certain results, the heads of which it

may now be convenient to recapitulate. We have seen

that our actions, being solely the result of internal and
external agencies, must be explicable by the laws of

those agencies ;
that is to say, by mental laws and by

physical laws. We have also seen that mental laws are,

in Europe, more powerful than physical laws
;
and that,

in the progress of civilization, their superiority is con-

stantly increasing, because advancing knowledge multi-

plies the resourcesofthe mind, but leavestheold resources

of nature stationary. On this account, we have treated

the mental laws as being the great regulators of progress ;

and we have looked at the physical laws as occupying a

subordinate place, and as merely displaying themselves

in occasional disturbances, the force and frequency of

which have been long declining, and are now, on a large

average, almost inoperative. Having, by this means,
resolved the study of what may be called the dynamics
of society into the study of the laws of the mind, we have

subjected these last to a similar analysis ;
and we have

found that they consist of two parts, namely, moral laws
and intellectual laws. By comparing these two part.s,

we have clearly ascertained the vast superiority of the

intellectual laws
;
and we have seen, that as the progress

of civilization is marked by the triumph of the mental
laws over the physical, just so is it marked bythe triumph
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of the intellectual laws over the moral ones. This im-

portant inference rests on two distinct arguments. First,

that moral truths being stationary, and intellectual truths

heing progressive, it is highly improbable that the pro-

gress of society should be due to moral knowledge, whicb
for many centuries has remained the same, rather than
to intellectual knowledge, which for many centuries has
been incessantly advancing. The other argument con-

sists in the fact, that the two greatest evils known to

mankind have not been diminished by moral improve-
ment

;
but have been, and still are, yielding to the

influence of intellectual discoveries. From all this it

evidently follows, that if we wish to ascertain the con-

ditions which regulate the progress of modern civiliza-

tion, we must seek them in the history of the amount and
diffusion ofintellectual knowledge ;

andwe must consider

physical phenomena and moral principles as causing, no

doubt, great aberrations in short periods, but in long

periods correcting and balancing themselves, and thus

leaving the intellectual laws to act uncontrolled by these

inferior and subordinate agents.
Such is the conclusion to which we have been led by

successive analyses, and on which we now take our

stand. The actions of individuals are greatly affected

by their moral feelings and by their passions ;
but these

being antagonistic to the passions and feelings of other

individuals, are balanced by them
;
so that their effect

is, in the great average of human affairs, nowhere to be

seen
;
and the total actions of mankind, considered as a

whole, are left to be regulated by the tofal knowledge
of which mankind is possessed. And of the way in

which individual feeling and individual caprice are thus

absorbed and neutralized, we find a clear illustration in

the facts already brought forward respecting the history
of crime. For by those facts it is decisively proved, that

the amount of crime committed in a country is, year
after year, reproduced with the most st artlinguniformity,
not being in the least affected by those capricious and

personal feelings to which human actions aiv too often

referred. But if, instead of examining tin.- history of

crime year by year, we vrerr to examine it month by
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month, we should find less regularity ;
and if we were

to examine it hour by hour, we should find no regularity
at all

;
neither would its regularity be seen, if, instead

of the criminal records of a whole country, wo only knew
those of a single street, or of a single family. This is

because the great social laws by which crime is governed,
can only bo perceived after observing great numbers or

long periods ;
but in a small number, and a short period,

the individual moral principle triumphs, and disturbs

the operation of the larger and intellectual law. While,
therefore, the moral feelings by which a man is urged
to commit a crime, or to abstain from it, will produce an
immense effect on the amount of his own crimes, they
will produce no effect on the amount of crimes committed

by the society to which he belongs ; because, in the long-

run, they are sure to be neutralized by opposite moral

feelings, which cause in other men an opposite conduct.

Just in the same way, we are all sensible that moral

principles do affect nearly the whole of our actions
;
but

we have incontrovertible proof that they produce not

the least effect on mankind in the aggregate, or even on
men in very large masses, provided that we take the pre-
caution of studying social phenomena for a period suffi-

ciently long, and on a scale sufficiently great, to enable

the superior laws to come into uncontrolled operation.
The totality of human actions being thus, from the

highest point of view, governed by the totality of human

knowledge, it might seem a simple matter to collect the

evidence of the knowledge, and, by subjecting it to suc-

cessive generalizations, ascertain the whole of the laws

which regulate the progress of civilization. And that

this will be eventually done, 1 do not entertain the slight-
est doubt. But, unfortunately, history has been written

by men so inadequate to the great task they have under-

taken, that few of the necessary materials have yet been

brought together. Instead of telling us those things
which alone have any value, instead of giving us infor-

mation respecting the progress of knowledge, and the

way in which mankind has been affected by the diffusion

of i hat knowledge, instead of these things, the vast ma-

jority of historians fill their works with the most trifling
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and miserable details : personal anecdotes of kings and
courts

;
interminable relations of what was said by one

minister, and what was thought by another
; and, what is

worse than all, long accounts of campaigns, battles, and

sieges, very interesting to those engaged in them, but
to us utterly useless, because they neither furnish new
truths, nor do they supply the means by which new
truths may be discovered. This is the real impediment
which now stops our advance. It is this want of judg-
ment, and this ignorance of what is most worthy of

selection, which deprives us of materials that ought long
since to have been accumulated, arranged, and stored-up
for future use. In other great branches of knowledge,
observation has preceded discovery ;

first the facts have
been registered, and then their laws have been found.

But in the study of the history of Man, the important
facts have been neglected, and the unimportant ones

preserved. The consequence is, that whoever now at-

tempts to generalize historical phenomena must collect

the facts, as well as conduct the generalization. He finds

nothing ready to his hand. He must be the mason as

well as the architect
;
he must not only scheme the edifice,

but likewise excavate the quarry. The necessity of per-

forming this double labour entails upon the philosopher
such enormous drudgery, that the limits of an entire life

are unequal to the task
;
and history, instead of being

ripe, as it ought to be, for complete and exhaustive

generalizations, is still in so crude and informal a state,

that not the most determined and protracted industry
will enable any one to comprehend the really important
actions of mankind, during even so short a period as two
successive centuries.

On account of these things, 1 have long since aban-

doned my original scheme
;
and I have reluctantly de-

termined to write the history, not of general civilization,
but of the civilization of a single people. While, how-

ever, by this means, we curtail the field of inquiry, we

unfortunately diminish the resources of which the inquiry
is possessed. For although it is perfectly true, that the

totality of human actions, if considered in long periods,

depends on the totality of human knowledge, it mustbfl
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allowed that this great principle, when applied only to

one country, loses something of its original value. The
more we diminish our observations, the greater becomes
the uncertainty of the average ;

in other words, thu

greater the chance of the operation of the larger laws

being troubled by the operation of the smaller. The
interference of foreign governments ;

the influence exer-

cised by the opinions, literature, and customs of a foreign

people ;
their invasions, perhaps even their conquests ;

the forcible introduction by them of new religions, new

laws, and new manners, all these things are perturba-

tions, which, in a view of universal history, equalize each

other, but which, in any one country, are apt to disturb

the natural march, and thus render the movements of

civilization more difficult to calculate. The manner in

which I have endeavoured to meet this difficulty will be

presently stated
;
but what I first wish to point out, are

the reasons which have induced me to select the history
of England as more important than any other, and there-

fore as the most worthy of being subjeu-ed to a complete
and philosophic investigation.

Now, it is evident that, inasmuch as the great advan-

tage of studying past events consists in the possibility
of ascertaining the laws by which they were governed,
the history of any people will become more valuable in

proportion as their movements have been least disturbed

by agencies not arising from themselves. Every foreign
or external influence which is brought to bear upon a

nation is an interference with its natural development,
and therefore complicates the circumstances we seek to

investigate. To simplify complications, is, in all branches
of knowledge, the tirst essential of success. This is very
familiar to the cultivators of physical science, who are

often able, by a single experiment, to discover a truth

which innumerable observations had vainly searched
;

the reason being, that by experimenting on phenomena,
we can disentangle them from their complications ;

and
thus isolating them from the interference of unknown

agencies, we leave them, as it were, to run their own
course, and disclose the operation of their own law.

This, then, is the true standard by which we must
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measure the value of the history of any nation. The

importance of the history of a country depends, not upon
the splendour of its exploits, but upon the degree to

which its actions are due to causes springing out of itself.

If, therefore, we could find some civilized people who
had worked out their civilization entirely by themselves

;

who had escaped all foreign influence, and who had been
neither benefited nor retarded by the personal peculiari-
ties of their rulers, the history of such a people would
be of paramount importance ;

because it would present
a condition ofnormal and inherent development; itwould
^how the laws of progress acting in a state of isolation

;

it would be, in fact, an experiment ready-made, and
would possess all the value of that artificial contrivance

to which natural science is so much indebted.

To find such a people as this is obviously impossible ;

but the duty of the philosophic historian is, to select

for his especial study the country in which the conditions

have been most closely followed. Now, it will be readily

admitted, not only by ourselves, but by intelligent fo-

reigners, that in England, during, at all events, the last-

three centuries, this has been done more constantly and
more successfully than in any other country. I say no-

thing of the number of our discoveries, the brilliancy of

our literature, or the success of our arms. These are

invidious topics ;
and other nations may perhaps deny

to us those superior merits which we are apt to exag-
gerate. But I take up this single position, that of all

European countries, England is the one where, during
the longest period, the government has been most

quiescent, and the people most active
;
where popular

freedom has been settled on the widest basis; where each
man is most able to say what he thinks, and do what he
likes

;
where every one can follow his own bent, and

propagate his own opinions; where, religious persecution

being little known, the play and flow of the human mind

may be clearly seen, unchecked by those restraints to

which it is elsewhere subjected ;
where the profession of

heresy is least dangerous, and the practice of dissent

most common
; where hostile creeds flourish side by

side, u<i rise and decay without disturbance, according
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to the wants of the people, unall'eeted by the: wishes of

the church, and uncontrolled by the authority of the

state
;
where all interests, and all classes, both spiritual

and temporal, are most left to take cure of themselves
;

where that meddleso.'.io doctrine called Protection was
lirst attacked, aud where alone it has been destroyed ;

and where, in a word, those dangerous extremes to which
interference gives risn having been avoided, despotism
and rebellion are equally rare, and concession being re-

cognized as the groundwork of policy, the national pro-

gress has been least disturbed by the power of privileged
classes, by the influence of particular sects, or by the

violence of arbitrary rulers.

That these are the characteristics of English history
is notorious ; to some men a matter of boast, to others

of regret. And when to these circumstances we add,
that England, owing to its insular formation,

1

was,
until the middle of the last century, rarely visited by
foreigners, it becomes evident that, in our progress as

ii people, we have been less affected than any other

by the t\vo main sources of interference, namely, the

authority of government, and the influence of foreigners.
In the sixteenth century, it became a fashion, among
the English nobility, to travel abroad

;

2 but it was by
no means the fashion for foreign nobility to travel in

England. In the seventeenth century, the custom of

travelling for amusement spread so much. that, among

'Coleridge -.veil says, 'it is
* In another place, I shall col-

the iihief of many blessings de- lect the evidence of the rapidly
rived from tl,r insular character ineren.Mng love of travelling in

and circumstances of our country, the sixtet nth century ; Imt it is

that our scvial institutions hare interesting to observe, that du-

formed th<-m>eives out of our ring the latter half of the cen-

propor nends and interests.' tv.ry then- was 1'rst established

Co/iridff'-' on tit'- Constitution <>f the custom of appointing travel-

thi Church anil State, 8vo. l.s:',o, lintr tutors. I'umpare Barring-
pp. '2(1, 21. The political con- ton's Observations on the Statutes,

sequences of this were mi'.ch p. 23S, with a letter from Eeza,
noticed at the time of the French vritttn in 1598. in .\femoii-t,-:

Kf-volution. SeeAfe/noiresdeLa Corrc.tpondmce de Du P//,," =

Fayett-:, vol. i. p. 404, Bmxelies, Murnan^ vol. ix. p. 81.
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the rich and idle classes, there were few Englishmen
who did not, at least once in their life, cross the Chan-
nel

;
while the same classes in other countries, partly

because they were less wealthy, partly from an invete-

rate dislike to the sea, hardly ever entered our island,
unless compelled to do so on some particular business.

The result was, that in other countries, and particularly
in France and Italy, the inhabitants of the great cities

became gradually accustomed to foreigners, a:id, like

all men, were imperceptibly influenced by what they
often saw. On the other hand, there were many of

our cities in which none but Englishmen ever set their

feet
;

3 and inhabitants, even of the metropolis, might
grow old without having once seen a single foreigner,

except, perhaps, some dull and pompous ambassador

taking his airing on the banks of the Thames. And
although it is often said that, after the restoration of

Charles II., our national character began to be greatly
influenced by French example,* this, as I shall fully

prove, was confined to that small and insignificant part
of society which hung about the court

;
nor did it pro-

duce any marked effect upon the two most important
classes, the intellectual class, and the industrious

class. The movement may, indeed, be traced in the

most worthless parts of our literature, in the shame-
less productions of Buckingham, Dorset, Etherege,

Killigrew, Mulgrave, Rochester, and Sedley. But
neither then, nor at a much later period, were any
of our great thinkers influenced by the intellect of

1 in regard to the society of on ne comprenoit point, daus

women, this was still more ob- cette classe, les ambassadrices,

tervable, even at a much later ni la duchesse de Mazarin, qui

period ;
and when the Countess y etoient venues par necessite.

1

de Boufflers visited England, at Dutens,Memoires(CunVoyageur,
the beginning of the reign of vol. i. p. 217. Compare Met/wires

George ILL,
' on lui faisoit un de Madame de Genlis, vol. viii.

merite de sa curiosite de voir p. 241.

1'Angleterre ; car on remarquoit
4 Orme'a Life of Owen, p. 288

;

qu'elle etoit la seule dame fran- Mahon's History of England,

^oise de qualite qui fut venue en vol. ii. p. 211 ;
and many ^thei

voyage-use depuis deux cents ans : writers.
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France
;

6 on tlio contrary, we find in their ideas, and
even in their style, a certain rough and native vigour,
which, though offensive to our more polished neigh-
hours, has at least the merit of being the indigenous
product of our own country.

6 The origin and extent
of that connexion between the French and English
intellects which subsequently arose, is a subject of

immense importance; but, like most others of real

value, it has been entirely neglected by historians. In
the present work, I shall attempt to supply this defi-

ciency : in the mean time I may say, that although we
have been, and still are, greatly indebted to the French
for our improvement in taste, in refinement, in manners.

5 The only Englishman of ge-
nius who, during this period, was
influenced by the 1-Yench mind,
was Dryden ;

but this is chiefly

apparent in his plays, the whole

of which are now deservedly

forgotten. His great works, and,
above all, those wonderful satires,

in which he distances every com-

petitor, except Juvenal, are tho-

roughly national, and, as mere

specimens of English, are, if 1

may express my own judgment,
to be ranked immediately after

Shakspeare. In Dryden's writ-

ings there are unquestionably

many Gallicisms of expression,
but few Gallicisms of thought ;

and it is by these last that we
must estimate the real amount
of foreign influence. Sir "Walter

Scott goes so far as to say,
' It

will admit of question, whether

any single French wrd lias

been naturalized upon the sole

authority of Dryden.' Scoffs

Life </' Dryden, p. 523, 8vo.

1808. Rather a bold assertion.

As to the opinion of PCX, see

Lord Holland's preface to Fotfs

7ai)i,.< II., 4to. 1808, p. xxxii.
* Auotht-r circumstance which

has maintained the independence,
and therefore increased the value,
of our literature, is, that in no

great country have literary men
been so little connected with the

government, or rewarded by it.

That this is the true policy, and
that to protect literature is to

injure it, are propositions for

the proof of which I must relVr

to chap. xi. of this volume <>n

the system of Loin's XIV. In

the mean time, I will quote tne

following words from a learned

and, what is much better, a

thoughtful writer: ; Nor must
he who will understand the Eng-
lish institutions leave out of

view the character of the en-

during works which had sprung
from the salient energy of the

English mind. Literature had
been left to develop itself. Wil-
liam of Orange was foreign to

it, ; Anne cared not for it ; the

first George knew no English ;

the second not much.' Bancroft's

Hi-atory of the American Revolu-

tion, vol. ii. p. 48. Compare
Furntcr'g Life of Goldsmith, 1854,

vol. i. pp. 9:>-96, vol. ii. p 480.
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and indeed in all the amenities of life, we hare bor-

rowed from them nothing absolutely essential, nothing
by which the destinies of nations are permanently
altered. On the other hand, the French have not only
borrowed from us some very valuable political institu-

tions, but even the most important event in French

history is due, in no small degree, to our influence.

Their revolution of 1789 was, as is well known, brought
about, or, to speak more properly, was mainly insti-

gated, by a few great men, whose works, and after-

wards whose speeches, roused the people to resistance
;

but what is less known, and nevertheless is certainly

true, is, that these eminent leaders learnt in England
that philosophy and those principles by which, when

transplanted into their own country, such fearful and

yet such salutary results were effected. 7

It will not, I hope, be supposed, that by these re-

marks I mean to cast any reflection on the French : a

great and admirable people ;
a people in many respects

superior to ourselves
;
a people from whom we have

still much to learn, and whose deficiencies, such as

they are, arise from the perpetual interference of a long
line of arbitrary rulers. >^But, looking at this matter

historically, it is unquestionably true that we have
worked out our civilization with little aid from them,
while they have worked out theirs with great aid from
us. At the same time, it must also be admitted, that

our governments have interfered less with us than their

governments have interfered with them. And without
in the least prejudging the question as to which is the

greater country, it is solely on these grounds that I

consider our history more important than theirs : and
I .select for especial study the progress of English
civili/ation, simply because, being less affected by
agencies not arising from itself, we can the more

clearly discern in it the normal march of society, and
the undisturbed operation of those great laws by which
the for! tines of mankind arc ultimately regulated.

7 8e, for nvi'lencf of tin's influence of raiglami, '-nap. v. of UK
second volumti.
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AH or this comparison between the relative value oi

French and English history, it seems scarcely necessary
to examine the claims which may be put forward for

the history of other countries. Indeed, there are only
two in whose favour any tiling can be said : I mean

Germany, considered as a whole, and the United States

of North America. As to the Germans, it is un-

doubtedly true, that since the middle of the eighteenth

century they have produced a greater number of pro-
found thinkers than any other country, I might perhaps

say, than all other countries put together. But the

objections which apply to the French are still more

applicable to the Germans. For the protective principle
has been, and still is, stronger in Germany than in

France. Even the best of the German governments
are constantly interfering with the people ;

never leav-

ing them to themselves, always looking after their

interests, and meddling in the commonest affairs of

daily life. Besides this, the German literature, though
now the first in Europe, owes it origin, as we shall

hereafter see, to that great sceptical movement, by
which, in France, the Revolution was preceded. Be-

fore the middle of the eighteenth century, the Germans,

notwithstanding a few eminent names, such as Kepler
and Leibnitz, had no literature of real value

;
and tho

first impetus which they received, was caused by their

contact with the French intellect, and by the influence

of those eminent Frenchmen who, in the reign of

Frederick the Great, flocked to Berlin,
8 a city which

8 The history of this remark- cultivirt worden, anderntheiiti

able, though short-lived, union wurden die--e Schriften auch

between the French and German meistentheils nur von Gelehrten,
intellects will be traced in the ur.d zwar Universitiitsgelehrten,
next volume

;
but its first great fiir -\velche sie auch hauptsach-

(liivt, in stimulating, or rather licli U.-stimmt wareu, geleseu.
in creating, the German litera- Gegen die Mitte des achtzehnten

hire, is noticed by one of the

most learned of their ov,-n

\rriters: 'Denn einestheils war
KU diesen Oeirenstanden imrner

dielateinische Sprache gebraucht
und dip Muttersprache zu wenis

Jahrhunderts. als mehrore entr-

lische und fvnnzosische V.'erkt

und durch die \ orhebe des Ko-
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has ever since been the head-quarters of philosophy
and science. From this there have resulted some very

important circumstances, \\ Mch I can here only briefly
indicate. The German intellect, stimulated by the

French into a sudden growth, has been irregularly

developed ;
and thus hurried into an activity greater

than the average civilization of the country requires.
The consequence is, that there is no nation in Europe
in which we find so wide an interval between the

highest minds and the lowest minds. The German

philosophers possess a learning, and a reach of thought,
which places them at the head of the civilized world.

The German people are more superstitious, more pre-

judiced, and, notwithstanding the care which the

government takes of their education, more really igno-
rant, and more unfit to guide themselves, than are the

inhabitants either of France or of England.
9 This

den war, franzosische Gelelirte

besonders geehrt und angestcllt

wurden, eutstand cin Wetteifer

der Deutschen, auch in dem
schriftlichen Yortrage nicht zu-

riick zu bleiben, und die Spracke
hob sick bald zu einem kohen
Grade von Vollkommenkeit.'

Tenncmann, Gcschichte der Phi-

losophic, vol. xi. pp. 286, 287.
9 A popular view of the system

of national education establiskcd

in Germany will be found in

Kay's Social Condition and Edu-
cation of the People of Europe,
vol. ii. pp. 1-344. But Mr. Kay,
like most literary men, overrates

the advantages of literary ac-

quirements, and underrates that

education of the faculties which
neither books nor schorls can

impart to a people who are de-

barred from the exercise of civil

and political rights. In the his-

tory of the protective spirit

(chaps, ix. and x. of the present

volume), I shall return ro this

subject, in connexion with

France
;
and in the next volume

I shall examine it in regard to

German civilization. In the

mean time, 1 must be allowed
to protest against the account

Mr. Kay has given of the results

of compulsory education
;

an

agreeable picture, drawn by an

amiable and intelligent writer,

biit of the inaccuracy of which I

possess decisive evidence. Two
points only I will now refer to :

1st. Tlio notorious fact, that the

German people, notwithstanding
their so-called education, are un-
fit to take any skare in political

matters, and kave no aptitude
for the practical and adminis-

trative parts of government.
2nd. The fact, equally notorious

to those, who have studied the

subject, that there are more

popuhir superstitions in Prussia,
the most, educated part of Ger-

many, than tkere are in England ;

and that the tenacity with which
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separation and divergence of the two classes is the

natural result of that artificial stimulus, which a cen-

tury ago was administered t/3 one of the classes, and
which thus disturbed the normal proportions of society.

Owing to this, the highest intellects have, in Germany,
so outstripped the general progress of the nation, that

there is no sympathy between the two parties ;
nor are

there at present any means by which they may be

brought into contact. Their great authors address

themselves, not to their country, but to each other.

They are sure of a select and learned audience, and

they use what, in reality, is a learned language ; they
turn their mother-tongue into a dialect, eloquent in-

deed, and very powerful, but so difficult, so subtle, and
so full of complicated inversions, that to their own
lower classes it is utterly incomprehensible.

10 From

men cling to them is greater in

Prussia than in Kngland. For

illustration of the practical work-

ing, in individual cases, of com-

pulsory education, and of the

hardship it causes, see a scan-

dalous occurrence, related in

Laing'f Notts of a Travillcr, 8vo.

1842, p. 165, first series; and
on the physical evils produced
by German education, see /'//;'

'///>.<

on Scrofula, London, 18 Hi. pp.
'253, 254, where there is some
useful evidence of the conse-

quences of ' that great German
sin of over-regulation.'

' This is well stated by .Mr.

Laing, by far the ablest traveller

\vho has published observations

on Exiropean society :
' German

authors, both the philosophic and
the poetic, address themselves
to ,1 public far more intellectual,

and more hicrhly cultivated, than
our reading public. ... In our

literature, the most obscure and
abstruse of metaphysical or phi-

losophical writers take the public
mini/ '. n far lower state, simply

cognisant of the meaning of lan-

guage, and possessed of the

ordinary reasoning powers. . . .

The social influence of German
literature is, consequently, con-

lined witliin a narrower circle.

It has no influence on the mind
of the lower, or even of the

middle classes in active life, who
have not the opportunity or lei-

sure to screw their faculties up
to the pitch-note of their groat
writers. The reading public
must devote much time to ac-

quire the knowledge, rone of

feeling, and of imagination, ne-

cessary to follow the writing

public. The social economist

finds accordingly in Germany
the most extraordinary dulness,
inertness of mind, and igno-
rance, below a certain level, with

the most extraordinary intel-

lectual development, learning,
and genius, at or above it.'

L':i.-ia'.i Xotts vf a TraV'Uer, first

series, pp. 2GG, 267. The same
acute observer says, in a later

work ^Xotes, third series, 8vo
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this, there have arisen some of the most marked pecu-
liarities of German literature. For, being deprived of

ordinary readers, it is cut oft' from the influence of

ordinary prejudice ;
and hence, it has displayed a bold-

ness of inquiry, a recklessness in the pursuit of truth

and a disregard of traditional opinions, which entitle

it to the highest praise. But, on the other hand, this

same circumstance has produced that absence of prac-
tical knowledge, and that indifference to material and

physical interests, for which the German literature is

justly censured. As a matter of course, all this has

widened the original breach, and increased the distance

which separates the great German thinkers from that

dull and plodding class, which, though it lies imme-

diately beneatli them, still remains uninfluenced by
their knowledge, and uncheered by the glow and fire

of their genius.
In America, on the other hand, we see a civilization

precisely the reverse of this. We see a country, of

which it has been truly said, that in no other are there

so few men of great learning, and so few men of great

ignorance.
11 In Germany, the speculative classes and

the practical classes are altogether disunited
;
in Ame-

rica, they are altogether fused. In Germany, nearly

every year brings forward new discoveries, new phi-

losophies, new means by which the boundaries of

knowledge are to be enlarged. In America, such in-

quiries are almost entirely neglected : since the time

of Jonathan Edwards no great metaphysician has

appeared ;
little attention has been paid to physical

i8;V2, p. 12): 'The two classes evidently is. should have failed

speak and think in different Ian- in detecting the cause of this

guages. The cultivated German peculiar phenomenon.
language, tho language of fter- " ' Je ne pense pas qu'il y ait

man literature, is not the Ian- de pays dai.s !e rnondo oil, pro-

guage of the common man, nor portion g.i:-<;ee avec la popula-
eveu of the man far up in the tion, il si- trouve aussi pen
middle ranks of society,- the d'ignorauts et moins do savauts

farmer, tracK-Miian, shopkeeper.' qu'en Amerique.' Tocqiiewlle de

See al>o pp. ool, 352, 3o4. It fa Di'tnocratie en Awi'riqnf,vol.i.
is singular that, so clear and n. 01.

vizoroufi a thin: ''ini
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science ; and, with the single exception of jurispru-

dence,
12

scarcely anything has been done for those vast

subjects on which the Germans are incessantly labour-

ing. The stock of American knowledge is small, but
it is spread through all classes

;
the stock of German

knowledge is immense, but it is confined to one class.

Which of these two forms of civilization is the more

advantageous, is a question we are not now called upon
to decide. It is enough for our present purpose, that

in Germany, there is a serious failure in the diffusion

of knowledge ; and, in America, a no less serious one
in its accumulation. And as civilization is regulated

by the accumulation and diffusion of knowledge, it is

evident that no country can even approach to ;i com-

plete and perfect pattern, if, cultivating one of these

conditions to an excess, it neglects the cultivation of

the other. Indeed, from this want of balance and

equilibrium between the two elements of civilization,
there have arisen in America and in Germany those

great but opposite evils, which, it is to be feared, will

not be easily remedied
;
and which, until remedied,

will certainly retard the progress of both countries,

12 The causes of this exception eminent bookseller, that in no
I shall endeavour to trace in the branch of his business, after

next volume
;
but it is interest- tracts of popular devotion, were

ing to notice, that, as early as so many books as those on the

1775, Burke was struck by the law exported to the plantations.

partiality of the Americans for The colonists hare now fallen

works on law. See Burkes into the way of printing them

Speech,\n Parliamentary History, for their own use. I hear that

vol. xviii. p. 495 ; or in Burke s they have sold nearly as many
Works, vol. i. p. 188. He says: of Blackstone's Commentaries in

' In no country perhaps in the America as in England.' Of
world is the law so general a this state of society, the great

study. The profession itself is works of Kent and Story were,
numerous and powerful ;

and in at a later period, the natural

most provinces it takes the lead, result. On the respect at pre-
The greater number of the de- sent felt for the legal profession,

puties sent to the Congress were see IjydPs Second Visit to tfa

lawyers. But all who read and United States, 1849, vol. i. p. 45
most do read endeavour to and as to the judges, Co/tibi-s JV

obtain some smattering in that America, vol. ii. p. 329
science. I have been told by an

VOL. I E
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notwithstanding the temporary advantages which such
one-sided energy does for the moment always procure,

I have very briefly, but I hope fairly, and certainly
with no conscious partiality, endeavoured to estimate
the relative value of the history of the four leading
countries of the world. As to the real greatness of the

countries themselves, I offer no opinion ; because each
considers itself to be first. But, unless the facts I have
stated can be controverted, it certainly follows, that

the history of England is, to the philosopher, more
valuable than any other

;
because he can more clearly

see in it the accumulation and diffusion of knowledge
going hand-in-hand ; because that knowledge has been
less influenced by foreign and external agencies ;

and
because it has been less interfered with, either for good
or for evil, by those powerful, but frequently incompetent
men, to whom the administration of public affairs is

entrusted.

It is on account of these considerations, and not at

all from those motives which are dignified with the

name of patriotism, that I have determined to write the

history of my own country, in preference to that of

any other
;
and to write it in a manner as complete, and

as exhaustive, as the materials which are now extant

will enable me to do. But, inasmuch as the circum-

stances already stated, render it impossible to discover

the laws of society solely by studying the history of a

single nation, I have drawn up the present Introduction

in order to obviate some of the difficulties with which
this great subject is surrounded. In the earlier chap-
ters, I have attempted to mark out the limits of the

subject considered as a whole, and fix the largest pos-
sible basis upon which it can rest. With this view, I

have looked at civilization as broken into two vast

divisions : the European division, in which Man is

more powerful than Nature
;
and the non-European

division, in which Nature is more powerful than Man.
This has led us to the conclusion, that national pro-

greos, in connexion with popular liberty, could have

originated in no part of the world except in Europe;
where, therefore, the rise of real civilization, and the
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encroachments of the human mind upon the forces of

nature, are alone to be studied. The superiority of the

mental laws over the physical, being thus recognized
as the groundwork of European history, the next step
has been, to resolve the mental laws into moral and

intellectual, and prove the superior influence of the

intellectual ones in accelerating the progress of Man.
These generalizations appear to me the essential pre-
liminaries of history, considered as a science

; and, in

order to connect them with the special history of

England, we have now merely to ascertain the funda-

mental condition of intellectual progress, as, until that

is done, the annals of any people can only present an

empirical succession of events, connected by such stray
and casual links as are devised by different writers,

according to their different principles. The remaiimig
part of this Introduction will, therefore, be chiefly

occupied in completing the scheme I have sketched,

by investigating the history of various countries in re-

ference to those intellectual peculiarities on which the

history of our own country supplies no adequate infor-

mation. Thus, for instance, in Germany, the accumu-
lation of knowledge has been far more rapid than in

England: the laws of the accumulation of knowledge
may, on that account, be most conveniently studied in

German history, and then applied deductively to the

history of England. In the same way, the Americans
have diffused their knowledge much more completely
than we have done

; I, therefore, purpose to explain
some of the phenomena of English civilization by those
laws of diffusion, of which, in American civilization,
the workings may be most clearly seen, and hence the

discovery most easily made. Again, inasmuch as France
is the most civilized country in which the protective

spirit is very powerful, we may trace the occult ten-

dencies of that spirit among ourselves, by studying its

obvious tendencies among our neighbours. With this

view, I shall give an account of French history, in

order to illustrate the protective principle, by showing
the injury it has inflicted on a very able and enlightened
people. And, :

:i an analysis of the French Revolution,
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L shall point out how that great event was a reaction

against the protective spirit ; while, as the materials

for the reaction were drawn from England, we shall

also see in it the way in which the intellect of

one country acts upon the intellect of another
;
and

we shall arrive at some results respecting that in-

terchange of ideas which is likely to become the most

important regulator of European affairs. This will

throw much light on the laws of international thought ;

and, in connexion with it, two separate chapters will

be devoted to a History of the Protective Spirit, and
an Examination of its relative intensity in France and

England. But the French, as a people, have, since the

beginning or middle of the seventeenth century, been

remarkably free from superstition ; and, notwithstand-

ing the efforts of their government, they are very averse

to ecclesiastical power : so that, although their liistory

displays the protective principle in its political form, it

supplies little evidence respecting its religious form
;

while, in our own country, the evidence is also scanty.

Hence, my intention is, to give a view of Spanish

history ;
because in it we may trace the full results of

that protection against error which the spiritual classes

are always eager to afford. In Spain, the church has,
from a very early period, possessed more authority, and
the clergy have been more influential, both with the

people and the government, than in any other country ;

it will, therefore, be convenient to study in Spain the

laws of ecclesiastical development, and the manner in

which that development affects the national interests.

Another circumstance, which operates on the intellec-

tual progress of a nation, is the method of investigation
that its ablest men habitually employ. This method
can only be one of two kinds

;
it must be either induc-

tive, or deductive. Each of these belongs to a different

form of civilization, and is always accompanied by a

different style of thought, particularly in regard to

religion and science. These differences are of such

immense importance, that, until their laws are known,
we cannot be said to understand the real history of

past events. Now the two extremes of the difference
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are, undoubtedly, Germany and the United States
;
the

Germans being pm-eminently deductive, the Americans
inductive. But Germany and America are, in so many
other respects, diametrically opposed to each other, that

I have thought it expedient to study the operations of

the deductive and inductive spirit in countries between
which a closer analogy exists

;
because the greater the

similarity between two nations, the more easily can we
trace the consequences of any single divergence, and the

more conspicuous do the laws of that divergence be-

come. Such an opportunity occurs in the history of

Scotland, as compared with that of England. Here we
have two nations, bordering on each other, speaking
the same language, reading the same literature, and
knit together by the same interests. And yet it is a

truth, which seerns to have escaped attention, but the

proof of which I shall fully detail, that, until the last

thirty or forty years, the Scotch intellect has been even

more entirely deductive than the English intellect has
been inductive. The inductive tendencies of the English
mind, and the almost superstitious reverence with which
we cling to them, have been noticed with regret by a

few, and a very few, of our ablest men. 13 On the other

hand, in Scotland, particularly during the eighteenth

century, the great thinkers, with hardly an exception,

adopted the deductive method. Now, the character-

istic of deduction, when applied to branches of know-

ledge not yet ripe for it, is, that it increases the number
of hypotheses from which we reason downwards, and

brings into disrepute the slow and patient ascent

peculiar to inductive inquiry. This desire to grasp at

truth by speculative, and, as it were, foregone conclu-

sions, has often led the way to great discoveries
;
and

no one, properly instructed, will deny its immense
value. But when it is universally followed, there is

15

Particularly Coleridge and ttuence of Bacon m encouraging
Mr. John Mill. .But, with the the inductive spirit, and too little

greatest possible respect for Mr. to those other circumstances
Mill's profound work on Logic, which gave rise to the Bacon inn

I must venture to think that he philosophy, and to which that

bis a^rrib-d too much to the in- philosophy owes its success.
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imminent danger lest the observation of mere empirical
uniformities should be neglected ;

and lest thinking
men should grow impatient at those small and proxi-
mate generalizations which, according to the inductive

scheme, must invariably precede the larger and higher
ones. Whenever this impatience actually occurs, there

is produced serious mischief. For these lower generali-
zations form a neutral ground, which speculative minds
and practical minds possess in common, and on which

they meet. If this ground is cut away, the meeting is

impossible. In such case, there arises among the scien-

tific classes an undue contempt for inferences which
the experience of the vulgar has drawn, but of which
the laws seem inexplicable ; while, among the practical

classes, there arises a disregard of speculations so wide,
so magnificent, and of which the intermediate and pre-

liminary steps are hidden from their gaze. The results

of this in Scotland are highly curious, and are, in

several respects, similar to those which we find in

Germany ;
since in both countries the intellectual classes

have long been remarkable for their boldness of investi-

gation and their freedom from prejudice, and the people
at large equally remarkable for the number of their

superstitions and the strength of their prejudices. In

Scotland this is even more striking than in Germany ;

because the Scotch, owing to causes which have been
little studied, are, in practical matters, not only indus-

trious and provident, but singularly shrewd. This, how-

ever, in the higher departments of life, has availed

them nothing; and, while there is no country which

possesses a more original, inquisitive, and innovating
literature than Scotland does, so also is there no country,

equally civilized, in which so much of the spirit of the

Middle Ages still lingers, in which so many absurdities

are still believed, and in which it would be so easy
to rouse into activity the old feelings of religious
intolerance.

The divergence, and indeed the hostility, thus estab-

lished between the practical and speculative classes,
is the most important fact in the history of Scotland,
and is portly cause and partly effect of the prcdomi-
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nance of the deductive method. For this descending
scheme being opposed to the ascending or inductive

scheme, neglects those lower generalizations which are

the onlv ones that both classes understand, and, there-

fore, the only ones where they sympathize with each

other. The inductive method, as popularized by Bacon,

gave great prominence to these lower or proximate
truths; and this, though it has often made the intellectual

classes in England too utilitarian, has at all events

saved them from that state of isolation in which they
would otherwise have remained. But in Scotland the

isolation has been almost complete, because the deduc-

tive method has been almost universal. Full evidence

of this will be collected in the third volume
; but, that

I may not leave the subject entirely without illustra-

tion, I will notice very briefly the principal instances

that occurred during those three generations in which
Scotch literature readied its highest excellence.

During this period, which comprises nearly a cen-

tury, the tendency was so unmistakable as to form a

striking phenomenon in the annals of the human mind.
The first great symptom was a movement begun by
Simson, professor at the University of Glasgow, and
continued by Stewart, professor at the University of

Edinburgh. These able men made strenuous efforts to

revive the pure Greek geometry, and depreciate the

algebraic or symbolical analysis.
14 Hence there arose

" Simsoh was appointed in toire des Mathematiqucs, vol. iii.

1711
;
and oven before he began p. 12. On the difference between

to lecture, he drew up
' a trans- tho ancient and modern schemes,

lation of the tlireo first books of there are some ingenious, though
L'Hospital's Conic Sections, in perhaps scarcely tenable, remarks
which geometrical domoustra- in Dugald Stewart's I'lilbwiphy
tious aiv substituted for the </ the Mirtd, vol. ii. pp. 3!."> seq.

algebraical of the original, ac- and p. 3SO. See also Comic,
I'ordh.g to Mr. Simson's early Philosophic Positive, vol. i.

tastt on this su!>;cct.' Trair* pp. 383-395. Matthew Stewart,
Lift and \Vritinys a/ Hn'^'rt the mathematical professor at
^u, .-on, 1812, 4to. p. 4. This Kdinburgh, was the father f

was probably the rudiment of Jhieald. See. respecting him
his work on C'onic Sections, pub- aiui his crusade againsr the
liehod hi 17'5o. Ifonti'da. Hi.--- modern analysis. Bc^.n r'.- History
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among them, and among their disciples, a love of the

most refined methods of solution, and a contempt for

those easier, but less elegant ones, which we owe to

algebra.
15 Here we clearly see the isolating and eso-

teric character of a scheme which despises what

ordinary understandings can quickly master, and
which had rather proceed from the ideal to the tan-

gible, than mount from the tangible to the ideal. Just
at the same time, the same spirit was displayed, in

another branch of inquiry, by Hutcheson, who, though
an Irishman by birth, was educated in the University
of Glasgow, and was professor there. In his celebrated

moral and assthetic researches, he, in the place of in-

ductive reasoning from palpable facts, substituted de-

ductive reasoning from impalpable principles ; ignoring
the immediate and practical suggestions of the senses,
and believing that by a hypothetical assumption of

certain laws, he could descend upon the facts, instead

of rising from the facts in order to learn the laws. 16

His philosophy exercised immense influence among
metaphysicians ;

17 and his method of working down-

of the University of Edinburgh,
vol. ii. pp. 357-360, vol. iii.

p. 249 ;
and a strange passage

in First Report of the British

Association, p. 59.
15 One of Simson's great rea-

sons for recommending the old

analysis, was that it was ' more

elegant' than the comparatively
modern practice of introducing

algebraic calculations into geo-

metry. See Traits Simson, 1812,
4to. pp. 27, 67 ;

a valuable work,
which Lord Brougham, in his

hasty life of Simson, calls,
' a

very learned and exceedingly
ill-written, indeed hardly read-

able' book. Brougham's Men of
Letters and Science, vol. i. p. 482,

8vo. 1845. Dr. Trail's style
is clearer, and his sentences

are less involved, than Lord

Brougham's ;
and he had more-

over the great advantage of un-

derstanding the subject upon
which he wrote.

18 Sir James Mackintosh (Dis-
sertation on Ethical Philosophy,

p. 208) says of Hutcheson,
' To

him may also be ascribed that

proneness to multiply ultimate

and original principles in human
nature, which characterized the

Scottish school till the second
extinction of a passion for meta-

physical speculation in Scotland.'

There is an able view of Hutche-
son's philosophy in Cousin, Hix-

toire de la Philosophic, I. serie,

vol. iv. pp. 31 seq. : written with
clearness and eloquence, but

perhaps overpraising Hntchesou.
17 On its influence, see a letter

from Mackintosh to Parr, in
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wards, from the abstract to the concrotc, was adopted

by another and a still greater Scotchman, the illustrious

Adam Smith. How Smith favoured the deductive

form of investigation is apparent in his Theory of
Monti Sentiments, likewise in his

J'/'.s-.-w/ on Lanyuaye,**
and even in his fragment on the ll/xtm-i/ f Astronom/y,
in which he, from general considerations, undertook to

provo what the march of astronomical discovery must
have been, instead of first ascertaining what it had
been. 19 The Wealth of Nations, again, is entirely de-

ductive, since in it Smith generalizes the laws of wealth,
not from the phenomena of wealth, nor from statistical

statements, but from the phenomena of selfishness
,

thus making a deductive application of one set of

Memoirs of Mackintosh, by hie

Son, vol. i. p. 334. Compare
Letters from Warburton to

Kurd, pp. 37, 82.
18 Which is added to his

Theory of Moral Sentiments,
edit. 1822, 2 volumes. Compare
a letter which Smith wrote in

1763 on the origin of language
(in XichoFs Literary Rlustrations

jf the Eighteenth Century, vol. iii.

pp. 515, 516), which exhibits, on

a small scale, the same treat-

ment, as distinguished from a

generalization of the facts which
are supplied by a comprehensive

comparison of different lan-

guages. Dr. Arnold speaks

slightingly of such investiga-
tions. He says, 'Attempts to

explain the phenomena of lan-

guage a priori seem to me un-

wise.' Arnolds Miscellaneous

Works, p. "85. This would lead

into a discussion too long for a

note, but it appears to me that

these 17 priori inferences are, to

the philologist, what hypotheses
are to the inductive natural

philosopher: and if this be the

case, they are extremely impor
tant, because no really fruitful

experiment ever can be made
unless it is preceded by a judi-
cious hypothesis. In the absence
of such an hypothesis, men may
grope in the dark for centuries,

accumulating facts without ob-

taining knowledge.
19

See, for instance, his attempt
to prove, from general reasonings

concerning the human mind, that

there was a necessary relation in

regard to the order in which
men promulgated the sysU-rn of

concentric spheres and that of

eccentric spheres and epicycles.

History of Astronomy, in Smith's

Philosophical l-'.ssnys, 1795, 4to.

pp. 31, 36, which it may be

convenient to compare with
WTiev-elTs Philosophy of the In-

duciive Sciences, 1847, vol. ii.

pp. 53, 60, 61. This striking

fragment of Adam Smith's is

probably little read now
; but it

i-; warmly praised by one of the

greatest living philosophers. _

A. Comte, in his

Po+ithv, vol. vi. p. 319.
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mental principles to the whoiu sue of economical facts. 20

The illustrations with which his great book abound?
are no part of the real argument : they are subsequent
to the conception ;

and if they were all admitted, the

work, though less interesting and perhaps less in-

fluential, would, in a scientific point of view, be equally
valuable. To give another instance : the works of

Hume, his metaphysical essays alone excepted, are all

deductive
;
his profound economical inquiries are essen-

tially a pri<.>ri, and might have been written without

any acquaintance with those details of trade and finance

from which, according to the inductive scheme, they
should have been generalized.

21
Thus, too, in his

20 The two writers who have

inquired most carefully into the

method which political econo-

mists ought to follow, are Mr.
John Mill (Essays on Unsettled

Questions of Political Economy,
1844, pp. 120-164) and Mr. Eae

(Sew Principles of Political

Economy, 1834, pp. 328-351).
Mr. Rae. in his ingenious work,

objects to Adam Smith that he

transgrrssed the rules of the

Baconian philosophy, and thus

prevented his inferences from

being as valuable as they would
have been if he had treated his

subject inductively. But INlr.

Mill, with great force of reason-

ing, has proved that the deduc-

tive plan is the only one by
which political economy can be

raised to a science. He say'--.

p. 143, political economy is

'

essentially an abstract science,
and its method is the method a

priori ;' and at p. 146, that the

a pot't' riori method is
'

alto-

gether inefficacious.' To this 1

may add, that the modern theory
of rent, which is now the corner-

stone of political economy, was

got at. n it .reivralizing eco-

nomical facts, but by reasoning
downwards after the manner of

geometricians. Indeed, those

who oppose the theory of rent,

always do so on the ground that

it is contradicted by facts
; and

then, with complete ignorance of

the philosophy of method, they
infer that therefore the theory is

wrong. See, for instance, Joins
on the Distribution of Wealth,
<Svo. 1S31 : a book containing
somo interesting facts, but

vitiated by this capital defect of

method. See also Journal oj
Statistical Society, vol. i. p. 317,

vr.-l. vi. p. 322
;
where it is said

that economical theories should
be generalized from statistical

facts. Compare vol. xvii. p. 116,
vol. xviii. p. 101.

-' A striking instance has

lately come to light of the saga-

city with which Hume employed
this method. Sue Burton's Life
and Correspondence of Hun>r,
vol. ii. p. 480

;
where we find.

that immediately Hume had read

tho W<alf,h of Nations, he de-

tec-ri-d Smith's error concerning
rent bt ing an element of price:
o i h.'it

'' v ,'. nj pears that llunu
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Natural History of Religion, he endeavoured simply by
reflection, and independently of evidence, to institute a

purely speculative investigation into the origin of

religious opinions.
22 In the same way, in his History

of HiifflanJ, instead of first collecting the evidence, and
then drawing inferences from it, he began by assuming
that the relations between the people and the govern-
ment must have followed a certain order, and he either

neglected or distorted the facts by which this supposi-
tion was contradicted. 23 These diif'erent writers, though

was the first to mako this great

discovery, as far as the idea is

concerned ; though Ixicardo has

the merit of proving it.

-2 The historical facts he in-

troduces are merely illustrations ;

as any one will see who will read

Thv Katural History ofReligion,
in Hitnu's Philos. Works, Edinli.

1826, vol. iv. pp. 435-513. I

may mention, that there is a

considerable similarity between
the views advocated in this re-

markable essay and the religious

stages of Cojnte's Philosophic
Positive ; for Hume's early form
of polytheism is evidently the

same as 3L Comte's fotichism,
from which both these writers

believe that monotheism subse-

quently arose, as a later and
more refined abstraction. That
this was the course adopted by
the Inunan mind is highly pro-
bable, and is confirmed by the

learned researches of Mr. Grote.

See his History of Gret'C' , vol. i.

pp. 462, 497, vol'. v. p. 22. The

opposite and more popular op-
tion, of monotheism preceding
idolatry, was held by most of

the great earlier writers, and is

defended by many moderns, and

among others by Dr. Whewell

(Bridgewater Treatise, p. 25RV

who expresses himself with con-

siderable confidence : see also

Littersfrom Warhurton to Hurd,
p. 239. Compare Thirlwatts

Hi-story of Greece, vol. i. p. 1S3,
Lond. 1835, with the '

einige
Funken des Mouotheismus

'

of

Kant, Kritifc drr rcincn Ver-

nunft, in Kant's Werke, vol. ii.

p. 455.
23 That is to say, he treated

historical facts as merely illus-

trative of certain general prin-

ciples, which he believed could

be proved without the facts
;
so

that, as M. Schlosser (History of
the Eight: i nth Century, vol. ii.

p. !&} well says,
'

History with

Hume was only a tubordinate

pursuit, only a means by which
he might introduce his philo-

sophy,' &e. Considering how
little is known of the principles
which govern social and political

changes, there can be no douul
that Hume was premature in

the application of this method :

but it is absurd to call the

method dirhouest, since the

object of his History was, not to

conclusions, but to illn.--

triite them: and he therefor.,

thought himself justified i:i

select ins; the illustrations. I

am simply stating his v'e'-vs
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varying in their principles, and in the subjects they
studied, were all agreed as to their method

;
that is to

say, they were all agreed to investigate truth rather by
descent than by ascent. The immense social impor-
tance of this peculiarity I shall examine in the third

volume, where I shall endeavour to ascertain how it

affected the national civilization, and caused some
curious contrasts with the opposite, and moro em-

pirical, character of English literature. In the mean-

time, and merely to state what will be hereafter proved,
I may add, that the deductive method was employed,
not only by those eminent Scotchmen I have mentioned,
but was carried into the speculative History of Civil

Society by Ferguson ;
into the study of legislation by

Mill
;
into the study of jurisprudence by Mackintosh

;

into geology by Hutton
;
into thermotics by Black and

Leslie
;

into physiology by Hunter, by Alexander

Walker, and by Charles Bell
;

into pathology by
Cullen

;
into therapeutics by Brown and Currie.

This is an outline of the plan I purpose to follow in

the present Introduction, and by means of which I hope
to arrive at some results of permanent value. For by
studying different principles in those countries where

they have been most developed, the laws of the prin-

ciples will be more easily unfolded than if we had
studied them in countries where they are very obscure.

And, inasmuch as, in England, civilization has followed

a course more orderly, and less disturbed, than in any
other country, it becomes the more necessary, in writing
its history, to use some resources like those which I

have suggested. What makes the history of England
so eminently valuable is, that nowhere else has the

national progress been so little interfered with, either

for good or for evil. But the mere fact that our civi-

lization has, by this means, been preserved in a more
natural and healthy state, renders it incumbent on us

to study the diseases to which it is liable, by observing
those other countries where social disease is more rife.

without at all defending them; respwt ho was cenously in thr

indeed, I believe that in this srroug.
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The security aud the durability of civilization must

depend on the regularity with which its elements are

combined, and on the harmony with which they work.
11' any one element is too active, the whole composition
will be in danger. Hence it is, that although the laws
of the composition of the elements will be best ascer-

tained wherever we can find the composition most

complete, we must, nevertheless, se;ireh for the laws
of each separate element wherever we can find the

element itself most active. While, therefore, I have
selected the history of England, as that in which the

harmony of the different principles has been longest
maintained, I have, precisely on that account, thought
it advisable to study each principle separately in the

country where it has been most powerful, and where,

by its inordinate development, the equilibrium of the

entire structure has been disturbed.

By adopting these precautions, we shall be able to

remove many of the difficulties which still beset the

study of history. Before, however, entering that wide
Held which now lies in our way, it will be well to clear

up some preliminary points, which I have not yet
noticed, and the discussion of which may obviate cer-

tain objections that might otherwise be raised. The

subjects to which I allude, are Religion, Literature,
and Government : three topics of vast importance, and

which, in the opinion of many persons, are the prime
movers of human affairs. That this opinion is alto-

gether erroneous will be amply proved in the present
work : but as the opinion is widely spread, and is very
plausible, it is necessary that we should at once come
to some understanding respecting it, and inquire into

the real nature of that influence, which these three

great powers do actually exercise over the progress of

civilization.

Now, in the first place, it is evident that if a people
were left entirely to themselves, their religion, their

literature, and their government would be, not the

causes of their civilization, but the effects of it. Out of

a certain condition of society certain results naturally
follow. Those results may, no doubt, be tampered with
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by some external agency ;
but if that is not done, it is

impossible that a highly civilized people, accustomed
to reason and to doubt, should ever embrace a religion
of which the glaring absurdities set reason and doubt
at defiance. There are many instances of nations

changing their religion, but there is no instance of a

progressive country voluntarily adopting a retrogressive

religion ;
neither is there any example of a declining

country ameliorating its religion. It is of course true,
that a good religion is favourable to civilization, and a

bad one unfavourable to it. Unless, however, there is

some interference from without, no people will ever
discover that their religion is bad until their reason
tells them so

;
but if their reason is inactive, and their

knowledge stationary, the discovery will never be made.
A country that continues in its old ignorance will

always remain in its old religion. Surely nothing can
be plainer than this. A very ignorant people will, by
virtue of their ignorance, incline towards a religion
full of marvels

;
a religion which boasts of innumerable

gods, and which ascribes every occurrence to the imme-
diate authority of those gods. On the other hand, a

people whose knowledge makes them better judges of

evidence, and who are accustomed to that most difficult

task, the practice of doubting, will require a religion less

marvellous, less obtrusive
;
one that taxes their credu-

lity less heavily. But will you, therefore, say, that the

badness of the first religion causes the ignorance ;
and

that the goodness of the second religion causes the

knowledge ? Will you say, that when one event pre-
cedes another, the one which comes first is the effect,

and the one which follows afterwards is the cause ?

This is not the way in which men reason on the ordi-

nary affairs of life
;
and it is difficult to see why they

should reason thus respecting the history of past
events.

The truth is, that the religious opinions which prevail
in any period are among the symptoms by which that

period is marked. When the opinions are deeply rooted,

they do, no doubt, influence the conduct of men
;
but

before they can be deeply rooted, some mtellectuaJ
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change must first, have taken place. We may :is well

expect that the seed should quicken in the barren rock,
as thai a mild and philosophic religion should be estab-

lished among ignorant and ferocious savages. Of this

innumerable experiments have been made, and always
with the same result. Men of excellent intentions, and
full of a fervent though mistaken zeal, have been, and
still are, attempting to propagate their own religion

among the inhabitants of barbarous countries. By
strenuous and unremitting activity, and frequently by

promises, and even by actual gifts, they have, in many
cases, persuaded savage communities to make a pro-
fession of the Christian religion. But whoever will

compare the triumphant reports of the missionaries

with the long chain of evidence supplied by competent
travellers, will soon find that such profession is only
nominal, and that these ignorant tribes have adopted,
indeed, the ceremonies of the new religion, but have by
no means adopted tho religion itself. They receive

bhe externals, but there they stop. They may bapti/e
their children

; they may take the sacrament
; they

may flock to the church. All this they mp^y do, and

yet be as far removed from the spirit of Cliristianity as

when they bowed the knee before their former idols.

The rites and forms of a religion lie on the surface
;

they are at once seen, they are quickly learned, easily

copied by those who are unable to penetrate to that

which lies beneath. It is this deeper and inward

change which alone is durable
;
and this the savage

can never experience while he is sunk in an ignorance
that levels him with the brutes by which he is sur-

rounded. Remove the ignorance, and then the religion

may enter. This is the only course by which ultimate

benefit can be effected. After a careful study of the

history and condition of barbarous nations, I do most

confidently assert, that there is no well attested case of

any people being permanently converted to Christianity,

except in those very few instances where missionaries,

being men of knowledge, as well as men of piety, have
familiarized the savagre with habits of thought, and, by
thus stimulating hit, intellect, have prepared him for
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the reception of those religious principles, which, with-

out such stimulus, he could never have understood. 24

It is in this way that, looking at things upon a large

scale, the religion of mankind is the effect of their im-

provement, not the cause of it. But, looking at things

upon a small scale, or taking what is called a practical
view of some short and special period, circumstances

will occasionally occur which disturb this general order,
and apparently reverse the natural process. And this,

as in all such cases, can only arise from the peculiarities
of individual men

; who, moved by the minor laws which

regulate individual actions, are able, by their genius or

their energy, to interfere with the operation of those

greater laws which regulate large societies. Owing to

circumstances still unknown, there appear, from time

to time, great thinkers, who, devoting their lives to a

single purpose, are able to anticipate the progress of

mankind, and to produce a religion or a philosophy, by
which important effects are eventually brought about.

But, if we look into history, we shall clearly see that,

although the origin of a new opinion may be thus due

'-'* A writer of great authority est celle ou ils portaient chez lee

has made some remarks on this, peuples convertis les lumieree

which are worth attending to : des lettres, en meme temps que
'Ce fut alors que les Jesuites les verit^s do la religion, et ou

penetrerent dans la Chine pour ils formaient a la fois dans les

y precher 1'evangile. Ils ne nations 1'ordre le plus eminent

tarderent pas a s'apercevoir er le plus ^claire. Cuvier, Eloges

qu'un des moyens les plus effi- Historiqucs, vol. iii. p. 170.

caces pour s'y maintenir, en Even Southey (History of .Bra-

attendant le moment que le ciel ~U, vol. ii. p. 378) says: 'Mis-

avoit marque pour eclairer ce siouaries have always complained
vaste empire, etoit d'etaler des of the fickleness of their con-

connoissances astronomiques.' verts
;

and they must always
Montucla, Histoirc des Mathe- complain of it, till they discover

matiques, vol. i. p. 468
;
and see that some degree of civilization

vol. ii. pp. .586, 587- Cuvier must precede conversion, op Bt

delicately hints at the same con- least accompany it.' And see

elusion. lie says of Emery: to the same effect, Hat/cetfs Notes
' II ee souvenait que 1'epoque ou on the Xurth American Indiunt,
le christianisme a fait le plus de pp. 352, 353 ;

and Combc't

eunquetes, et ou KOS miuistres Sorih America, vol. i. p. 250, vol.

oct obtenu le plus de respect, ii. p. 353.
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to a single man, the result which the new opinion pro-
duces will depend on the condition of the people

among whom it is propagated. If either a religion or

a philosophy is too much in advance of a. nation, it can
do no present service, hut must bide its time, until

the minds of men are ripe for its reception. Of this

innumerable instances will occur to most readers.

Every science and every creed Las had its martyrs ;

men exposed to obloquy, or even to death, because they
knew more than their contemporaries, and because

society was not sufficiently advanced to receive the

truths which they communicated. According to the

ordinary course of affairs, a few generations pass away,
and then there comes a period when these very truths

are looked upon as commonplace facts
;

and a little

later, there comes another period, in which they arc-

declared to be necessary, and even the dullest intellects

wonder how they could ever have been denied. This
is what happens when the human mind is allowed to

have fair play, and to exercise itself, with tolerable free-

dom, in the accumulation and diffusion of knowledge.
If, however, by violent, and therefore by artificial,

means, this same society is prevented from exercising
its intellect, then the truths, however important they
may be, can never be received. For why should cer-

tain truths be rejected in one age, and acknowledged in

another ? The truths remain the same
;
their ultimate

recognition must, therefore, be due to a change in the

society which now accepts what it had before despised.

Indeed, history is full of evidence of the utter ineffi-

ciency even of the noblest principles, when they are

promulgated among a very ignorant nation. Thus it

was that the doctrine of One God, taught to the

Hebrews of old, remained for many centuries altogether

inoperative. The people to whom it was addressed
had not yet emerged from barbarism

; they were, there-

fore, unable to raise their minds to so elevated a con-

ception. Like all other barbarians, they craved after a

religion which would feed their credulity with inces-

sant wonders
;
and which, instead of abstracting the

Deity to a single essence, would multiply their gooL<-

VOL. i. s
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until they covered every field, aiid swarmed in every
forest. This is the idolatry which is the natural fruit

of ignorance ;
and this it is to which the Hebrews were

perpetually recurring. Notwithstanding the most severe
and unremitting punishments, they, at every opportu-
nity, abandoned that pure theism which their minds
were too backward to receive, and relapsed into super-
stitions which they could more easily understand,
into the worship of the golden calf, and the adoration
of the brazen serpent. Now, and in this age of the

world, they have long ceased to do these things. And
why ? Not because their religious feelings are more

easily aroused, or their religious fears more often ex-

cited. So far from this, they are dissevered from their

old associations
; they have lost for ever those scenes by

which men might well have been moved. They are no

longer influenced by those causes which inspired emo-

tions, sometimes of terror, sometimes of gratitude.

They no longer witness the pillar of cloud by day, or

the pillar of fire by night ; they no longer see the Law
being given from Sinai, nor do they hear the thunder

rolling from Horeb. In the presence of these great

appeals, they remained idolaters in their hearts, and
whenever an opportunity occurred, they became idola-

ters in their practice ;
and this they did because they

were in that state of barbarism, of which idolatry is the

natural product. To what possible circumstance can

their subsequent change be ascribed, except to the

simple fact, that the Hebrews, like all other people,
as they advanced in civilization, began to abstract and
refine their religion, and, despising the old worship of

many gods, thus by slow degrees elevated their minds
to that steady perception of One Great Cause, which,
at an earlier period, it had been vainly attempted to

impress upon them ?

Thus intimate is the connexion between the opinions
of a people and their knowledge ;

and thus necessary
is it that, so far as nations are concerned, intellectual

activity should precede religious improvement. If we

require further illustrations of this important truth,
we shall find thorn in the events which occurred in
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Europe soon after the promulgation of Christianity.
The Romans were, with rare exceptions, an ignorant
and barbarous race

; ferocious, dissolute, and cruel.

For such a people, Polytheism was the natural creed
;

and we read, accordingly, that they practised an idolatry
which a few great thinkers, and only a few, ventured

to despise. The Christian religion, falling among these

men, found them unable to appreciate its sublime and
admirable doctrines. And when, a little later, Europe
was overrun by fresh immigrations, the invaders, who
were even more barbarous than the Romans, brought
with them those superstitions which were suited to

their actual condition. It was upon the materials aris-

ing from these two sources that Christianity was now
called to do her work. The result is most remarkable.

For after the new religion seemed to have carried all

before it, and had received the homage of the best part
of Europe, it was soon found that nothing had been

really effected. It was soon found that society was in

that early stage in which superstition is inevitable
;
and

in which men, if they do not have it in one form, will

have it in another. It was in vain that Christianity

taught a simple doctrine, and enjoined a simple worship.
The minds of men were too backward for so great a

step, and required more complicated forms, and a more

complicated belief. What followed is well known to

the students of ecclesiastical history. The superstition
of Europe, instead of being diminished, was only
turned into a fresh channel. The new religion was

corrupted by the old follies. The adoration of idols

was succeeded by the adoration of saints
;
the worship

of the Virgin was substituted for the worship of Cy-
bele

;

26
Pagan ceremonies were established in Christian

churches
;

not only the mummeries of idolatry, but

'u This is curiously illustrated of the gods. Compare Elunfs

by the fact, that the 25th of I'tstiges of Ancient Manners,
March, which is now called Svo. 1823, pp. 51-55, with

Lady-day, in honour of the Hampson's Midii JEvi Kcden-

Virgin Mary, was, in Pagan darium, Svo. 1841, vol. i. pp
times, called Hilaria, and was 56, 177-

dedicated to Cybele. the mother
s 2
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likewise its doctrines, were quickly added, and were

incorporated and worked into the spirit of the new
religion ; until, after a lapse of a few generations,

Christianity exhibited so grotesque and hideous a form,
that its best features were lost, and the lineaments of

its earlier loveliness altogether destroyed.
26

After some centuries were passed, Christianity slowly

emerged from these corruptions ; many of which, how-

ever, even the most civilized countries have not yet
been able to throw off. 27 Indeed, it was found im-

possible to effect even the beginning of a reform, until

the European intellect was, in some degree, roused from
its lethargy. The knowledge of men, gradually ad-

vancing, made them indignant at superstitions which

they had formerly admired. The way in which their

indignation increased, until, in the sixteenth century,
it broke out into that great event which is well called

the Reformation, forms one of the most interesting

subjects in modern history. But, for our present pur-

pose, it is enough to keep in mind the memorable and

important fact that, for centuries after Christianity
was the established religion of Europe, it failed to bear

its natural fruit, because its lot was cast among a

people whose ignorance compelled them to be super-

stitious, and who, on account of their superstition,
defaced a system which, in its original puritv, they
were unable to receive. 28

26 On this interesting subject, nient. against, an ingenious dus-

the two best English books are, tinction which M. Eunsen has
Midd/eton's Letter fro//i Bonn, made between tho change of a

and Priestley's History of the religion and that of a language ;

Corruption of Christianity ; tho alterations in ,1 religion being,
former work being chiefly vain- as he supposes, always more
able for ritual corruptions, tho abrupt than those in a, language,
latter work for doctrinal ones. L't'n.fiu'f

I~'<j>/pt,
voL i. pp. oocS,

litunfa Vcstuji-s of Ancient Man- 359.

nerx is also worth reading; but '-'8 It was necessary, says M.
is very inferior to the two troa- Maury, that the church 'so rap-
tists just named, and is con- prochat davantago do 1'esprit

ceived in a much narrower spirit, grossier, iiK'ulto, ignorant du
27 Thu large amount of Pagan- barbare.' Manry, Li-gcndt'-s

ism which still exists in every PJCM.V.-' <ln Mot/en Afj<\ p. 101.

fhristian sect, forms an argu- An ex;i<-tlv similar process han
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Indeed, in every page of history, we meet with fresf

evidence of the little effect rcli^iou-s doctrines can pro-
.luce upon a people, unless preceded by intellectual

culture. The influence exercised by Protestantism, as

compared with Catholicism, affords an interesting ex-

ample of this. The Catholic religion bears to the

Protestant religion exactly the same relation that the

Dark Ages bear to the sixteenth century. In the

Dark Ages, men were credulous and ignorant; they
therefore produced a religion which required great
belief and little knowledge. In the sixteenth century,
their credulity and ignorance, though still considerable,
were rapidly diminishing, and it was found necessary
to organize a religion suited to their altered circum-
stances : a religion more favourable to free inquiry ;

a

religion less full of miracles, saints, legends, and idols
;

a religion of which the ceremonies were less frequent,
and less burdensome

;
a religion which should dis-

courage penance, fasting, confession, celibacy, and those

other mortih'cations which had long been universal.

All this was done by the establishment of Pro-

testantism
;

a mode of worship which, being thus
suited to the age, made, as is well known, speedy pro-

gress. If this great movement had been allowed to

proceed without interruption, it would, in the course
of a few generations, have overthrown the old super-
stition, and established in its place a simpler and less

troublesome creed
;
the rapidity with which this was

done, being, of course, proportioned to the intellectual

activity of the different countries. But, unfortunately,
the European governments, who are always meddling
in matters with which they have no concern, thought
it their duty to protect the religious interests of the

taken place in India, where the vol. i. p. '_'o/j. So that as M. Max
I'uranas are to the Vedas -what Miilk-r well expresses it. the

the works of the Fathers are to I'uranas are 'a secondary for-

cl.e N w Testament. Compare motion of Indian mythology .'

l-','phlii.-;oncK Histury of Lulia, M'u,\\r <//< the jMityuagcs of

pp. S7, 88. 98
;

Wilson's Preface India, in luports of British Au-

to tin Vishnu Purana, p. 7 ;
and socuitian fur 1847, p. 324.

T-a/t.^ui-ttvnn of Bm"/>uy Society.
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people ;
and making common cause with the Catholic

clergy, they, in many instances, forcibly stopped the

heresy, and thus arrested the natural development of

the age. This interference was, in nearly all cases,
well intended, and is solely to be ascribed to the igno-
rance of rulers respecting the proper limits of their

functions : but the evils caused by this ignorance it

would be difficult to exaggerate. During almost a

hundred and fifty years, Europe was afflicted by reli-

gious wars, religious massacres, and religious perse-
cutions

;
not one of which would have arisen, if the

great truth had been recognised, that the state has no
concern with the opinions of men, and no right to

interfere, even in the slightest degree, with the form
of worship which they may choose to adopt. This

principle was, however, formerly unknown, or at all

events unheeded
;
and it was not until the middle of

the seventeenth century that the great religious con-

tests were brought to a final close, and the different

countries settled down into their public creeds
; which,

in the essential points, have never since been per-

manently altered
;
no nation having, for more than two

hundred years, made war upon another on account of

its religion ;
and all the great Catholic countries having,

during the same period, remained Catholic, all the

great Protestant ones remained Protestant.

From this it has arisen, that, in several of the Euro-

pean countries, the religious development has not fol-

lowed its natural order, but has been artificially forced

into an unnatural one. According to the natural order,
the most civilized countries should all be Protestants,
and the most uncivilized ones Catholics. In the average
of instances this is actually the case

;
so that many

persons have been led into the singular error, of ascrib-

ing all modern enlightenment to the influence of Pro-
testantism

; overlooking the important fact, that until

the enlightenment had begun, Protestantism was never

required. But although, in the ordinary course of affairs,

the advance of the Reformation would have been the

measure, and the symptom, of that advance of knowledge
by which it was preceded, still, in many cases, the autho-
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rity of the government and of the church acted as dis-

turbing causes, and frustrated the natural progress of

religious improvement. And, after the treaty of West-

phalia had fixed the political relations of Europe, the love

of theological strife so greatly subsided, that men no

longer thought it worth their while to raise a religious

revolution, and to risk their lives in an attempt to over-

turn the creed of the state. At the same time, govern-
ments, not being themselves particularly fond of revo-

lutions, have encouraged this stationary condition
;
and

very naturally, and, as it appears to me, very wisely, have
made no great alteration, but have left the national estab-

lishments as they found them
;
that is to say, the Pro-

testant ones Protestant, and the Catholic ones Catholic.

Hence it is, that the national religion professed by any
country at the present moment, is no decisive criterion

of the present civilization of the country ;
because the

circumstances which fixed the religion occurred long
since, and the religion remains endowed and established

by the mere continuance of an impetus which was

formerly given.
Thus far as to the origin of the ecclesiastical

establishments of Europe. But, in their practical

consequences, we see some results which are highly
instructive. For many countries owing their national

creed, not to their own proper antecedents, but to the

authority of powerful individuals, it will be invariably

found, that in such countries the creed does not pro-
duce the effects which might have been expected from

it, and which, according to its terms, it ought to pro-
duce. Thus, for instance, the Catholic religion is more

superstitious, and more intolerant, than the Protestant
;

but it by no means follows, that those countries which

profess the former creed, must be more superstitious,
and more intolerant, than those which profess the

latter. So far from this, the French are not only quite
as free from those odious qualities as are the most
civilized Protestants, but they are more free from them
than some Protestant nations, as the Scotch and the

Swedes. Of the highly-educated class, I am not here

speaking ;
but of the clergy, and of the people gen/3-
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rally, it must be admitted, that in Scotland there is

more bigotry, more .superstition, and a more thorough
contempt for the religion of others, than there is in

France. And in Sweden, which is one of the oldest

Protestant countries in Europe,
29 there is, not occasion-

ally, but habitually, an intolerance and a spirit of per-

secution, which would be discreditable to a Catholic

country ;
but which is doubly disgraceful when pro-

ceeding from a people who profess to base their religion
on the right of private judgment.

30

These things show, what it would be easy to prove by
a wider induction, that when, from special, or, as they
are called, accidental causes, any people profess a reli-

gion more advanced than themselves, it will not produce

28 The doctrines of Luther
were first preached in Sweden in

1519; and, in 1527, the principles
of the Reformation were for-

mally adopted in an assembly
of the States at Westeraas,
which enabled Gustavns Vasa to

seize the property of the church.

Geijer's Hi-story of the Swedes,

part i. pp. 110, 118, 119
;
Mos-

fieim's Ecclesiastical History, vol.

ii. p. 22; Crichtonand Wheaton's

History of Scandinauia, vol. i.

pp. 399, 400. The apostasy
proceeded so favourably, that

De Thou (Histoire Univ. vol.

xiii. p. 31 2) says, in 1598, 'II y
avoit cleja si long-terns que ce

cuke etoit etabli en Suede, qu'il

etoit comme impossible de trou-

vcr, soil parmi le peuple, soit

parmi les seigneurs, quelqu'un
qui M souvint d'avoir ru dans
rr roiaume 1'exercice public de

!;i religion catholique.'
20 On the state of things in

1838, see some curious, and in-

deed shameful, details in Laing's
Sweden, 8vo. London, 1839.

Mr. Laing, though himself a

Protestant, truly says, that iu

Protestant Sweden there '

is in-

quisition law, working in the

hands of a Lutheran state-

church, as strongly as in Spain
or Portugal in the hands of a

Roman Catholic Church.' Laing's
Sweden, p. 324. In the seven-

teenth century, it was ordered

by the Swedish Church, and the

order was confirmed by govern-
ment, that '

if any Swedish

subject change his religion, he-

shall be banished the kingdom,
and lose all right of inheritance,

both for himself and his de-

scendants. ... If any bring into

the country teachers of another

religion, he shall bo fined and
banished.' Burton's Diary, vol.

iii. p. 387, 8vo. 1828. To this

may bi. added, that it was not

till 1781 that Roman Catholics

wore allowed to exercise their

religion in Sweden. See Crick-

ton's History of Scandinavia,
Edinb. 1838, vol. ii. p. 320. See

also, on this intolerant spirit,

Whitelockt'x Journal of the

Swedish Embassy, vol. i, pp.

164, 412, vol. ii. p. 312.
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its legitimate effect. 31 The superiority of Protestantism

over Catholicism consists in its diminution of superstition
and intolerance, and in the check which it gives to eccle-

siastical power. But the experience of Europe teaches

us, that when the superior religion is fixed among an

inferior people, its superiority is no longer seen. The
Scotch and the Swedes, and to them might be added
some of the Swiss cantons, are less civilized than the

French, and are therefore more superstitious. This

being the case, it avails them little that they have a

religion better than the French. It avails them little

that, owing to circumstances which have long since

passed away, they, three centuries ago, adopted a creed

to which the force of habit, and the influence of tradition,

uow oblige them to cling. Whoever has travelled in

Scotland with sufficient attention to observe the ideas

and opinions of the people, and whoever will look into

Scotch theology, and read the history of the Scotch

Kirk, and the proceedings of the Scotch Assemblies and

Consistories, will see how little the country has bene-

fited by its religion, and how wide an interval there is

between its intolerant spirit and the natural tendencies

of the Protestant Reformation. On the other hand,
whoever will subject France to a similar examination,

11 We see a good instance of a mass of rites and superstitions
this in the case of the Abys- which cannot mend the heart.'

sinians, who have professed Krafts Journal at Ankolmr, in

Christianity for centuries; but, Journal of Geographical Society,
as no pains were taken to culti- vol. x. p. 488

;
see also vol. xiv.

vate their intellect, they fouud p. 13 : and for a similar state of

the religion too pure for them : things in America, see the

they, therefore, corrupted it, account of the Quiche Indians,
and, down to the present mo- in Stephens^ Central America,
ment, they have not made (he vol. ii. pp. 191, 192. Compare
slightest progress. The accounts Squicrs Central America, vol. \ .

given by Bruce of them an- well pp. 322, 323, with Halketti

known; and a traveller, who North-American Indians, pp.
visited them in 1839, says: 29, 21'2, 268. For further con-

'Nothing can be more corrupt finnation of this view, in anothei
than the nominal Christianity of part of the world, see Tm-l\-ii's

this unhappy nation. It is I\.rjic/Jifiun to tic- Zaire, pp. 79,
mixed up with Judaism, Mahom- Si). 165.

nndanism. and idolatry, and i*
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will see an illiberal religion accompanied by liberal

views, and a creed full of superstitions professed by a

people among whom superstition is comparatively rare.

The simple fact is, that the French have a religion
worse than themselves

;
the Scotch have a religion better

than themselves. The liberality of France is as ill suited

to Catholicism, as the bigotry of Scotland is ill suited

to Protestantism. In these, as in all similar cases, the

characteristics of the creed are overpowered by the cha-

racteristics of the people ;
and the national faith is, in

the most important points, altogether inoperative, be-

cause it does not harmonize with the civilization of the

country in which it is established. How idle, then, it

is to ascribe the civilization to the creed
;
and how

worse than foolish are the attempts of government to

protect a religion which, if suited to the people, will

need no protection, and, if unsuited to them, will work
no good !

If the reader has seized the spirit of the preceding
arguments, he will hardly require that I should analyze
-with equal minuteness the second disturbing cause,

namely, Literature. It is evident, that what has already
been said respecting the religion ofa people, is, in a great
measure, applicable to their literature. Literature,

32

when it is in a healthy and unforced state, is simply the

form in which the knowledge of a country is registered ;

the mould in which it is cast. In this, as in the other

cases we have considered, individual men may of couivsu

take great steps, and rise to a great height above the

level of their age. But if they rise beyond a certain

point, their present usefulness is impaired ;
if they rise

still higher, it is destroyed.
33 When the interval between

** I use the word literature,
"3

Compare Tocquevttle, Demo-
not as opposed to science, but in cratie en Amerique, vol. ii. p.
its larger sense, including every- 130, with some admirable re-

thiug which is written '

taking markb on the Sophists in Grotds
the term literature in its primary History of Greece, vol. viii.

sense, of an application of letters p. 481. Sir W. Hamilton, whose
to the records of facts or opi- learning respecting the history
nions.' Mure* History of the of opinions is well known, says,
Literature of tiwecc, voL iv. p. 60. 'Precisely in proportion as an
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the intellectual classes and the practical classes is too

great, the former will possess no influence, the latter

will reap no benefit. This is what occurred in the ancient

world, when the distance between the ignorant idolatry
of the people and the refined systems of philosophers
was altogether impassable ;

34 and this is the principal
reason why the Greeks and Romans were unable to re-

tain the civilization which they for a short time possessed.

Precisely the same process is at the present moment

going on in Germany, where the most valuable part of

literature forms an esoteric system, which, having no-

thing in common with the nation itself, produces no
effect on the national civilization. The truth is, that

although Europe has received great benefit from its

literature, this is owing, not to what the literature has

originated, but to what it has preserved. Knowledge
must be acquired, before it can be written

;
and the only

use of books is, to serve as a storehouse in which the

treasures of the intellect are safely kept, and where they

author is in advance of his of thought are very rare. For

age, is it likely that his works proof of the universal prevalence
will be neglected.' Hamilton's formerly of this esoteric and
Discussions on Phil-osophy, p. aristocratic spirit, see the follow-

186. Thus, too, in regard to the ing passages: Kilter's History oj
line arts, Sir Joshua Reynolds Ancient Philosophy, vol. i. p.

(Fourth Discourse, in Works, 338, vol. iii. pp. 9, 17 ;
Tenne-

vol. i. p. 363) says, 'Present mann, Geschichte der Philosophic,
time and future may be con- vol. ii, pp. 200, 205, 220; Beau-
sidered as rivals

;
and he who sobre, Histoire Critique de Ma-

solicite the one, must expect nichee, vol. ii. p. 41
; Matter,

to be discountenanced by the Histoire du Gnosticisme, vol. i.

other.' p. 13, vol. ii. pp. 83, 370;
14 Hence the intellectually ex- Sprengel, Histoire de laMedecine,

elusive and, as M. Neander well vol. i. p. 250 ; Grate's History of
terms it, 'aristocratic spirit of Greece, vol. i. p. 561, vol. iv.

antiquity.' Neander's History p. 544
;

Thirlwall's History oj
of the Church, vol. i. pp. 40, 97, Greece, vol. ii. p. 150, vol. vi.

vol. ii. p. 31. This is constantly p. 95
;
Warburtoris Works, vol.

overlooked by writers who use vii. pp. 962, 972, 4to. 1788;
the word '

democracy
'

loosely ; Sharpes History of Egypt, voL

forgetting that, in the same age, ii. p. 174, Cudworth't Intellect.

democracies of politics may be System, vol. ii. pp. 114, 365,

t-ery common, whilu democracies 443, vol. iii. p. 20.
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may be conveniently found. Literature, in itself, is but
a trifling matter

;
and is merely valuable as being the

armory in which the weapons of the human mind are

laid up, and from which, when required, they can be

quickly drawn. But he would be a sorry reasoner, who,
on that account, should propose to sacrifice the end, that

he might obtain the means
;
who should hope to defend

the armory by giving up the weapons, and who should

destroy the treasure, in order to improve the magazine
in which the treasure is kept.
Tet this is what many persons are apt to do. From

literary men, in particular, we hear too much of the

necessity of protecting and rewarding literature, and we
hear too little of the necessity of that freedom and bold-

ness, in the absence of which the most splendid literature

is altogether worthless. Indeed, there is a general tend-

ency, not to exaggerate the advantages of knowledge,
for that is impossible, but to misunderstand what that

is in which knowledge really consists. Real knowledge,
the knowledge on which all civilization is based, solely
consists in an acquaintance with the relations which

things and ideas bear to each other and to themselves
;

in other words, in an acquaintance with physical and
mental laws. If the time should ever come when all

these laws are known, the circle of human knowledge
will then be complete ; and, in the interim, the value of

literature depends upon the extent to which it commu-
nicates either a knowledge of the laws, or the materials

by which the laws may be discovered. The business of

education is to accelerate this great movement, and thus

increase the fitness and aptitude of men, by increasing
the resources which they possess. Towards this purpose,

literature, so far as it is auxiliary, is highly useful. But
to look upon an acquaintance with literature as one of

the objects of education, is to mistake the order of events,
and to make the end subservient to the means. It is

because tliis is done, that we often find what are called

highly educated men, the progress of whose knowledge
has been actually retarded by the activity of their edu-

cation. We often find them burdened by prejudices,
which their reading, instead of dissipating, has rendered
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more inveterate. 36 For literature, being the depository
of the thoughts of mankind, is full, not only of wisdom,
but also of absurdities. The benefit, therefore, which is

derived from literature, will depend, not so much upon
the literature itself, as upon the skill with which it is

studied, and the judgment with which it, is selected.

These are the preliminary conditions of success
;
and if

they are not obeyed, the number and the value of the

books in a country become n matter quite unimportant.
Even in an advanced stage of civilization, there is always
a tendency to prefer those parts of literature whicli

favour ancient prejudices, rather than those which oppose
them

;
and in cases where this tendency is very strong,

the only effect of great learning will be, to supply the

materials which may corroborate old errors, aiid confirm

old superstitions. In our time such instances are not

uncommon
;
and we frequently meet with men whose

erudition ministers to their ignorance, and who the more

they read, the less they know. There have been states

of society in which this disposition was so general, that

literature has done far more harm than good. Thus,
for example, in the whole period from the sixth to the

tenth centuries, there were not in all Europe more than

three or four men who dared to think for themselves
;

and even they were obliged to veil their meaning in

obscure and mystical language. The remaining part of

society was, during these four centuries, sunk in the most

degrading ignorance. Under these circumstances, the

few who were able to read, confined their studies to

works which encouraged and strengthened their super-

stition, such as the legends of the saints, and the homilies

Ji Locke has noticed this If this profound writer were now
' learned ignorance,' for which alive what a war ho would wage
many men are remarkable. See against our great universities

a line passage in the /.',?/ on and public schools, where innu-

//,'', Understanding, book iii. merable things are still taught

chap. x. in Locki's Work*, vol. which no one is concerned to

ii. p. 27, and similar remark c understand, and which few will

in his Conduct f the Und/r- rake the trouble to remember.

ftn/tdiny, vol. ii. pp. 3oO, 364, Compare Cond<n\'it, Vic dc 7r-
3G.

r
), and in his Thoughts on

tj<>c, pp. 2oo. '2o6 not.
Education, vol. viii. pp. 84-87
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of the fathers. From these sources they drew those

lying and impudent fables, of which the theology of that

time is principally composed.
36 These miserable storiea

were widely circulated, and were valued as solid and

important truths. The more the literature was read,
the more the stories were believed

;
in other words, the

greater the learning, the greater the ignorance.
37 And

I entertain no doubt, that if, in the seventh and eighth
centuries, which were the worst part of that period,

38

all knowledge of the alphabet had for a while been lost,

so that men could no longer read the books in which

they delighted, the subsequent progress of Europewould
have been more rapid than it really was. For when the

progress began, its principal antagonist was that credu-

lity which the literature had fostered. It was not that

better books were wanting, but it was that the relish

for such books was extinct. There was the literature

of Greece and Rome, which the monks not only pre-

served, but even occasionally looked into and copied.
But what could that avail such readers as they ? So
far from recognizing the merit of the ancient writers,

they were unable to feel even the beauties of their style,

and they trembled at the boldness of their inquiries.
At the first glimpse of the light, their eyes were blinded.

*' The statistics of this sort error in connexion with the doc-

of literature would prove a cu- trine of probabilities,
'

O'est a

rious subject for inquiry. No 1'influence de 1'opinion de ceux

one, I believe, has thought it qne la multitude juge les plus
worthwhile to sum them up; instrtiits, et a qui elle a coutume

but M. Gruizot has made an esti- de donner sa confiance sur les

mate that the Bollandist collec- plus importants objets de la vie,

tion contains mure than twenty- qu'est due la propagation de ces

five thousand lives of saints
;

' a erreurs qui, dans les temps'
en juger par approximation, ils d'ignorance, ont couvert la face

contiennent plus de 25,000 vies du monde.' Bouillaud, Philo-

de saints.' Guizot, Histoirr de sophie Medicate, p. 218.

la Civilisation en France, vol. ii.
38 M. Guizot (Civilisation en

p. 32. It is said (L'dwich's An- France, vol. ii. pp. 171, 172)

tiquities of Ireland, p. 02; that of thinks that, on the whole, the

St. Patrick alone,there were sixty- seventh was even worse than the

six biographers before Joceline. eighth ; but it is difficult to

17
For, as Laplace observes, in choose between them,

hie remarks on 'lie sources of
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They never turned the leaves of a pagan author without

standing aghast at the risk they were running ;
and

they were in constant fear, lest by imbibing any of his

opinions, they should involve themselves in a deadly
sin. The result was, that they willingly laid aside the

great master-pieces of antiquity ;
and in their place

they substituted those wretched compilations, which

corrupted their taste, increased their credulity, strength-
ened their errors, and prolonged the ignorance of Eu-

rope, by embodying each separate superstition in a

written and accessible form, thus perpetuating its in-

fluence, and enabling it to enfeeble the understanding
even of a distant posterity.

It is in this way that the nature of the literature pos-
sessed by a people is of very inferior importance, in

comparison with the disposition of the people by whom
the literature is to be read. In what are rightly termed
the Dark Ages, there was a literature in which valuable

materials were to be found
;
but there was no one who

knew how to use them. During a considerable period,
the Latin language was a vernacular dialect

;

39
and, if

men had chosen, they might have studied the great
Latin authors. But to do this, they must have been in

a state of society very different from that in which they

actually lived. They, like every other people, measured
merit by the standard commonly received in their own

age ; and, according to their standard, the dross was
better than the gold. They, therefore, rejected the

gold, and hoarded up the dross. What took place then

is, on a smaller scale, taking place now. Every litera-

ture contains something that is true, and much that is

false
;
and the effect it produces will chiefly depend

upon the skill with which the truth is discriminated

from the falsehood. New ideas, and new discoveries,

possess prospectively an importance difficult to exag-

M Some of the results of Latin '203. The remarks on this custom

bcinc colloquially employed by by Ihigald Stewart refer to a

the monks are judiciously stated later period. Stewart's Pki/osi'-

in Herder's Ideen sitr Gcschich'e phi/ of the Mind, vol. iii. pp.
der Menschfu it, vol. IT. pp. 202, 119, 111
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gcrate ;
but until the ideas are received, and the dis-

coveries adopted, they exercise no influence, and, there-

fore, work no good. No literature can ever benefit a

people, unless it finds them in a state of preliminary
preparation. In this respect, the analogy with religious

opinions is complete. If the religion and the literature

of a country are unsuited to its wants, they will be use-

less, because the literature will be neglected, and the

religion will be disobeyed. In such cases, even the

ablest books are unread, and the purest doctrines de-

spised. The works fall into oblivion
;
the faith is cor-

rupted by heresy.
The other opinion to which I have referred is, that

the civilization of Europe is chiefly owing to the ability
wliich has been displayed by the different governments,
and to the sagacity with which the evils of society have
been palliated by legislative remedies. To any one who
has studied history in its original sources, this notion

must appear so extravagant, as to make it difficult to

refute it with becoming gravity. Indeed, of all the

social theories which have ever been broached, there is

none so utterly untenable, and so unsound in all its

parts, as this. In the first place, we have the obvious

consideration, that the rulers of a country have, under

ordinary circumstances, always been the inhabitants of

that country ;
nurtured by its literature, bred to its

traditions, and imbibing its prejudices. Such men are,
at best, only the creatures of the age, never its creators.

Their measures are the result of social progress, not the

cause of it. This may be proved, not only by specula-
tive arguments, but also by a practical consideration,
which any reader of history can verify for himself. No
great political improvement, no great reform, either

legislative or executive, has ever been originated in any
country by its rulers. The first suggesters of such

steps have invariably been bold and able thinkers, who
discern the abuse, denounce it, and point out how it is

to lie remedied. But long after this is done, even the
most enlightened governments continue to uphold the

abuse, and reject the remedy. At length, if circum-
stances are favourable, the pressure from without
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oecomes so strong, that tlie government is obliged to

give way ; and, the reform being accomplished, the

people are expected to admire the wisdom of their

rulers, by whom all this has been done. That this

is the course of political improvement, must be well

known to whoever has studied the law-books of dif-

i'erent countries in connexion with the previous progress
of their knowledge. Full and decisive evidence of this

will be brought forward in the present work
; but, by

way of illustration, I may refer to the abolition of the

corn-laws, undoubtedly one of the most remarkable
facts in the history of England during this century.
The propriety, and, indeed, the necessity, of their abo-

lition, is now admitted by every one of tolerable infor-

mation
;
and the question arises, as to how it was

brought about. Those Englishmen who are little

versed in the history of their country will say, that

the real cause was the wisdom of Parliament
;
while

others, attempting to look a little further, will ascribe

it to the activity of the Anti-Corn-Law League, and
the consequent pressure put upon Government. But
whoever will minutely trace the different stages

through which this great question successively passed,
will find, that the Government, the Legislature, and the

League, were the unwitting instruments of a power far

greater than all other powers put together. They were

simply the exponents of that march of public opinion,
which on this subject had begun nearly a century before

their time. The steps of this vast movement I shall

examine on another occasion
;
at present it is enough

to say, that soon after the middle of the eighteenth

century, the absurdity of protective restrictions on

trade was so fully demonstrated by the political econo-

mists, as to be admitted by every man who understood

their arguments, and had mastered the evidence con-

nected with them. From this moment, the repeal of

the corn-laws became a matter, not of party, nor of

expediency, but merely of knoAvledge. Those who
knew the facts, opposed the laws

;
those who were

ignorant of the facts, favoured the laws. It was, there-

fore, clear, that whenever the diffusion of knowledge
VOL. I. T
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reached a certain point, the laws must fall. The merit
of the League Avas, to assist this diffusion

;
the merit of

the Parliament was, to yield to it. It is, however, cer-

tain, that the members both of League and Legislature
could at best only slightly hasten what the progress of

knowledge rendered inevitable. If they had lived a

century earlier, they would have been altogether power-
less, because the age would not have been ripe for their

labours. They were the creatures of a movement which

began long before any of them were born
;
and the ut-

most they could do was, to put into operation what
others had taught, and repeat, in louder tones, the

lessons they had learned from their masters. For, it

was not pretended, they did not even pretend them-

selves, that there was anything new in the doctrines

which they preached from the hustings, and dissemi-

nated in every part of the kingdom. The; discoveries

had long since been made, and were gradually doing
their work

; encroaching upon old errors, and making
proselytes in all directions. The reformers of our time

swain with the stream : they aided what it would have
been impossible long to resist. Nor is this to be deemed
a slight or grudging praise of the services they un-

doubtedly rendered. The opposition they had to en-

counter was still immense
;
and it should always be

remembered, as a proof of the backwardness of political

knowledge, and of the incompetence of political legisla-

tors, that although the principles of free trade had
been established for nearly a century by a chain oi

arguments as solid as those on which the truths of

mathematics are based, they were to the last moment

strenuously resisted; and it was only with the greatest

difficulty that Parliament was induced to grant what
the people were determined to have, and the necessity
of which had been proved by the ablest men during
three successive generations.

I have selected this instance as an illustration, be-

cause the facts connected with it are undisputed, and,

indeed, are fresh in the memory of us all. For it was
not concealed at the time, and posterity ought to know,
that this great measure, which, with the exception of
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the Reform Bill, is by fur the most important ever

passed by a British parliament, was, like the Reform
Bill, extorted from the legislature, bv a pressure from
without

;
that it was conceded, not cheerfully, but with

fear; and that, it was carried by statesmen who had

spent their lives in opposing what they now suddenly
advocated. Such was the history of these events; and
such likewise has been the history of all those improve-
ments which are important enough to rank as epochs in

the history of modern legislation.
Besides this, there is another circumstance worthy

the attention of those writers who ascribe a large part
of European civilization to measures originated by
European governments. This is, that every great
reform which has been effected, has consisted, not in

doing something new, but in undoing something old.

The most valuable additions made to legislation have
been enactments destructive of preceding legislation;
and the best laws which have been passed, have been

those by which some former laws were repealed. In

the case just mentioned, of the corn-laws, all that was
done was to repeal the old laws, and leave trade to its

natural freedom. When this great reform was accom-

plished, the only result was, to place things on the

same footing as if legislators had never interfered at

all. Precisely the same remark is applicable to another

leading improvement in modern legislation, namely, the

decrease of religious persecution. This is unquestion-

ably an immense boon
; though, unfortunately, it is still

imperfect, even in the most civilized countries. But it is

evident that the concession merely consists in this :

that legislators have retraced their own steps, and un-

done their own work. If we examine the policy of the

most humane and enlightened governments, we shall

find this to be the course they have pursued. The whole

scope and tendency of modern legislation is, to restore

things to that natural channel from which the igno-
rance of preceding legislation has driven them. This

is one of the great works of the present age; and
if legislators do it well, they will deserve the gra-
titude of mankind. But though we may thus be
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grateful to individual lawgivers, we owe no thanks to

lawgivers, considered as a class. For since the most
valuable improvements in legislation are those which
subvert preceding legislation, it is clear that the

balance of good cannot be on their side. It is clear,
that the progress of civilization cannot be due to those

who, on the most important subjects, have done so

much harm, that their successors are considered bene-

factors, simply because they reverse their policy, and
thus restore affairs to the state in which they would
have remained, if politicians had allowed them to run
on in the course which the wants of society required.

Indeed, the extent to which the governing classes

have interfered, and the mischiefs which that inter-

ference has produced, are so remarkable, as to make

thoughtful men wonder how civilization could advance,
in the face of such repeated obstacles. In some of the

European countries, the obstacles have, in fact, proved
insuperable, and the national progress is thereby

stopped. Even in England, where, from causes which
I shall presently relate, the higher ranks have for some
centuries been less powerful than elsewhere, there has
been inflicted an amount of evil, which, though much
smaller than that incurred in other countries, is suffi-

ciently serious to form a melancholy chapter in the

history of the human mind. To sum up these evils

would be to write a history of English legislation ;
for

it may be broadly stated, that, with the exception of

certain necessary enactments respecting the preserva-
tion of order, and the punishment of crime, nearly

everything which has been done, has been done amiss.

Thus, to take only such conspicuous facts as do not
admit of controversy, it is certain that all the most

important interests have been grievously damaged by
the attempts of legislators to aid them. Among the

accessories of modern civilization, there is none of

greater moment than trade, the spread of which has

probably done more than any other single agent to

increase the comfort and happiness of man. But every
European government which has legislated respecting
trade, has acted as if its main object were to suppress
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the trade, and rnin tlio traders. Instead of leaving the

national industry to take its own course, it has been

troubled by an interminable aeries of regulations, all

intended for its good, and all inflicting serious harm.
To such a height has this been carried, that the com-
mercial reforms which have distinguished England
during the last twenty years, have solely consisted in

undoing this mischievous and intrusive legislation.
The laws formerly enacted on this subject, and too

many of "which are still in force, are marvellous to con-

template. It is no exaggeration to say, that the history
of the commercial legislation of Europe presents every

possible contrivance for hampering the energies of

commerce. Indeed, a very high authority, who has

maturely studied this subject, has recently declared,
that if it had not been for smuggling, trade could not

have been conducted, but must have perished, in con-

sequence of this incessant interference. 40 However

paradoxical this assertion may appear, it will be denied

by no one who knows how feeble trade once was, and
how strong the obstacles were which opposed it. In

every quarter, and at every moment, the hand of

government was felt. Duties on importation, and
duties on exportation ;

bounties to raise up a losing

trade, and taxes to pull down a remunerative one
;
tkis

branch of industry forbidden, and that branch of in-

dustry encouraged ;
one article of commerce must not

be grown, because it was grown in the colonies
;
an-

other article might bo grown and bought, but not sold

again, while a third article might be bought and sold,

but not leave the country. Then, too, we find laws to

regulate wages; laws to regulate prices ;
laws to regu-

late profits ;
laws to regulate the interest of money ;

custom-house arrangements of the most vexatious

4" 'C'cst a, hi I'oiui'ebande quo rappvochn.it les distances, abais-

le commiTco doit de n'avoiv pas sa.it les pi'ix, ct neutvalisait

peri sous I'influenco clu regime Faction funesto des monopoles.

prohibitif; tandis q\\o ee regime Ulanqui, Hittoire de FEconomif,
condamnait les peoples a s'ap- Politique >. n Europe, Paris, 1846,

provisionner aux sources les vol. ii. pp. 2-3, 26.

pins eloignees, la contrebande
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kind, aided by a complicated scheme, which was well

called the sliding-scale, a scheme of such perverse

ingenuity, that the duties constantly varied on the

same article, and no man could calculate beforehand
what he would have to pay. To this uncertainty, itself

the bane of all commerce, there was added a severity of

exaction, felt by every class of consumers and producers.
The tolls were so onerous, as to double and often quad-

ruplp the cost of production. A system was organized,
and strictly enforced, of interference with markets,
interference with manufactories, interference with

machinery, interference even with shops. The towns
were guarded by excisemen, and tho ports SAvarmed
with tide-waiters, whose sole business was to inspect

nearly every process of domestic industry, peer into

every package, and tax every article
; while, that ab-

surdity might be carried to its exti-eme height, a large

part of all this was by way of protection : that is to

say, the money was avowedly raised, and the incon-

venience suffered, not for the use of the government,
but for the benefit of the people ;

in other words, the

industrious classes were robbed, in order that industry
might thrive.

Such are some of the benefits which European trade

owes to the paternal care of European legislators. But
worse still remains behind. For the economical evils,

great as they were, have been far surpassed by the

moral evils which this system produced. The first

inevitable consequence was, that, in every part of

Europe, there arose numerous and powerful gangs of

armed smugglers, who lived by disobeying the laws
which their ignorant rulers had imposed. These men,
desperate from the fear of punishment,

41 and accus-

41 The 19 Geo. II. c. 34, made France in ITSfi, says. that, when
'

all forcible acts of smuggling, any -if the numerous smugglers
rarrie'i on in defiance of the were taken. ' sonib of them are

laws, 11" even in dixr/infr to hanged, some are broken upon the

evade them, felony without wheel, and some are burnt alive.'

benefit of clergy.' Blackstmu?s T<iii-iti~ci,iCi; Sjiuin, vol. i. p. 80,

Cowme'ntarip.s, vol. iv. p. IT)/), edit. 1792. On the o;ener;il opera-
Townsend, who travelled through tiou of the; French l.-uv: HguinBt
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tomed to the commission of every crime, contaminated

tin1

.surrounding population; introduced into peaceful
villages vires formerly unknown ; caused ihe ruin of

entire families; spread, wherever they carnr, drunken-

ness, theft, and dissoluteness; and familiarized their

associates with those coarse and swinish debaucheries

which were the natural habits of so vagrant and lawless

a life.
42 The innumerable crimes arising from this,

4 -'5

arc directly chargeable upon the European governments
l>v whom they were provoked. The offences were
caused by the laws

;
and now that the laws are re-

pealed, the offences have disappeared. But it will

hardly be pretended, that the interests of civilization

have been advanced by such a policy as this. It will

Muuguders in the eighteenth cen-

tury, compare Tuckt /.> Life of

Jefferson, vol. i. pp. 213,' 214,

with Parliamentary Hi-story, vol.

ix. p. 12-10.
* In a work of considerable

ability, tho following account is

given of the state of things in

England and France so late as

the year 1N24 :

' While this was

going forward on the English
coast, the smugglers on the

opposite shore were engaged,
with much more labour, risk,

and expense, in introducing

English woollens, by a vast

system of fraud and lying, into

the towns, past a series of

custom-houses. In both coun-

tries, there was an utter disso-

hueiuss of morals connected

wiih these transactions. Cliuat-

i::u
r and lying were essential to

; i w!.olt> system : drunkenness
a "iiipanied it : contempt for all

law trrew up under it
;

honest

iiiihistry perished beneath it:

and i; was crowned with murder.'

Marti.' cans Hi-tor:/ of Evfflanti
d ria 7 '//

'/Y';/
}~uu:<' I'' fee, vl.

i. p. :; n. M-O. ist9.

13 For evidence of rhe extra-

ordinary extent to which smug-
gling was formerly carried, and
that not secretly, but by power-
ful bodies of armed men, see

Parliamentary History, vol. ix.

pp. 2-13, 247, 1290, 1345, vol. x.

pp. 394, 405, 530, 532, vol. xi.

p. 935. And on the number of

persons engaged in it, compare
To-mlines Life of Pitt, vol. i. p.

359: see also Sinclair* lJi.<to/y

of thi Pi/Uic Revenue, vol. iii. p.

232
;
Uthrs Life of Clarke, vol.

i. p. 391. In France, the evil

was equally great. M. Ltmontey
says, that early in the eighteenth

century, 'la contrebande cle-

venait une profession ov.verte, et

des compagnies de eavulerio

deserterent tout eutieres leurs

etendards po;ir siuvre contre le

i:s ci :;e ^uei'iv jxipidaire.'

Lo/.oittej/, F.'.f.ti SIT ri''.t<ibli*sc-

iiuht monarchiqut de Loins, XIV.

p. I3u. According to Townsend,
there were, in 17.S 6, 'more than
15ii" smuL'glers in the Pyrenees.'
To \-ns , if.-- Journey through

>'/''./',
vol. i. p. S4.
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hardly be pretended, that we owe much to a system
which, having called into existence a new class of

criminals, at length retraces its steps ; and, though it

thus puts an end to the crime, only destroys what its

own acts had created.

It is unnecessary to say, that these remarks do not

affect the real services rendered to society by every

tolerably organized government. In all countries, a

power of punishing crime, and of framing laws, must
reside somewhere

;
otherwise the nation is in a state of

anarchy. But the accusation which the historian is

bound to bring against every government which has

hitherto existed is, that it has overstepped its proper
functions, and, at each step, has done incalculable

harm. The love of exercising power has been found to

be so universal, that no class of men who have pos-
sessed authority have been able to avoid abusing it.

To maintain order, to prevent the strong from oppress-

ing the weak, and to adopt certain precautions respect-

ing the public health, are the only services which any

government can render to the interests of civilization.

That these are services of immense value, no one will

deny ;
but it cannot be said, that by them civilization

is advanced, or the progress of Man accelerated. All

that is done is, to afford the opportunity of progress ;

the progress itself must depend upon other matters.

And that this is the sound view of legislation, is,

moreover, evident from the fact, that as knowledge is

becoming more diffused, and as an increasing experience
is enabling each successive generation better to under-

stand the complicated relations of life
; just in the

same proportion are men insisting upon the repeal of

those protective laws, the enactment of which was
deemed by politicians to be the greatest triumph of

political foresight.

Seeing, therefore, that the efforts of government in

favour of civilization are, when most successful, alto-

gether negative ;
and seeing too, that when those efforts

are more than negative, they become injurious, it

clearly follows, that all speculations -must be erroneous

which ascribe the progress of Europe to the wisdom of
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its rulers. This is an inference which rests not only

on the arguments already adduced, but on facts which

might bo multiplied from every page of history. For

no government having recognized its proper limits, tlio

result is, that every government lias inflicted on its

subjects great injuries ; and lias done this nearly always
with the best intentions. The effects of its protective

policy in injuring trade, and, what is far worse, in

increasing crime, have just been noticed
;
and to these

instances, innumerable others might be added. Thus,

during many centuries, every government thought it

was its bounden duty to encourage religious truth, and

discourage religious error. The mischief this has pro-
duced is incalculable. Putting aside all other con-

siderations, it is enough to mention its two leading

consequences ;
which are, the increase of hypocrisy,

and the increase of perjury. fThe increase of hypocrisy
is the inevitable result of connecting any description
of penalty with the profession of particular opinions.
Whatever may be the case with individuals, it is certain

that the majority of men find an extreme difficulty in

long resisting constant temptation. And when the

temptation comes to them in the shape of honour and

emolument, they are too often ready to profess the

dominant opinions, and abandon, not indeed their be-

lief, but the external marks by which that belief is

made public. Every man who takes this step is a

hypocrite ;
and every government which encourages

this step to be taken, is an abettor of hyprocrisy and a

creator of hypocrites. Well, therefore, may we say,
that when a government holds out as a bait, that those

who profess certain opinions shall enjoy certain privi-

leges, it plays the part of the tempter of old, and, like

the Evil One, basely offers the good things of this

world to him who will change his worship and deny
his faith. At the same time, and as a part of this

system, the increase of perjury has accompanied the

increase of hypocrisy. For legislators, plainly seeing
that proselytes thus obtained could not be relied upon,
have met the danger by the most extraordinary pre-
saiitions ; and compelling men to confirm their belief
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by repeated oaths, have thus sought to protect the old

creed against the new converts. It is this suspicion as

to the motives of others, which has given rise to oaths

of every kind and in every direction. In England,
even the boy at college is forced to swear about matters

n-hich he cannot understand, and which far riper minds
are unable to master. If he afterwards goes into Par-

liament, he must again swear about his religion ;
and

at nearly every stage of political life he must take fresh

oaths
;
the solemnity of which is often strangely con-

trasted with the trivial functions to which they are the

prelude. A solemn adjuration of the Deity being thus

made at every turn, it has happened, as might have
been expected, that oaths, enjoined as a matter of

course, have at length degenerated into a matter of

form. What is lightly taken, is easily broken. And
the best observers of English society, observers too

whose characters are very different, and who hold the

most opposite opinions, are all agreed on this, that the

perjury habitually practised in England, and of which

government is the immediate creator, is so general,
that it has become a source of national corruption,
has diminished the value of human testimony, and
shaken the confidence which men naturally place in the

word of their fellow-creatures. 44

The open vices, arid, what is much more dangerous,

44
Archbishop VThately says,

what hardly any thinking man
will now deny, 'If oaths wore

abolished leaving the penalties
for falso witness (no \inimpor-
tant part of our security j

unal-

tered I am convinced that, on

jury oi' >~i;ir'and Mauds pre-the whole, testimony would be

jury ot' the English Universities,
.Svo. ISoO, p.

the amount of perjury caused stands pro-eminent in England,'

by Knirlish legislation, Jen-my p. o28. Compare Pru?s//ey's J/e-

Be/ithum'x l'< V,/7,v. n!it. Kowring, rauir*. vol. i. p. 374 and Baker's

vol. ii. p. 210, vol. v. pp. 191- Lift <//" AY/- 7'//omas licrnard.

229, 454-406, vol. vi. pp. 314, 1819, pp. iss, 189.

31-5; Or;/,-'* /,?/< //Ow, p. 195;
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the hidden corruption, thus generated in the midst ot

society by the ignorant interference of Christian rulers,

is indeed a painful subject; but it is one which F could

not omit in an analysis of the causes of civilization. It

would be easy to push the inquiry si ill further, and to

show how legislators, in every attempt they have made
to protect some particular interests, and uphold some

particular principles, have not only failed, but have

brought about results diametrically opposite to those

which they proposed. We have seen that their laws

in favour of industry have injured industry ;
that their

laws in favour of religion have increased hypocrisy;
and that their laws to secure truth have encouraged
perjury. Exactly in the same way, nearly every country
has taken steps to prevent usury, and keep down the

interest of money ;
and the invariable effect has been to

increase usury, and raise the interest of money. For,

since 110 prohibition, however stringent, can destroy
the natural relation between demand and supply, it ha*

followed, that when some men want to 1 sorrow, and
other men want to lend, both parties are sure to find

means of evading a law which interferes with their

mutual rights.
45 If the two parties were left to adjust

their own bargain undisturbed, the usury would depend
on the circumstances of the loan; such as the amount
of securitv, and the chance of repayment. J>ut this

natural arrangement has been complicated by the inter-

ference of government.
46 A certain risk being always

13 ' L'observation rigoureusu Alexander ordered tlm: usurers

do ces loix seroit destructive de were not to be bnru-d: ' Quiu
tout commerce; aussi ne sunt- in onmi'.>u,-> lore locis crinieu

elles pas observees rigoureuse- usiirarum invaluit : ut mnlti
ment.' ?Jt',,ioirc tin- /^.< 7V<"/,v aegotiis pnt-termissis quasi licite

ifArgi'i/i, sec. xiv., in (K".i~r, * /' usurus exuivranr ; ft qualiter
Tyrant, vol. v. pp. '273, 270. utriusqno testamenti pagina con-

Compare Rkardo'f- Work*, ];. 'irinnotur, non attondunt : idc-J

178, 179, with Cnndorctt, I'ic coustituimus, nt iisiuarii mani-
de Turflof, pp. 53, 54, '228. i nee ad conimunionem reci-

46 Aided by the k'huivL. pianuir altavis, nee Chri^tiauam,

Ecclesiastical councils contain si in hoc peccato dcHvsseriut.

nnmcriius regulations again?-; ii'.vipiant sepulturam, s<_il uoc

ury ; ind. in 1179. l'"i" oblationem corum quisu ".;."-,
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incurred by those who disobey the law, the usurer,

very properly, refuses to lend his money unless he is

also compensated for the danger he is in from the

penalty hanging over him. This compensation can

only be made by the borrower, who is thus obliged to

pay what in reality is a double interest : one interest

for the natural risk on the loan, and another interest

for the extra risk from the law. Such, then, is the

position in which every European legislature has placed
itself. By enactments against usury, it has increased

what it wished to destroy ;
it has passed laws, which

the imperative necessities of men compel them to violate :

while, to wind up the whole, the penalty for such viola-

tion falls on the borrowers
;
that is, on the very class

in whose favour the legislators interfered. 47

In the same meddling spirit, and with the same mis-

taken notions of protection, the great Christian govern-
ments have done other things still more injurious. They
have made strenuous and repeated efforts to destroy the

liberty of the press, and prevent men from expressing
their sentiments on the most important questions in

politics and religion. In nearly every country, they,
with the aid ofthe church, have organized a vast system
of literary police ;

the sole object of which is, to abro-

gate the undoubted right of every citizen to lay his

opinions before his fellow-citizens. In the very few
countries where they have stopped short of these ex-

treme steps, they have had recourse to others less

violent, but equally unwarrantable. For even where

they have not openly forbidden the free dissemination

accipiat.' Rog. de Hovcd. Annal. exhaustive a manner, that I

in Rcru/n Anglicarum Scriptores cannot do better than refer the

post Bfdam, p. 335, Lond. 1596, reader to his admirable 'Letters.'

folio. In Spain, the Inquisition A part only of the question is

took copnizanco of usury. See discussed, and that very im-

Llorentc, Histoire de Flnquisi- perfectly, in TvVy/.s Science Sociale,

tion, vol. i. p. 339. Compare vol. iii. pp. 64, 65. On the

Ledwich's Antiquities of Ireland, necessity of usury to mitigate

p. 133. the- effects of a commercial panic,
" Tho whole subject of the see Miff's Principles of Political

usury laws has been treated by Economy, vol. ii. p. 185.

Bentham in so complete and
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of know ledge, they have done all that they could to check

it. On all the implements of knowledge, and on all the

means by which it is diffused, such as paper, books,

political journals, and the like, they have imposed duties

so heavy, that they could hardly have done worse if

they had been the sworn advocates of popular igno-
rance. Indeed, looking at what they have actually

accomplished, it may be emphatically said, that they
have taxed the human mind. They have made the

very thoughts of men pay toll. Whoever wishes to

communicate his ideas to others, and thus do what he

can to increase the stock of our acquirements, must first

pour his contributions into the imperial exchequer.
That is the penalty inflicted on him for instructing lu's

fellow-creatures. That is the blackmail which govern-
ment extorts from literature ; and on receipt of which
it accords its favour, and agrees to abstain from further

demands. And what causes all this to be the more in-

sufferable, is the use which is made of these and similar

exactions, wrung from every kind of industry, both

bodily and mental. It is truly a frightful consideration,
that knowledge is to be hindered, and that the proceeds
of honest labour, of patient thought, and sometimes of

profound genius, are to be diminished, in order that a

large part of their scanty earnings may go to swell the

pomp of an idle and ignorant court, minister to the

caprice of a few powerful individuals, and too often

supply them with the means of turning- against the

people resources which the people culled into existence.

These, and the foregoing statements, respecting the

efi'ects produced on European society by political legis-

lation, are not doubtful or hypothetical inferences, but

are such as everv reader of history may verify for him-
self. Indeed, some of them are still acting in England;
and, in one country or another, the whole of them may
be seen in full force. When put together, they compose
an aggregate so formidable, that we may well wonder

how, in the face of them, civilization has been able to

advance. That, under such circumstances, it has ad-

vanced, is a decisive proof of the extraordinary energy of

Man; and justifies a confident In -lief, that as the pressure
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of legislation is diminished, and the human mind less-

hampered, the progress will continue with accelerated

speed. But it is absurd, it would be a mockery of all

sound reasoning, to ascribe to legislation any share in

the progress ;
or to expect any benefit from future legis-

lators, except that sort of benefit which consists in un-

doing the work of then- predecessors. This is what the

present generation claims at their hands
;
and it should

be remembered that what one generation solicits as a

boon, the next generation demands as a right. And,
when the right is pertinaciously refused, one of two

things has always happened : cither the nation has re-

trogaded, or else the people have risen. Should the

government remain firm, this is the cruel dilemma in

which men are placed. If they submit, they injure
their country ;

if they rebel, they may injure it still

more. In the ancient monarchies of the East, their

usual plan was to yield ;
in the monarchies of Europe,

it has been to resist. Hence those insurrections and
rebellions which occupy so large a space in modern

history, and which are but repetitions of the old story,

the undying struggle between oppressors and oppressed.
It would, however, be unjust to deny, that in one

country the fatal crisis has now for several generations
been successfully averted. In one European country,
and in one alone, the people have been so strong and
the government so weak, that the history of legislation,

taken as a whole, is, notwithstanding a few aberrations,
the history of slow, but constant concession : reforms

which would have been refused to argument, have been

vielded from fear
;
while from the steady increase of

democratic opinions, protection after protection, and

privilege after privilege, have, even in our time, been

torn away ;
until the old institutions, though they

retain their former name, have lost their former vigour,
and there no longer remains a doubt as to what their

fate must ultimately be. Nor need we add, that in this

same country, where, more than in any other of Europe,

legislators are the exponents and the servants of the

popular will, the progress has, on this account, been

more undevKitiug than elsewhere
;

there has been
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neither anarchy nor revolution ; ;uid the world lias been

made familiar \villi llii 1

great truth, l hat one; main con-

dition of the prosperity of a, people is. t hat, its rulers shall

have very little power, that they shall exercise that

power very sparingly, and that they shall by no means

presume lo raise themselves into supreme judges of ihe

national interests, or deem themselves authorized to

defeat the wishes of those for \vliose benefit alone they

occupy tlie post entrusted to them
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CHAPTER VI.

OBIG1N OF HISTORY, AND STATE OF HISTORICAL UTKliaTUKU
DURING THE MIDDLE AGES.

I HAVE now laid before the reader an examination of

those conspicuous circumstances to which the progress
of civilization is commonly ascribed

;
and I have proved

that such circumstances, so far from being the cause

of civilization, are at best only its effects
;
and that

although religion, literature, and legislation do, un-

doubtedly, modify the condition of mankind, they are

still more modified by it. Indeed, as we have clearly

seen, they, even in their most favourable position, can

be but secondary agents ; because, however beneficial

their apparent influence may be, they are themselves

the product of preceding changes, and their results will

vary according to the variations of the society on which

they work.
It is thus that, by each successive analysis, the field

of the present inquiry has been narrowed, until we have
found reason to believe that the growth of European
civilization is solely due to the progress of knowledge,
and that the progress of knowledge depends on the

number of truths which the human intellect discovers,

and on the extent to which they are diffused. In sup-

port of this proposition, I have, as yet, only brought for-

ward such general arguments as establish a very strong

probability ; which, to raise to a certainty, will require
an appeal to history in the widest sense of the term.

Thus to verify speculative conclusions by an exhaustive

enumeration of the most important particular facts, is

the task Avhich I purpose to execute so far as my
powers Avill allow

;
and in the preceding chapter T have

briefly stated the method according- to which the iii-
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vestigation will bo conducted. Besides this, it has

appeared to me that, the principles which I have laid

down may also be tested by a mode of proceeding
which I have not yet mentioned, but which is inti-

mately connected with the subject now before us. This

is, to incorporate with an inquiry into the progress of

the history of Man, another inquiry into the progress of

History itself. By this means, great light will be

thrown on the movements of society ;
since there must

always be a connexion between the way in which men

contemplate the past, and the way in which they con-

template the present ;
both views being in fact dif-

ferent forms of the same habits of thought, and there-

fore presenting, in each age, a certain sympathy and

correspondence with each other. It will, moreover, be

found, that such an inquiry into what I call the history
of history, will establish two leading facts of considera-

ble value. The first fact is, that during the last three

centuries, historians, taken as a class, have shown a

constantly increasing respect for the human intellect,

and an aversion for those innumerable contrivances by
which it was formerly shackled. The second fact is,

that during the same period, they have displayed a

growing tendency to neglect matters once deemed of

paramount importance, and have been more willing to

attend to subjects connected with the condition of the

people and the diffusion of knowledge. These two facts

will be decisively established in the present Introduc-

tion
;
and it nrust be admitted, that their existence cor-

roborates the principles which I have propounded. If

it can be ascertained, that as society has improved, his-

torical literature has constantly tended in one given
direction, there arises a very strong probability in favour

of the truth of those views towards which it is mani-

festly approaching. Indeed, it is a probability of this

sort which makes it so important for the student of any
particular science to be acquainted with its history ;

becavise there is always a fair presumption that when

general knowledge is advancing, any single department
of it, if studied by competent men, is also advancing,
even when the results may have been so small as to

VOL. I. u
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seem unworthy of attention. Hence it becomes nighty

important to observe the way .in which, during suc-

cessive ages, historians have shifted their ground ;
since

we shall find that such changes have in the long-run

always pointed to the same quarter, and are, in reality,

only part of that vast movement by which the human
intellect, with infinite difficulty, has vindicated its own

rights, and slowly emancipated itself from those inve-

terate prejudices which long impeded its action.

With a view to these considerations, it seems advi-

sable that, when examining the different civilizations

into which the great countries of Europe have diverged,
I should also give an account of the way in which his-

tory has been commonly written in each country. In

the employment of this resource, I shall be mainly
guided by a desire to illustrate the intimate connexion

between the actual condition of a people and their

opinions respecting the past ; and, in order to keep this

connexion in sight, I shall treat the state of historical

literature, not as a separate subject, but as forming part
of the intellectual history of each nation. The present
volume will contain a view of the principal charac-

teristics of French civilization until the great Revolu-
tion

;
and with that there will be incorporated an

account of the French historians, and of the remarkable

improvements they introduced into their own depart-
ments of knowledge. The relation which these im-

provements bore to the state of society from which they

proceeded, is very striking, and will be examined at

some length ; while, in the next volume, the civiliza-

tion and the historical literature of the other leading
countries will be treated in a similar manner. Before,

however, entering into these different subjects, it has
occurred to me, that a preliminary inquiry into the

origin of European history would be interesting, as

supplying information respecting matters which are

little known, and also as enabling the reader to under-
stand the extreme difficulty with which history has
reached its present advanced, but still very imperfect,
state. The materials for studying the earliest condition
of Europe have long since perished ; but the extensive
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information we now possess concerning barbarous na-

tions will supply us with a useful resource, because

they have all much in common ;
the opinions of extreme

ignorance being, indeed, every where the same, except
when modified by the differences which nature pre-
sents in various countries. I have, therefore, no hesi-

tation in employing the evidence which has been col-

lected by competent travellers, and drawing inferences

from it respecting that period of the European mind,
of which we have no direct knowledge. Such con-

clusions will, of course, be speculative ; but, during the

last thousand years, we are quite independent of them,
inasmuch as every great country has had chroniclers of

its own since the ninth century, while the French
have an uninterrupted series since the sixth century.
In the present chapter, I intend to give specimens of

(he way in which, until the sixteenth century, history
was habitually written by the highest European autho-

rities. Its subsequent improvement during the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries, will be related under
the separate heads of the countries where the progress
was made

;
and as history, previous to the improve-

ment, was little else than a tissue of the grossest
errors, I will, in the first place, examine the leading
causes of its universal corruption, and indicate the

steps by which it was so disfigured that, during several

centuries, Europe did not possess a single man who had

critically studied the past, or who was even able to

record with tolerable accuracy the events of his own
time.

At a very early period in the progress of a people,
and long before they are acquainted with the use of

letters, they feel the want of some resource, which in

peace may amuse their leisure, and in war may stimu-

late their courage. This is supplied to them by the

invention of ballads
;
which form the groundwork of

all historical knowledge, and which, in one shape or

another, are found among some of the rudest tribes of

the earth. They are, for the most part, sung by a class

of men whose particular business it is thus to preserve
the Rtock of traditions. Indeed, so natural is this

u 2
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curiosity as to past events, that there are few nations

to whom these bards or minstrels are unknown. Thus,
to select a few instances, it is they who have pre-
served the popular traditions, not only of Europe,

1 but

also of China, Tibet, and Tartary;* likewise of India,
3 of

Scinde,
4 of Belochistan,

5 of Western Asia,
6 of the islands

1 For an account of the ancient

bards of Gaul, see the Benedictine

Hist. Lit.de la France, vol. i. part
i. pp. 25-28. Those of Scotland

are noticed in Barry's Hist, of
the Orkney Islands, p. 89 ; and
for a modern instance in the

island of Col, near Mull, see

Otter's Life of Clarke, vol. i. p.

307. As to the Irish bards

in the seventh century, see

Sharon Turners Hist, of Eng-
land, vol. iii. p. 571. Spenser's
account of them in the sixteenth

century (So?ners Tracts, vol. i.

pp. 590, 591) shows that the order

was then falling into contempt;
and in the seventeenth century
this is confirmed by Sir William

Temple; Essay on Poetry, in

Temples Works, vol. iii. pp. 431,
432. But it was not till the

eighteenth century that they
became extinct; for Mr. Prior

(Life of Goldsmith, vol. i. pp. 36,

37) says, that Carolan, 'the last

of the ancient Irish bards,' died

in 1738. Without them the

memory of many events would
have been entirely lost; since,

even at the end of the seven-

teenth century, there being 710

registers in Ireland, the ordinary
means of recording facts wero so

little known, that parents often

took the precaution of having
the names and ages of children

marked on their arms with gun-

powder. See Kirkman's Mem/iirt

of Char>(* Macklin, 8vo. 1799,

vol. i. pp. 144, 145, a curious

book. Compare, respecting Ca-

rolan, Nichols's Illustrations of
the Eighteenth Century, vol. vii.

pp. 688-694.
2 On these Toolholos, as they

are called, see Hue's Travels in

Tartary, Thibet, and China, vol.

i. pp. 65-67. Hue says, p. 67,

'These poet-singers, who remind
us of the minstrels and rhap-
sodists of Greece, are also very
numerous in China; but they
are, probably, no where so

numerous or so popular as in

Thibet.'
3 On the bards of the Deccau,

8ee Wilks's History of the South

of India, 4to. 1810, vol. i. pp. 20,

21, and Transac. of the Bombay
Soc. vol. i. p. 162. For those of

other parts of India, pee Heber's

Journey, vol. ii. pp. 452-455;
Burner on the North-west Fron-
tier of India, in Ja^rnal of Gcog.
Soc. vol. iv. pp. 110,111; Prinsep,
in Journal of Asiat. Soc. vol. viii.

p. 395
;
Forbes ,s Orii iital Memoirs,

vol. i. pp. 376, 377, 543; and
Asiatic Researches, vol. ix. p. 78.

They are mentioned in the oldest

Veda, which is also the oldest of

all the Indian hooks. See Rig
Veda Sanhita, vol. i. p. 158.

4 See Burton's Sindh, p. 56,
8vo. 1851.

1 JJurtotis Sindh, p. 59.
6 iJurncs's Travels into Bok-

hara, 8vo. 1834, vol. ii. pp. 107.

115. 1 Hi
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of the Black Sea,
7 of Egypt,

8 of Western Africa,
9 of North

America,
10 of South America," and of the islands in the

Pacific. 1
'

In all tnese countries, letters were long unknown; and,
as a people in that state have no means of perpetuating
their history except by oral tradition, they select the

form best calculated to assist their memory ;
and it will,

1 believe, be found that the first rudiments of knowledge
consist always of poetry, and often of rhyme.

13 The

jingle pleases the ear of the barbarian, and affords a

security that he will hand it down to his children in

the unimpaired state in which he received it.
14 This

' Clarke's Travels, 8vo. 1816,
vol. ii. p. 101.

"

Compare Wilkinson's Ancient

Egyptians, vol. ii. p. 304, with

Bunsen's Egypt, vol. i. p. 96,

vol. ii. p. 92.
* I have mislaid my note on

the bards of Western Africa, and
can only refer to a hasty notice

in Mungo Park's Travels, vol. i.

p. 70. 8vo. 1817.
10 Buchanan s Sketches of the

North-American Indians, p. 337.
11 Prescott's History of Peru,

vol. i. pp. 31, 32, 117.
12

Ellis, Polynesian Researches,
vol. i. pp. 85, 199, 41 1; Ellis, Tour

through Hawaii, p. 91. Compare
Cook's Voyages, vol. v. p. 237,
with Beechey's Voyage to the

Pacific, voL ii. p. 106. Some of

these ballade have been collected,

but, I believe, not published.
See Cheever's Sandwii'h Islands,
8vo. 1851, p. 181.

13 It is a singular proof of the

carelessness with which the his-

tory of barbarous nations has
been studied, that authors con-

stantly assert rhyme to be a

comparatively recent contrivance
;

and even Pinkerton, writing to

Ltiing in 1799, sayo, 'Rhyme
was not known in Europe

till about the ninth century.
Pinkerton's Literary Correspon-
dence, vol. ii. p. 92. The truth

is, that rhyme was not only
known to the ancient Greeks and

Romans, but was used, long
before the date Pinkerton men-

tions, by the Anglo-Saxons, by
the Irish, by the Welsh, and, I

believe, by the Bretons. See

Mure's Hi-st. of the Literature of

Greece, vol. ii. p. 113; Hallam's

Lit. of Europe, vol. i. p. 31
;

VUlemarquc, Chants Populaires
de la Bretagne, vol. i. pp. Iviii.

lix. compared with Souvcstre, /cs

Dcrniers Bretons, p. 143; Turner's

Hist, oj England, vol. iii. pp. 383.

643, vol. vii. pp. 324, 328, 330.

Rhyme is also used by the

Fantees (Bowdich, Mission to

Ashantte, p. 358); by the Per-

sians (Transac. of Bombay 'Soc.

vol. ii. p. 82); by the Chinese

(
Transac. of Asiatic Soc. vol. ii.

pp. 407, 409, and Davis's Chinese,

vol. ii. p. 269) ; by the Malays
(Asiatic Researches, vol. x. pp.

176, 196); by the Javanese

(CrawfurcC& Hist, of the Indian

Archipelago, vol. ii. pp. 19, 20);
and by the Siamese

( Transac. of
Asiatic Soc. vol. iii. p. 299).

1 ' The habit thus- acquired,
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guarantee against error increases still further thevalue of

these ballads : and instead of being considered as a mere

amusement, they rise to the dignity of judicial authori-

ties. 15 The allusions contained in them, are satisfactory

proofs to decide the merits of rival families, or even to

fix the limits of those rude estates which such a society
can possess. We therefore find, that the professed re-

citers and composers of these songs are the recognized

judges in all disputed matters
;
and as they are often

priests, and believed to be inspired, it is probably in this

way that the notion of the divine origin of poetry first

arose. 16 These ballads will, of course,vary, according to

long survives the circumstances
which made it necessary. During
many centuries, the love of versi-

fication was so widely diffused,
that works in rhyme were com-

posed on nearly all subjects, even
in Europe ; and this practice,
which marks the ascendency of

the imagination, is, as I have

shown, a characteristic of the

great Indian civilization, where
the understanding was always
in abeyance. On early French
historians who wrote in rhyme,
see Monteil,Hist. d>s divi rs Etats,
vol. vi. p. 147. Montucla (Hist,
dcs Mathemat. vol. L p. 506)
mentions a mathematical treatise,

written in the thirteenth century,
en vers techniques.' Compare
the remarks of Matter (Hist, de

rEcole d Alexandria, vol. ii. pp.

179-183) on the scientific poetry
ofAxatus; and on that of Hygin,
p. 250. Thus, too, we find an

Anglo-Norman writing
' the In-

stitutes of Justinian in verse ;

'

Turner's Hist, of England, vol.

vii. p. 307: and a Polish his-

torian composing 'his numerous
works on genealogy and heraldry

mostly in rhyme.' Talvfs Lan-

gu<igu and Literature of the Slavic

Nations, 8vo. i860, p.
246.

Compare Oriffines du Droit

Franyais, in CEuvresde Michdet,
vol. ii. p. 310.

15 Mr. Ellis, a missionary in

the South-Sea Islands, says of

the inhabitants,
' Their tradi-

tionary ballads were a kind of

standard, or classical authority,
to which they referred for the

purpose of determining any dis-

puted fact in their history.' And
when doubts arose, 'as they had
no records to which they could

at such times refer, they could

only oppose one oral tradition to

another
;
which unavoidably in-

volved the parties in protracted,
and often obstinate debates.'

Ellis, Polynesian Researches, vol.

i. pp. 202, 203. Compare El-phin-
stonds Hist, of India, p. 66

;

Laing's Heimskringla, Svo. 1844,
vol. i. pp. 50, 51

;
TwelFn Life

of Pocock, edit. 1816, p. 143.
16 The inspiration of poetry is

sometimes explained by its spon-
taneousuess (Cousin, Hist, de la

PhUosophie, II* eerie, vol. i. pp.

135, 136); and there can be no
doubt that one cause of the

reverence felt for great poets, is

the necessity they seem to ex-

perience of pouTiii? out tlu-ir

thought* without reference to
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tlie customs and temperaments of the different nations,
and according to the climate to which they are accus-

tomed. In the south they assume a passionate and volup-
tuous form; in the north they art; rather remarkable for

their tragic and warlike character. 17
But, notwithstand-

ing these diversities, all such productions have one feature

in common. They are not only founded on truth, but

making allowance fbr the colourings of poetry, they are

all strictly true. Men who are constantly repeating songs
which they constantly hear, and who appeal to the autho-

rized singers of them as final umpires in disputed ques-
tions, are not likely to be mistaken on matters, in the

accuracy of which they have so lively an interest. 18

This is the earliest, and most simple, of the various

stages through which history is obliged to pass. But,

their own wishes. Still, it will,

I believe, be found, that the no-

tion of poetry being a divine art

is most rife in those states of

society in which knowledge is

monopolised by the bards, and
in which the bards are both

priests and historians. On this

combination of pursuits, com-

pare a not in Malcolm's Hist, of
Persia, vol. i. p. 90, with Mures
Hist, of the Lit. of Greece, vol. i.

p. 148, vol. ii. p. 228, and
Petries learned work, Ecclesias-

tical Architecture of Ireland,

Dublin, 1845, p. 354. For evi-

dence of the great respect paid
to bards, see Mallet's North-

ern Antiquities, pp. 234-236
;

}Vheaton's Hist, of the North-

men, pp. 50, 51
; Wright's Biog.

Brit. Lit. vol. i. p. 3
;
Warton's

Hist, of English Poetry, 1840

vol. i. pp. xxvi. xl.
; Grote's Hist

of Greece, vol. ii. p. 182, 1st

edit.
;
and on their important

duties, see the laws of Moelniund,

Villemarque, Chants Popidaires
de >a Brctagnc, 1846, vol. i. pp.
\-. and vi. ;

Thirlwalfs Hut. of

Greece, vol. i. p. 229
;
and Ori<-

gines du Droit, in Gtavres de

Michelet, vol. ii. p. 372.
17

VUlemarque, Chants Popu-
lates, vol. i. p. Iv.

'" As to the general accuracy
of the early ballads, which has
been rashly attacked by several

writers, and among others by Sir

Walter Scott, see Villemarque,
Chants Pop ulaircs,\o\. i. pp. xxv.-

xxxi., and Tain's Slavic Nations,

p. 150. On the tenacity of oral

tradition, compare Nicouhrs His-

tory of Home, 1847, vol. i. p.

230, with Laing's Denmark, pp.
197, 198, 350 ;

Wheaton's Hist, of
the Northmen, pp. 38, 39, 57-59.
Another curious illustration of

this is, that several barbarous
nations continue to repeat the

old traditions in the old words,
for so many generations, that at

length the very language becomes

unintelligible to the majority
of those who recite them. See

Mariner s Account of the Tonga
Islands, vol. i. p. 156, vol. ii.

p. 217, and Catliris North-
Ami riean Indians, vol. i. p. 126
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in the course of time, unless unfavourable circumstances

intervene, society advances, and, among other changes,
there is one in particular of the greatest importance : I

mean the introduction of the art of writing, which, be-

fore many generations are passed, must effect a complete
alteration in the character of the national traditions.

The manner in which this occurs has, so far as I am
aware, never been pointed out ;

and it will, therefore, be

interesting to attempt to trace some of its details.

The first, and perhaps the most obvious consideration,
is that the introduction of the art of writing gives per-
manence to the national knowledge, and thus lessens the

utility of that oral information, in which all the acquire-
ments of an unlettered people must be contained. Hence
it is, that as a country advances, the influence of tradi-

tion diminishes, and traditions themselves become less

trustworthy.
19 Besides this, the preservers of these

traditions lose, in this stage of society, much of their

former reputation. Among a perfectly unlettered people,
the singers of ballads are, as we have already seen, the

sole depositories of those historical facts on which the

fame, and often the property, of their chieftains princi-

pally depend. But, when this same nation becomes

acquainted with the art of writing, it grows unwilling
to intrust

'

these matters to the memory of itinerant

singers, and avails itself of its new art to preserve them
in a fixed and material form. As soon as this is effected,

the importance of those who repeat the national tradi-

tions is sensibly diminished. They gradually sink into

an inferior class, which, having lost its old reputation,
no longer consists of those superior men to whose abili-

ties it owed its former fame. 20 Thus we see, that

although, without letters, there can be no knowledge of

much importance, it is nevertheless true, that their intro-

16 That the invention of letters
'" This inevitable decline in

would at first weaken the me- the ability of the bards is no-

mory, is noticed in Plato's Phse- ticed, though, as it appears to

drus, chap. 135 (1'latonis Opera, me, from a wrong point of view,
vol. i. p. 187, edit. Bekker, Lond. in Mure's Literal, of Greece,

1826) ; where, however, theargu- vol. ii. p. 230.

ment in pushed rather too far.
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duction is injurious to historical traditions in two distinct

ways : first by weakening the traditions, and secondly
by weakening the class of men whose; occupation it is to

preserve them.
But this is not all. Not only does the art of writing

h'ssen the number of traditionary truths, but it directly

encourages the propagation of falsehoods. This is

effected by what may be termed a principle of accumu-

lation, to which all systems of belief have been deeply
indebted. In ancient times, for example, the name of

Hercules was given to several of those great public
robbers who scourged mankind, and who, if their

crimes were successful, as well as enormous, were sure

after their death to be worshipped as heroes. 21 How
this appellation originated is uncertain

;
but it was

probably bestowed at first on a single man, and after-

wards on those who resembled him in the character of

their achievements. 22 This mode of extending the use
of a single name is natural to a barbarous people;

23

and would cause little or no confusion, as long as the

traditions of the country remained local and uncon-

nected. But as soon as these traditions became fixed

by a written language, the collectors of them, deceived

by the similarity of name, assembled the scattered

facts, and, ascribing to a single man these accumulated

11 Varro mentions forty-four Hercules by the Dorians, see

of these vagabonds, who -were all ThirlwalCs Hist, of Greece, vol.

called Hercules. See a learned i. p. 257; and compare p. 130.

article in Smith's Biog. and My-
- This appears to be the

thology, vol. ii. p. 401, 8vo. opinion of Frederick Schlegel ;

1846. See also Mz'kay's Eeli- Schlegtfs Lectures on the History

gious Development of the Greeks of Literature
, Edinb. 1818, vol. i.

and Hebrews, vol. ii. pp. 71-79. p. 260.

On the relation between Her- 2S The habit of generalizing
cules and Melcarth, compare names precedes that more ad-

Matter, Hist, du Gnosticisms, vanced state of society in which
vol. i. p. 257, with Heeren's men generalize phenomena. If

Asiatic Nations, vol. i. p. 295, this proposition is universally
8vo. 1846. And as to the Her- true, which I take it to be, it

cules of Egypt, Prichartfs Ana- will throw some light on the

lysis of Egyptian Mythology, history of disputes between the

1S38. pp. 109, 115-119. As to nominalists and the realists.

the eoufuuion of the different
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exploits, degraded history to the level of a miraculous

mythology.
24 In the same way, soon after the use of

letters was known in the North of Europe, there was
drawn up by Saxo Grammaticus the life of the cele-

brated Bagnar Lodbrok. Either from accident or

design, this great warrior of Scandinavia, who had

taught England to tremble, had received the same
name as another Bagnar, who was prince of Jutland
about a hundred years earlier. This coincidence would
have caused no confusion, as long as each district pre-
served a distinct and independent account of its own

Bagnar. But, by possessing the resource of writing,
men became able to consolidate the separate trains of

events, and, as it were, fuse two truths into one error.

And this was what actually happened. The credulous

Saxo put together the different exploits of both Bag-
nars, and, ascribing the whole of them to his favourite

hero, has involved in obscurity one of the most inte-

resting parts of the early history of Europe.
25

The annals of the North afford another curious in-

stance of this source of error. A tribe of Finns, called

Quaans, occupied a considerable part of the eastern

coast of the Gulf of Bothnia. Their country was known
as Quasnland ;

and this name gave rise to a belief that,

to the north of the Baltic, there was a nation of Ama-
zons. This would easily have been corrected by local

knowledge ; but, by the use of writing, the flying
rumour was at once fixed

;
and the existence of such a

24 We may form an idea of Rajrnar Lodbrok, see Geijer's

the fertility of this source of History of Sweden, part i. pp.
error from the fact, that in Egypt 13, 14; Lappenbery's Anglo-
there were fifty-three cities bear- Saxon Kings, vol. ii. p. 31

;

ing the same name :
' L'autour Whcatoris Hist, of the Northmen,

du Kamous uons apprend qu'il p. 150
;
Mallefa Northern Anti-

\ a en p]gypte cinquaute-trois quities, p. 383
;

Crichtoris Scan-

villf-s du nom de Sehobra : en dinaina, vol. i. p. 116. A com-

effet, j'ai retrouve tous ces noms parison of these passages will

dans les deux ddnombremens justify the sarcastic remark of

deja cites.' Quatrcmere, Rechcr- Koch on the history of Swedish

ches sur la La-ague et la Littera- and Danish heroes; Koch, Tableau

ture d<- F fyypte, p. 199. oV.v Revolutions, vol. i. p. 57
- i On this confusion respecting note.
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people is positively affirmed in sonic of the earliest

European histories.* 1

Tims, too, Abo, the ancient

capital of Finland, was called Turku, which, in the

Swedish language, means a market-place. Adam of

Bremen, having occasion to treat of the countries ad-

joining the Baltic,
27 was so misled by the word Turku,

that this celebrated historian assures his readers that

there were Turks in Finland. 28

To these illustrations many others might be added,

showing how mere names deceived the early histo-

rians, and gave rise to relations which were entirely
false, and might have been rectified on the spot ;

but

which, owing to the art of writing, were carried into

distant countries, and thus placed beyond the reach of

contradiction. Of such cases, one more may be men-
tioned, as it concerns the history of England. Richard I.,

the most barbarous of our princes, was known to his

contemporaries as the Lion
;
an appellation conferred

upon him on account of his fearlessness, and the fero-

city of his temper.'
29 Hence it was said that he had

:u Prichards Physu-al Hist, of
-" ' It was called in Finnish

Mankind, vol. iii. p. 273. The Turku, from the Swedish word

Norwegians still give to the Fin- torg, which signifies a market-
landers the name of Qusener. place. The sound of this name
'Ace Dillon's Lapland and Iceland, misled Adam of Bremen into

Svo. 1840, vol. ii. p. 221. Com- the belief that there -were Turks

pare Laing's Sweden, pp. 45, 47. in Finland.' Cooler's Hitt. of
The Amazon river in South Maritime and Inland Discovery,
America owes its name to a London, 1830, vol. i. p. 211.

similar fable. Henderson's Hist.
"9 The chronicler of his crusade

of Brazil, p. 453; Southtifs Hist, says, that he was called Lion on

of Brazil, vol. i. p. 112; M'Cid- account of his never pardoning
loh's Researches concerning Ame- an offence: 'Nihil injuriarum
rica, pp. 407, 408

;
and Journal reliquit inultum : unde et unus

of Geog. Soc. vol. xv. p. 65, for (i.e. the King of France) dictus

an account of the wide diffusion est Agnus a Griffunibus, alter

of this error. Leonis nomeu aecepit.' Chroni-
-' Sharon Turner (Hist, of con Ricardi Diuisiensis de Rebus

England, vol. iv. p. 30) calls him gestis Ricardi Primi, edit. Ste-
' the Strabo of the Baltic

;

' and venson, Lond. 1838, p. 18. Some
it was from him that most of the of the Egyptian kings received

geographers in the Middle Ages the name of Lion 'from their

derived their knowledge of the heroic exploits.' I'ysi' on tht

North. Pyramids, vol. iii. p. 116.
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the heart of a lion
;
and the title Coeur de Lion not

only became indissolubly connected with bis name, but

actually gave rise to a story, repeated by innumerable

writers, according to which he slew a lion in single
combat. 30 The name gave rise to the story ;

the story
confirmed the name

;
and another fiction was added to

that long series of falsehoods of which history mainly
consisted during the Middle Ages.
The corruptions of history, thus naturally brought

about by the mere introduction of letters, were, in

Europe, aided by an additional cause. With the art

of writing, there was, in most cases, also communicated
a knowledge of Christianity ;

and the new religion
not only destroyed many of the Pagan traditions, but
falsified the remainder, by amalgamating them with
monastic legends. The extent to which this was car-

ried would form a curious subject for inquiry ;
but one

or two instances of it will perhaps be sufficient to satisfy
the generality of readers.

Of the earliest state of the great Northern nations

we have little positive evidence ; but several of the lays
in which the Scandinavian poets related the feats of

their ancestors, or of their contemporaries, are still

preserved ; and, notwithstanding their subsequent cor-

ruption, it is admitted by the most competent judges
that they embody real and historical events. But in

the ninth and tenth centuries, Christian missionaries

found their way across the Baltic, and introduced a

knowledge of their religion among the inhabitants of

Northern Europe.
31

Scarcely was this effected, when

M See Price's learned Preface History of Greece, vol. vi. p. 305)
to Warton's History of English were equally fabulous.

Poetry, vol. i. p. 21
;
and on the S1 The first missionary was

similar story of Henry the Lion, Ebbo, about the year 822. He
see Maury, Legendes du Moycn was followed by Anschar, who

Age, p. 160. Compare the ac- afterwards pushed his enterprise
count of Duke Godfrey's conflict as far as Sweden. The progress
with a bear, in Matthm Paris was, however, slow; acd it was
Historia Major, p. 29, Lond. not till the latter half of the

1684, folio. I should not be llth century that Christianity

surprised if the story of Alex- was established firmly in the

ander and t,h.' Lion ( TliirlvaH't North. See ycander '* JIM. of
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the sources of history began to be poisoned. At the

end of the eleventh century, Samiund Sigfussen, ;i

Christian priest, gathered the popular, and hitherto

unwritten, histories of the North into what is called

the Elder Edda
;
and he was satisfied with adding to

his compilation the corrective of a Christian hymn.
32

A hundred years later, there was made another collec-

tion of the native histories
;
but the principle which I

have mentioned, having had a longer time to operate,
now displayed its effects still more clearly. In this

second collection, which is known by the name of the

Younger Edda, there is an agreeable mixture of Greek,

Jewish, and Christian fables
; and, for the first time in

the Scandinavian annals, we meet with the widely
diffused fiction of a Trojan descent. 33

If, by way of further illustration, we turn to other

parts of the world, \ve shall find a series of facts con-

firming this view. We shall find that, in those countries

where there has been no change of religion, history is

more trustworthy and connected than in those countries

where such a change has taken place. In India, Brah-

rnanism, which is still supreme, was established at so

early a period, that its origin is lost in the remotest

antiquity.
34 The consequence is, that the native annals

the Church, vol. v. pp. 373, 374, tendency ;
so as thereby to con-

379, 380, 400-402
;

Mosheim's secrate and leaven, as it were,
Eccles. Hist. vol. i. pp. 188, 215, the whole mass of Paganism.'
216; Barry's Hist, of the Orkney

33 Wheatons Hist, of the

Islands, p. 125. It is often sup- Northmen, pp. 89,90; Mallets

posed that some of the Danes in Northern Antiquities, pp. 377,
Ireland were Christians as early 378, 485; Schlegel's Lectures on

as the reign of Ivar I.
;
but this thi

1

History of Literature, vol. i.

is a mistake, into which Ledwich p. 265. Indeed, these interpo-
fell by relying on a coin, which lations are so numerous, that

in reality refers to Ivar II. the earlier German antiquaries
Petrit's Ecclesiastical Architecture believed the Edda to be a for-

of Ireland, p. 225 ; and Ledwich's gery by the northern monks, a

Antiquities of Ire/ana, p. 159. paradox which Miiller refuted
51 Mr. Wheaton (History of more than forty years ago. Kote

Northmen, p. 60} says, that >S;e- in Wheaton, p. 61. Compare Pa/-

mund '

merely added one song grave's English Commonwealth,
of his own composition, of a Anglo-Saxon Period, vol. i. p. 13o.

moral and Christian religious
Sl As is evident from the con-
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have never been corrupted by any new superstition ;

and the Hindus are possessed of historic traditions

more ancient than can be found among any other Asiatic

people.
35 In the same way, the Chinese have for up-

wards of 2000 years preserved the religion of Fo, which
is a form of Buddhism.36 In China, therefore, though
the civilization has never been equal to that of India,
there is a history, not, indeed, as old as the natives

would wish us to believe, but still stretching back to

several centuries before the Christian era, from whence
it has been brought down to our own times in an unin-

terrupted succession.37 On the other hand, the Persians,

flicting statements made by the

best orientalists, each of whom
has some favourite hypothesis of

his own respecting its origin. It

is enough to say, that we have
no account of India existing
without Brahmanism

;
and as to

its real history, nothing can be

understood, until more steps have
been taken towards generalizing
the laws which regulate the

growth of religious opinions.
35 Dr. Prichard (Physical Hist,

of Mankind, vol. iv. pp. 101-

105) thinks that the Hindus
have a history beginning B.C.

1391. Compare Works of Sir

W. Jones, vol. i. pp. 311, 312.

Mr. Wilson says, that even the

genealogies in the Puranas are,
' in all probability, much more
authentic than has been some-
times supposed.' Wilson's note

in Mill's Hist, of India, vol. i.

pp. 161, 162. See also his pre-
face to the Vishnu Parana, p.
Ixv.

;
and Asiatic Researches,

voL v. p. 244.
S6 Journal of Asiatic Soc.

vol. vi. p. 261
; Herder. Ideen

tur Geschichte, vol. iv. p. 70 ;

Works of Sir W. Jones, vol . i .

p. 104. I learn from a note in

Erman's Siberia, vol. ii. p. 306,
that one of the missionaries

gravely suggests that ' Buddhism

originated in the errors of the

Manichseans, and is therefore

but an imitation of Christi-

anity.'
37 M. Bunsen says, that the

Chinese have ' a regular chrono-

logy, extending back 3000 years
B.C.' Hunscn's Egypt, vol. i.

p. 240. See also Humboldfs
Cosmos, vol. ii. p. 475, vol. iv.

p. 455
; Kcnouard, Hist, de la

Medccine, vol. i. pp. 47, 48
;
and

the statements of Klaproth and

Remusat, in Prichards Physical
Hist. vol. iv. pp. 476, 477. The

superior exactness of the Chi-

nese annals is sometimes as-

cribed to their early knowledge
of printing, with which they
claim to have been acquainted
in B.C. 1100. Meidinger's Essay,
in Journal of Statistical Socii ty,

vol. iii. p. 163. But the fact is,

that printing was unknown in

China till the ninth or tenth

century after Christ, and move-
able types were not invented
before 1041. Humboldfs Cos-

mos, vol. ii. p. 623; Transac.

of Asiatic Sodcty, vol. L p. 7
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whoso intellectual development was certainly superior
to that of the Chinese, are nevertheless without any
authentic information respecting the early transactions

of their ancient monarchy.
38 For this I can see no

possible reason, except the fact, that Persia, soon after

the promulgation of the Koran, was conquered by the

Mohammedans, who completely subverted the Parsee

religion, and thus interrupted the stream of the national

traditions.39 Hence it is that, putting aside the myths
of the Zendavesta, we have no native authorities for

Persian history of any value, until the appearance, in

the eleventh century, of the Shah Nameh
;
in which,

however, Ferdousi has mingled the miraculous relations

of those two religions by which his country had been

successively subjected.
40 The result is, that if it were

Journal Asiatiquc, vol. i. p. 137,

Paris, 1822; Davis''s Chinese,

vol. i. pp. 174, 178, vol. iii. p. 1.

There are some interesting pa-

pers on the early history of

China in Journal of Asiat. Soc.

vol. i. pp. 57-86, 213-222, vol. ii.

pp. 166-171, 276-287.
39 ' From the death of Alex-

ander (323 B.C.) to the reign of

Ardeshir Babegan (Artaxerxes),
the founder of the Sassanian

dynasty (200 A.D.), a period of

more than five centuries, is

almost a blank in the Persian

history.' Troyers Preliminary
Discourse to the Dalristan, 8vo.

1813, vol. i. pp. Iv. Ivi. See to

the same effect Erskine on the

Zend-Avesta, in Transac. of Soc.

of Bombay, vol. ii. pp. 303-305
;

and Malcolm's Hist, of Persia,
vol. i. p. 68. The ancient Per-

sian traditions are said to have

been Pehlvi; Malcolm, vol. i.

pp. 501-505; but if so. they have
all perished, p. 555 : compare
Rawlinson's note in Journal of

Geoff. Soc. vol. x. p. 82.
** On the antagonism between

Mohammedanism and the old

Persian history, see a note in

Grate's Hi-st. of Greece, vol. i. p.

623. Even at present, or, at all

events, during this century, the

best education in Persia con-

sisted in learning the elements
of Arabic grammar,

'

logic, juris-

prudence, the traditions of their

prophet, and the commentaries
on the Koran.' Vans Kennedy
on Persian Literature, in Transac.

of Bombay Society, vol. ii. p. 62.

In the same way the Mohamme-
dans neglected the old history of

India, and would, no doubt, have

destroyed or corrupted it
;
but

they never had anything like the

hold of India that they had of

Persia, and, above all, they were
unable to displace the native re-

ligion. Ilowever, their influence,

so far as it went, was unfavour-

able; and Mr. Klphinstone (Hi*t.

of India, p. 468) says, that till

the sixteenth century there was
no instance of a Mussulman care-

fully studying Hindu literature.

On the Shah Nameh, se<>

Works ( f Sir W. Jonrf, voL iv
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not tor the various discoveries which have been made,
of monuments, inscriptions, and coins, we should be

compelled to rely on the scanty and inaccurate details

in the Greek writers for our knowledge of the history
of one of the most important of the Asiatic monarchies.41

Even among more barbarous nations, we see the same

principle at work. The Malayo-Polynesian race is well

known to ethnologists, as covering an immense series of

islands, extending from Madagascar to within 2000
miles of the western coast of America. 42 The relisdon

pp. 544, 545, vol. v. p. 594 ;

MilFs Hist, of India, voL ii. pp.

64, 65 ; Journal of Asiatic So-

ciety, vol. iv. p. 225. It is sup-

posed by a very high authority
that the Persian cuneiform in-

scriptions
' will enable us, in the

end, to introduce something like

chronological accuracy and order

into the myths and traditions

embodied in the Shah Nameh.'

Bawlinson on the Inscriptions of

Assyria and Babylonia, in Jour-

nal of Asiat. Soc. vol. xii. p. 446.
41 On the ignorance of the

Greeks respecting Persian his-

tory, see Vans Kennedy, in

Transac. of Sue. of Bombay, vol.

ii. pp. 119, 127-129, 136. In-

deed, this learned writer says

(p. 13^) he is 'inclined to sus-

pect that no Greek author ever

derived his information from any
native of Persia Proper, that is,

of the country to the east of the

Euplirates.' See also on the per-

plexities in Persian chronology,
Grote's Hist, of Greece, vol. vi.

p. 496, vol. ix. p. 3, vol. x. p.

405
;
and Donaldson's New Cra-

tylus, 1839, p. 87 note. As to

the foolish stories which the

Greeks relate respecting Achae-

menes, compare Malcolm's Hist.

of Persia, vol. i. p. 18, with

Heeren's Asiatic Nations, vol. i.

p. 243. Even Herodotus, who
is invaluable in regard to Egypt,
is not to be relied upon for Per-
sia

;
as was noticed long ago by

Sir W. Jones, in the preface to

his Nader Shah (Jones's Works,
vol. v. p. 540), and is partly ad-

mitted by Mr. Mure (History of
the Literature of Ancient Greece,
vol. iv. p. 338, 8vo. 1853).

42 That is, to Easter Island,
which appears to be its furthest

boundary (Prichard's Phys. Hist.

vol. v. p. 6) ;
and of which there

is a good account in Bt'cchey's

Voyage to the Pacific, vol. i. pp.
43-58, and a notice in Jour, of

Geoff. Society, vol. i. p. 195. The
language of Easter Island has
been long known to be Malayo-
Polynesian ; for it was under-
stood by a native of the Society
Islands, who accompanied Cook
(G>oA

J
s Voyages, vol.iii. pp. 294,

308
; and Pnchard, vol. v. p

147: compare Marsden'sHistory
of Sumatra, p. 1G4). Ethnolo-

gists have not usually paid suffi-

cient honour to this great naviga-
tor, who was the iirst to remark the

similarity between the different

languages in Polynesia Proper.
Cook's Voyages, vol. ii. pp. 60, 61,
vol. iii. pp. 230, 280, 290, vol. iv.

p. 30/i, vol. vi. p. 230, vol. vii. p.
115. As to .Madagascar being the
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of these widely scattered people was originally Poly-
theism, of which the purest forms were long preserved
in the Philippine Islands. 43 But in the fifteenth cen-

tury, many of the Polynesian nations were converted
to Mohammedanism

;

44 and this was followed by a pro-
cess precisely the same as that which I have pointed
out iu other countries. The new religion, by changing
the current of the national thoughts, corrupted the

purity of the national history. Of all the islands in

the Indian Archipelago, Java Avas the one which
reached the highest civilization.45 Now, however, the

Javanese have not only lost their historical traditions,
but even those lists of their kings which are extant

are interpolated with the names of Mohammedan
saints.46 On the other hand, we find that in the

western limit of this vast race of

people, see Asiatic Researches,
vol. iv. p. 222

; Reports on Eth-

nology by Brit, Assoc. for 1847,

pp. 154* 216, 260; and Ellis
1

s

Hint, of Madagascar, vol. i. p.

133.
43 Also the seat of the Tagala

language ; which, according to

William Humix>ldt, is the most

perfect of all the forms of the

Malayo-Polynesian. Prichard's

Physical Hist. vol. v. pp. 36, 51,
52.

44 Marsden's History of Suma-
tra, p. 281. De Thou (Hist.
Univ. vol. xiii. p. 59) supposes
that the Javanese did not become
Mohammedans till late in the

sixteenth century ;
but it is now

known that their conversion took

place at least a hundred years
earlier, the old religion being

finally abolished in 1478. See

Crawfurds Hist, of the Indian

Archipelago, vol.ii. p. 312
;
Low's

Sarawak, p. 96 ; and Baffles'

Hist, of Java, vol. i. pp. 309,

349, vol. ii. pp. 1, 66, 254. The
doctrines of Mohammed spread

VOL. I. X

quickly ;
and the Malay pil-

grims enjoy the reputation, in

modern times, of being among
the most scrupulously religious
of those who go to the Hadj.
Burckhardfs Arabia, vol. ii. pp.

96, 97.
4i The Javanese civilization is

examined at great length by Wil-
liam Humboldt, in his celebrated

work, Ueber die Kauri Sprache,
Berlin, 1836. From the evidence

supplied by some early Chinese

writings, which have only re-

cently been published, there are

good grounds for believing that

the Indian Colonies were esta-

blished in Java in the first cen-

tury after Christ. Se Wilson
on the Foe Kue Ki, in Journal of
Asiat. Soc. vol. v. p. 137 ; com-

pare vol. vi. p. 320.
48

Crawfuru's Hist, of the In-

dian Archipelago, vol. ii. p. 297.

Compare with this the exactness
with which, even in the island

of Celebes, the dates were pre-
served ' before the introduc-

tion of Mahomedanism.' Craw-

furd, vol. i. p. 306. For similar
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adjacent island of Bali, where the old religion is still

preserved,*
7 the legends of Java are remembered and

cherished by the people.
48

It would be useless to adduce further evidence re-

specting the manner in which, among an imperfectly
civilized people, the establishment of a new religion will

always affect the accuracy of their early history. I

need only observe, that in this way the Christian priests
have obscured the annals of every European people they
converted, and have destroyed or corrupted the tradi-

tions of the Gauls,
4y of the Welsh, of the Irish,

60 of

the Anglo-Saxons,
61 of the Sclavonic nations,

52 of the

Finns,
63 and even of the Icelanders. 54

instances of royal genealogies

being obscured by the introduc-

tion into them of the names of

gods, see Kembl<?s Saxons in

England, vol. i. pp. 27, 335.
47 Asiatic Researches, vol. x.

p. 191, vol. xiii. p. 128. In the

Appendix to Raffles' Hint, of
Java, vol. ii. p. cxlii., it is said,

that ' in Bali not more than one
in two hundred, if so many, are

Mahomedans.' See also p. 66,

and voL i. p. 530.
48

Indeed, the Javanese ap-

pear to have no other means of

acquiring the old Kawi tradi-

tions than by learning them
from natives of Bali. See note

to an Essay on the Island of

Bali, in Asiatic Research*, s, vol.

xiii. p. 162, Calcutta, 1820, 4to.

Sir Stamford Raffles (Htst. of
Java, vol. i. p. 400) Bays,

' It is

chiefly to Bali that we must
look for illustrations of the

ancient state of the Javans.'

See also p. 414.
**

Respecting the corruption
of Druidical traditions in Gaul

by Christian priests, see Ville-

marque, Chants Populaires de la

Bretagne, Paris, 1846, vol. i.

N. xviii. xii.

M The injury done to the

Traditions handed down by
Welsh and Irish bards, is no-

ticed in Dr. Prichard's valuable

work, Physical Hist, of Man-
kind, vol. iii. p. 184, 8vo, 1841.

See also Wartoris Hist, of Eng-
lish Poetry, vol. i. p. xxxvii. note.

51 See the remarks on Beo-

wulf, in Wright'* MO<I. Brit. Lit.

vol. i. p. 7, 8vo, 1842. See

also pp. 13, 14: and compare
Kem>)les Saxons in England,
vol. i. p. 331.

s- Talvi's Language and Lite-

rature of the Slavic Nations,

8vo, 1850, p. 231. The Pagan
songs of the Slovaks, in the

north-west of Hungary, wore for

a time preserved ;
but even they

are now lost. Tatvi, p. 216.
63 The monkish chroniclers

neglected the old Finnish tra-

ditions
;
and allowing them to

perish, preferred the inventions

of Saxo and Johannes Magnus.
Prichard's Physical Hist. vol. iii.

pp. 284, 285.
4< For an instance in which

the monks have falsified the old

Icelandic traditions, see Mr.

Keightley's learned book on

Fairy Mythology, 8vo, 1 850, p. 1 69.
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Besides all this, there occurred other circumstances

tending in the same direction. Owing to events which
I shall hereafter explain, the literature of Europe,

shortly before the final dissolution of the Roman

Empire, fell entirely into the hands of the clergy, who
were long venerated as the sole instructors of mankind.
For spveral centuries, it was extremely rare to meet
with a layman who could read or write

;
and of course

it was still rarer to meet with one able to compose a

work. Literature, being thus monopolized by a single

class, assumed the peculiarities natural to its new
masters. 8* And as the clergy, taken as a body, have

iilways looked on it as their business to enforce belief,

rather than encourage inquiry, it is no wonder it* they

displayed in their writings the spirit incidental to the

habits of their profession. Hence, as I have already
observed, literature, during many ages, instead of

benenting society, injured it, by increasing credulity,
and thus stopping the progress of knowledge. Indeed,
the aptitude for falsehood became so great, that there

was nothing men were unwilling to believe. Nothing
came amiss to their greedy and credulous ears. His-

tories of omens, prodigies, apparitions, strange portents,
monstrous appearances in the heavens, the wildest and
most incoherent absurdities, were repeated from mouth
to mouth, and copied from book to book, with as much
care as if they were the choicest treasures of human
wisdom. 56 That Europe should ever have emerged

" The Rev. Mr. Bowling, p. 50 ;
a work of some talent,

who looks back with great re- but chiefly interesting as a

gret to this happy period, says, manifesto by an active party.
' Writers were almost univer- i6 Thus, for instance, a cele-

sally ecclesiastics. Literature brated historian, who wrote at

was scarcely anything but a re- the end of the twelfth century

ligious exercise ; for everything says of the reign of William
that was studied, was studied Eufus :

'

Ejusdein regis terupore,
with a reference to religion, ut ex parte supradictum est, in

The men, therefore, who wrote sole, hina, et stellis multa signa

history, wrot ecclesiastical his- visa sunt, mare quoque littus

tory.' Dowling's Introduction pers;epe egrediebatur, et homines
to the Critical Study of Eccle- et animalia submersit, villas et

twitted/ History, 8vo, 1838, domus quamplures subverut-

x 2
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from such a state, is the most decisive proof of the

extraordinary energy of Man, since we cannot even
conceive a condition of society more unfavourable to

his progress. But it is evident, that until the emanci-

pation was efl'ected, the credulity and looseness of

thought which were universal, unfitted men for habits

of investigation, and made it impossible for them to

engage in a successful study of past affairs, or even
record with accuracy what was taking place around
them. 57

If, therefore, we recur to the facts just cited, we may
say that, omitting several circumstances altogether

subordinate, there were three leading causes of the

corruption of the history of Europe in the Middle

Ages. The first cause was, the sudden introduction

of the art of writing, and the consequent fusion of

different local traditions, which, when separate, were

accurate, but when united were false. The second

cause was, the change of religion ;
which acted in two

ways, producing not merely an interruption of the old

traditions, but also an interpolation of them. And the

third cause, probably the most powerful of all, was,
that history became monopolized by a class of men
whose professional habits made them quick to believe,
and who, moreover, had a direct interest in increasing
the general credulity, since it was the basis upon which
their own authority was built.

Ill pago qui Barukeskire no- p. 268. See also the name work,

minatur, ante occisionem regis pp. 356-358; and compare Mat-

sanguis de fonte tribus sep- thai Westmonast. Florcs Histo-

timanis emanavit. Multis etiam riaruin, part i. pp. 266, 289,
Normannis diabolus in hor- part ii. p. 298.

ribili specie se frequenter in *' Even the descriptions of

silvis ostendons, plura cum eis natural objects -which historians
de rege et Ranulfo, et quibus- attempted in the Middle Ages,
dam aliis locutus est. Nee -were marked by the same care-

minim, nam illorum tempore lessness. Sec some good ob-

fere omnis legum siluit justitia, serrations by Dr. Arnold, on

causisque justitise subpositis, Bede's account of the Solent

sola in principibus imperabat Sea. Arnold's Lectures on Mo-

pecunia.' Rog. de Hoveden dern History, pp. 102, 103.

Aniud.in Scriptores pout licdam,
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Hv the operation of those causes, the history of

Europe became cormpted to an extent for which we
cau find no parallel in any other period. That there

was, properly speaking, no history, was the smallest

part of the inconvenience ; but, unhappily, men, not

satisfied with the absence of truth, supplied its place

by the invention of falsehood. Among innumerable

instances of this, there is one species of inventions

worth noticing, because they evince that love of an-

tiquity, which is a marked characteristic of those

classes by whom history was then written. I allude

to fictions regarding the origin of different nations, in

all of which the spirit of the Middle Ages is very dis-

cernible. During many centuries, it was believed by
every people that they were directly descended from

ancestors who had been present at the siege of Troy.
That was a proposition which no one thought of doubt-

ing.
58 The only question was, as to the details of so illus-

trious a lineage. On this, however, there was a certain

unanimity of opinion ; since, not to mention inferior

* In Le Long's Bibliotheque respecting the early history of

Historique de la France, vol. ii. France. The answer is pre-

p. 3, it is said, that the descent served by an historian of the

of the kings of France from the thirteenth century: 'Regum
Trojans was universally believed potentissime, inquiens, sicut ple-

before the sixteenth century : rseque gi.-ntes Europa?, ita Franci
' Cette descendance a ete crue a Trojanis originem duxerunt.'

veritable pres de huit cents ans, Mattlxfi Paw Hist. Major, p.

et soutenue par tous les ecrivains 59. See also Rog. de Hov. ir.

de notre histoire ;
la faussete Scriptores post B(dam, p. 274.

n'en a ete- reconnue qu'au com- On the descent of the Britons

mencement du ,eizieme sieclo.' from Priam and yKneas, see

Polydore Vergil, who died in Mattlnri Wixtmonast. Florcs H/s-

the middle of the sixteenth toriaru/n, part i. p. 66. Indeed,

century, attacked this opinion in ;it the beginning of the four-

regard to Kngland, and thereby teenth century, their Trojan
made his history- unpopular, origin was stated as a notorious

See Ellis's Preface to Polydore fact, ir. a letter written to Pope
I'/rfjil, p. xx. 4to, 1844, pub- Bunifnc- by Edward I., and
lished by the Camden Society signed l:y the English nobility,
'He discarded Brute, as an See ll'urfc^i.^ Flist. of Engli^'n
unreal personage.' In 1128, Poetry, vol. i pp. 131, 132; and

Henry I., king of England. Canijthli's Lives of the Ch/:n-

inquired from a learnwi man rellort, vol. i. p. 185
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countries, it was admitted that the French were de-

scended from Francus, whom everybody knew to be

the son of Hector
;
and it was also known that the

Britons came from Brutus, whose father was no other

than ^Eneas himself.59

Touching the origin of particular places, the great
historians of the Middle Ages are equally communi-
cative. In the accounts they give of them, as well as

in the lives they write of eminent men, the history

usually begins at a very remote period ;
and the events

relating to their subject are often traced back, in an

unbroken series, from the moment when Noah left the

ark, or even when Adam passed the gates of Paradise. 60

On other occasions, the antiquity they assign is some-
what less

;
but the range of their information is always

extraordinary. They say, that the capital of France 13

called after Paris, the son of Priam, because he fled

there when Troy was overthrown.61
They also mention

M The general opinion was,
that Brutus, or Brute, was the

son of .^Eneas ; but some his-

torians affirmed that he was the

great-grandson. See Turner s

Hist, of England, vol. i. p. 63,

vol. vii. p. 220.
80 In the Note-s to a Chronicle

of London from 1089 to 1483,

pp. 183-187, edit. 4to, 1827,

there is a pedigree, in which

the history of the, bishops of

London is traced back, not only
to the migration of Brutus from

Troy, but also to Noah and
Adam. Thus, too, Goropius, in

his history of Antwerp, written

in the sixteenth century :

' Vond
zoowell de Nederlandsche taal

als de Wysbegeerte van Orpheus
in de ark van Xoach.' Van

Kampen, Gcschudenis der Let-

term, 8vo, 1821, vol. i. p. 91
;

see also p. 86. In the thirteenth

century, Matliew Paris (flistoria

Major, p. 352) says of Alfred,

'

Huj us genealogia in Anglorum
historiis perducitur usque ad
Adam primum parentem.' See,
to the same effect, Mattluei West-

monast. Flores Historiarum, part
i. pp. 323, 324, 41fi. In William
of Malmesbury's Chronicle

(Scriptons post Bcdam, p. 22

rev.) the genealogy of the Saxon

kings is traced back to Adam.
For other, and similar, instances,
see a note in Lingards History
nf England, vol. i. p. 403. And
Mr. Ticknor (History of Spanish
Literature, vol. i. p. 509) men-
tions that the Spanish chroniclers

present
' an uninterrupted suc-

cession of Spanish kings from
Tubal. a grandson of Noah.'

81
Monteil, in his curious book,

Histoire dcs divers Etats, vol. v.

p. 70, mentions the old belief
'

que Ics Parisians sont du sang
des rois cles anciens Troyens,
par Paris, fils de Priam.' Even
in the seventeenth century tbir
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that Tours owed its name to being the burial-place of

Turoiiun, one of the Trojans ;

62 while the city of Troycs
was actually built by the Trojans, aa its etymology
clearly proves.

63 It was well ascertained that Nuremberg
was called after the Emperor Nero; 04 and Jerusalem

after King Jebus,
6ft a man of vast celebrity in the Middle

Ages, but whose existence later historians have not

been able to verify. The river Humber received its

name because, in ancient times, a king of the Huns
had been drowned in it.

66 The Gauls derived their

origin, according to some, from Galathia, a female

descendant of Japhet; according to others, from Gomer,
the son of Japhet.

67 Prussia was called after Prussus,

idea was not extinct ; and Coryat,
who travelled in France in 1608,

gives another version of it. He
says,

' As for her name of Paris,

she hath it (as some write) from

Paris, the eighteenth king of

Gallia Celtica, whom some write

to have been lineally descended

from Japhet, one of the three

sons of Noah, and to have

founded this city.' Coryafs
Crudities, 1611, reprinted 1776,
vol. i. pp. 27, 28.

6 - ' Erat ibi quidani Tros

nomine Turonus Bruti nepos. . .

De nomine ipsins praedicta eivitas

Turonis vocabulum nacta est ;

quia ibidem sepultus fuit.' Gal-

fndi Monumet. Hist. Briton, lib.

i. cap. xv. p. 19. And Mathcw
of Westminster, who wrote in

the fourteenth century, says

(Flares Historiarum, part i. p.

17):
' Tros nomine Turnus. . .

De nomine vero ipsius Turono-
rum eivitas vocabulum traxit,

quia ibidem, ut testator Homerus,

sepultus fuit.'
83 ' On coiivient bien que les

Troyensde notre Troyes sont du

gang des anciens Troyens.' Mvii-

tril, Divert Etats, vol. v. p. 09.

64
Monconys, who was in Nu-

remberg in 1663, found this opi-
nion still held there; and he

seems himself half inclined t

believe it
; for, in visiting a castle,

he observes,
' Mais je ne s^ai si

c'est un ouvrage de Neron, comme
Ton le dit, et que meme le nom
de Nuremberg en vient.' Voyages
de Monconys, vol. iv. p. 141, edit.

Paris, 1695.
64 '

Deinceps regnante in tu

Jebusaeo, dicta Jebus, et sic ex

Jebus et Salem dicta est Jebus-
salem. Unde post dempta b

littera et addita r, dicta est Hie-
rusalem.' Matth&i Paris Historia

Major, p. 43. This reminds me
of another great writer, who was
one of the fathers, and was more-
over a saint, and who, says M.
Matter,

' d6rive !es Samaritains
du roi Samariu.s, tils de Canaan.'

Matter, Hist, du Gnosticisms,
vol. i. p. 41.

'Humber vex Hunnorum
. . . ad tinmen diffugiens, sub-

mersus est intra ipsum, et nomeu
suum flumiui reliquit.' Matths-i

Westmonast. FU^es Historiarum,

part i. p. 19.
"' These two opinions, whic 11
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a brother of Augustus.
68 This was remarkably modern ;

but Silesia had its name from the prophet Elisha from

whom, indeed, the Silesians descended
;

69 while as to

the city of Zurich, its exact date was a matter of dis-

pute, but it was unquestionably built in the time of
1

Abraham. 70 It was likewise from Abraham and Sarah
that the gipsies immediately sprung.

71 The blood of

the Saracens was less pure, since they were only
descended from Sarah in what way it is not men-
tioned

;
but she probably had them by another marriage,

or, may be, as the fruit of an Egyptian intrigue.
72 At

all events, the Scotch certainly came from Egypt ;
for

they were originally the issue of Scota, who was a

daughter of Pharaoh, and who bequeathed to them her

name. 73 On sundry similar matters, the Middle Ages

long divided the learned world,
are stated in Le Long, Biblio-

theque Historique de la France,
vol. ii. pp. 5, 49.

69 See a curious allusion to this

in De Thou, Hist. Univ. vol. viii.

p. 160; where, however, it is er-

roneously supposed to be a Rus-
sian invention.

48 ' The Silesians are not with-

outvoluminous writers upon their

antiquities ;
and one of them

gravely derives the name and
descent of his country from the

prophet Elisha.' Adams's Letters

on Silesia, p. 267, Lond. 8vo,

1804.

In 1608, Coryat, when in

Zurich, was ' told by the learned

Hospinian that their city was

founded in the time of Abraham.'

Coryafs Crudities, vol. i. Epistle
to the Reader, sig. D. I always

give the most recent instance

I have met with, because, in the

history of the European intellect,

it is important to know how long
the spirit of the Middir Ages sur-

rired in different countries.
71

They were ' seuls enfants

legitimes
'

of Abraham and Sarah.

Monteil, Divers Etats, vol. v. p. 19.
" Mathew Paris, who is ap-

prehensive lest the reputation of

Sarah should suffer, says,
' Sara-

ceni perverse se putant ex Sara

dici
;
sed verius Agareni dicuntur

ab Agar ;
et Ismaelitse, ab Ismaele

filio Abrahae.' Hist. Major, p.

357. Compare a similar passage
in Mezeray, Histoire de France,
vol. i. p. 127

' '

Sarrasins, ou de

la ville de Sarai, ou de Sara

femme d'Abraham, duquel ils

se disent faussement legitimee
heritiers.' After this, the idea,

or the fear of the idea, soon died

away ;
and Beausobre (Histoire

Critique de Manichee, vol. i. p.

24) says :

' On derive vulgaire-
ment le nom de Sarrasins du mot
m-abe Sarah, ou Sarak, qui signi-
fia effectivement voleur.' A good

example of a secular turn given
to a theological etymology. For
a similar case in northern history,
see Whitelocke's Journal of the

Swedish Embassy, vol. i. pp. 190,

191.
'*

Early in the fourteenth cen-
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possessed information equally valuable. It was well

known that the city of Naples was founded on eggs;
74

and it was also known, that the order of St. Michael
was instituted in person by the archangel, who was
himself the first knight, and to whom, in fact, chivalry
owes its origin.

75 In regard to the Tartars, that people,
of course, proceeded from Tartarus

;
which some theo-

logians said was an inferior kind of hell, but others

declared to be hell itself.76 However this might be,

the fact of their birth-place being from below was

indisputable, and was proved by many circumstances

tury, this was stated, in a letter

to the Pope, as a well-known his-

torical fact. See Lingarcfs Hist,

of England, vol. ii. p. 1 87 :

'

They
are sprung from Scota the daugh-
ter of Pharaoh, who landed in

Ireland, and whose descendants

wrested, by force of arras, the

northern half of Britain from the

progeny of Brute.'
74 Mr. Wright (Narratives uf

Sorcery, 8vo, 1851, vol. i. p. 115)

says.
' The foundation of the city

of Naples upon eggs, and the egg
on which its fate depended, seem
to have been legends generally
current in the Middle Ages ;' and
he refers to Montfaucon, Monu-
mens de la Man. Fr. vol. ii. p. 329,
for proof, that by the statutes

of the order of the Saint Esprit,
' a chapter of the knights was

appointed to be held annually in

castello ovi incantati in mirabili

periculo.'
:s ' The order of Saint Michael,

in France, pretends to the posses-
sion of a regular descent from
Michael the Archangel, who, ac-

cording to the enlightened judg-
ment of French antiquarians, was
the premier chevalier in the

world; and it was he, they say,
who established the earliest chi-

valric order in Paradise itself.'

Mill*'s Hi-tit, of Chivalry, vol. i.

pp. 363, 364.
" The etymology of Tartars

from Tartarus is ascribed to the

piety of Saint Louis in Prichard's

Physical History, vol. iv. p. 278 ;

but I think that I have met with

it before his time, though I cannot
now recover the passage. The
earliest instance I remember is

in 1241, when the saint was

twenty-six years old. See a letter

from the emperor Frederick, in

Mattkiei Paris Historia Major,
p. 497 :

' Pervenissent dicti Tar-

tar! (imo Tartarei),' &c.; and on
the expression of Louis, see p.
496 :

' Quos vocamus Tartaros ad
suas Tartarean sedes.' Since the

thirteenth century, the subject
has attracted the attention of

English divines ; and the cele-

brated theologian Whiston men-
tions

'

my last famous discovery,
or rather my revival of Dr. Giles

Fletcher's famous discovery, that

the Tartars are no other than
the ten tribes of Israel, which
have been so long sought for in

vain.' Memoirs i>f the Life and

Writings of William Whiston, p.

;>7o. Compare, on the opinions
held respecting the Tartars, Jour-

nal Afiatiqnc, I* serie, vol. vi. p,

374, Paris, 1825.
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which showed the fatal and mysterious influence they
were able to exercise. For the Turks were identical

with the Tartars
;
and it was notorious, that since the

Cross had fallen into Turkish hands, all Christian

children had ten teeth less than formerly ;
a universal

calamity, which there seemed to be no means of re-

pairing.
77

Other points relating to the history of past events

were cleared up with equal facility. In Europe during
many centuries, the only animal food in general use
was pork ; beef, veal, and mutton, being comparatively
unknown. 78 It was, therefore, with no small astonish-

"
Peignot (Diet, des Livres, vol.

ii. p. 69, Paris, 1806) says, that

Rigord, in his history of Philip

Augustus, assures his readers
'

que depuis que la rraie croix a

et6 prise par les Turcs, les enfans

n'ont plus que 20 on 23 dents, au
lieu qu'ils en avaient 30 ou 32

auparavant.' Even in the fif-

teenth century, it was believed

that the number of teeth had
diminished from 32 to 22, or

at most 24. See Sprc-ngd, Hist,

de la Medecine, vol. ii. pp. 481,

482, Paris, 1815. Compare Hcckcr
on the Black Death, pp. 31, 32, in

his learned work, Epidemics of
the Middle Ages, published by the

Sydenham Society.
'" In the sacred books of the

Scandinavians, pork is repre-
sented as the principal food, even

in heaven. See Mullets Northern

Antiquities, p. 105. It was the

chief food of the Irish in the

twelfth century: Ledwich, Anti-

quities of Ireland, Dublin, 1804,

p. 370 ;
and also of the Anglo-

Saxons at an earlier period:
Turner s Hist, ufEngland, vol. iii.

p. 22. In France it was equally

common, and Charlemagne kept
in his forests immense droves of

pigs. Note in Esprit des Lois,
in (Euvresde Montesquieu, p. 513.

In Spain those who did not like

pork were tried by the Inquisi-
tion as suspected Jews : Llorente,
Hist, de I'Inquisition, vol. i. pp.

269, 442, 445. Late in the six-

teenth century, there was a par-
ticular disease, said to be caused

by the quantity of it eaten in Hun-

gary. Sprcngel, Hist, de la Mede-

cine, vol. iii. p. 93
;
and even at

present, the barbarous Lettes aro

passionately fond of it. Kohl's

Rusxia, pp. 386, 387. In the iniddlw

of the sixteenth century, I find

that Philip II., when in England,
generally dined on bacon; of

which he ate so much, as fre-

quently to make himself very ill.

See Amlmsxades de Messieurs de

Noailltn en Anqhterrr, vol. v. pp.

240, 241, edit'. 1763. The am-
bassador writes, that Philip was

'grand mangeur onltre mesure,'
and used to consume large quan-
tities

' do lard, dout il faict le

plus .souvent son principal repas.'
In the Middle Ages, les Thurin-

giens payaient leur tribut en

pores, la denree la plus precieuHe
de Iriir pays.' CEtirres fie Michelft,

vol. ii. p. 38!'.
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ment that the crusaders, on returning from the East,
told their countrymen that they had been among a

people who, like the Jews, thought pork unclean, and
refused to eat it. But the feelings of lively wonder
which this intelligence excited, were destroyed as soon

as the cause of the fact was explained. The subject
was taken up by Mathew Paris, the most eminent his-

torian during the thirteenth century, and one of the

most eminent during the Middle Ages.
79 This cele-

brated writer informs us, that the Mohammedans refuse

to eat pork on account of a singular circumstance which

happened to their prophet. It appears that Mohammed,
having, on one occasion, gorged himself with food and
drink till he was in a state of insensibility, fell asleep
on a dunghill, and, in tliis disgraceful condition, was
seen by a litter of pigs. The pigs attacked the fallen

prophet, and suffocated him to death
;
for which reason

his followers abominate pigs, find refuse to partake of

their flesh. 80 This striking fact explains one great

peculiarity of the Mohammedans ;

81 and another fact,

" Sismondi (Hist, des Fran- invenerunt.' MattJusi Westmo-

<;ais, vol. vii. pp. 325, 326) passes nast. Florcs Historiarum, part i.

a high eulogy upon him
;
and p. 21.5.

Mosheim (Ecclesiast. History,
81

By a singular contradiction,

vol. i. p. 313) says: 'Among the the African Mohammedans now
historians (of the thirteenth ' believe that a great enmity
century), the first place is due to subsists between hogs and Chris-

Mathew Paris
;
a writer of the tians.' Mungo Park's Travils,

highest merit, both in point of vol. i. p. 185. Many medical

knowledge and prudence.' authors have supposed that porkM Matthtei Paris Histuria is peculiarly unwholesome in hot

.l/rt/'or, p. 362. He concludes his countries; but this requires con-

account by saying,
' Unde adhuc rirmation : and it is certain, that

Saraceni sues pne aeteris anima- it is recommended by Arabian
libus exosas habent et abomi- physicians, and is more irenerally
nabiles.' Mathew Paris obtained eaten both in Asia and in Africa

his information from a clergy- than is usually believed. Comp.
man,

'

quendam magni nominis Kprengel, Hist, de la Medecine,
celebrem pnedicatorem,' p. 360 vol. ii. p. 3215

;
1
r

olney, Voyage en

According to Mathew of West- Syric, vol. i. p. 449; Buchanan*
minster, the pigs not only suffo- Journey through the Mysore, vo!.

cated Mohammed, but actually ii. p. 88, vol. Hi. p. 57; ^affl>:a

ate the greater part of him : 'In Hist, of Java, vol. ii. p. ,">
;

maxima parte a poreis eorrosum AW.s's Hist, of Madagascar
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equally striking, explains how it was that their sect

came into existence. For it was well known, that

Mohammed was originally a cardinal, and only became
a heretic because he failed in his design of being elected

pope.
82

In regard to the early history of Christianity, the

great writers of the Middle Ages were particularly

inquisitive ;
and they preserved the memory of events,

of which otherwise we should have been entirely igno-
rant. After Froissart, the most celebrated historian

of the fourteenth century, was certainly Mathew of

Westminster, with whose name, at least, most readers

are familiar. This eminent man directed his attention,

among other matters, to the history of Judas, in order

to discover the circumstances under which the character

of that arch-apostate was formed. His researches seem
to have been very extensive

;
but their principal results

were, that Judas, when an infant, was deserted by his

parents, and exposed on an island called Scarioth, from
whence he received the name of Judas Iscariot. To this

the historian adds, that after Judas grew up, he, among
other enormities, slew his own father, and then married
his own mother. 83 The same writer, in another part of

his history, mentions a fact interesting to those who
study the antiquities of the Holy See. Some questions
had been raised as to the propriety of kissing- the

vol. i. pp. 201, 403, 416; CouKa M This idea, which was a

Voyages, vol. ii. p. 265 ; Burners favourite one in the Middle Ages,
Travels into Bokhara, vol. iii. p. is said to have been a Rabbinical
141. As facts of this sort are invention. See Ldtres de Gui

important physiologically and Patin, vol. iii. p. 127: 'que
socially, it is advisable that they Mahomet, lefaux prophete, avait

should be collected; and I there- ete cardinal
;

t-t que, par depit de
fore add, that the North-American n'avoir ate pape, il s'etoit fait

Indians are said to have ' a dis- heresiarque.'

gust for pork." Journal of the 83 See the ample details in

Geoff. Society, vol. xv. p. 30 ;
and Matthai Westnwnast. Florcs

that Dobell {Travels, vol. ii. p. Historiarwm, part i. pp. SO, 87;

260, Svo, 1830) says,
' I believe and at p. 88, 'Judas matrem

there is more pork eaten in suam uxorem duxerat, et quod
China than in all the rest of the patrem suum occidrraf.'

world put togother ,'
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pope's toe, and even theologians had their doubts

touching so singular a ceremony. But this difficulty
also was set at rest by Mathew of Westminster, wlio

explains the true origin of the custom. He .says, that

formerly it was usual to kiss the hand of his holiness
;

but that towards the end of the eighth century, a cer-

tain lewd woman, in making an ottering to the pope,
not only kissed his hand, but also pressed it. The

pope his name was Leo seeing the danger, cut off

his hand, and thus escaped the contamination to which
lie had been exposed. Since that time, the precaution
has been taken of kissing the pope's toe instead of his

hand
;
and lest any one should doubt the accuracy of

this account, the historian assures us that the hand,
which had been cut off live or six hundred years be-

fore, still existed in Rome, and was indeed a standing
miracle, since it was preserved in the Lateran in its

original state, free from corruption.
84 And as some

readers might wish to be informed respecting the

Lateran itself, where the hand was kept, this also is

considered by the historian, in another part of his

great work, where he traces it back to the emperor
Nero. For it is said that this wicked persecutor of

the faith, on one occasion, vomited a frog covered with

blood, which he believed to be his own progeny, and
therefore caused to be shut up in a vault, where it

remained hidden for some time. Now, in the Latiii

language, latente means hidden, and nma means a

frog ;
so that, by putting these two words together,

we have the origin of the Lateran, which, in fact, wTas

built where the froer was found. 85

M Tins took place in the year manus abscissa in thesauro

798. Mattk&i Wcst7iionast. Flures lateraru-nsi, quam dominus cus-

Historiarum, part i. p. 293. The todit incorruptam ad laudem
historian thus concludes his re- inatris suse.'

lation :

' Et statutum eat nune 8i '

. . . Ita ut Xero se puero
quod numquam extunc manus pravidum existimaret. . . . Tan-

Papee ab offerentibus deoscu- dt-m dolore nimio vexatus,

laretur, sed pes. Cum ante fuerat medicis ait : Accelerate tempus
consuetude quod manus, non pes, partus, quia languore vix anheli-

deoscularetur. In hujus miraculi turn habeo respirandi. Tune
memoriani reservatur adhuc ip.suiu .id vomitum impotioua-
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It would be easy to fill volumes with similar notions
,

all of which were devoutly believed in those ages of

darkness, or, as they have been well called, Ages of

Faith. Those, indeed, were golden days for the eccle-

siastical profession, since the credulity of men had
reached a height which seemed to ensure to the clergy
a long and universal dominion. How the prospects of

the church were subsequently darkened, and how the

human reason began to rebel, will be related in another

part of this Introduction, where I shall endeavour to

trace the rise of that secular and sceptical spirit to

which European civilization owes its origin. But, be-

fore closing the present chapter, it may be well to give
a few more illustrations of the opinions held in the

Middle Ages ; and, for this purpose, I will select the

two historical accounts, which, of all others, were the

most popular, exercised most influence, and were most

universally believed.

The histories to which I refer, are those of Arthur
and Charlemagne ;

both of which bear the names of

dignitaries of the church, and were received with the

respect due to their illustrious authors. That concern-

ing Charlemagne is called the Chronicle of Turpin,
and purports to be written by Turpin, archbishop of

Rheims, a friend of the emperor and his companion in

war. 86 From some passages it contains, there is reason

to think that it was really composed at the beginning
of the twelfth century ;

87
but, in the Middle Ages,

verunt, et ranam visu terribilem, they appear to have been used by
humoribus infectam, et sanguine heralds as marks of degradation,
edidit cruentatam. . . . Unde See Lankester's Memorials of
et pars ilia civitatia, ut aliqui Ray, p. 197.

dicunt, ubi rana latuerat, Late- **'... Ego Turpinus in vail*

ran urn, a latent* rana, nomen Caroli loco prsefato, astante rege,'

accepit.' MattUasi Westmonast. &c. De Vita Caroli Magni, p. 74,

part i. p. 98. Compare the ac- edit. Ciampi.
count given by Roger of Hove- " Turner (History of England,
den, of a voman who vomited vol. vii. pp. 256-268) has at-

two toads. Script pott Bedam, tempted to prove that it was

p. 457 rev. In the Middle Ages written by Calixtus II.
;
but hii

there were many superstitions arguments, though ingenious and

respecting these animals, and learned, are not decisive. Warton
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mon wore not nice in these matters, and no one; \vas

likely to dispute its authenticity. Indeed, the name
of an archbishop of Rhoinis was sufficient recommen-
dation

;
and we find accordingly, that in the year 112:2

it received the formal approbation of the pope;
88 and

that Vincent de Beauvais, one of the most celebrated

writers in the thirteenth century, and tutor to the

bons of Louis IX., mentions it as a work of value,
and as being the principal authority for the reign of

Charlemagne.
89

A book thus generally read, and sanctioned by such

competent judges, must, be a tolerable standard for

testing the knowledge and opinions of those times.

On this account, a short notice of it will be useful for

our present purpose, as it will enable us to understand
the extreme slowness with which history has improved,
and the almost imperceptible steps by which it ad-

vanced, until fresh life was breathed into it by the

great thinkers of the eighteenth century.
In the Chronicle of Turpiii, we are informed that

the invasion of Spain by Charlemagne took place in

consequence of the direct instigation of St. James, the

brother of St. John.90 The apostle, being the cause of

the attack, adopted measures to secure its success.

When Charlemagne besieged Pamplona, that city made
cm obstinate resistance

;
but as soon as prayers were

offered up by the invaders, the walls suddenly fell to

the ground.
91 After this, the emperor rapidly overran

(Hist. Eng. Poetry, vol. i. p. 128) ou il puisera ce genre d'instruc-

Biiys it was composed about tion, c'est Turpin qu'il designs
1110. comme le principal historien de
" The pope

'

statuit historiam Charlemagne.' Histoire Litteraire

Sancti Caroh' descriptam a beato de la Franc/., vol. xviii. p. 474,

Turpino Remoiisi ArcMepiscopo Paris, 1835, 4to
;
see also p. 517;

esse authenticam.' Kotein Turner, and on its influence in Spain, see

vol. vii. p. 250. Ticknor's History of Spanish" In his famous Speculum,
'
il Literature, vol. i. pp. 222, 223.

recommande specialement les
M

Cart/li Magni Hi-storia, edit,

etudes historiques, dont il parait Ciampi, pp. 3-5.

que la plupart de ses conternpo-
" "... Muri collapsi funditue

rains meconnaissaient 1'utilite
;

corruerunt.' De Vita Caroli, p. 6.

mais lorsqu'il indique les sources On this. Ciampi, in his notes on
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the whole country, almost annihilated the Mohamme-
dans, and built innumerable churches.98 But, the re-

sources of Satan are inexhaustible. On the side of the

enemy, a giant now appeared, whose name was Fena-

cute, and who was descended from Goliath of old.93

This Fenacute was the most formidable opponent the

Christians had yet encountered. His strength was

equal to that of forty men ;

94 his face measured one
cubit

;
his arms and legs four cubits

;
his total height

was twenty cubits. Against him Charlemagne sent

the most eminent warriors
;
but they were easily dis-

comfited by the giant ;
of whose prodigious force some

idea may be formed from the fact, that the length even
of his fingers was three palms.

95 The Christians were
filled with consternation. In vain did more than twenty
chosen men advance against the giant ;

not one returned
from the field

;
Fenacute took them all under his arms,

and carried them off into captivity.
96 At length the

celebrated Orlando came forward, and challenged him
to mortal combat. An obstinate fight ensued

;
and the

Christian, not meeting with the success he expected,

engaged his adversary in a theological discussion. 97

Here the pagan was easily defeated
;

and Orlando,
warmed by the controversy, pressed on his enemy,
smote the giant with his sword, and dealt him a fatal

Turpin, gravely says (pp. 94,
" Dt- Vita Caroli, cap. v. pp.

95) :

'

Questo fatto della presa di 11, 12
;

is headed 'De ecclesiis

Pamplona e reso maraviglioso per quas Carolus fecit.'

la subitanea caduta delle mura, a 93 '

Gigas nomine Fenacutus,

somiglianza delle mura di Gerico.' qui fuit de genere Goliat.' De
This reminds me of a circum- Vita Caroli, p. 39.

stance mentioned by Monconys,
91 ' Vimxl.fortium possidebat.'

who, on visiting Oxford in 1663, p. 39.

was shown a horn which was "5 ' Erut enim statura ejus

preserved in that ancient city, quasi cubitis xx., facies erat longa
because it was said to be made quasi unius cubiti, et nasus illiut-

in the same way as that by which unius palrni mensurati, et brachia

the walls of Jericho were blown et crura ejus quatuor cubitorum

down: ' Les Juifs tiennent que rant, et digitiejus tribus palmis.'
leurs ancetres se servirent de pa- p. 40.

reillee pour abbattre les muraiUes 9<i De Vita Caroli. p. 40.

deJerico.' Voyages de Monconys,
" Tbid. pp. 43-47.

vol. iii. p. 95, edit. Paris, Ifi95.
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wound. After this, the last hope of the Mohamme-
dans was extinct ;

the Christian arms had finally

triumphed, and Charlemagne divided Spain among
those gallant followers who had aided him in effecting
its conquest.

98

On the history of Arthur, the Middle Ages possessed
information equally authentic. Different accounts had
been circulated respecting this celebrated king ;

" but

their comparative value was still unsettled, when, early
in the twelfth century, the subject attracted the atten-

tion of Geoffrey, the well-known Archdeacon of Mon-
mouth. This eminent man, in A.D. 1147, published the

result of his inquiries, in a work which he called

Hixtoiy of the Britons. lw In this book, he takes a

comprehensive view of the whole question ;
and not

only relates the life of Arthur, but also traces the cir-

cumstances which prepared the way for the appearance
of that great conqueror. In regard to the actions of

Arthur, the historian was singularly fortunate, inas-

much as the materials necessary for that part of his

subject were collected by Walter Archdeacon of Oxford,
who was a friend of Geoffrey, and who, like him, took

great interest in the study of history.
101 The work is,

therefore, the joint composition of the two archdeacons
;

and is entitled to respect, not only on this account, but

also because it was one of the most popular of all the

productions of the Middle Ages.

6* De Vita Caroli, p. 52. On whose existence he, of course,

the twelve peers of Charlemagne, entertains no doubt. Indeed, at

in connexion with Turpin, see p. 292, he gives us an account.

Sismondi, Hist, dts Franfais, of the discovery, in the twelfth

vol. v. pp. 246, 537, 538, vol. vi. century, of Arthur's body !

p. 534. lw In Turner's Hist, of Eng-
99 The Welsh, however, accused land, vol. vii. pp. 269, 270, it is

Gildas of having thrown his said to have appeared in 1128;

history
' into the sea.' Pal- but Mr. Wright (Siog. Brit. Lit.

graves Anglo-Saxon Common- vol. ii. p. 144) seems to have

wealth, vol. i. p. 453. The proved that the real date is

industrious Sharon Turner (Hint. 1147.

of England, vol. i. pp. 282-295^1 101
Geoflrey say,, 'A Gual-

hvu- collected a great deal of tero Oxinefordensi in multis his-

evidence respecting Arthur : of toriis peritissimo viro audivit

VOL. I. v
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The earlier part of this great history is occupied
with the result of those researches which the Arch-
deacon of Monmonth had made into the state of Britain

before the accession of Arthur. With this we are not
so much concerned

; though it may be mentioned, that

the archdeacon ascertained that, after the capture of

Troy, Ascanius fled from the city, and begat a son,
who became father to Brutus. 102 In those days, Eng-
land was peopled by giants, all of whom were slain bv
Brutus ; who, having extirpated the entire race, built

London, settled the affairs of the country, and called

it, after himself, by the name of Britain. 103 The arch-

deacon proceeds to relate the actions of a long line of

kings who succeeded Brutus, most of whom were re-

markable for their abilities, and some were famous for

the prodigies which occurred in their time. Thus,

during the government of Rivallo, it rained blood for

three consecutive days ;

104 and when Morvidus was on

the throne, the coasts were infested by a horrid sea-

monster, which, having devoured innumerable pers< ns,

at length swallowed the king himself. 105

These and similar matters are related by the Aroh-

(i.e. ille Geoffrey)
'
vili licet nomine suo insulam Britanniam,

stylo, breviter tamen propalabit, sociosque snos Britones appellat.'

quse projlia inclytus ille rex post Galf. Hist. Britonum, p. 20.

victoriam istam, in Britanniam l04 'In temporf ejus tribus

reversus, cum nepote suo com- diebus cecidn. phrria sanguinea,
miserit.' Golfredi Mommctensis et muscarum affluuntia; quibus
Historia Britonum, lib. xi. sec. homines moriebautur.' Hist.

i. p. 200. And in the dedica- Brit. p. 36.

tion to the Earl of Gloucester,
105 'Advcn.Tat namque ox

p. 1, he says,
' Walterus Oxine- partibus Hibernici maris inau-

fordensis archidiaconus, vir in ditae feritatis brllua, quse inoolas

oratoria arte atque in exoticis rnaritimos sine intermissione

historiis eruditus.' Compare devorabat. L'umque fama auivs

Matthai Wcstmonast. Flares His- ejus attigissrt, aefessit ipse ad

toriorum, p;irt i. p. 248. illani, et solus cum sola congres-
102

Ga/fredi Historia Brito- sus est. At cum omnia tela sua

num, pp. 3, 4. in illam in vanum consumpsissef,
103 ' Erat tune nomen insulae acceloravit monstmm illud, et

Albion, quae a nomine, exceptis upeitis faucibus ipsum velut

paucis gigantibus, inhabitaba- pisciculum devoravit.' Hist.

hir. . . . Denique Brutus de Brit. p. 51.
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deacon of Monmonth as the fniit of his own inquiries ;

but in the subsequent account of Arthur, he was aided

by his friend the Archdeacon of Oxford. The two
archdeacons inform their readers, that King Arthur
owed his existence to a magical contrivance of Merlin,
the celebrated wizard

;
the particulars of which they

relate with a minuteness which, considering the sacred

character of the historians, is rather remarkable. 106 The

subsequent actions of Arthur did not belie his super-
natural origin. His might nothing was able to with-

stand. He slew an immense number of Saxons
;
he

overran Norway, invaded Gaul, fixed his court at

Paris, and made preparations to effect the conquest of

all Europe.
107 He; engaged two giants in single com-

bat, and killed them both. One of these giants, who
inhabited the Mount of St. Michael, was the terror of

the whole country, and destroyed all the soldiers sent

against him, except those he took prisoners, in order to

eat them while they were yet alive. 108 But he fell a

victim to the prowess of Arthur
;
as also did another

giant, named Ritho, who was, if possible, still more
formidable. For Ritho, not content with warring on
men of the meaner sort, actually clothed himself in

furs which were entirely made of the beards of the

kings he had killed. 109

Such were the statements which, under the name of

history, were laid before the world in the twelfth cen-

tury ;
and that, too, not by obscure writers, but by

high dignitaries of the church. Nor was anything

108 The particulars of the in- quos semivivos devorabat.' Hist.

trigup are in Gaff. Hist. Brit. Brit. p. 181.

pp. 151, 152. For information 1M 'Hie namque ex barbis

respecting Merlin, see also Mat- regum quos peremerat, fecerat

thai Westmonast. Flores His- sibi pelles, et mandaverat Ar-

toriarum, part i. pp. 161, 162
;

turo ut barbam suam diligenter
and Saiide, Apologie pour les excoriaret, atque cxcoriatam sibi

Grands Homines, pp. 308, 309, dirigeret : ut quemadmodum ipse
;!18. 319, edit. Amsterdam, ccteris prseerat regibus, ita qno-
1712. que in honorem ejus ceteris

107 flist. Britonum, pp. 167- barbis ipsam superponeret
170 : a brilliant chapter. Gaff. Hist. Brit. p. 184.

108 ' Sed et plures capiebat
Y 2
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wanting by which the success of the work might be

ensured. Its vouchers were the Archdeacon of Mon-

mouth, and the Archdeacon of Oxford
;

it was dedi-

cated to Robert Earl of Gloucester, the son of Henry I.
;

and it was considered so important a contribution to

the national literature, that its principal author was
raised to the bishopric of Asaph, a preferment which
he is said to owe to his success in investigating the

annals of English history.
110 A book thus stamped

with every possible mark of approbation, is surely no
bad measure of the age in which it was admired. In-

deed, the feeling was so universal, that, during several

centuries, there are not more than two or three instances

of any critic suspecting its accuracy.
111 A Latin abridg-

ment of it was pubh'shed by the well-known historian,
Alfred of Beverley ;

m
and, in order that it might be

more generally known, it was translated into English
by Layamon,

113 and into Anglo-Norman, first by

110 'It was partly, perhaps, thf>

reputation of this book, which

procured its author the bishopric
of St. Asaph.' Life of Gi-offrty

of Monmouth, in Wright's Bu>y.
Brit. Lit. vol. ii. p. 144, 8vo,

1846. According to the Welsh

writers, he was Bishop of Llan-

daff. See Stephens's Interattire

of the Kymry, 8vo, 1849, p. 323.
111 Mr. Wright (Biog. Brit.

Lit. rol.ii. p. 146) says: 'Within a

century after its first publication,
it was generally adopted by
writers on English history ;

and

during several centuries, only
one or two rare instances occur

of persons who ventured to speak
against its veracity.' And Sir

Henry Ellin says of Polydore

Vergil, who wrote early in the

sixteenth century,
' For the re-

pudiation of Geoffrey of Mon-
mouth's history, Polydore Vergil
\ras considered almost as a man

deprived of reason. Such were

the, prejudices of the time.'

Polydore VerqiFs English Hist.

vol'. i. p. x. edit. Ellis, 1846, 4to.

See also, on its popularity, Lap-

pcnbcrg's Hist, of t/f Anglo-
Saxon Kings, vol. i. p. 102. In

the seventeenth century, which
was the first sceptical century
in Europe, men began to open
their eyes on these matters

;
and

Boyle, for example, classes to-

gether
' the fabulous labours of

Hercules, and exploits of Arthur
of Britain.' Um/lc's Works, vol. iv.

p. 425.
112

Wrights B'uxj. Brit. Lit.

vol. ii. p. 156
;

Turner's Hist, of

England, vol. vii. p. 282.
113

According to Mr. Wright
(Bio/] . Brit. vol. ii. p. 4,39), it

was translated through the

medium of Wace. But it would
be more correct to say, that Lay
amon made the absurdities of

Geoffrey the basis of his work,
rather than translated them

;
for
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Qaimfir, and afterwards by Waco ;"
4 zealous men, who

wore anxious that the important truths it contained

should be diffused as widely as circumstances would
allow.

Lt will hardly be necessary thai I should adduce fur-

ther evidence of the way in which history was written

during the Middle Ages ;
for the preceding specimens

have not been taken at random, but have been selected

from the ablest and most celebrated authors
;
and as

such present a very favourable type of the knowledge
and judgment of Europe in those days, in the four-

teenth and fifteen tli centuries, there appeared, for the

iirst time, faint signs of an approaching change ;

" 5 but
this improvement was not very marked until late in the

sixteenth century, or even early in the seventeenth.

The principal steps of this interesting movement will

be traced in another part of the Introduction, when I

shall show, that although in the seventeenth century
the progress was unmistakeable, there was no attempt
to take a comprehensive view of history until nearly
the middle of the eighteenth century ;

when the subject
was studied, first by the great French thinkers, then

by one or two of the Scotch, and, some years later, by
the Germans. This reformation of history was con-

nected, as I shall point out, with other intellectual

lie amplifies lo.OOO lines of vol. ii. pp. 151, 207; Hallam's
Wace's Brut into 32,000 of his Literature of Europe, vol. i. p.

own jargon. See Sir F. Madden's 35.

Pnface to Layamon's Brut, 8vo,
" 5 Of which Froissart is the

1847, vol. i. p. xiii. I cannot earliest instance
;
since he is the

refrain from bearing testimony first who took a secular view of

to the great philological value of afiiiirs, all the preceding his-

this work of Layamon's, by the torians being essentially theo-

publication of which its accom- logical. In Spain, too, we find,

plished
editor has made an late in the fourteenth century,

important contribution towards a political spirit beginning to

the study of the history of the appear among historians. See

English language. So far, how- the remarks on Ayala, in Tick-

eyer, as Layamou is concerned, nor'g Hist, of Spanish Lit. vol.

we can only contemplate with i. pp. 165, 166
; where, how-

wonder an age of which he was ever, Mr. Ticknor represent?
considered an ornament. Froissart as more unworldly

1 Wriaitf* Biog. Brit. Lit. than he really w*s
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changes, which corresponded to it, and which affected

fche social relations of all the principal countries of

Europe. But, without anticipating what will be found
in another part of this volume, it is sufficient to say,
that not only was no history written before the end of

the sixteenth century, but that the state of society was
such as to make it impossible for one to be written.

The knowledge of Europe was not yet ripe enough to

enable it to be successfully applied to the study of past
events. For we are not to suppose that the deficiencies

of the early historians were caused by a lack of natural

abilities. The average intellect of men is probably

always the same
;
but the pressure exercised on them

by society is constantly varying. It was, therefore,

the general condition of society, which, in former days,

compelled even the ablest writers to believe the most
childish absurdities. Until that condition was altered,
the existence of history was impossible, because it

was impossible to find any one who knew what was
most important to relate, what to reject, and what to

believe.

The consequence was, that even when history was
studied by men of such eminent abilities as Macchiavelli

and Bodin, they could turn it to no better account than

to use it as a vehicle for political speculations ;
and in

none of their works do we find the least attempt to

rise to generalizations large enough to include all

the social phenomena. The same remark applies to

Comines, who, though inferior to Macchiavelli and

Bodin, was an observer of no ordinary acuteness, and

certainly displays a rare sagacity in his estimation of

particular characters. But this was due to his own
intellect

;
while the age in which he lived made him

superstitious, and, for the larger purposes of history,

miserably shortsighted. His shortsightedness is strik-

ingly shown in his utter ignorance of that great intel-

lectual movement, which, in his own time, was rapidly

overthrowing the feudal institutions of the Middle

Ages ;
but to which he never once alludes, reserving

hib attention for those trivial political intrigues in the
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relation of which he believed history to consist." 6 As
to his superstition, it would be idle to give many in-

stances of that
;
since no man could live in the fifteenth

century without having his mind enfeebled by the

universal credulity. It may, however, be observed,
that though he was personally acquainted with states-

men and diplomatists, and had, therefore, the fullest

opportunity of seeing how enterprises of the fairest

promise are constantly ruined, merely by the incapacity
of those who undertake them, he, on all important
occasions, ascribes such failure, not to the real cause,
but to the immediate interference of the Deity. So

marked, and so irresistible, was the tendency of the

fifteenth century, that this eminent politician, a man of

the world, and well skilled in the arts of life, delibe-

rately asserts that battles are lost, not because the army
is ill supplied, nor because the campaign is ill conceived,
nor because the general is incompetent ;

but because

the people or their prince are wicked, and Providence
seeks to punish them. For, says Comines, war is a

great mystery ;
and being used by God as the means of

accomplishing his wishes, He gives victory, sometimes
to one side, sometimes to the other. 117

Hence, too,

" On this, Arnold says, truly Philippe de Comines, vol. ii. pp.

enough,
' Comines's Memoirs are 277, 287, edit. Paris, 1826.

striking from their perfect un- "' He says, that a tit-Id of

consciousness: the knell of the battle is 'un des accomplisse-
Middle Ages had been already mens des ceuvres que Dieu a

sounded, yet Comines has no commencees aucuaes fois par
other notions than such as they petites rnouvetez et occasions, et

had tended to foster ;
he de- en donnant la victoire aucunes

scribes their events, their cha- fois a 1'un, et aucunes fois a

meters, their relations, as if they 1'autre : et est cecy uiystere si

were to continue for centuries.' grand, que les royaumes et

Arnold',-' Licturca on Moder/> grandes seigneuries en prennent

History, p. 118. To this I may aucunes fois tins et desolations,

a, K1, that whenever Comines has et les autres accroissement, et

occasion to mention tlu lower commencement de regner.' Mem.
classes, which is very rarely the de Cot/iinm, vol. i. pp. 361, 862.

case, he speaks of them with Respecting the wanton invasion

great contempt. See two strik- of Italy, he says, that the expe-

ing instances in Memoires d-r dirion might have been easily
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disturbances occur in the state, solely bj divine dispo-
sition

;
and they never would happen, except that

princes or kingdoms, having become prosperous,

forget the source from which their prosperity pro-
ceeded. 118

Such attempts as these, to make politics a mere
branch of theology,

119 are characteristic of the time;
and they are the more interesting, as the work of a man
of great ability, and of one, too, who had grown old in

the experience of public life. When views of this sort

were advocated, not by a monk in his cloister, but by a

distinguished statesman, well versed in public affairs,

we may easily imagine what was the average intellec-

tual condition of those who were every way his inferiors.

It is but too evident, that from them nothing could be

expected; and that many steps had yet to be taken,
before Europe could emerge from the superstition in

ruined if the enemy had thought
of poisoning the wells or the

food :
' inais ils n'y eussent point

failly, s'ils y eussent voulu

essayer ;
mais il est de croire

que nostre sauveur et redemp-
teur Jesus-Christ leurostoit leur

vouloir.' vol. iii. p. 154. So, he

adds, p. 155,
'

pour conclure

1'article, semble que nostre sei-

gneur Jfeus-Christ ait voulu que
toute la gloire du voyage ait est6

attribute a luy.' Compare the

Institutes of Timour, p. 7 ; an in-

structive combination of super-
stition and ferocity.

118 ' Mais mon advis est que
cela ne se fait que par disposi-
tion divine

; car quand les princes
ou royaumes ont est6 en grande
prosp6rit ou richesses, et ils ont

mesconnoissance dont precede
telle grace, Dieu leur dresse un
ennemi ou ennemie, dont nul no

se douteroit, comme vous pouvez
voir par les rois nommez en la

Bible, et par ce que puis peu

d'annees en avez veu en cette

Angleterre, et en cette maison

de Bourgogne et autres lieux

que avez veu et voyz tous les

jours.' Mem. d'- Comines, vol. i.

pp. 388, 389. See also his re-

marks on the Duke of Burgundy,
vol. ii. p. 179 ;

and in particu-

lar, his extraordinary digression,
livre v. chap, xviii. vol. ii. pp.
290-298.

119 Dr. Lingard (Hist, of Eng-
land, vol. i. p. 357) says,

' From
the doctrine of a superintending

providence, the piety of our

ancestors had drawn a rash but

very convenient inference, that

success is an indication of the

Divine will, and that, of course,

to resist a victorious competitor,
is to resist the judgment of

heaven :

'

see also p. 114. The
last vestige of this once univer-

sal opinion is the expression,
which is gradually falling into

disuse, of '

appealing to the God
of Battle.
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which it was sunk, and break through those grievous

impediments which hindered iis future progress.

But, though much remained to be done, there can l>e

no doubt that the movement onward was uninterrupted,
and that, even while Comines was writing, there were

unequivocal symptoms of a great and decisive change.
Still, they were only indications of what was approach-

ing ; and about a hundred years elapsed, after his death,
before the progress was apparent in the whole of its

results. For, though the Protestant Reformation was
a consequence of this progress, it was for some time

unfavourable to it, by encouraging the ablest men in

the discussion of questions inaccessible to human reason,
and thus diverting them from subjects in which their

efforts would have been available for the general pur-

poses of civilization. Hence we find, that little was

really accomplished until the end of the sixteenth cen-

tury, when, as we shall see in the next two chapters,
the theological fervour began to subside in England
and Prance, and the way was prepared for that purely
secular philosophy, of which Bacon and Descartes were
the exponents, but by no means the creators. 180 This

epoch belongs to the seventeenth century, and from it

we may date the intellectual regeneration of Europe ;

just as from the eighteenth century we may date its

'- See Gid~ot, Civilisation en quelque sort If sang qui a coule

Europe, p. 166
;
the best passage dans les veines du monde euro-

in that able, but rather unequal peen jusqu'a Bacon et Descartes,

work: ' Parcourez 1'histoire du Pour In premiere fois, Bacon en

v au xvie siecle
;
c'est la then- Angleterre, et Descartes en

logie qui possede et dirige France, out jete, I'intelligence

1'esprit humain
; toutes les opi- hors des voies de la theologie.'

nions sont empreintes de theo- A noble passage, and perfectly

logic; les questions philoso- true: but what would have been

phiques, politiques, historiques, the eff. ot produced by Bacon
sont toujours cousid&rdes sous un and Descartes, if. instead of

point de rue theologique. L'e- living in the seventeenth century,

giise est tellement souveraine they had lived in the beventh ?

dans 1'ordre intellectual, que Would their philosophy have
meme les sciences mathema- been equally secular; or, being
tiques et physiques sont tenues equiilly spcn'nr, would it have
de se soumattre a sea doctrines, been equally successful ':

L'esprk theologique '-tit en
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social regeneration. But during the greater part of the

sixteenth century, the credulity was still universal,
since it affected not merely the lowest and most ignorant
classes, but even those who were best educated. Of
this innumerable proofs might be given ; though, for

the sake of brevity, I will confine myself to two

instances, which are particularly striking, from the

circumstances attending them, and from the influence

they exercised over men who might be supposed little

liable to similar delusions.

At the end of the fifteenth, and early in the sixteenth

century, Stoeffler, the celebrated astronomer, was pro-
fessor of mathematics at Tubingen. This eminent man
rendered great services to astronomy, and was one of

the first who pointed out the way of remedying the

errors in the Julian calendar, according to which time
was then computed.

1 * 1 But neither his abilities nor
his knowledge could protect him against the spirit of

his age. In 1524, he published the result of some
abstruse calculations, in which he had been long en-

gaged, and by which he had ascertained the remarkable

fact, that in that same year the world would again be

destroyed by a deluge. This announcement, made by a

man of such eminence, and made, too, with the utmost

confidence, caused a lively and universal alarm. 122

News of the approaching event was rapidly circulated,
and Europe was filled with consternation. To avoid

the first shock, those who had houses by the sea, or on

rivers, abandoned them
;

123 while others, perceiving that

'-'
Compare Ring. Univ. vol. poris doctissimus, cum theologiae.

xliii. p. 577, with Montucla, iu abuo Complutensi gymnasio,
Hist, des MatMmatiques, vol. i. lectoris munere fungeretur, et

p. 678. vero multos, ut ipsemet inquit,
'-- Naude mentions, that in fluviis vel mari finitimos populos,

France it drove many persons jam stupido metu perculsos,
almost mad: 'In Gallia parum domicilia ac sedes mutare vidis-

afuit quin ad insaniam homines set, ac praedia, supellectilem,
non paucos periculi metu (dilu- bonuquc omnia, contra justum
vium) adegerit.' Bayle, in voce valorem sub actions distrahere,

Stofflerus, note B. ac alia, loca vel altitudine, vel
m ' Naui Petrus Cirvellus siccitate magiH si'eura requirere,

nibjianorum omnium sui tern- sui officii esse putavit, in publica
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such measures could only be temporary, adopted more
active precautions. It was suggested that, as a pre-

liminary stop, the Emperor Charles V. should appoint

inspectors to survey the country, and mark those places

which, being least exposed to the coming flood, would
be most likely to afford a shelter. That this should be

done, was the wish of the impei-ial general, who was
then stationed at Florence, and by whose desire a work
was written recommending it.

1 * 4 But the minds of

men were too distracted for so deliberate a plan ;
and

besides, as the height of the flood was uncertain, it was

impossible to say whether it would not reach the top of

the most elevated mountains. In the midst of these

and similar schemes, the fatal day drew near, and no-

thing had yet been contrived on a scale large enough
to meet the evil. To enumerate the different proposals
which were made and rejected, would fill a long chapter.
One proposal is, however, worth noticing, because it

was carried into effect with great zeal, and is, moreover,

very characteristic of the age. An ecclesiastic of the

name of Auriol, who was then professor of canon law
at the University of Toulouse, revolved in his own
mind various expedients by which this universal dis-

aster might be mitigated. At length it occurred to him
that it was practicable to imitate the course which, on
a similar emergency, Noah had adopted with eminent
success. Scarcely was the idea conceived, when it was

put into execution. The inhabitants of Toulouse lent

their aid
;
and an ark was built, in the hope that some

part, at least, of the human species might be preserved.,
to continue their race, and repeople the earth, after the

waters should have subsided, and the land again become

dry.m

ilia consternatione, quam dt- ci/ie, vol. iii. p. '2;>l : Ddainbrc,
tiihilo excitare persuasum non Hint, d' I'Astrononiit, rlu Moycn
habebat,' &c. Baylc, note B. Age. Paris. 18H>. 4to, p. 376 :

'- Ibid. Muntuda, Hist. </W Matkema-
'" In addition to the account tiq'.us, vol. i. p. 622; Diet. Pl>>-

iii Bayle, the reader may refer lufcph., article A.-trohigie. \\.

to Biog. Univ. vol. iii. p. 88, vol. d:' 'rt A dt Volta.n\, vol. iixvii
\xs :

. p. 283. vol. xliii. pp. .577, pp. MS, 149.

576; Sjjreugil, Hm: dc ia Mta-
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About seventy years after this alarm had passed

away, there happened another circumstance, which for

a time afforded occupation to the most celebrated men
in one of the principal countries of Europe. A.t the

end of the sixteenth century, terrible excitement was
caused by a report that a golden tooth had appeared in

the jaw of a child born in Silesia. The rumour, on

being investigated, turned out to be too true. It be-

came impossible to conceal it from the public ;
and the

miracle was soon known all over Germany, where 1

, being
looked on as a mysterious omen, universal anxiety was
felt as to what this new thing might mean. Its real

import was first unfolded by Dr. Horst. In 1595, this

eminent physician published the result of his researches,

by which it appears that, at the birth of the child, the

sun was in conjunction with Saturn, at the sign Aries.

The event, therefore, though supernatural, was by no
means alarming. The golden tooth was the precursor
of a golden age, in which the emperor would drive the

Turks from Christendom, and lay the foundations of an

empire that would last for thousands of years. And
this, says Horst, is clearly alluded to by Daniel, in his

well-known second chapter, where the prophet speaks
of a statue with a golden head. 126

126 This history of the golden iv., in (Euvrcs de Fontenellc, vol.

tooth is partly related by De ii. pp. 219, 220, ed. Paris, 1766;
Thou : see his Hist. Univ. vol. xi. Kprengel, Hist, de la Mcdecine,

pp. 634, 635. And on the con- vol.iii. pp. 247-249; Bioq. Univ.

troversy to which it gave rise, vol. xx. p. 579

compare Hist, dva Oracles, chup.
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CHAPTER VII.

OITM.NK OK TIIK HISTORY ()K T1IK KNOMSH I NTKI.l rrT FlfiM T 1 1 r.

MIDI1LK OF THK SIXTEKNlll To THK KM) OF THK KHiH TKK.V'i H

CENTUKY.

IT is difficult for an ordinary reader, living in the

middle of the nineteenth century, to understand, that

only three hundred years before he was born, the public
mind was in the benighted state disclosed in the pre-

ceding chapter. It is still more difficult for him to

understand that the darkness was shared not merely

by men of an average education, but by men of con-

siderable ability, men in every i-espect among the

foremost of their age. A reader of this sort may
satisfy himself that the evidence is indisputable; he

may verify the statements I have brought forward, and
admit that there is no possible doubt about them

;
but

even then he will find it hard to conceive that there

'ever was a state of society in v\ hich such miserable

absurdities were welcomed as sober and important
truths, and were supposed to form an essential part of

the general stock of European knowledge.
But a more careful examination will do much to dis-

sipate this natural astonishment. In point of fact, so

far from wondering that such things were believed, the

wonder would have been if they were rejected. For
in those times, as in all others, every thing was of a

piece. Not only in historical literature, but in all kinds

of literature, on every subject in science, in religion,
in legislation the presiding principle was a blind and

unhesitating credulity. The more the history of Europe
anterior to the seventeenth century is studied, the more

completely will this fact be verified. Now and then a

great man arose, who had his doubts respecting the
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universal belief; who whispered a suspicion as to the
existence of giants thirty feet high, of dragons with

wings, and of armies flying through the air
; who

thought that astrology might be a cheat, and necro-

mancy a bubble
;
and who even went so far as to raise

a question respecting the propriety of drowning every
witch and burning every heretic. A few such men
there undoubtedly were

;
but they were despised as

mere theorists, idle visionaries, who, unacquainted with
the practice of life, arrogantly opposed their own reason
to the wisdom of their ancestors. In the state of so-

ciety in which they were born, it was impossible that

they should make any permanent impression. Indeed,

they had enough to do to look to themselves, and pro-
vide for their own security ; for, until the latter part
of the sixteenth century, there was no country in

which a man was not in great personal peril if he

expressed open doubts respecting the belief of his

contemporaries.
Yet it is evident, that until doubt began, progress

was impossible. For, as we have clearly seen, the ad-

vance of civilization solely depends on the acquisitions
made by the h^man intellect, and on the extent to which
those acquisitions are diffused. But men who are per-

fectly satisfied with their own knowledge, will never

attempt to increase it. Men who are perfectly con-

vinced of the accuracy of their opinions, will never
take the pains of examining the basis on which they
are built. They look always with wonder, and often

with horror, on views contrary to those which they
inherited from their fathers

;
and while they are in this

state of mind, it is impossible that they should receive

any new truth which interferes with their foregone
conclusions.

On this account it is, that although the acquisition
of fresh knowledge is the necessary precursor of every

step in social progress, such acquisition must itself be

preceded by a love of inquiry, and therefore by a spirit

of doubt
;
because without doubt there will be no in-

quiry, and without inquiry there will be no knowledge.
For knowledge is not an inert and passive principle^
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which comes to us whether we will or no ; hut it must
!>c sought before it can be won ; it, is the product ot

great labour and therefore of great sacrifice. And ir.

is absurd to suppose that men will incur the labour,
and make the sacrifice, for subjects respecting which

they are already perfectly content. They who do not

feel the darkness, will never look for the light. If on

any point we have attained to certainty, we make no
further inquiry on that point ;

because inquiry would
be useless, or perhaps dangerous. The doubt must

intervene, before the investigation can begin. Here,
then, we have the act of doubting as the originator, or,

at all events, the necessary antecedent, of all progress.
Here we have that scepticism, the very name of which
is an abomination to the ignorant ;

because it disturbs

their lazy and complacent minds
;
because it troubles

their cherished superstitions ;
because it imposes on

them the fatigue of inquiry ;
and because it rouses

even sluggish understandings to ask if things are as

they are commonly supposed, and if all is really true

which they from their childhood have been taught to

believe.

The more we examine this great principle of scepticism,
the more distinctly shall we see the immense part it

has played in the progress of European civilization.

To state in general terms, what in this Introduction

will be fully proved, it may be said, that to scepticism
we owe that spirit of inquiry, which, during the last

two centuries, has gradually encroached on every

possible subject ;
has reformed every department of

practical and speculative knowledge ;
has weakened

the authority of the privileged classes, and thus placed

liberty on a surer foundation
;
has chastized the des-

potism of princes; has restrained the arrogance of the

nobles
;
and has even diminished the prejudices of the

clergy. In a word, it is this which has remedied the

three fundamental errors of the olden time : errors

which made the people, in politics too confiding; in

science too credulous
;
in religion too intolerant.

This rapid summary ofwhat has actuallybeen effected,

may perhaps startle those readers to whom such large
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investigations are not familiar. The importance, how-

ever, of the principle at issue is so great, that I purpose
in this Introduction to verify it by an examination of all

the prominent forms of European civilization. Such
an inquiry will lead to the remarkable conclusion, that

no single fact has so extensively affected the different

nations as the duration, the amount, and above all the

diffusion, of their scepticism. In Spain, the church,
aided by the Inquisition, has always been strong enough
to punish sceptical writers, and prevent, not indeed the

existence, but the promulgation of sceptical opinions.
1

By this means the spirit of doubt being quenched,
knowledge has for several centuries remained almost

stationary ;
and civilization, which is the fruit of know-

ledge, has also been stationary. But in England and

France, which, as we shall presently see, are the coun-

tries where scepticism first openly appeared, and where
it has been most diffused, the results are altogether
different

;
and the love of inquiry being encouraged,

there has arisen that constantly-progressive knowledge
to which these two great nations owe their prosperity.
In the remaining part of this volume, I shall trace the

history of this principle in France and England, and
examine the different forms under which it has appeared,
and the way in which those forms have affected the

national interests. In the order of the investigation,
I shall give the precedence to England ; because, for

the reasons already stated, its civilization must be
deemed more normal than that of France

;
and there-

fore, notwithstanding its numerous deficiencies, it ap-

proaches the natural type more closely than its great

1 On the influence of the 120, 133, 2:;i, 232; Lord Hul-

French literature, which, late in land's Foriign Reminiscences,
the eighteenth century, crept edit. 1850, p. 76 ; Southei/'s Hist.

into Spain in spite of the church, of lirazil, vol. iii. p. 607 ;
and

and diffused a considerable an imperfect statement of the

amount of scepticism among the same fact in Alison's Hist, of
most educated classes, compare Europr. vol. x. p. 8. In regard
Llorcnt' , Hist, dr [Inquisition, to the Spanish colonies, compare
vol. i. p. 322, vol.ii. p. 513, vol.iv. HumlulcJt, Ximv. Espagne, vol. ii.

pp. 98, 99, 102, 148; DoMado's p. 818, with Ward's Mexico, \o\.\.

Letter*from Spain, pp. 115, 119. p. S3.
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neighbour has been able to do. But as the fullest

details respecting English civilization will be found in

the body of the present work, I intend in the Intro-

duction to devote merely a single chapter to it, and to

consider our national history simply in reference to the

immediate consequences of the sceptical movement
;

reserving for a future occasion those subsidiary matters

which, though less comprehensive, are still of great
value. And as the growth of religious toleration is

undoubtedly the most important of all, I will, in the

tirst place, state the circumstances under which it ap-

peared in England in the sixteenth century ;
and I will

then point out how other events, which immediately
followed, were part of the same progress, and were

indeed merely the same principles acting in different

directions.

A careful study of the history of religious toleration

will prove, that in every Christian country where it has

been adopted, it has been forced upon the clergy by the

authority of the secular classes. 2 At the present day,
it is still unknown to those nations among whom the

ecclesiastical power is stronger than the temporal

power; and as this, during many centuries, was the

general condition, it is not wonderful that, in the early

history of Europe, we should find scarcely a trace of so

wise and benevolent an opinion. But at the moment
when Elizabeth mounted the throne of England, our

country was about equally divided between two hostile

Nearly two hundred years played towards each other m
ago, SirWilliam Temple observed Holland, adds,

' La grande raison

that in Holland the clergy pos- d'une harmonie si parfaite est

sessed less power than in other que tout s'y resile par les seculiers

countries; and that, therefore, de chacune de ces religions, et

there existed an unusual amount qu'on n'y souffriroit pas des
oi' toleration. Observations upon ministres, dont le zele imprudent
(fit- United Provinces, in Temple's pourroit detruire cette heureuse

Wurks, vol. i. pp. 157-162. About correspondance.' Le Blanc, I^et-

seventy years later, the same tres (fun Fran^ais, vol. i. p. 73.

inference was drawn by another I merely give these as illustra-

aeute observer, Le Blanc, who, tions of an important principle,
after mentioning the liberality which I shall her^affor prove,
which the different sects dis-

7OL. I. Z
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creeds
;
and the queen, with remarkable ability, con-

trived during some time so to balance the rival powers,
as to allow to neither a decisive preponderance. This
was the first instance which bad been seen in Europe
of a government successfully earned on without the
active participation of the spiritual authority ;

and the

consequence was, that for several years the principle of

toleration, though still most imperfectly understood,
was pushed to an extent which is truly surprising for

so barbarous an age.
3

Unhappily, after a time, various

circumstances, which I shall relate in their proper

place, induced Elizabeth to change a policy which she,
even with all her wisdom, perhaps considered to be a

dangerous experiment, and for which the knowledge of

the country was as yet hardly ripe. But although she

now allowed the Protestants to gratify their hatred

against the Catholics, there was, in the midst of the

sanguinary scenes which followed, one circumstance

very worthy of remark. Although many persons were
most unquestionably executed merely for their religion,
no one ventured to state their religion as the cause of

their execution.4 The most barbarous punishments
were inflicted upon them

;
but they were told that they

might escape the punishment by renouncing certain

principles which were said to be injurious to the safety
of the state. 5 It is true, that many of these principles

3 ' In the first eleven years of to my ownc knowledge, the late

her reign, not one Roman Ca- queene of famous memory never

tholic was prosecuted capitally punished any Papist for religion."
for religion.' NeaFs Hist, of Works of King James, London,
tJte Puritans, vol. i. p. 444

;
and 1616, folio, p. 252. AndCharlesI.

the same remark in Collier's says :

'

I am informed, neither

Ecclcs. Hist. vol. vii. p. 252, edit. Queen Elizabeth nor my father

1840. did ever avow that any 'priest in
4 Without quoting the inipu- their times was executed merely

dent defence which Chief-Justice for religion.' Parl. Hixt, vol. ii.

Popham made, in 1606, for the p. 713.

barbarous treatment of the * This was the defence set up
Catholics (Campbell's Chief Jus- in 1583, in a work called The

tiers, vol. i. p. 225), I will give Execution of Justice in England,
the words of the two immediate and ascribed to Burleigh. See
successors of Elizabeth. James I. Hallam's Const. Hist. vol. i. pp.

says: 'The trewth is, according 146. 147; and Somrrs Tracts,
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were such as no Catholic could abandon without at the

same time abandoning bis religion, of which they formed
an essential part. But the mere fact t,hat the spirit of

persecution was driven to such a subterfuge;, showed
that a great progress had been made by the age. A
most important point, indeed, was gained when the

bigot became a hypocrite ;
and when the clergy, though

willing to burn men for the good of their souls, were

obliged to justify their cruelty by alleging considera-

tions of a more temporal, and, as they considered, a

less important character.''

A remarkable evidence of the change that was then

taking place, is found in the two most important theo-

logical works which appeared in England during the

reign of Elizabeth. Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity was

published at the end of the sixteenth century,
7 and is

vol. i. pp. 189-208: 'a number
uf persons whom they term as

martyrs,' p. 195; and at p. 202,
the writer attacks those who
have ' entitled certain that have

suffered for treason to be mar-

tyrs for religion.' In the same

way. the opponents of Catholic

Emancipation in our time, found
themselves compelled to abandon
the old theological ground, and
to defend the persecution of the

Catholics rather by political ar-

guments than by religious ones.

Lord Eldon, who was by far the

most influential leader of the

intolerant party, said, in a speech
in the House of Lords, in 1810,
that ' the enactments against the

Catholics were meant to guard,
not against the abstract opinions
of their religion, but against the

political dangers of a faith which

acknowledged a foreign supre-

macy.' T\i'iss's Life of Eldon,
vol. i. p. 435

;
see also pp. 483,

501,577-580. Compare Alison's

Hint. vol. vi. pp. 379 seq., a

numraary of the debate in 1805.

6 Mr. Sewell seems to have
this change in view in his Chris-

tian Politics, 8vo, 1844, p. 277.

Compare Coleridge's note in

Sotitaey's Life of Wesley, vol. i.

p. 270. An able writer says of

the persecutions which, in the

seventeenth century, the Church
of England directed against her

opponents :

' This is the stale

pretence of the clergy in all

countries, after they have soli-

cited the government to make

penal laws against those they
call heretics or schismaticks, and

prompted the magistrates to a

vigorous execution, then they lay
all the odium on the civil power-
for whom they have no excuse
to allege, but that such men
suffered, not for religion, but for

disobedience to the laws.' So-

wers Tracts, vol. xii. p. 534.

See also Butler's Mem. of the

Catholics, vol. i. p. 389, and vol. ii.

pp. 4446.
7 The first four books, which

are iu every point of view th-j

most important, were published
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still considered one of the greatest bulwarks of our

national church. If we compare this work with Jewel's

Apology for the Church of England, which was written

thirty years before it,
8 we shall at once be struck by

the different methods these eminent writers employed.
Both Hooker and Jewel were men of learning and

genius. Both of them were familiar with the Bible,
the Fathers, and the Councils. Both of them wrote
with the avowed object of defending the Church of

England ;
and both of them were well acquainted with

the ordinary weapons of theological controversy. But
here the resemblance stops. The men wrere very
similar

;
their works are entirely different. During

the thirty years which had elapsed, the English intel-

lect had made immense progress ;
and the arguments

which in the time of Jewel were found perfectly satis-

factory, would not have been listened to in the time of

Hooker. The work of Jewel is full of quotations from
the Fathers and the Councils, whose mere assertions,
when they are uncontradicted by Scripture, he seems to

regard as positive proofs. Hooker, though he show."

much respect to the Councils, lays little stress upon
the Fathers, and evidently considered that his readers

would not pay much attention to their unsupported
opinions. Jewel inculcates the importance of faith

;

Hooker insists upon the exercise of reason.9 The first

in 1594. Waltori's Life of be read by the people.' Aubrey
'

s

Hooker, in Wordsworth's Ecch- Letters, vol. ii. p. 42. The order,

sictst. Biog. vol. iii. p. 509. The in regard to Jewel's Defence,
sixth book is said not to be was repeated by James I. and
authentic

;
and doubts have been Charles I. Butler's Mem. of the

thrown upon the seventh and Catholics, vol. iv. p. 413.

eighth books; but Mr. Hallam ' ' Wherefore the natural mea-

thinks that they are certainly sure whereby to judge our doings

genuine. Literature of Euro})!', is, the sentence of Reason deter-

rol. ii. pp. 24. 25. mining and setting down what is

8 Jewel's Apology was written good to be done.' Ecd. Polity,
in 1561 or 1562. See Words- book i. sec. viii. in Hooker's

uoi-th's Eccles. Biog. vol. iii. p. Works, vol. i. p. 99. He requires
313. This work, the Bible, and of his opponents, 'not to exact

FOX'K Martyrs, were ordered, in at our hands for every action the

the reign of Elizabeth,
' to be knowledge of some place of

fixed in all parish churches, to Scripture out of which we ntaud
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employs all his talents in collecting the decisions of

antiquity, and in deciding upon the meaning which

they may be supposed to bear. The other quotes the

ancients, not so much from respect for their authority,
as with the view of illustrating his own arguments.

Thus, for instance, both Hooker and Jewel assort the

undoubted right of the sovereign to interfere in ecclesi-

astical affairs. Jewel, however, fancied that he had

proved the right, when he had pointed out that it was
exorcised by Moses, by Joshua, by David, and by
Solomon. 10 On the other hand, Hooker lays down

bound to deduce it, as by divers

testimonies they seek to enforce;

but rather, as the truth is, so to

acknowledge, that it sujficeth if
such actions be framed according
to the law of reason.' Book ii.

sec. i. Works, vol. i. p. 151.
' For men to be tied and led by
authority, as it were with a kind

of captivity of judgment, and,

though there be reason to the

contrary, not to listen unto it,

but to follow, like beasts, the

first in the herd, they know not

nor care not whither : this were

bruiiah. Again, that authority
of men should prevail with men,
either against or above Reason,
is no part of our belief. Com-

panies of learned men, be they
never so great and reverend, are

to yield unto Reason.' Book ii.

sec', vii. vol. i. pp. 182. 183. In

book v. sec. viii. vol. ii. p. 28.

he says, that even ' the voice of

the church
'

is to beheld inferior

to reason. See also a long pas-

sage in book vii. sec. xi. vol. iii.

p. 152; and on the application
of reason fi the general theory
of religion, see vol. i. pp. 220-

223, book iii. sec. viii. Ajrain,
at p. 226 :

'

Theology, what is it,

but the science of things divine?

What science can be attained

unto, without the help of natural

discourse and Reason?' And he

indignantly asks those who insist

on the supremacy of faith,
'

May
we cause our faith without

Reason to appear reasonable in

the eyes of men ?
'

vol. i. p. 230.
10 After referring to Isaiah, he

adds :

'

Praeter, inquam, haec

omnia, ex historiis et optimorum
temporum exemplis videmus pios

principes procurationem eccle-

siarum ab officio suo nunquam
putasse alienam.

' Moses civilis magistratus, ac

ductor populi, omnem religionis,
et sacrorum rationem, et accepit
a Deo, et populo tradidit, et

Aaronem episcopum de aureo

vitulo, et de violata religioue,
vehementer ct graviter castigavit.

Josue, etsi non aliud erat, quam
magistratus civilis, tamen cum

primum inauguraretur et pnt-
iioeretur populo, acccpit mandata
nominatim de r< liaione, deque
colendo Deo.

' David ivx, r-um onmis jam
religio, ab impio rege >Saule pror-
sus es>et dissipata, reduxit arcam
Dei, hoc est, reliirione;n restituit:

nee tantuni adfiiit ut admonitor
aut hortator op-Tis, sed etiam

psalruos et hyiunos dedit, et

classes disposuit, et pompara
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that this right exists, not becanse it is ancient, but
because it is advisable

;
and because it is unjust to sup-

pose that men who are not ecclesiastics -will consent to

be bound bylaws which ecclesiastics alone have framed. 11

In the same opposite spirit do these great writers con-
duct their defence of their own church. Jewel, like all

the authors of his time, had exercised his memory
more than his reason; and he thinks to settle the
whole dispute by crowding together texts from the

Bible, with the opinions of the commentators upon
them. 12 But Hooker, who lived in the age of Shake-

instituit, et quodammodoprsefuit
sacerdotitras.

' Salomon rex aedificavit tern-

plum Domino, quod ejus pater
David animo tantum destinave-

rat : et postremo orationem egre-

giam habuit ad populum de

religione, et cultu Dei
;
et Abia-

tharum episcopum postea sum-
movit, et in ejus locum Sadocum

surrogavit.' Apolog. Hccles.

Anglic, pp. 161, 162.
11 He says that, although the

clergy may be supposed more

competent than laymen to regu-
late ecclesiastical matters, this

will practically avail them no-

thing:
' It were unnatural not to

think the pastors and bishops of

our souls a great deal more fit

than men of secular trades and

callings; howbeit, when all which
the wisdom of all sorts can do
is done, for the devising of laws

in the church, it is the general
consent of all that giveth them
the form and vigour of laws

;

without which they could be no

more unto us than the counsels

of physicians to the sick.' Ecclc-

siatitu-al Polity, book viii. sec. vi.

vol. iii. p. 303. He adds, p. 326:

'Till it be proved that some

special law of Christ hath for

over annexe 1

! unto the clergy

alone the power to make eccle-

siastical laws, we are to hold it a

thing most consonant with equity
and reason, that no ecclesiastical

laws be made in a Christian com-

monwealth, without consent as

well of the laity as of the clergy,
but least of all without consent

of the highest power.'
12 ' Quod si doeemus sacro-

sanctum Dei evaugelium, et

veteres episcopos, atque ecclesiam

primitivam nobiscum facere.'

If this be so, then, indeed,

speramus, neminem illorum'

(his opponents) 'ita negligentem
fore salutis suae, quin ut velit

aliquando cogitationem suscipere,
ad utros potius se adjungat.'

Apolog. KCCJI.S. Anglic, p. 17.

At p. 53, he indignantly asks if

any one will dare to impeach the

Fathers :

'

Ergo Origenes, Am-
brosius, Augustinus, Chrysosto-
mus, Gel asms, Theodoretus erant

desertores fidt-i catholicae ? Ergo
tot veterum episcoporum et doc-

torum virorum tanta consensio

nihil aliud t-rat quam conspiratio
hsereticorum ? Aut quod turn

laudabatur in illis, id mine dam-
natur in nobis ? Quodque in

illis erat eatholicum, id mine

mutatis tantum hominum voluu-

tatibus, repente factum <T.
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Kpcare and 15ac-on, found himself constrained to take

views of :i far more comprehensive character. His

defence rests neither upon tradition nor upon commen-

tators, nor ever upon revelation ; hut he is content that

the pretensions of the hostile parties shall be decided

by their applicability to the great exigencies of society,

and by the ease with which they adapt themselves to

the general purposes of ordinary life. 13

It requires but little penetration to see the immense

importance of the change which these two great works

represent. As long as an opinion in theology was
defended by the old dogmatic method, it was impossible

schismaticum? Aut quod olim

erat venim, nunc statim, qui;i

istis nou placet, erit falsum ?
'

His work is full of this sort of

eloquent, but, as it appears to

our age, pointless declamation.
13 This large view underlies

the whole of the Ecclesiastical

Polity. I can only afford room
for a few extracts, which will be

illustrations rather than proofs :

'lie proof will be obvious to every

competent reader of the work
itself.

' True it is, the ancienter

the better ceremonies of religion
are

;
howbeit not absolutely true

and without exception; but true

Oiily sofarforth as those different

tifjis do agree in the state of those

things for which, at the first,

those rites, orders, and ceremo-

nies were instituted.' vol. i. p.

3(J. 'We count those things

perfect which wane nothing
requisite for the end whereto

they we iv instituted.' vol. i. p.

191. Because when a thine

doth cease to be available nut"

the end which gave it beintr, the

continuance of it must then of

necessity appear superfluous.'
And even of the laws of God, he

Vildly adds :

'

Notwithstanding

the authority of their Maker,
the mutability of that end for

which they are made doth also

make them changeable." vol. i.

p. 236. 'And therefore laws,

though both ordained of God
himself, and the end for which

they were ordaini-d continuing,

may notwithstanding cease, if

by alteration of persons or times

they be found unsutEcient to

attain \into that end.' vol. i. p.
238. At p. 240: 'I therefore

conclude, that neither God's

being Author of laws for govern-
ment of his church, nor his com-

mitting them unto Scripture,
is any reason sufficient wherefore
all churches should fur ever be
bound to keep them without

chantre; See, too, vol. iii. p. 169
on ' the exigence of invessitv.

Compare pp. is 2, 183, and vol. i

p. 323, vol. ii. pp. 273, 424.

Not a vestige of such arguments
can be found in Jewel ; who, on
the contrary, says (Apologia, p.

114). Certc in reli^ionem Dei
nihil gravius did potest, quam ?i

ea accusetur novitatis. Ut enim
in Deo ipso, its in ejus cuhu
nihil oportet esse novum.'
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to assail it -without incurring the imputation of heresy.
But when it was chiefly defended by human reasoning,
its support was seriously weakened. For by this means
the element of uncertainty was let in. It might be

alleged, that the arguments of one sect are as good as

those of another
;
and that we cannot be sure of the

truth of our principles, until we have heard what is to

be said on the opposite side. According to the old

theological theory, it was easy to justify the most
barbarous persecution. If a man knew that the only
true religion was the one which he professed, and if he
also knew that those who died in a contrary opinion
were doomed to everlasting perdition if he knew
these things beyond the remotest possibility of a doubt,
he might fairly argue, that it is merciful to punish the

body in order to save the soul, and secure to immortal

beings their future salvation, even though he employed
so sharp a remedy as the halter or the stake. 14 But if

this same man is taught to think that questions of re-

ligion are to be settled by reason as well as by faith, he
can scarcely avoid the reflection, that the reason even
of the strongest minds is not infallible, since it has led

the ablest men to the most opposite conclusions. When
this idea is once diffused among a people, it cannot fail

to influence their conduct. No one of common sense

and common honesty will dare to levy upon another, on
account of his religion, the extreme penalty of the law,
when he knows it possible that his own opinions may
be wrong, and that those of the man he has punished

may be right. From the moment when questions of

religion begin to evade the jurisdiction of faith, and
submit to the jurisdiction of reason, persecution becomes
a crime of the deepest dye. Thus it was in England in

the seventeenth century. As theology became more

reasonable, it became less confident, and therefore more
merciful. Seventeen years after the publication of the

14
Archbishop Whately has traced to thei.r Origin in Huma/

made some very good remarks on Mature, pp. 237, 238.

this. See his Errors of Romanism
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groat work of Hooker, two men were publicly burned

by the English bishops, for holding heretical opinions.
15

But this was the last gasp of expiring bigotry ;
and

since that memorable day, the soil of England has
never been stained by the blood of a man who has

suffered for his religious creed. 16

We have thus seen the rise of that scepticism which
in physics must always be the beginning of science,
and in religion must always he the beginning of tole-

ration. There is, indeed, no doubt that in both cases

individual thinkers may, by a great effort of original

genius, emancipate themselves from the operation of

this law. But in the progress of nations no such eman-

cipation is possible. As long as men refer the move-
ments of the comets to the immediate finger of God,
and as long as they believe that an eclipse is one of the

modes by which the Deity expresses his anger, they
will never be guilty of the blasphemous presumption
of attempting to predict such supernatural appearances.
Before they could dare to investigate the causes of

these mysterious phenomena, it is necessary that they
should believe, or at all events that they should suspect,
that the phenomena themselves were capable of being

explained by the human mind. In the same way, until

men are content in some degree to bring their religion
before the bar of their own reason, they never can
understand how it is that there should be a diversity
of creeds, or how any one can differ from themselves

15 Their ruoies were Legat Litchfield.' Const. Hift. vol. i.

and Wightman, and they suffered pp. 611, 612.

in 1611 : see the contemporary
16 It should be mentioned, to

account in S&mers Tracts, vol. ii. the honour o;' the Court of Chan-

pp. 400-408. Compare Black- eery, that late in the sixteenth,
stands Comment, vol. iv. p. 49; and early in the seventeenth

Harris's Lives of the Stuarts, century, its powers were exerted

vol. i. pp. 143, 144; and note in against the execution of those

Burtons Diary, vol. i. p. 118. Of cruel law.. by which the Church
these martyrs to their opinions, of England was allowed to per-
Mr. Hallam says :

' The first was secute men who differed from its

burned by King, bishop of Lon- own views. See Campbells Chan-

don; the second by Neyle, of C'lk'rs, vol. ii. pp. 135, 176, 231
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without being guilty of the most enormous and unpar-
donable crime. 17

If we now continue to trace the progress of opinions
in England, we shall see the full force of these remarks.
A general spirit of inquiry, of doubt, and even of in-

subordination, began to occupy the minds of men. In

physics, it enabled them, almost at a blow, to throw
off the shackles of antiquity, and give birth to sciences

founded not on notions of old, but on individual obser-

vations and individual experiments.
18 In politics, it

stimulated them to rise against the government, and

eventually bring their king to the scaffold. In religion,
it vented itself in a thousand sects, each of which pro-

claimed, and often exaggerated, the efficiency of private

judgment.
19 The details of this vast movement form

17 ' To tax any one, therefore,

with want of reverence, because

he pays no respect to what we
venerate, is either irrelevant, or

is a mere confusion. The fact,

so far as it is true, is no reproach,
but an honour ;

because to reve-

rence all persons and all things
is absolutely wrong : reverence

shown to that which does not

deserve it, is no virtue ; no, nor

even an amiable weakness, but a

plain folly and sin. But if it be

meant that he is wanting in pro-

per reverence, not respecting
what is really to bo respected,
that is assuming the whole ques-
tion at issue, because what we
call divine, he calls an idol; and

as, supposing that we are in the

right, we are bound to fall down
and worship, so, supposing him
to be in the right, he is no less

bound to pull it to the ground
and destroy it.' Arnold's Lectures

on Modern History, pp. 210, 211.

Considering the ability of Dr.

Arnold, considering his great

influence, and considering his

profession, his antecedents, and

the character of the university
in which he was speaking, it

must be allowed that this is a

remarkable passage, and one well

worthy the notice of those who
wish to study the tendencies of

the English mind during the

present generation.
18 On the connexion between

the rise of the Baconian philoso-

phy and the change in the spirit
of theologians, compare Comic,

Philosophic Positive, vol. v. p.

701, with Whately 0,1 Dangers to

Christian Faith, pp. 148, 149. It

favoured, as Tennemann (Gesch.
der Philos. vol. x. p. 14) says,
the '

Belebung der selbstthatigen
Kraft des menschlichen Geistes ;'

and hence the attack on the

inductive philosophy in Ni wman's
J)<: lo^mC'iit of Christian Doc-

trine, pp. 179-183. But Mr.
Newman does not seem to be

awaiv hou- irrevocably wo are

ncns r

pledged to tho movement
wh:i/h ho M'cks to reverse.

19 The rapid increase of heresy
in the middle of the seventeenth

century is very remarkable, and
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one of the most interesting parts of the history of

England: bnt without anticipating what I must hero

after relate, I will at present mention only one instance

which, from the circnmstances attending it, is very
characteristic of the age. The celebrated work by

Chillingworth on the Religion of Protestants, is gene-

rally admitted to be the best defence which the Re-
formers have been able to make against the Church of

Rome. 20 It was published in 1637,
21 and the position

of the author would induce us to look for the fullest

display of bigotry that was consistent with the spirit
of his time. Chillingworth had recently abandoned
the creed which he now came forward to attack

;
and

he, therefore, might be expected to have that natural

inclination to dogmatize with which apostasy is usually

accompanied. Besides this, he was the godson and the

intimate friend of Laud,
22 whose memory is still loathed,

as the meanest, the most cmel, and the most narrow-

it greatly aided civilization in

England by encouraging habits

of independent thought. In Feb.

1646-7, Boyle writes from Lon-

don,
' There are few days pass

here, that may net justly be ac-

cused of the brewing or broach-

ing of some new opinion. Nay,
some are so studiously changling
in that particular, they esteem

in opinion as a diurnal, after a

day or two scarce worth the

keeping. If any man have lost

his religion, let him repair to

London, and I'll warrant him he

shall find it: I had almost said

too, and if any man has a religion,
let him but come hither now, and
he shall go near to lose it.'

Birch's Life of Bot/le, in Boyle',*

Works, vol. \. pp. 20, 21. 'See

also Hates's Account of the lat-

Troubles, edit. 168o, part ii. p.

219, on 'that unbridled licen-

tiousness of hereticks which

grew greater and greater daily.'

Compare to the same effect Car-

lylt's Cromwell, vol. i. p. 28'.),

Ilalla/n'.'i Con.it. Hist. vol. i. p.

608; and Carwithcn's Hist, of
the Church of England, vol. ii. p
203: 'sectaries began to swarm.'

20 Not to quote the opinions
of inferior men respecting Chil-

lingworth, it is enough to mention,
that Lord Mansfield said lie was
' a perfect model of argumenta-
tion.' But'ers Reminiscences,
vol. i. p. 126. Compare a letter

from Warburton, in Nichols's

Illustrations of the Eighteenth

Ccnturj/, vol. iv. p. 8 49.
-' DiS Maizeanx, Lif> of Chil-

lingworth, p. 141.
2 -

Aubreifs Let'<rs and Lives,

vol. ii. p. 285: // .- 3faizcav.,

Life of Chillingworth, pp. 2, 9.

The correspondence between Laud
and Chillingworth is supposed to

be lost. D>s Maizean.r, p. 12.

Carwithen (Hi*t. of ih< Ch'n-.-h

of England, vol. ii. p. 214; says,
' Laud wns the godfather of Chil-

lingworth.'
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minded man who ever sat on the episcopal bench. 23

He was, moreover, a fellow of Oxford, and was a con-

stant resident at that ancient university, which has

always been esteemed as the refuge of superstition, and
which has preserved to our own day its unenviable
fame. 24 If now we turn to the work that was written
under these auspices, we can scarcely believe that it

was produced in the same generation, and in the same

country, where, only twenty-six years before, two men
had been publicly burned because they advocated

opinions different to those of the established church.

It is, indeed, a most remarkable proof of the prodigious

energy of that great movement which was now going
on, that its pressure should be felt under circumstances
the most hostile to it which can possibly be conceived

;

and that a friend of Laud, and a fellow of Oxford,

should, in a grave theological treatise, lay down princi-

ples utterly subversive of that theological spirit which
for many centuries had enslaved the whole of Europe.

In this great work, all authority in matters of reli-

gion is openly set at defiance. Hooker, indeed, had

appealed from the jurisdiction of the Fathers to the

jurisdiction of reason
;
he had, however, been careful

to add, that the reason of individuals ought to bow
before that of the church, as we find it expressed in

great Councils, and in the general voice of ecclesiastical

tradition. 2 '5 But Chillingworth would hear of none of

these things. He would admit of no reservations which

- 3 The character of Laud is Cliillingworth derived his liberal

now well understood and gene- princi pies/Vow; Oxford :' the very

rally known. His odious cruelties same college which nursed the

made him so hated by his con- high intellect and tolerant prin-

temporaries, that after his con- ciples of Chillingworth.' Bow/ex's

demnation, many persons shut Jjife of ]>ishop Ken, voL i. p. xxi.

up their shops, and refused to
'a Hooker's undue respect for

open them till he was executed, the Councils of the Uhuivh is

This is mentioned by Walton, an noticed by Mr. Hallam, Const.

Hist. vol. i. p. 213. Compare
the hesitating remarks in Colt*

ridgt's Literary Remains, vol, iii.

pp. 35. 36.

of Smitlrrsnn, in Wordsworth's

24 A modern writer suggests,
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tended to limit, the sacred right of private judgment.
He not only went tar beyond Hooker in neglecting the

Fathers,
26 but lie even ventured to despise the Coun-

cils. Although the sole object of his work was to

decide 011 the conflicting claims of the two greatest
sects into which the Christian Church has broken, he

never quotes as authorities the Councils of that very
"hurch respecting which the disputes were agitated.

27

His strong and subtle intellect, penetrating the depths
of the subject, despised that sort of controversy which
had long busied the minds of men. In discussing the

points upon which the Catholics and Protestants were
at issue, he does not inquire whether the doctrines in

question met the approval of the early church, but he
asks if they are in accordance with human reason

;
and

he does not hesitate to say that, however true they may
be, no man is bound to believe them if he finds that

they are repugnant to the dictates of his own under-

standing. Nor will he consent that faith should supply
the absence of authority. Even this favourite principle
of theologians is by Chillingworth made to yield to the

supremacy of the human reason. 28
Reason, he says,

2C
Reading the Fathers he the different spirit in which some

contemptuously calls travelling ot our clergy consider these mat-

011 a 'north-west discovery.' ters. See, for Instance, Palmer

Chillingworth's lieligum of Pro- u/t the Church, 1839, vol. ii. pp.

testantt, p. 366. Even to Augus- 150-171- In no other branch of

tine, who was probably the ablest inquiry do we find this obstinate

of them, Chilling-worth pays no determination to adhere to theo-

deference. See what he says at ries which al! thinking men have

pp. 196, 333, 376 ; and as to the rejected for the last two centuries.

authority of the Fathers in -"
Indeed, he attemptstofasten

general, see pp. 252, 3-16. Chil- the same doctrine upon the

liugworth observed, happily Catholics : which, if he could

enough, that churchmen ' account have done, would of course have
them fathers when they are for ended the controversy. He says,

them, and children when they are rather unfairly,
' Your church

airainst them.' Calamy's Life, you admit, because you think

vol. i. p. 2 .").';. you have reason to do so: so
: As to the supposed authority that by you, as well as Pro-

of Councils, see Religion of Pro- it-slants, all is finally resolved

tdstants, pp.132, 463. It affords into your own reason.' Kdig
curious evidence of the slow vf Protest, p. 134.

progress of theologians to observe
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gives us knowledge ; while faith only gives us belief,

which is a part of knowledge, and is, therefore, inferior

to it. It is by reason, and not by faith, that we must
discriminate in religious matters

;
and it is by reason

alone that we can distinguish truth from falsehood. Fi-

nally, he solemnly reminds his readers, that in religious
matters no one ought to be expected to draw strong
conclusions from imperfect premises, or to credit im-

probable statements upon scanty evidence
;

still less,

he says, was it ever intended that men should so pros-
titute their reason, as to believe with infallible faith

that which they are unable to prove with infallible

arguments.
29

No one of ordinary reflection can fail to perceive the

manifest tendency of these opinions. But what is more

\ruportant to observe is, the process through which, in

the march of civilization, the human mind had been

obliged to pass before it could reach such elevated views.

The Reformation, by destroying the dogma of an infal-

lible church, had of course weakened the reverence

which was paid to ecclesiastical antiquity. Still, such

was the force of old associations, that our countrymen
long continued to respect what they had ceased to

-'* 'God desires only that, we certainly of evidence; but neither

uelieve the conclusion, as much God doth, nor man may, require
as the premises deserve

;
that of us, as our duty, to give a

the strength of our faith bo equal greater assent to the conclusion

or proportionable to the credi- than the promises deserve
;
to

oility of the motives to it.' build an infallible faith upon

Rdig. of Protest, p. CG. 'For motives that are only highly cre-

my part, I am certain that God dible and not infallible
;

as it

hath given us our reason to were a great and heavy building
discern between truth and false- upon a foundation that hath not

hood; and he that makes not strength proportionate.' p. 149.

this use of it, but believes things 'For faith is not knowledge, no
he knows not why, I say it is more than three is four, but

by chance that he believes the eminently contained in it
;

so

truth, aud not by choice; and I that he that knows, believes, and
cannot but fear that God will something more

;
but he that

not accept of this sacrifice of believes many times does not

fools.' p. 133. ' God's spirit, if know nay, if he doth barely
lie please, may work more, a and merely believe, he doth never

certainty of adherence beyond a know.' p. 412. See also r>. 417
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venenito. Thus it was, that Jewel, though recognizing
the supremo authority of the Bible, had, in cases where
it WHS silent or ambiguous, anxiously appealed to the

early church, by whoso decision lie supposed all diffi-

culties could be easily cleared. He, therefore, only
used his reason to ascertain the discrepancies which
existed between Scripture and tradition

;
but when

they did not clash, he paid what is now considered a

superstitious deference to antiquity. Thirty years after

him came Hooker; 30 who made a step in advance, and

laying down principles from which Jewel would have
shrunk with fear, did much to weaken that which it

was reserved for Chillingworth utk-rly to destroy.
Thus it is, that these three great men represent the

three distinct epochs of the three successive generations
in which they respectively lived. In Jewel, reason is,

if I may so say, the superstructure of the system ;
but

authority is the basis upon which the superstructure is

built. In Hooker, authority is only the superstructure,
and reason is the basis. 31 But in Chillingworth, whose

writings were harbingers of the coming storm, authority

entirely disappears, and the whole fabric of religion is

made to rest upon the way in which the unaided
reason of man shall interpret the decrees of an omni-

potent God.

30 Oil the connexion between Jewel's Apology. Se.e Words-

thf Reformation and the views worth's FxcL Biuy. vol. iii. p.

advocated in the Ecclesiastical 513. Dr. Wordsworth calls this

Polity, compare yew-man's De- ' curious
;

'

but it woidd be much

velopment of Christian JJuctrine, more curious if it had not hap-

p. 47, with some able remarks pencd. Compart; the remarks

by Locke, in King's Life of Locke, made by the Bishop of Limerick
vol. ii. pp. 99-101. Locke, who {Parr a Work*, vol. ii. p. 470,
was anything but a friend to the Xott'S on the Sjiitii/ Scr/>u>n}, who
church, was a great admirev of says, that Hooker '

opened that

Hooker, and in one place calls him fountain of reason,' &c. ;
lau-

' the arch-philosopher.' fanny guage which will hardly be con-

on Gouernmint,\n. Locke's Works, side-red too strong by those who
vol. iv. p. 380. have compared the Ecclesiastical

81 The opposition between Polity with the theological works
Jewel andHooker was so marked, previously produced by the En^-
that some of the opponents of lish church.

Hook /r quoted against him
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The immeiise success of tliis great work of Chilling-
worth, must have aided that movement of which it is

itself au evidence. 32 It formed a decisive vindication

of religious dissent
;

33 and thus justified the breaking
up of the Anglican church, -which the same generation
lived to witness. Its fundamental principle was adopted
by the most influential writers of the seventeenth cen-

tury, such as Hales, Owen, Taylor, Burnet, Tillotson,

Locke, and even the cautious and time-serving Temple;
all of whom insisted upon the authority of private judg-
ment, as forming a tribunal from which no one had the

power of appeal. The inference to be drawn from this

seems obvious. 34 If the ultimate test of truth is indivi-

dual judgment, and if no one can affirm that the judg-
ments of men, which are often contradictory, can ever be

infallible, it follows of necessity that there is no decisive

criterion of religious truth. This is a melancholy, and,
as I firmly believe, a most inaccurate conclusion

;
but

it is one which every nation must entertain, before it

can achieve that great work of toleration, which, even
in our own country, and in our own time, is not yet
consummated. It is necessary that men should learn

to doubt, before they begin to tolerate
;
and that they

should recognize the fallibility of their own opinions,
before they respect the opinions of their opponents.

38

*-' Des Maizeaux (LifeofChil- way towards the justifying oi

lingworth, pp. 220, 221) says: moderate conformity.' Calamus
'His book was received with a Life, vol. i. p. 234. Compare
general applause ; and, what Palmer on the Church, vol. i.

perhaps never happened to any pp. 267, 268
;
and what is pro-

other controversial work of that bably an allusion to Chilling-

bulk, two editions of it were worth in Doddridgds Correspond.

published within less than five and Duiri/, vol. ii. p. 81. See

months The quick sale also the opinion of Hobbes, in

of a book, and especially of a Aubrey's letters and Lives, vol. ii.

book of controversy, in folio, is pp. 288, 629.

a good proof that the author S1 A short but able view of

hit the taste of his time.' See the aspect which the English
also Ijtographia Britannica, edit, mind now began to assume, will

Kippis, vol. iii. pp. 511, 512. be found in Maudlin, Gcschichte
33

Or, as Calamy cautiously der theolugiachen Wissenscliaften,

puts it, Chillingworth's work vol. ii. pp. 95 seq.

'appeared to me to go a gi-"at
3i In \Chatelya Dtmg r* to
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This great process is far from being yet completed in

any country; ami the European mind, barely emerged
from its early credulity, arid from aii overweening con-

fidence hi its own belief, is still in a middle, and, so to

say, a probationary stage. When that stage shall be

finally passed, when we shall have learned to estimate

men solely by their character and their acts, and not

at all by their theological dogmas, we shall then be
able to form our religious opinions by that purely
transcendental process, of which in every age glimpses
have been granted to a few gifted minds. That this is

the direction in which things are now hastening, must
be clear to every one who has studied the progress of

modern civilization. Within the short space of three

centuries, the old theological spirit has been compelled,
not only to descend from its long-established supre-

macy, but to abandon those strongholds to which, in

the face of advancing knowledge, it has vainly at

tempted to secure a retreat. All its most cherished

pretensions it has been forced gradually to relinquish.
36

And although in England a temporary prominence has

recently been given to certain religious controversies,

still the circumstances attending them show the alter-

ation in the character of the age. Disputes which, a

century ago, would have set the whole kingdom in a

tlame, are now regarded with indifference by the vast

Christian Faith, pp. 188-198,
' that same indifference which

there i a perspicuous statement makes toleration so easy a virtue

of the arguments now commonly with us.' See also Archdeacon

received against coercing men Hare's Gut sues at Tri'th, 2nd
for their religious opinions. But series, 1S4S. p. 278; and Sickols't

the most powerful of these argu- Illustrations of Lit. Hi.<f. vol. v.

ments are based entirely upon p. 817:
' a spirit of mutual tole-

expediency, which would have ration and forbearance has ap-
insured their rejection in an age peared i at least one good conse-

of strong religious convictions, quence of religious indifference).

Some, and only some, of the St> It would be idle to offei

h^olotjical difficulties respecting proofs of so notorious a fact;

toleration, are noticed in Cole- but the reader will be interested

ridge s Lit. Remains, vol. i. pp. bj j-ome striking remarks in

12--'Uo; and in another work C'apijin'"', Hist, de la Refornu,

(The Friend, vol. i. p. 73), lie vol. i.'pp. 228. 229.

mentions, what is the real fact,

V01,. I. A A
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majority of educated men. The complications of modern

society, and the immense variety of interests into which
it is divided, have done much to distract the intellect,

and to prevent it from dwelling upon subjects which a

less-occupied people would deem of paramount impor-
tance. Besides this, the accumulations of science are

far superior to those of any former age, and offer sug-

gestions of such surpassing interest, that nearly all our

greatest thinkers devote to them the whole of their

time, and refuse to busy themselves with matters of

mere speculative belief. The consequence is, that what
used to be considered the most important of all ques-

tions, is now abandoned to inferior men, who mimic
the zeal, without possessing the influence of those really

great divines whose works are among the glories of our

early literature. These turbulent polemics have, in-

deed, distracted the church by their clamour, but they
have not made the slightest impression upon the great

body of English intellect
;
and an overwhelming majo-

rity of the nation is notoriously opposed to that monastic
and ascetic religion which it is now vainly attempted
to reconstruct. The truth is, that the time for these

things has gone by. Theological interests have long
ceased to be supreme ;

and the affairs of nations are no

longer regulated according to ecclesiastical views. 37 In

87 A waiter intimately ac- 305. It is not surprising to find

quainted with the social con- That many of the clergy com-
dition of the great European plain of a movement so sub-

countries, says :
' Ecclesiastical versive of their own power,

power is almost extinct as an Compare Wards Ideal of a

active element in the political or Christian Church, pp. 40, 108-
social affairs of nations or of 111, 388; Sewe/Fs Christian Poli-

individuals, in the cabinet or in tics, pp. 276, 277, 279 ;
Palmer's

the family circle; and a new Treatise on t/te Church, vol. ii.

blement, literary power, is taking p. 361. It is thus that every-
its place in the government of thing is tending to confirm the

the world.' Laing's Denmark, remarkable prediction of Sir

1852, p. 82. On this natural James Mackintosh, that 'church-

tendency in regard to legisla- power (unless some revolution,

tion, see Meyer, Esprit des In- auspicious to priestcraft, should

stitut. Judiciaires, vol. i. p. 267 replunge Europe in ignorance)
note ; itnd a good summary in will certainly not survive the

Stdudlin, Gesch. der thcolotf. nineteenth century.' Mem. o/

WiwenscJutfti/i, vol. ii. pp. 304, Mackintosh, vol. i. p. 67.
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England, where the inarch lias been more rapid than

elsewhere, this change is very observable. In every
other department we have had a series of great
and powerful thinkers, who have done honour to their

country, and have won the admiration of mankind.
But for more than a century, we have not produced a

single original work in the whole field of controversial

theology. For more than a century, the apathy on this

subject has been so marked, that there has been made
no addition of value to that immense mass of divinity

which, among thinking men, is in every successive

generation losing something of its former interest.-' 8

ih ' Tin; " divines
" m England

at the present dav, her bishops,

professors, and prebendaries, are

not theologians. They are, lo-

gicians, chemists, skilled in the

mathematics, historians, poor
tommentators upon Greek poets.'
Theodore Parkers Critical and
Miscellaneous Writings, 1 848,

p. 302. At p. 33, the same high

authority says :

'

But, within the

present century, what has been
written in the English tongue,
iu any department of theological

scholarship, which is of value

and makes a mark on the age ?

The Bridge.v:ater Treatises, and
the new edition of Paley, we
blush to confess it, are the

best things.' Sir William Ha-
milton (Discussions t'ii Philo-

sophy, 1852, p. 699) notices the

decline of ' British theology,'

though he appears ignorant o:"

the cause of it. The Rev. Mr.
Ward (Ideal of a Christian

Church, p. 405) remarks, that
' we cannot wonder, however

keenly we may mourn, at the

decline and fall of dogmatic
theology.' See also Lord Jef-

frey's Essays, vol. iv. p. 337 :

'

^'arburtou, we think, was the

bast of our great divines. . . .

Thi- days of the Cudwurllis and

Barrows, the Hookers and Tay-
lors, are long goin by.' L>r.

Parr was the only English theo-

logian since Warburton who

possessed sufficient learning to

retrieve this position ;
but he

always refused to do so, being,

unconsciously to himself, held

back by the spirit of liis age.

Thus, we find him writing to

Archbishop Magee, in 1823:
1 As to myself, I long ago deter-

mined not to take any active

part in polemical theology.'
Parrs Works, vol. vii. p. 11.

In the same way, since tin-

early part of the eighteenth

century, hardly any une has care-

fully read the Fathers, except
for mere historical and secular

purposes. The first .-tep was
taken about the middle of the

seventeenth Century, when the

custom of quoting them in ser-

mons began to be abandoned.
Burners Uicn Time, vol. i. pp.
329, 330

;
Orme's Life of Owen,

p. 1S4. After this they rapidly
fell into contempt; and the Rev.
Mr. Dowliug (Stud// of Eccle-

tfias;. Hi.<turi/, p. 195) asserts,

that '

Waterland, who died in

1740, was the last of our great
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These are only some of the innumerable signs, which
must be discerned by every man who is not blinded by
the prejudices of an imperfect education. An immense

majority of the clergy, some from ambitious feelings,
but the greater part, I believe, from conscientious

motives, are striving to check the progress of that

scepticism which is now gathering in upon us from

every quarter.
39 It is time that these well-intentioned.

patristical scholars.' To this 1

may add, that nine years subse-

quent to the death of Waterland,
the obvious decay of profes-
sional learning struck "Warbur-

ton, afterwards Bishop of Glou-

cester, so much, that lie wrote

to Jortin, somewhat roughly,
'

anything makes a divine among
our parsons.' See his Letter,

written in 1749, in Nic/wls's Il-

lustrations of Lit. Hist. vol. ii.

p. 173 ;
and for other evidence of

the neglect by the clergy of their

ancient studies, see Jones's Me-

moirs of Home, Bishop of Nor-

wick, pp. 68, 184
;
and the com-

plaint of Dr. Knowler, in 1766,

in Nichols's Lit. Anec. vol. ii. p.

130. Since then, attempts have

been made at Oxford to remedy
this tendency ;

but such at-

tempts, being opposed by the

general march of affairs, have

been, and must be, futile. In-

deed, so manifest is the inferi-

ority of these recent efforts, that

one of the most active cultiva-

tors in that Held frankly admit*,

that, in point of knowledge, his

own party has effected nothing ;

and he even asserts, with great

bitterness, that '
it is melancholy

to say it, but the chief, perhaps
the only, English writer who has

any claim to be considered an

ecclesiastical historian, is the

infidel Gibbon.' Nrirman (m the

JJecelop. of Christ. J>oct v. 5.

39 As some writers, moved by
their wishes rather than by their

knowledge, seek to deny this, it

may be well to observe, that the
increase of scepticism since the

latter part of the eighteenth

century is attested by an im-
mense mass of evidence, as will

appear to whoever will com-

pare the following authorities :

Whately's Dangers to Christian

Faith, p. 87 ; Kay's Social Con-

dition of the People, vol. ii. p.

506
; Tocqueville, de la Denw-

cratie, vol. iii. p. 72 ;
J. II.

Newman on Development, pp. 28,
29

;
F. W. Newman's Natural

History of the Soi'.l, p. 197;
Parr's Works, vol. ii. p. o, vol. iii.

pp. 688, 689; Pelkin's Moral

Statistics, in Journal of Statist.

Soc. vol. i. p. 541 ; Watson's

Observations on tit Life of

Wesley, pp. 155, 194; Matter,
Hist, die G-nostic-isme, vol. ii. p.

485
;
Ward's Lit al of a Christian

Church, pp. 266, 267, 404; Tur-

ner's Hint, if England, vol. ii

pp. 129, 142, vol'. iii. p. 509

Priestley's .Memoirs, vol. i. pp
127, 128, 446, vol. ii. p. 751

Cappe's Memoirs, p. ',',67

Nichols's Lit. Anec. <f Eighteenth
Centnr,:. vul. iv. p. 671, vol. viii.

p. 47?,\ NtcJio/s's llhtst. of Lit.

Hist. vol. v. p. 640; Cvmite'*

Ni'f/s a/' th' } Unit'd States, vol. ii.

pp. 171, 172. 183.
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though mistaken, men should see the dolusioii under

which they labour. That by wliicli (hoy are so mucli

alarmed, is the intermediate step which leads from

superstition to toleration. The higher order of minds

have passed through tliis stage, and are approaching
what is probably the ultimate form of the religious

history of the human race. But the people at large,

and eveii some of those who are commonly called

educated men, are only now entering that earlier epoch
in which scepticism

40 is the leading feature of the

mind. So far, therefore, from our apprehensions being
excited by this rapidly-increasing spirit, we ought
rather to do everything in our power to encourage that

which, though painful to some, is salutary to all ;

because by it alone can religious bigotry be effectually

destroyed. Nor ought we to be surprised that, before

this can be done, a certain degree of suffering must
first intervene. 41 If one age believes too much, it is

40 It has been suggested to

me by an able friend, that there

is a class of persons who will

misunderstand this expression ;

and that there is another class

who, without misunderstanding
it, will intentionally misrepresent
its meaning. Hence, it may be

well to state distinctly what I

wish to convey by the word
'

scepticism.' By scepticism I

merely mean hardness of belief;
so that an increased scepticism
is an increased perception of the

difficulty of proving assertions
;

or, in other words, it is an
increased application, and an
increased diffusion, of the rules

of reasoning, and of the laws of

evidence. This feeling of hesi-

tation and of suspended judg-
ment has, in every department
of thought, been the. invariable

preliminary to all the intellec-

tual revolutions Through which
the human mind has passed ;

and without it, there could IIP

no progress, no change, no civi-

lization. In physics, it is the

necessary precursor of science
;

in politics, of liberty ;
in theo-

logy, of toleration. These are

the three leading forms of scep-
ticism

;
it is, therefore, clear,

that in religion the sceptic steers

a middle course between atheism

and orthodoxy, rejecting both

extremes, because he sees that

both are incapable of proof.
41 AVhat a learned historian

has said of the effect which the

method of Socrates produced on

a very few Greek minds, is appli-
cable 10 that state through which
a great part of Europe is now

passing:
' The Socratic dialectics,

clearing away from the mind its

mist of fancied knowledge, and

laying bare the real ignorance,

produced an immediate effect,

like the touch of the torpedo.
The newlv-croated consciousness
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but a natural reaction that another age should believe

too little. Such are the imperfections of our nature,
that we are compelled, by the very laws of its progress,
to pass through those crises of scepticism and of

mental distress, which to a vulgar eye are states of

national decline and national shame
;
but which are

only as the fire by which the gold must be purged
before it can leave its dross in the pot of the refiner.

To apply the imagery of the great allegorist, it is

necessary that the poor pilgrim, laden with the weight
of accumulated superstitions, should struggle through
the Slough of Despond and the Valley of Death, before

he can reach that glorious city, glittering with gold
and with jewels, of which the first sight is sufficient

recompense for his toils and his fears.

During the whole of the seventeenth century, this

double movement of scepticism and of toleration con-

tinued to advance
; though its progress was constantly

checked by the two successors of Elizabeth, who ir.

every thing reversed the enlightened policy of the great

queen. These princes exhausted their strength in

struggling against the tendencies of an age they were
unable to understand

; but, happily, the spirit which

they wished to quench had reached a height that

of ignorance was alike unex- ' So ist dor Skeptizismus ein

pected, painful, and humiliating, Ruheplatz fiir die menschliehe
a season of doubt and dis- Vernunft, da sie sich iiber ihre

comfort, yet combined with an dogmatische Wanderung besin-

internal working and yearning nen und den Enfrwurf von der

after truth, never before expe- Gegend machen kann, wo sie

rionced. Such intellectual quick- sich befindet, um ihren AVeg

ening, which could lu-ver com- fernerhin mit mchrerer Sicher-

mence until the mind !iad been heit wahlen zu konnen, abrr

disabused of its original illusion nicht ein Wohnplatz zum be-

of false knowledge, \vas consi- standigen Aufeiithalte. ... So
dered by Socrates not merely as ist das skeptische Verfahren
the index and precursor, but as zwar an sich selbst fiir die Ver-

the indispensable condition of nunftfragen nicht befriedigend,
future progress.' Grot<?s Hist, abt-r doch voriibend, um ihre

of Greece, vol. viii. pp. G14, 615, Vorsicht.igkeit zu erwecken und

8vo, 1851. Compare Kritik auf griindliche Mittel zu weisen,
der rrinen Vernunft, in Kanfs die sic in ihren rr-chtmassigei]

Werke, vol. ii. pp. .'572, 577' Be9tzen sichern konnen.'
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mocked their control. At llic same time, the march of

the English mind was still further aided by the nature

of those disputes which, during half a century, divided

the country. In the reign of Kli/abeth, the great
contest had been between the church and its opponents;
between those who were orthodox, and those who were
heretical. But in the reigns of James and Charles,

theology was for the first time merged in politics. It

was no longer a struggle of creeds and dogmas ;
but

it was a struggle between those who favoured the

crown, and those who supported the parliament. The
minds of men, thus fixed upon matters of real impor-
tance, neglected those inferior pursuits that had en-

grossed the attention of their fathers."12 When, at

length, public affairs had reached their crisis, the hard
fate of the king, which eventually advanced the inte-

rests of the throne, was most injurious to those of the

church. There can, indeed, be no doubt that the

circumstances connected with the execution of Charles,
inflicted a blow upon the whole system of ecclesiastical

'-' Dr. Arnold, whose keen eye Independency, part i. p. 132.

noted this change, says (Lectures James I. also saw that the

on Modern History, p. 232), Puritans were more dangerous to
' What strikes us predominantly, the state than to the church :

is, that what, in Elizabeth's ' do not so far differ from us in

time, was a controversy between points of religion, as in their

divines, was now a great political confused form of policy and
contest between the crown and parity ; being ever discontented

the parliament.' The ordinary with the present government,

compilers, such as Sir A. Alison and impatient to suffer any su-

(Hi-st. of Europe, vol. i. p. 51), periority; which maketh their

and others, have entirely mis- sects insufferable in any well-

represented this movement; an governed commonwealth.' Speech
error the more singular, because nf James L, in Parl. Hist. vol. i.

the eminently political character p. 982. See also the observa-

of the struggle was recognized tions ascribed to De Foe, in

by several contemporaries. Even &~>mcrs Tracts, vol. ix. p. 572:

Cromwell, notwithstanding the ' The king and parliament fell

difficult game he had to play, our, about matters of civil right ;

distinctly stated, in 165;3, that .... the first difference be-

thc origin of the war was not re- twcen the king and the English

ligious. See Carlisle's Cromwell, parliament did not respect i-

vol. iii. p. 103: and corroborative ligion, but civil property.'
evidence in Walker's History of
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authority, from which, in this country, it has never

been able to recover. The violent death of the king
excited the sympathies of the people ;

and by thus

strengthening the hands of the royalists, hastened

the restoration of the monarchy.
43 But the mere

name of that great party which had risen to power,
was suggestive of the change that, in a religious point
of view, was taking place in the national mind. It

was, indeed, no light thing, that England should be
ruled by men who called themselves Independents ;

and who, under that title, not only beat back the pre-
tensions of the clergy, but professed an unbounded

contempt for all those rites and dogmas which the

clergy had, during many centuries, continued to amass. 4 '1

43 See Clarendon's Hist, of the

Rebellion
, p. 7 1 6 . SirW. Temple,

in his Memoir?, observes, that

the throne of Charles II. was

strengthened by
' what had

passed in the last reign.' Temple's
Works, vol. ii. p. 344. This may
be illustrated by the remarks of

M. Lamartine on the execution

of Louis XVI. Hist, dcs Griron-

dins, vol. v. pp. 86-7 :

' Sa mort.

au contraire, alienait de la cause

franchise cette parti e immense
des populations qui ne juge les

eveuements humains que par le

cceur. La nature humaine est pa-

thetique ;
la republique 1'oublia,

elle donna a la royaute quelque
chose du martyre, a la liberte

quelque chose de la vengeance.
Elle prepara ainsi une reaction

contre la cause republicaine, et

mit du cot de la royaute^ la sen-

sibilit, l'intret. les iarmesd'une

partie des peuples.'
* 4 The energy with which the

House of Commons, in 1G46,

repelled the pretensions of ' the

Assembly of Divines,' is one of

many proofs of the determination

of the predominant party not to

allow ecclesiastical encroach-

ments. See the remarkable de-

tails in Parl. Hist. vol. iii. pp.
459-463 ; see also p. 130-5. As
a natural consequence, the In-

dependents were the first sect

which, when possessed of power,
advocated toleration. Compare
Orme's Life of Owen, pp. 63-75,

102-111; Somcrs Tracts, vol.

xii. p. 542; Walker's Hist, of

independency, part ii. pp. 50,

157, part iii. p. 22
;
Clar/ndon's

Hist, of the Rebellion, pp. 610,
640. Some writers ascribe great
merit to Jeremy Taylor for his

advocacy of toleration (Hebcr'f

Life of Taylor, p. xxvii. ; and
Parr's Work*, vol. iv. p. 417);
but the truth is that when he

wrote the famous JMterty of

Prophesying, his enemies were in

power; so that he was pleading
for his own interests,. When,
however, the Church of England
again obtained the uppor hand,

Taylor withdrew the concessions

which he had made in the season

of adversity. See the indignant
remarks of Coleridge (Lit. Re-

mains, vol. iii. t. 250), who,
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True it is, that the Independents did not always
push to their full extent the consequences of iheir own
doctrines. 4 '''

Still, it was a great matter to have those

doctrines recogni/ed by the constituted authorities of

the state. Besides this, it is important to remark, that

the Puritans were more fanatical than superstitious.
46

They were so ignorant of the real principles of govern-
ment, as to direct penal laws against private vices

;

and to suppose that immorality could be stemmed by
legislation.

47
But, notwithstanding this serious error,

t hough a great admirer of Tay ior,

expresses himself strongly on
this dereliction : .see also a re-

cently published Letter to Percy,

Bishop of Dr&morc, in yi/ckoit\-,

Illustrations of Lit. History, vol.

vii. p. 464.
<5
However, Bishop Short (His-

tory of the Church of England,
Svo, 1847, pp. 4,02, '458) says,
what is undoubtedly true, that

the hostility of Cromwell to the

ehurch was not theological, but

political. The same remark is

made by Bishop Kennet. Note

m Burton's Diary, vol. ii. p. 479.
See also Vaughans Cromwell,
vol. i. p. xcvii. ;

and on the gene-

rally tolerant spirit of this great
man, see Ha/lam's Const. Hist.

vol. ii. p. 14
; and the evidencr

in Harris's Lives of the Stuart*,
vol. iii. pp. 37-47. But the

most distinct recognition of the

principle, is in a Letter from
Cromwell to^fajor- GeneralCraw-

ford, recently printed in Car-

li/ffK Cromwell, vol. i. pp. 201,

202, Svo, 184G. In it Cromwell

writes,
'

Sir, the state, in choosing
men to serve it, takes no notice

of their opinions ; if they be

n-illing faithfully to serve it

rhat satisfies.' See additional

proof in Carwithcn's Hist, if the

ChurchofEnyi. vol.ii. pp.24o,24i.i.

46 No one can understand the

real history of the Puritans, who
does not take this into considera-

tion. In the present Introduc-

tion, it is impossible to discuss

so large a subject : and I must
reserve it for the future part of

this work, in which the history
of England will be specially
treated. In the mean time, I

may mention, thatthe distinction

between fanaticism and super-
stition is clearly indicated, but

not analyzed, by Archbishop
Whately, in his Errors of Ro-

manism traced, to their Origin
in Human Sature. p. 49. This

should be compared with Hu/ne's

Philosophical Works, vol. iii. pp.

81-S9, Edinb. 1826, on the dif-

ference between enthusiasm and

superstition : a difference which

is noticed, but, as it appears to

me, misunderstood, by Maclaine,
in his Additions to Moshdms
Ecclesiast. Hist. vol. ii. p. 38.

47
Compare Harrington 's Ob-

servations on the Statutes,^. 143,

with Burton's Diary of the Par-
/laments "f Cromwell, vol. i. pp.
xcviii. Mo. 392, vol. ii. pp. 35,

229. In 1 650, a second conviction

of fornication was made felony,
\vithour benefit of clergy; but,

after the .Restoration, Charles II.

:ind his friends t'ound this lav:
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they always resisted the aggressions even of their own

clergy ;
and the destruction of the old episcopal hie-

rarchy, though perhaps too hastily effected, must have

produced many beneficial results. When the great

party by whom these things were accomplished, was at

length overthrown, the progress of events still continued

to tend in the same direction. After the Restoration,
the church, though reinstated in her ancient pomp, had

evidently lost her ancient power.
48 At the same time,

the new king, from levity, rather than from reason,

despised the disputes of theologians, and treated ques-
tions of religion with what he considered a philosophic
indifference.49 The courtiers followed his example, and

thought they could not err in imitating him, whom they

regarded as the Lord's anointed. The results were
such as must be familiar even to the most superficial
readers of English literature. That grave and measured

scepticism, by which the Independents had been cha-

racterized, lost all its decorum when it was trans-

planted into the ungenial atmosphere of a court. The
men by whom the king was surrounded, were unequal
to the difficulties of suspense ;

and they attempted to

fortify their doubts by the blasphemous expression of a

wild and desperate infidelity. With scarcely An cxcep-

rather inconvenient
;

so it was nervations on the Life of Wesley,

repealed. See Blackstone's Com- pp. 129-131.

incntarics, vol. iv. p. 65. *"
Buckingham and Halifax,

<8 See Life of Ken, by a Lay- the two men who were perhaps
man, edit. 1854, vol. i. p. 51. best acquainted with Charles II.,

At p. 129, the same writer both declared that he was a

says, with sorrow,
' The church deist. Compare Lingard's Hist.

recovered much of her tern- of Engl. vol. viii. p. 127, with

poral possessions, but not hor Harris's Lives ofthe Stuarts, vo\,

spiritual rule.' The power of v. p. 55. His subsequent con-

the bishops was abridged 'by version to Catholicism is exactly
the destruction of the court of analogous to the increased de-

high-commission.' Short's Hist, vot.ion of Louis XIV. during the

of the Church of Kiigland, p. later years of his life. In both

595. See also, on the diminished cases, superstition was the natural

influence of the Church-of-Eng- refuge of a worn-out and discon-

land clergy after the Re.iioration, tented libertine, who had exhaus-

Sonthe-t/x Life of Wesliy, vol. i. ted all the resources of the lowest

pp. 27>S 2"9 ; and Watso/i's Ob- and most grovelling pleasures.
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tion, all those writers who were most favoured by
Charles, exhausted the devices of their ribald spirit, in

mucking a religion, of the nature of which they were

profoundly ignorant. These impious buffooneries

would, by themselves, have left no permanent impres-
sion on the age ;

but they deserve attention, because

they were the corrupt and exaggerated representatives
of a more general tendency. They were the unwhole-
some offspring of that spirit of disbelief, and of that

daring revolt against authority, which characterized the

most eminent Englishmen during the seventeenth cen-

tury. It was this which caused Locke to be an innovator

in his philosophy, and an Unitarian in his creed. It

was this which made Newton a Socinian
;
which forced

Milton to be the great enemy of the church, and which
not only turned the poet into a rebel, but tainted with

Arianism the Paradise Lost. In a word, it was the

same contempt for tradition, and the same resolution

to spurn the yoke, which, being first carried into philo-

sophy by Bacon, was afterwards carried into politics by
Cromwell

;
and which, during that very generation,

was enforced in theology* by Chillingworth, Owen, and
Hales

;
in metaphysics by Hobbes and Grlanvil

;
and in

the theory of government by Harrington, Sydney, and
Locke.

The progress which the English intellect was now

making towards shaking off ancient superstitions/"' was

40 One of the most curious trial of two women for witchcraft,
instances of this may be seen in said to the jury :

' That there

the destruction of the old notions are such creatures as witches, I

respecting witchcraft. This im- make no doubt at all; for, first,

portant revolution in our opi- the Scriptures have affirmed so

nions was effected, so far as the much
; secondly, the wisdom of

educated classes are concerned, all nations hath provided laws

between the Restoration and the against such persons, which is

Revolution; that is to say, in an argument of their confidence

16GO. the majority of educated of such a crime.' CampbelFs
men still believed in witchcraft: Live* rf the Chief Justices, vol. i.

while in 1GS8, the majority dis- pp. 565, 566. This reasoning
believed it. In 1665, the old was irresistible, and the witches

orthodox view was stated bv were hung ;
but the change in

Chief-Baron Hale, who, o:; a public opinion began to affect
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still further aided by the extraordinary zeal displayed
in the cultivation of the physical sciences. This, like

all great social movements, is clearly traceable to the
events by which it was preceded. It was partly cause,
and partly effect, of the increasing incredulity of the

age. The scepticism of the educated classes made
them dissatisfied with those long-established opinions,
which only rested on unsupported authority ;

and this

gave rise to a desire to ascertain how far such notions

might be verified or refuted by the real condition of

even the judges, and after this

melancholy exhibition of the

Chief-Baron, such scenes became

gradually rarer
; though Lord

Campbell is mistaken in sup-

posing (p. 563) that this was
' the last capital conviction in

England for the crime of be-

witching.' So far from this,

three persons were executed at

Exeter for witchcraft in 1682.

See Hutchinson's Historical Es-

say concerning Witchcraft, 1720,

pp. 56, 57. Hutchinson says :

; I suppose these are the last three

that have been hanged in Eng-
land.' If, however, one may
rely upon a statement made by
Dr. Parr, two witches were hung
at Northampton in 1705 ;

and in

'1712, five other witches suffered

the same fate at the same place.'
Parr's Works, vol. iv. p. 182, 8vo,

1828. This is the more shameful,

because, as I shall hereafter

prove, from the literature of that

time, a disbelief in the existence

of witches had become almost
universal among educated men

;

though the old superstition was
still defended on the judgment-
seat and in the pulpit. As to

the opinions of the clergy, com-

pare CudwortKs Intellect. Syst.
vol. iii. pp. ,14.

r
>, 348

;
f'ernon

Correspond, vol. ii. pp. 302, 303 ;

Burt's Lettersfrom the Korth of
Scotland, voL i. pp. 220, 221;

Wesley's Journals, pp. 602, 713.

Wesley, who had more influence

than all the bishops put together,

says : 'It is true, likewise, that

the English in general, and, in-

deed, most of the men of learning
in Europe, have given up all ac-

counts ofwitches and apparitions
as mere old wives' fables. I am
sorry for it The giving

up witchcraft is, in effect, giving

up the Bible But I can-

not give up, to all the Deists in

Great Britain, the existence of

witchcraft, till I give up the

credit of all history, sacred and

profane.'

However, all was in vain.

Every year diminished the old

belief; and in 17^6, a generation
before Wesley had recorded these

opinions, the laws against witch-

craft were, repealed, and another

vestige of superstition effaced

from the English statute-book.

See Harrington on the Statutes,

p. 407 ;
Kotc in Burton's Diary,

vol. i. p. 26
;
Harris's Life of

Hardwicke, vol. i. p. 307.

To this it may be interesting
to add, that in Spain a witch was
burned so late as 1781. Tick-

>tor's Hist, ofSpanish Literature.

vol. iii. p. 23S.
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things. A curious instance of the rapid progress of

this spirit may be found in the works of an author who
was one of the most eminent among tho mere literary
men of his time. While tho Civil War was barely
decided, and three years before the execution of the

king, Sir Thomas Browne published his celebrated

work, called Inquiries into Vulgar and (Jommun Errors. 61

This able and learned production has the merit of

anticipating some of those results which more modern

inquirers have obtained;
52 but it is chiefly remarkable,

as being the lirst systematic and deliberate onslaught
ever made in England upon thoso superstitions fancies

which were then prevalent respecting the external

world. And what is still more interesting is, that the

circumstances under which it appeared make it evident,
that while the learning and genius of the author

belonged to himself, the scepticism which he displayed

respecting popular belief was forced on him by the

pressure of the age.
In or about 1633, when the throne was still occupied

by a superstitious prince ;
when the Church of England

was at the height of her apparent power ;
and when

men were incessantly persecuted for their religious

opinions this same Sir Thomas Browne wrote his

Religio Medici,
63 in which we find all the qualities of

his later work, except the scepticism. Indeed, in the

Religio Medici, there is shown a credulity that must
have secured the sympathy of those classes which were
then dominant. Of all the prejudices which at that

time were deemed an essential part of the popular
creed, there was not one which Browne ventured to

deny. He announces his belief in the philosopher's
stone;

54 in spirits, and tutelary angels;
55 ami in

61 The first edition was pub- known
; but Mr. Wilkiii ssup-

liished in 1646. Works vf Sir poses that it was written ' be-

Thiimus -Browne, vol. ii. p. 163. twt-eii the yenrs lG,'8:tinl Ib35.'
K See the notes in Mr. W'l- Preface to /iY/(.// Medici, iii

kin's edition of Browne?$ Works, Browm'* Wurks, vol. ii. p. 4.

Loud. 1836, vol. ii.pp. 284. 300, 54 Ibid. vol. ii. p. 08.

361. " Ibid. vol. ii. p. 47.
* 3 The precise date is tin-
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palmistry.
66 He not only peremptorily affirms the reality

of witches, but he says that those who deny their exist-

ence are not merely infidels, but atheists. 87 He care-

fully tells us that he reckons his nativity, not from his

birth, but from his baptism ;
for before he was baptized,

he could not be said to exist.58 To these touches of

wisdom, he moreover adds, that the more improbable

any proposition is, the greater his willingness to assent

to it
;
but that when a thing is actually impossible, he

is on that very account prepared to believe it.
69

Such were the opinions put forth by Sir Thomas
Browne in the first of the two great works he presented
to the world. But in his Inquiries into Vulgar Errors,
there is displayed a spirit so entirely different, that if

it were not for the most decisive evidence, we could

hardly believe it to be written by the same man. The

truth, however, is, that during the twelve years which

elapsed between the two works, there was completed
that vast social and intellectual revolution, of which
the overthrow of the church and the execution of the

king were but minor incidents. We know from the

literature, from the private correspondence, and from
the public acts of that time, how impossible it was,
even for the strongest minds, to escape the effects of

the general intoxication. No wonder, then, that

Browne, who certainly was inferior to several of his

56
Or, as he calls it,

' ehi- extract. This is the ' credo quia

romancy.' Religio Medici, in impossible est,' originally
(>ne

Browne's Works, vol. ii. p. 89. of Tertullian's absurdities, and
47 '

.For my part, I have ever once quoted in the House of

oelieved, and do now know, that Lords by the Duke of Argyle,
there are witches. They that as ' the ancient religious maxim.'
doubt of these, do not only Parl. Hift. vol. xi. p. 802. Corn-

deny them, but spirits ;
and are pare the sarcastic remark on this

obliquely, and upon consequence, maxim in \he Essay concerning
a sort, not of infidels, but athe- Human Irnder&tandinq, book iv.

ists.' Ibid, vol. ii. pp. 43, 44. chap, xviii. Jjocke'* Works,
s" ' From this I do compute vol. ii. p. 271. It was the spirit

or calculate my nativity.' Ibid, embodied in this sentence which

vol. ii. p. 64. supplied Celsus with some for-
w

Religio Medici, sec. ix. in midable arguments against the

Browne's Works, vol. ii. pp.13, Fathers. Neander's Hist, of the

14: unfortunately too long to Church, vol. i. pp. 227, 228.
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contemporaries, should have been affected by a move
uient which they wore unable to resist. It would have
been strange, indeed, if he alone had remained uninflu-

enced by that sceptical spirit, which, because it had
been arbitrarily repressed, had now broken all bounds,
and in the reaction soon swept away those institutions

which vainly attempted to stop its course.

It is in this point of view that a comparison of the

two works becomes highly interesting, and, indeed,

very important. In this, his later production, we hear

uo more about believing things because they are impos-
sible

;
but we are told of ' the two great pillai-s of

truth, experience and solid reason.' 60 We are also

reminded that one main cause of error is 'adherence

unto authority;'
61 that another is, 'neglect of in-

quiry ;

' 6 '

2
and, strange to say, that a third is

' credu-

lity.'
63 All this was not very consistent with the old

theological spirit ;
and we need not, therefore, be sur-

prised that Browne not only exposes some of the innu-

merable blunders of the Fathers,
64

but, after speaking
of errors in general, curtly adds :

'

Many others there

are, which we resign unto divinity, and perhaps deserve

not controversy.'
65

The difference between these t\vo works is no bad
measure of the rapidity of that vast movement which,
in the middle of the seventeenth century, was seen in

every branch of practical and speculative life. After

the death of Bacon, one of the most distinguished

Englishmen was certainly Boyle, who, if compared
with his contemporaries, may be said to rank immedi-

ately below Xewton, though, of course, very inferior to

him as an original thinker. 66 With the additions he

*
Inquiries into Vulgar and errors is the credulity of men.

Common Errors, book iii. chap. Book i. chap. v. vol. ii. p. 208.

xiviii. in Browne's Works, vol. ii.
M See two amusing instance.!

p. 534. in vol. ii. pp. 267, 438.
" Ibid book i. chap. vii. vol. ii.

6i
Vulgar and Common Errors,

p. 225. book vii. chap, xi., in Browne's
61 'A supinity, or neglect of H"(,r/>-, vol. iii. p. 326.

inquiry.' Ibid, book i. chap. v.
s6 Monk (JAfe of Bentley, vol.

vol. ii. p. 211. i. p. 37) says, that Boyle's dis-
** ' A third cause of common coveries 'have placed his name
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made to our knowledge we are not immediately con-

cerned
;
but it may be mentioned, that he was the first

who instituted exact experiments into the relation be-

tween colour and heat
;

67 and by this means, not only
ascertained some very important facts, but laid a founda-

tion for that union between optics and thermotics, which,

though not yet completed, now merely waits for some

great philosopher to strike out a generalization large

enough to cover both, and thus fuse the two sciences

into a single study. It is also to Boyle, more than to any
other Englishman, that we owe the science of hydro-
statics, in the state in which we now possess it.

68 He
is the original discoverer of that beautiful law, so fertile

in valuable results, according to which the elasticity of

air varies as its density.
69 And, in the opinion of one

iii a rank second only to that of

Newton ;' and this, I believe, is

true, notwithstanding the im-

mense superiority of Newton.
67

Compare Powell on Radiant
Heat (Brit. Assoc. vol. i. p.

287), with Lloyd's Report on

Physical Optics, 1834, p. 338.

For the remarks on colours, see

Boyle's Works, vol. ii. pp. 1-40
;

and 'for the account of his ex-

periments, pp. 41-80; and a

slight notice in Brewstcrs Life

of Newton, vol. i. pp. 155, 156,

236. It is, I think, not generally

known, that Power is said to be

indebted to Boyle for originating
some of his experiments on

colours. See a letter from

Hooke, in Boyle a Works, vol. v.

p. 533.
68 Dr. Wheweli (Bridgewater

Treatise, p. 266) well observes,
chat Boyle and Pascal are to

hydrostatics what Galileo is to

mechanics, and Copernicus, Kep-
ler, and Newt on to astronomy.
See also on Boyle, as the founder

of hydrostatics, Thomsons Hist.

of thi Iti't/dl Fyivirit), pp. 397,

398; and his Hist, of Chemistry,
vol. i. p. 204.

68 This was discovered by
Boyle about 1650, and confirmed

by Mariotte in 1676. See

Whewdl's Hist, of the Inductive

Sciences, vol. ii. pp. 557, 588
;

Thomson's Hist, of Chemistry,
vol. i. p. 215; Turner's Chemis-

try, vol. i. pp. 41, 200 ; Bra.nde's

Chemistry, vol. i. p. 363. This
law has been empirically veri-

fied by the French Institute.

and found to hold good for a

pressure even of twenty-seven

atmospheres. See Challis on the

Mathematical Thi'ory of Fluid?,
in Sixth Report of Brit. Assoc.

p. 226
;

and Herschel's Nat.

Philos. p. 231. Although Boyle
preceded Mariotte by a quarter
of a century, the discovery is

rather unfairly called the law
of Boy ! and Mariotte

;
while

foreign writers, refining on this,

frequently omit the name of

Boyle altogether, and term it

the law of Mariotte! See, for

instance, Lielriy s Lett<rs on

Chniusiry, p.

'

126; Montcil,
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of the most eminent modern naturalists it was Boyle
who opened up those chemical inquiries, which went
on accumulating until, a century later, they supplied
the means by which Lavoisier and his contemporaries
fixed the real basis of chemistry, and enabled it for the

first time to take its proper stand aiiion^ those sciences

that deal with the external world. 70

The application of these discoveries to the happiness
of Man, and particularly to what may be called the

material interests of civilization, will be traced in

another part of this work
;
but what I now wish to

observe, is the way in which such investigations harmo-
nized with the movement I am attempting

1 to describe.

In the whole of his physical inquiries, Boyle constantly
insists upon two fundamental principles : namely, the

importance of individual experiments, and the compa-
rative unimportance of the facts which, on these sub-

jects, antiquity has handed down. 71 These are the

Divers Etats, vol. viii. p. 122
;

Kaemtzs Meteorology, p. 236
;

Comte, Phi/os. Pos. vol. i. pp.

583, 645, vol. ii. pp. 484, 615;
Pouillet, FJemens de Physique,
voL i. p. 339, vol. ii. pp. 58,

183.
70 ' L'un des createurs de la

physique erperimentale, 1'illus-

tre Robert Boyle, avait aussi

reconnu, des le milieu du dix-

septieme siecle, une grande
partie des faits qui servent au-

jourd'hui de base a cette chimie
nouvelJe.' Cuvier, Progres des

Science*, vol. i. p. 30. The
' aussi

'

refers to Rey. See also

Cuvier, Hist, des Sciences Natu-

relles, part ii. pp. 322, 346-349.
A still more recent writer says,
that Boyle

'

stood, in fact, on
the very brink of the pneumatic
chemistry of Priestley ; he had
in hifi hand the key to the great

discovery of Lavoisier.' John-
ston on Dimorphous Bodict, in

VOL. I. Li

Reports of Brit. Assoc. vol. \i.

p. 163. See further respecting

Boyle, Robin et Verdeil, Chimie

Anatomique, Paris, 1853, vol. i.

pp. 576, 577, 579, vol. ii. p. 24
;

and Sprcngcl. Hist, de la .V'VA-.

cine, vol. iv. p. 177.
71 This disregard of ancient

authority appears so constantly
in his works, that it is difficult

to choose among innumerable

passages which might be quoted.
I will select one which strikes

me as well expressed, and is

certainly very characteristic. In

his Free Inquiry into the vul-

garly received Motion of Nature,
he says (Boyle's Works, vol. iv.

p. 359),
' For I am wont to judge

of opinions as of coins : I con-

sider much less, in any one that

I am to receive, whose inscrip-
tion it bears, than what metal
it is made of. It is indifferent

enough to me whether it was*

stamped many years or ages
B
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two great keys to his method : they are the views

which he inherited from Bacon, and they are also the

views which have been held by every man who, during
the last two centuries, has added anything of moment
to the stock of human knowledge. First to doubt,

72

then to inquire, and then to discover, has been the

process universally followed by our great teachers. So

strongly did Boyle feel this, that though he was an

eminently religious man, 73 he gave to the most popular
of his scientific works the title of The Sceptical Chemist

;

meaning to intimate, that until men were sceptical con-

cerning the chemistry of their own time, it would be

impossible that they should advance far in the career

which lay before them. Nor can we fail to observe

that this remarkable work, in which such havoc was
made with old notions, was published in 1661,

74 the

year after the accession of Charles II., in whose reign

since, or came but yesterday
from the mint.' In other places
he speaks of the ' schoolmen

'

and '

gownmen
'

with a con-

tempt not much inferior to that

expressed by Locke himself.
'2 In his Considerations touch-

ing Experimental Essays, he

says (Boyles Works, vol. i. p.

197),
'

Perhaps you will wonder,

Pyrophilus, that in almost every
one of the following essays I

should speak so doubtingly, and
use so often perhaps, it seems,

it is not improbable, and such

other expressions as argue a

diffidence of the truth of the

opinions I incline to,' &c. In-

deed, this spirit is seen at every
turn. Thus his Kssay on Crys-

tals, which, considering the then

state of knowledge, is a re-

markable production, is en-

titled
' Doubts and Experiments

touching the curious Figures of

Salts.' Works, vol. ii. p. 488.

It is, therefore, with good reason

that M. Hurnboldt terms him
' the cautious and doubting

Kobert Boyle.' HumboldCs Cos-

mos, vol. ii. p. 730.
73 On the sincere Christianity

of Boyle, compare Burners lAves

and Characters, edit. Jebb, 1833,

pp. 351-360; Life of Ken, by a

Layman, vol. i. pp. 32, 33;
Wh''welfs Bridgewater Treatise,

p. 273. He made several at-

tempts to reconcile the scientific

method with the defence of es-

tablished religious opinions. See

one of the best instances of this,

in Boyle's Works, vol. v. pp. 38,
39.

74 The Sceptical Chemist is in

Boyle's Works, vol. i. pp. 290-
371. It went through two edi-

tions in the author's lifetime,

an unusual success for a book
of that kind. Boyle's Works,
vol. i. p. 375, vol. iv. p. 89, vol.

v. p. 345. I tind from a letter

written in 1696 (Fairfax Cor-

respondence, vol. iv. p. 344),
that Boyle's works were then

becoming scarce, and that therp

was an intention of reprinting
the whole of them. In regard
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the spread of incredulity was indeed rapid, .since it wa-s

seen not only among the intellectual classes, hut even

among the nobles and personal friends of the king. It

is true, that in that rank of society, it assumed an

offensive and degenerate form. Bui the movement
must have been one of no common energy which, in

so early a stage, could thus penetrate the recesses of

the palace, and excite the minds of the courtiers; a lazy
and feeble race, who from the frivolity of their habits

are, under ordinary circumstances, predisposed to super-
stition, and prepared to believe whatever the wisdom
of their fathers has bequeathed to them.

In everything this tendency was now seen. Every-
thing marked a growing determination to subordinate

old notions to new inquiries. At the very moment
when Boyle was prosecuting his labours, Charles II.

incorporated the Royal Society, which was formed with

the avowed object of increasing knowledge by direct

experiment."
' And it is well worthy of remark, that

the charter now first granted to this celebrated institu-

tion declares that its object is the extension of natural

knowledge, as opposed to that which is supernatural.
76

to the Sceptical Chemist, it was
so popular, that it attracted the

attention of Monconys, a French.

traveller, who visited London in

1663, and from whom we learn

that it was to be bought for

four shillings,
'

pour quatre
I'helins.' Voyages dc Moiicon;,

1

--,

vol. iii. p. 67, edit. 169o
;

a

book containing some very-

curious facts respecting London
in the reign of Charles II.

; but,

so far as I am aware, not quoted
by any English historian. In

Sprengevs Hi*t. de la Med'a/u.
vol. v. pp. 78-9, there is a sum-

mary of the views advocated in

the Sceptical Chemist, respect-

ing which Sprengel says,
' Ce

tut cppandaur aussi en Angle-
terre que s'eleverent les pre-
miers doutes Mir Vexactitude
vie* explications ctumiqui-s.'

ri p

7 '' ' From the nature and con-

stitution of the Royal Society,
the objects of their art< ntion

were necessarily unlimited. The

physical sciences, however, or

those which are promoted by
experiment, were their declared

objects : and experiment was
tho method which they professed
to follow in accomplishing their

purpose.' "nwinfi'ii'* Hl*t.ofthe
Roi/td S'-cii.ty, p. 6. When the

society was first instituted, ex-

periments were so unusual, that

there was a difficulty of finding
the necessary workmen in Lon-
don. See a curious passage in

Weld's Hist, of the Royal Society,

184>, vol. ii. p. 88.
* Dr. Paris (Lift c.f Sir H.

//<'/,. '.b'.'>\, vol. ii. p. 17Si says,
Th <!!. liter of the Royal

Society states, iuat It '.va> r.f;tb-
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It is easy to imagine with what terror and disgust
these things were viewed by those inordinate admirers
of antiquity who, solely occupied in venerating past

ages, are unable either to respect the present or hope
for the future. These great obstructors of mankind

played, in the seventeenth century, the same part as

they play in our own day, rejecting every novelty, and
therefore opposing every improvement. The angry
contest which arose between the two parties, and the

hostility directed against the Royal Society, as the first

institution in which the idea of progress was distinctly

embodied, are among the most instructive parts of our

history, and on another occasion I shall relate them at

considerable length. At present it is enough to say,
that the reactionary party, though led by an over-

whelming majority of the clergy, was entirely defeated
;

as, indeed, was to be expected, seeing that their oppo-
nents had on their side nearly all the intellect of the

country, and were moreover reinforced by such aid as

the court could bestow. The progress was, in truth,
so rapid as to carry away with it some of the ablest

members even of the ecclesiastical profession ;
their love

of knowledge proving too strong for the old traditions

in which they had been bred. But these were excep-
tional cases, and, speaking generally, there is no doubt
that in the reign of Charles II. the antagonism between

physical science and the theological spirit was such as

to induce nearly the whole of the clergy to array them-

lishcd for the improvement of History of the Royal Society,
natural science. This epithet vol. ii. pp. 481-521 Evelyn
natural was originally intended (Diary, 13 Aug. Ifi62, vol. ii. p.

to imply a meaning, of which 195) mentions, that the object
very few persons, I believe, are of the Royal Society was 'na-

aware. At the, period of thf tural knowledge.' See also

establishment of the society, the Aulsreifs Letters and Lives, vol.

arts of witchcraft and divina- ii. p. 358; Pultenet/ 's Hist, of

tion were very extensively en- Botany, vol. ii. pp. 97, 98 ; and

couraged ; and the word natural oil the distinction thus estab-

was therefore introduced in lished in the popular mind be-

contradistinction to suprrnatu- tween natural and supernatural,
ro/.' The charters granted by compare Boyle* Work*, vol. ii.

Chaxks II. areprirtfd in Weld's p. -Ij,"), vol. iv. p}>. '-'88, 359.
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selves against the science, and seek to bring it into

discredit. Nor ought \ve to be surprised that they
should have adopted this course. That inquisitive and

experimental spirit which they wished to check was
not only offensive to their prejudices, but it was also

detrimental to their power. For, in the first place, the

mere habit of cultivating physical science taught men
to require a severity of proof whicli it was soon found

that the clergy were, in their own department, unable

to supply. And, in the second place, the additions made
to physical knowledge opened new fields of thought,
and thus tended still further to divert attention from
ecclesiastical topics. Both these effects would of

course be limited to the comparatively few persons
who were interested in scientific inquiries : it is, how-

ever, to be observed, that the ultimate results of such

inquiries must have been extended over a far wider

surface. This may be called their secondary influence
;

and the way in which it operated is well worth our

attention, because an acquaintance with it will go far

to explain the reason of that marked opposition which
has always existed between superstition and know-

ledge.
It is evident, that a nation perfectly ignorant of

physical laws will refer to supernatural causes all the

uhenomeua by which it is surrounded. 77 But so soon

77 The speculative view of this he has collected from other de-

tendency has been recently illus- partments.
trated in the most comprehensive A popular notion of the work-
manner by M. Auguste Comte, ing of this belief in supernatural
in his Philosophic Positive

;
and causation may be seen in a cir-

his conclusions in regard to the cumstance related by Combe.
earliest stage of the human mind He says, that in the middle of

are confirmed by everything we the eighteenth century the coun-

know of barbarous nations
;
and try west of Edinburgh was so

they are also confirmed, as he unhealthy,
' that every spring

has decisively proved, by the the farmers and their servant*

history of physical science. In were beized witli fever and ague.
'

addition to the facts he has As long as the cause of this was
adduced, 1 ma.y mention, that unknown,

' these visitations were
the history of geology supplies believed to be sent bv Provi-
widence analogous to that which dence ;' but after a time the
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as natural science begins to do its work, there are

introduced the elements of a great change. Each suc-

cessive discovery, by ascertaining the law that governs
certain events, deprives them of that apparent mystery
in which they "were formerly involved. 78 The love of

the marvellous becomes proportionably diminished
;

and when any science has made such progress as to

enable those who are acquainted with it to foretell the

events with which it deals, it is clear that the whole of

those events are at once withdrawn from the jurisdic-
tion of supernatural, and brought under the authority

land was drained, the ague dis-

appeared, and the inhabitants

perceived that what they had
believed to be supernatural was

perfectly natural, and that the

cause was the state of the land,

not the intervention of the

Deity. Combe's Constitution of

Man, Edinb. 1847, p. 156.
78 I say apparent mystery,

because it does not at all lessen

the real mystery. But this does

not affect the accuracy of my
remark, inasmuch as the people
at large never enter into such

subtleties as the difference be-

tween Law and Cause
;
a differ-

ence, indeed, which is so neg-

lected, that it is often lost sight

of even in scientific books. All

that the people know is, that

events which they once believed

to be directly controlled by the

Deity, and modified by Him, are

not only foretold by the human
mind, but are altered by human
interference. The attempts which

Paley and others have made to

solve this mystery by rising
from the Jaws to the cause, are

evidently futile, because to the

eye o!' reason the solution is as

incomprehensible as the problem:
and tho arguments of the natural

theologians, in so far as they are

arguments, must depend on rea-

son. As Mr. Newman truly says,
' A God uncaused and existing
from eternity, is to the full as

incomprehensible as a world un-

caused and existing from eter-

nity. We must not reject the

latter theory as incomprehen-
sible ; for so is every other pos-
sible theory.' Newman's Natural

History of the Soul, 1849, p. 36.

The truth of this conclusion is

unintentionally confirmed by the

defence of the old method, which
is set up by Dr. Whewell in his

Bridgewater Treatise, pp. 262-5
;

because the remarks made by
that able writer refer to men
who, from their vast powers,
were most likely to rise to that

transcendental viow of religion
which is slowly but steadily

gaining ground among us. Kant,

probably the deepest thinker of

the eighteenth century, clearly
saw thai no arguments drawn
from the external world could

prove the existence of a First

Cause. See, among other pas-

sages, two particularly remark-
able in Kritik der rtincn Ver-

nunff. Kir/it's Werkv, vol. ii. p}>

478. 181, on ' der physikotheo
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of natural [>owers.
70 The business of physical philo-

sophy is, to explain external phenomena with a view to

their prediction ;
and every successful prediction which

is recognised by the people causes a disruption of one

of those links which, as it were, hind the imagination
to the occult and invisible world. Hence it is that,

supposing other things equal, the superstition of :i

nation must always bear an exact proportion to the

extent of its physical knowledge. This may be in sorru-

degree verified by the ordinary experience of mankind.
For if we compare the different classes of society, we
shall find that they arc superstitious in proportion as

the phenomena with which they are brought in contact

have or have not been explained by natural laws. The

credulity of sailors is notorious, and every literature-

contains evidence of the multiplicity of their supersti-

tions, and of the tenacity with which they cling to

them. 80 This is perfectly explicable by the principle I

have laid down. Meteorology has not yet been raised

to a science
;
and the laws which regulate winds and

storms being in consequence still unknown, it naturally

follows, that the class of men most exposed to their

79 This is tersely expressed by
M. Lamennais :

'

Pourquoi lea

corps gravitent-ils les uns vers

lesautres? PareeqneDieul'avou-
lu, disaient les anciens. Parce-

que les corps s'attirent, dit la

science.' Mauri/, Legendes dit

Moym Age, p. 33. See to the

same effect Mackaifs Religious

Development, 1850, vol. i. pp. 5,

30, 31, and elsewhere. See also

a partial statement of the anti-

thesis in Coplestons Inquiry into

Necessity and Predestination, p.

49
;
an ingenious but overrated

book.
so

I much regret that 1 did

not collect proof of this at an

earlier period of my reading.
But having omitted taking the

requisite notes, I can only refer,

an the superstition of sailor to

Heber's Journey through India,

vol. i. p. 423
;

Richardson s

Travels in the Sahara, vol. i. p
11; Burckhardfs Travels in

Arabia, vol. ii. p. 347; Da vis a

Chines/; vol. iii. pp. 16. 17 ;

Travels of !/> Batuta in the

Fourteenth Century, p. 43
;
Jour-

nal of Asiat. Soc. vol. i. p. 9
;

Works of Sir TJ>umas Browne,
vol. i. p.' 130; Alisons Hist, of

Europe, vol. iv. p. 066
; Burnes's

Travels into Bokhara, vol. iii. p.

53 ; Leigh Hunt's Autobiography.
1350, vol. ii. p. 255; Cumber-
land's Memoirs, 1807, vol. i. pp.
4'2'J-42.

r
> : Walsh's Brazil, vol. i.

pp. 96, 9"
; Richardson's Arctic

Expedition, vol. i. p. 93 ; Hoi-

crofts ^fl/,ioil,'>. vol. i. p. 207,
vol. iii. p. 197.
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dangers should be precisely the class which is most

superstitious.
81 On the other hand, soldiers live upon

an element much more obedient to mart, a.ud they are

less liable than sailors to those risks which defy the

calculations of science. Soldiers, therefore, have fewer
inducements to appeal to supernatural interference

;

and it is universally observed, that as a body they are

less superstitious than sailors. If, again, we compare
agriculturists with manufacturers, we shall see the

operation of the same principle. To the cultivators of

land, one of the most important circumstances is the

weather, which, if it turn out unfavourable, may at once
defeat all their calculations. But science not having yet
succeeded in discovering the laws of rain, men are at

present unable to foretell it for any considerable period ;

the inhabitant of the country is, therefore, driven to be-

lieve that it is the result of supernatural agency, and we
still see the extraordinary spectacle of prayers offered up
in our churches for dry weather or for wet weather

;
a

superstition which to future ages will appear as childish

as the feelings of pious awe with which our fathers

regarded the presence of a comet, or the approach of

an eclipse. We are now acquainted with the laws

which determine the movements of comets and eclipses;
and as we are able to predict their appearance, we have
ceased to pray that we may be preserved from them. 82

81
Audokides, when accused the Baikal, in the autuinu, that

before the dikastery at Athens, a man learns to pray from hie

said,
'

No, dikasts
;
the dangers heart.' Erman's Travels in Si-

of accusation and trial are beria, vol. ii. p. 186.

human, but the dangers en- ** In Europe, in the tenth cen-

countered at sea are divine.' tury, an entire army fled before

Grote's Hist, of Greece, vol. xi. one of those appearances, which

p. 252. Thus, too, it has been would now scarcely terrify a

observed, that the dangers of the child: ' Toute 1'armee d'Othon

whale-fishery stimulated the su- se disporsa subitement a 1'appa-

perbtition of the Anglo-Saxons, ritiou d'uno eclipse de soleil, qui
See Kemble's Saxons in England, la remplit de terreur, et qui fut

vol. i. pp. 390, 391. Erman, regarded couimo 1'amionce du
who mentions the dangerous malhcur qu'on attendait depuis
navigation of the Lake of Baikal, longtemps.' Sprengel, Hist, de

says,
' There ib a saying at la Medwine, vol. ii. p. 308. The

Irkutsk, that it is only upon terror inspired by eclipses w:is
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But because our re&earchea into the phenomena of rain

happen to have been less successful,*
3 we resort to the

not filially destroys! before the

eighteenth century ;
and in the

latter hall' of the seventeenth

century they still caused great
fear both in France and in Eng-
land. See Evelyn's Diary, vol.

ii. p. 62, vol. iii. p. 372; Car-

lyle's Cromwell, vol. ii. p. 366
;

Lettres de Patin, vol. iii. p. 36.

Compare Voyages de Monoonys,
vol. v. p. 104, with Hare's

Guesses at Truth, 2nd series,

pp. 194, 195. There probably
never has been an ignorant
nation whose superstition has

not been excited by eclipses.
For evidence of the universality
of this feeling, see Symes's Em-

bassy to Ava, vol. ii. p. 296 ;

Baffles Hist, of Java, vol. i. p.

530
; Southey's Hist, of Brazil,

vol. i. p. 354, vol. ii'. p. 371 ;

Marsden's Hist, of Sumatra, p.

159
; Niebuhr, Description de

r Arable, p. 105 ; Ifoffats South-

ern Africa, p. 337 ; Mungo Park's

Travels, vol. i. p. 414; Moor-

croffs Travels in the Himalayan
Provinces, vol. ii. p. 4

; Craw-

furd"s Hist, of the Indian Archi-

pelago, vol. i. p. 305
;

Ellis'a

Polynesian Research's, vol. i. p.

331
; Mackay's Religious Deve-

lopment,
vol. i. p. 425

; Works

of Sir W. Jones, vol. iii. p. 176,

vol. vi. p. 16
;

Wilson's Note in

the Vishnu Parana, p. 140
;

Wilson's Theatre of the Hindus,
vol. i. part ii. p. 90

; Montucla,
Hist, dts MatJiematiques, vol. i.

p. 444 ;
Asiatic Researches, vol.

xii. p. 484 ; Ward's View of th>-

Hindoos, vol. i. p. 101
;

Prfs-

cotfs Hist, of Peru, vol. i. p.

123; Kohl's' Russia, p. 374;
Thirlwall't Hist, of Greece, vol.

iii. p. 440, vol. vi. p. 216
;

Murray 'a Life of "Bruce, p. 103 ;

Turner's I'snhassy to Tibet, p.
289 ; Grate's Hint, of Greece,
vol. vii. p. 432, vol. xii. pp. 206,
557 ;

Journal Asiatique, I* serie,

vol. iii. p. 202, Paris, 1823;
Clot-Bey, de la Pestc, Paris, 1840,

p. 224.'

In regard to the feelings in-

spired by comets, and the in-

fluence of Bayle in removing
those superstitions late in the

seventeenth century, compare
Tennemann, Gesch. der Philo-

soph., vol. xi. p. 252 ;
Le Vassor,

Hist, de Louis XIII, vol. iii. p.
415

;
Lettres de Sevigne, vol. iv.

p. 336; Autobiography of Sir S.

tfEwes, edit. Halliwell, vol. i.

pp. 122, 123, 136.
" On the peculiar complica-

tions which have retarded me-

teorology, and thus prevented us

from accurately predicting the

weather, compare Forbes on Me-

teorology, in Second Report of
British Association, pp. 249-251

;

Cuvier, Progres des Sciences, vol.

i. pp. 69, 248
;
Kacmtz's Meteor-

ology, pp. 24 ;
Prout's Bridge-

water Treatise, pp. 290-295
;

Somervillc's Physical Geog. vol.

ii. pp. 18, 19. But all tile best

authorities are agreed that this

ignorance cannot last long ;
and

that the constant advance which
we are now making in physical
science will eventually enable us

to explain even these phenomena.
Thus, for instance, Sir John
Leslie says,

' It canuot be dis-

puted, however, that all the

changes which happen in the

mass of our atmosphere, in-

volved, capricious, and irregular
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impious contrivance of calling in the aid of the Deity
to snpply those deficiencies in science which are the

result of our own sloth
;
and we are not ashamed, in

onr public churches, to prostitute the rites of religion

by using them as a cloak to conceal an iterance we

ought frankly to confess. 84 The agriculturist is thus

as they may appear, are yet the

necessary results of principles as

fixed, and perhaps as simple, as

those which direct the revolu-

tions of the solar system. Could
we unravel the intricate maze,
we might trace the action of each

distinct cause, and hence- deduce

the ultimate effects arising from
their combined operation. With
the possession of such data, we

might safely predict the slate of

the weather at any future period,
as we now calculate an eclipse of

the sun or moon, or foretell a con-

junction of the planets.' Leslie's

Natural Philosophy, p. 405 : see

also p. 185, and the remarks of

Mr. Snow Harris (Brit. Assoc.

for 1844, p. 241), and of Mr.
Hamilton (Journal of Gcog. Soc.

vol. xix. p. xci.) Thus, too, Dr.

Whewell (Bridge/water Treatise,

p. 3) says, that ' the changes of

winds and skies are produced by
causes, of whose rules "no phi-

losophical mind "
will doubt the

fixity.'
84 This connexion between

ignorance and devotion is so

clearly marked, that, many na-

tions have a separate god for the

weather, tc whom they say their

prayers. In countries where men

stop short of this, they ascribe

the changes to witchcraft, or to

sunn- other supernatural power.
See Mariner* Tonga Islands, vol.

ii. pp. 7, 108; Tuckeifs Expfdit.
to the Ziun: pp. 214. ''21.0 ; AY/wV
Hist. (;/' Madagascar, vol. ii. p.

354 ;
Asiatic Researches, vol. vi.

pp. 193, 194, 297, vol. xvi. pp.
223, 342; Southey's Hist, of

Brazil, vol. iii. p. 187 ; Dairis's

Chinese, vol. ii. p. 154
; Beausobre,

Hist, de Manichee, vol. ii. p.

394; Cudworth's Intellect Syst.
vol. ii. p. 539. The Hindus re-

fer rain to supernatural causes
in the Eig Veda, which is the

oldest of their religious books ;

and they have held similar no-

tions ever since. Eig Veda

Sanhita, vol. i. pp. xxx. 10, 19,

26, 145, 175, 205, 224, 225, 265,

266, vol. ii. pp. 28, 41, 62, 110,

153, 158, 164, 166, 192, 199, 231,

258, 268, 293, 329; Journal of

Asiatic Soc. vol. iii. p. 91
;

Colr-

maris Mythol. of the Hindus, p.

Ill
;
Ward's View of the Hin-

doos, vol. i. p. 38. See furthertwo
curious passages in the Dabisttt*/,

vol. i. p. 115, vol. ii. p. 337 ; and
on the '

Bain-makers,' compare
Catlin's North-American Indians,
vol. i. pp. 134-140, with Bu-
chanan's Sorth-American In-

dians, pp. 258, 260 : also a pre-

cisely similar class in Africa

(Moffaf* Southern Africa, pp.

305-325), and in Arabia (Nie-
huhr, Drxr, (!,_ I' Araliii', pp. 237.

238).

Coming to a state of society
nearer our own, we find that in

the ninth century it was taken
for granted in Christian countries

that wind and hail were the work
of wizards (AV n(ler\-; flixt. uftlif

Chunk, v,,l. vi. p;,. 118. 139);
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taught to ascribe to supernatural npreiicy the most im-

portant phenomena with which he in concerned
;

8 '' and
there can be no doubt that thin in one of the causes of

those superstitious feelings by which the inhabitants of

the country are unfavourably contrasted with those of

the tow n.
M But the manufacturer, and, indeed, nearly

every one engaged in the business of cities, has em-

ployments, the success of which being regulated by his

own abilities, has no connexion with those unexplained
events that perplex the imagination of the cultivators

of the earth. He who, by his ingenuity, works up the

raw material, is evidently less affected by uncontrol-

able occurrences, than he by whom the raw material

is originally grown. Whether it is fair, or whether it

is wet, he pursues his labours with equal success, and
learns to rely solely upon his own energy, and the

cunning of his own arm. As the sailor is naturally
more superstitious than the soldier, because he has to

deal with a more unstable element
; just in the same

way is the agriculturist more superstitious than the

mechanic, because he is more frequently and more

that similar views passed ou to ridge has said, is worth attend-

the sixteenth century, and were ing to: see The Friend, vol. iii.

sanctioned by Luther (Mauri/, pp. 222, 223.

Legendes Pieuses, pp. 18, 19);
*6 M. Kohl, wkose acuteness

and finally, that when Swinburne as a traveller is well kuown.
was in Spain, only eighty years has found that the agricultural

ago, he found the clergy on the classes are the ' most blindly ig-

[xjiut of putting an end to the norant and prejudiced' of all.

opera, because they 'attributed Kohl's Russiu, p. 365. And Sir

the svant of rain to the influence R. Murchison, who has enjoyed
of that ungodly entertainment.' extensive means of observation,

Sunnburne't Travel* through familiarly mentions the '

credu-

Spuin in 1775 and 1776, vol. i. lous fanners.' Murchison's St-

fj. 177, 2nd edit. London, 1787. luria, p. 61. In Asia, exactly
si See some remarks by the the same tendency has been no-

Rev. Mr. Ward, which strike me ticed : see Marsdm's Hist, of
as rather incautious, and which Sumatra, p. 63. Some curious

certainly are dangerous to his evidence of agricultural super-
own profession, as increasing the stitiotis respecting the weather

hostility between it and science, may be seen in Monteil. Hitt.

in II 'drift Ideal of a Christian </<.- <Jic?rx /-'tutu, vol. iii. pp. 31.

Clivn-l p '2"S. What Cole- 39.
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seriously affected by events which the ignorance of some
men makes them call capricious, and the ignorance of

other men makes them call supernatural.

It would be easy, by an extension of these remarks,
to show how the progress of manufactures, besides

increasing the national wealth, has done immense
service to civilization, by inspiring Man with a confi-

dence in his own resources
;

87 and how, by giving rise

to a new class of employments, it has, if I may so say,
shifted the scene in which superstition is most likely
to dwell. But to trace this would carry me beyond
my present limits

;
and the illustrations already given

are sufficient to explain how the theological spirit must
have been diminished by that love of experimental
science, which forms one of the principal features in

the reign of Charles II. 88

I have now laid before the reader what I conceive to

be the point of view from which we ought to estimate

a period whose true nature seems to me to have been

grievously misunderstood. Those political writers who

judge events without regard to that intellectual develop-
ment of which they are but a part, will find much to

condemn, and scarcely anything to approve, in the

reign of Charles II. By such authors, I shall be cen-

sured for having travelled out of that narrow path in

which history has been too often confined. And yet I

87 In this point of view, the of science, such asit was, degraded

opposite tendencies of agricul- it rather than advanced it. Still,

ture and manufactures are judi- the prevalence of the taste is curi-

ciously contrasted by Mr. Porter, ous
;
and in addition to the picture

at the end of his essay on the drawn by Mr. JMaeaulay (Hist, of
Statistics of Agriculture, Journal England, 1st edit. vol. i. pp. 408-

of the Statist. Soc. vol. ii. pp. 412), I may refer the reader to

295, 296. Moneonys Voyages, vol. iii. p. 31 ;

""
Indeed, there never has been Sorbiere's Voyage to England,

a period in England in which pp. 32, 33
; Evelyn's Diary, vol.

physical experiments were BO ii. pp. 199, 286; Pepys' Diary,
fashionable. This is merely vol. i. p. 375, vol. ii. p. 34, vol.

worth observing as a symptom iii. p. 85, vol. iv. p. 229
;
Bur-

of the age, since Charles II. and nets Own Time, vol. i. pp. 171,

the nobles were not likely to add, 322, vol. ii. p. 275; Burned,
and did not add, anything to our Lives, p. 1-14; CampbelFt Ckitf-

knowledge; and their patronage JutstL-i-s, vol. i. p. 582.
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am at a loss to perceive how it is possible, except by
the adoption of such a corn-so, to understand a period
which, on a superficial view, is full of the grossest
inconsistencies. This difficulty will be rendered very
obvious, if we compare for a moment the nature of the

government of Charles with the great things which,
under that government, were peaceably effected. Never
before was there such a want of apparent connexion

between the means and the end. If we look only at

the characters of the rulers, and at their foreign policy,
we must pronounce the reign of Charles II. to be the

worst that has ever been seen in England. If, on the

other hand, we con tine our observations to the laws

which were passed, and to the principles which were

established, we shall be obliged to confess that this

same reign forms one of the brightest epochs in our
national annals. Politically and morally, there were to

be found in the government all the elements of con-

fusion, of weakness, and of crime. The king himself

was a mean and spiritless voluptuary, without the

morals of a Christian, and almost without the feelings
of a man. 89 His ministers, with the exception of

Clarendon, whom he hated for his virtues, had not one
of the attributes of statesmen, and nearly all of them
were pensioned by the crown of France. 90 The weight

s!1 His treatment of his young Parr says, in reference to another

wife immediately after marriage accusation against him,
' There

is perhaps the worst thing re- is little occasion to blacken the

corded of this base and con- memory of that wicked monarch,

temptible prince. Lister's Life Charles II., by the aid of in-

of Clarendon, vol. ii. pp. 145-153. vidious conjectures.' Notes on
This is matter of proof; but James II. in Parr's Works, vol.

Burnet (Own Time, vol. i. p. 522, iv. p. 477. Compare Fox's His-

and vol. ii. p. 467) whispers a tory of James II. p. 71.

horrible suspicion, which I can- 90 Even Clarendon has been
not believe to be true, even of charged with receiving bribes

Charles II., and which Harris, from Louis XIV. ; but for this

who has collected some evidence there appears to benogoodautho-
of his astounding profligacy, does rity. Compare Hallam's Contt.

not mention, though he quotes Hist. vol. ii. pp. 66, 67 note, with
one of the passages in Burnet. Campbelfs Chancellors, vol. lii.

Harris's Lives of the Stuarts, vol. p. 213.

v pp. 36-43. ITovever, as Dr.
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of taxation was increased,
91 while the security of the

kingdom was diminished/'2
By the forced surrender

of the charters of the towns, our municipal rights were

endangered.
93 By shutting the exchequer, our national

credit was destroyed.
94

Though immense sums were

spent in maintaining our naval and military power, we
were left so defenceless, that when a Avar broke out,
which had long been preparing, we seemed suddenly to

be taken by surprise, buch was the miserable incapa-

city of the government, that the fleets of Holland were

able, not only to ride triumphant round our coasts, but
to sail up the Thames, attack our arsenals, burn our

ships, and insult the metropolis of England.
95

Yet,

notwithstanding all these things, it is an undoubted

fact, that in this same reign of Charles II. more steps
were taken in the right direction than had been taken,
in any period of equal length, during the twelve cen-

91 Lister* Life of Clarendon,
vol. ii. p. 377 ;

Harris's Jjives of
tf/r Stuarts, vol. iv. pp. 340-344.

92
Immediately after the Re-

storation, the custom began of

appointing to naval commands

incompetent youth* of birth, to

th" discouragement of those able

officers who had been employed
under Cromwell. Compare Bur-
net's Own Time, vol. i. p. 290,
with Pepi/s' Diary, vol. ii. p. 413,
vol. iii. pp. 68, 72.

93 Harris' s Lire* ofthv Stuarts,

vol. 7. pp. 323-328. The court

was so bent on abrogating the

charter of th<- city of London,
that Saunders was made chief-

justice for the express purpose.
See Campbells Chief-Justices,
vol. ii. p. 59. Roger North says
< Li>'<s of the yorths. vol. ii. p.

(>7 ), 'Nothing was accounted at

court so meritorious as the pro-

curing of charters, as the lan-

guage rh^n was.' Compare Bui-

sirode's Mi-mvir*.
pj>. ">1

(
.<. 3S8.

94 The panic caused by this

scandalous robbery is described

by De Foe
;

Wilson's Life of J)e

Foe, vol. i. p. 52. See also Co,-

larny's Lifr; of Himself,
vol. i. p.

78 ; Parker's Hist, of his Own
Time, pp. 141-143. The amount
stolen by the king is estimated

at 1,328,526/. Sinclair's Hist,

of the Rfvennr, vol. i. p. 315.

According to Lord Campbell,

'nearly a million and a half.'

Lives of the Chancellors, vol. iv.

p. 113.'
95 There is a very curious ac-

count in Pepys Diary, vol. iii.

pp. 242-264, of the terror felt by
the Londoners on this occasion.

Pepys himself buried his gold (p.
261 and pp. 376-379). Evelyn
'

Diart,-. vol. ii. p. 287; says:
' The alarme was so greate, that

it pur both country and citty into

a paniq, feare. and consternation,
such as I hope I shall never SPP

inort : very body \v;is flying
none km \v why or whither.'
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tnries we had occupied the soil of Britain. By the

mere force of that intellectual movement, which was

unwittingly supported by the crown, there were effected,

in the course of a few years, reforms which changed
the face of society.

96 The two great obstacles by
which the nation had long been embarrassed, consisted

of a spiritual tyranny and a territorial tyranny : the

tyranny of the church and the tyranny of the nobles.

An attempt was now made to remedy these evils
;
not

by palliatives, but by striking at the power of the classes

who did the mischief. For now it was that a law was

placed on the statute-book, taking away that celebrated

writ, which enabled the bishops or their delegates to

cause those men to be burned whose religion was diffe-

rent to their own. 97 Now it was that the clergy were

deprived of the privilege of taxing themselves, and
were forced to submit to an assessment made by the

ordinary legislature.
9 " Now, too, there was enacted a

** The most important of these

reforms were carried, as is nearly

always the case, in opposition to

the real wishes of the ruling
classes. Charles II. and James II.

often said of the Habeas Corpus
Act,

' that a government could
not subsist with such a law.' Dal-

rymples Memoirs, vol. ii. p. 104.

Lord-Keeper Guilford was even

opposed to the abolition of mili-

tary tenures. ' He thought,' says
his brother,

' the taking away of

the tenures a desperate wound
to the liberties of the people of

England.' Lives of the Rorthn.
vol. ii. p. 82. These are the sort

of men by whom great nations
are governed. A passage in Lif>

ofJames, by Himself, edit. Clarke,
vol. ii. p. 621, coefirms the state-

ment in Dalrymple, so far as

James is concerned. This should
be compared with a letter from
Louis XIV., in the JBarillon cor-

respondence. Appmdia- to Fox's

James II. p. cixiv.
87 BlackstonS's Commentaries,

vol. iv. p. 48 ; Campbells Chan-

cellors, vol. iii. p. 431. This

destruction of the writ DC literr-

tico comburendo was in 1677. It

is noticed in Palmer's 'Lr-.uiisc on

the Church, vol. i. p. 500 : and
in Collier a Ecclesiast. Hist. vol.

viii. p. 478.
98 This was m 1664. See the

account of it in Collier's Eccle-

siasf. H/.<t. vol. viii. pp. 463-466.

Collier, who is evidently dis-

pleased by the change, says :

' The consenting, therefore, to be

taxed by the temporal Commons.
makes the clergy more dependent
on a foreign body, takes away
the right of disposing of their

own money, and lays their es-

tates in some measure at dis-

cretion.' See also, on the ininrv

this has inflicted on the church,
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law forbidding any bishop, or any ecclesiastical court,
to tender the ex-officio oath, by which the church had
hitherto enjoyed the power of compelling a suspected

person to criminate himself." In regard to the nobles,
it was also during the reign of Charles II. that the

House of Lords, after a sharp struggle, was obliged to

abandon its pretensions to an original jurisdiction in

civil suits ;
and thus lost for ever an important resource

for extending its own influence. 100 It was in the same

reign that there was settled the right of the people to

be taxed entirely by their representatives ;
the House

of Commons having ever since retained the sole power
of proposing money bills, and regulating the amount of

imposts, merely leaving to the Peers the form of con-

senting to what has been already determined. 101 These
were the attempts which were made to bridle the

clergy and the nobles. But there were also effected

Lathburys Hist, of Convocation,

pp. 259, 260. And Coleridge (Lite-

rary Remains, vol. iv. pp. 152,

153) points this out as charac-

terizing one of the three '

grand
evil epochs of our present
church.' So marked, however,
was the tendency of that time,

that this most important measure
was peaceably effected by an

arrangement between Sheldon

and Clarendon. See the notes

by Onslow in Burnefs Own Time,
vol. i. p. 340, vol. iv. pp. 508,

509. Compare Lord Camden's
statement (Par/. Hist. vol. xvi. p.

169) with the speech of Lord
Bathurst (vol. xxii. p. 77) ; and
of Lord Temple on Tooke's case

(vol. xxxv. p. 1357). Mr. Car-

withen (Hist, of the Church of

England, vol. ii. p. 354, Oxford,

1849) grieves over '

this depri-
vation of the liberties of the

English clergy.'" 13 Car. II. c. 12. Compare
Stephens'* lAfe of Tooke, vol. i.

pp. 169, 170, with lllackstonc's

Commentaries, vol. iii. p. 101.

Mr. Hallam (Const. Hist. vol. i.

pp. 197, 198) has adduced evi-

dence of the way in which the

clergy were accustomed to injure
their opponents by the ex-officio

oath.
100 This was the issue of the

famous controversy respecting
Skinner, in 1669; and 'from
this time,' says Mr. Hallam,

' the

Lords have tacitly abandoned all

pretensions to an original juris-
diction in civil suits.' Const.

Hist. vol. ii. p. 184. There is an

account of this case of Skinner,
which was connected with the

East-India Company, in Milfs
Hist, of India, vol. i. pp. 102.

103.
101 Hallairis Const. Hist. vol.

ii. pp. 189-192; and Ecdeston's

English Antiquities, p. 326. The

disputes between the two houses

respecting taxation, are noticxxl

very briefly in Parker's Hist, of

his Own Time, pp. 135, 136.
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other things of equal importance. By tho destruction

of the scandalous prerogatives of Purveyance and Pre-

emption, a limit was set to the power of the sovereign
to vex his refractory subjects.

102 By the Habeas

Corpus Act, tho liberty of every Englishman was made
as certain as law could make it; it being guaranteed
to him, that if accused of crime, he, instead of lan-

guishing in prison, as had often been the case, should

be brought to a fair and speedy trial. 103
By the Sta-

tute of Frauds and Perjuries, a security hitherto un-

known was conferred upon private property.
104

By tho

"" The ' famous rights of pur-

veyance and pre-emption' were

abolished by 12 Car. H. c. '1 4.

Hallam's Const. Hist. vol. ii. p.

11. Burke, in his magnificent

speech on Economical Reform,
describes the abuses of the old

system of purveyance. Burkes
Works, vol. i. p. 239. See also

Kembles Saxons in England, vol.

ii. p. 88, note ; Barrington on the

Statutes, pp. 183-185, 237; Lin-

gard's Hist, of England, vol. ii.

pp. 338, 339 ; Sinclair's Hist, of
the Revenue, vol. i. p. 232

;
Par/.

Hist. vol. iii. p. 1299. These

passages will give an idea of the

iniquities practised under this
'

right,' which, like most gross

injustices, was one of the good
old customs of the British con-

stitution, being at least as ancient

as Canute. See Allen on the

Royal Prerogative, p. 152. In-

deed, a recent writer of consider-

able learning (Spence, Origin of
the Laws of Europe, p. 319)
derives it from the Roman law.

A bill had been brought in to

rake it away in 1656. See Bur-
ton's Cromwcllian Diary, vol. i.

p. 8 1 . When Adam Smith wrote,
it still existed in France and

Germany. Wealth of Nations,
book iii. chap. ii. p. 161.

VOL. I.

103 On the Habeas Corpus Act,
which became law in 1679, sea

Campbell's Chancellors, vol. iii.

pp. 346-347; Mackintosh, Revolu-

tion of 1688, p. 49
;
and Lin-

gard's Hist, of England, vol. viii.

E.

17. The peculiarities of this

iw, as compared with the imita-

tions of it in other countries, are

clearly stated in Meyer, Esprit
des Institutions Judiciaires, vol.

ii. p. 283. Mr. Lister (Life of
Clarendon, vol. ii. p. 454) says :

'

Imprisonment in gaols beyond
the seas was not prevented, by
law till the passing of the Habeas

Corpus Act, in 1679.'
104 Blackstone (Commentaries,

vol. iv. p. 439) calls this 'a great
and necessary security to private

property ;' and Lord Campbell
(Chancellors, vol. iii. p. 423)
terms it

' the most important
and most beneficial piece of

juridical legislation of which we
can boast.' On its effects, com-

pare Jones's valuable Commen-

tary on Is&us
(
Works of Sir W.

Jones, vol. iv. p. 239) with

Story's Conflict of Laws, pp. 621,

522, 627, 884; and Tayler on
Statute Law, in Journal of
Statistical Society, vol. xvii, p.

150.
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abolition of general impeachments, an end was put to s

great engine of tyranny, with which powerful and un-

scrupulous men had frequently ruined their political
adversaries. 108 By the cessation of those laws which
restricted the liberty of printing, there was laid the

foundation of that great Public Press, which, more
than any other single cause, has diffused among the

people a knowledge of their own power, and has thus,
to an almost incredible extent, aided the progress of

English civilization. 106
And, to complete this noble

picture, there were finally destroyed those feudal inci-

dents, which our Norman conquerors had imposed, the

military tenures
;
the court of wards

;
the fines for

alienation
;
the right of forfeiture for marriage by rea-

son of tenure
;
the aids, the homages, the escuages, the

primer seisins
;
and all those mischievous subtleties, of

which the mere names sound in modern ears as a wild

and barbaroas jargon, but which pressed upon our an-

cestors as real and serious evils. 107

105 Lord Campbell (Lives of the

Chancellors, vol. iii. p. 247) says,
that the struggle in 1667 '

put
an end to general impeachments.'

los pr inting at first was regu-
lated by royal proclamations ;

then by the Star-chamber
;
and

afterwards by the Long Parlia-

ment. The decrees of the Star-

chamber were taken as the basis

of 13 and 14 Car. II. c. 33 ; but

this act expired in 1679, and was
not renewed during the reign of

Charles II. Compare Slack-

stone's Comment, vol. iv. p. 152,

with Hunt's Hist, of Newspapers,
vol. i. p. 154, and Fox's Hist, of
James II. p. 146.

107 The fullest account I have

seen in any history, of this

great Revolution, which swept

away the traditions and the

language of feudalism, is that

given in Harris's Livt-s of the

Stuarts, vol. iv. pp. 369-37S. But

Harris, though an industrious

collector, was a man of slender

ability, and not at all aware of

the real nature of a change, of

which the obvious and imme-

diately practical results formed
the smallest part. The true point
of view is, that it was a formal

recognition by the legislature
that the Middle Ages were

extinct, and that it was necessary
to inaugurate a more modern and

innovating policy. Hereafter I

shall have occasion to examine
this in detail, and show how it was

merely a symptom of a revolu-

tionary movement. In the mean-
time the reader may refer to the

very short notices in Dalrymple's
Hist, of Feudal Property, p. 89

;

ELickstone's Comment, vol. ii. pp.

76, 77 ;
Ilaltam's Const. Hist. vol.

ii. p. 1 1
;
Parl. Hist. vol. iv. pp.

53, 167, 168; Meyer, Institution

Judiciaires, vol. ii. p. 58.
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Those were the things which were done in the reign
of Charles II. ; and if' we consider the miserable in-

competence of the king, the idle profligacy of his court,
the unblushing venality of his ministers, the constant

conspiracies to which the country was exposed from

within, and the unprecedented insults to which it was

subjected from without
;

if we, moreover, consider that

to all this there were added two natural calamities of

the most grievous description, a Great Plague, which
thinned society in all its ranks, and scattered confusion

through the kingdom, and a Great Fire, which, besides

increasing the mortality from the pestilence, destroyed
in a moment those accumulations of industry by which

industry itself is nourished
;

if we put all these

things together, how can we reconcile inconsistencies

apparently so gross ? How could so wonderful a pro-

gress be made in the face of these unparalleled dis-

asters? How could such men, under such circumstances,
effect such improvements ? These are questions which
our political compilers are unable to answer

;
because

they look too much at the peculiarities of individuals,

and too little at the temper of the age in which those

individuals live. Such writers do not perceive that

the history of every civilized country is the history of

its intellectual development, which kings, statesmen,
and legislators are more likely to retard than to hasten

;

because, however great their power may be, they are

at best the accidental and insufficient representatives
of the spirit of their time

;
and because, so far from

being able to regulate the movements of the national

mind, they themselves form the smallest part of it,

and, in a general view of the progress of Man, are only
to be regarded as the puppets who strut and fret their

hour upon a little stage ; while, beyond them, and on

every side of them, are forming opinions and principles
which they can scarcely perceive, but by which alone

the whole course of human affairs is ultimately

governed.
The truth is, that the vast legislative reforms, for

which the reign of Charles II. is so remarkable, merely
form a part of that movement, which, though traceable

c c 2
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to a much earlier period, had only for three genera-
tions been in undisguised operation. These important

improvements were the result of that bold, sceptical,

inquiring, and reforming spirit, which had now seized

the three great departments of Theology, of Science,
and of Politics. The old principles of tradition, of

authority, and of dogma, were gradually becoming
weaker

;
and of course, in the same proportion, there

was diminished the influence of the classes by whom
those principles were chiefly upheld. As the power of

particular sections of society thus declined, the power
of the people at large increased. The real interests of

the nation began to be perceived, so soon as the super-
stitions were dispersed by which those interests had

long been obscured. This, I believe, is the real solu-

tion of what at first seems a curious problem, namely,
how it was that such comprehensive reforms should

have been accomplished in so bad, and in many
respects so infamous, a reign. It is, no doubt, true,

that those reforms were essentially the result of the

intellectual march of the age ; but, so far from being
made in spite of the vices of the sovereign, they were

actually aided by them. With the exception of the

needy profligates who thronged his court, all classes of

men soon learned to despise a king who was a drun-

kard, a libertine, and a hypocrite ;
who had neither

shame nor sensibility ;
and who, in point of honour,

was unworthy to enter the presence of the meanest of

his subjects. To have the throne filled for a quarter
of a century by such a man as this, was the surest way
of weakening that ignorant and indiscriminate loyalty,
to which the people have often sacrificed their dearest

rights. Thus, the character of the king, merely con-

sidered from this point of view, was eminently favour-

able to the growth of national liberty.
108 But the

108 Mr. Hailam has a noble of Cleveland, Louisa, Duchess of

passage on the services rendered Portsmouth, and Mrs. Eleanor
to English civilization by the Gwyn. "We owe a tribute of

vices of the English court : 'We gratitude to the Mavs, the Killi-

are, however, much indebted to grows, the Chiffinches, and the

the memory of Barbara Duchess Grammonts. They playi-d a er-
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advantage did not stop there. The reckless debaucheries

of Charles made him abhor everything approaching to

restraint
;
and this gave him a dislike to a class, whose

profession, at least, pre-supposes a conduct of more
than ordinary purity. The eon sequence was, that he,

not from views of enlightened policy, but merely from
a love of vicious indulgence, always had a distaste for

the clergy ; and, so far from advancing their power,

frequently expressed for them an open contempt.
109

His most intimate friends directed against them those

coarse and profligate jokes which are preserved in the

literature of the time
;
and which, in the opinion of

the courtiers, were to be raiiked among the noblest

specimens of human wit. From men of this sort the

church had, indeed, little to apprehend ;
but their lan-

guage, and the favour with which it was received, are

part of the symptoms by which we may study the temper
of that age. Many other illustrations will occur to most
readers

;
I may, however, mention one, which is interest-

ing on account of the eminence of the philosopher

viceable part in ridding the

kingdom of its besotted loyalty.

They saved our forefathers from
the Star-chamber and the High-
commission court

; they laboured

iu their vocation against stand-

ing armies and corruption ; they

pressed forward the great ulti-

mate security of English freedom
the expulsion of the House of

Stuart.' Hal/urn's Const. Hist.

vol. ii. p. 50.
109 Burnet (Own Time, vol. i.

p. 418) tells us that, in 1667,
the king, even at the council-

board, expressed himself against
the bishops, and said, that the

clergy
'

thought of nothing but
to get good benefices, and to keep
a good table.' See also, on his

dislike to the bishops, vol. ii.

p. 22
;
and Pepys Diary, vol. iv.

p. 2. In another place, vol iv.

p. -1:2, lYp\> writes: 'And 1 btv-

lieve the hierarchy will in a little

time bo shaken, whether they
will or no

;
the king being of-

fended with them, and set upon
it, as I hear.' Evelyn, in a con-

versation with Pepy.s, noticed

with regret such conduct of

Charles,
' that a bishop shall

never be seen about him, as the

king of France hath always.'

Prpys, vol. iii. p. 201. Evelyn,
in his benevolent way, ascribes

this to ' the negligence of the

clergy;' but history teaches ui

that the clergy have never neg-
lected kings, except when the

king has first neglected them.
Sir John Reresby gives a curious

account of a conversation Charles

II. held vith him respecting
' mitred heads,' in which the

feeling of the king is very

apparent. Reresby's Travels and
Jtlcnurirs, p. 238.
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concerned in it. The most dangerous opponent of

the clergy in the seventeenth century, was certainly

Hobbes, the subtlest dialectician of his time
;
a writer,

too, of singular clearness, and, among British meta-

physicians, inferior only to Berkeley. This profound
thinker published several speculations very unfavour-

able to the church, and directly opposed to principles
which are essential to ecclesiastical authority. As a

natural consequence, he was hated by the clergy ;
his

doctrines were declared to be highly pernicious ;
and

he was accused of wishing to subvert the national

religion, and corrupt the national morals. 110 So far did

this proceed, that, during his life, and for several years
after his death, every man who ventured to think for

himself was stigmatized as a Hobbist, or, as it was
sometimes called, a Hobbian. 111 This marked hostility
on the part of the clergy was a sufficient recommenda-
tion to the favour of Charles. The king, even before

his accession, had imbibed many of his principles:
m

110 On the animosity of the

clergy against Hobbes, and on
the extent to which he recipro-
cated it, compare Aufjrcy's Letters

and Lives, vol. ii. pp. 532, 631
;

Tennemann, Gesch. der Philox.

vol. x. p. Ill; with the angry
language of Burnet

(
Own Time,

rol. i. p. 322), and of Whiston

(Memoirs, p. 251). See also

Wood's Athena Oxoniensis, edit.

Bliss, vol. iii. p. 1211. Mon-

conys, who was in London in

1663, says of Hobbes,
'
II me dit

i'aversion quo tons les gens

d'eglise tant catholiqucs que pro-
testans avoient pour lui.' Mon-

conys Voyages, vol. iii. p. 43
;

and p. 115,
' M. Hobbes, que

je trouvai toujours fort ennemi
des pretri'S catholiques et des

protestans.' About the same

time, Sorbiere was in London
;

and he writes respectincr Hobbes:
'

I kii'.w not how it comes to

pass, the clergy are afraid oi

him, and so are the Oxford
mathematicians and their adhe-
rents ; wherefore his majesty
(Charles II.) was pleased tc

make a very good comparison
when he told me. he was like a

bear, whom they baited with

dogs to try him.' Sorbicre's

Voyage to England, p. 40.
111 This was a common ex-

pression for whoever attacked

established opinions late in the

seventeenth, and even early in

the eighteenth century. For in-

stances of it, see Baxter's Life

</ Him* If, folio, 1696, part i'ii

p. 48; Boyle's Works, vol. v.

pp. 505, 510; Monk's Life of

JSentley, vol. i. p. 41 ; Vernon

Correspond, vol. iii. p. 13
; King's

Isfe of Locke, vol. i. p. 191 ;

Brew/sterns Lif> of AVvtfow, vol. ii.

p. 140.
112 Burnet says, they

' made
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and, after the Restoration, he treated the author with

svliat was deemed a scandalous respect. He pro-
tected him. from his enemies

;
he somewhat ostenta-

tiously hung up his portrait in his own private room
at Whitehall ;

"3 and he even conferred a pension on

this, the most formidable opponent who had yet ap-

peared against the spiritual hierarchy.
114

If we look for a moment at the ecclesiastical appoint-
ments of Charles, we shall find evidence of the same

tendency. In his reign, the highest dignities in the

church were invariably conferred upon men who were
deficient either in ability or in honesty. It would per-

haps be an over-refinement to ascribe to the king a

deliberate plan for lowering the reputation of the epis-

copal bench
;
but it is certain, that if he had such a

plan, he followed the course most likely to effect his

purpose. For it is no exaggeration to say, that, during
his life, the leading English prelates were, without

exception, either incapable or insincere
; they were

unable to defend what they really believed, or else they
did not believe what they openly professed. Never before

were the interests of the Anglican church so feebly

guarded. The first Archbishop of Canterbury ap-

pointed by Charles was Juxon, whose deficiencies were
notorious

;
and of whom his friends could only say,

that his want of ability was compensated by the good-
ness of his intentions. 115 When he died, the king raised

up as his successor Sheldon, whom he had previously
made Bishop of .London

;
and who not only brought

discredit on his order by acts of gross intolerance,
116

deep and lasting impressions on p. 164, with Lives of the Norths,
the king's mind.' Own Time, vol. iii. p. 339.

vol. i. p. 172. " 5

Bishop Burnet says of him,
118 A likeness, by Cooper. See at his appointment: 'As he \\AS

Wood's Athena Oxonienscs, edit, never a great divine, so he was

Bliss, vol. iii. p. 1208. now superannuated.' Own Time,
114 Sorbiere's Voyage to Eng- vol. i. p. 303.

land, p. 39
; Wooas Athens "" Of which his own friend,

Oxonienses, vol. iii. p. 1208. On Bishop Parker, gives a specimen,
the popularity of the works of See Parker 's History of his own
Hobbes in the reign of Charles Time, p. 31-33. Compare Neat's

II. compare Pepys' Diary, vol. iv. Hist, of the Puritans, vol. iv.
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but who was so regardless of the common decencies

of his station, that he used to amuse his associates, by
having exhibitions in his own house, imitating the way
in which the Presbyterians delivered their sermons. 117

After the death of Sheldon, Charles appointed to the arch-

bishopric Sancroft
;
whose superstitious fancies exposed

him to the contempt even of his own profession, and
who was as much despised as Sheldon had been hated. 118

In the rank immediately below this, we find the same

principle at work. The three Archbishops of York,

during the reign of Charles II., were Frewen, Steam,
and Dolben

;
who were so utterly devoid of ability, that

notwithstanding their elevated position, they are alto-

gether forgotten, not one reader out of a thousand

having ever heard their names. 119

Such appointments as these are indeed striking ;
and

what makes them more so, is, that they were by no
means necessary ; they were not forced on the king by

p. 429 ; Wilson's Mem. of De Foe,
vol. i. p. 46.

117 In 1669, Pepys was at one

of these entertainments, which

cook place not only at the house,
but in the presence of the arch-

bishop. See the scandalous de-

tails in Pepys' Diary, vol. iv. pp.

321, 322
;
or in Wilson's De Foe,

vol. i. pp. 44, 45.
118

Burnet, who knew Sancroft,

calls him 'a poor-spirited and
fearful man '

(
Own Time, vol. iii.

p. 35-1); and mentions (vol. iii.

p. 138) an instance of his super-
stition, which will be easily be-

lieved by whoever has read his

ridiculous sermons, which D'Oyly
has wickedly published. See Ap-
pendix to D'Oyly*s Sancroft, pp.
339-120. Dr. Lake says that

everybody was amazed when it

Ns~as known that Sancroft was to

be archbishop. Lake's Diary,
30th Dec. 1677, p. 18, in vol.'i.

of tiie Caiiiden Miscellany, 1847,

4to. His character, so far as he

had one, is fairly drawn by Dr.

Birch :

' slow, timorous, and

narrow-spirited, but at the same
time a good, honest, and well-

meaning man.' Birch's Life of

TVlotson, p. 151. See also re-

specting him, Macaulay's Hist.

of England, vol. ii. p. 616, vol.

iii. p. 77, vol. iv. pp. 40-42.
119 Frewen was so obscure a

man, that there is no life of him
either in Chalmers Biographical
Dictionary, or in Rose's more
recent, but inferior work. The
little that is known of Stearn,
or Sterne, is unfavourable. Com-
pare Burnet, vol. ii. p. 427, with
Baxter's Life of Himself, folio,

1696, part ii. p. 338. And of

Dolbf-n I have been unable to

collect, anything of interest, ex-

cept that he had a good library.
See the traditionary account in

Jones's Mi moirs of liisftop Home
p. GO.
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court intrigue, nor was there a lack of more competent
men. The truth seems to be, that Charles was unwill-

ing to confer ecclesiastical promotion upon any one who
had ability enough to increase the authority of the

church, and restore it to its former pre-eminence. At
his accession, the two ablest of the clergy were un-

doubtedly Jeremy Taylor and Isaac Barrow. Both of

them were notorious for their loyalty ;
both of them

were men of unspotted virtue
;
and both of them have

left a reputation which will hardly perish while the

English language is remembered. But Taylor, though
he had married the king's sister,

120 was treated with
marked neglect ; and, being exiled to an Irish bishopric,
had to pass the remainder of his life in what, at that

time, was truly called a barbarous country.
121 As to

Barrow, who, in point of genius, was probably superior
to Taylor,

122 he had the mortification of seeing the

most incapable men raised to the highest posts in the

church, while he himself was unnoticed ; and, notwith-

standing that his family had greatly suffered in the

royal cause,
123 he received no sort of preferment until

five years before his death, when the king conferred on

him the mastership of Trinity College, Cambridge.
124

'' His wife was Joanna said by a respectable authority,

Bridges, a bastard of Charles I. that he was at once ' the great

Compare Notes and Queries, vol. precursor of Sir Isaac Newton,
vii. p. 305, with Hcher's Life of and the pride of the English
Jeremi/ Taj/lor, in Taylor's Works, pulpit.' Wordsworth's Ecclcniast.

vol. i. p. xxxiv. Bishop Heber, Biog. vol. iv. p. 344. See also,

p. xxxv. adds, 'But, notwith- respecting Barrow, Montucla,

standing the splendour of such Hist, des Mathemat. vol. ii. pp
an alliance, there is no reason to 88, 89, 359, 360, 504, 505, vol.

believe that it added materially iii. pp. 436-438.
to Taylor's income.' I23 ' His father having suffered

'-'
Coleridge (Lit. Remains, greatly in his estate by his at-

vol. iii. p. 208) says, that this tachment to the royal cause.'

neglect of Jeremy Taylor by Chalmers' Biog. Diet, vol.iv. p. 39.

Charles '

is a problem of which '" 4

Barrow, displeased at not

perhaps his virtues present the receiving preferment after the

most probable solution.' Restoration, wrote the lines :

122
Superior, certainlv, in com-

prehensiveness, and in "the ran so
V

^;, ?
ptarit rwlltur Carol

of his studies ; so that it is aptly Et sennit nemo t<- rediisw minus.'
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It is hardly necessary to point out how all this must
have tended to weaken the church, and accelerate that

great movement for which the reign of Charles LT. is

remarkable. 125 At the same time, there were many
other circumstances which, in this preliminary sketch,
it is impossible to notice, but which were stamped with
the general character of revolt against ancient authority.
In a subsequent volume, this will be placed in a still

clearer light, because I shall have an opportunity of

bringing forward evidence which, from the abundance
of its details, would be unsuited to the present Intro-

duction. Enough, however, has been stated, to indicate

the general march of the English mind, arid supply the

reader with a clue by which he may understand those

still more complicated events, which, as the seventeenth

century advanced, began to thicken upon us.

A few years before the death of Charles II., the

clergy made a great effort to recover their former

power by reviving those doctrines of Passive Obedience
and Divine Right, which are obviously favourable to

the progress of superstition.
126 But as the English in-

Hamtttoris Life of Harrow, in which will long survive the

Barren's Works, Edinb. 1845, aspersions of his puny detractors,
vol. i. p. xxiii. men who, in point of kiiow-

125
Everything Mr. Macaulay ledge and ability, are unworthy

has said on the contempt into to loosen the shoe-latchet of him
which the clergy fell in the reign they foolishly attack.

of Charles II. is perfectly accu- '-6 Hallam's Const. Hist. vol.

rate; and from evidence which I ii. pp. 142, 143, 153-156; from
have collected, I know that this which it appears that this move-

very able writer, of whose im- meiit began about 1681. The
mense research few people are clergy, as a body, are naturally

competent judges, has rather favourable to this doctrine ; and
understated the case than over- the following passage, published
stated it. On several subjects I only twelve yr.ars ago, will give
should venture to differ from the reader an idea of the views

Mr. Macaulay ;
but I cannot that some of them entertain,

refrain from expressing my ad- The Hov. Mr. Sewell (Christian
miration of his unwearied dili- Politic*. Lond. 1844, p. 157) says,

gence, of the consummate skill that, the reigning prince is 'it

with which he has arranged his being armed with supreme phy-
materials, and of the noble love sieal power by the hand and
of liberty which animates his permission of Providence

;
:ie

entire work. These are qualities such, the lord of our property,
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telleet was uow sufficiently advanced to reject such

dogmas, this futile attempt only increased the opposi-
tion between the interests of the people as a body, and
tho interests of the clergy as a class. Scarcely had
this scheme been defeated, when the sudden death of

Charles placed on the throne a prince whose most earnest

desire was to restore the Catholic church, and rein-

state among us that mischievous system which openly
boasts of subjugating the reason of Man. This change
in affairs was, if we consider it in its ultimate results,

the most fortanate circumstance which could have

happened to our country. In spite of the difference of

their religion, the English clergy had always displayed
an affection towards James, whose reverence for the

priesthood they greatly admired
; though they were

anxious that the warmth of his affections should be
lavished on the Church ofEngland and notontheChurch
of Rome. They were sensible of the advantages which
would accrue to their own order, if his piety could be

turned into a new channel. 127
They saw that it was for

his interest to abandon his religion ;
and they thought

that to a man so cruel and so vicious, his own interest

the master of our lives, the Nichols's Lit. Aner. vol. iv. p.

fountain of honour, the dispenser 216. With good reason, there-

of law, before whom each sub- fore, did Fox tell the House of

jeet must surrender his will and Commons, that '

by being a good
conform his actions. . . . Who, churchman, a person might be-

when he errs, errs as a man, come a bad citizen.' Par!. Hist.

and not as a king, and is re- vol. xxix. p. 1377.

sponsible, not to man, but to '' The Archbishop of Canter-

God.' And at p. Ill, the same bury, in 1678, was engaged in

writer informs us that the church, an attempt to convert James;
' with one uniform, unhesitating and in a letter to the Bishop
voice, has proclaimed the duty of Winchester, he notices tho

of
"
passive obedience."

'

See '

happy consequences
'

wliich

also on this slavish tenet, as up- would result from his success,

held by the church, Word-siuorth's See this characteristic letter ir

Ecclesiast. Bi<>g. vol. iv. p. (568
;

Clarendon Curnsp. vol. ii. pp.

Lift of Ken, by a Layman, vol. 465, 466. See also the motives

ii. p. 523 ; Lathbury's Hixt. of of the bishops, candidly but

Convocation, p. 228; Latkburys broadly state.), in Mr. Wilson's

Nonjurors, pp. 50, 135, 197; and valuable work, Lifr of De Foe.

a letter from Nelson, author of vol. i. p. 74.

ihe Fasta u':>d Fi'sti'.'aia. iu
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would be the sole consideration. 128 The consequence
was, that in one of the most critical moments of his

life, they made in his favour a great and successful

effort
;
and they not only used all their strength to

defeat the bill by which it was proposed to exclude him
from the succession, but when the measure was re-

jected, they presented an address to Charles, congratu-

lating him on the result. 129 When James actually
mounted the throne, they continued to display the

same spirit. Whether they still hoped for his conver-

sion, or whether, in their eagerness to persecute the

dissenters, they overlooked the danger to their own
church, is uncertain

;
but it is one of the most singular

and unquestionable facts in our history, that for some
time there existed a strict alliance between a Protestant

hierarchy and a Popish king.
130 The terrible crimes

which were the result of this compact are but too

notorious. But what is more worthy of attention is,

the circumstance that caused the dissolution of this

conspiracy between the crown and the church. The

ground of the quarrel was an attempt made by the king
to effect, in some degree, a religious toleration. By
the celebi-ated Test and Corporation Acts, it had been

ordered, that all persons who were employed by govern-
ment should be compelled, under a heavy penalty, to

receive the sacrament according to the rites of the

English church. The offence of James was, that he

128 In a high-church pamphlet, Chancellors, vol. iii. p. 3-53
;

Car-

published in 1682, agaiust the witheris Hist, of the Church of
Bill of Exclusion, the cause of England, vol. ii. p. 431.

Jamet is advocated; but the in-
lso At the accession of Jamep

convenience he would suffer by II.
' the pulpits throughout, Eng-

remaining a Catholic is strongly land resounded with thanks-

insisted upon. See the wily re- givings ;
and a numerous set of

marks in Sonars Tracts, vol. viii. addresses nattered his Majesty,

pp. 258, 259. in the strongest expressions,
129 Wordsworth's Ecclesiast. with assurances of unshaken

Biog. vol. iv. p. 665. On their loyalty and obedience, without

eagerness against the bill, see limitation or reserve.' Need's

Harris's Lives of the Stuarts, Hist, of the Puritans, vol. v. p. 2.

vol.v.p. 181; BurnetsOwn Time, S<^ also Calami/s Life, vol. i.

vol. ii. p. 246; Somers Tracts, p. 118.

rol. x. pp. 216, 253; CampbelFs
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now issued what was called a Declaration of Indulgence,
iin which ho announced his intention of suspending the

execution of these laws. 131 From this moment, the posi-

tion of tho two great parties was entirely changed.
The- bishops clearly perceived that the statutes which

it was thus attempted to abrogate, were highly favour-

able to their own power ;
and hence, in their opinion,

formed an essential part of the constitution of a Chris-

tian country. They had willingly combined with

James, while he assisted them in persecuting men who

worshipped God in a manner different from them-

selves. 132 So long as this compact held good, they weru
indifferent as to matters which tliey considered to bo

of minor importance. They looked on in silence, while

the king was amassing the materials with which ho

hoped to turn a free government into an absolute mon-

archy.
133

They saw Jeffreys and Kirkc torturing their

fellow-subjects ; they saw the gaols crowded with

131 On the 18th March, 1687,
the king announced to tho Privy
Council that he had determined
'

to grant, by his own authority,
entire liberty of conscience to

all his subjects. On the 4th

April appeared the memorable
Declaration of Indulgence.'

Macaulay's Hint, of England,
vol. ii. p. 211

; and see Life of
James II.

,
edited by Clarke, vol.

ii, p. 112. There is a summary
of the Declaration in Ai afs Hi-it,

of the Puritans, vol. v. pp. 30,

31. As to the second Declara-

tion, sec Macaulay, vol. ii. pp.
344, 3-15; Clarendon Correspond.
vol. ii. p. 170.

' 3 -
It was in the autumn of

1685. that the clergy and the

government persecuted the dis-

senters with the greatest viru-

lence. See Macau/ays Hist. vol.

i. pp. titi", 668. Compare 2Vcfl/\

Hist, of tlie Puritans, vol. v. pp.
4-12, with a letter from Lord

Clarendon, dated 21st December
1685, in Clarendon Correspond.
vol. i. p. 192. It is said (Burned
Own Time, vol. iii. pp. 175, 176\
that on many occasions the church

party made use of the eccle-

siastical courts to extort money
from the Nonconformists ; and
for confirmation of this, see

Mackintosh's Revolution o/168S,
pp. 173, 610.

133 It appears from the accounts

in the War Office, that James,
even in the first year of his

reiLrn, had a standing army of

nearly 20,000 men. Mackintosh's

Revolution, pp. 3, 77, 688: 'A

disciplined army of about 20,000
men was, for the first time,

established during peace in this

island.' As this naturally in-

spired great alarm, the king gave
out that the number did not

exceed 1 5,000. Life of Jam' s II.
,

edited by Clarke, vol. ii. pp. 52,
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prisoners, and the scaffold streaming with blood. 134

They were well pleased that some of the best and ablest

men in the kingdom should be barbarously persecuted ;

that Baxter should be thrown into prison, and that

Howe should be forced into exile. They witnessed

with composure the most revolting cruelties, because

the victims of them were the opponents of the English
church. Although the minds of men were filled with
terror and with loathing, the bishops made no com-

plaint. They preserved their loyalty unimpaired, and
insisted on the necessity of humble submission to the

Lord's anointed. 138 But the moment James proposed
to protect against persecution those who were hostile

to the church
;
the moment he announced his intention

of breaking down that monopoly of offices and of

honours which the bishops had long secured for their

own party ;
the moment this took place, the hierarchy

became alive to the dangers with which the country
was threatened from the violence of so arbitrary a

prince.
136 The king had laid his hand on the ark, and

the guardians of the temple flew to arms. How could

134
Compare Ihirnet, vol. iii. of England, or even a quiet, sub-

pp. 55-62, with Dalrymple's Me- missive Catholic, without any
moirs, vol. i. part i. book ii. pp. zeal for his religion, confining
198-203. Ken, so far as I re- himself solely to matters of state,

member, was the only one who and having a proper respect for

set his face against these atroci- church property, he might have
ties. He was a very humane plundered other Protestants at

man, and did what he could to his pleasure, and have trampled

mitigate the sufferings of the upon the liberties of his country,

prisoners in Monmouth's rebel- without the danger of resistance.'

lion
;

but it is not mentioned Wilson's Life of De Foe, vol. i.

that he attempted to stop the p. 136. Or, as Fox says, 'Thus,

persecutions directed against the as long as James contented him-

innocent Nonconformists, who self with absolute power in civil

were barbarously punished, not matters, and did not make use

because they rebelled, but be- of his authority against the

cause they dissented. Life of church, everything went smooth

Ken, by a Layman, vol. i. p. 298. and easy.' Fos Hist, of James
185 'From the conduct of the //., p. 165.

clergy in this and the former 136
Compare NeaPs Hist, of tht

reign, it is quite clear, that if Puritans, vol. v. p. 58, with Life
the king had been a Protestant, of

'

Jame* 11., edit. Clarke, vol. ii.

of the profession of the Church p. 70 ; where it is well said, that
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they tolerate a prince who would not allow them to

persecute their enemies ? How could they support a

sovereign who sought to favour those who differed from

the national church ? They soon determined on the

line of conduct it behoved them to take. With an

almost unanimous voice, they refused to obey the order

by which the king commanded them to read in their

churches the edict for religious toleration. 137 Nor did

they stop there. So great was their enmity against
him they had recently cherished, that they actually

applied for aid to those very dissenters whom, only a

few weeks before, they had hotly persecuted ;
seek-

ing by magnificent promises to win over to their

side men they had hitherto hunted even to the

death. 138 The most eminent of the Nonconformists

the clergy cf the Church of

England
' had preached preroga-

tive and the sovereign power to

the highest pitch, while it was
favourable to them

; but when

they apprehended the least dan-

ger from it, they cried out as

soon as the shoe pinched, though
it was of their own putting on.'

See also pp. 113, 164. What
their servility was to the crown,
while they thought that the

crown was with them, may be

estimated from the statement of

De Foe: ' I have heard it publicly

preached, that if the king com-
manded my head, and sent his

messengers to fetch it, I was
bound to submit, and stand while

it was cut off.' Wilson's Lift' of
De Foe, vol. i. p. 118.

137
D'Oyly (Life of Bancroft,

p. 164) says,
' On the whole, it

is supposed that not more than

200 out of the whole body of

clergy, estimated at 10,000, com-

plied with the king's requisition.'
'

Only seven obeyed in the city
of London, and not above 200

all England over.' Burn fs Oit'H

Time, vol. iii. p. 21 8. On Sunday,
20th May 1688, Lord Clarendon
writes :

'

I was at St. James's

church
;

in the evening I had
an account that the Declaration

was read only in four churches

in the city and liberties.' Cla-

rendon Corrcsp. vol. ii. pp. 17-,

173. When this conduct became

known, it was observed that the

church '

supported the crown

only so long as she dictated to

it
;
and became rebellious at the

moment when she was forbidden

to be intolerant' Mackintosh's

R, volution of 1688, p. 255.
138 The first advances were

made when the Declaration of

the king in favour of '

liberty of

conscience
'

was on the point of

being issued, and immediately
after the proceedings at Oxford
had shown his determination to

break down the monopoly of

offices possessed by the church.
' The clergy at the same time

prayed and entreated the dis-

senters to appear on their side,

and stand by the Establishment,

making large promises of favon?
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were far from being duped by this sudden affection.m
But their hatred of Popery, and their fear of the ulte-

rior designs of the king, prevailed over every other

consideration
;
and there arose that singular combina-

tion between churchmen and dissenters, which has

never since been repeated. This coalition, backed by
the general voice of the people, soon overturned the

throne, and gave rise to what is justly deemed one of

the most important events in the history of England.
Thus it was, that the proximate cause of that great

revolution which cost James his crown, was the publica-
tion by the king of an edict of religious toleration, and
the consequent indignation of the clergy at seeing so

audacious an act performed by a Christian prince. It

is true, that if other things had not conspired, this

alone could never have effected so great a change. But
it was the immediate cause of it, because it was the

cause of the schism between the church and the throne,
and of the alliance between the church and the dis-

senters. This is a fact never to be forgotten. We
ought never to forget, that the first and only time the

Church of England has made war upon the crown, was
when the crown had declared its intention of tolerating,
and in some degree protecting, the rival religions of the

and brotherly affection if ever 134; and a Letter from a Dls-

they came into power.' Neafs sent, r to the Petitioning Bishops,
Hist, of the Puritans, vol. v. p. 29. in Somi-rs Tracts, vol. ix. pp.
See also, at pp. 58, -59, the con- 117, 118. The writer says:

ciliating letter from the Arch- '

Pray, my lords, let me ask you
bishop of Canterbury after the a question. Suppose the king,
Declaration. '

Such,' says Neal, instead of his Declaration, had
such was the language of the issued out A proclamation, corn-

church in distress!' Compare manding justices of the peace,
Birch's Life of Tillotson, p. 153 ; constables, informers, and all

Kills''s Correspond, vol. ii. p. G3 ; other persons, to be more rigor-
Ellis's Orig. Letters, 2nd series, ous, if possible, against dis-

voi. iv. p. 117; Mackintosh's Re- senters, and do their utmost to

volution, p. 286
;
Som/rs Tracts, the perfect quelling and destroy-

vol. ix. p. 132
; Macaulai/s Hist, ing them

; and had ordered this

of Ei>gland, vol. ii. pp. 218, 219. to U: read in your churches in
139 See the indignant language the time of divine service,

of Do Foe (Wilson's Life of J)c would you have made anyscrnpl*
Foe., vol. i. pp. 130, 131,' 133, of that'?

'
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country.
140 There is no doubt that the Declaration

which was then issued was illegal, and that it was con-

ceived in an insidious spirit. I5ut declarations equally

illegal, equally insidious, and much more tyrannical, had
on other occasions been made by tins sovereign, with-

out exciting the anger of the clergy.
141 These are thingH

which it is good ibr us to ponder. These are lessons

of inestimable value for those to whom it is given, not,

indeed, to direct, but in some degree to modify, the

march of public opinion. As to the people in general,
it is impossible for them to exaggerate the obligations
which they and all of us owe to the Revolution of 1G88.

But let them take heed that superstition does not

mingle with their gratitude. Let them admire that

majestic edifice of national liberty, which stands alone

in Europe like a beacon in the midst of the waters
;
but

let them not think that they owe anything to men
who, in contributing to its erection, sought the grati-
fication of their own selfishness, and the consolidation

of that spiritual power which by it they fondly hoped
to secure.

140 That this was the imme-
diate cause, so far as the head
of the church-party was con-

cerned, is unblushingly avowed

by the biographer and defender

of the then Archbishop of Can-

terbury.
' The order published

from the king in council, May
4th, 1688, directing the arch-

bishups and bishops to send to

the clergy in their respective
dioceses the Declaration for

Liberty of Conscience, to be

publicly read in all the churches

of the kingdom, made it impos-
sible for the Archbishop of Can-

terbury to abstain any longer
from engaging in aii open and
declared opposition to the coun-

sels under which the king was
now unhappily acting.' K Ot/li/'s

Life of Bancroft, p. 151.
141 Some writers have attempt-

ed to defend the clergy, on the

VOL. I. 1)

ground that they thought it il-

legal to publish a declaration of

this kind. But such a defence

is incompatible with their doc-

trine of passive obedience ;
and

besides this, it was contradicted

by precedents and decisions of

their own. Jeremy Taylor, in

his Ductor Dubitantium, their

great work of authority, asserts

that ' the unlawful proclamations
and edicts of a true prince may
be published by the clergy in

their several charges.' Heber's

Life of Taylor, p. cclxxxvi.

Ileber adds: '

I wish I had not

found this in Taylor; and I

thank Heaven that the principle
was not adopted by the English
clergy in 1687.' But why was
it not adopted in 1687 ? Simply
because in 1687 the king at-

tacked the monopoly enjoyed by
the clergy ;

and therpfore the
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It is, indeed, difficult to conceive the full amount of

the impetus given to English civilization by the expulsion
of the House of Stuart. Among the most immediate re-

sults, may be mentioned the limits that were set to the

royal prerogative ;

' 42 the important steps that were
taken towards religious toleration;

143 the remarkable
and permanent improvement in the administration of

justice ;

l44 the final abolition of a censorship over the

press ;

145
and, what has not excited sufficient attention,

clergy forgot their principle, that

they might smite their enemy.
And what makes the motives of

this change still more palpable
is, that as late as 1681, the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury caused the

clergy to read a Declaration is-

sued by Charles II.
;

and that

in a revised copy of the Liturgy
he had also added to the rubric

to the same effect. See Ncal's

Hist, of the Puritans, vol. v. p. 56.

Compare Calami/s Own Life,

vol. i. pp. 199, 200
; Mackintosh'*

Revolution, pp. 242, 243; D' Oylys
Life of Saneroft, p. 152; King'a

Life of Locke, vol. i. p. 2o9; Life

ofJames II., edit. Clarke, vol. ii.

p. 156.
142

They are summed up in a

popular pamphlet ascribed to

Lord Somers, and printed in

Somcrs Tracts, vol. x. pp. 263,
264. The diminished respect
felt for the crown after 1688 is

judiciously noticed in Mahon's
Hist, of England, vol. i. p. 9.

143 The Toleration Act was

passed in 1639. A copy of it is

given by the historians of the

dissenters, who call it their Ma_r-

iut Charta. See Bogue and Ben-
nett's History of thf Dissenters,

vol. i. pp. 187-198. The historian

of the Catholics equally allows

that the reign of William III. is

'

the era from which their enjoy
-

euent of religious toleration may

lx- dated.' Butler's Memoirs of
tin' Catholics, vol. iii. pp. 122,
139. This is said by Mr. Butler
in regard, not to the Protestant

dissenters, but to the Catholics;
so that we have the admission of

both parties as to the importance
of this epoch. Even the shame-
ful act forced upon William in

1700 was, as Mr. Hallam truly

says, evaded in its worst pro-
visions. Const. Hist. vol. ii.

pp. 332, 333.
H4

Campbell's Chancellors, vol.

iv. pp. 102, 355, and his Chief-

Justices, vol. ii. pp. 95, 116, 118.

136, 142, 143. See also Bar-

rinqton's Observations on the

Statutes, pp. 23, 102, 558; and
even Alison's Hist, of Europe,
vol. i. p. 236, vol. ix. p. 243; an

unwary concession from such an

enemy to popular liberty.
145 This was effected before the

end of the seventeenth century.
See Campljclls Chancellors,vol. iv.

pp. 121, 122. Compare Lord
Cainden on Literary Property, in

Purl. //?'.-/. vol. xvii. p. 994;
J{'iitfs Histury of Newspapers,
vol. i. pp. 161, 162; Somers

Tracts, vol. xiii. p. 555 ;
and a

more detailed account in Macau-

lat/'s Hist, of England, vol. iv.

pp. 318 seq. 540 seq. ; though
Mr. Macau!ay in ascribing, p. 353,
so much to the influence of

Ijl'junt. has not. I think, sv.ffi-
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the rapid growth of those great monetary interests by
which, as we shall hereafter see, the prejudices of the

superstitious classes have in no small degree been

counterbalanced. 146 These are the main characteristics

of the reign of William III.
;
a reign often aspersed,

and little understood,
147 but of which it may be truly

said, that, taking its difficulties into due consideration,
it is the most successful and the most splendid recorded

in the history of any country. But these topics rather

belong to the subsequent volumes of this work
;
and at

present we are only concerned in tracing the effects of

the Revolution upon that ecclesiastical power by which
it was immediately brought about.

Scarcely had the clergy succeeded in expelling

James, when the greater number of them repented of

their own act. 148
Indeed, even before he was driven

fieutly dwelt on the operation of

larger and more general causes.
148 Mr. Cooke (Hist, of Party

vol. ii. pp. o, 148) notices this

remarkable rise of the monied
classes early in the eighteenth

century ;
but he merely observes,

that the consequence was to

strengthen the Whig party.

Though this is undoubtedly true,

the ultimate results, as I shall

hereafter point out, were far

more importan: than any politi-
cal or even economical conse-

quences. It was not till 1694
that the Bank of England was
established

;
and this great insti-

tution at first met with the

warmest opposition from the ad-

mirers of old times, who thought
it must be useless because their

ancestors did without it. See

the curious details in Sinclair's

Hist, of the Revenue, vol. iii.

pp. 69 ;
and on the connexion

between it and the Whigs, see

Macaidatfs Hist, of England,
vol. iv. p. 502. There is a short

tcoount of its origii' and progress

in Smith's Wealth of Nation*,
book ii. chap. ii. p. 130.

147
Frequently misunderstood,

even by those who praise it.

Thus, for instance, a living writer

informs us that,
'

great as have

been the obligations which Eng-
land owes, in many different

views, to the Revolution, it is

beyond all question the greatest,
that it brought in a sovereign
instructed in the art of over-

coming the ignorant impatience
of taxation which is the invaria-

ble characteristic of free com-

munities ;
and thus gave it a

government capable of turning
to the best account the activity
and energy of its inhabitants, at

the same time that it had the

means given it of maintaining
their independence.' Alison's

Hist, of Europe, vol. vii. p. 5.

This, I should suppose, is the

most eccentric eulogy ever passed
on William III.

149 On their sudden repentance,
and on the causes of it, see NeaCt
Hist, of the Puritans, vol. v. p. 71.

n 2
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from the country, several things had occurred to make
them doubt the policy of the course they were pursuing.

During the last few weeks that he was allowed to reign,
he had shown symptoms of increasing respect for the

English hierarchy. The archbishopric of York had
so long been vacant, as to cause a belief that it was the

intention of the crown either to appoint to it a Catholic,
or else to seize its revenues. 149 But James, to the

delight of the church, now filled up this important office

by nominating Lamplugh, who was well known to be a

stanch churchman and a zealous defender of episcopal

privileges.
150 Just before this, the king also rescinded

the order by which the Bishop of London had been

suspended from the exercise of his functions. 151 To
the bishops in general he made great promises of future

favour;
152 some of them, it was said, were to be called

149 Mackintosh's Revolution of
1688, pp. 81, 191. After the

death of Archbishop Dolben,
' the see was kept vacant for

more than two years,' and Cart-

wright hoped to obtain it. See

Cartwright's Diary, by Hunter,
4to, 1843, p. 45. In the same

way, we find from a letter to

the Archbishop of Canterbury
(Clarendon Corresp. vol. i.p. 409)
that in May 1686 uneasiness was
felt because the Irish bishoprics
were not filled up. Compare
Burnct, vol. iii. p. 103. Car-

withen (Hist, of the Ch. of Eng-
land, vol. ii. p. 492) says, that

James had intended to raise the

Jesuit Petre to the archbishopric.
154

Lamplugh was translated

from the bishopric of Exeter to

the archbishopric of York in

November 1688. See the con-

temporary account in the Ellis

Correspondence, vol. ii. p. 303,
and Ellis's Original Letters, se-

cond series, vol. iv. p. 151. He
was u most orthodox man

;
and

not only hated the dissenters.

but showed his zeal by persecut-

ing them. Wilson's Life oj

De Foe, vol. i. pp. 94, 95. Com-

pare an anecdote of him in

Baxter s Life of Himself, folio,

1696, part iii. p'p. 178, 179.
151 In a letter, dated London,

29th September 1688 (Ellis Cor-

respondence, vol. ii. p. 224, and
ElIids Oriff. Litters, second se-

ries, vol. iv. p. 128). it is stated,

that the Bishop of London's
'

suspension is taken off.' See

also Somers Tracts, vol.ix. p. 215.

This is the more observable, be-

cause, according to Johnstone,
there was an intention, in Decem-
ber 1687, of depriving him.

Mackintosh's Revolution, pp. 211,
212.

'" This disposition on the part
of the king again to favour the

bishops and the church became
a matter of common remark in

September 1688. See Ellis Cor-

respond, vol. ii. pp. 201, 202,

209, 219, 224, 225, 226, 227;
Clnri'udon Correspond, vol. ii.

pp. 188, 192. Sir John Roresl-y,
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to his privy council
; and, in the meantime, ho cancelled

that ecclesiastical commission which, by limiting their

power, had excited their anger.
l53 Besides this, there

occurred some other circumstances which the clergy now
had to consider. It was rumoured, and it was generally
believed, that William was no great admirer of eccle-

siastical establishments ;
and that, being a friend to

toleration, he was more likely to diminish the power
than increase the privileges of the English hierarchy.

154

It was also known that he favoured the Presbyterians,
whom the Church not unreasonably regarded as her

bitterest enemies. 1 '55 And when, in addition to all this,

who was then in London, writes,

iu October 1688, that James
'

begins again to court the Church
of England.' Reresby's .!/< moirs,

p. 3o7. Indeed, the difficulties

of James were now becoming so

great, that lie had hardly any
choice.

153 Ellis Correspond, vol. ii.

p. 211 ; Life of Janus II., edit.

Clarke, vol. ii. p. 189.
154 In November 1687, it was

said that he wished the dis-

senters to have '

entire liberty
for the full exercise of their re-

ligion,' and to be freed ' from
>e severity of the penal laws.'

Sumcrg Tracts, vol. ix. p. 181.

This is the earliest distinct no-

tice I have seen of William's <i-

sire to deprive the church of the

power of punishing nonconform-
ists : but after he arrived in

England his intentions became
obvious. In January 1688-9 the

frit-lids of the church complained
that the countenance he gave

the dissenters gave too much
cause of jealousy to the Church
of England.' Clarendon Corre-

spond, vol. ii. p. 238. Compare
AVa/'o Hist, of the P'/ritans.

vol. v. ^ (,i. Hoy ti>. ami B>nn< tl'x

Hist, iif the Di-wittcri, vol. ii.

p. 318; llircKs Life of Tillotson,

pp. In6, 157; Homers Tracts,
vol. x. p. 341, vol. xi. p. 108.

Burnet, in his summary of the

character of William, observes

that,
'

his indifference as to the

forms of church-government, and
his being zealous for toleration,

together with his cold behaviour

towards the clergy, gave them

generally very ill impressions of

him.' 0/cn Ti>/^
,
vol. iv. p. ;;5u.

At p. 192 the bishop says,
'

Ilt-

took no notice of the clergy, and
seemed to have little concern in

tl.i- matters of the church or of

, iigion.'
'" Sir John Keresbv, who was

an attentive observer of what
was goino' on, says,

' The prince,

nj.i>!i
his arrival, st-fined more

inclined to the Presbyterians
than to the members of the

church
;
which startled the cler-

gy.' Ktr(_\<!,ys Memoir.*, p. 37') :

see also pp. 399, -U>'> :

' the

church-people hated the Dutch,
ami had rather turn Papists than

receive ti;e Presbyterians amonsj;

thi-in.' Compare Ki-'lyns Diary,
vol. iii. p. -81 : 'the Presbyte-
!'.;'.;>, our new trovernors.'
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William, on mere grounds of expediency, actually
abolished episcopacy in Scotland, it became evident

that, by thus repudiating the doctrine of divine right,

he had directed a great blow against those opinions
on which, in England, ecclesiastical authority was
based. 156

While these things were agitating the public mind,
the eyes of men were naturally turned upon the bishops,

who, though they had lost much of their former power,
were still respected by a large majority of the people
as the guardians of the national religion. But at this

critical moment they were so blinded, either by their

ambition or by their prejudices, that they adopted a

course which of all others was the most injurious to their

reputation. They made a sudden attempt to reverse that

political movement of which they were themselves the

principal originators. Their conduct on this occasion

amply confirms that account of their motives which I

have already given. If, in aiding those preliminary
measures by which the Revolution was effected, they had
been moved by a desire of relieving the nation from

despotism, they would have eagerly welcomed that great
man at whose approach the despot took to flight. This

is what the clergy would have done, if they had loved

their country better than they loved their order. But

they pursued a precisely opposite course
;
because they

preferred the petty interests of their own class to the

1SG Burnet (Own Time, vol.iv. tiou of episcopacy in Scotland,

p. 50) says of the clergy in 1689 : see a contemporary pamphlet in
' The king was suspected by Somcrs Tracts, vol. ix. pp. 510,

them, by reason of the favour 516, where fears are expressed
showed to dissenters ; but chiefly lestWilliam should effect asimi-

for his abolishing episcopacy in lar measure in England. The
Scotland, and his consenting to writer very fairly observes, p.
the setting up presbytery there.' 522, 'For if we give up the jus
On this great change, compare divinum of episcopacy in Scot-

liogue and Bennett's History of land, we must yield it also as

Dissenters, vol. ii. pp. 379-384 ;
to England. And then we are

Jiarry's Hist, of the Orkney wholly precarious.' See also

Inlands, p. 257 ; deal's Hist, of vol. x. pp.341, 503; Lathbury's
the Puritans, vol. v. "pp. 85,86: JJist. of Convocation, pp. 277.

and on the indignation felt by 278 ;
and M^arphcrson's Original

the Anglican olergy at the aboli- Papers, vol. i. p. 509.
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welfare of the great body of the people, and because

they -would rather that the country should be oppressed
than that the church should be humbled. Xearly
the whole of the bishops and clergy had, only a

few weeks before, braved the anger of their sovereign
sooner than read in their churches an edict for religious

toleration, and seven of the most influential of the epis-

copal order had, in the same cause, willingly submitted

to the risk of a public trial before the ordinary tribunals

of the land. This bold course they professed to have

adopted, not because they disliked toleration, but

because they hated tyranny. And yet when William

arrived in England, and when James stole away from

the kingdom like a thief in the night, this same eccle-

siastical profession pressed forward to reject that great

man, who, without striking a blow, had by his mere

presence saved the country from the slavery with which
it was threatened. We shall not easily find in modern

history another instance of such gross inconsistency, or

rather, let us say, of such selfish and reckless ambition.

For this change of plan, far from being concealed, was
so openly displayed, and the causes of it were so obvious,
that the scandal was laid bare before the whole country.
Within the space of a few Aveeks the apostasy was con-

summated. The first in the field was the Archbishop
of Canterbury, who, anxious to retain his office, had

promised to wait upon William. But when he saw the

direction things were likely to take, he withdrew his

promise, and would not recognise a prince who showed
such indifference to the sacred order. 10

'

Indeed, so

great was his anger, that lie sharply rebuked his

chaplain for presuming to pray for William and Mary,

although they had been proclaimed with the full consent

lir Jliirnct'sOu-n Timc.vo\. iii. that day his determination nei-

p. 340. Jjiiruet, who had the ther to call OH "William nor even
best means of information, says, to send to him (Clarendon Cor-
'

Though he had once agreed to respond, vol. ii. p. 240) ; and
it, yet would not come.' Lord this resolution appears to have
Clarendon, in his ]>uir>j. :.',rd been taken deliberately: 'lie

January 16SS-P, writes, that the was careful not to do it, for t!:>j

archbishop expressed to him on reasons he formerly gave me.'
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of the nation, and although the crown had been delivered

to them by the solemn and deliberate act of a public
convention of the estates of the realm. 158 While such
was the conduct of the primate of England, his brethren
were not wanting to him in this great emergency of

their common fate. The oath of allegiance was refused

not only by the Archbishop of Canterbury, but also by
the Bishop of Bath and Wells, by the Bishop of Chester,

by the Bishop of Chichester, by the Bishop of Ely, by the

Bishop of Gloucester, by the Bishop of Norwich, by the

Bishop of Peterborough, and by the Bishop of Wor-
cester. 159 As to the inferior clergy, our information is

less precise ;
but it is said that about six hundred of

them imitated their superiors in declining to recognize
for their king him whom the country had elected. 160

The other members of this turbulent faction were

unwilling, by so bold a measure, to incur that depriva-
tion of their livings with which William would probably
have visited them. They, therefore, preferred a safer

and more inglorious opposition, by which they could

embarrass the govern-merit without injuring themselves,
and could gain the reputation of orthodoxy without

incurring the pains of martyrdom.
The effect which all this produced on the temper of

the nation may be easily imagined. The question was
now narrowed to an issue which every plain man could

148 See the account given by was universal among the high-

hischaplainWharton, inD'Oyly's church clergy; and when public

Life of Sancroft, p. 259, where prayers were offered up for the

:t is stated that the archbishop king and quern, they were called

was very irate (' vehomenter ex- by the nonjurors 'the immoral

candescens'), and told him, 'that prayers,' and this became a tech-

he must thenceforward desist nical anil recognized expression,
from offering prayers for the Life of Ken, l>y a Layman, vol. ii.

new king and queen, or else pp. 648, 050.

from performing the duties of 15!)

LutWiUr;^ Hist, of the

his chapel.' See also BircKs Konjurors, p. 45
; IJOj/h/s San-

Lifi' of Tillotson, p. 144. Thus croft, p. 260.

too the Bishop of Norwich de- >a> Nairne's Papers mention,
clared 'that he would not pray in 1093, 'six hundred ministers

for King William and Queen who have not taken the oaths.'

Mary.' Clarendon Correspond. Macpherson's Orig. Papers, vol. i.

vol. ii. p. 263. The name spirit p. 459.
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at once understand. On the one side, tiiez'e was an

overwhelming majority of the clergy.
161 On the other

side there was all the intellect of England, and all her

dearest interests. The mere fact that such an oppo-
sition could exist without kindling a civil war, showed
how the growing intelligence of the people had weak-

ened the authority of the ecclesiastical profession. Be-

sides this, the opposition was not only futile, hut it was
also injurious to the class that made 1 it.

16
'

2 For it was
now seen that the clergy only cared for the people as

Ions as the people eared for them. The violence with

which these angry men 163 set themselves against the

161 The only friends "William

possessed among the clergy were

the low-churchmen, us they were
afterwards called

;
and it is sup-

posed that they formed barely a

tenth of tho entire body in 1689 :

' We should probably overrate

their numerical strength, if we
were to estimate them at a tenth

part of tho priesthood.' Mucau-

lai/s Hist, of England, vol. iii.

p.' 74.
lel The earliest allusion i

have seen to the injury the

clergy were inflicting on the

church, by their conduct after

the arrival of William, is in

Evelyn's Diary, vol. iii. p. 273,
a curious passage, gently hint-

ing at the 'wonder of many,' a:

the behaviour of ' the Archbishop
of Canterbury, and some of the

rest.' With Evelyn, who loved

the church, this was an unplea-
sant subject ;

but others were
less scrupulous; and in parlia-

ment, in particular, men did not

refrain from expressing what
must have been the sentiments
of even7

impartial observer. In

the celebrated debate, in Jauuar\

1688-9, when the throne was
declared vacant, Pollexfeii saH :

' Some of the clergy are for one

thing, some for another; I think

they scarce know what they
would have.' Parl. Hist. vol. v

p. .")5. In February, JIaynard,
one of the most influential mem-
bers, indignantly said: ' I think

the clergy are out of their wits
;

and I believe, if the clergy
should have their wills, few or

none of us should be here again.'

Ibid. vol. v. p. 129. The clergy
were themselves bitterly sensible

of the general hostility ;
and

one of them writes, in 1694:
' The people of England, who
were so excessively enamoured
of us when the bishops were in

the tower, that they hardly for-

bore to worship us, are now. I

wi.-ii 1 could say but cool and

very indiiferent towards us.'

^oiiit.rs Tracts, vol. ix. p. 52.1.

The growing indignation against
the clergy, caused by their ob-

vious desire to sacrifice the

country to tho interests of the

church, is strikingly displayed in

a letter from Sir Roland Gwyne,
written in 1710, and printed in

MacjitierKitn's Orig. Pay TV, vol. i:
'
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interests of the nation clearly proved the selfishness of

that zeal against James, of which they had formerly
made so great a merit. They continued to hope for his

return, to intrigue for him, and in some instances to

correspond with him
; although they well knew that

his presence would cause a civil war, and that he was
so generally hated that he dared not show his face in

England unless protected by the troops of a foreign and
hostile power.

164

But this was not the whole of the damage which, in

those anxious times, the church inflicted upon herself.

When the bishops refused to take the oaths to the new

government, measures were adopted to remove them
from, their sees

;
and William did not hesitate to eject

by force of law the Archbishop of Canterbury and five

of his brethren. 165 The prelates, smarting under the

insult, were goaded into measures of unusual activity.

They loudly proclaimed that the powers of the church,
which had long been waning, were now extinct. 166

They denied the right of the legislature to pass a law

against them. They denied the right of the sovereign
to put that law into execution. 167

They not only con-

Burnet :

' thesf angry men, that '"
D'Oylys Life of Bancroft,

had raised this flame in the p. 266; WordsirortKs Keel. Eiog.
church.' Own Time, vol. v. iv. p. 683.

p. 17.
16S

Bancroft, on his death-bed,
164

Indeed, the high-church in 1693, prayed for the '

poor

party, in their publications, dis- suffering church, which, by this

tinctly intimated, that if James revolution, is almost destroyed.'
were not recalled, he should be IfOylys Su'ncruft, p. 311; and
reinstated by a foreign army. Marph. rsoris Original Papers,
Burners Tracts, vol. x. pp. 377, vol. i. p. 280. See also Remarks,
405,457,462. Compare Mahon's published in l693(Somers Tracts,

Hist, of England, vol. ii. p. 138. vol. x. p. 504) where it is said,

Burnet
(
Own Time, vol. iv. pp. that William had,

' as far as

361, 362) says, they were 'con- possible he could, dissolved the

founded
' when they heard of the true old Church of England ;'

pf-aeo of 1697 ;
and Calamy (Life and that,

'

in a moment of time,

c/ HimKtlf, vol. ii. p. 322 i makes her face was so altered, as scarce

the same remark on the death of to b kuown again.'
Louis XIV. : 'It very much '" 'Ken, though deprived,

puzzled the counsels of the never admitted in the secular

Jacobites, and spoiled their pro- pow- r th>- right of deprivation;

jeots.' and ii is well known that he
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tinned to give themselves the title of bishops, but they
uiado arrangements to perpetuate the schism which
their own violence had created. The Archbishop of

Canterbury, as ho insisted upon being called, made a

formal renunciation of his imaginary right into the

hands of Lloyd,
169 who still supposed himself to be

Bishop of Norwich, although William had recently

expelled him from his see. The scheme of these tur-

bulent priests was then communicated to James, who
willingly supported their plan for establishing a per-
manent feud in the English church. 169 The result of

this conspiracy between the rebellious prelates and the

pretended king, was the appointment of a series of men
who gave themselves out as forming the real episco-

pacy, and who received the homage of every one who
preferred the claims of the church to the authority of

the state. 170 This mock succession of imaginary bishops

studiously retained his title.'

Bowles's Life of Ken, vol. ii.

p. 225. Thus, too, Lloyd, BO

late as 1703, signs himself,
' Wm.

Nor.' (Life of Ken, by a Lay-
man, vol. ii. p. 720) ; though,

having been legally deprived, he

was r.o more bishop of Norwich
than he was emperor of China.

And Bancroft, in the last of his

letters, published by D'Oyly
(Life, p. 303), signs

' W. C.'
!BS The strange document, by

which he appointed Dr. Lloyd
his ricar-general, is printed in

Latin, in D'Oyly s Bancroft,

p. 295, and in English, in Lift

of Km, It/ a La;/man, vol. ii.

pp. 640.
'''"

Lnthburi/'s Hist, of the

Ji'oi'ji'.i'ors, p. 96 : Life of Ken,
>-i/ 'i Lai/man, vol. ii. pp. 611,
642.

170 The struggle between James
and William was essentially a

struggle between ecclesiastical

interests and secular interests ;

and this was seen as early as

1689, when, as we learn from

Burnet, who was much more a

politician than a priest,
' the

church was as the word given
out by the Jacobite party, under
which they might more safely
shelter themselves.' Own Time,
vol. iv. p. 57. See also, un this

identification of the Jacobites

with the church, Birch's Lift- of

Tillotson, p. 222; and the argu-
ment of Dodwell, pp. 246, 247,
in 1691. Dodwell justly ob-

served, that the successors of the

deprived bishops were schis-

maticul, in a spiritual point of

view; and that,
'

if they should

pretend to lav authority as suffi-

cient, they would overthrow the

being of a church as a society.'
The bishops appointed by AVil-

liam were evidently intruders,

according to church principles ;

and as their intrusion could oniv

be justified aL-jording to lay

principles, it followed that tht
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continued for more than a century ;

171
and, by dividing

the allegiance of churchmen, lessened the power of the

church. 172 In several instances, the unseemly spectacle
was exhibited of two bishops for the same place ;

one
nominated by the spiritual power, the other nominated

by the temporal power. Those who considered the

church as superior to the state, of course attached

themselves to the spurious bishops ;
while the appoint-

ments of William were acknowledged by that rapidly

increasing party, who preferred secular advantages to

ecclesiastical theories. 173

success of the intrusion was the

triumph of lay principles over

church ones. Hence it is, that

the fundamental idea of the

rebellion of 1688, is the eleva-

tion of the state above the

church; just as the fundamental
idea of the rebellion of 1642,
is the elevation of the commons
above the crown.

171
According to Dr. D'Oyly

(Life of Bancroft, p. 297), Dr.

Gordon ' died in London, No-
vember 1779, and is supposed to

have been the last nonjuring

bishop.' In Short's Hist, ofth-.
1

Church of England, p. 583, Lond.

1847, it is also stated, that 'this

schism continued till 1779.'

But Mr. Hallam (Const. Hisf.

vol. ii. p. 404) has pointed out a

passage in the State Trials, which

proves that another of the

bishops, named Cartwright, was
st.il! living at Shrewsbury in

1793; and 3Ir. Lathbury (Plist.

of tlt> No.ijiirnrs, Lond. 1845,

p. 412) says, that lie died in

179:).
72

Calamy (Own Life, vol. i.

pp. 32S-:j30, vol. ii. pp. 338, 357,

35S) gives an interesting account

of these feuds within the church,

consequent upon the revolution.

Indeed, their bitterness was such,

that it was necessary to coin

names for the two parties ; and,
between 1700 and 1702, we, for

the first time, hear the expres-

sions, high-church and low-

church. See Burnefs Own Time,
vol. iv. p. 447, vol. v. p. 70.

Compare Wilson's Life ofDe Foe,
vol. ii. p. 26

;
Parl. Hist. vol. vi.

pp. 162, 498. On the difference

between them, as it was under-

stood in the reign of Anne, see

Somers Tracts, vol. xii. p. 532,
and Ma.

'/<//<
"//'.-. Orig. Papers,

vol. ii. p. 166. On the dawning
schism in the church, see the

speech of Sir T. Littleton, in

1690, Parl. If!at. vol. v. p. 593.

Hence many complained that

they could not tell which was
the real church. See curious

evidence of this perplexity in

fiomera Tradx, vol. ix. pp. 477-
481.

17:1 The alternative is fairly
stated in a letter written in 1691

(Lift- of Kin, hi/ a Layman, vol. ii.

p. 599) :

' If the deprived bishop
be the only lawful bishop, then

the people and clergy of his

dioeese are bound to own him,
and no other; then all the

bishops who own the authority
of a new archbishop, and live in

communion with him, are schis-
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Such were sonic of the events which, at the end of

i/he seventeenth century, widened the breach that had

long existed between the interests of the nation and
tlie interests of the clergy.

174 There was also another

circmnstanee which considerably increased this aliena-

tion. Many of the English clergy, though they retained

their ail'ection for James, did not chousr 1<> brave the

anger of the government, or ri.sk the loss of their

livings. To avoid this, and to reconcile their con-

science with their interest, they availed themselves of

a supposed distinction between a king by right and a

king in possession.
1
"
5 The consequence was, that while

with their lips they took an oath of allegiance to

William, they in their hearts paid homage to James
;

and, while they prayed for one king in their churches,

they were bound to pray for another in their closets. 176

inatics
; and the clergv who live,

in communion with sehismatical

bishops are schismatics them-
selves

;
and the whole Church of

England now established by law
is schismatical.'

174 Ix>rd Mahon (Hist, of Eng-
land, vol. ii. p. 245) notices, what
he terms, the 'unnatural aliena-

tion between the church and

state,' consequent upon the Re-
volution of 1688 : and on the

diminished power of the church
caused by the same event, see

Phillimort'f lilcm. of I.-'/'tlciop ,

vol. i. p. 352.
175 The old absurdity of de

facto and de jure ;
as if any man

could retain a right to a throne
which the people would not allow
him to occupy !

176 In 1715, Leslie, by far the

ablest of them, thus states their

position :

' You are now driven
to this dilemma, swear, or

swear not
;

if you swear, you
kill the soul ; and if you swear

not, you kill the body, in the

loss of your bread.' Sonars

Tracts, vol. xiii. p. 686. The
result of the dilemma was what

might have been expected ;
and

a high-church writer, in the reign
of \Villiam III., boasts (Snrners

Tracts, vol. x. p. 344j that the

oaths taken by the/ clergy were

no protection to the government :

'not that t he government receives

any security from oaths/ "\Vhis-

ton, too, says in his Memoirs,

p. 30 :

' Y( i do I too well re-

member that the far greatest

part of those of the university
and clergy that then took the

oaths to the government, seemed
to me to take them with a doubt-

ful conscience, if not aeainst its

dictates.' This was in 1603;

and, in 1710, we find: 'There
are now circumstances to make
us believe that- the Jacobite

clergy have the like instructions

to take any oaths, to get posses-
sion of a pulpit for the service

of the cause, to bellow out the

hereditary right, the pretended
title of the Pretender.'

Tract*, vol. xii. p. 641. A
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By this wretched subterfuge, a large body oftLe clergy
were at once turned into concealed rebels

;
and wo

have it on the authority of a contemporary bishop, that

the prevarication of which these men were notoriously

guilty was a still farther aid to that scepticism, the

progress of which he bitterly deplores.
177

As the eighteenth century advanced, the great move
ment of liberation rapidly proceeded. One of the most

important of the ecclesiastical resources had formerly
been Convocation

;
in which the clergy, by meeting in

a body, were able to discountenance in an imposing
manner whatever might be hostile to the church

;
and

had, moreover, an opportunity, which they sedulously

employed, of devising schemes favourable to the spi-
ritual authority.

178
But, in the progress of the age,

this weapon also was taken from them. Within a very
few years after the Revolution, Convocation fell into

general contempt;
179

and, in 1717, this celebrated

knowledge of this fact, or, at all

events, a belief of it, was soon

diffused
; and, eight years later,

the celebrated Lord Cowper,
then lord chancellor, said, in the

House of Lords,
' that his ma-

jesty had also the best part of

the landed, and all the trading

interest; that as to the clergi/,

lie would say nothing but that

it was notorious that the majority

of the populace had been poisoned,
and that the poison was not yet

quite expelled.' Part. Hist. vol. vii.

p. 541 ;
also given, but not quite

verbatim, in Cat/tpbclPs Chan-

cellors, vol. iv. p. 365.
KT ' The prevarication of too

many in so sacred a matter con-

tributed not a little to fortify the

growing atheism of the present

age.' Burnefs Own Time, vol. iii.

p. 381. See also, to the same

effect, vol. iv. pp. 176, 177 ;
and

a remarkable passage in Somcrs

Tracts, vol. xii. p. 573. I noed

hardly add, that it was then

usual to confuse scepticism with

atheism
; though the two things

are not only different, but in-

compatible. In regard to the

quibble respecting de facto and
de jure, and the use made of it

by the clergy, the reader should

compare Wilson's Mem. ofDe Foe,

vol. i. pp. 171, 172; Somcrs

Tracts, vol. ix. p. 531 ; Campbell's

Chancellors, vol. iv. p. 409; and
a letter from the Rev. Francis

Jessop, written in 1717, in

Nichols's Lit. Illustrations, vol. iv.

pp. 120-123.
178 Among which must be

particularly mentioned the prac-
tice of censuring all books that

encou raged free inquiry. In this

respect, the clergy were extremely
mischievous. See Lathbury's
Hist, of Convocation, pp. 124,

286, 338, 351
;
and Wilson's Life

of De Fin-, vol. ii. p. 170.
179 In 1704. Burnet (Own
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assembly \v;is filially prorogued by an act of the crown,
it bcing justly considered Unit the country had no fur-

ther occasion for its services. 180 Since that period,
this great council of the English church lias never been

allowed to meet for the purpose- of deliberating on

its own affairs, until a few years ago, when, by the

connivance of a feeble government, it was permitted to

reassemble. So marked, however, has been the change
in the temper of the nation, that this once formidable

body does not now retain even a semblance of its

ancient influence
;

its resolutions are no longer feared,

its discussions are no longer studied
;
and the business

of the country continues to be conducted without regard
to those interests which, only a few generations ago,
were considered by every statesman to be of supreme
importance.

181

Indeed, immediately after the Revolution, the tend-

ency of things became too obvious to be mistaken, even

by the most superficial observers. The ablest men in

the country no longer flocked into the church, but pre-
ferred those secular professions in which ability was
more likely to be rewarded. 182 At the same time, and

lime, vol. v. p. 138) says of Con- p. 885; Mahon's Jlisi. of Kng-
vocation, 'but little opposition land, vol. i. p. 302

;
Monk's Life

was made to them, as very little of Bentley, vol. ii. p. 350.

regard was hud to them/ In lsl A letter, written by the

1700, there was a squabble bo- Rev. Thomas Clayton in 1727, is

tween the upper and lower house worth reading, as illustrating
of Convocation for Canterbury ;

the feelings of the cleriry on this

which, no doubt, aideu these, subject. lie asserts, that one-

feelings. See Lift of Archbishup of the causes of the obvious de-

Sharp, edited by Newcomo, generacy of the ape is, that,

vol. i. p. S48, where this owing to Convocation not being
wretched feud is related with allowed to meet, 'bold and im-

great gravity. pious books appear barefaced to
180 Charles Butler (JRendhis- the world without any public

cences, vol. ii. p. 95) says, that censure.' See this letter in

the final prorogation was in 1720 ;
Sicho's's Illustrations of the

but, according to atl the other Eightemth Century, vol. iv. pp.
authorities I have met with, it 41-1-416 ; and compare with it,

was in 1717. See Haliiinis Ldiu-f f,eticien Warburton and
Const. Hist, vol. ii. p. 395 ;

Lu-h- Hurd, pp. 310-312.

bury's Hist, of ConvoL-itti'i'ii,
' 8 - On t-he decline of ability
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as a natural part of the great movement, the clergy
saw all the offices of power and emolument, which they
had been used to hold, gradually falling out of their

hands. Not only in the dark ages, but even so late as

the fifteenth century, they were still strong enough to

monopolize the most honourable and lucrative posts in

the empire.
183 In the sixteenth century, the tide began

to turn against them, and advanced with such steadi-

ness, that, since the seventeenth century, there has

been no instance of any ecclesiastic being made lord

in ecclesiastical literature, ser

note 38 in this chapter. In

1685, a complaint was made that

secular professions were be-

coming more sought after than

ecclesiastical ones. SeeEnglantfs
Wants, sec. Ivi. in Somers Tracts,

vol. ix. p. 231, where the writer

mournfully states, that in his

time '

physic and law, profes-
sions ever acknowledged in all

nations to be inferior to divinity,
are generally embraced by gen-

tlemen, and sometimes by per-
sons nobly descended, and pre-

ferred much above tlie divine's

profession.' This preference was,
of course, most displayed by
young men of intellect

;
and a

large amount of energy being
thus drawn off from the church,

gave rise to that decay of spirit
and of general power which has

been already noticed
;
and which

is also indicated by Coleridge,
in his remarks on the '

apolo-

gising theology' which succeeded

the Revolution. Coleridge's Lit.

lie-mains, vol. iii. pp. 51, 52, 116,

117, 119. Compare Stephen's

ExKw/son Ecclesiast.Biog. 2d edit.

1850, vol. ii. p. 6G, on '

this de-

pression of theology ;' and Hare's

Mission of the Cuniforter, 18/50,

p. 204, o;> thd '

intellectually

feebler age.' Evelyn, in 169x,
laments the diminished energy
then beginning to be ob-

served among
'

young preachers.

Evelyn's Diary, vol. iii. p. 309
and for another notice, in 1696,
of this ' dead and lifeless way of

preaching,' see Life of Cudworth,

p. 35. in vol. i. of CudwortKs
Intellect Syst.

153 Sharon Turner, describing
the state of things in England
in the fifteenth century, says,
'

Clergymen were secretaries of

government, the privy seals,

cabinet councillors, treasurers of

the crown, ambassadors, com-
missioners to open parliament,
and to Scotland ; presidents of

the king's council, supervisors of

the royal works, chancellors,

keepers of the records, the

masters of the rolls, and even

the physicians, both to the king
and to the duke of Gloucester,

during the reign of Henry VI.

and afterwards.' Turner's Hist,

of England, vol. vi. p. 132. On
their enormous wealth, see EC-

clestan's English Antiquities,

p. 146: 'In the early part of

the fourteenth century, it is cal-

culated that very nearly one-half

of t.hf soil of the kingdom wat

in the hands of the clergy.'
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chancellor
;

l84
and, since the beginning of the eighteenth

century, tliere has been no instance of one receiving

any diplomatic appointment, or, indeed, holding any
important office in the state. 185 Nor lias this increasing

ascendency of laymen been confined to the executive

government. On the contrary, we find in both Houses
of Parliament the same principle at work. In the early
and barbarous periods of our history, one half of the

House of fjords consisted of temporal peers ;
the other

half of spiritual ones. 186 By the beginning of the

eighteenth century, the spiritual peers, instead of form-

ing one-half of the upper house, had dwindled away to

one-eighth;
187

and, in the middle of the nineteenth

century, they have still further shrunk to one-four-

teenth :

188 thus supplying a striking numerical instance

of that diminution of ecclesiastical power which is an

essential requisite of modern civilization. Precisely in

181 In 1625, Williams bishop
of Lincoln was dismissed from
his office of lord-keeper ;

and

Ixird Campbell observes (Lives
iif the Chancellors, vol. ii. p. 492") :

1 This is the last time that an

ecclesiastic has held the great
seal of England ; and, notwith-

standing the admiration in some

ipiarters of mediaeval usages. I

presume the experiment is not

likely to be soon repeated.'
195 Monk (Life of Bentlci/,

vol. i. p. 222) says, that Dr.

John Robinson, bishop of Bristol,

was ' lord privy seal, and pleni-

potentiary at tho treaty of

L'treoht ;
and is the last *ccle-

siastic in England who has held

any of the high offices of state.'

A hisrh-churrh writer, in 1712,

complains of the efforts that

were being made to ' thrust the

churchmen out of their plaet-s

of power in the government.'
Somi-rs Tracts, >ol. xiii. p. 211.

186 Tn and after the reiuni of

VOL. l. K V.

Henry III.
'

the number of arch-

bishops, bishops, abbots, priors,
and ecclesiastical persons was
for the most part equal to, and

very often far exceeded, the

number of the temporal lords

and barons.' Parry's Parlia-

ments and Councils of England,
London, 1839, p. xvii. Of this

Mr. Parry gives several instanced
;

the most remarkable of which is,

that ' in 49 Henry III., 120 pre-

lates, and only 23 temporal lords,
were summoned.' This, of course,
was an extreme case.

187 See an analysis of the

House of Lords, in 1713, in

MnJton's Hint, of England, vol. i.

t 'p. 43-45; from which it appears
that the total was 207, of whom
26 wt-re spiritual. This includes,

the Catholics.
lss

By I he returns in Dod for

!S.'i4. I "find that the House of

Lords contains 436 members, of

whom 3D belong to the episcopal
bench.
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the same way, more than
fifty years have elapsed since

any clergyman has been able to take his seat as a re-

presentative of the people ;
the House of Commons

having, in 1801, formally closed their doors against a

profession which, in the olden time, would have been

gladly admitted, even by the proudest and most ex-

clusive assembly.
1 *9 lu the House of Lords, the bishops

still retain their seats
;
but their precarious tenure is

everywhere remarked, and the progress of public

opinion is constantly pointing to a period, which cannot
now be far distant, when the Peers will imitate the

example set by the Commons, and will induce the

legislature to relieve the upper house of its spiritual
members

; since they, by their habits, their tastes, and
their traditions, are evidently unfitted for the profane

exigencies of political life.
190

While the fabric of superstition was thus tottering
from internal decay, and while that ecclesiastical autho-

rity which had formerly played so great a part was

gradually yielding to the advance of knowledge, there

suddenly occurred an event which, though it might
naturally have been expected, evidently took by sur-

prise even those whom it most interested. I allude, of

course, to that great religious revolution, which was a

fitting supplement to the political revolution which

189 For different accounts, and time, and with regret, by a very
of course different views, of this keen observer. In the discus-

tinal expulsion of the clergy from sion ' on the Eill to prevent
the House of Commons, see Persons in Holy Orders from

Pellew's Life of Sidmouth, vol. i. sitting in the House of Com-

pp. 419,420; Stephens 's Mem. of mons,' Lord Thurlow ' men-

Tooke, vol. ii. pp. 247-260 ; Hoi- tioned the tenure of the bishops
lands Mem. of the IVTiiff Party, at this time, and said, if the bill

vol. i. pp. 178-180; Campbell's went to disfranchise the lower

Ghana llors, vol. vii. p. 148; orders of the clergy, it might go
Twiss's Life of Kldon, vol. i. the length of striking at the right

p. 263
; 'Adolphuss Jlist. of of the reverend bench opposite to

George III., vol. vii. p. 487. scats in that house; though he
190 That the banishnn-nt of km-w it had been held that the

the clergy from the lo',ver house reverend prelates sat, in the

was the natural prelude to tho right of their baronies, as tempo-
banishment of the bishops from ral j^.-rs.' Parl. Hist. vol. xxxv

the upper, wan hinii'd at the p. lr>42.
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preceded it. The dissenters, who were strengthened

by the expulsion of James, had by no means forgotten
those cruel punishments which the Church of England,
in the days of her power, had constantly inflicted upon
them

;
and they felt that the moment had now come

when they could assume towards her a bolder front

than that on which they had hitherto ventured. 191

Besides this, they had in the mean time received fresh

causes of provocation. After ihe death of our great

king "William III., the throne was occupied by a foolish

and ignorant woman, whose love for the clergy would,
in a more superstitious age, have led to dangerous
results. 192 Even as it was, a temporary reaction took

place, and during her reign the church was treated with
a deference which William had disdained to sho\v. 19:! The

191 It is impossible now to

ascertain the full extent to which
the Church of England, in the

seventeenth century, persecuted
the dissenters ;

but Jeremy
White is said to have had a list of

sixty thousand of these sufferers

between 1660 and 1688, of whom
no less than five thousand died

in prison. Bogue and Bennett's

Hist, of the Dissenters, vol. i.

p. 108. On the cruel spirit
which the clergy displayed in

the reign of Charles II. compare
Harris's Lives of the Stuarts,

vol. v. p. 106; Orme's Life of
Owen, p. 344

; Somers Tracts,

vol. xii. p. 534. Indeed, Har-
wood frankly said in the House
of Commons, in 1672, 'Our aim
is to bring all dissenting men
into the Protestant church, and
lie that is not willing to come
into the church should not have
ease.' Purl. Hist, vol. iv. p. 530.

On the zeal with which this

principle was carried out, see an

account, written in 1671, in

Somers Tracts, vol. ni. pp. 586-
K B

616
;
and the statement of De

Foe, in Wilsons Life of De Foe,
vol. ii. pp. 443-414.

ls '-' Besides the correspondence
which tho Duchess of Marl-

borough preserved for the instruc-

tion of posterity, we have some
materials for estimating the

abilities of Anne in the letters

published in Dalryin^i's Me-
moirs. In one of them Anno
writes, soon after the Declara-

tion for Liberty of Conscience
was issued, 'It is a melancholy
prospect t hat all we of the Church
of England have. All the sec-

taries may now do what they
please. Every one has the fret)

exercise of their religion, on

purpose, no doubt, to ruin us,
which I think to all impartial

judges is very plain.' Dalrymple's
Aft iiwirs, appendix to book v.

vol. ii. p. 1~3.
193 See a notable passage iu

Somers Tracts, vol. xii. p. 558,
which should be compared with
Wilson's Lift of De Foe, vol. iii.

p. 372.
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natural consequence immediately followed. New mea-
sures of persecution were devised, and fresh laws were

passed against those Protestants who did not conform
to the doctrines and discipline of the English church. 194

But after the death of Anne the dissenters quickly
rallied

;
their hopes revived,

195 their numbers continued
to increase, and in spite of the opposition of the clergy,
the laws against them, were repealed.

196 As by these

means they were placed more ou a level with their

opponents, and as their temper was soured by the in-

juries they had recently received, it was clear that a

great struggle between the two parties was inevitable. 197

191
Bogue and Bennett's His-

tory of the Dissenters, vol. i.

pp. 228-230, 237, 260-277 ;
and

Hallam's Const. Hist. vol. ii. pp.

396, 397. Mr. Hallam says, 'It

is impossible to doubt for an in-

stant, that if the queen's life had

preserved the Tory government
for a few years, every vestige of

the toleration would have b-, eii

effaced.' It appears from the

}'er/ion Correspond, vol. iii. p.

228, Lend. 1841, that soon after

the accession of Anne, there was
a proposal

'

to debar dissenters

of their votes in elections;' and
we know from Burnet (Own
Time, vol. v. pp. 108, 136, 137,

218) that the clergy would have

been glad if Anne had displayed
even more zeal against them
than she really did.

195
Bogue and Bennetts Hist.

of the Disfenters, vol. iii. p. 118.

In Ivimeys History of th Bap-
tist*, it is said that the death of

Anne was an 'answer to the dis-

senters' prayers.' tiuvthcf/s C'om-

ritunpltire Book, third series, p.

135 ;
see also p. 147, on the joy

of the dissenters at the death

nf this troublesome woman.
1M Two of the worst of them.

' the act against occasional con-

formity, and that restraining
education, were repealed in the

session of 1719.' Hallam's Const .

Hist. rol. ii. p. 398. The repeal
of the act against occasional con-

formity was strenuously opposed
by the archbishops ofYork and < A

Canterbury (Bogue and Bennett's

Hist, of the Dissenters, vol. iii.

p. 132); but their opposition
was futile; and when the Bishop
of London, in 1726, wished to

strain the Act of Toleration, he
was prevented by Yorke, the

attorney-general. See the pithy

reply of Yorke, in Harris's Lift-

of Hardwicke, vol. i. pp. 193,
194.

197 At the end of the seven-

teenth century, great attention

was excited by the way in which
the dissenters were beginning to

organize themselves into societies

and synods. See, in the Vernon

Curresjiond. vol. ii. pp. 128-130,
133, 150, scne curious evidence

of this, in letters written by
Vernon, who was then secretary
of state

;
and on the apprehen-

sions caused by the increase of

their schools, and by their sys-
tematic interference in elections.
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For by this time the protracted tyranny of the English

clergy had totally destroyed those feelings of respect

which, even in the midst of hostility, often linger in

the mind; and by the influence of which, if they had
still existed, the contest might perhaps have been

averted. But such motives of restraint were now de-

spised ; and the dissenters, exasperated by incessant

persecution,
198 determined to avail themselves of the

declining power of the church. They h;id resisted her
vhen she was strong ;

it was hardly to be expected
that they would spare her when she was feeble. Under
two of the most remarkable men of the eighteenth cen-

ttiry, Whitefield, the first of theological orators,
133 and

Wesley, the first of theological statesmen,
200 there was

see Life of ArcMjishi>p Sharp,
edited by Newcome, vol. i. pp.

12o, 358. The church was

eager to put down all dissenters'

schools; and in 1705, the Arch-

bishop of York told the House
of Lords that he '

apprehended
danger from the increase of dis-

senters, and particularly from
the many academies set up by
them.' Purl. Hist. vol. vi. pp.
492, 493. See also, on the in-

crease of their schools, pp. 1351,

1352.
:N In Some/-* 1',-acts, vol. xii.

p. 684, it is Mated, that in the

reign of Charles II. 'this hard

ussgc had begotten in the dis-

senters the utmost animosity
against the persecuting church-
men.' Their increasing discon-

tent, in the reign of Anne, was
observed by Calamy. See Cala-

mi/s On',* 'Life, vol. ii. pp. 244,

255, 274, 284, 2S5.
>m If the power of nun-ing

the passions be the proper test

by which to judge an orator, we

may certainly pronounce White-
field to b* the Greatest since the

apo;ii-s His tirst sermon was

delivered in 1736 (Nicho/sx Lit.

Ancc. vol. ii. pp. 102, 122); his

field-preaching began in 1739

(Soutkey's Life of Wexley, vol. i.

pp. 196, 197) ; and the eighteen
thousand sermons which he la

said to have poured forth du-

ring his career of thirty-four

years (Sout/iey's Wesley, vol. i'.

p. 531) produced the most as-

tonishing effects on all classes,

educated and uneducated. For

evidence ofthe excitement caused

by this marvellous man, and of

the eagerness with which his

discourses were read as well as

heard, see Nichols's Lit. Anec.

vol. ii. pp. 546, 547, and his

flfustrations, vol. iv. pp. 302-
:)'.)4

; M-m. ofFranklii, by Him-

self, vol. i. pp. 161-167'; Dod-

dridgc's Correspond. vol. iv. p. 55;

S/eu-art's Philo*. of the 3///<r/. vol.

iii. pp. 291, 292; Lady Mary
Montagu's Lt.ttcrs,\\\. her Works,
1803, Vol. iv. p. 162; Corres-

pond. I 1 tvci n Ladies Pomfrct and

Hartford, 2nd edit. 1806, vol. i.

pp. 138, 160-162; Marchmcmt

T'apers, vol. ii. p. 377.
"u Oi whom 1\li\ ilacauiay
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organized a great system of religion, which bore the

same relation to the Church of England that the Church
of England bore to the Church of Rome. Thus, after

an interval of two hundred years, a second spiritual
Reformation was effected in our country. In the

eighteenth century the Wesleyans were to the Bishops
what, in the sixteenth century, the Reformers were to

the Popes.
201 It is indeed true, that the dissenters from

the Church of England, unlike the dissenters from the

Church of Rome, soon lost that intellectual vigour for

which at first they were remarkable. Since the death
of their great leaders, they have not produced one man
of original genius ;

and since the time of Adam Clarke,

they have not had among them even a single scholar

who has enjoyed an European reputation. This mental

penury is perhaps owing, not to any circumstances

peculiar to their sect, but merely to that general decline

of the theological spirit, by which their adversaries have
been weakened as well as themselves. 202 Be this as it

may, it is at all events certain, that the injury they have
inflicted on the English church is far greater than is

generally supposed, and, I am inclined to think, is

hardly inferior to that which in the sixteenth century
Protestantism inflicted upon Popery. Setting aside the

actual loss in the mimber of its members, 203 there can

has said (Essays, vol. i. p. 221,
-02

They frankly confess that

3rd edit), that his 'genius for
' indifferem-e has been another

government -was not inferior to enemy to the increase of the

that of Richelieu ;' and strongly dissenting cause.' Bogue and
as this is expressed, it will hardly Bcnnetfs Hitt. of the Dissenters,

appear an exaggeration to those vol. iv. p. 320. In Kewman'a
who have compared the success Development of Christian Doc-

of Wesley with his difficulties. trine, pp. 39-4,3, there are some
201 It was in 1739 that Wesley remarks on the diminished energy

first openly rebelled against the of Wesleyanism, which 3Ir. New-
church, and refused to obey the man seems to ascribe to the fact

]>ishop of .Bristol, who ordered that the Wesleyans have reached
him to quit his diocese. Southei/s that point in which ' order takes

Life of IVesley, vol. i. pp. 226, the plae." of enthusiasm.' p. 43.

243. In the same year he began This is probably true ;
but I still

to preach in the fields. See the think that the larger cause hap
remarkable pntryin hin Journals, bren the more active one.

p. 78, 20th March, 1739.
' :(

Walpole, m his sneering
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bo no doubt that the mere formation of a Protestant

faction, unopposed by the government, was a dangerous
precedent ;

and we know from contemporary history
that it was so considered by those who were most inte-

rested in the result. 204 Besides this, the Wesleyans

way, mentions the spread of

Methodism iu the middle of the

eighteenth century ( Walpole's

letters, vol. ii. pp. 266, 272); and
Lord Carlisle, in 1775, told the

House of Lords (Parl. Hist. vol.

xviii. p. 634) 'that Methodism
wus daily gaining ground, par-

ticularly in tho manufacturing
towns

;

'

while, to come down
still later, it appears from & letter

by the Duke of Wellington to

Lord Eldon( Twigs's L iff ofEldon ,

YoL ii. p. 35) that about 1808
it was making proselytes in the

army.
These statements, though accu-

rate, are somewhat v;igue ;
but

we have other and more precise
evidence respecting the rapid

growth of religious dissent. Ac-

cording to a paper found in one

of the chests of William III., and

printed by Dalrymple (Memoirs,
vol. ii. part ii., appendix to chap-
ter i. p. 40), the proportion in

England of conformists to non-

conformists was as 22| to

1. Eighty-four years after the

death of William, the dissen-

ters, instead of comprising only a

twenty-third, were estimated at
' a

fourth part of the whole com-

munity.' Letter from Watson
to the Duke of Rutland, written

in 1786, in Life of Watson,

Bishop ofLlandaff, vol. i. p. 246.

Since then, the movement has

been uninterrupted ;
and the re-

tnrns recently published by go-
vernment disclose the startling

fact, that on Sunday, 31st March

1851, the members of the Church
of England who attended morn-

ing service only exceeded byone-
half the Independents, l>aptists,
and Methodists who attended at

their own places of worship. See
the Census Table, in Journal of
Statist. Sec. vol. xviii. p. 151. If

this rate of decline continues, it

will be impossible for the Church
ofEngland to survive another cen-

tury the attacks of her enemies.
204

T.JJP treatment which the

Wesleyans received from the

clergy, many of whom were ma-

gistrates, shows what would have

taken place if such violence had
not been discouraged by the go-
vernment. See Southey'.i Life of

Wesley, vol. i. pp. 395-406.

Wesley has himself given many
details, which Southey did not

think proper to relate, of the ca-

lumnies and insults to which he

and his followers were subjected

by the clergy. See Wesley's Jour-

nals, pp. H4, 145, 178, 181, 198.

235, 2.56, 275, 375, 562, 619, 637,

646. Compare Watson's Okser-

'iitin* on Sun they's Wesley, pp.
173, 17t; and for other evidence

of the treatment of those who
differed from the church, see Cor-

ritpni'deiiCf and Diary of Dod-

(lri<li]> ,
vol. ii. p. 17, vol. iii. pp.

10S,' 131, 132, 144, 145, 156.

Groslev, who visited England in

1765. says of Whitefield, 'The
ministers of the established reli-

gion did their utmost to baffle

the new preacher; they preached

against him, representing hiiu to
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displayed an organization so superior to that of their

predecessors the Puritans, that they soon became a

centre round which the enemies of the church could

conveniently rally. And, what is perhaps still more

important, the order, regularity, and publicity, by which
their proceedings have usually been marked, distin-

guished them from other sects
;
and by raising them

as it were to the dignity of a rival establishment, have

encouraged the diminution of that exclusive and super-
stitious respect which was once paid to the Anglican
hierarchy.

205

But these things, interesting as they are, only formed
a single step of that vast process by which the ecclesi-

astical power was weakened, and our countrymen thus

enabled to secure a religious liberty, imperfect indeed,
but far superior to that possessed by any other people.

Among the innumerable symptoms of this great move-

ment, there were two of peculiar importance. These

were, the separation of theology, first from morals, and

the people as a fanatic, a vision-

ary, &c. &c. ;
in fine, they opposed

him with BO much success, that

they caused him to be pelted with

etones in every place where he

opened his mouth to the public.'

Grosleifs Tour to London, Lond.

1772, vol. i. p. 356.
2CS That Wesleyanism encou-

raged dissent by imparting to it

an orderly character, which in

Borne degree approximated to

church-discipline, is judiciously
observed in Bogus and Bennctfs

History of the Dissenters, vol.

iii. pp.165, 166. Butthese writers

deal rather too harshly with

Wesley; though there is no doubt
that he was a very ambitious man,
and over-fond of power. At an

early period of his career he be-

gan to aim at objects higher than
those attempted by the Puritans,
whose efforts, particularly in

the sixteenth century, ho looked

at somewhat contemptuously.
Thus, for instance, in 1747, only

eight years after he had revolted

against the church, he expresses
in his Journal his wonder ' at

the weakness of those holy con-

fessors
'

(the Elizabethan Puri-

tans),
'

many of whom spent so

much of their time and strength
in disputing about surplice and

hoods, or kneeling at the Lord's

Supper!' Journals, p. 249, March
13th, 174". Such warfare as this

would have ill satisfied the soar-

ing mind of Wesley ;
and from

the spirit which pervades his vol-

uminous Journals, as well as from
the careful and far-seeing provi-
sions which he made for manag-
ing his sect, it is evident that

this great schismatic had larger
views than any of hia prede-
cessors, and that ho wished to

organize a system capable of

rivalling the established church.
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then from politics. The separation from morals was
effected late in the seventeenth century ;

the separation
from politics before the middle of the eighteenth cen-

tury. And it is a striking instance of the decline of
the old ecclesiastical spirit, that both of these great

changes were begun by the clergy themselves. Cum-
berland, bishop of Peterborough, was the h'rst who
endeavoured to construct a system of morals without
the aid of theology.

206
Wat-burton, bishop of Gloucester,

was the first who laid down that the state must con-
sider religion in reference, not to revelation, hut to

expediency ;
and that it should favour any particular

creed, not in proportion to its truth, but solely with a
view to its general utility.

207 Nor were these mere

-o" Mr. 1 1 allam (Lit. of Europe,
vol. iii. p. 390) says, that Cum-
berland ' seems to have been the

first Christian writer who sought
to establish systematically the

principles of moral right inde-

pendently of revelation.' See

also, on this important change,
WhewdCs Hist, of Moral Philo-

sophy in England, pp. 12, 54.

The dangers always incurred by
making theology the basis of

morals are now pretty well un-

derstood
; but by no writer have

they been pointed out more cl early
than by M. Charles Comte : see

tin1 able exposition in his Traite

de Legislation, vol. i.pp. 223-247.
There is a short and unsatis-

factory account of Cumberland's
book in Mackintosh's Ethical Phi-

losophy, pp. 134-137. He was
a man of considerable learning,
and is noticed by M. Quatremere
as one of the earliest students of

Coptic. Quatremere sur laLanqut
ct la TAtterature de VEgypte,^. 89.

He was made a bishop in 1691.

having published the De Legions
in 1672. Chalmers's Bioq. Diet.

vol. xi. pp. 133, 136.

267 This was in his work
entitled The Alliance between

Church and State, which first

appeared, according to Hurd

(Life of Warburton, 1794, 4to.

p. 13), in 1736, and, as may In-

supposed, caused great scandal.

The history of its influence 1

shall trace on another occasion ;

in the mean timo. the reader

should compare, respecting its

tendency, Palm>r on the Church,
vol. ii. pp. 313, 322, 323

;
Parr*

Works,\o\. i. pp. 657, 665, vol. vii.

p. 128
; Whateleys Dangers t<>

Christian Faith* p. 190
;

and
Nichols x Lit. Anec. vol. iii. p. 18.

In January 1739-40, Warburton
writes to Stukeley (Nichols's Il-

lustrations, vol. ii. p. 53): 'But

you know how dangerous new
roads in theology are, by the

clamour of the bigots against
me.' See also some letters which

passed between him and the elder

Pitt in 1762, on the subject of

expediency, printed in Chatham

Correspond, vol. ii. pp. 184 seq.
\V~arburton writes, p. 190,

'

My
opinion is, and ever was, that the

slate lias nothing at ail to Ji,
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barren principles, which subsequent inquirers wore
unable to apply. The opinions of Cumberland, pushed
to their furthest extent by Hume,208 were shortly
afterwards applied to practical conduct by Paley,

209 and
to speculative jurisprudence by Bentham and Mill;

210

while the opinions of Warburton, spreading with still

greater rapidity, have influenced our legislative policy,
and are now professed, not only by advanced thinkers,
but even by those ordinary men, who, if they had
lived fifty years earlier, would have shrunk from them
with unassembled fear. 211

with errors in religion, nor the

least right so much as to attempt
to repress them.' To make such
a man a bishop was a great feat

for the eighteenth century, and
would have been an impossible
one for the seventeenth.

208 The relation between Cum-
berland and Hume consists in the

entirely secular plan according
to which both investigated ethics ;

in other respects, there is great
difference between their conclu-

sions
; but if the anti-theological

method is admitted to be sound,
it is certain that the treatment

of the subject by Hume is more

consequential from the premisses,
than is that by his predecessor. It

is this which makes Hume a con-

tinuator of Cumberland
; though

with the advantage, not only of

coming half a century after him,
but of possessing a more compre-
hensive mind. The ethical specu-
lations of Hume are in tho third

book of his Treatise of Human
Mature (

Humes Philosophical

Works, Edin. 1826, vol. ii.

pp. 219 seq.), and in his Inquiry

concerning the Principles of
Morals, ibid. vol. iv. pp. 237-365.

"" The moral system of Paley,

being essentially utilitarian, com-

pleted the revolution in that field

of inquiry ;
and as his work was

drawn up with great ability, it

exercised immense influence in

an age already prepared for its

reception. His Moral and Politi-

cal Philosophy was published in

1785 ; in 1786 it became a stan-

dard book at Cambridge ;
and

by 1805 it had '

passed through
fifteen editions.' Mcadley's Me-
moirs of Paley, pp. 127, 145.

Compare IVhewell's Hist, of Moral

Philosophy, p. 176.
219 That the writings of these

t\vo eminent men form part of

the same scheme, is well known
to those who have studied the

history of the school to which

they belong; and on the intel-

lectual relation they boro to each

other, I cannot do better than
refer to a very striking letter by
James Mill himself, in Bentham!s

Works, edit. Bowring, vol. x.

pp. 481, 482.
1(11 Tho repeal of the Test Act,

the admission of Catholics into

Parliament, and the steadily in-

creasing feeling in favour of the

admission of the Jews, are the

leading symptoms of this great
movement. On the gradual dif-

fusion among U8 of the doctrine

of expediency, which, on all sub-

jrctH not yet raised to sciences
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Thus it was that, in England, theology was finally
severed from the two threat departments of ethics and
of government. As, however, this important change-
was at first not of u practical, but solely of an. intel-

lectual character, its operation was, for many years,
oontined to a small class, and has not yet produced the

whole of those results which we have every reason to

anticipate. But there were other circumstances which
tended in the same direction, and which, being known
to all men of tolerable education, produced effects more
immediate, though perhaps less permanent. To trace

their details, and point out the connexion between them,
will be the business of part of the future volumes of this

work : at present, 1 can only glance at the leading
features. Of these, the most prominent were : The

great Arian controversy, which, rashly instigated by
Whiston, Clarke, and Waterland, disseminated doubts

among nearly all classes
;

ai2 the Bangorian controversy,
which, involving matters of ecclesiastical discipline
hitherto untouched, led to discussions dangerous to

the power of the church ;

213 the great work of

ought to be the sole regulator of

human actions, see a remarkable,
but a mournful letter, written in

1812, in the Life of Wilberforce,
vol. iv. p. 28. See also the speech
of Lord Eldon in 1828, in Twins's

Life of Eldon, vol. ii. p. 203.
212 proiu a curious passage in

Hutton's lAfe of Himself, p. 27.

we learn that, in 1739, the

scepticism of the Anti-Trini-

tarians had penetrated among
the tradesmen at Nottingham.
Compare, respecting the spread
of this heresy, Nichols's Lit. Ancc.

vol. viii. p. 375; Priestley s M' -

moirs, vol. i. pp. 25, 26, 53
;

DoddridgSs Correspond, and

Diary, vol. ii. p. 477, note; am!
on Peirce, who took an active

part, and whom Whiston boasts

of having corrupted, see Whis-
ton s Memoirs, pp. 143. 144.

Sharp, who was Archbishop of

York when the controversy

began, foresaw its dangerous

consequences. Life of Sharp,
edited by Newcome, vol. ii. pp. 7,

S, 1 35, 1 30. See further Maclaine't

note'm Mosheim's Ecclesiast. Hist.

vol ii. pp. 293, 294 ; Lathhury's
Hint, of Convocation, pp. 338,

,'U2, 351
;
and a note in Butler's

Reminisc. vol. i. pp. 206. 207.
>UI Mr. Sutler (Mem. of the

Catholics, vol. iii. pp. 182-184,

347-350) notices with evident

pleasure the effect of this famous

controversy in weakening the

Anglican Church. Compare
TtogvA- and Bennett's Hist, of the

Di-ssenters, vol. iii. pp. 135-141.

Wliistou (Memoirs, p. 244) says :

'

And, indeed, this Bangorian
controversy seemed for a great
while to engross the attention of
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Blackburne on the Confessional, which at one moment
almost caused a schism in the Establishment itself;

214

the celebrated dispute respecting miracles between

Middleton, Church, and Dodwell, continued, with still

larger views, by Hume, Campbell, and Douglas ;

216 the

exposure of the gross absurdities of the Fathers, which,

the public.' See more about
it in Lathbury's Hist, of Convo-

cation, pp. 372-383; Nichols's

Lit. Aneo. vol. i. p. 152, vol.

ix. pp. 433, 434, 516 ;
Nichols's

Illustrations, vol. i. p. 840 ;

Bishop Newton's Life of Himself,

pp. 177, 178.
214 The Confessional, a most

able attack on the subscription of

creeds and articles, was published
in 1766 ; and, according to aeon-

temporary observer,
'
it excited

a general spirit of inquiry.'

Cappe's Memoirs, pp. 147, 148.

The consequence was, that in

1772 a society was instituted by
Blackburne and other clergy of

the Church of England, with the

avowed object of doing away
with all subscriptions in religion.
Nichols's Lit. Ancc. vol. i. p. 570;

Illustrations, vol. vi. p. 854. A
petition against the Articles was
at once drawn up, signed by 200

clergy (Adolphus's George III.

vol. i. p. 506), and brought be-

fore the House of Commons. In

the animated debate which fol-

lowed, Sir William Meredith said

that ' the Thirty-nine Articles of

tho Church of England were
framed when the spirit of free

inquiry, when liberal and en-

larged notions, were yet in their

infancy.' Parl. Hist. vol. xvii.

p. 246. He added, p. 247:
' Several of the Articles are

absolutely unintelligible, and,

indeed, contradictory and ab-

surd. lx>rd George Germain

said :
' In my apprehension, some

of the Articles are incomprehen-
sible, and some self-contradic-

tory ;' p. 265. Mr. Sawbridge
declared that the Articles are
'

strikingly absurd ;' Mr. Salter

that they are ' too absurd to be

defended ;' and Mr. Dunning
that they are 'palpably ridicu-

lous,' p. 294. For further in-

formation on this attempt at

reform, see Disney's Life of Jcbh,

pp. 31-36
; Meadlcy's Mem. of

Paley, pp. 88-94
; Hodgson's Life

of Porteus, pp. 38-40
;
Memoirs

of Priestley, vol. ii. p. 582 ; and
a characteristic notice in Palmer's

Treatise on the Church, vol. i.

pp. 270, 271.
- 15 Hume says, that on his re-

turn from Italy in 1749, he found
'

all England in a ferment on
account of Dr. Middleton's Free

Inquiry.' Hume's Life of Him-

self, in his Works, vol. i. p. 7.

See also, on the excitement caused

by this masterly attack, Nichols's

Illustrations of the Eighteenth

Ccnturt/. vol. ii. p. 176; which
should be compared with Dod-

dr'ulye's Correspond, vol. iv.

pp. .036, 537 : and on the ' mira-

culous controversy
'

in general,
see Porteus's Life of Seeker, 1797,

p. 38 ; PAillimore's Mem., of Li/t-

tleton, vol. i. p. 161; Nichols's

lAt. Anec. vol. ii. pp. 440, 527,
vol. iii. pp. 535, 750, vol. v.

pp. 417, -118, 600; HulFsLetters,

1778, vol. i. p. 109 ; Warburton's

L'.'Wrs to Rurd, pp. 49, 50.
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already begun by Daille and Barbeyrac, was followed

up bv Cave, Midcllcton, and .lortin
;
the important and

imrefuted statements of Gibbon, in bis fifteenth and
sixteenth chapters ;

the additional strength conferred

on those chapters by the lame attacks of Davis, Chei-

sum, Whitaker, and Watson
;

Jlr>
while, not to mention

inferior matters, the century was closed amid the con-

fusion caused by that decisive controversy between
I'orson and Travis, respecting the text of the Heavenly
Witnesses, which excited immense attention,

217 and wan

immediately accompanied by the discoveries of geolo-

gists, in which, not only was the fidelity of the Mosaic

cosmogony impugned, but its accuracy was shown to

be impossible.
218 These things, following each other in

-"' Gibbon's Decline and Fall

lias now been jealously scruti-

nized by two generations of eager
and unscrupulous opponents; and
I am only expressing the general

opinion ofcompetent judges when
I say, that by each successive

scrutiny it lias gained fresh re-

putation. Against his celebrated

fifteenth and .sixteenth chapters,
all the devices of controversy
have been exhausted ; but the

only result has been, that while

the fame of the historian is un-

tarnished, the attacks of his

enemies are falling into complete
oblivion. The work of Gibbon
remains

;
but who is there who

feels any interest in what was
written against him?

- 17 On the effect produced by
these matchless letters of Porson,
see Harfor&s Life ofBishop L'ur-

ftess, p. 374; and as to the pre-
vious agitation of the question
in England, see Calami/s Own
Life, vol. ii. pp. 442, 4-13;' Monk'*

Life of Benth-y, vol. ii. pp. 16-19,

146, 286-289; Butl-r^ Rimini-

scences, vol. i. p. 211. Compare

Somers Tracts, vol. xii. p. 13",

vol. xiii. p. 458.
- 18 The sceptical character of

geology was first clearly exhibited

during the last thirty years of

the eighteenth century. Pre-

viously, the geologists had, foi

the most part, allied themselves

with the theologians ;
but th**

increasing boldness of public

opinion now enabled them to

institute independent investiga-

tions, without regard to doctrines

hitherto received. In this point
of view, much was efKvtvd by
the researches of Hutfon. wh^se
work, says Sir Charles Lyell,
contains the first attempt

' to

explain the former changes of

the earth's crust by reference

exclusively to natural agents."

L>/f
!l's Pi-ini-ip'is of Geology,

p. 50. To establish this method
was, of course, to dissolve the

alliance with the theologians ;

but an earlier symptom of the

change was seen in 1773, that

is, fifteen years before Hutton
wrote : see a letter in Watson t

LU'*- <>f Himself, vol. i. p. 402,
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rapid and startling succession, perplexed the faith of

men, disturbed their easy credulity, and produced effects

on the public mind, which can only be estimated by
those who have studied the history of that time in its

original sources. Indeed, they cannot be understood,
even in their general bearings, except by taking into

consideration some other circumstances with which the

great progress was intimately connected.

For, in the mean time, an immense change had begun,
not only among speculative minds, but also among the

people themselves. The increase of scepticism stimu-

lated their curiosity ;
and the diffusion of education

supplied the means of gratifying it. Hence, we find

that one of the leading characteristics of the eighteenth

century, and one which pre-eminently distinguished it

from all that preceded, was a craving after knowledge
on the part of those classes from whom knowledge had
hitherto been shut out. It was in that great age, that

there were first established schools for the lower orders

on the only day they had time to attend them,
219 and

where it is stated that the ' free- enlightened men, even among the

thinkers
'

attacked the ' Mosaic clergy themselves. I need only
account of the world's age, refer to what has been said by
especially since the publication of two of the most eminent of that

Mr. Brydone's Travtls Through profession, Dr. Arnold and Mr.

Sicily and Malta.' According to Baden Powell. See the obser-

Ijown&e^Bibliographer'sManual, rations of Arnold in yew-man's

vol. i. p. 279), Brydone's book Phases of Faith, p. Ill (compare
was published in 1773 ;

and in pp. 122, 123) ;
and the still more

1784 Sir William Jones notices decisive remarks in Powell's Scr-

the tendency of these inquiries : rnons on Christianity without

see his Discourse on the Gods of Judaism, 1856, pp. 38, 39. For

Greece, Italy, and India, in which other instances, see LydVs Second
he observes (W-or/ks, vol. i. p. 233) Visit t the United 'States, 1849,
with regret, that he lived in

' an vol. i. pp. 219, 220.

age when some intelligent and -" It is usually supposed that

virtuous persons are inclined to Sunday-schools were began by
doubt the authenticity of the Kaikes, in 1781 ; but, though he

accounts delivered by Moses appears to have been the first tc

concerning the primitive world.' organize them on a suitable scale,

Since then, the progress of geo- there is no doubt that they were

logy has been so rapid, that the established by Lindsey, in or

historical value of the writings immediately after 1765. See

of Moses is abandoned by all Cappe's Memoir's, pp. 118, 122;
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newspapers on the only day tliry had time to read

them. 220 It was then that there were Hr.st seen, in orir

country, circulating libraries
;

'"' and it was then, too,

that the art of printing, instead of being almost con-

fined to London, began to be gnu-rally practised in

country-towns.
22 '

2 It was also in tin; eighteenth cen-

Harford's Lift- of Burgess, p. 92;
Nichols's Lit. Anec. vol. iii. pp.430,

431, vol. ix. p. 540; Chalmers's

Biog. Diet. vol. xxv. p. 485 ; Journ.

of Stat. Soc. vol. x. p. 196, v. xiii.

p. 265 ; Hodgson's Life, of Por-

teus, p. 92. It is said, in Spen-
cer's Social Statics, p. 343, that

the clergy of the Church of Eng-
land were, as a, body, opposed to

the establishment of Sunday-
schools. (Compare Watson's Ob-

servations on Southey's Wesltj,

p. 149.) At all events, they in-

creased rapidly, and by the end

of the century had become com-

mon. See Nichols's Lit. Ancc.

vol. v. pp. 678, 679; NicMs's

Illustrations, vol. i. p. 460
; Life

of Wilberforce, vol. i. p. 180,

vol. ii.p. 296
; Wesley's Journals,

pp. 806, 897.
- Mr. Hunt (Hist, of News-

papers, vol. i. p. 273) makes no

mention of Sunday newspapers
earlier than a notice by Crabbe
in 1785 ;

but in 1799, Lord Bel-

grave said, in the House of Com-

mons, that they first appeared
'about the year 1780.' Parl.

Hist. vol. xxxiv. p. 1006. In

1799, Wilberforce tried to hare

a law enacted to suppress them.

Life of Wilberforce, vol. ii.

pp. 338. 424.
121 When Franklin cam*! to

London, in 17-5, there was not

a single circulating library in

the metropolis. See Franklin's

Life of Himself, vol. i. p. 64
;

and, in 1697,
' the only library

in London which approached
thr nature of it public library
was that of ,Si<m College, be-

longing to the London clergy.'
Mlis's I.fttn-s of Literary Men,
p. 24;>. Thy uxact date of the

earliest circulating library J have
not yet ascertained

; but, accord-

ing to Soulhey ( Tin- i><-tcr, edit.

Waiter, 1848, p. 271;, the first

set up in London was about the

middle of the eighteenth century,
bv Samuel Eancourt. Hutton

(Lift of Himself, p. 279) says, '1

was the first who opened a circu-

lating library in Birmingham, in

1751.' Other notices of them,

during the latter half of the cen-

tury, will be found in CultriJge'x

Biographia Literaria, vol. ii. p.

329, edit.' 1847; Leigh Hunt''

Autobiography, vol. i. p. 260
;

Nichols's Lit. Aiuc. vol. iii. pp.
648, 682; Nichols's Illustrations,
vol. i. p. 424; Wh~ well's Hist, of
Mural Philosophy, p. 190; Sin-

clair's Correspond, vol. i. p. 143.

Indeed, they increased so ra-

pidly, that some wise men pro-

posed to tax them, 'by a licence,
at the rate of '2*. 6d. per 100 vo-

lumes per annum.' Sinclair's

Ili-st. of tne HI venv, vol. iii.

p. 268."
-'-"' In 1746, Gent, the well-

known printer, wrote his own
life. In this curious work, he

states, that in 1714 there were
tVw printers in England, except
London, at that lime

; none then,

I am sure, at Chester, Liverpool,
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Cury, that the earliest systematic efforts were made to

popularize the sciences, and facilitate the acquisition of

their general principles, by writing treatises on them in

an easy and untechnical otyle i
223

while, at the same

Whitehaven, Preston, Manches-

ter, Kendal, and Leeds, as for

the most part now abound.' Life

of Tlwmas Gent, pp. 20, 21.

(Compare a list of country print-

ing-houses, in 17'<24, in Nichols's

Lit. Ante. vol. I. p. 289.) How
this state of things was remedied,
is a most important inquiry for

the historian
;
but in this note I

can only give a few illustrations

of the condition of different dis-

tricts. The first printing-office
in Rochester was established

by Fisher, who died in 1786

(Nichols's Lit. Anec. vol. iii. p.

675); the first in Whitby, was
in 1770 (Illutitrations, vol. iii.

p. 787); and Richard Greene,
who died in 1793, 'was the first

who brought a printing-press to

Lichfield' (7SW. vol. vi. p. 320 j.

In the reign of Anne, there was
not a single bookseller in Bir-

mingham (Southey's Common-

place Book, 1st series, 1849,

p. 568); but, in 1749, we find a

printer established there (Hull's

Letters, Lond. 1778, vol. i. p. 92);

and, in 1774, there was a printer
even in Falkirk (1'arl. Hist. vol.

xvii. p. 1099). In other parts
the movement was slower; and
we are told that, about 1780,
' there was scarcely a bookseller

in Cornwall.' Life of Samuel

Drew, l</ his Son, 1 834, pp. 40, 4 1 .

'-"- 3

Desaguliers and Hill were
the two first writers who gave
tlernselves up to popularizing

piiy&ical truths. At the begin-

ning of the reign of George I.

Desiignliers WHS ' the first who

read lectures in London on expe-
rimental philosophy.' Southey's

Commonplace Book, 3d series,

1850, p. 77. See also Penny
Cyclopaedia, vol. viii. p. 430; and,
on his elementary works, com-

pare Nichols's Lit. Anec. vol. vi.

p. 81. As to Hill, he is said to

have set the example of publish-

ing popular scientific works in

numbers
;
a plan so well suited

to that inquisitive age, that, if

we believe Horace Walpole, he
' earned fifteen guineas a week.'

Letter to Henry Zouch, January
3rd, 1761, in Walpole's Letters,
vol. iv. p. 117, edit. 1840.

In the latter half of the eigh-
teenth century, the demand for

books on the natural sciences

rapidly increased (see, among
many other instances which

might be quoted, a note in Pul-

teneifs Hist, of Botany, vol. ii.

p. 180): and, early in the reign
of George III., Priestley began
to write popularly on physical

subjects. (Memoirs of Priestley,

vol. i. pp. 288, 289.) Goldsmith
did something in the same direc-

tion (Prior s Life of Goldsmith,
vol. i. pp. 41 4, 469, vol. ii. p. 198) ;

and Pennant, whose earliest work

appeared in 1766, was ' the first

who treated the natural history
of Britain in a popular and in-

teresting style.' Swainson on thi

Stud;/ of Natural History, p. 50.

In the reign of George II., pub-
lishers began to encourage ele-

mentary works on chemistry.
Nic/ioln's Lit. Anec. voL is. p.

763.
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time, the invention of Encyclopaedias enabled their

results to be brought together, ;uid digested in a form
more accessible than any hitherto employed.-

24
Then,

too, we first meet with literary periodical reviews
; by

means of which large bodies of practical men acquired
information, scanty indeed, but every way superior to

their former ignorance.
225 The formation of societies

for purchasing books now became general ;

226
and,

before the close of the century, we hear of clubs insti-

tuted by reading men among the industrious classes. 227

In every department, the same eager curiosity was
shown. In the middle of the eighteenth century, de-

bating societies sprung up among tradesmen ;
2 -8 and

224 In 1704, 1708, and 1710,

Harris published his Dictionary

of Arts and Scienir.i ; and from

this, according to Nichols's Lit.

Anec. vol. ix. pp. 770, 771, lias
'

originated all the other dic-

tionaries and cyclop;edias that

have since appeared
'

Compare
vol. v. p. 659

;
and Bogue and

Bennett's Hist, of the Dissenters,
vol. iv. p. 500.

224 Late in the seventeenth

century, /in attempt was first

made in England to establish

literary journals. Hallam's Lit.

of Europe, vol. iii. p. 539 ;
and

Dibdin's Bibliomania, 1842, p. 16.

But reviews, as we now under-

stand the word, meaning a criti-

cal publication, wore unknown
before the accession of George II. ;

but, about the middle of his

reign, they began to increase.

Compare Wrighfs England un-

der the House of Hanover, 1848.

vol. i. p. 304, with Nichols's Lit.

Anec. vol. iii. pp. 507, 508. At
an earlier period, the functions

of reviews were performed, as

Monk says, by pamphlets. Monk' it

Jjife of Bentley, vol. i. p. 1 12.
'"* As we tiud from m.tuy

VOL. I. F

casual notices of book clul-s and
book societies. ;See, for example,
Doddridges Correspond, vol. ii.

pp. 57, 119 : Jews Life of 6V/-

wyn, vol. ii. p. 2-'5
; Nichols's Il-

lustrations of th- 1

Eighteenth Cuii-

turtj, vol. v'. pp. 184, 824, 82.) ;

Wakefuld's Life of Himself, vol. i .

p. 528
;
Memoirs of Sir J. E.

Smith, vol. i. p. 8
; Life of Ros-

coe, by his Son, vol. i. p. 22S

(though this last was perhaps a

circulating library).
"'-'' ' Numerous associations or

clubs, composed principally of

reading men of the lower ranks.'

Life of Dr. Currie, by his Son,
vol. i. p. 175.

s
i H' which the most remark-

able was that called the llobin-

Hood Society ; respecting which
the reader should compare Carnp-
fitirs Lives of the Chancellors,

vol. vi. p. 373 ; Grosleys London,
vol. i. p. 150; Part. Hist. vol.

xvii. p. 301 ; Southei/s Common-

place Book, 4th series, p. 339 :

Forster's Life of Goldsmith, vol. i.

p. 310; Prior's Life of Gold-

smith, vol. i. pp. 419, -i20 ; Prior's

Life of Burke, p. 75 ; Nichols'*

Lit. Anec. vol. iii. p. 154
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this was followed by a still bolder innovation, for, iu

1760, there was held the first public meeting ever

assembled in England, the first in which it was at-

tempted to enlighten Englishmen respecting their poli-
tical rights.

229 About the same time, the proceedings
"n our courts of law began to be studied by the people,
and communicated to them through the medium of the

daily press.
230

Shortly before tliis, political newspapers
itrose,

231 and a sharp struggle broke out between them

228 < From the summer of 1769
is to be dated the first estab-

lishment of public meetings in

England.' Albcmarle's Mem. of

RockingJiam, vol. ii. p. 93.
' Pub-

lic meetings, .... tlirough
which the people might declari-

their newly-acquired conscious-

ness of power, .... cannot

be distinctly traced higher than

the year 1769; but they were

now (i.e. in 1770) of daily occur-

rence.' Cooke's Hist, of Party,
vol. iii. p. 187. See also Hallam's

Const. Hist. vol. ii. p. 420.
230 The most interesting trials

were first noticed in newspapers
towards the end of the reign of

George II. Campbell's Chancel-

lors, vol. v. p. 52, vol. vi. p. 54.
231 In 1696, the only news-

papers were weekly ;
and the

first daily paper appeared in the

reign of Anne. Compare Sim-

monds's Essay on Newspapers, in

Journal of Statist. Society, vol. iv.

p. 113, with Hunt's Hist, uf

Newspapers, vol. i. pp. 16", 175,

vol. ii. p. 90 ; and NicJiols's Lit.

Ann. vol. iv. p. 80. In 1710,

they, instead of merely commu-

nicating news, as heretofore, be-

gan to take part in ' the discus-

sion of political topics' (Hallam's
Const. Hist. vol. ii. p. 443) ; and,

as this change had been preceded
a very few years by the introduc-

tion of cheap political pamphlets
(see a curious passage in Wil-

son's Life of De Foe, vol. ii.

p. 29), it become evident that a

great movement was at hand in

regard to the diffusion of such

inquiries. Within twenty years
after the death of Anne, the

revolution was completed ; and
the press, for the first time in

the history of the world, was
made an exponent of public

opinion. The earliest notice of

this new power which I have
met with, in parliament, is in a

.speech delivered by Danvers, in

1 738 ;
which is worth quoting,

both because it marks an epoch,
and because it is characteristic

of that troublesome class to which
the man belonged.

' But I be-

lieve,' says this distinguished

legislator.
' but I believe the

people of Great Britain aro

governed by a power that never
was heard of, as a supreme au-

thority, in any age or country
before. This power, sir, does
not consist in the absolute will

of the prince, in the direction of

parliament, in the strength of an

army, in the influence of the

clergy , neither, sir, is it a pet-
ticoat, government ; but, sir, it li-

the government of the press.
Die stuff which onr weekly
IH>\V ."-papers aro filled with, i."
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and the two Houses of Parliament touching the right
of publishing tho debates; the end of which w.'us, that

both houses, though aided by the crown, were totally
defeated

; and, tor the tirst time, the people were able

to study tho proceedings of the national legislature, and
thus gain some acquaintance with the national afj'airs.-

33

Scarcely was this triumph completed, when fresh sti-

mulus was given by the promulgation of that great

political doctrine of personal representation,
233 which

must eventually carry all before it; and the germ of

received with greater reverence

than acts of parliament ;
and

the sentiments of one of these

scribblers have more weight with

the multitude than the opinion
of the best politician in tho king-
dom.' Parl. Hist. vol. x. p. 448.

-3 - This great contest was

brought to a close in 1771 and

1772; when, as Lord Campbell
says,

' the right of publishing

parliamentary debates was sub-

stantially established.' Camp-
MFs Chancellors, vol . v. p. 5 1 1

,

vol. vi. p. 90. For further in-

formation respecting this impor-
tant victory, see Cookc's Hist, of

Party, vol. iii. pp. 179-184;
Almoris Correspond, of Wilket,

1 805, vol. v. p. 63
; Stephe?is'*

Mem. of Tooke, vol. i. pp. 329-
351 ;

Mahon's Hist, of England,
vol. v. p. 290 ; and, on its con-

nexion with Juniu-s's Letters, see

Forster's Life of Goldsmith.

vol. ii. pp. 183, 184.

George III., always consistent

and always wrong, strenuously

opposed this extension of the

popular rights. In 1771, he
wrote to Lord North :

'

It is

highly necessary that this strange
;tnd lawless method of publish-

ing debates in the papers should
be put a stop to. .But is not th*

House of Lords the host court to

bring such miscreants before;
as it can line, a.s well ;is im-

prison, and has broader shoulders
to support the odium of so salu-

tary a measure ?' App.to Mahon,
vol. v. p. xlviii.

;
and nnle in

Walpoles George III. vol. iv.

p. 280, where the words,
'

in the

papers,' are omitted; but I copy
the letter, as printed by Lord
Mahon. In other respects, both

versions are the same; so that

we now know the idea George III.

had of what constituted a mis-

creant.
33 Lord John Russell, in his

work on the History of the

English Constitution, says :

' Dr.

Jebb, and after him Mr. Cart-

wright, broached the theory of

personal representation;' but this

appears to be a mistake, since

the theory is said to have been
iirst put forward by Cartwright,
in 1776. Compare Kunscll on

the Constitution, 1821. pp. 240,

241, with Life and Corresp. of

Cartwright, 1826. vol. i. pp. 91,

92. A letter in the Life of Dr.

Curru', vol. ii. pp. 307-3 1 4, shows
the interest which even sober and

practical men were beginning
to feel in the doctrine be. ore

the end of the century.
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which may be traced late in the seventeenth century
when the true idea of personal independence began to

take root and flourish. 234
Finally, it was reserved for

the eighteenth century to set the first example of

culling on the people to adjudicate upon those solemn

questions of religion in which hitherto they had never
been consulted, although it is now universally admitted
that to their growing intelligence these, and all other

matters, must iiltimately be referred. 235

In connexion with all this, there was a corresponding
change in the very form and make of our literature.

The harsh and pedantic method, which our great writers

had long been accustomed to employ, was ill suited to

an impetuous and inquisitive generation, thirsting after

knowledge, and therefore intolerant of obscurities for-

merly unheeded. Hence it was that, early in the

eighteenth century, the powerful, but cumbrous, lan-

guage, and the long, involved sentences, so natural tc

-** On this I have a philologi-
cal remark of some interest,

namely, that there is reason to

believe that ' the word " inde-

pendence," in its modern accep-
tation,' does not occur in our

language before the early part
of the eighteenth century. See

Hare's (Guesses at Truth, 2nd

series, 1848, p. 262. A similar

change, though at a later period,
took place in France. See the

observations on the word '

incli-

vidualisme,' in Tocqueville, Demo-
cratic en Ameriquc, vol. iv. p. 156;

and in the later work, by the

same author, L'Ancien Regime,
Paris, 1856, pp. 148, 149.

233
Archbishop Whately (Dan-

r/erx to Christian Faith, pp. 76,

77) says: 'Neither the attacks

on our religion, nor the evidences

in its support, w>^re, to any great

extent, brought forward in a

popular form, till near the close

of tilt last centurv. On both

sides, the learned (or those who

professed to be such) seem to

have agreed in this, that, the

mass of the people were to ac-

quiesce in the decision of their

superiors, and neither should,
nor could, exercise their own
minds on the question.' This is

well put, and quite true
;
and

should be compared with the

complaint in Wakejlcld's Life of

Himsdf, vol. ii. p. 21
;
Nichols's

Lit. Anec. of the Kic/hteenth Cen-

tury, vol. viii. p. 144: and Hodg-
son's Liff of Bishop Porteus,

pp. 73/74, 122. 125, 126. See
also a speecli by Mansfield, in

1781 (rarl.Hist. vol.xxii.p.265),
when an attempt was made
to put down the '

Theological

Society.' The whole debate is

worth reading; not on account
of its merits, but because it sup-

plies evidence of the prevailing

spirit.
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our ancient authors, were, notwithstanding their beauty,

suddenly discarded, and were succeeded by ^ lighter
and simpler style, which, being more nipidly under-

stood, was better suited to the exigencies of the age.
236

The extension of knowledge being thus accompanied
by an increased simplicity in the manner of its com-

munication, naturally gave rise to a greater independ-
ence in literary mou, and a greater boldness in literary

inquiries. As long as books, either from the difficulty

*
Coleridge (

Lit. Remain*,
vol. i. pp. 230 soq.) has made
some interesting remarks on the

vicissitudes of English style; itml
he justly observes, p. 23S, that,
' after the Revolution, the spirit

of the nation became much more
commercial than it had been

before
;

a learned body, or

clerisy, as such, gradually dis-

appeared ; and literature in

general began to be addressed

to the common, miscellaneous

public.' He goes on to lament
this change ; though, in that, I

disagree with him. See also The

Friend, vol. i. p. 19, when- he

contrasts the modern style \vith

'the stately march and difficult

evolutions
'

of the great writers

of the seventeenth century. Com-

pare, on this alteration, the pre-
face to Nader Shah, in Wurks of
Sir W. Jones, vol. v. p. ,544. See

also, in HarforJ'a Life ofBurg> ,-,<,

pp. 40, 41, a curious letter from

Monboddo, the last of our really

great pedants, mourning over this

characteristic of modern com-

position. He terms it con-

temptuously a ' short cut of a

style;' and wishes to return to

'the true ancient taste.' will;

plenty of '

parentheses
'

!

The truth is, that this move-
ment was merely part of

tendency to approximate the dif-

ferent classes of society which
was first clearly seen in the

eighteenth century, and which
influenced not only the style of

author, but also their social

habits. Hume observes that, in

the ' last age,' learned men had

separated themselves too much
from the world

;
but that, in his

time, they were becoming more
'oonversiblt?.' F,ssai/V.,\u Hume's

Philosophical Works, vol. iv.

pp. 539, 54u. That '

philoso-

phers
'

were growing men of the

world, is also noticed in a

curious passage in A'ciphri-n,
dial, i., in Berkeley's Works,
vol. i. p. 312; and, respecting
ihe general social amalgamation,
see a letter to the Countess of

Bute, in 1753, in "",, -kxof Lmly
3fari; Moittagit, edit. 1 80 3. vol. iv.

yip.
194. 19o. As to the influ-

ence of Addison, who led the

way in establishing the easy, and
therefore democratic, style, and

who, more than any t-!nc:le

writer, mad'- literature popular,

compare AikiiCs Life of Addison,
vol. ii.

]'.
66. with Turner's

Hi-<t. of Ettylund, vol. ii. p. 7.

Subsequently a reaction was
utteiiixed by Johnson, Gibbon,
and Parr ; but this, being con-

trary to the spirit of the age, was

short-lived.
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of their style, or from the general incuriosity of the

people, found but few readers, it was evident that

authors must rely upon the patronage of public bodies,
or of rich and titled individuals. And, as men are

always inclined to flatter those upon whom they are

dependent, it too often happened that even our greatest
writers prostituted their abilities by fawning upon the

prejudices of their patrons. The consequence was
that literature, so far from disturbing ancient super-

stitions, and stirring up the mind to new inquiries,

frequently assumed a timid and subservient air, natural

to its subordinate position. But now all this was

changed. Those servile and shameful dedications
;

237

that mean and crouching spirit ;
that incessant homage

to mere rank and birth
;
that constant confusion be-

tween power and right ;
that ignorant admiration for

-" And the servility was, for

the most part, well paid ; indeed,

rewarded far more than it was
worth. During the sixteenth,

seventeenth, and early part of

the eighteenth century, a sum of

money was invariably presented
to the author in return for his

dedication. Of course, the grosser
the flattery, the larger the sum.

On the relation thus established

between authors and men of

rank, and on the eagerness with

which even eminent writers

looked to their patrons for gra-

tuities, varying from 40s. to

100^., see Drake's Shakespeare
and his Times, 1817, 4to. vol. ii.

p. 225 : Monk's Life, of Bentley,
vol. i. pp. 194, 309 ;' Whistorin

Memoirs, p. 203
;

Nichols's Il-

lustrations, vol. ii. p. 709 ;
Har-

ris's Life of Hardwicke, vol. iii.

p. 35
; Bunburi/'s Life of Han-

mer, p. 81. Compare a note in

Burton's Diary, vol. iii. p. 62
;

and :IR to the importance of fix-

Lug on a. proper person to whom
to dedicate, wee Ellis's Litters

Lit. Men, pp. 231-234
; and the

matter-of-fact remark in Bishop
Newton's Life, p. 14

; also,

Hughes's Letters, edit. 1773, vol.

iii. p. xxxi. appendix.
About the middle of the eigh-

teenth century was the turning-

point of this deplorable condi-

tion ; and Watson, for instance,
in 1769, laid it down as a rule,
' never to dedicate to those from
whom I expected favours.' Wat-
son's Life of Himself, vol. i.p. 54.

So, too, Warburton, in 1758,
boasts that his dedication was
not, as usual, 'occupied by trifles

or falsehoods.' See his letter, in

Chatham Correspond. vol.i.Tp.Sld.

Nearly at the same period,
the same change was effected

in France, where D'Alembert
set the example of ridiculing
the old custom. See Brougham's
Men of Letters, vol. ii. pp. 439,
440

; Correspond, dc Madame
Diiflf/and, vol. ii. p. 148; and
(Eui'res de Voltaire, vol. xl. p. 4 1

vol. Ixi. p. 285.
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everything which is old, and that still more ignorant

contempt for everything which is now : all these fea-

tures became gradually fainter: and authors, relying

upon the patronage of the people, began to advocate
the claims of their new allies with a boldness upon
which they could not have ventured in any previous

age.
Prom all these things there resulted consequences of

vast importance. From this simplification, independ-
ence, and diffusion339 of knowledge, it necessarily

happened, that the issue of those great disputes to

which I have alluded became, in the eighteenth cen-

tury, more generally known than would have been pos-
sible in any preceding century. It was now known
that theological and political questions were being con-

stantly agitated, in which genius and learning were on
one side, and orthodoxy and tradition on the other.

It became known that the points which were mooted
were not only as to the credibility of particular facts,

but also as to the truth of general principles, with which

238 When Le Blanc visited attacking public men by name
;

Kngland, in the middle of the authors having previously con-

reign of George II., the custom of lined themselves ' to the initials

authors relying upon the patron- only of tin- ereat men whom they

age of individuals was beginning assailed.' 3fit/u/'s Ifot. of Kng-
to die away, and the plan of land, vol. v. p. 19. The feud

publishing by subscription had between literature and rank may
become general. See the inte- be further illustrated by an entry

resting details in Le Blanc, Let- in Holcroft's Diary for 1798,
tres dun Franyais, vol. i.pp. 30.")- Mem. of Holcroft, vol. iii. p. 28.

308
;
and for the former tate of -" In England, the marked in-

things. see vol. ii. pp. 148-153. crease in the number of books

Burke, who came to London in took place during the latter half

17oO, observes, with surprise, of the eighteenth century, and

that ' writers of the first talents particularly after 1756 Set-

are left to the capricious patron- some valuable evidence in Jour-

age of the public. Notwith- iial of the Statistical Society,

standing discouragement, litera- vol. iii. pp. 383, 384. To this

Cure is cultivated to a high I may add, that between 17-
r
>'>

degree.' Prior 's Life of Burke, and 1792, the circulation of

p. 21. This increasing indepeiul- newspapers was more than

enee also appears from the fact doubled. Hunfs Hist, of News-

that, in 1762, we find the first
[>

r

pers, vol. i. p. li.
:

>2.

instance of a popular writer
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the interests and happiness of Man were intimately con-

cerned. Disputes which had hitherto been confined to

a very small part of society began to spread far and

wide, and suggest doubts that served as materials for

national thought. The consequence was, that the spirit
of inquiry became every year more active, and more

general ;
the desire for reform constantly increased

,

and if affairs had been allowed to run on in their natu-

ral course, the eighteenth century could not have passed

away without decisive and salutary changes both in the

church and the state. But soon after the middle of

this period, there unfortunately arose a series of poli-
tical combinations which disturbed the march of events,
and eventually produced a crisis so full of danger, that,

among any other people, it would certainly have ended
either in a loss of liberty or in a dissolution of govern-
ment. This disastrous reaction, from the effects of which

England has, perhaps, barely recovered, has never been
studied with anything like the care its importance
demands

; indeed, it is so little understood, that no his-

torian has traced the opposition between it and that

great intellectual movement of which 1 have just
sketched an outline. On this account, as aLso with the

view of giving more completeness to the present chap-
ter, I intend to examine its most important epochs, and

point out, so far as 1 am able, the way in which they
are connected with each other. According to the

scheme of this Introduction, such an inquiry must, of

course, be very cursory, as its sole object is to lay a

foundation for those general principles, without which

history is a mere assemblage of empirical observations,

unconnected, and therefore unimportant. It must like-

wise be remembered, that as the circumstances about
to be considered were not social, but political, we are

the more liable to err in our conclusions respecting
them

;
and this paiily because the materials for the

history of a people are more extensive, more indirect,
and therefore less liable to be gai'bled, than are those

for the history of a government ;
and partly because the

conduct of small bodies of men, such as ministers and

kings, is always more capricious, that is to say, less
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regulated by known laws, than is the conduct of those

large bodies collectively called society, or a nation. ?4U

With this precautionary remark, 1 will now endeavour
to trace what, in a mere political point of view, is the

reactionary and retrogressive period of English history.
It must be considered as a most fortunate circum-

stance, that after the death of Anne,
9* 1 the throne should

be occupied for nearly lifty years by two pi-Luces, aliens

in manners and in country, of whom one spoke our lan-

guage but indifferently, and the other knew it not at

all.
242 The immediate predecessors of George III. were,

indeed, of so sluggish a disposition, and were so pro-

foundly ignorant of the people they undertook to

govern,
243

that, notwithstanding their arbitrary temper,
there was no danger of their organizing a party to

240 The apparent caprice and

irregularity in small numbers
arise from the perturbations pro-
duced by the operation of minor
and usually unknown laws. In

largo numbers, these perturba-
tions have a tendency to balance

each other ; and this I take 10

be the sole foundation of the

accuracy obtained by striking an

average. If we could refer all

phenomena to their laws, we
should never use averages. Of

course, the expression capriiious

is, strictly speaking, inaccurate,
and is merely a measure of our

ignorance.
'-'*' The temporary political re-

action under Anne is well related

by Lord Cowper, in his Hixt. of
Parties, printed in appendix to

Campbdfs Lifts of the Chan-

cellors, vol. iv. p. 411, 412. This

able work of Lord Campbell's,

though rather inaccurate for the

earlier period, is particularly
valuable for the history of the

eighteenth century.
4- See Reminiscences of tl>'

Courts of George I. and Geortjf //.

by Horace Walpolc, pp. Iv. xciv. ;

and ^fa/ion's Hist, of England,
vol. i. pp. 100, 235. The fault

of George II. was in his bad

pronunciation of English ;
but

George I. was not even able to

pronounce it badly, and could

only converse with his minister,
Sir Robert Walpole, in Latin.

Tlh: French court saw this state

of tilings with great pleasure;
and in December 1714, Madame
deMaintenon wrote to the Prin-

cess dos Ursins (Lettrcs inedite*

dc Maintenon, vol. iii. p. 157):
' On dit que lo nouveau roi d'An-

glcterre so degoute de ses sujets,
et que ses sujets sont degoutes d

lui. Dieu veuilleremettre le tout

en meilleur ordre !

' On the effect

this produced on the language
spoken at the English court,

compare Le Blanc, Lettren d'un

Fra>n'aix, vol. i. p. 159.
-" In 171f), Leslie writes re-

specting George I., that he is 'a

stranger to you, and altogether
ignorant of your language, your
laws, customs, and constitution.'

Snmers Tracts, vol. xiii. p. 7<>3.
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extend the boundaries of the royal prerogative.
244 And

as they were foreigners, they never had sufficient sym-
pathy with the English church to induce them to aid

the clergy in their natural desire to recover their for-

mer power.
245 Besides this, the fractious and disloyal

conduct of many of the hierarchy must have tended to

alienate the regard of the sovereign, as it had already
cost them the affection of the people.

246

244 Great light has been thrown

upon the character of George II.

by the recent publication of

Lord Hervei/s Memoirs ;
a curious

work, which fully confirms what
we know from other sources re-

specting the king's ignorance of

English politics. Indeed, that

prince cared for nothing but sol-

diers and women; and his highest
ambition WHS to combine the re-

putation of a great general with

that of a successful libertine.

Brsides the testimony of Lord

Hervey, it is certain, from other

authorities, that George II. was

despised as well as disliked, and
was spoken of contemptuously by
observers of his character, and
even by his own ministers. See

the Mnrchmont Papers, vol. i.

pp. 29, 181, 187.

In reference to the decline of

the royal authority, it is impor-
tant to observe, that since the

accession of George I. none of

our sovereigns have been allowed

to be present at state delibera-

tions. See Bancroft's American

Revolution, vol. ii. p. 47, and

Campbells Chancellors, vol. iii.

p. 191.
'"* See the remarks said to !*>

written by Bishop Atterbury, in

Somers Tracts, vol. xiii. p. 534,

contrasting the affection Anne
felt for the church with the cold-

ness of George I. The whole of

the pamphlet (pp. 521-641)
ought to be read. It affords a

curious picture of a baffled

churchman.
248 The ill-feeling which the

Church of England generally
bore against the government of

the two first Georges was openly

displayed, and was so perti-
naceous as to form a leading fact

in the history of England. In

1722, Bishop Atterbury was ar-

rested, because he was known to

be engaged in a treasonable con-

spiracy with the Pretender. As
soon as he was seized, the church
offered up prayers for him.
' Under the pretence,' says Lord

Mahon, ' under the pretence of

his being afflicted with the gout,
he was publicly prayed for in

most of the churches of London
and Westminster.' Mahon's Hist.

of England, vol. ii. p. 38. See
also Parl. Hist. vol. vii. p. 988,
and vol. viii. p. 347.

At Oxford, where the clergy
have long been in the ascendant,

they made such efforts to instil

their principles as to call down
the indignation of the elder Pitt,

who, in a speech in Parliament
in 1754, denounced that univer-

sity, which he said had for many
years

' been raising a succession

of treason there never was such

a seminary !

' Waipole's Mem. of

George II vol. i. p. 413. Com-
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These circumstances, though in themselves they may
be considered trifling, were in reality of great im-

portance, because they secured to the nation the pro-

gress of that spirit of inquiry, which, if there had been
a coalition between the crown and the church, it would
have been attempted to stifle. Even as it was, some

attempts were occasionally made ; but they were com-

paratively speaking rare, and they lacked the vigour
which they would have possessed, if there had been an
intimate alliance between the temporal and spiritual
authorities. Indeed, the state of affairs was so favour-

able, that the old Tory faction, pressed by the people
and abandoned by the crown, was unable for more than

forty years to take any share in the government.
247

At the same time, considerable progress, as we shall

hereafter see, was made in legislation ;
and our statute-

book, during that period, contains ample evidence of

the decline of the powerful party by which England
had once been entirely ruled.

pare the Bedford Correspondence,
vol. i. pp. 594, 595, with Harris'.-

Life of Hardwicke, vol. ii. p. 383 ;

and on the temper of the clergy

generally after the death of

Anne, Parl.Hi-st. vol. vii. pp. 541,
542

;
Bowles's lAfe of Ken, vol. ii.

pp. 188, 189; 'Monk's Life of

Bentley, vol. i. pp. 370, 426.

The immediate consequence of

this was very remarkable. For
the government and the dis-

senters, being both opposed by
the church, naturally combined

together: the dissenters using all

their influence against the Pre-

tender, and the government pro-

tecting them against ecclesiasti-

cal prosecutions. See evidence of

this in Doddridge's Correspond,
and Diary, vol. i. p. 30, vol. ii.

p. 321. vol. iii. pp. 110. 125.

vol. i v. pp. 428, 436, 437 ;
Htt<n>'.<

Lift- if Himself, pp. 159. 160;
Pur!. Hift. vol. xxviji. pp. 11,

393, vol. xxix. pp. 1434, 1453;
Memoirs of Priestley, vol. ii.

p. 506; Life of Wakefidd, vol. i.

p. 220.
-47 'The year 1762 forms an

era in the history of the two

factions, since it witnessed the

destruction of that monopoly of

honours and emoluments which
the Whigs had held for forty-
five years.' Cookes Hist, of

Party, vol. ii. p. 406. Compare
Albemarle's Memoirs of Rock-
ingham, vol. ii. p. 92. I/ord

Bolingbroke clearly foresaw what
would happen in consequence of

the accession of George I. Im-

mediately after the death of

Anne, he wrote to the Bi>hop of

Rochester :

' But the grief of my
soul is this, I see plainly that

the Tory party is gone.' Mac-

pherson's Original Papers, vol. ii.

p. 651.
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But by the death of George II. the political aspect
was suddenly changed, and the wishes of the sovereign
became once more antagonistic to the interests of the

people. What made this the more dangerous was, that,

to a superficial observer, the accession of George HI.
was one of the most fortunate events that could have
occurred. The new king was born in England, spoke

English as his mother tongue,
248 and was said to look

upon Hanover as a foreign country, whose interests

were to be considered of subordinate importance.
249 At

the same time, the last hopes of the House of Stuart

were now destroyed ;

25 the Pretender himself was

languishing in Italy, where he shortly after died : and
his son, a slave to vices which seemed hereditary in that

family, was consuming his life in an uiipitied and

ignominious obscurity.
261

a49
Grosley, who visited Eng-

land only five years after the

accession of George III., men-
tions the great effect produced
upon the English when they
heard the king pronounce their

language vrithout 'a foreign ac-

cent.' Grosleifs Tour to London,
vol. ii. p. 106. It is well known
that the king, in his first speech,
boasted of being a Briton

;
but

what is, perhaps, less generally
known is, that the honour was
on the side of the country:
' What a lustre,' said the House
of Lords in their address to him,

'what a lustre does it cast

upon the name of Briron when

you, (sir, are pleased to esteem it

amongst your glories !

'

Par/.

Hist. vol. xv. p. 986.
'" Par!. Hitt. vol. xxix.

p. 9.55; H'W;,//.s Mem. of

Gtorffi ill. vijl. i. pp. 4, 110.
-io The accession of George 111.

is grni-rally fixed on as the

period when English Jacobinism
became extinct. See Butler a

Ke?ninisccnces, vol. ii. p. 9'2. At

the first court held by the new

king, it was observed, says
Horace Walpole, that the Earl
of Litchfield, Sir Walter Bagot,
and the principal Jacobites went
to court.' Walpoles Mem. of

George III. vol. i. p. 14. Only
three years earlier the Jacobites

had been active; and in 1757,

Kigby writes to the Duke of

Bedford :

' Eox's election at

Windsor is very doubtful. There
is a Jacobite subscription of

5.0UO/. raised against him, with
Sir James Dashwood's name at

the head of it.' Bedford Cor-

respond, vol. ii. p. 261.
-M Charles Stuart was so stu-

pidly ignorant, that at the age
of twenty-five he could hardly
write, and was altogether unable
to spell. Mafwn's Hint, of Eng-
land, vol. iii. pp. 165, 106, and

appendix, p. ix. After the death
of his father, in 1766, this abject
creature, who called himself king
of England, went to Rome, and
took to drinking. Ihiti. vol. iii.

pp. 351-;i5^. In 1779, Swinburne
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And yet these circumstance;*, which appeared so

favourable, did of necessity involve the most disastrous

consequences. The fear of a disputed succession being
removed, the sovereign was emboldened to a course on

which he otherwise would not have ventured. 252 All

those monstrous doctrines respecting the rights of

kings, which the Revolution was supposed to have

destroyed, were suddenly revived.- 53 The clergy, aban-

doning the now hopeless cause of the Pretender, dis-

played the same zeal for the House of Hanover which

they had formerly displayed for the House of Stuart.

The pulpits resounded with praises of the new king, of

his domestic virtues, of his piety, but above all of his

dutiful attachment to the English church. The result

was, the establishment of an alliance between the two

parties more intimate than any that had been seen in

England since the time of Charles i.
254 Under their

saw him at Florence, where
he used to appear every
night at the opera, perfectly
drunk. Swmbume's Court* <>f

Europe, vol. i. pp. 253-255 ;
and

in 1787, only the year before

he died, he continued the same

degrading practice. See a letter

from Sir ,T. E. Smith, written

from Naples in March 1787, in

Smith's Correspond. \\. i. p. 208.

Another letter, written as early
as 1761 (

Gren ville Papers, vol. i.

p. 366), describes ' the young
Pretender always drunk.'

2J ' On the connexion between
the decline of the Stuart interest

and the increased power of the

crown under George III., com-

pare TTurughts on the Present

Discontents, in Burke 's Works,
vol. i. pp. 127, 128, with Watson s

Life of Himself,
vol. i. p. 136;

and for an intimation that this

result was expected, see Groslcy*
London, vol. ii. p. 252.

253
CampbelCs Chancellors, vol.

v. p. 245 :

' The divine inde-

feasible right of kings became
the favourite theme in total

forget fulness of its incompati-

bility with the parliamentary
title of the reigning monarch.'

Horace Walpole (Mem. nf

George III. vol. i. p. 10) says,
that in 176" 'prerogative be-

came a fashionable word.'
-M The respect George III.

always displayed for church-

ceremonies formed of itself a

marked contrast with the indif-

ference of his immediate prede-
cessors ; and the change was

gratefully noticed. Compare
Mahon's Hist, of England, vol. v

pp. 54, 55, with the extract from

Archbishop Seeker, in Bancroft's
American Re-volution, vol. i.

p. 440. i'or other evidence of the

admiration both parties felt and

openly expressed for each other,
see an address from the bishop
and clergy of St. Asaph (Parrs
Works, vol. vii. p. 352), and a

letter from the king to Pitt

(KussclCs Memorial$ of fox
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auspices, the old Tory faction rapidly rallied, and were
soon able to dispossess their rivals of the management
of the government. This reactionary movement was

greatly aided by the personal character of George III.
;

for he, being despotic as well as superstitious, was

equally anxious to extend the prerogative, and strengthen
the church. Every liberal sentiment, everything ap-

proaching to reform, nay, even the mere mention of

inquiry, was an abomination in the eyes of that narrow
and ignorant prince. Without knowledge, without

taste, without even a glimpse of one of the sciences, or

a feeling for one of the fine arts, education had done

nothing to enlarge a mind which nature had more than

usually contracted.-55 Totally ignorant of the history
and resources of foreign countries, and barely knowing
their geographical position, his information was scarcely
more extensive respecting the people over whom he was
oallod to rule. In that immense mass of evidence now
extant, and which consists of every description of pri-
vate correspondence, records of private conversation

and of public acts, there is not to be found the slightest

proof that he knew any one of those numerous things
which the governor of a country ought to know

; or,

indeed, that he was acquainted with a single duty of

his position, except that mere mechanical routine of

ordinary business, which might have been effected by
the lowest clerk in the meanest office in his kingdom.
The course of proceeding which such a king as this

was likely to follow could be easily foreseen. He
gathered round his throne that great party, who, cling-

ing to the tradition of the past, have always made it

their boast to check the progress of their age. During
the .sixty years of his reign, he, with the sole exception
of Pitt, never willingly admitted to his councils a single

?ol. iii. p. 251), which should deficiencies, but remained during
be. compared with Priestley's his long life in a state of pitia-

Mcmoira, vol. i. pp. 137, 138. ble ignorance. Compare Rroug-
2isThe education of Georgelll. ham's Stute.fmfn,vol.i. pp. 1315;

had beuu shamefully neglected ; Walpole's Mem. nf George III.

awl when he arrived at manhood vol. i. p. ;tf>
;
Mahoii4 Hist, of

he nover attempted to repair its Knyiuml, vol. iv. pp. 54, 207-
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man of great ability ;

266 not one whose name is asso-

ciated with any measure of value either in domestic or

in foreign policy. Even Pitt only maintained his posi-
tion in the state by forgetting the lessons of his illus-

trious father, and abandoning those liberal principles in

which he had been educated, and with which he entered

public life. Because George III. hated the idea of

reform, Pitt not only relinquished what he had before

declared to be absolutely necessary,
287 but did not hesi-

tate to persecute to the death the party with whom he
had once associated in order to obtain it.

258 Because

George III. looked upon slavery as one of those good
old customs which the wisdom of his ancestors had

consecrated, Pitt did not dare to use his power for pro-

curing its abolition, but left to his successors the glory
of destroying that infamous trade, on the preservation

56 See some good remarks

by Lord John Russell in his

Introduction to the Bedford

Correspondence, vol. lii. p. Ixii.

-i7 In -A motion for reform in

Parliament in 1782, he declared

1 hat it was '

essentially neces-

Kiry.' See his speech, in 1'arl.

Hist. vol. xxii. p. 1418. In 1784
he mentioned ' the necessity of

a parliamentary reform,' vol.

xxiv. p. 349 ; see also pp. 998,

099. Compare Disney's Life of

Jebb, p. 209. Nor is it true, as

pome have said, that he after-

wards abandoned the cause of

reform because the times were
unfavourable to it. On the con-

trary, he, in a speech delivered

in 1800, said (Par/. Hist. vol.

xxxv. p. 47) :

'

Upon this sub-

ieet, sir, I think it right to state

the inmost thoughts of my mind
;

I think it right to declare my
most decided opinion, that, even

if the times were 'proper for ex-

periments, any, even the slightest,

c/iantff in fueh a constitution

must be considered as an evil.' It

is remarkable that, even as early
as 1783, Paley appears to have

suspected the sincerity of Pitt'e

professions in favour of reform.

See Mcadlei/'s Memoirs of Paley,

p. 121.
2iB In 1794 Grey taunted him

with this in the House of Com-
mons :

' William Pitt, the re-

former of that day, was William

Pitt, the prosecutor, ay and per-
secutor too, of reformers now.'

Parl. Hist. vol. xxxi. p. 532 :

compare vol. xxxiii. p. 659. So
too Lord Campbell (Chi-f-Jus-

tices, vol. ii. p. 544): 'He after-

wards tried to hang a few of hi."

brother reformers who continued

steady in the cause.' See fur-

ther, on this damning fact in the

career of Pitt, CampbclFs Chan-

cellors, vol. vii. p. 105; Broug-
ham's Statesmen, vol. ii. p. 21

;

Belshams History, vol. ix. pp.

79, 242; Life 'of Cartwright,
vol. i. p. 198

;
and even a letter

from the mild and benevolent

Roscoe, in Life of Ttoscot. ly hit

Son, vol. i. p. 113.
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of which his royal master had set his heart.289 Because

George III. detested the French, of whom he knew a3

much as he knew of the inhabitants of Kamtchatka or

of Tibet, Pitt, contrary to his own judgment, engaged
in a Avar with France by which England was seriously

imperilled, and the English people burdened with a

debt that their remotest posterity will be unable to

pay.
260

But, notwithstanding all this, when Pitt, only
a few years before his death, showed a determination to

concede to the Irish some small share of their undoubted

rights, the king dismissed him from office
;
and the

king's friends, as they were called,
261

expressed their

259 Such was the king's zeal in

favour of the slave-trade, that in

1770 'he issued an instruction

under his own hand commanding
the governor (of Virginia), upon
pain of the highest displeasure,
to assent to no law by which the

importation of slaves should be

in any respect prohibited or ob-

structed.' Bancroft's American

"Revolution, vol. iii. p. 456 : so

that, as Mr. Bancroft indignantly
observes, p. 469, while the courts

of law had. decided ' that as soon

as any slave set his foot on Eng-
lish grouud he becomes free, the

king of England stood in the path
of humanity, and made himself

the pillar of the colonial slave-

trade.' The shuffling conduct of

Pitt in this matter makes it hard
for any honest man to forgive him.

Compare Brougham's States-

men, vol. ii. pp. 14, 103-105;
RussdFs Mem. of Fox, vol. iii. pp.

131, 278, 279 ;
Belsham's Hist.of

Great Britain, vol. x. pp. 34, 35
;

lAfe of Wakcjield, vol. i. p. 197;
Porter s Progress of the Nation,
vol. iii. p. 426

;
Holland- s Mem.

of the Whig Party, vol. ii. p. 157 ;

and the striking remarks of Fran-

cis, in ParI. Hist. vol. xxxii. p. 949.

-60 That Pitt wished to remain
at peace, and was hurried into

the war with France by the in-

ihu'iice of the court, is admitted

by the best-informed writers, men
iu other respects of different

opinions. See, for instance,

Broughams Statesmen, vol. ii.

p. 9 ; Rogers's Introduction to

Burke s Works, p. Ixxxiv. ;

Nicholls's Recollections, vol. ii.

pp. 155, 200.
'-'''' The mere existence of such

a party, with such a name, shows
how, in a political point of view,

Entrland was receding during this

period from the maxims estab-

lished at the Revolution. Re-

specting this active faction, com-

pare the indignant remarks of

Burke
( Works, vol.i. p. 133) with

Albt'/narle's Rockinqham, vol. i.

pp. 5, 307 ; Buckingham s Mem. of

George III. vol. i. p. 284, vol. ii. p.

154
;
RusselFs Mem. of Fox, vol. i.

pp. 61, 120, vol. ii. pp. 50, 77;

Bedford Correspond, vol. iii.

p. xlv. ; Purr's Works, vol. viii.

p. 5 1 3
; Butler's Reminiscence*,

vol. i. p. 74; Burke' s Correspond.
vol. i. p. 352

; Walpole's George
III. vol. iv. p. 315; The Gr/m-
ville Papers, vol. ii. pp. 33, 34,
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indignation at the presumption of a minister who could

oppose the wishes of so benign and gracious a master. 265

And when, unhappily for his own fame, this great man
determined to return to power, he could only recover

otKce by conceding that very point for which he had

relinquished it
;
thus setting the mischievous example

of the minister of a free country sacrificing his own

judgment to the personal prejudices of the reigning

sovereign.
As it was hardly possible to find other ministers, who

to equal abilities would add equal subservience, it is not

surprising that the highest offices were constantly filled

by men of notorious incapacity.
263

Indeed, the king
seemed to have an instinctive antipathy to everything

great and noble. During the reign of George II. the

elder Pitt had won for himself a reputation which

covered the world, and had carried to an unprecedented

height the glories of the English name. 261
He, however,

vol. iii. p. 57, vol. iv. p. 79, 152,

219, 303; Parl. Hist. vol. xvi.

pp. 841, 973, vol. xviii. pp. 1005,

1246, vol. xix. pp. 435, 856,
vol. xxii. pp. 650, 1173.

-*' See an extraordinary pas-

sage in Pell'.w's Life ofSidmouth,
vol. i. p. 334.

j63 This decline in the abilities

of official nvin was noticed by
Burke, in 1770, as A necessary

consequence of the new system.

Compare Thoughts an the Present

Discontents (Burkes Works, vol. i.

p. 149) with his striking sum-

mary (Parl. Hist. vol. xvi. p. 879;
of the degeneracy during the first

nine years of George III.
' Thus

situated, the question at last, was

not, who could do the public
business best, but who would
undertake to do it at all. Men
of talents and intq-rity would
not accept of employments \vnere

they were neither allowed to

exercise their judgment nor Us-

VOt,. I. G

play the rectitude of their hearts.

In 1780, when the evil had be-

come still more obvious, the same

great observer denounced it in

his celebrated address to his Bris-

tol constituents. ' At present,'
he says,

'

it is the plan of the

court to make its servants insig-
nificant.' Burkes Wurks, vol. i.

p. 257. See further Parr's Works,
vol. iii. pp. 256, 260, 261.

" 61 The military success of his

administration is related in very

strong language, b-at not unfairly,
in Mahon's Hist, of England,
vol. iv. pp. 108, 185, 186, and see

the admirable summary in

Brougham's Statesmen, vol. i.

pp. 33, 34 : and for evidence of

the fear with which he inspired
the enemies of England, compare
^f<lho ,vol. v. p. 165 note; Bed-

fcn/ Correspond, vol. iii. pp. 87,

246, '.147 : Walpole's Letters to

Mann, vol. i. p. 304. edit. 1843 :

Walpole's 3fi
:

/n. of George Hi.
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as the avowed friend of popular rights, strenuously

opposed the despotic principles of the court
;
and for

this reason he was hated by George ILT. with a hatred

that seemed barely compatible with a sane mind. 265

Fox was one of the greatest statesmen of the eighteenth

century, and was better acquainted than any other with
the character and resources of those foreign nations

with which our own interests were intimately con-

nected.266 To this rare and important knowledge he
added a sweetness and an amenity of temper which
extorted the praises even of his political opponents.

267

But he, too, was the steady supporter of civil and

religious liberty ;
and he, too, was so detested by

George ILT., that the king, with his own hand, struck

his name out of the list of privy councillors,
268 and

vol. ii. p. 232
;
and the reluctant

admission in Georq>/, Memoires,
vol. i. pp. 79, 80.

'-'66 Lord Brougham (Sketches

of Statesmen, vol. i. pp. 22, 33)
has published striking evidence

of what he calls
' the truly

savage feelings' with which

George III. regarded Lord Chat-

ham (compare Rtissell's Mem. of
Fox, vol. i. p. 129). Indeed, the

sentiments of the king were even

displayed in the arrangements at

the funeral of the great minister.

Note in Adolpkiis's Hist. <f

George III. vol. ii. p. 568
;
and

for other evidence of ill-will, see

two notfg from the king to Lord

North, in Mahoris Hist, of Eng-
land, vol. vi. appendix, pp. Hi.

liv.
;
The GrenvUlr Papers, vol. ii.

p. 386
; Bancroft's American Tie-

volution, vol. i. p. 438.
286 Lord Brougham (Sketches

of Statesmen, vol. i. p. 219) says :

'
If may be questioned if any

politician, in any age, ever knew
BO thoroughly the various inter-

est and the exact position of all

the countries with which his own
had dealings to conduct or rela-

tions to maintain.' See also

Parr's Works, vol. iv. pp. 14, 15
;

Russe/i's Mem. of Fox, vol. i.

pp. 320, 321, vol. 'ii. pp. 91, 243 ;

Bissefs Life of Burke, vol. i.

p. 338.
267

Burke, even after the French

Revolution, said, that Fox ' was
of the most artless, candid, open,
and benevolent disposition, dis-

interested in the extreme; of a

temper mild and placable even
to a fault, without one drop of

gall in his whole constitution.'

Speech on the Army Estimates
in 1790, in Parl. Hist. vol. xxviii.

p. 356. For further evidence,

compare Alton's Hist, of Europe,
vol. vii. p. 171 : Hollands Mem.
of th>' Whig Party, vol. i. pp. 3,

273 ;
Trutters Mem. of Fox, pp.

xi. xii., 24, 178, 415.
168

Ado/phus's Hist, of George
III. vol. vi. p. 692. A singular
circumstance connected with this

wanton outrage is related in the

Mem. of Holcroft, vol. iii. p. 60.
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declared that he would rather abdicate the throne than

admit him to a share in the government.
269

While this unfavourable change was taking place in

the sovereign and ministers of the country, a change
equally unfavourable was being effected in the second
branch of the imperial legislature. Until the reign of

George III., the House of Lords was decidedly superior
to the House of Commons in the liberality and general

accomplishments of its members. It is true, that in

both houses there prevailed a spirit which must be

called narrow and superstitious, if tried by the larger
standard of the present age. But among the peers
such feelings were tempered by an education that raised

them far above those country gentlemen and ignorant

fox-hunting squires of whom the lower house was then

chiefly composed. From this superiority in their

knowledge, there naturally followed a larger and more
liberal turn of thought than was possessed by those

who were called the representatives of the people. The
result was, that the old Tory spirit, becoming gradually
weaker in the upper house, took refuge in the lower

;

where, for about sixty years after the Revolution, the

high-church party and the friends of the Stuarts formed
a dangerous faction. 270

Thus, for instance, the two
men who rendered the most eminent services to the

Hanoverian dynasty, and therefore to the liberties of

-"'
Compare Ailolphitxn Hist. :: " In 1725, the Duke of Whar-

of George III. vol. iv. pp. 107. ton, in a letter to the Pretender,
108. with Russi Ifs Mem. of Fox, after mentioning some proceed-
vol. i. pp. 191, 287, 288, vol. ii. ings in the Commons, adds, 'In

p. -14. Dutens, who had much the House of Lords our number
intercourse with English politi- is so small, that any behaviour

cians, heard of the threat of abdi- there will be immaterial.' Ma-
eationin 1"84. Dutens' Memoirvs, hori* Hi.<f.

<;/" Kngland, vol. ii.

vol. iii. p. 104. Lord Holland appendix, p. xxiii. See also. re-

Bays, that during the fatal illness spect ing the greater strength of
of Fox, 'the king had watched the Tories in the House of Com -

the progress of Mr. Fox's disor- mons, Komtrt Tracrx, vol. ii.

der. He could hardly suppress p. '242, vol. xiii. pp. 524. 531
;

his indei'ent exultation at his Ciimjihell'if Chancellors, vol. iv.

death.' HoHaiicTt Ve,,i. of the p. 158 ; Campbetfs Chief-Jus-

Whig Part>/, vol. ii. p. 49. >':<>, vol. ii. p. lofi.

G G '2
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England, were undoubtedly Somerjs and Walpole.
Both of them were remarkable for their principles of

toleration, and both of them owed their safety to the

interference of the House of Lords. Somers, early in

the eighteenth century, was protected by the peers from
the scandalous prosecution instituted against him by
the other house of parliament.

271
Forty years after

this, the Commons, who wished to hunt Walpole to

the death, carried up a bill encouraging witnesses to

appear against him by remitting to them the penalties
to which they might be liable.272 This barbarous mea-
sure had been passed through the lower house without
the least difficulty ;

but in the Lords it was rejected by
a preponderance of nearly two to one.273 In the same

way the Schism Act, by which the friends of the church

subjected the dissenters to a cruel persecution,
274 was

hurried through the Commons by a large and eager

majority.
278 In the Lords, however, the votes were

nearly balanced
;
and although the bill was passed,

amendments were added by which the violence of its

provisions was in some degree softened. 276

271
Compare Vcrnon Corre- it was said that '

the Lords were

spond. vol. iii. p. 149, with Bur- betwixt the devil and the deep
nets Own Time, vol. iv. p. 504. sea,' the devil being Walpole.
Burnet says,

' All the Jacobites Marchmont Papers, vol. ii. p. 59.

joined to support the pretensions Compare Bishop Xcwton's Life of

of the Commons.' The Commons Himself, p. 60.

complained that the Lords had 27< See an account of some of

shown ' such an indulgence to the its provisions in Mahon's Hist.

person accused as is not to be of England, vol. i. pp. 80, 8!.

paralleled in any parliamentary The object of the bill is frankly

proceedings.' Parl. Hist. vol. v. stated in Part. Hist, vol. vi.

p. 1294. See also their angry p. 1349. where we are informed

remonstrance, pp.. 1314, 1315. that 'as the farther discourage-
-r- Mahon's Hist, of K/igland, ment, and even ruin of the dis-

vol. iii. p. 1'22. senters was thought necessary
273 'Content. 47 ; non-content, for accomplishing this scheme, it

02.' Part. Hist. vol. xii. p. 71 1. was begun with the famous
.Mr. Phillimoiv (Man. of Lyttle- Schism .Hill.'

ton. vol. i. p. 213) ascribes this '"
P>y 237 to 126. Parl. Hist.

to the exertions of Lord Hard- vol. vi. p. 1351.

wicke
;

but the state of parties
'" Mahon's Hist, of England,

in thi j

upper house is sufficient vol. i. p. 83
; Bunl/ury's Corrt-

pxplanarion : and even in 1735 spond. of Hanmcr, p. 48. The
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Thin superiority of the upper house over the lower

was, on Hie wbol'* steadily maintained during the reit?n

of George II.
;

2T7 the ministers riot being anxious to

strengthen the high-church party in the Lords, and the

king himself so rarely suggesting fresh creations as to

cause a belief that he particularly disliked increasing
their numbers. 278

It was reserved for George III., by an unsparing use

of his prerogative, entirely to change the character of

the upper house, and thus lay the foundation for that

disrepute into which since then the peers have been

constantly falling. The creations he made were numer-
ous beyond all precedent ;

their object evidently being
to neutralize the liberal spirit hitherto prevailing, and
thus turn the House of Lords into an engine for re-

sisting the popular wishes, and stopping the progress
of reform. 279 How completely this plan succeeded, is

well known to the readers of our history ; indeed, it

was sure to be successful, considering the character of

the men who were promoted. They consisted almost

entirely of two classes : of country gentlemen, re-

markable for nothing but their wealth, and the num-
ber of votes their wealth enabled them to control ;

280

and of mere lawyers, who had risen to judicial appoint-
ments partly from their professional learning, but

bill was carried in the Lords by Part. Hist. vol. xviii. p. 1418, vol.

77 against 72. xxiv. p. 493, vol. xxvii. p. 1069,
277 ' If we scrutinize the votes vol. xxix. pp. 1334, 1494, vol.

of the peers from the period of xxxiii. pp. 90, 602, 1315.

the revolution to the death of -80 This was too notorious to

George II., we shall find a very be denied
;
and in the House of

great majority of the old English Commons, in 1800, Nicholls

nobility to have been the advo- taunted the Government with

cates of Whig principles.' Cookes '

holding out a peerage, or eleva-

Hist. of Party, vol. iii. p. 363. tion to a higher rank in the
"~*

Compare Harris's Life of peerage, to every man who could

Hardwicke, vol. iii. p. 519, with procure a nomination to a certain

the conversation between Sir number of seats in parliament.'
Robert Walpole and Lord Hervey, Par/. Hist. vol. xxxv. p. 762.

in Hervey's Mem. of George II. So too Sheridan, in 1792, said

vol. ii. p. 251, edit, 1848. (vol. xxix. p. 1333), 'In this
279 Cooke's Hist, of Party, country peerages had been bar

vol. iii. j>p. 363, 304, 365, 463 ; tered for election interest.'
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chiefly from, the zeal with which they repressed the

popular liberties, and favoured the royal prerogative.
381

That this is no exaggerated description, may be ascer-

tained by any one who will consult the lists of the new

peers made by George III. Here and there we find an
eminent man, whose public services were so notorious

that it was impossible to avoid rewarding them
;

but, putting aside those who were in a manner forced

upon the sovereign, it would be idle to deny that the

remainder, and of course the overwhelming majority,
were marked by a narrowness and illiberality of senti-

ment which, more than anything else, brought the

whole order into contempt.
282 No great thinkers

;
no

great writers
;
no great orators

;
no great statesmen

;

none of the true nobility of the land, were to be found

among the spurious nobles created by George III. Nor
were the material interests of the country better repre-
sented in this strange composition. Among the most

important men in England, those engaged in banking
and commerce held a high place : since the end of the

seventeenth century their influence had rapidly in-

281 On this great influx of who were more independent in

lawyers into the House of Lords, their position, aud cared nothing
most of whom zealously advo- for the chance of future office,

cated arbitrary principles, see expressed themselves in terms

Belaham's Hist, of Great Britain, such as had never before been

vol. vii. pp. 266,267 ; Adolphus's heard within the walls of Par-

Hiat. of George III. vol. iii. liament. Rolle, for instance,

p. 363; Parl. Hist. vol. xxxv. declared that 'there had been

p. 1523. persons created peers during the
'2S- It was foretold at the time, present minister's power, who

that the effect of the numerous were not fit to be his grooms.'
creations made during Pitt's 1'arl. Hist. vol. xxvii. p. 1198.

power would be to lower the Out of doors, tho feeling of con-

House of Lords. Compare But- t*'mpt was equally strong; see

ler's Reminiscences, vol. i. p. 76, Life of Cartu-right, vol . i. p. 278;
with Erskine's speech in Parl. and see the remark even of the

Hint. vol. xxix. p. 1330
;
and see courtly Sir W. Jones, on the

Sheridan's speech, vol. xxxiii. increasing disregard for learning

p. 1197. But their language, shown by 'the nobles of our

indignant as it is, was restrained days.' Preface to Persian Gram-

by a desire of not wholly break- inar, in .Tanex'i- Work*, vol. ii

inj; with the court. Other men, p. 125.
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creased
;
while their intelligence, their clear, methodical

habits, and their general knowledge of affairs, made
them every way superior to those classes from whom
the upper house was now recruited. But in the reign
of George ill. claims of this sort were little heeded

;

and we are assured by Burke, whose authority on such

a subject no one will dispute, that there never had been
a time in which so few persons connected with com-
merce were raised to the peerage.

21*3

It would be endless to collect all the symptoms which
mark the political degeneracy of England during this

period ;
a degeneracy the more striking, because it was

opposed to the spirit of the time, and because it took

place in spite of a great progress, both social and intel-

lectual. How that progress eventually stopped the

political reaction, and even forced it to retrace its own
steps, will appear in another part of this work

;
but

there is one circumstance which I cannot refrain from

noticing at some length, since it affords a most interest-

ing illustration of the tendency of public affairs, while at

'.he same time it exhibits the character of one of the

greatest men, and, Bacon alone excepted, the greatest

thinker, who has -over devoted himself to the practice of

English politics.
The slightest sketch of the reign of George III. would

indeed be miserably imperfect if it were to omit the

name of Edmund Burke. The studies of this extra-

ordinary man not only covered the whole field of poli-
tical inquiry,

284 but extended to an immense variety of

-"3 In his Thoughts on French made Lord Carrington. Wraxall

AJ'airs, written in 1791, he says, is an indifferent authority, and
' At no period in the history of there may be other cases

;
but

England have so few peers been they were certainly very few, and
taken out of trade, or from I cannot call any to mind.

families newly created by com- -84
Nicholls, who knew him,

merce.' Burke* Works, vol. i. says,
' The political knowledge

p. 566. Indeed, .ccording to of Mr. Burke might be consi-

Sir Nathaniel Wtaxall (Posthu- dered almost as an encyclopedia ;

mous Memoirs, vol. i. pp. 66, 67, every man who approached him
Lond. 1836), the only instance received instruction from his

when George III. broke this rule stores.' Sichollf's Recoil<ctions,

was when Smith the banker was vol. i. p. 20.
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subjects, which, though apparently unconnected with

politics, do in reality boar upon them as important
adjuncts ; since, to a philosophic mind, every branch of

knowledge lights up even those that seem most remote
from it. The eulogy passed upon him by one who was
uo mean judge of men,

285
might be justified, and more

than justified, by passages from his works, as well as

by the opinions of the most eminent of his contem-

poraries.
286 Thus it is, that while his insight into the

philosophy of jurisprudence has gained the applause of

lawyers,
287 his acquaintance with the whole range and

theory of the fine arts has won the admiration of art-

ists
;

288 a striking combination of two pursuits, often,

285 'The excursions of his genius
are immense. His imperial fancy
has laid all nature under tri-

bute, and has collected riches

from every scene of the creation,
and every walk of art.' Works

of Robert Hall, London, 1846,

p. 196. So, too, Wilberforce

says of him,
' He had come late

into Parliament, and had had
time to lay in vast stores of

knowledge. The field from which
lie drew his illustrations was

magnificent. Like the fabled

object of the fairy's favours,

whenever he opened his mouth

pearls and diamonds dropped
from him.' Life of Willerforce,
vol. i. p. 159.

'286 Lord Thurlow is said to

have declared, what 1 suppose is

now the general opinion of com-

petent judges, that the fame of

Burke would survive that of Pitt

and Fox. Hittler's Reminiscences,
vol. i. p. 169. But the noblest

eulogy on Burke was pronounced
by a man far greater than Thur-
low. In 1790, Fox stated in the

House of Commons,
' that if he

were to put all the political in-

formation which lie had learut

from books, all which he had

gained from science, and all

which any knowledge of the

world and its affairs had taught
him, into one scale, and the im-

provement which he had derived

from his right hon. friend's in-

struction and conversation were

placed in the other, hi> should be

at a loss to decide to which to

give the preference.' Parl. Hist.

vol. xxviii. p. 363.
- 87 Lord Campbell (Lives of the

Chief-Justices, vol. ii. p. 443)

says,
'

Burke, a philosophic states-

man, deeply imbued with the

scientific principles of jurispru-
dence.' See also, on his know-

ledge of law, IhitJer's Reminis-

cences, vol. i. p. 131
;
and Eisscfs

Life of Burke, vol. i. p. 230.
2S8

Barry, in his ct-lebrated

Letter to the Dilettanti Society,

regrets that Burke should have
been diverted from the study of

the fine arts into the pursuit of

politics, because he had one of

those ' minds of an admirable

expansion and catholicity, so as

to embrace the whole concerns

of art. ancient as well as modern,
domestic as woll as foreign.'
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though erroneously, field to be incompatible with each

other. At, the same time, and not withstanding tlie occu-

pations of political life, we know on good authority, that

he had paid great attention to the history and filiation

of languages;-
89 a vast subject, which within the last

thirty years has become an important resource for the

study of the human mind, but the very idea of which

had, in its large sense, only begun to dawn upon a

few solitary thinkers. And, what is even more remark-

able, when Adam Smith came to London full of those

discoveries which have immortalized his name, he found
to his amazement that Burke had anticipated conclu-

sions the maturing of which cost Smith himself many
years of anxious and unremitting labour. 2 '*

To these great inquiries, which touch the basis of

social philosophy, Burke added a considerable acquaint-
ance with physical science, and even with the practice
and routine of mechanical trades. All this was so

digested and worked into his mind, that it was ready
on every occasion

; not, like the knowledge of ordinary

politicians, broken and wasted in fragments, but blended

into a complete whole, fused by a genius that gave life

even to the dullest pursuits. This, indeed, was the

liarrj/s Works, vol. ii. p. 538, p. 427. Winstanley writes,
'

It

4to, 1809. In the Annual Re- would have been exceedingly

gister for 1798, p. 329, 2nd edit., difficult to have met with a per-
il is stated that Sir Joshua son who knew more of the phi-

Reynolds 'deemed Burke the losophy, the history, and filiation

best judge of pictures that he of languages, or of the principles
ever knew.' See further Workii of etymological deduction, than

of Sir J. Reynolds, Lond. 1846, Mr. Burke.'

vol. i. p. 1 85
;
and Bissefs Life

-90 Adam Smith told Burke,

of Burke, vol. ii. p. 25". A some- 'after they had conversed on
what curious conversation bo- subjects of political economy,
tween Burke and Reynolds, on a that, he was the only man who,

point of art, is preserved in Hoi- without communication, thought
croffs Memoirs, vol. ii. pp. 276, on these topics exactly as he

277. did.' Bissefs Lit'-' of Burke,
2se See a letter from Winstan- vol. ii. p. 429

;
and see Prior's

ley, the Camden Professor of Life of Burke, p. 58
;
and on his

Ancient History, in Bissct's Lift' knowledge of political economy,
of Burke, vol. ii. pp. 390, 391, Broughams SkctcJies of State*-

*nd in 7'rivr'ti Lift of Burke, v<e>j. vol. i. p. '205.
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characteristic of Burke, that in his hands nothing was
barren. Such was the strength and exuberance of his

intellect, that it bore fruit in all directions, and could

confer dignity upon the meanest subjects, by showing
their connexion with general principles and the part

they have to play in the great scheme of human affairs.

But what has always appeared to me still more
remarkable in the character of Burke, is the singular

sobriety with which he employed his extraordinary

acquirements. During the best part of his life, his

political principles, so far from being speculative, were

altogether practical. This is particularly striking, be-

cause he had every temptation to adopt an opposite
course. He possessed materials for generalization far

more ample than any politician of his time, and he had
a mind eminently prone to take large views. On many
occasions, and indeed whenever an opportunity occurred,
he showed his capacity as an original and speculative
thinker. But the moment he set foot on political

ground, he changed his method. In questions con-

nected with the accumulation and distribution of wealth
he saw that it was possible, by proceeding from a few

simple principles, to construct a deductive science

available for the commercial and financial interests of

the country. Further than this he refused to advance,
because he knew that, with this single exception, every

department of politics was purely empirical, and was

likely long to remain so. Hence it was, that he recog-
nized in all its bearings that great doctrine, which even

in our own days is too often forgotten, that the aim
of the legislator should be, not truth, but expediency.

Looking at the actual state of knowledge, he was forced

to admit, that all political principles have been raised

by hasty induction from limited facts
;
and that, there-

fore, it is the part of a wise man, when he adds to the

facts, to revise the induction, and, instead of sacrificing

practice to principles, modify the principles that he may
change the practice. Or, to put this iii another way,
he lays it down that political principles are at the best

but the product of human reason ; while political prac-
tice lias to do with human nature and human passions,
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of which reason forms hut a part;'
291 and that, on this

account, the proper business of a statesman is, to contrive

the means bv which certain ends may be effected, leaving
it to the general voice of the country to determine what
those ends shall be, and shaping his own conduct, not

according to his own principles, but according to the

wishes of the people for whom he legislates, and whom
he is bound to obey.

292

'

/sl 'Politics ought to be ad-

justed, riot to human reasonings,
but to human nature

;
of which

the reason is but a. parr, and by
no means the greatest part.'
Observations on a late State ofthe

Ration, in Lurke's Works, vol. i.

p. 113. Hence the distinction lie

had constantly in view between
the generalizations of philoso-

phy, which ought to be impreg-
nable, and those of politics,
which must be fluctuating; and
hence in his noble work. 'Ihoughts
uii the Cause of the prvmnt Dis-

contents, he says (vol. i. p. 136),
' No lines can be laid down for

civil or political wisdom. They
are a matter incapable of exact

definition.' See also p. 1/jl, on
which he grounds his defence of

the spirit of party; it being evident

that iftruth were the prime object
of the political art, the idea of

party, as such, would be inde-

fensible. Compare with this

the difference between '

la verite

en soi
'

and '

la verite social e,' as

expounded by M. Rey in his

Science Si /dale, vol. ii. p. 322,

Paris, 1842.

-"-In 1780 he plainly toid

the House of Commons that

'the people are the masters.

They have only to express their

wants at large and in gross. We
.ire the expert artists; we are

tile skilful \u;rkm! !!, to shape

their desires into perfect form,
and to fit the utensil to the use.

They are the sufferers, they tell

the symptoms of the complaint;
but we know the exact seat of

the disease, and how to apply
the remedy according to the

rules of art. How shocking
would it be to see us pervert
our skill into a sinister and ser-

vile dexterity, for the purpose of

evading our duty, and defraud-

ing our employers, who are our

natural lords, of the object ol

theirjust expectations !

' Burke 's

Works, vol. i. p. 254. In 1777,
in his Letter to the Sheriffs of
Bristol (Works, vol. i. p. 216),
' In effect, to follow, not to force,

the public inclination; to give a

direction, a form, a technical

dress, and a specific sanction, to

the general sense of the commu-

nity, is the true end of legis-
lature.' In his Letter on the

Duration of Parliament i^vol. ii.

p. 460;, 'It would be dreadful,

indeed, if there w;\s any power
in the nation capable of resist-

ing its unanimous desire, or even

the desire of any very great and
decided majority of the people.
The people may be deceived in

their choice of an object. But lean

scarcely conceive any choice they
can make to be so very mischievous,

as the existence of any human

furc: capable of resisting it.' So,
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It is tliese views, and the extraordinary ability \vitb

which, they were advocated, which make the appearance
of Burke a memorable epoch in our political history.

293

We had, no doubt, other statesmen before him, who
denied the validity of general principles in politics ;

but their denial was only the happy guess of ignorance,
and they rejected theories which they had never taken

the pains to study. Burke rejected them because he
knew them. It was his rare merit that, notwithstand-

ing every inducement to rely upon his own generaliza-

tions, he resisted the temptation ; that, though rich in

all the varieties of political knowledge, he made his

opinions subservient to the march of events
;
that he

recognized as the object of government, not the pre-
servation of particular institutions, nor the propagation
of particular tenets, but the happiness of the people at

large ; and, above all, that he insisted upon an obedience

to the popular wishes, which no statesman before him
had paid, and which too many statesmen since him
have forgotten. Our country, indeed, is still full of

those vulgar politicians, against whom Burke raised

his voice
;
feeble and shallow men, who, having spent

their little force in resisting the progress of reform,

too, he says (vol. i. pp. 125, principles of policy on which it is

214), that when government and supported, because I think them
the people differ, government is extremely dangerous.' Parl. Hist.

geuerallv in the wrong: com- vol. xvii. p. 430.

pare pp" 217, 218, 276, vol. ii.
"9S The effect which Burke's

p. 440. And to give only one profound views produced in the

more instance, but a very deci- House of Commons, where, how-

.sive one, he, in 1772, when ever, few men were able to un-

speaking on a Bill respecting the derstand them in their full ex-

Importation and Exportation of tent, is described by Dr. Hay,
Corn, said,

' On this occasion I who was present at one of his

give way to the present Bill, not great spew-lies ; which, he says,

because I approve of the mea- 'seemed a kind of new political

sure in itself, but because I philosophy.' Burkt's Correspond.
think it prudent to yield to the vol. i. p. 103. Compare a letter

spirit of the times. TJic people from Lee, written in the same
will have it so ; and it is notfor year, 1766, in Forster's Life of
their representatives to say nay. Goldsmith, vol. ii. pp. 38, 39

;

T cannot, however, hr-lp entering and in "Bunburifs Correspond, of

my protest against
tl'e goimrai Hanmer, p. 458.
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find themselves at length compelled to yield ;
and

then, so soon as they have exhausted the artifices of

their petty schemes, and, by their tardy and ungraceful
concessions, have sown the seed of future disaffection,

they turn upon the age by which they have been

baffled
; they mourn over the degeneracy of mankind

;

they lament the decay of public spirit; and they weep
for the fate of a people, who have been so regardless of

the wisdom of their ancestors, as to tamper with a

constitution already hoary with ^he prescription of

centuries.

Those who have studied the reign of George ill. will

easily understand the immense advantage of having a

man Like Burke to oppose these miserable delusions
;

delusions which have been fatal to many countries, and
have more than once almost ruined our own. 294

They
will also understand that, in the opinion of the king,
this great statesman was, at best, but an eloquent de-

claimer, to be classed in the same category with Fox
and Chatham

;
all three ingenious men, but unsafe,

unsteady, quite unfit for weighty concerns, and by no

means calculated for so exalted an honour as admission
into the royal councils. In point of fact, during the

thirty years Burke was engaged in public life, he

never once held an office in the cabinet
;

29S and the

94 Burke was never weary of most flourished : and what, then,
at lacking the common argument, can no two things subsist toge-

that, because a country has long ther but as cause and effect ?

flourished under some particular May not a man have enjoyed
custom, therefore, the custom better health during the time
must be good. See an admira- that lie walked with an oaken
ble instance of this in hi.s speech stick, than afterwards, when he
on the power of the attorney- changed it for a cane, without

general to file informations <.r supposing, like the Druids, that

'.'ffiuio ; where he likens such there are occult virtues in oak,
reasouers to the father of Scrib- and that the stick and the health

lerus, who 'venerated the rust were cause and effect?' Par/.

and canker which exalted a ffitt. vol. xvi. pp. 1190, 1191.

brazen pot-lid into the shield of *Bi This, as Mr. Cooke truly
,i hero.' He adds: 'But, sir, says, is an instance of aristocratic
we are told that the time during prejudice ;

but it is certain that

which this power existed, is the a him from George III. would
tinn during which monarchy hnve remedied the shamefvil
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only occasions on which he occupied even a subordi-

nate post, were in those very short intervals when the

fluctuations of politics compelled the appointment of

a liberal ministry.
Indeed the part taken by Burke in public affairs must

have been very galling to a king who thought every-
thing good that was old, and everything right that was
established. 296

For, so far was this remarkable man in

advance of his contemporaries, that there are few of

the great measures of the present generation which he
did not anticipate, and zealously defend. Not only
did he attack the absurd laws against forestalling and

regrating,
287

but, by advocating the freedom of trade,
he struck at the root of all similar prohibitions.

298 He
supported those just claims of the Catholics,

299
which,

neglect. Cookers Hist, of Party,
vol. iii. p. 277, 278.

286 It is easy to imagine how

George III. must have been

offended by such sentiments as

these :

' I am not of the opinion
of those gentlemen who are

against disturbing the public re-

pose ;
I like a clamour whenever

there is an abuse. The fire-bell

at midnight disturbs your sleep,
but it keeps you from being
burnt in your bed. The hue
and cry alarms the county, but

preserves all the property of the

province.' Burke's speech on

Prosecutions for Libels, in 1771,
in Parl. Hist. vol. xvii. p. 54.

297 He moved their repeal.
Parl. Hist. vol. xxvi. p. 1169.

Even Lord Chatham issued, in

1766, a proclamation against
forestallers and regraters, very
much to the admiration of Lord

Mahon, who says,
' Lord Chat-

ham acted with characteristic

energy.' Mahon's Hist, of Eng-
land, vol. v. p. 166. More than

thirty years later, and after

Burke's "Ir-ath, Lord Konyon.

then chief-justice, eulogised these

preposterous laws. Holland's

Mem. of the Whiff Party, vol. i.

p. 167. Compare Adolphus's
Hist, of George TIL vol. vii.

p. 406 ; and Cockburn's Memo-
rials of his Time, Edinb. 1856,

p. 73.
398 ' That liberality in the

commercial system, which, I

trust, will one day be adopted.'
Burkes Works, vol. i. p. 223.

And, in his letter to Burgh (Ibid.
vol. ii. p. 409),

' But that to

which I attached myself the most

particularly, was to fix the prin-

ciple of a free trade in all the

ports of these islands, as founded

injustice, and beneficial to the

whole
;

but principally to this,

the seat of the supreme power.'
299 pr ior

'

s Life of Burke,

p. 467 ; Burkes Works, vol. i.

pp. 263-271, 537-561, vol. ii.

pp. 431-447. He refutes (vol. i.

p. 548) the notion that the coro-

nation oath was intended to

bind the crown in its legislative

capacity. Compare Mem. of

Mackintosh, vol. i. pp. 170, 171,
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during his lifetime, were obstinately refused
;
hut which

were conceded, many years after hi.s death, as the only
means of preserving the integrity of the empire. He
supported the petition of the Dissenters, that thev

might he relieved from the restrictions to which, for

the benefit of the Church of England, they were sub-

jected.
300 Into other departments of politics he carried

the same spirit. He opposed the cruel laws against,

insolvents,
301

by which, in the time of George III., our

statute-book was still defaced
;
and he vainly attempted

to soften the penal code,
308 the increasing severity of

which was one of the worst features of that bad

reign.
303 He wished to abolish the old plan of enlist-

ing soldiers for life ;

3f)4 a barbarous and impolitic prac-

tice, as the English legislature began to perceive several

years later. 30
* He attacked the slave-trade

;

306
which,

being an ancient usage, the king wished to preserve, as

with Butler t Reminiscences,vdl. i.

p. 134.
300 Parl. Hist. vol. xvii. pp.435,

436, vol. xx. p. 306. 8ee also

Burkes Correspondence, vol. ii.

pp. 17, 18; and Prior'g Life of
Burke, p. 143.

301 Burkes Worka, vol. i.

pp. 261, 262, part of his speech
at Bristol.

30 - Priors Life of Burke,

p. 317. See also his admirable

remarks, in Works, vol. ii. p. 417 ;

and his speech, in Parl. Hist.

vol. xxviii. p. 146.
383 On this increasing cruelty

of the English laws, compare
Parrs Works, vol. iv. pp. 150,

259, with Parl. Hist. vol. xxii.

p. 271, vol. xxiv. p. 1222,
vol. xxvi. p. 1057, vol. xxviii.

p. 143; and, in regard to the

execution of them, see Life of

Romilly, !>;/ Himself, vol. i. p. 60";

and Alison's Hist, of Europe,
rol. ix. p. 620.

*" ID one short speech (Par/

Hist. vol. xx. pp. 150, 151), he

has almost exhausted the argu-
meiits against enlistment for life.

305 In 1806, that is nine year*-
after the death of Burke, parlia-
ment first authorized enlistmen'

for a term of years. See an ac-

count of the debates in AUs'iri s

Hist, ofEurope, vol. vii. pp. 380-
391 . Compare Sichols's Illustra-

tions of the Eighteenth Ccntxr-/,

vol. v. p. 475 : and Holland's

Mem. of the Whig Party, vol. ii

p. 116.
1106 Prior's Life of Burke, p.

316; Parl. Hist. vol. xxvii. p.

502, vol. xxviii. pp. 69, 96 : and

JAfe of Wilberforce, vol. i. pp.
152, 171, contain evidence of his

animosity against the slave-trade,

and a more than sufficient answer
to the ill-natured, and, what is

worse, the ignorant, remark about
Bu-rko, in the Duke of Buekin<'-

ha/ii's -Vr/rt. of George HI. voL i.

p. 350.
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part of the British constitution. 307 He refuted,
308

but,

owing to the prejudices of the age, was unable to sub-

vert, the dangerous power exercised by the judges,
who, in criminal prosecutions for libel, confined the

jury to the mere question of publication ; thus

taking the real issue into their own hands, and

making themselves the arbiters of the fate of those who
were so unfortunate as to be placed at their bar. 309

And, what many will think not the least of his merits,
he was the first in that long line of financial reformers
to whom we are deeply indebted. 310

Notwithstanding
the difficulties thrown in his way, he carried through
Parliament a series of bills, by which several useless

places were entirely abolished, and, in the single office

of paymaster-general, a saving effected to the country
of 25,OOOZ. a year.

311

These things alone are sufficient to explain the ani-

307 On the respect which George
III. felt for the slave-trade, see

note 259 to this chapter. I might
also have quoted the testimony
of Lord Brougham :

' The court

was decidedly against abolition.

George III. always regarded the

question with abhorrence, as sa-

vouring of innovation.' Broug-
ham's Statesmen, vol. ii. p. 104.

Compare Combe's North America,
vol. i. p. 332.

308 Burke 's Works, vol. ii. pp.

490-496; Parl. Hist. vol. xvii.

pp. 44-55, a very able speech,
delivered iii 1771. Compare a

letter to Dowdeswell, in Burke' s

Corrtfi/tond. vol. i. pp. 251, 252.
309 The arguments of Burke

anticipated, by more than twenty

years, Fox's celebrated Libel

Bill, which was not passed till

1792; although, in 1752, juries
had begun, in spite of the judges,
to return general verdicts on the

merits. See Cample
1?* Chancel-

lors, vol. v. pp. 238. 243, 341-

345, vol. vi. p. 210
; and Meyer,

Institutions Judiciaires, vol. ii.

pp. 204, 205, Paris, 1823.
310 Mr. Farr, in his valuable

essay on the statistics of the civil

service (in Journal of Statist.

Soc. vol xii. pp. 103-125), calls

Burke ' one of the first and ablest

financial reformers in parlia-

ment,' p. 104. The truth, how-

ever, is, that he was not only one

of the first, but the first. He
was the first man who laid before

parliament a general and sys-
tematic scheme for diminishing
the expenses of government ;

and
his preliminary speech on that

occasion is one of the finest of all

his compositions.
311 /Vi'orVs Life of Burke, pp.

206, 234. See also, on the re-

trenchments ho effected, Sinclair's

Hixt. of the Revenue, vol. ii. pp.
84, 85

;
Burke's Correspond, vol.

iii. p. 14
;
and Bissefs Life of

Burke, vol. ii. pp. 5760.
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mosity of a j)riiice whose boast it was, that he would

bequeath the government to his successor in the same
state as that in which he had received it. There was,

however, another circumstance by which the royal

feelings were still further wounded. The determina-

tion of the king to oppress the Americans was so

notorious that, when the war actually broke out, it was
called the

'

king's war,' and those who opposed it were

regarded aa the personal enemies of their sovereign.
312

In this, however, as in all other questions, the conduct

of Burke was governed, not by traditions and princi-

ples, such as George III. cherished, but by large views

of general expediency. Burke, in forming his opinions

respecting this disgraceful contest, refused to be guided

by arguments respecting the right of either party.
313

He would not enter into any discussion as to whether
a mother country has the right to tax her colonies, or

whether the colonies have a right to tax themselves.

Such points he left to be mooted by those politicians

sl - In 1788, Lord Rockingham
said, in the House of Lords,

' In-

stead of calling the war, the war
of parliament, or of the people,
it was called the king's war, his

majesty's favourite war.' Parl.

Hi-<t. vol. six. p. 857. Compare
Cooke's Hist. o> Party, vol. iii.

p. 235, with the pungent re-

marks in Walpoles George III.

vol. iv. p. 114. Nicholls (Recol-
lections, vol. i. p. 35) says :

' Tne
war was considered as the war of

the king personally. Those who
supported it were called the

king's friends
; while those who

wished the country to pause, and
reconsider the propriety of per-

severing in the contest, were
branded as disloyal.'

313 '

I am not here going into

the distinction of rights, nor

attempting to mark their boun-
daries. I do not enter into these

metaphysical distinctions
;

I

VOL. I. H

hate the very sound of them.

Speech on American taxation in

1774, in Burkes Works, vol. i.

p. 173. In 1775 (vol. i. p. 192) :

' But my consideration is narrow,

confined, and wholly limited t,o

the policy of the question.' At

p. 183 : we should act in regard
to America, not '

according to

abstract ideas of right, by no
means according to mere general
theories of government ;

the re-

sort to which appears to me, in

our present situation, no better

than arrant trifling.' In one of

his earliest political pamphlets,
written in 1769, he says, that

the arguments of the opponents
of America ' are conclusive; con-

clusive as to right ;
but the very

reverse as to policy and practice,"
vol. i. p. 112. Compare a letter,

written in 1775, in BurkSt fV\*

respond, vol. ii. p. 12

H
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who, pretending to be guided by principles, are, in

reality, subjugated by prejudice.
314 For Ids own part

he was content to compare the cost with the gain.
It was enough for Burke that, considering the power
of our American colonies, considering their distance

from us, and considering the probability of their being
aided by France, it was not advisable to exercise the

power ;
and it was, therefore, idle to talk of the right.

Hence he opposed the taxation of America, not because
it was unprecedented, but because it was inexpedient.
As a natural consequence he likewise opposed the

Boston-Port Bill, and that shameful bill, to forbid all

intercourse with America, which was not inaptly called

the starvation plan ;
violent measures, by which the

king hoped to curb the colonies, and break the spirit of

those noble men, whom he hated even more than he
feared.315

It is certainly no faint characteristic of those times,
that a man like Burke, who dedicated to politics abilities

equal to far nobler things, should, during thirty years,
have received from his prince neither favour nor re-

ward. But George III. was a king whose delight it

was to raise the humble and exalt the meek. His reign,

'" In 1766, George III. writes impending. But what is truly
to Lord Buckingham (Albemarlt?s disgraceful is, that, after the war

Rockingham, vol. i. pp. 271, \vati over, he displayed this ran-

272) :
' Talbot ib as right as I cour on an occasion when, of all

jan desire, in the Stamp Act
; others, he was bound to suppress

strong for our declaring our it. In 1786, Jefferson and Adams
right, but willing to repeal!' In were in England officially, and,
other words, willing to offend as a matter of courtesy to the

the Americans, by a speculative king, made their appearance at

assertion of an abstract right, court. So regardless, however,
but careful to forego the ad- was George III. of the common

vantage which that right might decencies of his station, that he

produce. treated these eminent men with
315 The intense hatred with marked incivility, although they

which George III. regarded the were then paying their respects

Americans, was so natural to to him in his own palace. See

such a mind as his, that one can Tucker '.s Life of Jefferson, vol. i.

hardly blamo his constant ei- p. 220 ; and .Vc;n. ntul Corresp.
hibition of it during the time of Jeffirsoit, vol. i. p. .54.

that the struggle was actually
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indeed, was the golden age of successful mediocrity ;

an age in which little men were favoured, and great
men depressed ;

when Addington was cherished as a

statesman, and Beattio pensioned as a philosopher ;
and

when, in all the walks of public life, the n'rst conditions

of promotion were, to fawn upon ancient prejudices,
and support established abuses.

This neglect of the most eminent of English politi-

cians is highly instructive
;
but the circumstances which

followed, though extremely painful, have a still deeper
interest, and are well worth the attention of those

whose habits of mind lead them to study the intellectual

peculiarities of great men.

For, at this distance of time, when his nearest rela-

tions are no more, it would be affectation to deny that

Burke, during the last few years of his life, fell into a

state of complete hallucination. When the French
Revolution broke out, his mind, already fainting under
the weight of incessant labour, could not support the

contemplation of an event so unprecedented, so appal-

ling, and threatening results of such frightful magni-
tude. And, when the crimes of that great revolution,
instead of diminishing, continued to increase, then it

was that the feelings of Burke finally mastered his

reason
;
the balance tottered

;
the proportions of that

gigantic intellect were disturbed. From this moment,
his sympathy with present suffering was so intense,
that he lost all memory of the tyranny by which the

sufferings were provoked. His mind, once so steady,
so little swayed by prejudice and passion, reeled under
the pressure of events which turned the brains of thou-

sands. 310 And whoever will compare the spirit of his

tls All great revolutions have caused by the excitement of the

a direct tendency to increase in- events which occurred in France

sanity, as long as they last, and late in the eighteenth century,

probably for some time after- compare Prichard on Insanity in

wards: but in this, as in other relation to Jurisprudence, 1842,

respects, the French revolution p. 90; his Treatise on Insanity,
stands alone in the number of 1835, pp. 161, 183, 230, 339;
its victims. On the horrible, but /-^quirol, Maladies Mintiihf,
mriout. subject of madness, vol. i. pp. 43. ">';. .34 66, -11,
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latest works "with the dates of their publication, will

see how this melancholy change was aggravated by
that bitter bereavement, from which he never rallied,

and which alone was sufficient to prostrate the under,

standing of one in whom the severity of the reason

was so tempered, so nicely poised, by the warmth of the

affections. Never, indeed, can there be forgotten those

toucbing, those exquisite allusions to the death of that

only son, who was the joy of his soul, and the pride of

his heart, and to whom he fondly hoped to bequeath
the inheritance of his imperishable name. Never can

we forget that image of desolation under which the

noble old man figured his immeasurable grief
' I live

in an inverted order. They who ought to have suc-

ceeded me, have gone before me. They who should

have been to me as posterity, are in the place of ances-

tors. . . . The storm has gone over me, and I lie

like one of those old oaks which the late hurricane has

scattered about me. I am stripped of all my honours
;

I am torn up by the roots, and lie prostrate on the

earth.' 317

It would, perhaps, be displaying a morbid curiosity,
to attempt to raise the veil, and trace the decay of so

mighty a mind.318
Indeed, in all such cases, most of

the evidence perishes ;
for those who have the best

447, vol. ii. pp. 193, 726 ;
Feuch- presence. Parl. Hixt. vol. xxvii.

terslehen's Medical Psychology, p. 1249. Compare a letter from

]).
254

; Georget, De la Folie, Sir William Young, in Bucking-
p. 156

; Find, Traite sur I'Alie- ham's Mem. of George III. 1853,

nation Mentale,-pp.30, 108, 109, vol. ii. p. 73 ;' Burke finished

177, 178, 185, 207, 215, 257, his wild speech in a manner
349, 392, 457, 481

;
Alison's Hist, next to madness.' This was

of Europe, vol. iii. p. 112. in December 1788; and, from
317 Surge's Works, vol. ii. that time until his death, it

p. 268. became every year more evident
818 The earliest unmistakable that his intellect was disordered,

instances of those violent out- See a melancholy description of

breaks which showed the pre- him in a letter, written by Dr.

sence of disease, were in the Carrie in 1792 (Life of Currie,

debates on the regency bill, in vol. ii. p. 150); and, above all,

February 1789, when Sir Richard see his own incoherent letter, in

Hill, with brutal candour, hinted 1796, in his Correspond, with

*t "Burku's madness, even in his Laurence, \>. 67.
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opportunities of witnessing the mtirimtie.s of :i great

man, are not those who most lovo to relate them. Bni

it is certain, that the change was first clearly seen

immediately after the breaking out of the French Revo-
lution : that it was aggravated by the death of his son

;

and that it became progressively worse till death closed

the scene. 315 ..n his Reflections on the French Revoltt-

tion
;
in his Remarks on tlie Policy of the Allies : in his

Letter to Elliot
;
in his Letter to a Noble Lord ; and in his

Letters on <i Regicide Peace, we may note the consecutive

steps of an increasing, and at length an uncontrollable,
violence. To the single principle of hatred of the

French Revolution, he sacrificed his oldest associations

and his dearest friends. Fox, as is well known, always
looked up to Burke as to a master, from whose lips he

had gathered the lessons of political wisdom. 320
Burke,

on his side, fully recognized the vast abilities of his

friend, and loved him for that affectionate disposition,
and for those winning manners, which, it has often

been said, none who saw them could ever resist. But

now, without the slightest pretence of a personal

quarrel, this long intimacy
381 was rudely severed.

Because Fox would not abandon that love of popular

liberty which they had long cherished in common,
Burke, publicly, and in his place in parliament, declared

that their friendship was at an end ; for that he

would never more hold communion with a man who
lent his support to the French people.

322 At the same

:" 9 His son died in August vol. iv. pp. 472, 610
; and a letter

1794 i Burkes Correspond, vol. iv. from Fox to Parr, in Pat-r's

p. 224) ;
and his most violent Works, vol. vii. p. 287.

works were written between that 3 -' It had begun in 1766, when

period and his own death, in -lulv Fox was only seventeen. /??'.*-

1797. sdTs Mem. of Fox, vol. i. p. 26.
3-0 <

1'his ilisiuple, as he was -- On this painful rupture,

proud to acknowledge himself.' compare with the Parliamentary

Brouglunrfs Statesmrn, vol. i. History, Holland's Mem. of the

p. 218. In 1791, Fox said, that Wing Party, vol. i. pp. 10, 11 ;

Burke ' had taught him every- Prior's Life of Burkv, pp. 375-

thing he knew in politics.' Par/. 379 ; Tomlines Life of Pitt,

Hist. vol. xxix. p. 379. See also vol. ii. pp. 385-395. The com-
Adoljihus's Hi-st. of (reorge III. plete change in Burke's feelings
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time, and indeed the very evening on which tlxis

occurred, Burke, who had hitherto been remarkable for

the courtesy of his manners,
323

deliberately insulted

another of his friends, who was taking him home in hia

carriage ; and, in a state of frantic excitement, insisted

on being immediately set down, in the middle of the

night, in a pouring rain, because he could not, he said,

remain seated by
' a friend to the revolutionary doctrines

of the French,' 384

Nor is it true, as some have supposed, that this

mania of hostility was solelv directed against the

criminal part of the French people. It would be

difficult, in that or in any other age, to find two men of

more active, or indeed enthusiastic benevolence, than

Condorcet and La Fayette. Besides this, Condcrcet

was one of the most profound thinkers of his time, and
will be remembered as long as genius is honoured

among us. 325 La Fayette was no doubt inferior to

Condorcet in point of ability ;
but he was the intimate

friend of Washington, on whose conduct he modelled
his own,

326 and by whose side he had fought for the

liberties of America : his integrity was, and still is,

unsullied : and his character had a chivalrous and noble

towards his old friend also ap- temporary relation m Musset-

pears in a very intemperate let- Pathay, Vie de Itousteau, vol. ii.

ter, written to Dr. Laurence in pp. 42-47.

1797. Burkt's Correspond, with 3 - 6 This is the honourable

Laurence, p. 152. Compare Parr's testimony of a political oppo-
Works, vol. iv. pp. 67-80, 84-90, nent; who says, that after the

109. dissolution of the Assembly
3 -3 Which used to be contrasted ' La Fayette se confonna a la

with the bluntness of Johnson ; conduite de Washington, qu'il

these eminent men being the two avait pris pour modele.' Cas-

best talkers of their time. See sagnac, Revolution Fratt^aise,

Bidet's LifeofBnrke,vo\.\.p.l27. vol. iii. pp. 370, 371. Compare
3 '21

Eogers's Introduction to the grudging admission of his

Burhe's Works, p. xliv. ;
Priors enemy Bouille, Me in. de BouilU-,

lAfe of Burke, p. 384. vol. i. p. 125
;
and for proofs of

3J5 There is an interesting the affectionate intimacy between
account of the melancholy death Washington and La Fayette, seu

of this remarkable man in Mem. de Lafayette, vol. i. pp. 16,

Lamartint, Hint, des Girondinn, 21, 29, 44, 55, 83, 92, 111, 165

7ol. viii. pp. 76-80; nnd a con- 107, 204, 395, vol. ii. p. 12:>.
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turn, which Burke, in his better days, would have been

the Krst to admin.'. 327
. Both, however, were natives of

that hated country whose liberties they vainly attempted
to achieve. On this account, Burke declared Condorcet

to be guilty of '

impious sophistry ;

' 32<i to be a
' fanatic

atheist, and furious democratic republican;'
329 and to

be capable of ' the lowest, as well as the highest and

most determined villainies.' 330 As to La Fayette, when
an attempt was made to mitigate tie cruel treatment he

was receiving from the Prussian government, Burke
not only opposed the motion made for that purpose in

the House of Commons, but took the opportunity of

grossly insulting the unfortunate captive, who was then

languishing
1 in a dungeon. 331 So dead had he become

127 The Duke of Bedford, no

bad judge of character, said in

1794, that La Fayette's
' whole

life was an illustration of truth,

disinterestedness, and honour.'

Parl. Hist. vol. xxxi. p. 664.

So, too, the continuator of Sis-

mondi (Hist, des Francais, vol.

xxx. p. 355),
' La Fayette, It-

chevalier de la liberte d'Ame-

rique;' and Lamartine (Hist, des

Girondins, vol. iii. p. 200),
'

Martyr de la liberte apres en

avoir etc le heros.' Segur, who
was intimately acquainted with

him, gives some account of his

noble character, as it appeared
when he was a boy of nineteen.

Mim. de ^egur, vol. i. pp. 100.

107. Forty years later, Lady
Morgan met him in France

;
and

what she relates shows how
litt If he had changed, and

how simple his tastes and the

hauits of his mind still wen-.

.l/f/y<(/;\< France, vol. ii. pp. 2S.">-

312. Other notices, from prr-
sonal knowledge, will be found

in Lift- <\f Ii'i'itscoe, vol. ii. p. 17-s ;

and in Trotter's Mem, of /'-.j
1

,

*-" ' The impious sophistry of

Condorcet.' Letter to a Noble

Lord, in Eurke's Workn-
t vol. ii.

p. 273.
3J9

Thoughts on French Affairs
in Burke's Works, vol. i. p.

574.
330 ' Condorcet (though no

marquis, as he styled h mself
before the Revolution) is a man
of another sort of birth, fashion,
and occupation from Brissor

;

but in every principle and every

disposition, to the lowest as well

as the highest and most deter-

mined villainies, fully his equal.'

Thoughts on French Affairs, in

Burke's Wvrks, vol. i. p. 579.
331 '

Groaning under the most

oppressive cruelty in thu dun-
ceons of Magdeburg.' Behham's
Hi.-t. of Great Brit. vol. ix.

\\ 151. See the afflicting
details .if his sufferings, in Me-m.
de Lafayette, vol. i. p. 4"9,
vol. ii. pp. 75, 77, 78, 80, 91, 92 ;

and on the noble equanimity
with which he bore them, see Dt
Stael, Rev. frun^oise, Paris. 1820,
vol. ii. p. 103.
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on this subject, even to the common instincts of oiu

nature, that, in his place in parliament, he could find no
better way of speaking of this injured and high-souled
man, than by calling him a ruffian :

' I would not,' says

Burke,
' I would not debase my humanity by support-

ing an application in behalf of such a horrid ruffian.' 332

As to France itself, it is
' Cannibal Castle

;

' 333 it is

' the republic of assassins ;'
334 it is

' n hell ;'
335 its

government IB composed of ' the dirtiest, lowest, most

fraudulent, most knavish, of chicaners ;'
836 its National

Assembly are ' miscreants ;'
337 its people are ' an allied

army of Amazonian and male cannibal Parisians
;'
338

they are ' a nation of murderers ;'
339

they are ' the

basest of mankind ;'
340

they are ' murderous atheists;'
341

they are ' a gang of robbers ;'
342

they are ' the prostitute
outcasts of mankind ;'

343
they are ' a desperate gang of

plunderers, murderers, tyrants, and atheists.'344 To
make the slightest concessions to such a country in order

to preserve peace, is offering victims ' on the altars of

blasphemed regicide ;'
345 even to enter into negotiations

is
'

exposing our lazar sores at the door of every proud
servitor of the French republic, where the court-dogs
will not deign to lick them.'346 When our ambassador

332 It is hardly credible that M4
Ibid. vol. ii. p. 279.

such language should have been ''" Burke's speech, in Part.

applied to a man like La Fayette; Hint, vol. xxxi. p. 379.

hut I have copied it from the
'a* Burkf's Works, voL ii.

Pct-Hfi'iii'-afari/ History, vol. xxxi. p. 335.

p. 51, and from Adolphus, vol. v.
** 7 llurki's Corresp. vol. iii.

p. 593. The only difference is, p. HO.
that in Adolphus the expression

S88 Rurkc's Works, vol. ii.

is 'I would not debase my hu- p. 322.

manity;' but in the Par!. Hitt.,
S39 Part. Hist. vol. xxx. p. 115.

'I would not debauch my hu- s ' Vnd. p. 112.

manity.' But both authorities 3 " Vtvl. p. 188.

are agreed as to the term ' horrid
r"'-' Ibid. p. 435.

ruffian' being used by Burke. !US I'M. p. 046
;

the eonclud-

Comparo fturkJs Correspondent' ing sentence of one of Burke's

with Laurence, pp. 91, 99. speeches in 1793.
33:i Jlurkds Works, vol. ii.

"' Uiid. vol. xxxi. p. 426.

p. 319. In every instance I
'

! ' i Jjirrke'x H'o,fa, vol. ii

quote the precise words employed p. '120.

by Burl- 3U1
/''></. p. 286.
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was aetxially in Paris, he 'had the honour of passing his

mornings in respectful attendance at the office of a

regicide pettifogger ;'
347 and we were taunted with

naving sent a '

peer of the realm to the scum of the

earth.'348
' France has no longer a place in Europe ;

it

is expunged from the map ;
its very name should be for-

gotten.
34i*

Why, then, need men travel in it ? Why
need our children learn its language ? and why are we to

endanger the morals of our ambassadors ? who can

hardly fail to return from such a land with their prin-

ciples corrupted, and with a wish to conspire against their

own country.'
350

This is sad, indeed, from such a man as Burke once
was

;
but what remains, shows still more clearly h ow

the associations and composition of his mind had been

altered. He who, with humanity not less than with

wisdom, had strenuously laboured to prevent the

American war, devoted the last few years of his life to

kindle a new war, compared to which that with America

I4? Ibid. p. 322.
" Ibid. p. 318.
"9 Parl. Hist. vol. xxviii. p.

353, vol. xxx. p. 390 ; Adolphus,
vol. iv. p. 467.

350 In the Letters on a Regicide

Pence, published the year before

h<' died, he says,
' Those ambas-

sadors may easily return as good
courtiers as they went : but win

they ever return from that degrad-

ing residence loyal and faithful

subjects ;
or with any true affec-

tion to their master, or true

attachment to the constitution,

religion, or laws of their country?
There is great danger that they
who enter smiling into this Trv-

phonian cave, will come out of it

sad and serious conspirators ;

and such will continue as long as

they live.' Burke's Work.*, vol. ii.

p. 282. He adds in the same
work, p. 381, 'Is it for this bene-

fit we open ''the usual relations

of peace and amity ?" Is it for

this our youth of both sexes are

to form them-elves by travel ''.

Is it for this that with expense
and pains we form their lisping
infant accents to the language of

France ? Let it be

remembered, that no young man
can go to any part of Europe
without taking this place of pes-
tilential contagion in his way ;

and, whilst the less active part
of the community will be de-

bauched by this travel, whilst

children are poisoned at these

schools, our trade will put the

finishing hand to our ruin. No
factory will be settled in France,
that will not become a club of

complete French Jacobins. The
rnimis of young men of that de-

scription will receive a taint in

tiieir religion, tiieir morals, and
thfir politics, which they will in

a short time communicate to tht

whole kingdom.'
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was a light and trivial episode. In his calmer moments,
no one would have more willingly recognized that the

opinions prevalent in any country are the inevitable

results of the circumstances in which that country had
been placed. But now he sought to alter those opinions

by force. From the beginning of the French Revolu-

tion, he insisted upon the right, and indeed upon the

necessity, of compelling France to change her princi-

ples ;

351
and, at a later period, lie blamed the allied sove-

reigns for not dictating to a great people the government
they ought to adopt.

352 Such was the havoc circum-
stances had made in his well-ordered intellect, that to this

one principle he sacrificed every consideration of justice,
of mercy, and of expediency. Asif war, even in its mildest

form, were not sufficiently hateful, he sought to give to

it that character of a crusade353 which increasing know-

ledge had long since banished : and loudly proclaiming
that the contest was religious rather than temporal, he
revived old prejudices in order to cause fresh crimes. 354

He also declared that the war should be carried on for

revenge as well as for defence, and that we must never

lay down our arms until we had utterly destroyed the

351 In Observations on the Con- deranged; but God knows, when
duct of the Minority, 1793, he the things came to be tried, whe-

says, that during four years he ther the invaders would not find

had wished for 'a general war that their enterprise was not to

against jacobins and jacobinism.' .-support
a

-parti/, but to conquer a

Burkes Works, vol. i. p. 611. kingdom.'
1

Jl'irke's Correspond.
K -

For, in the first place, the vol. iii. p. 1R4.

united sovereigns very much in- 35S As Lord J. Russell truly

jured their cause by admitting calls it, Mem. of Fox, vol. iii,

that they had nothing to do with p. 34. See also S.ch!aster's Eigh-
the interior arrangements of tcenth Gntury, vol. ii. p. 93,

Fruuce.' Heads for Consid/ra- vol. v. p. 109, vol. vi. p. 291,
'.ion on the Present Statr.of Affairs, NichoIIs's I^ci/lliutions, vol. i.

.vritten in November 1792, in p. 300
;
Purrs Works, vol. iii.

Jiurke's Works, vol. i. p. o83. p. 242.

And that he knew that this was 354 ' \Ve cannot, if \ve would,
not merely a question of destroy- delude ourselves about the true

ing a faction, appears from the state of tin's dreadful contest. It

obst'rvable circumstance, that is a reliyiuus war.' Remarks on

even in January 1791 he wrote to the Policy nf the Allies, in Hurke'x

Trevor respecting \rar,
' France Wnrks. vol. i. p. r>0<>

in weak indeed, divided nnd
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men by whom the Revolution was brought about. 365"

And, as if these things wore not enough, he insisted

that this, the most awful of all wars, being begun, was
not to be hurried over

; although it was to be carried

on for revenge as well as for religion, and the resources

of civilized men were to be quickened by the ferocious

passions of crusaders, still it was not to be soon ended
;

it was to be durable ;
it must have permanence ; it

must, says Burke, in the spirit of a burning hatred, be

protracted in a long war :

'
I speak it emphatically, and

with a desire that it should be marked, in a long war. 3ftfi

It was to be a war to force a great people to change
their government. It was to be a war carried on for the

purpose of punishment. It was also to be a religious
war. Finally, it was to be a long war. Was there ever

any other man who wished to afflict the human race with

such extensive, searching, and protracted calamities ?

Such cruel, such reckless, and yet such deliberate

opinions, if they issued from a sane mind, would im-

mortalize even the most obscure statesman, because they
would load his name with imperishable infamy. For
where can we find, even among the most ignorant or

most sanguinary politicians, sentiments like these ?

Yet they proceed from one who, a very few years

before, was the most eminent political philosopher Eng-
land has ever possessed. To us it is only given to

mourn over so noble a wreck. More than this no one

should do. We may contemplate with reverence the

mighty ruin
;
but the mysteries of its decay let no man

presume to invade, unless, to use the language of the

355 See the long list of pro- the only rational end it can pur-

scriptionsiu .Burl's Works, vol. i. sue ; namely, the entire dest.ruc-

p. 604. And the principle of tion of the desperate horde which

revenge is again advocated in a gave it birth.' Parl.Hint.v6Lxxx.\.

letter written in 1793, mBurke's p. 4'27.

Correspond, vol. iv. p. 183. And 366 Letters on a
lit'fficide Peace,

in 1794, he told the House of in Burkes Works, voL ii. p. 291.

Commons that
'

the war must no In this horrible sentence, per-

longer be confined to the vain haps the most horrible ever

attempt of raising a barrier to penned by an English politician,
the lawless and savage power of the italics are not my c\vn

; they
France ;

but must be directed to a.ro in the text.
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greatest of our masters, he can tell how to minister to

a diseased mind, pluck the sorrows which are rooted in

the memory, and raze out the troubles that are written

in the brain.

It is a relief to turn from so painful a subject, even

though we descend to the petty, huckstering politics of

the English court. And truly, the history of the treat-

ment experienced by the most illustrious of our poli-

ticians, is highly characteristic of the prince under
whom he lived. While Burke was consuming his life

in great public services, labouring to reform our fi-

nances, improve our laws, and enlighten our commercial

policy, while he was occupied with these things, the

king regarded him with coldness and aversion.357 But
when the great statesman degenerated into an angry
brawler ; when, irritated by disease, he made it the

sole aim of his declining years to kindle a deadly war
between the two first countries of Europe, and declared

that to this barbarous object he would sacrifice all

other questions of policy, however important they

might be
;

358 then it was that a perception of his vast

abilities began to dawn upon the mind of the king.
Before this, no one had been bold enough to circulate

in the palace even a whisper of his merits. Now.
however, in the successive, and eventually the rapid
decline of his powers, he had fallen almost to the level

of the royal intellect
;
and no\v he was first warmed by

the beams of the royal favour. Now he was a man
after the king's own heart.359 Less than two years

:

' i: 'I know,' said Burke, in .should be compared with a letter

one of those magnificent speeches he wrote in 1792, respecting a

which mark the zenith of his in- proposed coalition ministry, Cor-

tellect, 'I know the map of respond, vol. iii. pp. 519, 520 :

England as well as the noble ' But my advice was, that as a

lord, or as any other person ;
and foundation of the whole, the po-

I know that the way I take is litical principle must be settled

not the road to preferment.' as th' 1

preliminary, namely,
" a

Part. Hist. vol. xvii. p. 1269. total hostility to the French sys-
tem, at homo and abroad.'"^ The earliest evidence I have
met with of the heart of George
TIT. beginning to open towards

stances, an extraordinary pas-
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before his death, there was settled upon him, at the

express desire of George III., two considerable pen-
sions;

360 and the king even wished to raise him to the

peerage, in order that the House of Lords might benetit

by the services of so great a counsellor. 361

This digression respecting the character of Burke
has been longer than 1 had anticipated; but it will not,
1. hope, be considered unimportant ; lor, in addition to

the intrinsic interest of the subject, it illustrates the

feelings of George 1IT. towards great men, and it shows
what the opinions were which in his reign it was

thought necessary to hold. In the sequel of this

work, 1 shall trace the effect of such opinions upon the

interests of the country, considered as a whole
;

but
for the object of the present Introduction, it will be

sufficient to point out the connexion in one or two more
of those prominent instances, the character of which is

too notorious to admit of discussion.

Of these leading and conspicuous events, the Ameri-
can war was the earliest, and for several years it almost

entirely absorbed the attention of English politicians.
In the reign of George II. a proposal had been made to

increase the revenue by taxing the colonies
; which, as

the Americans were totally unrepresented in parlia-

ment, was simply a proposition to tax an entire people
without even the form of asking their consent. This

scheme of public robbery was rejected by that able and

Burke, is in August 1791 5
see in pensions, estimated to be worth

Bnrkc's Correspondence, vol. iii. 40,000/.' Xicholl*'* Recollections,

p. 278, an exquisitely absurd vol. i. p. ISO. J^urke was sixty-
account of his reception at the five

;
and a pension of 3,7001. a-

levee. Burke must have been year would not be worth 40,000/.,

fallen, indeed, before he could as the tables were then calcu-

write such a letter. lated. The statement of Mr.
360 ' Said to have originated Prior is, however, confirmed by

in the express wish of the king.' Wansey, in 1794. See Sichols';

Prior's Life of Burke, p. 489. Lit. Ante, of the Eighteenth Gen

Mr. Prior estimates these pen- tury, vol. iii. p. SI.

tions at 3,700/. a-year; but if
561 Priors Life of Burke, p.

we may rely on Mr. Nicholls, 460
;
Nichols's Lit. Anec. vol. iii.

the sum was even greater:
' Mr. p. 81 ; Bisst't's Life of Buries

Bur'ie was rewarded with two vol ii. p. 414.
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moderate man who was then at the head of affairs
; and

the suggestion, being generally deemed impracticable,
fell to the ground, and seems, indeed, hardly to have

excited attention. 362 But what was deemed by the

government of George II. to be a dangerous stretch

of arbitrary power, was eagerly welcomed by the

government of George III. For the new king, having
the most exalted notion ofhis own authority, and being,
from his miserable education, entirely ignorant of pub-
lic affairs, thought that to tax the Americans for the

benefit of the English, would be a masterpiece of policy.

When, therefore, the old idea was revived, it met with

his cordial acquiescence ; and when the Americans
showed their intention of resisting this monstrous in-

justice, he was only the more confirmed in his opinion
that it was necessary to curb their unruly will. Nor
need we be surprised at the rapidity with which such

angry feelings broke out. Indeed, looking, 011 the one

hand, at the despotic principles which, for the first

time since the Revolution, were now revived at the

English court
;
and looking, on the other hand, at the

independent spirit of the colonists, it was impossible to

avoid a struggle between the two parties ;
and the only

questions were, as to what form the contest would take,
and towards which side victory \vas most likely to

incline. 3 ''3

362 '

It had been proposed to bound to believe the asaortion of

Sir Robert Walpole to raise the. Horace Walpole, who says (Mem.
-evenue by imposing taxes on of George II. vol. i. p. 397) that

America; but that minister, who in 1754 he predicted the Ameri-
could foresee beyond the benefit can rebellion. Walpole, though
of the actual moment, declared a keen observer of the surface of

it must be a bolder man than society, was not the man to take

himself who should venture on a view of this kind
; unless, as

such an expedient.' Walpole's is hardly probable, he heard an

George III. vol. ii. p. 70. Com- opinion to that effect expressed
pare Phdhmore's Mem. of Lyt- by his father. Sir Robert Wal-
tleton, vol. ii. p. 662; Bancrofts pole may have said something
American Revolution, vol. i. p. respecting the increasing love of

96; Belsham's Hist, of Great liberty in the colonies
;
but it was

Uritain, vol. v. p. 102. impossible for him to foresee how
S(iS That some sort of rupture that love would be fostered by

was unavoidable, must, I think, the arbitrary proceedings of the

bo admitted but we are not government of Oeorgp IH
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On the part of the. English government, no time vrtu-

lost. Five years after the accession of George 111., a

bill was brought into parliament to tax the Ameri-
cans

;

3M and so complete had been the change in

political affairs, that not the least difficulty was found
in passing a measure which, in the reign of George IT.,

no minister had dared to propose. Formerly, such a

proposal, if made, would certainly have been rejected ;

now the most powerful parties in the stiite were united

in its favour. The king, on every occasion, paid a

court to the clergy, to which, since the death of Anne,

they had been unaccustomed; he was, therefore, sure

of their support, and they zealously aided him in every

attempt to oppress the colonies. 365 The aristocracy, a

few leading Whigs alone cxcepted, were on the same

side, and looked to the taxation of America as a means
of lessening their own contributions. 366 As to George
ITT., his feelings on the subject were notorious;

367 and

:t61 The general proposition was
introduced in 1 764 ;

the bill

itself early in 1765. See Mutton's

Hist, of England, vol. v. pp. 82,

85 ; and GrenviUe Papers, vol. ii.

pp. 373, 374. On the complete

change of policy which this in-

dicated, see Brougham's Polit.

Philos. part iii. p. 328.
i(i5 The correspondence of that

time contains ample proof of the

bitterness of the clergy against
the Americans. Even in 1777,
Burke wrote to Fox :

' The Tories

do universally think their power
and consequence involved in t'.e

success of this American business.

The clergy are astonishinglywarm
in it

;
and what the Tories are

when embodied and united with
tneir natural head, the crown,
^nd animated by their clergy, no
man knows better than yourself.'
Burke's Works, vol. ii. p. 390.

Compare Bisfiop Xi-wton's Life of
Himself, pp. 134, 157.

'"* ' The overbearing aristo-

cracy desired some reduction of

the land tax, at the expense of

America.' Bancroft's Hift. of

the American Revolution, vol. ii.

p. 414. The merchants, on the

other hand, were opposed to these

violent proceedings. See. on this

contrast between the landed and
commercial interests, a letter from
Lord Shelburne, in 1774, and

another from Lori Camden. in

1775, in Chatham Correspond.
vol. iv. pp. 341, 401. See also the

speeches of Trecothick and Yyner,
in Par/. Hist. vol. xvi. p. 507,
vol. xviii. p. 1361.

SB: jf was believed at the time,
and it is not improbable, that the

king himself suggested the taxa-

tion of America, to which Gren-

ville at tirst objected. Compare
WraxalPsMem. of his own Time,
vol.ii. pp. Ill, ll'2,vr{thNicholls's

R, collections, vol. i. pp. 205, 386.

This may have been merely a

rumour ;
but it is quite consistent

with everything we know of the

character of George III., and
there CHII, ut all events be no
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the more liberal party not having yet recovered from
the loss of power consequent on the death of George II.,

there was little fear of difficulties from the cabinet
;

it

being well known that the throne was occupied by a

prince whose first object was to keep ministers in strict

dependence on himself, and who, whenever it was

practicable, called into office such weak and flexible

men as would yield unhesitating submission to his

\vishes. 368

Everything being thus prepared, there followed those
events which were to be expected from such a combina-
tion.

' Without stopping to relate details which are

known to every reader, it may be briefly mentioned

that, in this new state of things, the wise and forbear-

ing policy of the preceding reign was set at naught,
and the national councils guided by rash and ignorant

doubt as to his ferlings respect-

ing the general question. It is

certain that he over-persuaded
Lord North to engage in the

contest with America, and in-

duced that minister to go to wur,

and to continue it even after

success had become hopeless.
See Bancrofts American Revolu-

tion, vol. iii. pp. 307, 308 ; Rus-

sell's Mem. of Fox, vol. i. pp. 47,

254 ;
and the Bedford Correspond.

vol. iii. p. li. See also, in regard
to the repeal of the Stamp Act,

the Grcnmlle Papers, vol. iii.

p. 373 ;
a curious passage, with

which Lord Mahon, the last

edition of whose history was

published in the same year

(1853j, appears to have been

unacquainted. Mahon' s Hist,

of England, vol. v. p. 139. In

America the sentiments of the

king were well known. In 1775,

Jefferson writes from Philadel-

phia : We are told, and every-
thing proves it true,t,l;at he is the

bitterest enemy we have.' Jejfer-

.itiii's Correspond, vol. i. p. 153.

And in 1782 Franklin writes to

Livingston,
' The king hates us

most cordially.' Life ofFranklin,
vol. ii. p. 126.

ass i
j^ court,' as Lord Albe-

marle observes,
' a court that

required ministers to be, not the

public servants of the state, but

the private domestics of the

sovereign.' Albemarle's Mem. of

Rockingham, vol. i. p. 248. Com-

pare Bancroft's American Revo-

lution, vol. ii. p. 109. In the

same way, Burke, in 1767, writes:
' His majesty never was in better

spirits. He has got a ministry
weak and dependent ; and, what
is better, willing to continue so.'

Burkt's Correspond, vol.i. p. Io3.

Ten years later, Lord Chatham

openly taunted the king with this

disgraceful peculiarity:
' Thus

to pliable men, not capable
men, was the government of this

once glorious empire intrusted.'

Chatham's Speech in 1777, ir

Adolphus, vol. ii. pp. 499, 500.
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mon, who soon brought the greatest disasters upon the

country, and within a few years actually dismembered
the empire. In order to enforce the monstrous claim
of taxing a whole people without their consent, there

was waged against America :i war ill-conducted, un-

successful, and, what is far worse, accompanied by
cruelties disgraceful to a civilized nation.369 To this

may be added, that an immense trade was nearly anni-

hilated
; every branch of commerce was thrown into

confusion ;

37 we were disgraced in the eyes of Eu-

rope;
371 we incurred an expense of 1 40,000,000?. ;

372

168 For some evidence of the

ferocity with which this war was
conducted by the English, see

Tucker s Life of Jefferson, vol. i.

pp. 138, 139, 160; Jefferson's

Mem. and Correspond, vol. i. pp.

352, 429, vol. ii. pp. 336, 33? ;

Almoil's Correspond, of WUkes,
vol. v. pp. 229-232, edit. 1805;

Adolphus's Hist, of George III.

vol. ii. pp. 362, 391. These hor-

rible cruelties were frequently
mentioned in parliament, but

without producing the least effect

on the king or his ministers. See

Part. Hist. vol. xix. pp. 371, 403,

423, 424. 432, 438, 440, 477, 487,

488, 489, 567, 578, 579, 695,

972, 1393, 1394, vol. xx. p. 43.

Among the expenses of the war
which government laid before

parliament, one of the items was
for ' five gross ofscalping knives.'

Purl. Hist. vol. xix. pp. 971, 972.

See further Mem. de Lafayette,
vol. i. pp. 23, 25, 99.

Tu In Manchester,
'

in coc.se-

quence of the American troubles,
nine in ten of the artisans in that

town had been discharged from

employment.' This was stated

in 1760, by no less an authority
than Conway. Mahon's Hist, of

England, vol. v. p. 135. As the

struggle became more obstinate

VOL. L i

the evil was more marked, and

ample evidence of the enormous

injury inflicted on England will

bo found by comparing Franklin's

Correspondence, vol. i. p. 352

Adolphus's Hist, of George III.

vol. ii. p. 261
; Burhe's Works.

vol. i. p. Ill; Part. Hist. vol.

xviii. pp. 734, 951, 963, 964, vol.

xix. pp. 259, 341, 710, 711, 1072;

WalpoUs Mem. of George III.

vol. ii. p. 218.
371 Even Mr. Adolphus, in his

Tory history, says, that in 178'2
' the cause of Great Britain

seemed degraded to the lowest

state ;
ill success and the preva-

lent opinion of mismanagement
rendered the espousal of it among
the selfish powers of the conti-

nent almost disreputable.' Hist.

of George III. vol. iii. pp. 391,

392. For proof of the opinions
held in foreign countries respect-

ing this, I cannot do better than

refer to Mem. de Seffur, voL iii.

pp. 184, 185; (Euvresde Turgot,
vol. ix. p. 377 ; Soulavie, Mem. de

Louis XVI. vol. iv. pp. 363, 364 ;

Koch, Tableau dcs Revolutions,

vol. ii. pp. 190-194; Mem. of
Mallet du Pan, vol. i. p. 37.
"2 Sir John Sinclair, in his

Hist, of the Revenue, vol. ii. p.

114, says 139.171,87^
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and we lost by far the most valuable colonies any nation

has ever possessed.
Such were the first fruits of the policy of George III.

But the mischief did not stop there. The opinions
which it was necessary to advocate in order to justify
this barbarous war, recoiled upon ourselves. In order

to defend the attempt to destroy the liberties of America,

principles were laid down which, if carried into effect,

would have subverted the liberties of England. Not

only in the court, but in both houses of parliament,
from the episcopal bench, and from the pulpits of the

church-party, there were promulgated doctrines of the

most dangerous kind doctrines unsuited to a limited

monarchy, and, indeed, incompatible with it. The
extent to which this reaction proceeded is known to

very few readers, because the evidence of it is chiefly
to be found in the parliamentary debates, and in the

theological literature, particularly the sermons of that

time, none of which are now much studied. But, not

to anticipate matters belonging to another part of this

work, it is enough to say that the danger was so immi-
nent as to make the ablest defenders of popular liberty
believe that everything was at stake

;
and that if the

Americans were vanquished, the next step would be to

attack the liberties of England, and endeavour to

extend to the mother-country the same arbitrary

government which by that time would have been
established in the colonies. 37 *

s: * Dr. Jebb, an able observer, is the smallest part of our con-

thought that the American war cern. It will become an apt,
' must be decisive of the liberties powerful, and certain engine for

of both countries.' Disney's Life the destruction of our freedom

of Jebb, p. 92. So, too, Lord here.' Burke's Works, vol. ii.

Chatham wrote in 1777, 'poor p. 399. Compare vol. i. pp. 189,

England will have fallen upon 210; Parl. Hist. vol. xvi. pp. 104,
her own sword.' The Grmville 107, 651, 652, vol. xix. pp. 11,

Papers, vol. iv. p. 573. In the 1056, vol xx. p. 119, vol. xxi. p.

same year, Burke said of the 907. Hence it was that Fox

attempt made to rule the colonies wished the Americans to be vie-

by military force,
' that the es- toricus (Russell's Mem. of Fox,

tablinhment of such a power in vol. i. p. 143) ;
for which sonif

America will utterly ruin our fi- writers have actually accused bin.

nannes (though its certain effect), of want of patriotism !
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Whether or not these fears were 'ixatrgerated, is a

question of considerable difficulty; but after a careful

study of that time, and a study too from sources not

much used by historians, I feel satisfied that they who
are best acquainted with the period will be the most

willing to admit that, though the danger may have
been overrated, it was far more serious than men are

now inclined to believe. At all events, it is certain

that the general aspect of political affairs was calcu-

lated to excite great alarm. It is certain, that during
many years, the authority of the crown continued to

increase, until it reached a height of which no example
had been seen in England for several generations. It

is certain that the Church of England exerted all

her influence in favour of those despotic principles
which the king wished to enforce. It is also certain

that, by the constant creation of new peers, all holding
the same views, the character of the House of Lords
was undergoing a slow but decisive change ;

and that,

whenever a favourable opportunity arose, high judicial

appointments and high ecclesiastical appointments
were conferred upon men notorious for their leaning
towards the royal prerogative. These are facts which
cannot be denied

; and, putting them together, there

remains, I think, no doubt, that the American war was
a great crisis in the history of England, and that if the

colonists had been defeated, our liberties would have
been for a time in considerable jeopardy. From that

risk we were saved by the Americans, who with heroic

spirit resisted the royal armies, defeated them at every

point, and at length, separating themselves from the

mother-country, began that wonderful career, which,
in less than eighty years, has raised them to an un-

exampled prosperity, and which to us ought to be

deeply interesting, as showing what may be effected

by the unaided resources of a free people.
Seven years after this great contest had been

brought to a successful close, and the Americans,

happily for the interests of mankind, had finally
secured their independence, another nation rose up
and turned against its rulers. The history of the
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causes of the French Revolution will be found in

another part of this volume
;
at present we have only

to glance at the effects it produced upon the policy of

the English government. In France, as is well known,
the movement was extremely rapid ;

the old institu-

tions, which were so corrupted as to be utterly unfit

for use, were quickly destroyed ;
and the people,

frenzied by centuries of oppression, practised the most

revolting cruelties, saddening the hour of their triumph
by crimes that disgraced the noble cause for which

they struggled.
All this, frightful as it was, did nevertheless form a

part of the natural course of affairs
;

it was the old

story of tyranny exciting revenge, and revenge blind-

ing men to every consequence except the pleasure of

glutting their own passions. If, under these circum-

stances, France had been left to herself, the Revolution,
like all other revolutions, would soon have subsided,
and a form of government have arisen suited to the

actual condition of things. What the form would
have been, it is impossible now to say ; that, however,
was a question with which no foreign country had the

slightest concern. Whether it should be an oligarchy,
or a despotic monarchy, or a republic, it was for

France to decide
;

but it was evidently not the

business of any other nation to decide for her. Still

less was it likely that, on so delicate a point, France
would submit to dictation from a country which had

always been her rival, and which not unfrequently
had been her bitter and successful enemy.
But these considerations, obvious as they are, were

lost upon George III., and upon those classes which

were then in the ascendant. The fact that a great

people had risen against their oppressors disquieted
the consciences of men in high places. The same evil

passions, and indeed the same evil language, which a

few years before were directed against the Americans,
were now turned against the French

;
and it was but

too clear that the same results would follow.374 In

374 In 1792, and therefore be- few peers who escaped from the

fore the war broke out, Lord prevailing corruption, said, 'The

LMiisdowne. one of thr extremely pri-sent instance recalled to his
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defiance of every maxim of sound policy, the English
ambassador was recalled from France simply because

that country chose to do away with the monarchy, and

substitute a republic in its place. This was the first

decisive step towards an open rupture, and it was

taken, not because Franco had injured England, but

because France had changed her government.
375 A

few mouths later, the French, copying the example of

the English in the preceding century,
376

brought their

king to a public trial, sentenced bin; to die, and struck

off his head in the midst of his own capital. It must
be allowed that this act was needless, that it was cruel,

arid that it was grossly impolitic. But it is palpably
evident that they who consented to the execution were

responsible only to God and their country ;
and that

any notice of it from abroad, which bore the appear-
ance of a threat, would rouse the spirit of France, would
unite all parties into one, and would induce the nation

to adopt as its own a crime of which it might other-

wise have repented, but which it could not now abjure
without incurring the shame of having yielded to the

dictation of a foreign power.
In England, however, as soon as the fate of the

king was known, the government, without waiting for

explanation, and without asking for any guarantee as

to the future, treated the death of Louis as an offence

against itself, and imperiously ordered the French
residents to quit the country :

377 thus wantonly

memory the proceedings of this 3
~
6 Just before the Revolution,

country previous to the American Robert de Saint-Vincent per-
war. The same abusive and tinently remarked, by way of

degrading terms were applied to caution, that the English
' have

the Americans that were now used dethroned seven of their kings,
to the National Convention, the and beheaded the eighth.' Mejn.

same consequences might follow.
1

of Mallet du Pan, vol. i. p. 146;
Parl. Hist. vol. xxx. p. 155. and Wcure told \n Alison's Europe

375
Compare Belsham's Hist. (vol. ii. pp. 199, 296, 315), that in

of Great Britain, vol. viii. p. 490, 1792 Louis '

anticipated the fate

with Tomline's Life oflitt,\ol. of Charles I.' Compare Williams'

ii. p. 548. The letter to Lord Letters from France, 2nd edit.

Grower, the English minister in 1796, vol. iv. p. 2.

Paris, is printed in Parl. Hist. '" Belsham (Hist, of Great

vol. xxx. pp. 143, 144. Its date Britain, vol. viii. p. 525) sup-
is 17th August, 1792. poun. and probably irith reason
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originating a war which lasted twenty years, cost the

lives of millions, plunged all Europe into confusion, and,
more than any other circumstance, stopped the march
of civilization, by postponing for a whole generation
those reforms, which, late in the eighteenth century
the progress of affairs rendered indispensable.
The European results of this, the most hateful, the

most unjust, and the most atrocious war, England has
ever waged against any country, will be hereafter

considered
;

378 at present I confine myself to a short

summary of its leading effects on English society.
What distinguishes this sanguinary contest from all

preceding ones, and what gives to it its worst feature,

is, that it was eminently a war of opinions, a war
which we carried on, not with a view to territorial

acquisitions, but with the object of repressing that

desire for reforms of every kind, which had now become
the marked characteristic of the leading countries of

Europe.
379 As soon, therefore, as hostilities began the

that the English government was
bent upon war even before the

death of Louis
;
but it appears

(Tontine's Pitt, vol. ii. p. 599)
that it was not until the 24th of

January 1793, that Chauvelin

was actually ordered to leave

England, and that this was in

consequence of ' the British

ministers having received in-

formation of the execution of the

king of France.' Compare Bel-

fham, vol. viii. p. 530. The com-
mon opinion, therefore, seems

correct, that the proximate cause

of hostilities was the execution

of Louis. See Alisons Hist. vol.

ii. p. 522, vol. v. p. 249, vol. vi.

p.656 ;
and Nevsmarch, in Journal

of Statist. Soc. vol. xviii. p. 108.
3TS Lord Brougham (Sketches

of Statesmen, \Q\. i. p. 79) rightly

says of this war, that ' the

youngi .st man living will not sur-

vive the fatal effects of this

flagrant political crime.' 80 eager,

however, was George III. in its

favour, that \vhen Wilberforce

separated himself from Pitt on

account of the war, and moved
an amendment on the subject in

the House of Commons, the king
showed his spite by refusing to

take any notice of Wilberforce

the next time he appeared at

court. Life of Wilberforce, vol.

ii. pp. 10, 72.
S79 In 1793 and subsequently,

it was stated both by the opposi-

tion, and also by the supporters
of government, that the war with

France was directed against doc-

trines and opinions, and that one

of its main objects was to dis-

courage the progress of demo-
cratic institutions. See, among
many other instances, Parl. Hist.

vol. xxx. pp. 413, 41", 1077, H99,
1200, 1283, vol. xxxi. pp.466,
592, 649, 680, 1036, 1047, vol.

xxxiii. pp. 603, 604; NichoUsi

Recollections, vol. ii. pp. 156, 157
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English government had a twofold duty to perform
it had to destroy :i republic abroad, and it had to pre-
vent improvement at home. The first of these duties

it fulfilled by squandering the blood and the treasure

of England, till it had thrown nearly every family
into mourning, and reduced the country to the verge
of national bankruptcy. The other duty it attempted
to execute by enacting a series of laws intended to put
an end to the free discussion of political questions, and
stifle that spirit of inquiry which was every year
becoming more active. These laws were so compre-
hensive, and so well calculated to effect their purpose,
that if the energy of the nation had not prevented
their being properly enforced, they would either have

destroyed every vestige of popular liberty, or else

have provoked a general rebellion. Indeed, during
several years the danger was so imminent, that, in the

opinion of some high authorities, nothing could have
averted it, but the bold spirit with which our English

juries, by their hostile verdicts, resisted the proceed-

ings of government, and refused to sanction laws
which the crown had proposed, and to which a timid

and servile legislature had willingly consented.380

We may form some idea of the magnitude of the

crisis by considering the steps which were actually
taken against the two most important of all our

lso Lord Campbell (Lives of tht they only consulted eight minutes

Chancellors, vol. vi. p. 449) says, before bringing in a verdict of

that if the laws passed in 1794 acquittal. Stephen's Me/n. of
had been enforced, 'the only Home Tooke, vol. ii. p. 147; see

chance of escaping servitude also, on this crisis, Life of Cart-

would have been civil war.' Com- wright, vol. i. p. 210. The people

pare Brougham's Statesmen, voL sympathised throughout with the

i. p. 237, vol. ii. pp. 63, 64, on our victims; and while the trial of

'escape from proscription and Hardy was pending, the attorney-
from arbitrary power . . . during general, Seott,was always mobbed
the almost hopeless struggle from when he left the court, and on

1793 to 1801.' Both these writers one occasion his life was in

pay great and deserved honour to danger. Tvriss's Life of Eldon,
the successful eflbrts of Erskine vol. i. pp. 185, 186. Compare
with juries. Indeed the spirit of Holcroft's Memoirs, vol. ii. pp.
our jurors was so determined, 180, 181.

that in 1794, at Tooke's trial,
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institutions, namely, the freedom of the public press,

and the right of assembling in meetings for the purpose
of public discussion. These are, in a political point
of view, the two most striking peculiarities which

distinguish us from every other European people. As

long as they are preserved intact, and as long as they
are fearlessly and frequently employed, there will

always be ample protection against those encroach-

ments on the part of government which cannot be

too jealously watched, and to which even the freest

country is liable. To this may be added, that these

institutions possess other advantages of the highest
order. By encouraging political discussion, they
increase the amount of intellect brought to bear

upon the political business of the country. They also

increase the total strength of the nation, by causing

large classes of men to exercise faculties which would
otherwise lie dormant, but which by these means are

quickened into activity, and become available for other

purposes of social interest.

But in the period we are now considering, it was
deemed advisable that the influence of the people
should be lessened

;
it was, therefore, thought improper

that they should strengthen their abilities by exercis-

ing them. To relate the details of that bitter war,

which, late in the eighteenth century, the English

government carried on against every kind of free dis-

cussion, would lead me far beyond the limits of this

Introduction ;
and I can only hastily refer to the

vindictive prosecutions, and, whenever a verdict was

obtained, the vindictive punishments, of men like

Adams, Bonney, Crossfield, Frost, Gerald, Hardy,
Holt, Hodson, Holcroft, Joyce, Kidd, Lambert,

Margarot, Martin, Muir, Palmer, Perry, Skirving,

Stannard, Thelwall, Tooke, Wakefield, Wardle,
Winterbotham : all of whom were indicted, and many
of whom were fined, imprisoned, or transported, because

they expressed their sentiments with freedom, and
because they used language such as in our time is

employed with perfect impunity, by speakers at public

meetings, and by writers in the public press.

As, however, juries in several cases refused to con-
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vict men who were prosecuted for these ofT'onces, it was
determined to recur to measures Rtill more deeisive.

In 1795, a law was passed, by wliicli it was manifestly
intended to put an end for over to all popular discus-

sions either on political or religious matters. For by
it every public meeting was forbidden, unless notice of

it were inserted in a newspaper five days beforehand
;

381

such notice to contain a statement of the objects of

the meeting, and of the time and place where it

was to assemble. And, to bring the whole arrange-
ment completely under the supervision of government,
it was ordered, that not only should the notice, thus

published, be signed by householders, but that the

original manuscript should be preserved, for the infor-

mation of the justices of the peace, who might require
a copy of it : a significant threat, which, in those days,
was easily understood.382 It was also enacted that,
even after these precautions had been taken, any single

justice might compel the meeting to disperse, if, in his

opinion, the language held by the speakers was calcu-

lated to bring the sovereign or the government into

contempt ; while, at the same time, he was authorized

to arrest those whom he considered to be the offen-

ders.383 The power of dissolving a public meeting, and
of seizing its leaders, was thus conferred upon a

common magistrate, and conferred too without the

ssi i FiYe days at least.' Stat. "2 The inserter of the notice

36 George III. c. 8, 1. This ap- in the newspaper 'shall cause

plied to meetings
' holden for the such notice and authority to be

purpose or on the pretext of cou- carefully preserved, . . . and cause

sidering of or preparing any peti- a true copy thereof (if required)
tion, complaint, remonstrance, or to be delivered to any justice of

declaration, or other address to the peace for the county, city,
the king, or to both houses, or town, or place where such person
either house, of parliament, for shall reside, or where such news-
alteration of matters established paper shall be printed, and who
in church or state, or for the shall require the same.' 36

purpose or on the pretext of George 111. c. 8, 1.

deliberating upon any grievance
5SS C. 8, 6 and ", referring

in church or state.' The only to
'

meetings on notice
;

' and to

exceptions allowed were in the persons holding language which
case of meetings called by magis- shall even ' tend to incite.' Theae

trates, officials, and the nuy'ority two sections are very remarkable
of the grand jury.
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slightest provision against its abuse. In other words,
the right of putting an end to all public discussions oc
the most important subjects, was lodged in the handa
of a man appointed by the crown, and removable by
the crown at its own pleasure. To this it was added,
that if the meeting should consist of twelve, or upwards
of twelve persons, and should remain together for one
hour after being ordered to separate, in such case, the

penalty of death was to be inflicted, even if only twelve

disobeyed this the arbitrary command of a single and

irresponsible magistrate.
384

In 1799, another law was passed, forbidding any
open field, or place of any kind, to be used for lectur-

ing, or for debating, unless a specific license for such

place had been obtained from the magistrates. It was
likewise enacted, that all circulating-libraries, and all

reading-rooms, should be subject to the same provision ;

no person, without leave from the constituted authori-

ties, being permitted to lend on hire in his own house,

newspapers, pamphlets, or even books of any kind. 385

Before shops of this sort could be opened, a license

must first be obtained from two justices of the peace ;

which, however, was to be renewed at least once a year,
and might be revoked at any intermediate period.

381 ' If

a man lent books without the permission of the magis-
trates, or if he allowed lectures or debates,

' on any
subject whatever,' to be held under his roof, then, for

such grievous crime, he was to be fined 100Z. a-dayj
and every person who aided him, either by presiding
over the discussion, or by supplying a book, was for

each offence to be fined 201. The proprietor of so

3SI ' It shall be adjudged,' says and DO longer, or for any less

the Act,
'

felony without benefit space of time therein to be spe-
cf clergy ;

and the offenders cified
;
and which license it shall

therein shall be adjudged felons, be lawful for the justices of the

and shall suffer death as in case peace
'

&o. ' to revoke and declare

of felony without benefit of cler- void, and no longer in force, by
gy.' 36 George III. c. 8, 6. any ordfr of such justices ;

. . . .

38S
. Stat. 39 George III. c. 79, and thereupon such license shall

15. cease and determine, and be
"** The license

'

sh;ill l>e in thenceforth utterly void and of no

force tor the space of one year eff3t..' 39 George 111. c. 79, 1 8.
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pernicious an establishment was not only to suffer

from these ruinous tines, but was declared liable to still

further punishment as the; keeper of a disorderly
house. 387

To modern ears it sounds somewhat strange, that

the owner of a public lading-room should not only
incur extravagant fines, but should also be punished as

the keeper of a disorderly house
;
and that all this

should happen to him, simply because he opened his

shop without asking permission from the local magis-
trates. Strange, however, as this appears, it was, at

all events, consistent, since it formed part of a regular

plan for bringing, not only the actions of men, but

even their opinions, under the direct control of the

executive government. Thus it was that the laws, now
for the first time passed, against newspapers, were so

stringent, and the prosecution of authors so unrelent-

ing, that there was an evident intention to ruin every

public writer who expressed independent sentiments.388

3"' Such things are so incredi-

ble, that I must ngaiii quote the

words of the Act :

'

Every house,

room, or place, which shall be

opened or used as a place of

meeting for the purpose of reading
books, pamphlets, newspapers, or

other publications, and to which

any person shall be admitted by
payment of money' (if not regu-

larly licensed by the authorities),
' shall be deemed a dis-

orderly house
;

'

and the person
opening it shall

' be otherwise

punished as the law directs in

ease of disorderly houses.' .39

George III. c. 79, 15. The germ
of this law may be found in 36

George 111. c. 8, g 12, 13, 14,
15,16. Nowhere are the weakest

parts of the human mind more

clearly seen than in the history
of legislation.

S8!> See the particulars in Hunts
Hist, of Newspapers, vol. i. pp.
281-4. Mr. Hunt ays, p. 2S4 :

' In addition to all these laws,

directed solely towards the press,
other statutes were made to bear

upon it, for the purpose of re-

pressing the free expression of

popular opinion.' In 1793, Dr.

Currie writes: ' The prosecutions
that are commenced by govern-
ment all over England against

printers, publishers, &c. would
astonish you ;

and most of these

;n-e for offences committed many
months ago. The printer of the

Manchester lit raid ha.s had seven

different indictments preferred

against him for paragraphs in his

paper: and six different indict-

ments for selling or disposing of

six different copies of Paine, all

previous to the trial of Paine.

The man was opulent, supposed
worth -20,000/. : but these differ-

ent actions will ruin him, as they
were intended to do.' Curries

Life, vol. i. pp. 185, 186. Se*

letter from Koscoe to Lord
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These ineasures, and others of a similar character,
which -will hereafter be noticed, excited such alarm,

that, in the opinion of some of the ablest observers,
the state of public affairs was becoming desperate,

perhaps irretrievable. The extreme despondency with

which, late in the eighteenth century, the best friends

of liberty looked to the future, is very observable, and
forms a striking feature in their private correspon-
dence.389 And although comparatively few men venture

to express such sentiments in public, Fox, whose fear-

less temper made him heedless of risk, openly stated

what would have checked the government, if any-

thing could have done so. For this eminent statesman,
who had been minister more than once, and was
afterwards minister again, did not hesitate to say, from

Lansdowne, in Life of Boscoe,

vol. i. p. 124
;
and Mem. of Hoi-

croft, vol. ii. pp. 151, 152 : 'Prin-

ters and booksellers all over the

kingdom were hunted out for

prosecution.' See further, Life

of Cartwright, vol. i. pp. 199,
200

; Adolphus's Hist, of George
HI. vol. v. pp. 525, 526

;
Mem. of

Wakeficld, vol. ii. p. 69.
SM In 1793, Dr. Currie, after

mentioning the attempts made

by government to destroy the

liberty of the press, adds: 'For

my part, I foresee troubles, and
conceive the nation was never in

such a dangerous crisis.' dime's
Mem. vol. i. p. 186. In 1795,
Fox writes (RustcU's Mem. of
Fox, vol. iii. pp. 124, 1 25) :

' There

appears to me to be no choice at

present, but between an absolute

surrender of the liberties of the

people and a vigorous exertion,

attended, I admit, with consider-

able hazard, at a time like the

present. My view of things is, I

own, very gloomy ;
and I am con-

vinced that, in a very few yo;ir>,

this govenjment will beeomecom-

pletely absolute, or that confu-

sion will arise of a nature almost

as much to be deprecated as

despotism itself.' In the same

year, Dr. Ruine writes (Parr's

Works, vol. vii. p. 533): 'The
mischievous conduct of men in

power has long made this country
an uneasy dwelling for the mode-
rate and peaceful man

;
their

present proceedings render our

situation alarming, and our pros-

pects dreadful.' See also p. 530.

In 1796, the Bishop of Llandaff

writes (Life of Watson, vol. ii.

pp. 36, 37):
' The malady which

attacks the constitution (influence
of the crown) is without remedy;
violent applications might be

used
;

their success would be

doubtful, and I, for one, never
wish to see them tried.' Compare
vol. i. p. 222. And, in 1799,

Priestley dreaded a revolution ;

but, at the same time, thought
there was ' no longer any hope of

a peaceable find gradual reform.'

Mom. of Priestley, vol. i. pp. 198,

199
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his place in parliament, in 1795, that if these, and
other shameful laws which were proposed, should bo

actually passed, forcible resistance to the government
would bo merely a question of prudence ;

and that the

people, if they felt themselves equal to the conflict,

would be justified in withstanding the arbitrary
measures by which their rulers sought to extinguish
their liberties.390

Nothing, however, could stop the government in its

headlong career. The ministers, secure of a majority
in both houses of parliament, were able to carry their

measures in defiance of the people, who opposed them

by every mode short of actual violence. 391 And as the

object of these new laws was, to check the spirit of

390 In tins memorable declara-

tion, Fox said, that ' he had a

right to hope and expect that

these bills, which positively re-

pealed the Bill of Ilights, and cut

up the whole of the constitution

by the roots, by changing our
limited monarchy into an abso-

lute despotism, would not Le

enacted by parliament against
the declared sense of a great

majority of the people. If, how-

ever, ministers were determined,

by means of the corrupt influence

they possessed in the two houses
of parliament, to pass the bills in

direct opposition to the declared

sense of a great majority of the

nation, and they should be put
in force with all their rigorous

provisions, if his opinion were
asked by the people as to their

obedience, he should tell them,
that it was no longer a question
of moral obligation and duty, but

of prudence. It would, indeed,
be a case of extremity alone which
could justify resistance; and the

only question would be, whether
that resistance was prudent.'
l\irl. Hift. vol. xxxii, p. 383. On

this, Windham remarked, and
Fox did not deny, that ' the

meaning obviously was, that the

right hon. gentleman would ad-

vise the people, whenever they
were strong enough, to resist the

execution of the law ;

'

and to th is

both Sheridan and Grey imme-

diately assented, p. 385-387.
'"" ' Never had there appeared,

in the memory of the oldest man,
so firm and decided a plurality
of adversaries to the ministerial

measures, as on this occasion (i.e.

in 1795): the interest of the

public seemed so deeply at stake,
that individuals, not only of the

decent, but of the most vulgar

professions, gave up a consider-

able portion of their time and

occupations in attending the nu-

merous meetings that were called

in every part of the kingdom, to

the professed intent of counter-

acting this attempt of the minis-

try.' Note in Par/. History, vol.

xxxii. p. 381. It was at this

period that Fox made the decla-

ration which I have quoted in the

previous note.
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inquiry, and prevent reforms, which the progress of

society rendered indispensable, there were also brought
into play other means subservient to the same end. It

is no exaggeration to say, that for some years England
was ruled by a system of absolute terror. 392 The min-
isters of the day, turning a struggle of party into a war
of proscription, tilled the prisons with their political

opponents, and allowed them, when in confinement, to

be treated with shameful severity.
393 If a man was

known to be a reformer, he was constantly in danger
of being arrested

;
and if he escaped that, he was

watched at every turn, and his private letters were

opened as they passed through the post-office.
394 In such

cases, no scruples were allowed. Even the confidence

of domestic life was violated. No opponent of govern-
ment was safe under his own roof, against the tales of

eavesdroppers and the gossip of servants. Discord was
introduced into the bosom of families, and schisms

caused between parents and their children. 395 Not

392 It was called at the time

the '

Reign of Terror
;

' and so

indeed it was for every opponent
of government. See Campbell's
Chancellors, vol. vi. p. 441

;
Mem.

of Wakefield, vol. ii. p. 67 ;
and

Trotter's Mem. of Fox, p. 10.
385 ' The iniquitous system of

secret imprisonment, under which
Pitt and Dundas had now filled

all the gaols with parliamentary
reformers

;
men who were cast

into dungeons without any public
accusation, and from whom the

habeas-corpus suspension act had
taken every hope of redress.'

Cooke's Hist, of Party, vol. iii.

p. 447. On the cruelty with

which these political opponents
of government were treated when
in prison, see Stephens's Mem. of

Took', vol ii. pp. 121, 125, 423;
Par/. Jli-st. vol. xxxiv. pp. 112,

113, 126, 129, 170, 515, vol.

rxxv. pp. 742, 743 ; Cloncurri/s

Recollections, pp. 46, 86, 87, 140.

''.25.

"<
Life ofCurric, vol. ii. p. 1 60

;

Stepliens's Mem. of Tooke, vol. ii.

pp. 118, 119.
895 In 1793, Roscoe writes :

'

Every man is called on to be a

spy upon his brother." Life of

Roscoe, vol. i. p. 127. Compare
Fox's etatment (Parl. Hist. vol.

xxx. p. 2 1
),
that what government

had done was,
'

to erect every
man,not merely into an inquisitor,
but into a judge, a spy, an in-

former, to set father against
father, brother against brother

;

and in this way you expect to

maintain the tranquillity of the

country.' See also vol. xxx. p.

1529; and a remarkable passage,
in Coleridge's Jjiog. Lit. (vol. i.

p. 192), on the extent of '

secret

defamation,' in and after 1793.
For further evidence of this hor-

rible state of society, see Mem,
ofHolerift, vol. ii. pp. 150, 161

Stephens's Mem. of Home Tooke
vol. ii. pp. 115, 1J6.
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only were the most strenuous attempts made to silence

the press, but the booksellers were so constantly prose-
cuted that they did not dare to publish a work if

its author were obnoxious to the court. 59 ''

Indeed,
whoever opposed the government was proclaimed an

enemy to his country.
397 Political associations and

public meetings were strictly forbidden. Every popular
leader was in personal danger ;

and every popular
assemblage was dispersed, either by threats or by mili-

tary execution. That hateful machinery, familiar to

the worst days of the seventeenth century, was put into

motion. Spies were paid ;
witnesses were suborned

;

juries wore packed.
398 The coffee-houses, the inns,

and the clubs, were filled with emissaries of the govern-
ment, who reported the most hasty expressions of

common conversation. 399
If, by these means, no sort

s"* There was even consider-

able diffir^lty in findingaprinter
for Tooke's great philological
work, The Diversions of Purley.
See Stephens',-; Mem. of Tooke,
vol. ii. pp. 345-348 In 1798,
Fox wrote to Cartwright (Life of

Cartwright, vol. i. p. 248) :

' The
decision against Wakefield's pub-
lisher appears to me decisive

against the liberty of the press ;

and, indeed, after it, one can

hardly conceive how any prudent
tradesman can venture to publish

anything that can, in any way,
be disagreeable to the ministers.'

897 Those who opposed the

slave-trade were called jacobins,
and ' enemies to the ministers ;

'

and the celebrated Dr. Currie

was pronounced to be a jacobin,
and an '

enemy to his country,'
because he remonstrated against
the shameful manner in which
the English government, in 1SOO,

allowed the French prisoners to

be treated. Life of Currie, vol. :.

pp. 330. 332 : L[t\ 'of Willerforce.
voll pp. 342-34-1.' vol n. pp. 18.

133; Part. Hist. vol. xxx. p. 654,
vol. xxxi. p. 467, vol. xxxiii.

p. 1387, vol. xxxiv. pp. 1119,
1485.

198
Life of Cartwright, vol. i.

p. 209 ;' Hunts Hist', of Nei<!-

papers, vol. ii. p. 104
;
Bclshnni's

Hist. vol. ix. p. 227; Adolphus's
Hist. vol. vi. p. 2G4 : Annual

Register for 1795, pp. 156. 160
;

Stephens'* Mem. of Tooke, vol. ii.

p. 118; Life of Currie, vol. i.

p. 172 ; Campbell's Chancellors,
vol. vi. p. 316, vol. vii. p. 316;
Life <f WtUierforce, vol. iv.

pp. 369, 377 ;
Parl. Hist. vol.

xxxi. pp. 543, 667, 668, 1067,
vol. xxxii. pp. 296, 302, 366, 367,

374, 664, vol. xxxv. pp. 1538,
1540; Hokroft's Memoirs, vol. ii.

p. 190.
SS9 In addition to the passages

referred to in the preceding note
;

compare Hutton's Life of Him-

self, p. 209, with Campbell's
Chancellors, vol. vi. p. 44!.

vol. vii. p. 104, and Adolphus's
Hist, of George III. vol. vi. p. 45.

In 1798. Caldwell wrote to Sir
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of evidence could be collected, there was another

resource, which was unsparingly used. For, the habeas-

corpus act being constantly suspended, the crown had
the power of imprisoning without inquiry, and without

limitation, any person offensive to the ministry, but of

whose crime no proof was attempted to be brought.
400

Such was the way in which, at the end of the eigh-
teenth century, the rulers of England, under pretence
of protecting the institutions of the country, oppressed
the people, for whose benefit alone those institutions

ought to exist. Nor was even this the whole of the

injury they actually inflicted. Their attempts to stop
the progress of opinions were intimately connected
with that monstrous system of foreign policy, by which
there has been entailed upon us a debt of unexampled
magnitude. To pay the interest of this, and to meet
the current expenses of a profuse and reckless adminis-

tration, taxes were laid upon nearly every product oi

industry and of nature. In the vast majority of cases,
these taxes fell upon the great body of the people,

401

who were thus placed in a position of singular hardship

James Smith (Correspondence of Purl. Hist. vol. xxxi. p. 609. ID

Sir J. E. Smith, vol. ii. p. 143): 1800, Lord Holland stated, in
' The power of the crown is be- the House of Lords, that, of ' the

come irresistible. The new seven years of the war, the

scheme of inquisition into every habeas-corpus act had been sus-

man's private circumstances is pended five
; and, of the multi-

beyond any attempt I have ever tudes who had been imprisoned
heard of under Louis XIV.' in virtue of that suspension, few

400 In 1794, Fox said, in his had been brought to trial, and

speech on the habeas-corpufl SUB- only one convicted.' vol. xxxiv.

pension bill: 'Every man who pp. 1486. See also vol. xxxv.
talked freely, every man who p. 609, 61'>. On the effect of

detested, as he did from his the suspension of the habeas-

heart, this war, might be, and corpus act upon literature, see

would be, in the hands and at Life of Currie, vol. i. p. 506.

the mercy of ministers. Living
"" See decisive evidence of

under such a government, and this, in Porter's Progress of the

being subject to insurrection, Nation, vol. ii. pp. 283-285; and,

comparing the two evils, he con- on the enormous increase of ex

fessed, he thought the evil they peuse and taxation, see Pcllew't

were pretending to remedy, was Life of Sidmmdh vol. i ". 358,

less* than the one they were going vol. Li.
j>. 17.

to inflict by the remedy itaclf.'
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For the upper classes not onlv refused to the rust of liu.-

natiou the reforms which were urgently required, but

compelled the country to pay for the precautions which,
in consequence of (he refusal, it was thought necessary
to take. Thus it was that the government diminished

the liberties of the people, and wasted the fruit of their

industry, in order to protect that very people against

opinions which the growth of their knowledge had
irresistibly forced upon them.

It is not surprising that, in the face of these circum-

stances, some of the ablest observers should have

despaired of the liberties of England, and should have
believed that, in the course of a few years, a despotic

government would be iirmly est; olished. Even we,

who, looking at these things half a century after they
occurred, are able to take a calmer view, and who more-
over possess the advantages of a larger knowledge, and
a riper experience, must nevertheless allow thai, so i'ar

as political events were concerned, the danger was more
imminent than at any moment since the reign of

Charles I. But what was forgotten then, and what is

too often forgotten now, is, that political events form

only one of the many parts which compose the history
of a great country. In the period we have been con-

sidering, the political movement was, no doubt, more

threatening than it had been for several generations.
On the other hand, the intellectual movement was, as

we have seen, liighly favourable, and its influence

was rapidly spreading. Hence it was that, while the

government of the country tended in one direction, tho

knowledge of the country tended in another
;

and
while political events kept us back, intellectual events

urged us forward. In this way, the despotic principles
that were enforced were, in some degree, neutralized

;

and although it was impossible to prevent them from

causing great suffering, still the effect of that suffering
was to increase the determination of the people to

reform a system under which sue!; evils could be in-

flicted. For wliile they telt the evils, the knowledge
which they had obtained made them see the remedy.
Thev saw that the men who were at the head of aa"aii>

VOL. 1. K K
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were despotic ;
but they saw, too, that the system must

be wrong, which could secure to such men such autho-

rity. This confirmed their dissatisfaction, and justified
their resolution to effect some fresh arrangement, which
should allow their voices to be heard in the councils of

the state. 402 And that resolution, I need hardly add,

grew stronger and stronger, until it eventually produced
those great legislative reforms which have already

signalized the present century, have given a new tone
to the character of public men, and changed the struc-

ture of the English parliament.
It is thus that, in the latter part of the eighteenth

century, the increase and diffusion of knowledge were
in England, directly antagonistic to the political events

which occurred during the same period. The extent

and the nature of that antagonism I have endeavoured
to explain, as clearly as the complexity of the subject,
and the limits of this Introduction, enable me to do.

We have seen that, looking at our country as a whole,
the obvious tendency of affairs was to abridge the

authority of the church, the nobles, and the crown, and
thus give greater play to the power of the people.

Looking, however, at the country, not as a whole, but

looking merely at its political history, we find that the

personal peculiarities of George III., and the circum-

stances under which he came to the throne, enabled
him to stop the great progress, and eventually cause a

dangerous reaction. Happily for the fortunes of Eng-
land, those principles of liberty which he and his

supporters wished to destroy, had before his reign
become so powerful, and so widely diffused, that they

4ra A careful observer of wars of the reign of George III.,

what was going on late in the is the cause of our embarrass-

eightecnth century, expresses ments ; and that immoderate

what, early in the nineteenth taxation has been occasioned by
century, was becoming the con- the House of Commons being
viction of most men of plain, composed of men not interested

sound understanding, who had to protect the property of the

no interest in the existing cor- people.' Nicholls's Reeollectior.fi,

ruption: 'Immoderate taxation, vol. i. p. 213.

the result of the unnecessary
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uot only resisted this political reaction, but seemed to

gain freak strength from the contest. That the struggle
was arduous, and at one time extremely critical, it is

impossible to deny. Such, however, is the force of

liberal opinions, when they have once taken root in

the popular mind, that notwithstanding the ordeal to

which they were exposed, and notwithstanding the

punishments inflicted on their advocates, it was found

impossible to stifle them
;

it was found impossible
even to prevent their increase. Doctrines subver-

sive of every principle of freedom were personally
favoured by the sovereign, openly avowed by the

government, and zealously defended by the most

powerful classes
;
and laws in accordance with these

doctrines were placed on our statute-book, and enforced

in our courts. All, however, was in vain. In a few

years that generation began to pass away ;
a better one

succeeded in its place ;
and the system of tyranny fell

to the ground. And thus it is, that in all countries

which are even tolerably free, every system must fall

if it opposes the march of opinions, and gives
shelter to maxims and institutions repugnant to the

spirit of the age. In this sort of contest, the ultimate

result is never doubtful. For the vigour of an arbi-

trary government depends merely on a few individuals,

who, whatever their abilities may be, are liable, after

their death, to be replaced by timid and incompetent
successors. But the vigour of public opinion is not

exposed to these casualties ;
it is unaffected by the laws

of mortality ;
it does not flourish to-day and decline

to-morrow
;
and so far from depending on the lives of

individual men, it is governed by large general causes,

which, from their very comprehensiveness, are in short

periods scarcely seen, but on a comparison of long
periods, are found to outweigh all other considerations,
and reduce to insignificance those little stratagems by
which princes and statesmen think to disturb the order

of events, and mould to their will the destinies of a

great and civilized people.
These are broad and general truths, which will

hardly be questioned by any man who, with a competent
K K '2
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knowledge of history, lias reflected much on the na-

ture and conditions of modern society. But during
the period we have been considering, they were utterly

neglected by our political rulers, who not only thought
themselves able to check the growth of opinions, but

entirely mistook the very end and object of govern-
ment. In those days, it was believed that government
is made for the minority, to whose wishes the majority
are bound humbly to submit. It was believed that the

power of making laws must always be lodged in the

hands of a few privileged classes
;
that the nation at

large has no concern with those laws, except to obey
them

;

403 and that it is the duty of a wise government
to secure the obedience of the people by preventing
them from being enlightened by the spread of know-

ledge.
404 We may surely deem it a remarkable cir-

cumstance, that these notions, and the schemes of

legislation founded upon them, should, within half a

century, have died away so completely, that they are

no longer advocated, even by men of the most ordinary
abilities. What is still more remarkable is, that this

great change should have been effected, not by any
external event, nor by a sudden insurrection of the

people, but by the unaided action of moral force, the

silent, though overwhelming pressure of public opinion.
This has always seemed to me a decisive proof of the

natural, and, if I may so say, the healthy march of

English civilization. It is a proof of an elasticity, and

yet a sobriety of spirit, such as no other nation has ever

">:i Hi shop Korsli-y, the great ciple that was reverenced as in-

champion of the existing state disputable by almost the whole
of tilings, said in the House of adherents of the party in power
Lords, in 1795, that he 'did not sixty, or even fifty, or perhaps
know what the mass of the peo- even forty years ago, it was that

j'le in any country had to do the ignorance of the people was
with the laws, but to obey them.' necessary for their obedience to

Cooki's IJL-it. of I'nrtf/, vol. iii. the law.' One argument was,

p. 4 .'5.5. Compare Godwin on ' that to extend instruction,

Population, p. .009. would be to multiply the crime
404 lrd Cofkbiirn (Life of of forcrery !

'

Porter's Progress
Jtffn>/, 18/32, vol. i. pp. 67, 68) af Lh*. l\\<tion, vol. iii. p. 205.

uif :
' If there was any nrin-
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displayed. No other nation could have escaped from

such a crisis, except by passing through a revolution,
of which the cost might well have exceeded the gain.
The truth, however, is, that in England the course of

affairs, which 1 have endeavoured to trace since the

sixteenth century, had diffused among the people a

knowledge of their own resources, and a skill and

independence in the use of them, imperfect, indeed,
but still far superior to that possessed by any other of

the great European countries. Besides this, other cir-

cumstances, which will be hereafter related,
405

had, so

early as the eleventh century, begun to affect our
national character, and had assisted in imparting to it

that sturdy boldness, and, at the same time, those

habits of foresight, and of cautious reserve, to which
the English mind owes its leading peculiarities. With

us, therefore, the love of liberty has been tempered by
a spirit of prudence, which has softened its violence,
without impairing its strength. It is this which, more
than once, lias taught our countrymen to bear even
considerable oppression rather than run the risk of

rising against their oppressors. It has taught them to

stay their hands
;

it has taught them to husband their

force until they can use it with irresistible effect. To
this great and valuable habit we owe the safety of

England late in the eighteenth century. If the people
had risen, they would have staked their all

;
and what

the result of that desperate game would have been, no
man can say. Happily for them, and for their posterity,

they were content to wait yet a little
; they were will-

ing to bide their time, and watch the issue of things.
Of this noble conduct their descendants reap the reward.

After the lapse of a few years, the political crisis began
to subside, and the people re-entered on their former

rights. For although their rights had been in abeyance,

they were not destroyed, simply because the spirit still

existed by which they were originally won. Nor can

any one doubt that, if those evil days had been pro-

longed, that same spirit which had animated their

-
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fathers in the reign of Charles I. would have again
broken forth, and society have been convulsed by a

revolution, the bare idea of which is frightful to con-

template. In the mean time, all this was avoided
;
and

although popular tumults did arise in different parts of

the country, and although the measures of government
caused a disaffection of the most serious kind,

406 still

the people, taken as a whole, remained firm, and

patiently reserved their force till a better time, when,
for their benefit, a new party was organized in the state,

by whom their interests were successfully advocated
even within the walls of parliament.

This great and salutary reaction began early in the

present century ;
but the circumstances which accom-

panied it are so extremely complicated, and have been
so little studied, that I cannot pretend in this Introduc-

tion to offer even a sketch of them. It is sufficient to

say, what must be generally known, that for nearly

fifty years the movement has continued with unabated

speed. Everything which has been done, has increased

the influence of the people. Blow after blow has been
directed against those classes which were once the sole

depositaries of power. The Reform Bill, the Emanci-

pation of the Catholics, and the Repeal of the Corn-

laws, are admitted to be the three greatest political
achievements of the present generation. Each of these

vast measures has depressed a powerful party. The
extension of the suffrage has lessened the influence of

hereditary rank, and has broken up that great oligarchy
of landowners, by which the House of Commons had

long been ruled. The abolition of Protection has still

further enfeebled the territorial aristocracy ;
while

those superstitious feelings by which the ecclesiastical

order is mainly upheld, received a severe shock, first

by the repeal of the Test and Corporation Acts, and
afterwards by the admission of Catholics into the

** Sir A. Alison notices in his were able to keep it in bounds.

History, (vol. iv. p. 213)
' how That, however, is a question

widely the spirit of discontent which writers of his Htamp never

was diffused' in 1796; and the consider,

only wonder is, that the t>eoplt
%
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legislature ; stops which are with reason regarded as

supplying precedents of mischievous import for the in-

terests of the Established Church.407 These measures,
and others which are now obviously inevitable, have

taken, and will continue to take, power from particular
sections of society, in order to confer it upon the people
at large. Indeed, the rapid progress of democratic

opinions is a fact which no one in the present day ven-

tures to deny. Timid and ignorant men are alarmed at

the movement
;
but that there is such a movement is

notorious to all the world. No one now dares to talk

of bridling the people, or of resisting their united

wishes. The utmost that is said is, that efibrt.s should

be made to inform them as to their real interests, and

enlighten public opinion ;
but every one allows that, sc

soon as public opinion is formed, it can no longer be

withstood. On this point all are agreed; and this new

power, which is gradually superseding every other, is

now obeyed by those very statesmen Avho, had they
lived sixty years ago, would have been the first to deny
its authority, ridicule its pretensions, and, if possible,

extinguish its liberty.
Such is the great gap which separates the public

men of our time from those who flourished under that

bad system which George III. sought to perpetuate.
And it is evident, that this vast progress was brought
about rather by destroying the system, than by im-

proving the men. It is also evident, that the system

107

Bishop Burgess, iu a letter p. 604),
' were justly regarded as

to Lord Melbourne, bitterly the firmest bulwarks of the British

complained that Catholic eman- constitution,' the feeling was so

eipation was ' the extinction of strong, that at an episcopal
the purely Protestant character meeting in 1787. there were only
of the British legislature.' Har- two members who were willing

ford's Life ofBurgess, p. 506 : see to repeal these persecuting laws.

al-o pp. 238, 239, 369, 370. See Vishop H 'atson's Life of Him-
There can be no doubt that the se.'f, vol. i. p. 262. Lord Eldon,

bishop rightly estimated the who to the last stood up for th n

danger to his own party ; and church, pronounced the bill fa

as to the Corporation and Test repealing these acts to be a '

re-

Acts, which, says another bishop volutionary bill.' 7\fisJs Lift

(
2'omlints Life of Pit'., voL ii. of F2don, voL ii. p. 202.
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perished because it was unsuited to the age ;
in other

words, because a progressive people will never tolerate

an unprogressive government. But it is a mere matter

of history, that our legislators, even to the last moment,
were so terrified by the idea of innovation, that they
refused every reform until the voice of the people rose

high enough to awe them into submission, and forced

them to grant what, without such pressure, they would

by no means have conceded.

These things ought to serve as a lesson to our poli-
tical rulers. They ought also to moderate the pre-

sumption of legislators, and teach them that their best

measures are but temporary expedients, which it will

be the business of a later and riper age to efface. It

would be well if such considerations wrere to check the

confidence, and silence the loquacity, of those super-
ficial men, who, raised to temporary Dower, think them-
selves bound to guarantee certain institutions, and

uphold certain opinions. They ought clearly to under-

stand, that it does not lie within their function thus to

anticipate the march of affairs, and provide for distant

contingencies. In trifling matters, indeed, this may be

done without danger ; though, as the constant changes
in the laws of every country abundantly prove, it is also

done without benefit. But in reference to those large
and fundamental measures which bear upon the destiny
of a people, such anticipation iswor.se than useless,

it is highly injurious. In the present state of know-

ledge, politics, so far from being a science, is one of the

most backward of all the arts
;
and the only safe course

for the legislator is, to look upon his craft as consisting
in the adaptation of temporary contrivances to tem-

porary emergencies.
408 His business is to follow the

* 8 Sir C. Lewis, though in his Reasoning in Politics, 18,52, vol. ii.

learned work he over-estimates pp. 360-362. A writer of reput.
the resource possessed by poli- M. Flassan, says (Hist, de la

ticians, does nevertheless allow Diplomatic, vol. i. p. 19): 'On
that they are rarely able to and- doit elre tres-indulgent sur les

cipate the manner in which their erreurs de la politique, a cause

measures, \yjll work. Lewis on de la facilite qu'il y a a en coin-

thf AleifuiJs of Oliservntvm r.nd mettre. errtrurn aiLxq'.ielles \f
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age, and not ul all to attempt to lead it. Flo should he

satisfied with studying what is passing around him;
and should modify his schemes, not according to the

notions he has inherited from his fathers, but according
to the actual exigencies of his own time. For he may
rely upon it, that the movements of society have now
become so rapid, that the wants of one generation are

no measure of the wants of another
;
and that men,

urged by a sense of their own progress, are growing weary
of idle talk about the wisdom of their ancestors, and are

fast discarding those trite and sleepy maxims which
have hitherto imposed upon them, but by which they
will not consent to bo much longer troubled.

sagess-' menu- quelquefois en- vrith thf natural raareii ot'nlfrurs

train?.' The first part of this which still characterizes politi-
sentt-iuv is true enough ;

but it emus, even in th freest coun-

conveys a truth which ought to tri>

repress that love of mtertVriiii?
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